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Preface

Ten years of ,,Fuzzy Days“ in Dortmund!

What started as a relatively small workshop in 1991 has now become one of
the best known smaller conferences on Computational Intelligence in the world.
It fact, it was (to my best knowledge) the first conference to use this term, in
1994, although I confess that another, larger conference was announced first and
the trade mark “Computational Intelligence was not coined in Dortmund.

I believe, that the success of this conference is grounded on the quality of its
reviewed and invited papers as well as its good organization. From the beginning,
we have sent every paper anonymously to five referees, and we have always
accepted only around 50% of the papers sent in. This year it was a little less
than that.

I would like to thank everybody who helped us by considering Dortmund’s
Fuzzy Days as the conference at which to appear. I know that among the ab-
stracts not accepted there were some quite good ones, but we were restricted
to a fixed number. I also know that referees do a good job but cannot always
judge wisely from abstracts. Hence my apologies to those who did not make it
this year. Please try again!

I would like to point out that our conference also has a good regional repu-
tation. I am grateful to the City of Dortmund, its Lord Mayor Dr. Langemeyer,
the Dortmund project, the DFG – Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the KVR
– Kommunalverband Ruhrgebiet, the Martin-Schmeißer-Stiftung, and the Com-
line AG/Quantum GmbH for their valuable support.

August 2001 Bernd Reusch
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We first overview the history of computational intelligence in past decades. 1980s 
was a decade that neural network, fuzzy systems, and evolutionary computation 
whose seeds were sown in 1960s came into flowers. These computational intelligence 
technologies were combined, and several fusionor cooperative technologies were 
proposed since at the end of 1980s. These cooperative models of NN/FS/EC have 
been widely applied into consumer products and industry systems. We introduce these 
cooperative models and their real world application in detail. 

The second topic is "what comes next?" Although there are several possibility of 
computational intelligence research, we emphasize that combination of human factor 
with computational intelligence would be one of the possible research directions. 
Common AI approach has been to model human functions and installs the model into 
a computer, but it is difficult to perfectly model, for example, a personal preference 
model. Here, we would like to stress the different approach that is to directly embed a 
human as a black box into a target system. 

Interactive Evolutionary Computation (IEC) is one of such new directions of 
computational intelligence research. The IEC is an optimization method that adopts 
EC among system optimization based on subjective human evaluation. We introduce 
several variety of IEC applications. Some of them are: graphic arts and animation,  
3-D CG lighting, music, editorial design, industrial design, facial image generation, 
speech processing and synthesis, hearing aid fitting, virtual reality, media database 
retrieval, data mining, image processing, control and robotics, food industry, 
geophysics, education, entertainment, social system, and so on. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a fuzzy-system for the optimization of the yield 
of biogas at biogas plants.  The algorithm introduced allows the transformation 
of a PC supported developed fuzzy-model to a microcontroller-system. This 
system can be utilised as a robust and efficient unit for system controlling in 
industry. The transformation of the PC-based software-model to the 
microcontroller is designed user friendly due to a new fuzzy-shell. 

1  Introduction 

1.1 Production of Biogas 

The production of biogas from organic waste materials is complex - especially at the 
anaerobic co-fermentation and occurs over a variety of intermediate products. The 
composition of the substrate is not constant, it depends on material and seasonal 
fluctuations. To be able to use biogas plants economically for power generation it is 
necessary to have a continuous gas yield together with an optimum carbon reduction. 
To reach this objective, the amount of the supplied substrate has to be regulated in 
dependance of the desired gas amount. During the feeding with substrate a sudden 
acidification of the reactor should be avoided, which would cause a break off or a 
total succumbing of the methane production. 

1.2  Problems of Control Technology 

Conventional control technology for such anaerobic digestion processes reaches its 
technical limits. They are result of the non-linear correlation of substrate supply and 
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production of biogas, which are connected to large time constants. These problems 
are amplified through the order conditional co-fermentation of different organic 
waste. 

The process of anaerobic fermentation is relatively complex and because of non-
linearities in the supply of substrate, the amount of biomass and the yield of gas is 
very difficult to describe in mathematic terms - only with models. 

1.3  Technical Conditions of the System Control 

Modern processes of fermentation for anaerobic biogas production are supervised by 
a huge number of measurings and accordingly controlled. Important parameters for 
the evaluation of this process are the time course measurings of the pH-value, the 
redox-potential, the concentration of important substrates in the supply and removal 
of the biogas reactor, metabolites and products of the metabolism or their compounds. 
Especially the concentrations are not or only very difficult to catch as on-line 
measurements, which means, that the parameters can not take influence in the control 
of the system. 

Since several years is taken account on various mathematical models to develop a 
suitable process strategy for the optimization of such kind of fermentation. The 
models are based on an exact physical and chemical analysis of the initial materials. 
These models - connected with the applied reactor technique - were used for the 
development of kinetic models with coeffencies of increase and output. The industrial 
application although turned out to be difficult, because these systems could react to 
variations of the substrate composition only in a limited way [Steyer99]. In praxis this 
led to an organic overload - often connected to the failure of the whole system.  

 

2  Fuzzy Modelling 

2.1  Objective 

For the optimization of the biogas production and the increase of process security it is 
necessary to control the substrate supply by on-line measurements. Because 
knowledge of the process was available (through an expert), a fuzzy-system was 
favoured for the development of a model. 

2.2  Data Acquisition 

As basis for developing such a model a database was generated for describing the 
process. For that a lab-biogas reactor (volume of fermentation: 6 l) was installed with 
a extensive measurement equipment for on-line controlled data collection. After a 
first data evaluation in connection with an analysis of correlations the following 
parameters were classified as process and model relevant: 
• the volume of biogas (vob) [dm3] 
• concentration of methane in the biogas (CH4) [vol%] 
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• concentration of carbon dioxide in the biogas (CO2) [vol%] 
• concentration of oxygen in the biogas (O2) [vol%] 
• pH-value in the reactor (pH) [-] 
Figure 1 shows the time course of the process parameters during a period of 30 days. 
The supply and removal of substrate took place once a day. This punctual dosage 
causes the typical curve. 
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Fig. 1. Time course of relevant parameters 

At the time of the supply of substrate, which has because of organic acids a smaller 
pH-value as the content of the reactor, the pH-value decreased. After approx. 16 hours 
the pH-value reaches its initial value, which means, that the organic acids are to a 
great extent reduced. The other parameters showing similar significant courses. 

The experiment was so designed, that at the end of it, the biogas production was 
almost finished. After 4 weeks the system was overloaded in order to reach a bad 
process situation and decrease the biogas production. 

2.3  Data-Mining 

Since the model in its final configuration shall find the optimum of the daily supply 
rates, the time courses have been split in daily curves, describing the curse of 
parameters between two dosages (about 24 h). Figure 2 shows the time sequel of 20 
day curves for the parameter biogas volume. The different daily amounts of 
developed biogas are shows in figure 2. 

On the basis of this daily curves of all five parameters different items were 
generated for description. Following items were used for the development of the 
model: 
• gas amount per day (ga_d) [dm3/d) 
• mean methane concentration per day (CH4_d) [%] 
• mean carbon dioxide concentration per day  (CO2_d) [%] 
• mean oxygen concentration per day (O2_d) [%] 
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• ratio of CO4 and CO2 concentration per day (CH4/CO2_d) [-] 
• change of gas amount between actual and previous day (dga_d) [dm3/d] 
• arithmetic mean of the pH-value (pH_m) [-] 
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Fig. 2. Courses of the daily curves for the volume of biogas 

2.4  Fuzzy-Model 

Figure 3 shows the constructed fuzzy-model. The model works with 7 input 
parameters, which have been generated through the data-mining. The optimum supply 
rate is designated as output parameter and will be used as manipulated variable in the 
process control. The control basis (consisting of 22 fuzzy rules) as well as the 
parameters of the membership function of the linguistic terms have been defined by 
experts (fuzzy-experts-system). 
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy-model with formation of the variables (structure) 

The model relates to the substrates fat and hydrolysis as input materials into the 
process of fermentation. The fuzzy-model guarantees process security, a process 
failure will be avoided. The model also optimizes the yield of gas and CH4.  

To verify the model it was installed on a PC, realized with MATLAB™-
SIMULINK™  with help of Ilmenauer Fuzzy Toolbox™ [Kuhn94], [Koch96]. Figure 4 
shows the results of the simulation with real process data. It traces the time course of 
4 of 7 items (inputs into the fuzzy-system) as well as the course of the optimum 
influent flow (output of the fuzzy-system). After 20 days the hydraulic retention time 
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was shortened and the organic load increased. This resulted in an endanger of the 
methane developing process (signalized by a strongly decreasing pH-value). 
Accordingly the system indicated a smaller influent flow as output parameter, to 
stabilize the process. 
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Fig. 4. Result of the simulation 

3  Implementation of the Model 

3.1 Objective 

Operators of biogas plants usually wish robust and practice-orientated control 
systems. Such systems have to be insensitive to rough environment conditions. Those 
requirements are better meet by a microcontroller(MC)-system than by a conventional 
personal computer (PC)-system. At the same time the purchase costs of such a MC-
system are lower than the cost for a PC-system. Accordingly the objective was to 
design such a robust MC-system for biogas plants. The system shall be able to process 
data in form of sensor signals (analogue voltages) directly. Also the fuzzy-model has 
to be implemented on the MC, and the manipulated output signal has to be compatible 
to the system - e.g. as digital control signal. 

3.2 Target-Hardware-System 

A system with microcontroller 80C167 was favoured as hardware. This system has a 
instruction cycle time of 100 ns in 16 bit and an efficient and powerful on-chip 
peripheral equipment  (10 bit ADU for 16 channels, 111 digital ports, 2 serial 
interfaces). We used MiniModul-167 of phytec-Messtechnik GmbH Mainz. Besides 
the 80C167-microcontroller it has also 1 MByte RAM and 1 MByte Flash-ROM. 
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Especially for the biogas plant an LCD-display was integrated in the whole system 
for the display of all important process parameters and the optimum supply rate as 
well as a key as user interface. 

3.3 Fuzzy-Shell 

To meet the objective a special program was designed and developed: 
FuzzySysOnConApp - fuzzy systems on controller applications. It allows to create, 
determine and test a fuzzy- control(FC)-system very comfortably. The program can 
also transform the FC-system into a Run-Time(RT)-C-code, which is optimized for 
the microcontroller 80C167. This code supports the on-chip peripheral equipment of 
the microcontroller. FuzzySysOnConApp offers following output features: 
• data import from a data file, which can be created with usual standard software, for 

instance Microsoft ExcelTM 
• data export into a data file, which can be read with usual standard software, e.g. 

Microsoft ExcelTM 
• development and structuring of the fuzzy-system (input, output, terms, rule basis) 
• testing of the developed system through manual input of datas or through an 

imported data file 
• generation of a RT-C-source-code of the developed fuzzy-control-system for the 

MC 80C167 with data collecting over the on-chip analogue-digital converter 
(ADU). 

With the help of a suitable C-compiler for the MC 80C167 (for instance 80C16X - C-
Compiler of Tasking's Company) the RT-C-code can be compiled and applied. 
FuzzySysOnConApp uses for the course of input and output terms the trapezium 
function. For inferences the procedure Min-MAX Inference is used and for 
defuzzification the procedure "center of area" (COA). Figure 5 and figure 6 show 
screen views of the developed software tool FuzzySysOnConApp [Tautz01]. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Main view of FuzzySysOnConApp 
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Fig. 6. Screen view - membership function parameter setting 

4  Results 

As a result comparing inspections of the real and calculated supply rates shall make 
clear the correct functioning of the fuzzy-control-system. For that both supply rates 
are faced in figure 7. The real supply rate represents the amount of substrate, which 
was supplied to the process. 

At the beginning of the experiment the calculated influent flow is bigger as the real 
one. At this point the FC-system tries to maximize the outcome of biogas and 
calculates the necessary supply rate. However, at the end of the trials the calculated 
rate is smaller as the real one: here the fuzzy-control-system identifies the bad 
situation of the process (it tends to collapse, indicated through the decreasing of the 
pH-value and the outcome of biogas) and throttles the supply of substrate. By using 
the calculated amount of substrate a collapse of the system could have been avoided. 
At the interpretation of figure 7 it has to be noticed, that the course of the process was 
a result of the real supply rates - the instable condition of the process was intended for 
the purpose of testing the reaction of the system. 

First trials in the laboratory showed, that the introduced FC-system allows to get an 
optimum outcome of biogas. At the moment the verification of the system is going on 
by using it for the methanization of different substrates. 

5  Summary 

This paper introduces a complex algorithm, which is able to create a fuzzy-control-
system, transform it on a microcontroller-system and apply it to system control. 
During the development of the model relevant data of the fermentation process will be 
transformed by sensors into electrical signals and transmissioned to a PC (left side of 
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figure 8). With the help of data mining algorithms data will be processed for further 
use. The manipulated item (supply of substrates) will be controlled by experts and 
registrated by the measurement system. The generated data basis can further be 
processed directly with the developed fuzzy-shell for Mircosoft-WindowsTM operating 
systems. It represents a complex fuzzy-tool, which one the on hand contains the 
process relevant expert-knowledge in form of a knowledge basis as well as the 
linguistic terms of the process values and allows on the other hand the readaption of 
the fuzzy-system. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of real and calculated supply rates. 

The described fuzzy-shell is designed universal, its application is that for not only 
limited to biogas plants, but can also be used in other processes to control them and to 
improve process security. This at the PC developed fuzzy-model can also be 
transformed in a Run-Time-C-code (lower part of figure 8), which then can be used 
for process control on a microcontroller-based hardware-system - independently of a 
PC. The fuzzy-system calculates and displays the manipulated variable (supply rate) 
automatically on the basis of the on-line collected process data. Through those signals 
the substrate supply will be directly influenced by a pump (right part of figure 8). 

The hardware-system on basis of a microcontroller-system meets many demands of 
plant-operators, who want to apply efficient and robust systems at their facilities. 
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Abstract. In this paper a service centres location problem with fuzzy criteria 
concerning to road network is considered. A review of fuzzy location problems 
is given in part 1. A short description of problem statement, the basic necessary 
definitions from fuzzy graph area, the definitions of fuzzy transmission 
numbers and p-median of fuzzy graph are adduced in part 2. An algorithm of 
search of p-median of fuzzy graph on the bases of a tree is suggested. A 
branching and bounding processes are described in part 3. In conclusion the 
prospects of development of the given problem are described. 

1   Introduction 

In some cases it is necessary to solve the various optimisation problems on the 
locality described by geographical map. One of them is a problem of location of 
several service centres. It needs to locate a given number of service centres so that a 
sum of the shortest distances or sum of the shortest driving times from the centres to 
all others objects, which have to be served be minimal. Such a criterion is the most 
suitable for a problem of location of warehouses in the road network, telephone 
stations in the telephone network or post sorting departments. 

By the decision of such problems it is possible to convert an initial map to a graph, 
in which a set of vertices represents the places of location of served objects and a set 
of arcs represents a road network. Then the optimal places of service centre locations 
will be called p-median of graph. As a result we must show where the service centres 
have to be located.  

Since a driving time from one object to another can be various because of presence 
of traffic-lights, traffic jam, road slopes and other factors then the driving times 
between objects can be presented as fuzzy numbers. Besides the served objects at the 
map can have various importance, cost of construction of service centres and other 
parameters, which are described fuzzy also. 

Before a problem solving we have to define a graph type, which will describe a
map. The graph type depends on presence of corresponding fuzzy criteria.

There are three types of fuzzy criteria, which need to optimise: the fuzzy criteria 
concerning to road network, the fuzzy criteria concerning to polygons describing the 
served objects and the fuzzy criteria concerning to road network and polygons. 
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Some statements of location problem were discussed in [1]. 
In this paper we consider a p-median location problem with fuzzy criteria 

concerning to road network and we suggest an algorithm, which allows to reduce a 
number of the calculations in some cases. 

2 Conception of p-Median of Fuzzy Graph 

Let us consider a map, which has n various locations of objects and we have to locate 
p service centres, which will serve these objects so that the sum of the shortest driving 
time from service centres to all other objects be minimal. The driving times between 
objects i and j (i,j=1,…,n) are given as fuzzy triangular numbers ),,(~ r

ij
m
ij

l
ijij cccc = , 

where r
ij

m
ij

l
ij ccc ,,  are minimum possible, most possible and maximum possible 

driving time from object i to object j accordingly. As has been proved in [2], the 
places of location of service centres must be situated at the p places of location of 
served objects.  

Let us consider now a fuzzy graph corresponding to the map. The vertices of the 
graph correspond to locations of objects and the arcs correspond to the roads 
connecting these objects. Let all roads between objects be with two-way traffic. Then 
a fuzzy graph will be undirected and all arcs in further we shall call the edges of the 
graph. 

First of all we shall give some necessary definitions. 
A fuzzy graph is a graph )~,(~ FXG = , where }...,,2,1{},{ nIixX i =∈=  - graph 

vertex set, }),(/~{~ ><= jiij xxcF  - fuzzy set of edges of the graph, ),(/~
jiij xxc  - 

a fuzzy value of attribute of considering criterion for edge ),( ji xx . 

A path in a fuzzy graph )~,(~ FXG =  is a sequence of vertices nxxx ...,,, 21  

such that for all edges ),( 1+ii xx  a value 0),(~
1 >+ii xxc .  

The fuzzy length of a path P is a fuzzy number )(
~

Pl , which is equal to sum of all 
edges including in P, that is !

∈
=

Pjxix
ijcPl

),(

~)(~ , where ijc~  is fuzzy triangular number, 

representing an edge length between ix  and jx . 

The fuzzy distance ),(
~

ji xxd  or the shortest fuzzy path between two vertices ix , 

jx  is the smallest fuzzy length from all paths from ix  to jx , Xxix j ∈, . 

Let pX  be a subset of vertex set X  of fuzzy graph )~,(~ FXG =  and pX  consist 

of p vertices [2]. We make some notations now. 

( ) )],(~[,~
min ji

Xx
jp xxdxXd

pi ∈
= , (1)
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where ),(
~

ji xxd  is a length of the shortest fuzzy path between vertices ix  and jx  

in graph G
~. 

A fuzzy transmission number of the vertex subset pX  is defined as follows: 

!
∈

=
Xx

jpp
j

xXdX ),(
~

)(~σ . (2)

A subset pX  for which  

)](~[)(~ min p
XX

p XX
p

σσ
⊆

=  (3)

is called the p -median of graph G~ [2]. 

3  Search of p-Median of Fuzzy Graph 

Let the matrix of fuzzy distances (of shortest fuzzy driving times) 

nnji xxdD
×

= ),(~ between all vertices of graph G~ has been generated. Fuzzy 

triangular number comparison operation is described, for example, in [3]. Then the 

formulae (1) – (3) can be directly used by the search of p-median of graph G~. In this 

case it requires to make p
nC  calculations of value )(~

pXσ . But it is possible only 

for graph with small number of vertices.  
 

For the graphs with large n we suggest to use a branch and bound method [4], [5]. 
A branching and bounding processes will be described follow. 

The method uses a search tree, which is shown on the figure 1. This tree consists of 
p levels. Each node ix  (i = 1, 2, …, (n-p+1) ) of the first tree level corresponds to 

subset }i{
)1(

pX , for which only one median vertex xi has been defined and others (p-1) 

vertices are not known yet. Each node rx  of the level k (k=2,…,(p-1)) corresponds to 

subset }r,q...,,i{
)k(

pX , for which k median vertices with the numbers i, …, q, r (r = 

(q+1), …, (n-p+k) ) has been defined and others (p-k) vertices are not known yet. The 
last level p consists of the nodes tx  corresponding to subsets }t...,,r...,,i{

)p(
pX . They 

represent the completely generated subsets pX  containing vertices with the numbers 

i, …, r, …, t.     In other words each a branch of tree from level p to level 1 containing 
the nodes ix , …, rx , …, tx  (bold lines on the figure 1) corresponds to each 

complete median subset pX , e.g. }...,,,,{ 321 ppnp xxxxX +−= ,  
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}...,,,,{ 321 ppnpnpnp xxxxX +−+−+−= , }...,,,,{ 332 ppnpnp xxxxX +−+−= , and 

so on (see figure 1). 
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Fig. 1.  A search tree for fuzzy p-median problem 

There are two basic conceptions, which have to be considered by development of 
the algorithm based on a search tree: branching rule and method of calculation of 

lower bound of value )(~
pXσ .  

3.1   Lower Bound Calculation 

3.1.1   Estimation for Nodes of the First Level of Search Tree 
We make some notations by analogy with formulae (1) and (2). 

),(
~

),(
~ min

}{
)1(

jilijlp xxdxXd
≥

= , (4)

)1(...,,1 +−= pnl , ji ≠ , lj ≠ , ni ,1= . 
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Then an estimation value ( ))(~
}{

)1(
lpXW σ  for set l in consideration that the first 

vertex in the set will be lx , is equal to 

( ) !
∈

=
)1(

),(
~

)(~
}{

)1(
}{

)1(

Ux
jlplp

j

xXdXW σ , (5)

where )1(U  - a subset of vertices jx  of set X, j=1,…,(n-p), for which 

0),(
~

>jl xxd  and they with the vertex )1()1(
pl Xx ∈  give (n-p) minimal lengths of 

shortest paths. 
Let )1(

lx  be a vertex from median set pX . Then in accordance with (1) a column 

of matrix of shortest distances with the number l doesn’t considered. The other 
columns of this matrix are considered. It is reflected by inequality lj ≠  (see formula 

(4)). That is the estimation is defined not for the specific vertex )1(
lx , but for a set of 

vertices in which the first median vertex is )1(
lx , then the rows of shortest distances 

matrix with the numbers li <  are not considered also.  

3.1.2   Estimation for Nodes of the Second Level of Search Tree 
Using the cited above reasoning we define the values of estimation for the nodes of 
the second level of search tree. Make following notations: 

),(
~

),(
~

,},{
)2( min jirilijrlp xxdxXd

≥=
=  (6)

)2(...,,1 +−+= pnlr , jirjlj ≠≠≠ ,, . 
Then an estimation value for the nodes of the second level will be defined as 

follows: 

( ) !
∈

=
)2(

),(
~

)(~
},{

)2(
},{

)2(

Ux
jrlprlp

j

xXdXW σ . (7)

Generalize all these formulae for any level k , k=1,…,(p-1).  

3.1.3   Estimation for Nodes of Level k, k=1,…,(p-1) 
We make a notation: 

),(
~

),(
~

,},...,,{
)(

)()()1()1( min ji
riXx

jrql
k

p xxdxXd
k

pi
kk

>∈
=− , (8)

Here )(k
pj Xx ∉ , )(...,),1( kpnqr +−+= . 

Then estimation value for nodes of level k will be defined as follows: 
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rl xXdxxW σ  (9)

where )(kU  - a subset of vertices Xx j ∈ , j=1,…,(n-p), for which ),(
~

ji xxd >0, 
)(k

pi Xx ∈  and which has (n-p) minimal values of fuzzy distances. 

As you can see from formulas (8) and (9), values of estimation for each branch in 
the tree will not decrease with increase of tree level number. This fact can be 
explained as follows. Number of the members of the sum in formula (9) will be 
constant and will be equal to (n-p). A part of members of the sum corresponds to a 
part of real value of fuzzy transmission number for already defined vertices 

)(k
pi Xx ∈ . The other members of the sum are not known yet. As such members we 

take a minimal elements ),(
~

ji xxd  for which i>r (see formula (8)). By the increase 

of tree level number a real value of fuzzy transmission number can be equal to 
previous or increase and the others minimal elements can not be smaller then 
previous. 

3.1.4   Improved Estimations 
Obtaining estimations can be improved. We’ll use formulas (8) and (9) also taking 
into account the following reasoning. We have taken into consideration a fact that in 
accordance with (1) the elements ijx  and jix  of shortest paths matrix haven’t  been 

included into the value of sum of formula (2) simultaneously. Therefore in such a case 
if a minimal element of column j is ijx  then for the column i it is necessary to select 

the next after jix  minimal element. 

3.1.5   Estimation for the Nodes of Level p 
The last level p consists of the nodes, which represent the completely generated 
subsets pX  containing p vertices. Therefore the estimation for the nodes of this level 

will be equal to real value of fuzzy transmission number )(~
pXσ  for corresponding 

subset )( p
pX  of vertex set X and can be calculated by formulae (1) and (2). 

3.2   Branching Process 

A branching process will be fulfilled as follows. After the first branching of node of 
level 1 for each a node of level k, k=2,…,(p-1), the estimations are calculated. Then it 
is necessary to find a minimal value from all values of estimation of non-branched 
nodes related to level k and other previous levels. Such a node with minimal 
estimation will be branched as the next. 
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The optimal solution or p-median of graph G~ is such a subset XX p ∈ , which 

is accorded to the node )( p
pX  of tree level p with minimal estimation of fuzzy 

transmission number. 

3.3   Calculation Results 

The calculation results have shown that in many cases this algorithm and improved 
estimations (see 3.1.4) allows to obtain the optimal result of p-median problem with 
fuzzy data using twice less calculations of values of estimations and fuzzy 
transmission numbers than p

nC  calculations of value )(~
pXσ . A number of 

considering median subsets for obtaining the best solution of this problem is 5–6 
times less in comparison with the consideration of all variants of possible median 
subsets. 

4   Conclusion 

In conclusion we would notice that in some cases the vertices of initial graph could 
have the fuzzy weights also. There can be several criteria concerning to the road 
network and to object locations. It leads to search of solutions of multicriteria service 
centres location problems and other problems from this area. 
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Abstract. Architecture of a neural network combining automatic feature 
extraction with the minimized amount of network training acquired by means of 
employing of a multistage training procedure is investigated. The network 
selects prototypical signals and calculates features based on the similarity of a 
signal to prototypes. The similarity is measured by the prognosis error of the 
linear regression model. The network is applied for the meaninghl paroxysmal 
activity vs. background classification task and provides better accuracy than 
the methods using manually selected features. Performance of several 
modifications of the new architecture is being evaluated. 

1 Introduction 

The neural network is a black box model, which is supposed to solve the task with as 
little insight into the subject field as possible. It is widely believed that using neural 
networks one can achieve reasonable solutions in reasonable time (that is, faster than 
solving the same task with the help of careful analysis of the subject field, followed 
by some modeling of the "white-box" type). Nevertheless, a straightforward feeding 
of a signal into the complex multi-layer network rarely brings success. This is because 
the network is unable to learn the task due to insufficient data, or due to insufficient 
time to solve the overall task of global optimization with required precision. For 
better results one should either carry out a careful feature selection prior to training 
the network, which is a drawback towards the white-box modeling, or use some type 
of network specifically suited for the class of problems including the task in 
consideration. 

Looking for more effective and more flexible classification systems (i.e. capable to 
deal with several problems), research in the field of combination of classifiers and 
cooperation of neural networks has gained momentum [I, 2, 31. It was confirmed that 
using the collective of simple classifiers or simple neural networks, generalization 
accuracy could be better than that of a single network [2, 3, 41. While training a 
simpler network less data is needed to accomplish the training properly, without 
overtraining. It is possible to choose a collective of simple networks which is less 
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demanding on the amount of the required data than a corresponding multilayer 
network. Capability of a network to manage data with small amount of training 
samples is especially important in solving medical and biological problems, though 
small sample-size technical problems are sometimes considered as well. Additionally 
to the economy of data, training of several simple networks is usually less time 
consuming than training of the overall multi-layer network. 

The current paper continues the investigation of the biologically inspired 
architecture of neural networks, proposed in [ 5 ] .  The architecture has been designed 
for signal classification tasks and is combining automatic feature extraction with the 
minimized amount of network training. The architecture can be applied for a wide 
class of signals without manual feature selection. The architecture has got its name 
because of similarity to some information processing circuits of living systems, but it 
can also be considered from the viewpoint of network cooperation. 

The performance of the proposed architecture of a neural network is demonstrated 
by an application for the signal classification task, arising in automatic electro- 
encephalogram (EEG) analysis. An important task in EEG analysis is to distinguish 
meaningful paroxysmal activity regions (events) hom the background activity in the 
run of the EEG signal. In the paper classification of event vs. background accuracy 
using the network with the biologically inspired architecture is analyzed. Several 
modifications of the algorithm are investigated. The results obtained by the new 
algorithm are compared with the ones acquired using traditional EEG analysis 
techniques. 

2 Problems of automatic EEG analysis 

Electroencephalogram is a signal of electrical brain activity that is normally recorded 
from the surface of the head. Automatic EEG analysis is applied for solution of 
several distinct tasks: assistance for a physician in the process of EEG analysis, 
detection of epileptic seizures in the systems of ambulatory monitoring, EEG-based 
classification of mental and motor tasks, etc. Usually EEG is recorded as a multi- 
channel signal, consisting of several one-dimensional signals (e.g. 8 or 16). The one- 
dimensional signals are composed of several types of waveforms that are usually 
divided into four frequency bands: delta (1-3 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz.), 
and beta (14-20 Hz). Traditionally, linear methods employing spectral characteristics 
or autoregression coefficients 16, 7, 81 are used for automatic EEG analysis. Nonlinear 
methods, especially the chaos theory-based ones, have become popular during the last 
decade. The chaos-based methods employ parameters like Lyapunov exponents or 
Kolmogorov entropy [9] .  The linear methods have secured the status of the well 
suited for the EEG analysis, while utility of the chaos-based characteristics remains 
the object of discussions 19, 101. 

Neural network-based methods compose the subclass of nonlinear methods, and 
are widely employed in EEG analysis. Neural networks have been used for 
classification of mental tasks [ l l ] ,  detection and prediction of epileptic EEG activity 
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 181, the brain-computer interface studies [19], etc. The types 
of the employed networks are rather diverse: multilayer perceptrons combined with 
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various feature extractions procedures [ I  5, 181, recurrent neural networks combined 
with wavelet decomposition [13], self-organizing feature maps [17], recurrent self- 
organizing maps [ l  11, to mention the few. 

In the current study the epileptic EEG of the between-seizure period is analyzed. 
Specifically, the problem of recognition of the regions containing meaningful 
paroxysmal activity (events) is considered. The recognition can be performed in two 
different ways: either the moments of change of the EEG signal can be detected with 
some parameters exceeding a threshold (e.g. in [20]), or the EEG can be divided into 
segments, and classification of the segments into several classes performed (e.g. in 
[18]). In the current study the second approach is utilized. Classification of event 
segments vs. background segments is carried out. However, the study is not directly 
dedicated to the analysis of EEG, but rather towards investigation of the specific 
network architecture, while the EEG analysis is taken as an example. 

3 Algorithm 

The basic ideas of the proposed architecture have been derived from the coarse 
estimates of the principles peculiar to organization of multilayer biological networks. 
The main idea postulates dividing of the multilayer network into separate layers (i.e. 
single layer subnetworks), and training each layer separately, or defining the weights 
of some layers a priori. For example, some layers could average input signals, the 
averaging being often employed in biological pattern recognition systems. Other 
layers could employ the voting procedure, which may be considered as a sort of "non- 
linear averaging". In addition to the multi-modularity, the network should be 
insensitive to the noise corrupting the signal. The robustness to noise in the current 
design is achieved by employing specific similarity to prototype-based features. The 
mentioned ideas share common aspects with the basics of cooperative neural 
networks, and the proposed architecture can be considered as a simplified partial case 
of cooperative networks. 

On the basis of these ideas a network for signal classification tasks is designed. A 
large group of biological, medical and technical signals may be properly characterized 
by their spectral contents, which otherwise can be expressed by means of linear 
regression coefficients. The coefficients of the selected prototypical signals in the 
current design are used for calculation of the prognosis of other signals (i.e. all the 
signals belonging to the training set in the training phase of the network, and the ones 
belonging to the test set in the testing phase). The obtained mean prognosis error 
terms are used as the similarity features. Employing these features decisions of a 
neural classifier are derived. The average prognosis error is considered to be a robust 
similarity estimate of the autoregression-based time series. 

Data of biomedical and technical signals are usually collected from several parallel 
channels (sensors). Separate decision-making units are used for separate channels, 
and the decisions are joined by means of voting in the selected architecture. If a 
record is single-channeled, information obtained in several time instances may be 
used as the material for voting (for example when analyzing electrocardiograms one 
can use data of several consecutive heart cycles). Fig. 1 illustrates the overall network 
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employing similarity feature extraction, classification of signals obtained from 
different channels, and the voting procedure. 

Extraction of 

Channel 1 Channel 2 ... Channel q 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the network designed to process multiple-channel data 

The examples of biological time series which can be properly described by 
autoregressive models are numerous: electroencephalograms, the ST segment of an 
electrocardiogram, onto which late potentials [21] may appear, rhythmogram of the 
heart, including time intervals between the two consecutive heart contractions, etc. 
The algorithm used in the current investigation is adapted to the 16-channel electro- 
encephalogram signal. Let us denote the two sets of signals representing the classes of 
the backgrounds (a,),  and the events (y) by X(') and X(2). Let address the individual 
segments comprising the classes by subscripts: and x(')~, i=l, 2, ..., N, where N 
denotes the number of segments in a single class. In the current investigation number 
of samples in both classes is equal. The individual signals comprising the segments 
are denoted by x("Ii(k), where k=l, 2, ..., q, the parameter q denoting the number of 
channels, and w representing the class label. In the current investigation the 16- 
channel EEG is explored, consequently g=16. 

Each segment and each signal x("),(k) is composed of n points, n in the current 
investigation being equal 250. The j-th point of the signal is addressed by x("Ii(k,j). 
Training of the network is described by the following seven-step procedure: 
1. Several (say p) segments from both classes are selected as prototypical, let us 

denote them s('), s('), ..., s@). Each prototypical segment is composed of 16 
signals. Each signal included in the segment will be referred to as ~("(k), 
k=1,2, ..., 16, where I denotes the number of the segment. Random selection of 
prototypical segments is employed in the current study, though more elaborate 
methods for segment selection can be applied as well. 
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2. The coefficients of the two-sided (non-causal) regressive model are calculated for 
each signal $')(k) of all prototypical segments s('), 1=1, 2, ..., p .  The regression 
model is specified by the following expression: 

j+z 

SProgn(') (k, j )  = x a") (k, Y - 

where S,,,,(')(k,j) denotes the prognosis of the j-th point of the prototypical signal 
$"k) and z determines the order of the regression. The coefficients dO(k,z), z=f 1, 
f2 ,  ..., b are obtained in the process of training of the linear single layer 
perceptron (SLP) for each signal. Thus we obtainpxl6 sets of coefficients 
~ a ( ~ ( k ,  2)). 

3. The coefficients are averaged over each prototypical segment: 

and p sets of prototypical coefficients ao)(.,z) are obtained. Prototypical coef- 
ficients are used to make prognosis along each signal ~(")~(k), where o stand for 
the class label, i for the segment number, and k for the signal number, included in 
the training set. All the channels in the segment are processed separately. 

4. The p mean prognosis errors e(lj(o)i(k), Z=1, 2, ..., p are calculated for each signal 
~((")~(k), according to all thep selected prototypes: 

where 

The average errors (3) are taken as new features. 
5. Together with the obtained mean errors e("(w),(k), 1=1, 2, ..., p,  quadratic features of 

the form e2 are introduced. In this manner, the set of 2p features is formed for each 
signal. 

6. The single-layered perceptron (SLP) is trained to distinguish the two signal classes 
according to the obtained features. Gradient descent algorithm with regularization 
term of the form h(wTw-c)*, where w - weight vector of the perceptron, h=0.03, 
c=10 - parameters, is employed [22] .  Prior to training, data transformations are 
performed in order to obtain statistically uncorrelated features with identical 
variances. 

7. Finally, parameter of the voting procedure (i.e. voting threshold) is defined. The 
voting threshold a priori is put at eight: If at least eight leads out of the 16 
comprising the segment vote for the "event", then the whole segment is assigned to 
be an event. 
The scheme in Fig. 2 illustrates the steps of the neural network training. 
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Data for training 
J. 

Selection o f p  prototypes 

J. 
Training of 16p linear single layer perceptrons 

in order to obtain regression coefficients 
3. 

Combining of regression coefficients 
obtained for the same segment 

rl 

I Calculation of similarity features I 
I Production of non-linear features I 

Training of non-linear single layer perceptron 
to recognize the class label of a single signal 

J. 
I Selection of the voting procedure type I 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the training algorithm of the neural network. 

The steps 1-5 can be interpreted twofold: as training of the first layers of the 
overall multilayer network, or, otherwise, as the feature extraction steps of the 
classification algorithm. The training in each step is done separately. In the first step 
search for the efficient methodology for the selection of prototypes is required. In the 
second step traditional training of linear perceptrons is employed. In the 4-th step the 
reliable methodology for evaluating the distance from signals to the selected 
prototypes must be chosen. In the fifth step one has to choose what kind of nonlinear 
features should be used. The sixth step is dedicated to the traditional training of the 
main decision making unit - nonlinear perceptron. Tn the seventh step the voting is 
carried out, and the required training in this step is limited to the selection of the 
voting threshold. Dividing of training of a network into several stages is the main 
novelty of the architecture. Though the network obtained in the specified way is not 
strictly optimal because of the imprecise definitions of the training goals of the first, 
third to 5-th and the 7-th steps, you can form an effective network in this way. It 
should be taken into account that the corresponding multilayer network trained by 
back-propagation algorithm most likely would not be globally optimal either. 

As the averaging could possibly reduce the specificity of prototypes, the other 
method of formation of prototypical coefficients {a )  was explored. Instead of the 
averaging (I), coefficients of an individual signal from each segment were selected to 
represent prototypes. Specifically, the signal with the number k=6 was used in the 
current investigation. 
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4 Application of the algorithm 

The algorithm was applied for solving the EEG event vs. background classification 
task. 54 event segments and the same amount of background segments of 1 second 
duration were selected by an expert neurophysiologist in the 16 channel EEG, 
sampled at 250 Hz. Half of the samples from both classes (i.e. 27+27 samples) were 
used for the training procedure of the neural network, the rest were used for testing. In 
order to avoid fitting to the training set, the training and testing of each network was 
performed 100 times with different division of the overall data into the training and 
test sets. Prototypical signals were chosen randomly from the training sets of both 
signal classes. 

The new method was tested for several orders of the regression model and different 
numbers of prototypical segments in order to find the best parameters of the new 
algorithm. The order of the two-sided regression ranged from the second (1 point in 
both sides of the element for which the prognosis is made, further denoted as 1+1), to 
the 8-th (4+4). The number of prototypes ranged from 5 to 13. 

The mean error of classification of separate EEG leads at the end of the 6-th step of 
the algorithm, i.e. prior to voting, has been in the range of 19-20%. The error was 
averaged over the series of 100 trials with standard deviation up to 2%. Only slight 
differences of the mean classification error were noticeable with the changing number 
of prototypes and the changing order of the regression. 

After application of the voting procedure the mean classification error dropped to 
8-9%. The results obtained for different orders of the regression models and various 
numbers of prototypes are presented in Table 1. The error tends to increase with the 
growing order of the regression model, except the lowest (1+1) order. The increase of 
the error with the number of prototypes is especially visible in the cases of greater 
order of the AR model (3+3 and 4+4). Standard deviation of the series of 100 tests is 
around 2-3%, and it makes the differences presented in the table less certain. The 
significant deviations in different tests may be produced by small sample size and by 
random selection of prototypes. 

Table 1. Mean value of classification errors of EEG segments, averaged over 100 trials. 

The results obtained in the first stage of experiments were improved using the 
different method of selection of prototypes. While in the first stage of the experiment 
prototypical regression coefficients of a single segment were obtained by averaging of 
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the coefficients obtained for separate signals included in the segment, in the second 
stage of the experiment coefficients of a single signal (channel) were selected to 
represent the whole segment. The results obtained without averaging over the 
channels are presented in Table 2. 

Removal of averaging has slightly improved the classification accuracy (by ap- 
proximately 0.5%). Though the improvement is not big in comparison with the 
standard deviation, extension of the improvement throughout the different regression 
orders allows detect the fact of improvement. The improvement caused by the 
removal of averaging is not universal. Similar test with the ST segment of the ECG 
has provided opposite results. Averaging for prototypical signals was preferable in the 
case of ST segment classification. The results may have differed because of the 
different signal to noise ratio in the two types of signals, the ratio being worse in 
electrocardiograms. The other possible reason was usage of different types of 
"channels" in both experiments. The ECG data were obtained from single physical 
channel, but different heart cycles were used to compose different logical channels. 
The EEG data investigated in detail in this study were recorded from different 
physical channels with certain inter-channel differences. It could be stated in 
conclusion, that one should employ averaging of prototypical signals in the proposed 
algorithm if the data are obtained from single physical channel and the signal to noise 
ratio is poor. One should avoid averaging if multiple-channel data with a relatively 
low noise are provided. 

The results obtained by the biologically inspired algorithm were compared with 
those obtained using the features earlier acknowledged to be important for automatic 
EEG analysis. These are the variance of the signals, energies of the four basic 
frequency bands (alpha, beta, delta and theta), coefficients of the one-sided and two- 
sided autoregressive models, eigenvalues of the singular value decomposition of the 
EEG segments. Classification based on the standard features was made by an SLP. 
Some algorithms additionally included voting. The errors obtained using the 
mentioned methods after careful selection of parameters for each algorithm ranged 
from 10% to 12.5% for the same set of data [23]. The overall ability of the new 
method to achieve up to 8% classification accuracy is a significant improvement in 
comparison to the 10% of errors, which was found to be the limit of classification 
accuracy for traditional methods. 

Table 2. Mean value of classification error of EEG segments using the single signal as a 
prototype, averaged over 100 trials. 

Order of the model vs. 
Number of prototypes 
1+1 

2+2 

3+3 

mean 
std, % 
mean 
std, % 
mean 
std, % 

5 

8.5 
2.6 
7.8 
2.6 
8.3 
2.8 

8 

8.2 
2.8 
7.6 
3.2 
8.0 
2.6 

10 

8.2 
2.6 
7.4 
2.7 
8.2 
3.0 

13 

8.4 
2.9 
8.0 
2.8 
8.3 
2.6 
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5 Conclusions 

The biologically inspired architecture of neural networks based on the division of the 
network training procedure into several stages and employing the similarity-to- 
prototype features proved to be useful in the EEG segment classification task. The 
network with the proposed architecture has provided better classification accuracy 
than the neural networks with manually selected features. 

Usage o f  single-channel signals of the EEG for construction of prototypes was 
found to be more appropriate than averaging of prototypical coefficients over the 
whole channels. It was hypothesized that prototypes o f  the EEG may have lost the 
required specificity in the process o f  averaging. 

The investigated architecture can be employed for analysis of a wide class of 
signals: these having several channels and an autoregressive structure in each channel. 
The good examples are medical signals: electroencephalograms and electrocar- 
diograms (for example the ST segment used in late potential analysis). The algorithm 
may also be applied for non-medical tasks, like image classification, or remote 
sensing. The algorithm may be improved by using more elaborate selection o f  the 
prototypical signals, as compared to the random selection performed in the current 
study. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a method for the processing and classifi-
cation of electroencephalographic (EEG) signals linked to mental states
(rest and motor image) using the wavelet transform of these signals as
input information of an LVQ neural network. This system obtained a
70% correct qualification rate in the first recording session, a 50% rate
in the second and an 80% rate in the third, with a 75% classification suc-
cess rate for the whole set of data. These results fall within the average
range obtained by other systems which require more information.

1 Introduction

A motor image is part of a wide-ranging phenomenon (motor representation)
bound up with the attempt to move and the preparation therefor. It has been
suggested that there is a closed functional relationship between an imagined
movement and the executed movement. They have a similar duration and similar
consequences on such somatic parameters as the breathing rate and heartbeat [1],
[2]. Many authors have therefore been prompted to affirm that the simulation
of a movement or motor image is the same as the actual realization of that
movement, except that the action is blocked.

Distinguishing EEG patterns related to different mental states or even dif-
ferent motor images could allow a paralyzed person to control devices such as
wheelchairs or computers.

In this paper, the results of the classification of two different mental states,
motor-image and rest, are presented. The proposed system consists of two parts:
firstly, EEG signals are processed by means of wavelet transform and then, the
resulting information is classified by an ANN. Wavelet transform is a prepro-
cessing method used to obtain relevant pattern from EEG signal. In this case,
first level detail coefficients have been employed. Classification has been made
by an LVQ Kohonen’s ANN.
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2 Methods

2.1 Data Collection

EEG signals were collected for the purpose of developing and testing the system
mentioned above. The subject of the experiments was a healthy, thirty-five-year-
old, right-handed woman. The data were collected using the following procedure:

The subject was asked to relax and try to think of nothing in particular
during the first part of the experiment. The beginning of the experiments was
indicated with the command “we are starting”. Six seconds later, the subject
was told to start thinking about a motor action (closing the right hand) with
the indication “now”. Six more seconds of recording were taken, after which the
subject was told to relax once more, this then serving as the start phase for the
next attempt.

This process is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Experiment protocol

A 19-channel Biologic brain map was used for the EEG recordings. Signals
were captured with Ag/AgCl contact electrodes, monopolar in form, i.e., related
to one reference electrode: in our case we used the two ears united. The inter-
national 10-20 system for electrode placement was used, with information being
read from the 19 channels (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4,
T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, 01, 02), with the montage Φ , group A, programme 12 of
Biologic.

2.2 Data Choosing

Three recording sessions were done involving an average of 40 attempts per
session. 170 records were taken, 80 of which were considered for processing pur-
poses, those with fewest artifacts and wherein the synchronic alpha reading was
visible in the first half of the records. In these experiments, the reference elim-
ination method used was the common mean reference, whereby the mean of all
the scalp electrodes is subtracted from the potential measured in the electrode
in question.

The valid records of each session were divided into two groups: one group
used to train the neural network and the other used for simulations. The first
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session produced 36 valid pairs of signals (rest and action signal), from which
26 were taken to train the network and 10 for simulation. Session 2 produced 20
valid pairs; the network was trained with 14 of them, the remaining pairs being
used for simulation. The analysis of session 3 produced 24 valid pairs, from which
17 were used for training and the rest for simulation. Finally, the whole set of
signals obtained in the experiments were also separated, 70% of the valid files
were used for training and the rest for simulation.

The data processing segment of the rest and motor-image signal is 2 sec-
onds. Two seconds are taken from the six-second segment corresponding to the
rest interval and two seconds from the motor action interval immediately after
the second six, corresponding to the moment when the subject is told to start
thinking about the motor action.

2.3 Data Processing and Classification

Preprocessing: Wavelet transform. Wavelet transform (see equation 1) is
specially interesting for EEG analysis since it can detect transient waveforms,
that are almost impossible to detect with other analysis. In this case, Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) has been employed for preprocessing EEG records.
With this transform, filters of different cutoff frequencies are used to analyze
the signals at different scales. The signal is passed through a series of low pass
and high pass filters in order to separate its low frequency and high frequency
components. High frequency components (called details or detail coefficient) are
obtained with good time resolution and low frequencies (called approximations
or approximation coefficients) with good frequency resolution.

WTx( τ , a ) =
1

√
a

∞∫

−∞

x(t) h ∗
(

t − τ
a

)
dt (1)

Fig. 2. Representation of the wavelet biorthogonal 3.9
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There are different wavelet families (i.e., function h in equation 1) that can
be used for this analysis. Wavelet family choosing is a critical task. Results are
better when the signal and the wavelet show remarkable similarity.

In this study, the collected data have been processed with the Biorthogonal
Wavelet 3.9 [3] (see figure 2) choosing the first detail level wavelet coefficients
(cd1) of the channels corresponding to Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, C3, Cz,
C4 as input information for the classification method (figure 3).

Classification. This classification was performed by Kohonen’s LVQ method
[4], [5], [6], which is a simple neural classifier based on Kohonen’s work with
self-organising maps. The network was trained to differentiate between the two
mental states (rest and motor action).

Fig. 3. EEG breakdown of frontal electrode F3 (action file) with biorthogonal wavelet
3.9

3 Results

As it is shown in table 1, the first session gave a correct classification rate of
70% . This result may have been influenced by the fact that the subject had
had little training and also by the limited amount of training information given
to the network, this being common to all three sessions. Session 2 shows a drop
in the success rate, this time being due to the greater number of non-valid files
(interference from muscular noise in the frontal electrodes). The subject also
admitted to having a lower concentration level in this session. Session 3 shows
the best success rate, 80% , with a number of inputs similar to session 1 with
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artifact-free records. Lastly, a classification is made of the whole set of sessions,
giving a 75% classification success rate. In this case the poor results of session 2
affect the overall results.

Table 1. Classification of mental states

Experimental Ses-
sions

Training set
pairs/files

Simulation set
pairs/files

Correct classification
percentage

Session 1 26/52 10/20 70%
Session 2 14/28 6/12 46%
Session 3 17/34 6/12 80%
Total Sessions 57/114 22/44 75%

4 Conclusion and Future Works

The results obtained in most sessions fall within the best classification averages
obtained by other authors [7], but in this case with a shorter training time for
the experiment subject, and also less input information given to the network.

The use of the Wavelet transform for processing the 2-second signal segments
(256 EEG data points) means that network inputs can be effected with half of
this information (wavelet coefficients of the first detail level), thus optimizing
the latter, i.e., reducing the amount of input information without forfeiting dis-
crimination information.

The results of the second session confirm the need to make a careful choice
of records for network training, while the results of the third session indicate the
importance of training the subject in the task to be carried out, thus improving
classification results.
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Abstract. The problem of decision making in diagnoses of oral mu-
cosa lesions is considered. It is shown that computer-assisted diagnosis
systems can be very helpful for clinicians in this branch. In the case of
the presented problem for oral mucosa lesions an expert knowledge is
used in formalizing the initial information, as well as in the estimation
of indicants of the patient. The presented method is used as an alterna-
tive to avoid many problems associated with probabilistic and statistical
approaches. It handles the expert information in a natural way. The di-
agnosis is made considering the weight of each symptom. It is shown how
the proposed method can be explained from the theory of fuzzy relations
point of view.

1 Introduction

The central aim of decision support systems in medicine is to improve the quality
of patient care by assisting the clinician to make better decisions.

The advantages of successful decision-support systems is bringing to the in-
dividual clinician the experience of many by pooling this clinical experience
within databases of the decision-support systems [2]. Further, the use of decision-
support systems may increase a clinician’s performance simply on the basis of
being thorough in the process of data collection [3].

The most common means of data analysis used in the decision-support sys-
tems to link patient information to the store of medical knowledge are algorith-
mic systems, statistical systems, rule-based systems, neural networks and some
others [11].

By use of logical classification methods algorithmic systems lead the user to
the desired endpoint within a decision trees or flowcharts.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 33–39, 2001.
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Statistical methods [6,9] can be used to compare patient’s signs and symp-
toms with a database and to calculate a diagnosis. Successful one has been the
probabilistic method, Bayesian classification, that uses the probabilities associ-
ated with the occurrence of signs, symptoms or laboratory values to compute a
differential diagnosis.

The most common type of decision-support systems are rule-based, moving
from premise to conclusion in one or more “if . . . then ′′ statements. The knowl-
edge in these systems is stored as production rules or heuristics also called rules
of thumb [9].

Development of decision-support systems in dentistry has been active for over
two decades [?,?].

These systems have employed all major types of decision-support systems
designs.

They covered dental topics like emergencies, orofacial pain, restorative den-
tistry, oral radiology and oral medicine etc.

2 Medical Problem

In the oral cavity diseases exist which originate from hard tissue such as teeth
and bone, or from oral mucosa and soft tissue [7,10]. The clinical manifestation
of common dental diseases like caries and periodontitis can easily be recognized
by their characteristic appearance. On the contrary, oral soft tissue alterations
can be triggered by different factors which all produce same or similar clinical
manifestations. These causing factors include: local traumatic injuries of physi-
cal or chemical nature as well as infections of the digestive or respiratory tract
and systemic diseases with oral symptoms. Most importantly oropharygeal tu-
mours and HIV-induced oral lesions play an important role in early diagnostic
differentiation of oral mucosa lesions.

Oral mucosa lesions are primarily characterized by unphysiological colour
changes, traumatized or destroyed surface epithelium or tissue enlargement.
Among secondary clinical factors are specific locations, lesion shape and tis-
sue contours, size, consistency and texture, as well as pain or altered function.
Contributing factors which must be taken into consideration when a lesion has
developed include: age, race and gender of the diagnosed patient as well as oral
habits, recent injuries, infections or operations.

The clinical examination of oral mucosa lesions, according to the criteria
listed above provides a diagnostic pattern of clinical parameters. These parame-
ters are weighed differently. Primary disease manifestations are more important
than contributing factors and therefore have greater influence on the diagnosis.

The condition considered the most likely cause of the lesion is referred to as
the working or preliminary diagnosis. The working diagnosis and the less likely
diagnostic possibilities provide the basis for additional diagnostic procedures,
such as biopsy or clinical laboratory tests, and for the initial clinical management
of the condition.
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Fig. 1. Examples of red and white oral mucosa lesions

The problem with clinical diagnosis of oral mucosa lesions is to recognize
and consider all possible causes. Only after all clinical parameters have been
regarded, comparable results of diagnostic certainty can be achieved.

Nevertheless, the final diagnosis of oral mucosa lesions can only be given after
histological examination. The quality of the clinical diagnosis can however be
significantly improved by a standardized examination protocol and computerized
diagnostic assistance, in other words, a decision support system. A diagnostic
computer program can aid less experienced clinicians within the broad field of
oral mucosa lesions.

3 Representation of the Initial Data

The main goal of this decision support system is a diagnostic task shortly for-
mulated “from symptoms to diagnoses”. The specific symptoms of different oral
mucosa lesions are collected from the dental literature [7,10] and presented as a
disease-characterizing-table (Table 1).

Each symptom is weighed according to its importance (scaled from 1 to 5)
for different diseases. For example colour plays an important role in the differen-
tiation of oral mucosa lesions. Table 1 describes the symptoms for a particular
disease called Pseudomembraneous Candidiasis (PC). The sum of all these ele-
ments shows the “weight” of a disease. For PC from Table 1 it is 33. About 15
diseases are presented in the investigation, each of them characterized by occur-
rence or absence of 26 symptoms. It is suggested that the effects of each symptom
are isolated from those of the others and overall effect on the outcome could be
expressed as an algebraic sum [4]. Therefore at first the examining clinician con-
siders if a symptom is present (1) for a particular patient or not (0). This is done
for all 26 symptoms. Each disease-characterizing-table (with differently weighed
symptoms) is calculated against this patient examination (see Example 1). This
way every disease gets a “label” (a number) that shows belief to this disease for
the patient. Assuming that the maximum of these labels corresponds to the most
believable disease for the patient, the practical clinician gets an information of
the preliminary diagnosis.
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Table 1. Importance of symptoms for PC

Symptoms Pseudomembranous Candidiasis (PC)
COLOUR white 5

red 0
yellowish 0
pigmented 0

LOCALISATION lip 0
labial angle 0
buccal plane 5
vestibule 5
alveolar ridge / gingiva 0
tongue 4
floor of the mouth 3
palate 4
palatal arch 0

EXTENSION pinpoint 0
wide 4

PAIN painless 3
tender 0
painful 0

... ... ...

4 Mathematical Model

4.1 “Black and White” Symptoms

Let ∆ = {D 1, . . . ,D n } be a set of diseases,Σ = {S1, . . . ,Sm } be a set of
symptoms, Π = {P1, . . . , Pp} be a set of patients,wij , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m
take the values from {0, . . . ,4, 5}; wij = 1, . . . ,5 means that symptom Si is
present for diseaseD j and its weight takes values from 1 to 5;wij = 0 means
that symptom Si is not present; the information about a patient to whom a
diagnose is established is present asP = (p1, . . . , pm ), where pi = 1 if the
patient has symptom Si and 0 if not; δ = ( δ 1, . . . , δ n ) is a distribution over the
diseases, whereδ i , i = 1, . . . , n can be interpreted as a degree of belief to disease
D i for this patient [5].

The scheme of the proposed method is:

D 1 D 2 . . . D n
S1 w11 w12 . . . w1n
... wij

Sm wm 1 wm 2 . . . wmn

P =( p1 ,...,p m )
− −−−−−−−− → δ = ( δ 1, . . . , δ n ) (1)

This can be interpreted as follows: the initial table wij is compared with
the patient set of symptoms (multiplication of the vector of the patient on the
matrix) and each element δ j of the getting vector δ shows the degree of belief to
the diseaseD j .

Example 1.

D 1 D 2 D 3
S1 5 0 4
S2 2 3 5
S3 0 2 5

−→
(
1 0 1

)
×




5 0 4
2 3 5
0 2 5



 =
(
5 2 9

)
(2)

The clinician can consider D 3 as a more believable disease. (See explanations of
the previous section).
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4.2 Patient’s Information

The “yes/no” symptom‘s representation of the diagnosed patient seems rather
insufficient. It is the matter-of-course, that some other possibilities should be
assumed, for example,“I have forgotten to fulfil this place of the table”, or ”this
symptom does not matter at all”, or “the symptom is only partly present”.

Another scale for the investigated patient is introduced, pi ∈ {− 1,0, 0.3, 0.6,
1}: a symptom is not present ( − 1), a symptom is not defined (0) (inclusive “I
have forgotten to fulfil this place of the table”or “this symptom does not matter at
all). For the symptom‘s appearance three possibilities 0.3, 0.6, 1 are considered:
a symptom is slightly expressed, more expressed, well expressedcorrespondingly.

The positive elements in the patient‘s vector enhance the strength of the
proposal disease, “0” remains it unchangeable and the negative ones reduces
this strength.

Example 2.

(
0.6 − 1 1

)
×




5 0 4
2 3 5
0 2 5



 =
(
1 − 1 2.4

)
(3)

4.3 Fuzzy Relations

This diagnostic process can be described in particular, with fuzzy relations
[12,13].

Assume that the initial matrix is a fuzzy relation R SD : Σ × ∆ → [0, 1].
Note. Due to the definition of fuzzy relations, the scale 0, 1, . . . ,5 should be
mapped to the interval [0, 1] as well as scale− 1,0, 0.3, 0.6, 1

The information of the diagnosed patient can be presented as fuzzy relation
R PS : Π × Σ → [0, 1].

The process of establishing of the diagnoses is a composition of fuzzy relations
(in particular, a composition of a fuzzy set and a fuzzy relation):

R PD = R PS ◦ R SD (4)

Operation ◦ can be interpreted differently, accordingly to the practical demands.
R PD is a fuzzy relation, R PD : Π × ∆ → [0, 1].

In the Example 1 “max”-defuzzification method for the final result is used.

5 Conclusions

In the presented paper the problem of decision making in diagnoses of oral
mucosa lesions is considered. It is shown that computer-assisted diagnosis system
can be very helpful for clinicians in this branch.

When someone tackles the problem of establishing a medical diagnosis or,
more general, constructing the decision support medical system with numerical
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tabular knowledge base, the first question is if there are enough data to use stan-
dard methods, namely, based on Bayesian probability inference, other statistical
ones.

In the case of the presented problem for oral mucosa lesions an expert knowl-
edge is used in formalizing the initial information, as well as in the estimation
of indicants of the patient. The conditional probability table is absent, indepen-
dent and dependent symptoms are not established and there are not enough
statistical data to use above mentioned methods.

The presented method was used as an alternative to avoid many problems
associated with probabilistic and statistical approaches. It handles the expert
information in a natural way.

The diagnosis is made considering the weight of each symptom.
In the paper it was shown how the proposed method can be explained from

the theory of fuzzy relations point of view.
Because of great interest and enthusiasm of the practical clinicians it was

possible to collect almost all necessary information about the subject, to for-
malize the problem and to use one of the simple mathematical models, that was
understood and successfully tested by clinicians.

The method is under practical realization now.
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As hardware and software limitations become less and less rigid, users tend to
maintain and use larger and larger databases. Unfortunately, sooner or later they
run into a problem that databases become too large to grasp by a human user,
hence useless in practice.

Conventional tools and techniques provide adequate means for the acquisi-
tion, processing and reporting of data in the traditional sense. However, for the
human being the only natural communication means is natural language which,
in spite of its inherent imprecision, does provide useful information. Moreover,
natural language can best reflect the very essence (in an extremely condensed
form) of information.

Fuzzy logic has been advocated for this purpose for some time, and Yager’s
(1982) [cf. Kacprzyk and Yager (2000)] approach may be viewed as one of most
relevant proposals; we will also employ its idea here. Basically, Yager derives lin-
guistic database summaries as linguistically quantified propositions, e.g., “most
of the employees are young and well paid”, with a degree of validity (truth, ...),
in case of a personnel database.

This may be viewed as a manifestation of the computing with words paradigm
[cf. Zadeh and Kacprzyk (1999a, b)], and we present a new approach to such a
linguistic summarization explicitly based on that paradigm.

First, since the number of attributes is usually very high, a fully automatic
derivation of summaries is not realistic because the system does not know by
itself what (class of) summaries the user may be interested in. Instead, we ad-
vocate some human assistance [cf. Kacprzyk and Zadrozny (2000)]. First, we
assume that the user specifies the subject of the summary and the attributes
of interest. Moreover, the user can also specify more sophisticated structures
of summaries as, e.g., involving fuzzy relations. Basically, these are equivalent
to the formulation of a database query with a fuzzy linguistic quantifier - cf.
Kacprzyk and Zadrony’s (1997, 2000) FQUERY for Access, a fuzzy logic based
add on to Microsoft Access. A recent extension of FQUERY for Access that in-
corporates elements of Bosc and Pivert’s (1992, 1995) SQLf extension of SQL is
mentioned and shown that it may increase the efficiency of the summarization
process [cf. Kacprzyk and Zadrony (2001)].

Having defined the interesting class of a linguistic summary, we define for
each possible instantiation of the summary from that class its degree of quality
[cf. Kacprzyk and Yager (2000)], and find the best summary.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 40–42, 2001.
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We present some results of implementation of the proposed method for the
derivation of linguistic summaries of a database concerning sales in a medium
size computer retailer in Southern Poland [cf. Kacprzyk and Strykowski (1999)].
The summaries obtained have been very positively accepted by the owner, and
have given much valuable insight into diverse aspects of planning and day to day
activities.

Notice that the above data summaries are derived on the basis of database
contents. However, there also exist some “external” data available from dis-
tributed databases and mostly accessible through the Internet. These contain,
for instance, data from climatic and weather databases, financial databases, etc.
These pieces of data may provide very relevant tools for deriving qualitatively
different, more general and relevant types of linguistic summaries, called here
linguistic metasummaries that basically summarize own data within a broader
context of outside data.

We present a formal problem statement for the derivation of such linguistic
metasummaries, and then consider basic issues related to their implementation.
In particular, we discuss the implementation through the technology of intelligent
agents. We show how both free and commercial external sets of data can be used.
We also mention how to deal with problems with data sets that contain, e.g.,
contradictory information.

We show the derivation of such metasummaries for a computer retailer when,
additionally, temperature and precipitation information (available from the In-
ternet, using intelligent agents) is employed.

Clearly, the approach proposed may find many uses in all kinds of human-
centered computer systems, notably in e-commerce, decision support, etc.
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Abstract. In this contribution a new segmentation technique is pre-
sented that is able to segment moving objects in front of a static, but
arbitrary background. The system acquires information about the back-
ground automatically and is also able to adapt to slight changes within
the background, for example caused of changing illumination conditions,
automatically. Our technique uses a combination of color- and edge-based
segmentation and stores the respective fuzzy information pixelwise. The
available knowledge is employed to yield a stable and reliable result using
fuzzy techniques.

1 Introduction

Human-machine interaction is an important part of nearly all todays technical
devices. To be accepted by the user they should be easy to use and the interaction
should be comfortable. Computer vision is one of the key techniques to realize
user-friendly interfaces because it enables a natural and wireless interaction for
example by observing gestures of the user. The user does not need to learn the
handling of specific input-devices like mouse or keyboard and is free to move.
He can simply use his arms or his hands to interact with the machine. Thus the
ability to find and determine the presence and position of the human body or
parts of the human body within a camera image is a central and important task
in computer vision. Moreover it is required that the recognition can be performed
multiple times per second, ideally in realtime (25 frames per second).

A central task of the image processing pipeline executed in this setting is
image segmentation. Segmentation means to separate in a given image an object
of interest from the background. In order to achieve a stable segmentation most
systems have a couple of restrictions: the user for example must not wear clothes
having a specific color, or the background in front of which the segmentation
is performed is not allowed to consist of arbitrary colors. Furthermore many
systems need specific expert knowledge at least at the start of the system to
work properly.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 43–54, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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We present a fuzzy image segmentation method which is able to segment
reliably a moving object (for example a human arm) in front of a more or less
static, but arbitrary background. Our method does not need any manually given
information at starting time. The system is able to adapt to slight changes within
the background automatically, for example to changing illumination conditions.
Our approach uses a combination of both color and edge segmentation to achieve
meaningful and reliable results. Fuzzy techniques are applied in order to cope
with the fact that digital image data contains a lot of noise and image filtering
techniques do not yield perfect results.

Color and edge information is stored for each pixel separately requiring a no-
table amount of main memory. The segmentation itself is performed on the basis
of this knowledge, superseding the need for global segmentation criteria as for
example knowledge about the specific color of the human skin. As a consequence
our approach does not need any prior information, neither on the background nor
on the foreground objects, and can cope with an arbitrary static background si-
tuation. Our method yields two different kinds of foreground object information
which are combined using fuzzy techniques. The segmentation result is employed
to realize an adaptive improvement of the available knowledge by continuously
learning the identified background regions. Thus it can be expected that the
segmentation results will improve, the longer the algorithm is in use. Neverthe-
less the background should not contain too many edges because in that case
the edge segmentation might not be able to find foreground edges in front of
background edges. Furthermore the color segmentation may not work properly
if background and foreground object color are almost identical at a large amount
of pixels. Generally color and edge segmentation are intended to complement one
another, but in extreme cases the segmentation might partly fail.

Segmentation itself is as old as image processing is. A good survey of early
used techniques is given in [6] from 1985. More recent surveys are [4], [8] and
[11]. The usage of fuzzy techniques for image processing purposes is described
in [12].

Because of the variety of known segmentation methods and in order to com-
pare the introduced algorithm to known techniques, it makes sense to concentrate
on those techniques which show a similar approach:

– static background
– automatic learning of background information
– segmentation of moving object in front of known background
– adaptive to changes in background
– suitable for interaction purposes
– using both color and edge information.

In [2] the segmentation task is identical. A statistical approach on object and
background probability is used to perform the segmentation. In [3] good results
were achieved by combining edge detection and a split-and-merge paradigm with
motion segmentation in order to find driving cars. In contrast to our approach,
the color distribution is calculated for the whole background [2] or at least for
squares of the image [3], whereas our technique collects color information for
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each pixel separately. A closely related work to [2] can be found in [1] and [13].
The described PFinder system models the scene as a set of distinct classes. The
person is represented as a set of connected blobs, having a spatial and color
Gaussian distribution as well as a support map that indicates for each pixel
to which class it belongs. Adaptivity is realized by recursively updating the
background statistics. In contrast to our approach, this technique also collects
information on the color distribution of the foreground objects. The classification
of pixels is done by measuring distances in the color space accomplished by
spatial priors and connectivity constraints of the blobs. In [10] a new method for
color image segmentation and edge linking is proposed. The basic idea is to find
contiguous regions by color segmentation and to split and merge regions so that
referring to the edge map a consistent and reasonable result is obtained. This
method is not intended to segment moving objects and the segmentation time
for one image is specified ”a few minutes”.

Section 2 introduces some formal aspects, section 3 the fuzzy color segmenta-
tion and section 4 the fuzzy edge-based segmentation. The combination of both
segmentation results is presented in section 5, the derivation of a contour approx-
imation in section 6. A summary of our approach is given in section 7. In section
8 some examples of application are presented. Finally an overall summary and
conclusion is in section 9.

2 Denotations

In the following sections the wordsforeground and background are often used.
Semantically ”foreground” denotes the object that has to be found, whereas
”background” terms the static scene if there is no foreground object situated in
front of the camera.

The application of our technique is divided into an initial learning phase and
an application phase. During the learning phase the system does not have any
information, neither about the background nor about any foreground objects.
All recorded images are supposed to be background and are ”learned” as it is
described in the following sections. During the application phase the system has
sufficient information and knowledge to perform the segmentation task. Further-
more, background learning is continued on regions not covered by the foreground
object.

3 Color-Based Segmentation

In order to store color information the usage of a fuzzy color knowledge base is
proposed.

Definition 1 (Fuzzy color knowledge base) :

A color space is a set Q of N K -tuples with fixedN K . A discrete image I
is defined as a function:

q : (x, y) −→ Q (1)
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with
(x, y) ∈ N0 × N0, 0 ≤ x < w, 0 ≤ y < h

where w ∈ N denotes the width andh ∈ N the height of the image in
pixels. A color value q(p) = (q1(p), ..., qN K (p)) ∈ Q of a pixel p = (x, y)
consists of N K color channels which may haveN W different discrete
values.
A fuzzy color knowledge basefor I and Q is defined byN K arrays Cp,i
containing N W entries for numbers µ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R (with i = 1, ..., NK ).
Cp,i (j ) refers to the j -th entry of color channel i for pixel p (j =
0, ..., NW − 1) and is considered to be a fuzzy membership value con-
cerning the semantic property ”is background color”.

As an example for Q, the RGB color space QRGB is given by a set of 3-tuples:
QRGB = {(r, g, b) | r, g, b ∈ { 0, ...,255} } .
A color value q(p) = (q1(p), ..., qN K (p)) ∈ Q is learned by the rule

Cp,i (qi (p)) = min(Cp,i (qi (p)) + σ, 1) (2)

where σ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R and i = 1, ..., NK . The parameter σ affects the impact of a
single occurrence of a color on the knowledge base.

During the learning phase a sufficient amount of iterations of learning ac-
cording to this scheme has to be performed.

A previously trained color knowledge base can be employed to perform a
pixelwise fuzzy classification of a current video imageIc. For this purpose the
membership values of the semantic property ”is background color” which are
provided by the fuzzy color knowledge base are used to calculate the membership
values of the semantic property ”is foreground color” by employing a fuzzy ”not”
operator. The membership µ c(p) of a color q(p) = (q1(p), ..., qN K (p)) ∈ Q for a
specific pixel p to the property ”is foreground color” can be gained by looking
up the corresponding array entries:

µ c(p) = 1 − min
i =1 ,...,N K

Cp,i (qi (p)) (3)

Applying µ c(p) on every pixel p ∈ Ic yields a fuzzy segmentation of Ic. In
order to remove noise in the fuzzy results we propose the usage of anaveraging
threshold filter that averages the membership values of a pixelp and of the
pixels pi of the 8-neighborhood ofp. The calculated average membership value
is compared to a threshold so that the membership value µ color (p) finally is
determined as

µ color (p) =






0 : 1
9 µ c(p) + 1

9

8∑

i =1
µ c(pi ) ≤ υ c

µ c : 1
9 µ c(p) + 1

9

8∑

i =1
µ c(pi ) > υ c

(4)

where υ c ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is used as a threshold parameter.
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For illustration purposes the result of the fuzzy classification of an image Ic
can be transformed into a grey-value image. For example, an 8-bit grey-level
image can be obtained by multiplying the fuzzy membership values µ color (p) by
255. In order to obtain reliable segmentation results the fuzzy color classification
results are combined with the later explained edge segmentation.

It has to be taken into account that color values that have been learned once
may lose their correctness over time. Noise and other influences may accumu-
late small membership values in the array entries which may grow to large and
interfering membership values over a long time. Thus after a certain amount of
iterations of learning the following formula is applied:

∀ p = (x, y) with 0 ≤ x < w, 0 ≤ y < h; i = 1, ..., NK ; j = 0, ..., NW − 1 :

Cp,i (j ) = max(0, Cp,i (j ) − ρ ) (5)

where ρ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R. Similar to the parameter σ in formula (2) the value of ρ
regulates the speed of aging and dropping of the acquired knowledge.

4 Edge-Based Segmentation

There are a lot of well-known methods for edge detection in the field of image
processing (see e.g. [5], p. 416ff). Good results have been achieved by using
gradient-based filter functions like the Sobel or the Laplacian operator. Such an
edge operator is applied to each of theN K color channels of an image separately,
so that for every pixel p = (x, y) N K edge values e(p) = (e1(p), ..., eN K (p))
are obtained. In order to abstract from any specific edge filtering method it is
assumed that for the edge valuesei (p) ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R holds (with i = 1, ..., NK ).
ei (p) is considered to be a fuzzy membership value of the semantic property ”is
edge”. Such a general representation can for example be achieved by scaling. If
the edge operator for example yields the discrete numbers ˜ei (p) ∈ { 0, ..., M } ⊂ N
the formula

ei (p) =
1
M

ẽi (p) (6)

performs the transformation into the required interval [0, 1].
Background edge information is collected in a fuzzy edge knowledge base:

Definition 2 (Fuzzy edge knowledge base) :

Let I be an image of widthw and height h measured in pixels, using a
corresponding color spaceQ with N K color channels according to defini-
tion 1. Then a fuzzy edge knowledge baseis defined as a set of functions

ēi : (x, y) −→ [0, 1] (7)

where ēi (p) is the average edge value of color channeli at position p =
(x, y) (with i = 1, ..., NK and 0 ≤ x < w, 0 ≤ y < h).
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The acquisition of background edge knowledge during the initial learning
phase is realized by averaging the edge values of theN S sample imagesIj for
every pixel p and color channel i separately (with i = 1, ..., NK and j = 1, ..., NS ):

ēi (p) =
1

N S

N S∑

j =1

ei,j (p) (8)

where ei,j (p) is the edge value of color channeli in the sample image Ij at the
pixel position p.

The classification of current video images during the application phase can
be performed by comparing the edge knowledge base to the current edge values
e(p) = (e1(p), ..., eN K (p)). Given a current image Ic the following fuzzy mem-
bership function to the semantic property ”is foreground edge” can be used to
classify the image Ic:

µ e(p) = 1 −
1

1 + α ·max(0, |̄ei (p) − ei (p)| − β )2 (9)

with α, β ∈ R , β ∈ [0, 1]. α is used as a regulating factor. β is a threshold
parameter so that differences in the edge values are neglected if they are smaller
than β . In order to remove noise an averaging threshold filter as explained in
section 3 is applied to the fuzzy classified edge membership valuesµ e(p):

µ edge(p) =






0 : 1
9 µ e(p) + 1

9

8∑

i =1
µ e(pi ) ≤ υ e

µ e : 1
9 µ e(p) + 1

9

8∑

i =1
µ e(pi ) > υ e

(10)

where υ e ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is used as a threshold parameter. Alternatively for this
purpose a median filter may be utilized.

The membership function µ edge yields a second fuzzy membership value for
every pixel p ∈ Ic. Both membership functions, µ color (see section 3) andµ edge ,
semantically describe foreground object properties.

5 Reasonable Combination of Fuzzy Knowledge

In the previous sections 3 and 4 two independent fuzzy knowledge bases have
been introduced which provide for each pixelp of a current image Ic the mem-
bership functions µ color and µ edge . Both membership functions semantically de-
scribe foreground object properties as ”is foreground color” and ”is foreground
edge”. In order to combine these different results a fuzzy ”and” operator as for
example the min-function is employed. Thus for every pixelp a fuzzy result to
the semantic property ”is foreground” can be gained by calculating

µ foreground (p) = min( µ color (p), µ edge(p)). (11)
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For some applications it may be necessary to have a two-valued segmentation
result. This is achieved by a kind of defuzzification of the fuzzy results. For this
purpose the averaging threshold filter can be modified to:

p −→






0 : 1
9 µ foreground (p) + 1

9

8∑

i =1
µ foreground (pi ) ≤ υ a

1 : 1
9 µ foreground (p) + 1

9

8∑

i =1
µ foreground (pi ) > υ a

(12)

where pi are the respective pixels which fulfill the 8-neighborhood property to
p. υ a ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is used as a threshold parameter.

6 Building of a Contour

After the combination of both segmentation results we aim at deriving a contour
approximation in order to separate the foreground object from the background.
For this purpose the resulting set of pixels from the combination is used.

Nevertheless it has to be kept in mind that this set of pixels also implies
uncertainty that should not be neglected. As soon as one of the segmentation
techniques does not work properly, for example because of the mentioned reasons
in section 1, some object pixels may miss in the resulting set. Furthermore it
cannot be assumed that the contour is closed in the sense of 8-neighborhood of
pixels. In order to get a first approximation of the contour that is able to handle
even big gaps, theconvex hull of the edge pixels is calculated. The pixels on the
convex hull are connected to a closed contour. Additionally the convex hull is
enlarged with respect to the centroid of the foreground object by a fixed factor
in order to ensure that small regions of the foreground object which have not
been detected, are not clipped by the hull lines. Algorithms for the calculation
of the convex hull can for example be found in [9].

The approximation of a contour is a classical problem. A survey of basic
techniques can be found in [6]. We do not discuss the approximation of a contour
further in this paper. For details we refer to [7].

As it was already explained in section 1 the adaptivity of our system to slight
changes within the background is an important aspect of our technique. In order
to achieve an adaptive improvement learning of the fuzzy color knowledge base
is continued on the background region outside the calculated hull.

7 Summary of the Approach

The segmentation technique presented in this contribution can be summarized
as follows:

Learning phase

1. Color segmentation
– Learning of color values for all pixels as described in section 3.

2. Edge segmentation
– Learning of edge values forall pixels as described in section 4.
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Application phase

1. Color segmentation
– Fuzzy classification of current image Ic.
– Application of an averaging threshold filter and calculation of the mem-

bership value µ color to the semantic property ”is foreground color” for
all pixels.

2. Edge segmentation
– Determination of foreground edges according to section 4.
– Application of an averaging threshold or median filter and determination

of µ edge .
3. Contour calculation

– Calculation of the intersection S of the foreground object pixels resulting
from the color and edge segmentation.

– Application of an averaging threshold filter.
– Computation of the convex hull of S and connection of the hull pixels

to a closed contour.
– Learning of the color information for the identified background region.

The averaging threshold filters as explained in equations (4), (10) and (12)
and the classification membership function in equation (9) are controlled by the
parameters υ c, υ e, υ a , α and β . Indeed it is not possible to specify universally
valid optimal values for these parameters. The quality of any choice can only
be evaluated with respect to the classification quality in specific applications.
Because of the freedom of choice there are a lot of adaption possibilities for
respective scenarios.

8 Examples of Application and Performance Analysis

Because of the variety of known segmentation techniques it is rather difficult to
compare them with our introduced approach. In principle the color-based seg-
mentation is similar to the classical approach to have a static background image
that is subtracted from current images in order to perform the segmentation.
Our technique supplements this approach by enabling the storage of a large
amount of color values which are weighted with respect to the quantity of their
occurrence. The edge segmentation is based on measuring the difference between
the initially learned average edge values and the edge values in the current image
which is also a classical technique. Thus we aim at analyzing the impact of the
key benefits of our technique: the combination of color and edge segmentation
and the adaptivity.

As a first example of application in figure 1 a typical situation and the se-
quence of segmentation is shown.

For our example the RGB color space was chosen (N K = 3, N W = 256).
The video images have a size of 192 × 144 pixels. The knowledge bases were
trained during the initial learning phase with N S = 100 sample images. After
this training some interaction was performed in front of the camera. During
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Fig. 1. First row: Original input image (left) and fuzzy color classified image (right).
Second row: Noise reduced result (left), fuzzy edge segmented image (right). Third row:
Median filtered edge image (left) and fuzzy combination of color and edge segmentation
(right). Fourth row: Found object pixels after application of averaging threshold filter
(left), enlarged convex hull as contour approximation (superimposed in white).
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Fig. 2. First row: Original input image (left) and fuzzy color classified image (right).
Second row: Noise reduced result (left), faulty segmentation result (right).

this interaction the fuzzy color knowledge base was continuously trained on the
identified background regions. The parameter σ , introduced in equation (2),
was set to σ = 0.18. The exemplary image shown in figure 1 was taken after
approximately 600 images.

The upper row of figure 1 shows on the left the original color video image and
on the right the fuzzy color classified results. For this purpose the fuzzy results
were transformed into grey-value images as explained in section 3. Dark colors
indicate low, and bright colors large membership values. The averaging threshold
filter was applied with υ c = 0.66 (see equation (4)) in order to remove noise
(second row, left column). The identification of foreground edges is shown in the
second row on the right. The parameters ofµ e in equation (9) were set toα = 80
and β = 0.25. The median filtered edge image is shown on the left in the third
row. On the right the result of the combination of color and edge segmentation
is shown. This intermediate result is again filtered using the averaging threshold
with υ a = 0.10 as parameter of equation (12) (left column, fourth row). The final
segmentation result is shown as a white polygon superimposed on the original
image.

In order to measure the benefit of the combination of both segmentation
methods against their exclusive usage the number of wrongly classified pixels
is considered. This analysis shows that the color segmentation (after the noise
reduction) still produces four (with an average membership value of 0.86) and
the edge segmentation even 15 wrongly classified pixels (with an average mem-
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Fig. 3. First row: Same input image as in figure 2 (left) and fuzzy color classified image
after approximately further 1000 frames (right). Second row: Noise reduced result (left),
correct segmentation result (right).

bership value of 0.14). The fuzzy combination of both segmentation approaches
removes these wrongly classified pixels, leaving actual foreground object pixels.
Their consideration enables the derivation of the convex hull as an approximated
contour which can be used to train the color knowledge base on the background
region.

The second key benefit of our approach, the adaptivity to slight changes in the
background colors, is illustrated in a second example (figures 2 and 3). As first
experiments indicated there are already changes in the background colors when a
foreground object enters the scene. In figure 2 the original video image is shown
in the upper row on the left. The fuzzy color classified result can be seen on the
right and the averaging threshold filtered image in the lower row on the left. The
fuzzy color classification was done approximately 80 frames after finishing the
initial learning phase with 100 images. As it can be seen there are a lot of wrongly
classified pixels which cannot be completely removed by the filtering operation.
Due to the combination with the fuzzy edge segmentation whose results are
not shown within this example most of these wrong classification results are
identified and neglected. Nevertheless some faulty pixels remain, leading to a
nonsatisfying contour approximation.

The same input image was again fuzzy color classified approximately 1000
frames later. During this time a continuous movement of the arm in front of the
camera was performed. The improvement of the segmentation results is shown
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in figure 3. The fuzzy color classified image contains only few wrongly classified
pixels. As a consequence the contour approximation produces a sufficient result.

Applied to images with a size of 192 × 144 pixels the segmentation of an
image requires approximately 0.109 seconds on a Pentium-III 700 MHz system
and requires about 22 MB of memory.

9 Summary and Conclusion

The segmentation technique presented in this contribution works stable. Al-
though both knowledge bases provide uncertain information that might contain
a lot of errors their combination yields a reasonable result by employing fuzzy
logic methods. Furthermore the adaptivity of our approach leads to a continuous
improvement of the segmentation results.
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Abstract  This paper proposes a computer aided diagnosis system of meniscal 
tears from 3D human knee MR image with T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR 
images. The first step of our method is a 3D image registration between both 
images on the computer display by manual. The second step determines the 
candidate region of the menisci from T2-weighted MR image aided by fuzzy if-
then rules with respect to the location and the intensity. The final step 
determines the voxels in the menisci from the candidate region by using T1-
weighted and T2-weighted MR images. We applied this method to several 
subjects. All voxels in the menisci of each subject were successfully identified 
and their 3D surfaces were displayed. Thus, our developed system would 
improve to diagnose the meniscal tears. 

1   Introduction 

Three-dimensional (3D) image segmentation is an important issue in bio-medical 
imaging.  The basic problem involves identification of voxels in region of interest 
(ROI). Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging provides a highly effective means for 
observing human body.  The MR scanner can produce volume (voxel) images with 
3D thickness and this MR imaging is accurate in evaluating meniscal tears. Several 
works described clinical studies to diagnose the meniscal tears by MR imaging.  
Ref.[1] reviewed some segmentation techniques applicable to menisci.  Ref.[2] 
described the clinical value of volumetric rendering in surgical planning.  We also 
described semi-automated segmentation system of menisci generated with T1-
weighted MR images[3]. However, to examine meniscal tears by this system, it is not 
enough to practical use because of the segmentation accuracy.  

In this work, to provide more precise information of meniscal tears, we describe a 
computer aided diagnosis system of meniscal tears from 3D human knee MR image 
with T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR images. To do this, we employed fuzzy 
expert system methodologies such as fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy if-then 
rules[4][5][6], to obtain information on anatomical locations and intensity 
information.  A knee MR volumetric images composed of many slice images consists 
of several parts: bone marrow, meniscus, periarticular liquor, cartilage and others. 
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Generally, in T1-weighted MR image, meniscus and pericular liquor have lower 
intensity than bone marrow and cartilage, while, in T2-weighted image, meniscus and 
bone marrow have lower intensity than particular and cartilage. We employ both 
intensity levels of the T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR images to identify the 
voxels in menisci with high accuracy.  The first step of our work is a 3D image 
registration between both images on the computer display by manual. We translate 
T2-weighted image to adjust with T1-weighted image by operating the sliced image 
on the viewer by manual. The second step determines the candidate region of the 
menisci from T2-weighted MR image. The candidate region of the menisci is found 
aided by fuzzy if-then rules on fuzzy membership functions to express information of 
the location and the intensity. The final step determines the voxels in the menisci from 
the candidate region using T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR images. To do this, w 
employ fuzzy if-then rules to express that the menisci exist near the cartilage and the 
intensity level of the menisci. We applied this method to several subjects. All voxels 
in the menisci of each subject were successfully identified and their 3D surfaces were 
displayed. Thus, our developed system would improve to diagnose the meniscal tears.

2   Outline of Our Computer Aided Diagnosis System

We obtained the MR volumetric images from Genesis Signa 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner 
(General Electric Co.) using surface coil. We employ T1-weighted and T2-weighted 
MR images. The T1-weighted image acquisition method was T1-weighted 3D SPGR 
with TR = 100msec, TE = 15msec.  The T2-weighted image acquisition method was 
FL02/T2*COR with TR = 100msec, TE = 20msec.  In both images, field of view was 
160mm. The matrix was 256 by 256. Each of the volumes was made up of 60 separate 
slices whose thickness was 1.5mm. We construct the MR volumes of the human knee, 
which consisted of 256 by 256 by 60 voxels.  The intensity value of all intracranial 
structures ranged between 0 and 255. 
First step of our method is the registration between T1-weighted MR image and T2-
weighted MR image of a subject. This registration is to find the correspondence 
between two images in a same 3D coordinate system. We translate T2-weighted 
image to adjust with T1-weighted image by manual operation on the computer 
display. In our experiment, since we sequentially obtained the T1-weighted and T2-
weighted MR images at the same time, we do not have to do this registration. 
Second step of our method is to point out the at least one voxel in each meniscus in 
T2-weighted MR image manually.  
Third step of our method can automatically determine the menisci by the following 
two steps.  The menisci are located between the cartilage of the thigh bone and the 
cartilage of the shin bone. These cartilages can be easily extracted by intensity 
thresholding on the T2-weighted MR image. We can set up the volume including all 
the cartilages.  We consider the straight voxels along y-axis, which can be referred by 
(x, z) in the volume. The set of the straight voxels is called by a unit. First, we 
attempted to classify every unit into candidate region of the menisci or not so.  Fuzzy 
knowledge representation can be used to express information on the location of the 
menisci as well as the intensity variance of a unit in T2-weighted MR images. We 
then produce fuzzy if-then rules for the classification. Every unit can thus be 
classified by evaluating inference results of fuzzy if-then rules.  In the units in the 
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candidate region, we attempted to extract the menisci. Fuzzy knowledge 
representation can be used to express information on intensity and locations in T1-
weighted and T2-weighted MR images. We then produce fuzzy if-then rules for 
menisci.  The value obtained by weighted sum of these inference results was found to 
be an excellent indicator for identifying the menisci.  This value can be used with a 
region growing procedure to exactly obtain the menisci.   

3   Experimental Results

We applied our method to three MR data sets.  For each image, we successfully 
segmented the menisci.  In case of segmentation from T1-weighted image only, it 
required about 20 seconds on each knee MR data sets, running on an SGI OCTANE 
(R10000, 175MHz). In case of T1 and T2-weighted images, it required about 30 
seconds.  Quantitative evaluation by a physician shows that this method can 
successfully segment the menisci.  Figures 1 and 2 show the 3-D visualization of the 
menisci segmented from T1-weighted MR images only as well as the menisci 
segmented from T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR images.  We can understand that 
the periarticular liquors are eliminated, compared the upper case with lower cases in 
each figures.  Physicians can visually diagnose the meniscal tears.  Thus, our system 
can successfully segment the menisci and then provide the 3D surface for diagnosing 
meniscal tears with high accuracy. 

4   Conclusions

The anatomical structure of menisci is quite complex, so except for our works, there 
is no works to semi/full-automatically segment the menisci from MR images.  In this 
paper, we described a method to segment the menisci from T1 and T2 weighted MR 
images.  We applied this method to computer aided diagnosis system. Quantitative 
evaluation by a physicians shows that our system can successfully provide the 3D 
surface of menisci regions for diagnosing the meniscal tears noninvasively.  The 
future work is to apply our method to the knee CT images.
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Fig. 1. 3D visualizations of meniscal tears 
(subject 1); upper case: from T1-weighted 
image; lower case: from T1 and T2-weighted 
images. 

Fig. 2. 3D visualizations of meniscal tears 
(subject2); upper case: from T1-weighted 
image; lower case: from T1 and T2-
weighted images. 
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Abstract� This pap er presen ts a new paradigm for image pro cessing in

m ultisensorial computer vision systems based on a new in terpretation of

the fuzzy in tegral as fusion op erator� F uzzy in tegrals o
er great c hances

for the implemen tation of the fusion stage in m ultisensorial systems� By

exploring these p ossibili ti es a new paradigm for image pro cessing in the

framew ork of information fusion in m ultisensoria l systems can b e es�

tablished� This new paradigm� whic h can b e designated as In telligen t

Lo calized F usion �ILF�� is related to Soft�Computing metho dologies and

the ob ject of this pap er� The p erformance of in tellige n t lo calized fu�

sion op erators �ILF Os�� whic h are dev elop ed under the new in tro duced

paradigm� are exemplary sho wn in the case of color edge detection in

outdo or scenes� Its usage allo ws in this case the a v oidance of false edges

due to the presence of shado ws�

� In tro duction

Multisensorial computer vision systems are c haracterized b y the inclusion of

more than one image information source and the pro cessing of the image signals

deliv ered from them� Some examples of m ultisensorial computer vision systems

can b e found in color� m ultiband remote�sensing or range�visual analysis systems�

The fuzzy in tegral w as in tro duced b y Sugeno ���� to sim ulate the sub jectiv e

fusion of m ulticriteria in h uman b eings� In spite of the extended use of the

fuzzy in tegral in other �elds of researc h� e�g� decision making� the usage of the

fuzzy in tegral in computer vision is almost restricted to the use in the fusion

of classi�cators or the segmen tation of color images� Some prop erties of the

fuzzy in tegral can b e exploited in order to cop e with di	culties of increasing

complexit y presen t in mo dern image pro cessing application �elds�

A new paradigm for the pro cessing of m ultisensorial images is presen ted in

this pap er� The paradigm is based on a no v el usage of the fuzzy in tegral as fusion

op erator in image pro cessing systems� The paradigm� whic h receiv es the name

In telligen t Lo calized F usion 
ILF�� uses a lo cal parameterization of the fuzzy

in tegral� This fact leads to the establishmen t of di�eren t fusion strategies while

using a unique fusion op erator�

The paradigm is exemplary used to accomplish edge detection on outdo or

scenes� The op erators deriv ed within the paradigm� whic h can b e called In tel�

ligen t Lo calized F usion Op erators 
ILF Os�� successfully a v oid the detection of

false edges due to shado ws�
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The pap er is structured as follo ws� In Section � a brief description of fuzzy

aggregation op erators is giv en and the new paradigm is presen ted� In Section ��

the application of the paradigm for outdo or scenes edge detection is presen ted

together with preliminary results� Finally � the conclusions and the pro jectiv e

w ork can b e found in Section ��

� A New F usion P aradigm in Multisensorial Image

Pro cessing Systems

In m ultisensorial systems the reduction of the n �dimensionalit y in tro duced in

the system b y the usage of n sensors� b eing n bigger than one� is attained b y

the fusion op erator� Th us the fusion op erator com bines the data coming from

the di�eren t sources of information in to one represen tational form 	
�� But o v er

this basic function the utilization of suc h an op erator will b e really useful if it is

capable of conferring a quan titativ e and qualitativ e gain on information to the

system� The quan titativ e gain on information can b e deriv ed from the attainmen t

of a more reliable result or of a smaller error rate� Qualitativ ely the fusion

op eration allo ws the inference of information� whic h w as not a v ailable using

individually the data from the di�eren t sensors 	��� F urthermore it is desired

that the fusion op eration pro vides a b etter understanding of the in teraction

b et w een the sensors in the system� in order to facilitate the ev aluation of the

con tribution of eac h information source�

��� F uzzy aggregation in m ultisen sor ial pro cessing systems

F usion paradigms used in the con text of computer vision 	�� 	� 	��	��� are cen�

tered on the n umerical optimization of the fusion pro cedure� F usion op erators

in this con text are limited to the consideration of a v ery narro w group of them�

disregarding recen t dev elopmen ts in op erator researc h related sp ecially to fuzzy

logic� The seman tic in terpretation of the images pro cessed is ignored in the fu�

sion pro cedure� Moreo v er the c haracterization of information sources is made

in the men tioned systems b y a mo dule separated from the fusion op erator and

mostly based on gaussian and indep endence supp ositions on them 	��

In order to o v ercome the shortages of classical fusion op erators seems un�

a v oidable the in tro duction of fuzzy aggregation strategies in order to implemen t

the fusion stage� Bey ond the fact that most of aggregation op erators usually em�

plo y ed in computer vision can b e generalized in the framew ork of fuzzy systems�

fuzzy aggregation op erators presen t some sp ecial features�

� Adaptabilit y is here referred to the fusion op erators capabilit y of reacting

to c hanges in the incoming data� As a consequence the fusion op eration is

data�driv en� what allo ws the �exible p erformance of the task in order to

cop e with non�linear� non�Gaussian� and non�stationary information sources

as the most presen t in practical applications�
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� Coinciden t results of a ma jorit y of information sources will b e deliv ered as

result of the fusion op eration b y means of the reinforcemen t capabilit y of

the fusion op erator �����

� The inclusion of global a priori kno wledge is also an imp ortan t c haracteristic

to b e accomplished b y fusion op erators� This factor� also called inclusion of

metakno wledge b y some authors ����� encloses for instance compatibilit y or

imp ortance grade of the information sources� The inclusion of suc h kno wledge

increased the in telligence of the fusion op eration�

� The information from di�eren t sensors insp ecting the same ob ject can in�

teract in a redundan t� indep enden t or complemen tary form in m ultisensorial

systems� The c haracterization of this in teraction is an imp ortan t p oin t to b e

attained b y an in telligen t fusion pro cedure in order to obtain a more complex

and complete information� It is w orth of note that the c haracterization of

suc h in teraction is allo w ed only b y a part of aggregation op erators included

in the framew ork of fuzzy systems�

� The fuzzi	cation of the image data� whic h is deriv ed from the application

of F uzzy Sets Theory to image pro cessing ��
�� allo ws pro viding it with di�

rectly in terpretable seman tic information�Thi s seman tic in terpretabilit y can

impro v e the results of image pro cessing op erations in real applications ��
��

F uzzy aggregation op erators cop e successfully with the fusion of fuzzy infor�

mation�

P articularly in the con text of the m ultisensorial systems all these features

can con tribute to the attainmen t of the quan titativ e and the qualitativ e gain

exp ected to result from a fusion op eration�

The information fusion can b e undertak en in di�eren t stages of a m ulti�

sensorial image pro cessing system� The p osition of the fusion op erator in the

pro cessing c hain leads to di�eren t t yp es of fusion� e�g� signal� pixel� feature or

segmen t fusion ����� In the here presen ted paradigm the op erator acts in the lo cal

lev el� i�e� the fusion undertak en is a pixel fusion� This fact w as tak en as start

p oin t for the dev elopmen t of the in telligen t lo calized fusion �ILF paradigm�

The k ey p oin t of the paradigm is the consideration of a non�uniform fusion

o v er the considered image c hannels� In this w a y the fusion op erators can solv e

the fusion with di�eren t c haracteristics dep ending on the area of the image where

the fusion is undertak en� Suc h op erators will b e referred as In telligen t Lo calized

F usion Op erators �ILF Os� F or the sak e of understanding a deep er explanation of

its implemen tatio n is p ostp oned� Previously the theoretical framew ork of F uzzy

Measure Theory and F uzzy In tegrals ����� whic h constitutes the most suitable

one for the dev elopmen t of ILF Os� will b e presen ted�

��� In telligen t Lo calized F usion in the theoretical framew ork of

F uzzy In tegrals

The Theory of F uzzy Measures w as built on the conclusions made in Sugenos

pioneering w ork ����� In an analogous w a y as fuzzy logic extended classical logic
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b y adding sub jectivit y to the reason pro cess� fuzzy measures consider the exten�

sion of classical measure theory with the in tro duction of sub jectivit y � In order to

satisfy this attribute� classical measures �i�e� probabilit y measures� are extended

b y relaxing their additivit y axiom� As a consequence fuzzy measures include

probabilit y � p ossibilit y � necessit y � b elief and fuzzy� � measures ���	� One of the

di
erences b et w een the di
eren t t yp es of fuzzy measures lies on the w a y they

succeed in c haracterizing the in teraction b et w een individual sources of informa�

tion� The establishmen t of a new kind of measures led to the establishmen t of a

new in tegral� the fuzzy in tegral�

The fuzzy in tegral w as in tro duced in order to sim ulate the pro cess of m ul�

ticriteria fusion undertak en in the mind ���	� The basic idea of this approac h

is that when fusing information coming from di
eren t sources� the h uman b e�

ing undertak es a sub jectiv e w eigh ting of the di
eren t criteria or factors� and

aggregates them in a non�linear fashion� Moreo v er the fuzzy in tegral considers

the aggregation of fuzzi�ed data and constitutes a theoretical framew ork where

other aggregation op erators as a v erage� O W A� w eigh ted median� w eigh ted sum

or w eigh ted maxim um are hold ��	� There are basically t w o t yp es of fuzzy in tegral

kno wn as Sugenos and Cho quets F uzzy In tegral� The di
erence b et w een them

can b e found in the used T� and S�norms ��	� While the Sugenos F uzzy In tegral

uses norms of the t yp e maxim um and minim um � the Cho quets F uzzy In tegral

w as in tro duced as an extension in the framew ork of F uzzy Measures Theory of

the classical Lagranges In tegral ���	�

Sugenos F uzzy In tegral has successfully b een used in information fusion for

Computer Vision ���	� F or the protot ypical dev elopmen t of the paradigm this

fusion op erator w as c hosen� The expression of Sugenos F uzzy In tegral is�
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One prop ert y of fuzzy in tegrals imp ortan t for the dev elopmen t of the here
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In this w a y the p ossible in terv al of results deliv ered b y the Sugenos F uzzy

In tegral is the largest allo w ed to a fusion op eration� This p ossible in terv al of

output v alues for the fusion op eration is induced b y the v alue of the fuzzy mea�

sures co e�cien ts� e�g� the same result as that of a maxim um op erator will b e
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ac hiev ed when the fuzzy measures co e�cien ts are all the maxim um v alue allo w ed

to the pixel v alues� while the minim um will b e obtained when only � � A

n

� has

this v alue� This prop ert y is exploited in the here presen ted paradigm in order to

ac hiev e a �exible fusion op eration�

� � � �Lo calized� fuzzy measures� the new asp ect of the ILF

paradigm

The fuzzy measure co e�cien ts are used in the fuzzy in tegral for m ultisensorial

fusion to c haracterize the imp ortance of the information sources and are deter�

mined based on a priori kno wledge of their relev ance� This c haracterization is

related to the individual information sources� but also to their p ossible coalitions

or com binations�

The determination of the fuzzy measures is a problem of great complexit y �

There is no standard pro cedure for that purp ose and in most of the cases this

determination is realized empirically � In the here presen ted framew ork that is

not di�eren t� Up to the observ ation of the di�eren t incoming and indep enden tly

pro cessed images� and after taking in to consideration a priori kno wledge con�

cerning the application on hand the di�eren t co e�cien ts of the fuzzy measure

are established� Nev ertheless a no v elt y on this asp ect is in tro duced in the here

presen ted paradigm� Normally the co e�cien ts of the fuzzy measures are deter�

mined globally in the image� i�e� the fuzzy measure co e�cien ts ha v e a v alue

c haracterizing the imp ortance of eac h image c hannel� and that of their p ossible

coalition� taking the image as a unit�

In the ILF paradigm the used fuzzy measure is not unique� Dep ending on

the region where the fusion is undertak en the fuzzy measure is di�eren t� i�e� its

co e�cien ts are di�eren t �see 	gure 
�� It can b e talk ed then from �lo calized�

fuzzy measures� T aking in to consideration the lo w er and upp er b ounds of the

fuzzy in tegrals output and its dep endence on the v alue of the fuzzy measures

co e�cien ts� the utilization of these �lo calized� fuzzy measures mak es p ossible

op erating in the same image with di�eren t fusion strategies� The �lo calized�

fuzzy measures exploit the �exibilit y of the fuzzy in tegral formerly men tioned

and constitutes the main new feature of the ILF paradigm� Other c haracteristics

are the parallel pro cessing and p osterior fuzzi	cation of information c hannels

prior to the fusion �see 	gure 
��

� Color Edge Detection on Outdo or Color Images

As men tioned in the in tro duction edge detection is an imp ortan t previous stage

in sev eral image pro cessing algorithms� In the case of edge detection on color

images di�eren t mathematical approac hes ha v e b een c hosen in order to cop e

with the v ectorial nature of color information ��� ��� �
���

A system with an ILF O for color edge detection follo wing the paradigm for�

merly detailed and based on the Sugenos F uzzy In tegral w as implemen ted� The

system w as applied for detecting edges on color images� The implemen ted sc heme



Fig. 1. ILF Paradigm: Multisensorid image information ia promewed and fuzfied sepa- 
rately and then fused through an ILFO. PROCOP: Image pmxeasing operation; FUZZ: 
Fuzzification; ILFO: Intelligent Lacabzed Fusion Operator, formed by a fbion oper- 
ator (FUSOP) and the determination of the "Localized" h z y  Measures (DLFM). 
" ~ z e d n  Fuzzy Measures: More than one Fozzy measure (pl, $, . . . ), each one for 
a determined region, are wed m a fusion operation. 

considers the parallel edge detection on the color channels (RGB) and its sepa- 
rated fuzzification leading to its fusion through an ILFO. Standard algorithms 
for edge detection on grayvalue images can be used within the here presented 
framework, simplifying the mathematical complexity of the problem. The result 
of the edge det,ection is then fuzzified up t,o the consideration of its grade of 
membership to the foreground of the image, what allows filtering the image. 
More implementation details of the framework for color edge detection can be 
found in [13]. 

One important problem when evaluating edge maps of images taken un- 
der natural illumination conditions is the appearance of false edges due to the 
presence of shadows. Such artifacts can for instance bring a camera guided au- 
tonomous vehicle to detect a non-existing terrain change. Such a problem is a 
current term of research in image processing [3]. The here presented paradigm 
is used to avoid such a problem. "Localized" fuzzy measures are defined for the 
outdoor scenes, where the regions on shadowed areas present a coefficient con- 
figuration different from that of the other areas. Such a configuration allows the 
fuzzy integral to behave different depending on the image region. 
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� � � Preliminar y results

The framew ork for color edge detection w as tested on outdo or color images� The

results can b e found in �gures � and �� Tw o di�eren t asp ects of the results are

w orth men tioning�

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig� �� F usion results for di�eren t v alues of the fuzzy measures co e�cien ts and Sugeno�s

fuzzy in tegral� �a� Input color image� �b� Color edge map for v alues �

Red

� � � 	 �

Gr een

�

� � 
� �

B lue

� � � � � f uz z y � �measur es �� �c� F usion with fuzzy in tegral as minim um� �d�

F usion with fuzzy in tegral as maxim um�

First the utilization of the fuzzy in tegral allo ws the fusion output to tak e all

v alues b et w een those of the minim um and the maxim um op erators �see �gures �c

and �d�� The selection of the co e�cien ts of the fuzzy measures b et w een these t w o

b ounds leads to a result whic h seems less arti�cial than the mere emplo ymen t

of a maxim um op erator �see �gure �b��

Finally 	 the a v oidance of false edges due to shado ws on images tak en under

natural conditions of illuminati on through the the usage of 
lo calized� fuzzy
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measures is demonstrated �see �gure ��� The mask with the region distribution

for the di�eren t fuzzy measures� whic h can b e observ ed in �gure �a� w as obtained

through the treatmen t of the original image with arithmetical and morphological

op erations� Th us a mask for t w o di�eren t fuzzy measures w as established� The

fuzzy measure co e�cien ts for the shado w ed regions w ere set in order for the

result of the fuzzy in tegral to appro ximate that of a minim um op erator� As a

consequence the edge due to the ro of shado w �see �gure 	b� could b e a v oided �see

�gure �b�� This result is a direct consequence of the lo calized parameterization

of the fusion op erators through the fuzzy measures�

� Conclusions and F uture W ork

First results on the application of the here presen ted paradigm for the detection

of edge maps on outdo or scenes are encouraging� The analysis will b e extended in

this application �eld� Moreo v er other application �elds will b e dev elop ed under

the same paradigm� F or that purp ose the treatmen t of m ultifo cal microscop y

images seem a go o d candidate� Finally the automatic establishmen t of the fuzzy

measure co e�cien ts seem a v ery imp ortan t p oin t for the impro v em en t of the

adaptabilit y of the here presen ted approac h� Being that p oin t one of the biggest

imp edim en ts for spreading the usage of the fuzzy in tegral as fusion op erator in

image pro cessing applications� will b e attac hed indep enden tly of the formerly

men tioned researc h�

(a) (b)

Fig� �� F usion with �lo calized� fuzzy measures with a v oidance of shado w false edges�

�a� Mask for the fuzzy measures� �b� Color edge maps after fusion�
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Abstract. The paper addresses the problem of online adaptive learning in a 
neuro-fuzzy network based on Sugeno-type fuzzy inference. A new learning 
algorithm for tuning of both antecedent and consequent parts of fuzzy rules is 
proposed. The algorithm is derived from the well-known Marquardt procedure 
and uses approximation of the Hessian matrix. A characteristic feature of the 
proposed algorithm is that it does not require time-consuming matrix opera-
tions. Simulation results illustrate application to adaptive identification of a 
nonlinear plant and nonlinear time series prediction.

1   Introduction 

Neuro-fuzzy systems have been an increasingly popular technique of soft computing 
during recent years. They combine linguistic interpretability of fuzzy systems with 
learning and universal approximation capabilities of artificial neural networks. The 
most widely used method of learning in such systems is the error back-
propagation [1], based on the gradient descent. Along with its simplicity and satisfac-
tory performance in solving many problems, it has some essential drawbacks, such as 
slow convergence, sensitivity to noise, and dependence of performance on the heuris-
tically selected learning rate. 

The goal of the present work is to develop an efficient learning algorithm with 
higher rate of convergence without significant increase of computational load. 

2   Neuro-fuzzy Network 

Let us consider a neuro-fuzzy network, based on a Sugeno-type fuzzy inference sys-
tem [2] with NI inputs, one output, and NR rules: 
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where xj is the j-th input, )(
,
R
ijA  is the linguistic label (fuzzy set) on the j-th input in the 

antecedent of the i-th rule, fi is the linear model in the consequent of the i-th rule, R is 
the matrix that determines the structure of the rule base: 
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The linguistic label )(
,
R
ijA  is defined by the membership function 
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where mj,µ  is the m-th membership function on the input xj, and mj,ω  is the vector of 

parameters of the membership function mj,µ . 

In case of the widely used Gaussian membership functions 
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where mjc ,  and mj,σ  are the center and width of the membership function, respec-

tively. 
The membership function mj,µ  can be involved in evaluation of more than one 

rule and can thus have multiple "aliases" )(
,
R
jiµ , which are introduced in order to sim-

plify derivation of the learning algorithm and to preserve generality regardless of the 
partitioning used. 

The system output is calculated according to the equation 
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where wi is the firing strength of the i-th rule, iw is the normalized firing strength, iΘ  
is the vector of the consequent parameters of the i-th rule, and X is the input vector: 
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Introducing vectors ( )TNR
ΘΘ=Θ ,,1 ! , ( )TN XwXw

R
,,1 !=Φ , we can transform 

equation (5) into a compact form 

ΦΘ= Ty . (7)

3   Learning Algorithm 

The task is to choose at every iteration k such parameters ))(),(( kk ΘΩ , where )(kΩ  
is the vector of the antecedent parameters, and )(kΘ  is the vector of the consequent 
parameters, that would minimize the error function 
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)( *2 kykykekekE −==  (8)

where y*(k) is the target output, y(k) is the actual system output at time instant k. 

3.1   Tuning Antecedents 

Tuning of the antecedent parameters is a nonlinear optimization problem, since the 
system output depends nonlinearly on the components of )(kΩ . So the tuning can be 
performed using any nonlinear optimization procedure, such as the well-known gra-
dient descent. But this procedure converges relatively slowly. Much higher rate of 
convergence can be achieved when using second-order procedures, such as the 
Marquardt algorithm [3]. Let us write the Marquardt algorithm for tuning of the ante-
cedent parameters: 
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where J(k) is the Jacobian matrix (vector in case of a single-output system), which 
contains first derivatives of the system output with respect to the tuned parameters at 
time instant k, )(kη  is a scalar parameter, I is the unity matrix. 
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The vector J(k) consists of the gradients of the system output with respect to the 
antecedent parameters of all rules: 

( )TTT kykykJ
RN

)(,),()(
1 ΩΩ ∇∇= ! . (10)

In turn, each gradient y
iΩ∇  consists of the gradients of the system output with re-

spect to the parameters of the membership functions, involved in evaluation of the i-
th rule (the discrete time index k is left out for simplicity): 
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where 
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R
ij cc
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R
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, σσ = , RNi ,,1…= . Partial derivatives, constituting the 

gradients y
iΩ∇ , can be calculated using the chain rule of differentiation, as it is usu-

ally done with the back-propagation procedure. 
To reduce computational complexity of equation (9), let us use the Sherman-

Morrison formula of matrix inversion: 
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After simple transformations on (12) we obtain: 
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Substitution of (13) into (9) gives: 

( ) 12)()()()()1()(
−

++−Ω=Ω kJkkJkekk η . (14)

When 0)( =kη , this formula can be regarded as a nonlinear modification of the 
Widrow-Hoff algorithm [4]. To introduce smoothing properties, let us re-write the 
denominator of equation (14) as follows: 

),1()(,)()()( 2 −=+= kqkkJkkq αηη  (15)

where α  is a forgetting factor. 
Substituting (15) into (14), we obtain: 
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where )(k∆Ω  is the update vector for the antecedent parameters of all rules: 
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Since a membership function can be involved in evaluation of more than one rule, 
the overall update for the parameters of the m-th membership function on the j-th 
input will be calculated as follows: 
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3.2   Tuning Consequents 

It can be readily seen from (7) that yΘ∇=Φ . So we can write the learning algorithm 
for the consequent parameters, similar to (16)-(18): 
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4   Simulaton Results 
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm, two experiments are 
presented. In the first one, a nonlinear dynamic plant is identified online. In the sec-
ond one, the algorithm is used in batch mode to train the neuro-fuzzy network to 
predict a chaotic time series. 

4.1   Online Learning 

The nonlinear plant [5] is governed by the following difference equation: 
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ky  . (22)

The plant (22) was identified using the neuro-fuzzy network (1)-(7) with 32 rules, 
forming a grid partition. The network contained 212 parameters, adapted for 250 time 
steps using the algorithm (16)-(21) with 95.0== βα , 1)0()0( ==rq .
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Fig. 1. Outputs of the plant (solid line) and neuro-fuzzy network (dashed line). The network is 
not adapted after 250 time steps 

The input to the plant and network was )250k/2sin()( π=ku  for 500≤k  and 
)25k/2sin(2.0)250k/2sin(8.0)( ππ +=ku  for 500>k . 

The results are shown in Fig. 1. The network output follows the output of the plant 
immediately, and the error is small even after 500 time steps, when the input signal is 
changed. In [5], the authors used a neural network with two hidden layers, trained for 
100000 time steps using a random input before it could follow the output of the plant 
(22) satisfactorily. The networks contained 300 adjustable parameters. 

In [6], a hybrid fuzzy-neural system with 225 adjustable parameters was trained 
for 30000 time steps using a random input to identify the same plant. 

Thus, the neuro-fuzzy network (1)-(7) with less number of adjustable parameters, 
adapted using the proposed algorithm (16)-(21), showed superior performance. 

4.2   Batch Learning 

The time series, used in the second experiment, was generated by the chaotic 
Mackey-Glass time-delay differential equation [7]: 

)(1.0
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)( 10 tx
tx
tx

tx −
−+
−

=
τ
τ)  . (23)

The values of the time series (23) at each integer point were obtained by means of 
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The time step used in the method was 0.1, 
initial condition 2.1)0( =x , delay 17=τ , and x(t) was derived for 1200,...,0=t . The 
values x(t-18), x(t-12), x(t-6), and x(t) were used to predict x(t+6). 
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Fig. 2. Mackey-Glass time series (solid line) and the output of the forecasting neuro-fuzzy 
network (dashed line), trained in batch mode with the proposed algorithm 

From the generated data, 500 values for 617,...,118=t  were used as the training data 
set, and the next 500 for 1117,...,618=t  were used as the checking data set. 

A 4 input-1 output neuro-fuzzy network (1)-(7) with 2 Gaussian membership func-
tions per input and 16 rules, forming a grid partition, was created. The network was 
trained for 100 epochs. The parameters of the algorithm (16)-(21) were 98.0== βα , 

10000)0( =q , 1)0( =r . The resulting plots are shown in Fig. 2. The two curves, 
representing the actual and predicted values, are almost indistinguishable. 

To estimate the quality of the received results, we used the root-mean-squared er-
rors on the training data set (RMSETRN) and checking data set (RMSECHK ). The same 
experiment was carried out using the ANFIS learning rules [8]. The results were also 
compared with those obtained using the Neuro-Fuzzy Function Approximator 
(NEFPROX) in [9]. All the results are summarized in Table 1.

The ANFIS hybrid learning rule provides the best accuracy among the other meth-
ods. It employs the recursive least squares estimate (RLSE) for tuning of antecedent 
parameters, and is more complex computationally. This complexity increases quad-
ratically as the number of tuned parameters grows, in contrast to the proposed algo-
rithm (16)-(21), in which the computational complexity increases linearly. Thus, for 
the systems with large number of rules the proposed algorithm will be preferable. 

The other ANFIS learning rule, based on the back-propagation only, was unable to 
provide satisfactory approximation after 100 training epochs.

The NEFPROX provided the results, which are worse than those provided by the 
proposed algorithm, but it is based on a different architecture (fuzzy perceptron), and 
is capable of extracting fuzzy rules itself. 
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Table 1. Comparison of different learning methods 

Method # Epochs # Rules RMSETRN RMSE CHK  
Proposed 100 16 0.021617 0.021622 
Hybrid ANFIS 100 16 0.0083246 0.0083428 
Back-propagation 
ANFIS 

100 16 0.30724 0.30717 

NEFPROX 216 129 0.0315 0.0332 

5   Conclusion 

Simulation results proved effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. It can be used for 
identification of nonlinear plants, and for nonlinear time series prediction. The algo-
rithm is characterized by linear dependence of computational complexity on the num-
ber of tuned parameters, as the algorithms based on the conventional gradient de-
scent, providing at the same time higher rate of convergence.The proposed algorithm 
is simple, and well suited for low-cost hardware implementation. 

All the considerations above were based on the assumption that the initial parti-
tioning of the input space is known, and the number of rules does not change while 
learning of parameters takes place. Further research will be directed to augment the 
proposed algorithm with the capability of automatic rule extraction from data. 
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Abstract. A classifier with the optimum decision, Baysian classifier could be 
implemented with Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNNs). The authors 
presented a new competitive learning algorithm for training such a network 
when all classes are completely separated. This paper generalizes our previous 
work to the case of overlapping categories. In our new perspective, the network 
is, in fact, made blind with respect to the overlapping training samples using 
fuzzy concepts, so the new training algorithm is called Fuzzy PNN (or FPNN). 
The usefulness of FPNN has been proved by some classification problems. The 
simulation results highlight the merit of the proposed method. 

1 Introduction 

Minimization of the decision risk is the criteria used in Baysian classifier. Decision risk is 
actually measured by an optimum decision variable mathematically derived from the definition 
of the decision risk. A decision variable, in fact, maps the input-signal space into the decision 
space with the most distant classes. However, knowledge of conditional probability density 
functions (PDFs) of all classes is required in its derivation procedure. Some PDF estimators 
have been proposed in the literature that can be categorized as parametric and non-parametric. 
Parametrical estimation of PDF is based on the pre-assumption that the process under 
investigation might be well approximated by one of the known probabilistic distributions. 
Parameters of the suitably fitted distribution can be calculated with the maximum likelihood 
method or some proper statistics. However, many actual processes don’t lend themselves to this 
type of modeling. Therefore, non-parametric PDF estimators have been proposed. Parzen 
introduced a family of non-parametric PDF estimators in [1] that are consistent and 
asymptotically normal. Parzen estimators are briefly explained in the next Section of this paper. 
Non-parametric estimators show more robustness in comparison to parametric ones for 
practical stochastic processes. A thorough discussion of non-parametric estimation techniques 
can be found in [2] and [3]. 
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The PDF estimator of Parzen can be realized by a neural network type structure called 
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) which was first introduced by Specht in [4] and [5]. In 
PNN, the number of neurons is directly proportional to the number of sample vectors, so an 
enormous amount of storage memory is required. Specht introduced the Polynomial Adaline 
(Padaline) in [5] as a solution to this problem. Data clustering is another solution in which 
neighboring sample vectors are grouped into one cluster. Each cluster, represented by a 
prototype vector, is assumed to be governed by a known distribution, mostly Gaussian. The 
PDF of the whole process is a linear combination of clusters' PDFs. This technique is, in fact, a 
semi-parametric approach to the PDF estimation. Streit [6] and Traven [7] designed a PNN 
with this method, and estimated the PDF parameters with the maximum likelihood method. 
None of the above approaches is based on the learning capabilities of neural networks for 
parameter adjustment. A competitive-type learning algorithm was proposed in [8] for adjusting 
the PNN parameters. The merit of that new training algorithm was proved by some 
classification examples. 

In the case of non-overlapping categories, classification results of the PNN are reliable. 
When there is overlap between classes, the learning algorithm presented in [8] will not 
converge. For partially overlapped classes common portions must be left out and non- 
overlapping sections maybe applied to the PNN classifier. Decision-based neural networks, 
presented in [9], are designed for these situations. These networks make a soft decision in the 
training phase instead of the hard decision made by traditional classifiers. In the soft decision, 
the effect of overlapping portions is lessened, or, in other words, the classifier is intentionally 
made blind with respect to overlapping sections. This paper addresses the fuzzy decision 
version of the learning algorithm presented in [8]. PNN with the modified learning algorithm is 
called Fuzzy PNN or FPNN. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is an overview of Parzen PDF estimator, PNN 
structure and the competitive learning algorithm of [8], which are necessary backgrounds for 
understanding FPNN. The modified hzzy learning algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Some 
signal classification examples in Section 4 show the applicability of FPNN for practical cases. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 Parzen PDF Estimator and PNN Structure 

Suppose that the PDF of a d-dimensional random process must be estimated. The Parzen PDF 
estimator is as follows [I]: 

where XI, . . ., XN are observation sample vectors, h is a suitably chosen positive number and K is 
a real valued kernel function satisfying the condition: 
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Usually a symmetric unimodal PDF, e.g. the multivariate Gaussian density function, is selected 
for the kernel function K, i.e. 

In the above equation, C is the covariance matrix and the superscript T denotes matrix 
transposition. Parzen has proved in [I] that if h in equation (1) is chosen as a function of n such 
that 

lim h(n) = 0 
n+m 

and if K(K) satisfies some certain conditions given in [I], the estimator of (1) will be 

asymptotically unbiased. Increasing the accuracy of estimation, we must have a large number 
of sample vectors which as a result requires a large amount of storage memory. The data 
clustering technique described in [8] can solve this problem. In this method, adjacent sample 
vectors are grouped as a cluster that is represented by a prototype vector (PV) and the PDF is 
estimated as [6], [7]: 

where Q is the total number of clusters, C is the estimated covariance matrix, y i  and qJ are 

the proportion and PV of the jth cluster in the estimation, respectively. The y i  's must 

obviously sum to unity [8]. The PDF estimator of (5) is a semi-parametric one. 
Now suppose that we have M disjoint classes with priori probabilities p,, . . ., p, . The pdf 

of each class may be estimated using the estimator of (5). If J, is the loss of classifying x into 

class j when the correct decision should have been class k, the estimated risk of classifying x 
into class j is: 

Baysian classifier chooses the class with minimum decision risk; i.e. x is classified into the 
j* th class if and only if 

All the above procedure and formulas can be realized with a neural network type structure 
depicted in Fig. 1 [6], [7], [8]. In this figure, L , an upper triangular matrix, is the square root of 

A A , .  

the estimated covariance matrix, i.e. C = L L-' , which is valid because of positive definiteness 

of c . The inverse of L plays the role of whitening filter in the block diagram of Fig. 1 since 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the PNN 

all cross covariances vanish out in the transformed space. Each PDF estimator block consists of 
some neurons with the exponential activation function. The biases qi are the whitened 

versions of prototype vectors: 

where qij is the ith prototype vector of the jth class and Qj is the number of clusters in the jth 

class. The y, 's are the cluster proportions with the restriction y# = 1 ( j  = 1, ..., M ) .  x:, 
Applying the softmax transformation to the y ii 's give new variables vq that are relaxed from 

the summing to unity restriction: 

Flowchart of the competitive learning algorithm proposed in [8] is provided in Fig. 2. 
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covariance matrix C. 

square root L of C w 
Whiten all vectors in the 

Set j = l (class index) Q 
Set k = 1 (vector index) T I Present the kth whitened vector I 

i w, of the jth class to the 

class~fier. Suppose that the 

classifier's class index is j'. 

Learning algorithm 
1s terminated. 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the competitive learning algorithm used in PNN 
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3 Fuzzy Probabilistic Neural Networks 

To make the PNN insensitive with respect to the overlapping samples, the method presented in 
[9] is used. Suppose that the sample vector x, belonging to the jth class, is presented to the PNN 
and the risk of choosing this class is calculated as {(x) . Let the j' th class has the minimum 

risk of ij, (x) among all classes excluding the correct class j, i.e.: 

j' = arg mtx { (x)) 

A measure of misclassification can be introduced as: 

Two scenarios are of interest: 1) If m is negative, the classification is correctly performed, 2) If 
m is positive, the sample vector x is misclassified. In this case, a small magnitude for m alarms 
a sample vector near the decision boundary that may have overlap with the region of other 
classes, and thus can degrade the learning algorithm. To resolve this degradation problem, the 
effect of misclassification measure must be included in the training process through 
introduction of a penalty function. The PNN disregards this problem and make use of the 
following penalty function, which is, in fact, a hard decision: 

In other words, the PNN shows equal sensitivity to all sample vectors regardless of their 
relative distance to decision boundary. A non-sharp (smooth) penalty function (logsigmoidal 
type), which is defined below, is used by FPNN, i.e. it performs a soft decision. 

In the above equation, b is the bias introduced for more robustness and s is the sofiness 
parameter. The curves of the two above penalty functions are depicted in Fig. 3. 

The training steps of FPNN are completely similar to those of PNN except the last step: 
PNN counts the total number of misclassified sample vectors and repeats the training procedure 
until all the sample vectors are correctly classified. However, FPNN computes the percentage 
of error and progresses until it falls below some error goal. The misclassification percentage, 
MP, is set to zero at the beginning of the training procedure and for a misclassified sample 
vector is incremented by the following update term 

where N is the total number of sample vectors used in training phase. After presenting all 
sample vectors to the classifier, MP is compared with preset error goal. If it falls below the 
error goal, the training process is terminated; otherwise, it is repeated. The merit of the 
proposed training algorithm is proved in the next Section by some computer-simulated 
examples. 
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1 Hard 4 
0.75 Decision 

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

m, Misclassification 

Fig. 3. Hard and soft decision penalty functions 

4 Signal Classification Examples 

The proposed learning algorithm is tested by two classification problems with overlapping 
categories. 

4.1 Two Simple Overlapping Classes 

The first example is the scenario of classifying two overlapping classes with elements normally 
distributed in the 2-dimentional plane as follows: 

Class 1: x - N (0, + 1, 0.75, 0.75; 0) (194 

Class 2: x - N (0, - 1, 0.75, 0.75; 0) (19b) 

where N b,,q,, o,, o,; r) is a two dimensional normal distribution with means q, and q, , 
variances o, and o, , and correlation coefficient r. These two classes along with the assigned 

PVs of the FPNN and the decision boundary are illustrated in Fig. 4a. Error goal of the 
employed FPNN has been 10%. The bias and softness parameters of the penalty function have 
been both 0.1. For comparison purposes, the decision boundary of a 2-layered feedforward 
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neural network with 5 hidden neurons is depicted in Fig. 4b. Logsigmoidal activation functions 
were used in that network and it was trained with Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm 
[10]. A simple comparison between the two parts of Fig. 4 shows the applicability of FPNN. 

4.2 XOR Problem for Overlapping Classes 

We have considered the XOR problem as our second simulation example. Fig. 5a shows the 2-
dimentinal configuration of this problem that consists of two overlapping classes. The elements 
of the two classes are normally distributed as follows: 

Fig. 4. 2-dimensional representation of the first classification example along with 
the decision boundary for (a) FPNN, (b) 2-layered feedforward neural network 
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Class 1: x - N (T 1, f 1, 0.5, 0.5; 0) (204 

Class 2: x - N (T 1, T 1, 0.5, 0.5; 0) (20b) 

We have employed an FPNN with 5% error goal for this classification problem. Both bias and 
softness parameters were considered 0.1. The decision boundaried of FPNN and a 2-layered 
feedforward neural network (with 5 hidden neurons, logsigmoidal activation functions and 
trained with Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm) are shown in the two parts of Fig. 5. 
Obviously FPNN has a better classification result than feedforward neural network. 

Fig. 5. 2-dimensional representation of the second classification example along with 
the decision boundary for (a) FPNN, (b) 2-layered feedforward neural network 
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5 Concluding Remarks 

A new fuzzy learning algorithm is presented for probabilistic neural networks for the case of 
overlapping classes. It is, in fact, an extension to the author’s previous work in probabilistic 
neural network. The new algorithm recognizes overlapping sections and intentionally makes 
the network blind with respect to those parts. Two computer simulation examples are used to 
prove the applicability of the new fuzzy algorithm. 
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Abstract. The presented algorithm of fuzzy back propagation used in the teach-
ing phase of a neural fuzzy controller combines the best features of two se-
lected soft computing elements: fuzzy logic and the selected structure of artifi-
cial neural network. This approach is the expansion of the classical algorithm 
of back propagation by use of not only binary, but also any values from the 
range [0...1] in the teaching sequences and the selection of the value of the 
teaching factor η  using the theory of fuzzy sets. 

1   Introduction 

Taking pattern by such processes occurring in nervous systems of living organisms as 
information acquisition, processing and sending, the first models of artificial neural 
networks (ANN) were worked out at the beginning of the forties. In the neurone 
model (Fig. 1) proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 the function f - called the 
function of activation - was the function of elementary jump.  

After the network structure (the number of layers, the number of neurones in each 
layer) has been selected, the further design and programming of the ANN of multi-
layer perceptron type proceeds at three stages: the stage of teaching, the stage of test-
ing and the stage of working. Cybenko proved in his paper [1] that the use of two 
covered layers at least enables to obtain any accuracy if the number of neurones in the 
layer is sufficiently large and demonstrated that one covered layer is sufficient to 
approximate any continuous function. The aim of teaching the network in the phase 

of teaching is to determine weight values
w

n n
h

h h+1   for neurones of all layers of the 

network in such a way that at a given input vector
xh+1

nh+1   such values of output signals 
y

n
h

h , are obtained at the network output, which are equal with the determined accu-

racy to the set values 
y

n0
0

. 
One of the algorithms of teaching multilayer networks, that is most often used in 

practical implementations, is the algorithm of back propagation which determines the 
strategy of the selection of weight values in the network using gradient methods of 
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optimization [4],[5],[8]. This algorithm has been elaborated by Werbos (1974), 
Parker (1982) and Rumelhart (1986) independently. 
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Fig. 1. The model of artificial neurone. 

2   Back-Propagation of Algorithm 

The name of this algorithm reflects the way of modifying the weights of neurones 
which consists in calculating the error occurring at the given step of teaching process 
in the output neurone, and next in sending it back to all neurones whose signals were 
the input signal for this neurone.The change of the weight of neurones at each step of 
teaching can be written as follows [4],[6],[7]: 

( ) ( ) ( )w k w k w k+ = +1 ∆ (1)

while the value of the change of the neurone weight is determined as: 

( ) ( )∆ w k
E
w

w k= − + −η
∂
∂

α∆ 1
(2)

The algorithm of teaching ANN of multilayer perceptron type with the method of 
back propagation is based on the minimization of the quadratic mean error of the 
following quality coefficient [2],[3]: 
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Finally, the formula for updating the weight coefficient of a neurone in the h-th 
internal layer of the ANN has the form:  

( ) ( )∆ w k y w k
n n
h

n
hp

n
h p

n n
h

h h h h h h− − −= + −−
1 1 1

1 1ηδ α∆( )  (4)

The proper selection of teaching coefficients: η  and α  is very important in the 
teaching process. These parameters have decisive influence on the teaching quality of 
networks expressed by the rate and stability of the whole process. The influence of η  
on the course of the teaching process can be described as follows: 
• If the value η  is too large, the algorithm can become unstable and is not able to 

attain the optimal point in the space of weights in spite of the big rate of teach-
ing at the beginning, 

• If the value of this coefficient is too small, the teaching is sure very slow but the 
change of the neurone weights happens in the way increasing the stability of the 
whole process. 

3   Fuzzy Back-Propagation of Algorithm 

Taking into account the trial of joining the best features of the ANN and fuzzy control 
to the control strategy of Neuro-Fuzzy type realized in this work, the value of the 
coefficient η  in the phase of teaching can be determined with the method of fuzzy 
sets theory by means of the following fuzzy conditional statements [9],[10]: 

IF   (E is Ei)  AND   (SZW  is SZW j)    THEN  (η  is η k)  (5) 

• Ei, SZWj, η k - linguistic variables adequately to the error of teaching, the meas-
ure of teaching activity and the teaching coefficient of a network,  

• Ei, SZWj, η k - the values of these linguistic variables represented by respective 
fuzzy sets. 

The value of the teaching error of a network E is calculated according to the for-
mula, while the value of the measure of activity of the teaching process SZW is the 
sum of the changes of the neurone weights in the respective layer of the ANN. In case 
of the output layer it is determined by the formula: 
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(6) 

The decreasing value of SZW shows that this factor approaches its local minimum. 
The scheme of  the fuzzy back propagation algorithm control is as follows: 

Stage I: 
• determining the values of the linquistic variables Ei, SZWj and η k, and the shape 

of the membership functions of fuzzy sets which represent these variables, 
• the set of control rules in the form of fuzzy conditional statements of the type; 
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Stage II: 
• updating the η  according to the defined set of rules, making use of fuzzy control, 

in the final phase of each iteration, i.e. after presenting the entire teaching se-
quence of the back propagation algorithm.  

For general structure of fuzzy conditional statements, presented in (5), adequate lin-
guistic variables: 
• E - error of teaching the neural fuzzy controller, expressed by the formula (3), 
• SZW - measure of teaching activity, described with the formula (6), 
• η  - teaching rate factor  

are presented in Fig. 2 by means of the membership functions of the following fuzzy 
sets: 

• E: {+1, +2, +3, +4, +5}, 
• SZW: {+1, +2, +3} 
• η :  {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5} 

defined in Tab. 1 according to denotations from Fig 2. 
 

µ E

E

+1 +5+4+2 +3

SZW η

S1 S5S3S2 S4+1 +3+2

µ ηµ SZW

 
Fig. 2. Membership function of fuzzy sets of E, SZW and η . 

Table 1. Rule base table. 

   SZW  
  +1 +2 +3 
 +1 S1 S1 S1 
 +2 S3 S2 S1 
E +3 S4 S3 S3 
 +4 S5 S4 S3 
 +5 S5 S5 S5 

 
Fig. 3 shows the result of teaching the ANN accomplishing the function XOR with 
the method of back propagation characterized by the constant coefficient η  and an-
other coefficient determined according to the above mentioned scheme of fuzzy con-
trol BP.  

The FBP parameters can be formulated in form of decision table and in form of 
fuzzy conditional statements enabling the realization of the following selection strat-
egy of the value η : 
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Fig. 3. The result of teaching the ANN. 

• If the error of teaching is big and the measure of activity is small, then the teach-
ing coefficient is increased to accelerate teaching process. 

• If the error of teaching is small and the measure of activity is big, then the teach-
ing coefficient is decreased to stabilize teaching process. 
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4   Conclusions  

The presented algorithm of fuzzy back propagation (FBP) makes an expansion of 
classical back propagation algorithm as its teaching sequences employ not only bi-
nary but also any values from the interval (0...1), and the values of the teaching factor 
η  are selected with the use of the fuzzy set theory. For the FBP algorithm not to stall, 
as the classical back propagation algorithm, in the local minimum of the function one 
should:  

• choose the standards in random sequence from the training set 
• add the noise by introducing small random changes in the neuron weights, 

add the noise to the training set data. 
The described algorithm of fuzzy back propagation can be enriched by improved 

self-adjusting mechanisms with the use of not only adaptive change of the teaching 
coefficient η  but also by adaptive selection of the teaching coefficient α  (momentum)  
using fuzzy sets theory including the error of teaching E and the measure of activity 
SZW. 
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Abstract .  This article gives an overview over ea l i b ,  a framework for 
the implementation of evolutionary algorithms written in Java. After 
an introduction the kind of genetic representation used in the toolkit 
is discussed and provided genetic operators are introduced. Thereafter 
the concept of breaking up an evolutionary algorithm into components 
and the definition of interfaces for these components is discussed. On 
that basis a controller model for flexible and fast creation of algorithms 
is presented. The paper concludes with a section dealing with issues of 
parallelization of evolutionary algorithms and gives a short outlook on 
future work. 

1 Introduction 

Over the last 20 years many kinds of genetic algorithms have been developed, 
which differ from each other in certain operators or parameters used. A classi- 
fication of algorithms based on simulated evolution becomes harder each year, 
because algorithms mixing various different techniques come up. But despite of 
all the variety that is present now in the field of evolutionary computation all 
optimization algorithms share several common components. 

When we think of those shared items in algorithms a question raises. Is it 
possible to define some kind of a unified model for algorithms and components 
that makes it easier to create concrete implementations? Can we create compo- 
nents that share a common interface and that can be easily connected together 
to form an algorithm? 

There are several approaches to create toolkits to support users in creation 
of evolutionary algorithms. Unfortunately most existing libraries lack either in 
functionality and/or systematics in some way. Nevertheless some should be men- 
tioned here. MUTANTS is a strongly object-oriented toolkit written by Matthew 
Caryl in Ada 95, which regrettably has not become a popular programming lan- 
guage these days. The work on MUTANTS has been stopped now since several 
years and the toolkit is not maintained any longer. The EA Visualizer [BosOl] 
by Peter Bosman is written in Java and is both a general framework and a 
development environment for interactive visualizations. Results of algorithms 
can easily illustrated, but the toolkit lacks support of parallel computing. ECJ 
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As already mentioned algorithms often use the traditional forms of genetic 
problem representation like binary string or real-valued. This can be appropriate 
for some cases and is necessary to implement already existing algorithms, but 
in general this manner is quite unflexible and not very descriptive for humans. 
Furthermore almost all binary crossover and mutation operators described show 
the problem of generating illegal bit strings in case that not the whole range of 
possible combinations can be used. So a more flexible genetic representation not 
limited to binary values must be found. But because of lots of operators relying 
on traditional forms of genetic representation these forms should or better must 
be provided too. 

The structure for the class Individual leans closely against the structure of 
real creatures we know from nature. So an object of the class Individual contains 
an object of the class ChromosomeSet. The ChromosomeSet itself is a collection 
of Chromosomes. Each chromosome holds a chromosome object of a special type. 
This can be elementary data types like integer or float numbers or more complex 
data types like vectors or arrays. Even trees are possible. To create a chromosome 
with the classical binary representation the class BinaryString is provided. Figure 
1 shows the UML model of the genetic representation. In this example four types 
of chromosomes are included. 

This type of representation is flexible enough to be used for both simple and 
complex solution representations. For instance it is no problem to implement 
the representation form used in messy genetic algorithm as demonstrated in 
[DGSI]. To create an individual holding the representation of the solution of a 
mathematical function in three dimensions an example of code is given below. 
The primitive datatype float is used. 

// create a chromosome set with 3 slots 
ChromosomeSet mathset = new ChromosomeSet( 3 ); 
// add the chromosomes with initial random float values 
mathSet.add( new FloatChromosome( ( f l oa t )  10.0 ); 
mathSet.add( new FloatChromosome( ( f l oa t )  -20.0 ); 
mathSet.add( new FloatChromosome( ( f l oa t )  5.0 ); 
// create the individual 
Individual mathIndividua1 = new Individual( mathset ); 

Listing 1.1. creation of an individual 

Almost every problem solution we can think of can be expressed in a similiar 
way - in opposition to the quality appraisal of a solution. This is unique to every 
optimization task and must therefore be implemented by the user of the toolkit 
himself. When evaluating an individual we differentiate between the target ob- 
jective value (called score throughout this paper) and the fitness. The score can 
be directly derived from the current content of the chromosome set while the 
fitness is a relative quality appraisal [PohOO]. 

For that reason the two abstract classes Score and Fitness have been intro- 
duced. Each individual contains one instance of both classes. There are plenty 
of ways to express the score of an individual. Various different data types can 
be used. Although normally numbers are utilized, other data types - like for 
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#cs : ChromosomeSet

Individual

#set
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+getObject() : Object
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1 1..*
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viduals, linear ranking fitness scaling and roulette-wheel selection, which stops 
after 1000 generations. In this example pure reinsertion is used. 

protected void setup() { 
// create source (100 individuals , 29 cities ) 
setsource( new SalesmanInititialization ( 100, 29 ) ); 
// create gate (population, individuals are sorted) 
setGate( new SortedPopulation() ); 
// create sink 
setsink( new Genericsink() ); 
// create termination condition (stop after 1000 generations) 
addTermination( new MaxGenTermination( 1000, this.gate.getCounter() ) ); 
// add cycle operators 
addCycleProcessor( new SalesmanCalculation() ); 
addCycleProcessor ( new LinearRankingScaling( this.gate ) ); 
addCycleProcessor( new R.ouletteWheelSelection( 100 ) ); 
addCycleProcessor( new IndividualR.ecombination() ); 
addCycleProcessor( new PureReinsertion( this.gate ) ); 
1 

Listing 1.2. creation of an algorithm 

Algorithms with a single evolution cycle can be created very easily that way. 
But it is possible that an algorithm with a single population and two parallel 
working evolution cycles should be created (for instance one half of the popula- 
tion should evolve in another way than the other half). In such a case the whole 
algorithm controller must be rewritten. This is not very flexible, so an other 
solution had to  be found. 

As a solution we use the builtin multithreading capabilities of the Java lan- 
guage and additionally created a multithreaded controller. Every genetic oper- 
ator runs in its own thread and contains a reference to the following operator. 
After completing the processing of a stream of individuals the stream is passed 
to the next operator and its method process() is invoked within a newly created 
thread. The current operator quits its work immediately after starting the next 
one to prevent the construction of an infinite cascade. For creation of paral- 
lel evolution cycles special operators have been introduced, which are able to 
split up a stream, respectively merge several streams into one. The implementa- 
tion of synchronization capabilities has been neccessary at  the stage of merging. 
With the extension of the multithreaded concept to  gates (populations), it is 
also quite easy to create algorithms based on the island model. For that case a 
special migration operator is provided. 

5 Parallelizat ion of Algorithms 

In Java mainly two techniques are provided for distributed computing. The first 
is RMI (Remote Method Invocation). It is a scheme for distributed objects, that 
is part of the Java Core Libraries and is Java specific. The other one is CORBA 
(Common Object Request Broker Adapter). It is a distributed object standard 
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Abstract. Fuzzy logic control is a relatively new technology and hence it needs 
rigorous comparative experimental analyses with other well-established 
conventional control schemes. Further, fuzzy controller stability analysis is a 
major hindrance for its popularity among control engineers. In this paper, stable 
fuzzy variable structure systems or Sliding Mode Controllers (SMC) and fuzzy 
PDPID controllers for steer and drive control of an Autonomous Guided 
Vehicle (AGV) are developed and implemented on an actual AGV. The 
synthesized controllers are further assessed against conventional SMC, PDPID 
through actual implementation on a moderately sized outdoor AGV. 

1 Introduction 

Although, AGVs possess nonlinear dynamics, the application of linear control 
methods has not been uncommon as evident from the reported literature 
[1],[2],[3],[4]. Here, the controller design is based on the assumption that the model 
dynamics are linear or a linearized model of the AGV about a specified operating 
point. PI, PD and PID control techniques are the most commonly used linear control 
methods. 

Nonlinear methods of AGV control, where the nonlinearities are catered for 
indirectly has also been reported in the literature. Of these, sliding mode or variable 
structure systems and fuzzy control methods are the most representative. A multiple 
sliding surface approach for combined brake and throttle control of an AGV is used 
by Hedrick et a1 [5],[6]. It is claimed through simulations that the multiple sliding 
surface controller is capable of controlling the longitudinal speed of the vehicle 
effectively. Lee et a1 [7] proposed a fuzzy-llke gain scheduling PD controller for 
lateral control of an AGV. The control law is realized similar to Sugeno's fuzzy 
model, but with non-overlapping membership fiinctions. Fuzzy sliding mode 
controller is a realization of an SMC control law using fuzzy logic. A development of 
such an FSMC for velocity and acceleration control of an AGV can be found in [7]. 
One of the advantages of using fuzzy logic in vehicle control is the possibility of 
effectively incorporating the driver's knowledge in designing the rule base as well as 
in controller tuning. This is not straightforward in a fuzzy SMC. As the switching 
surface, s , and its derivative$, in [7] cannot be easily interpreted physically, it may 
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be difficult to design the rule base in terms of the sliding surface and its derivative. 
Further, tuning of the sliding surface parameters is not intuitive, when compared to 
tuning of a state space fuzzy logic controller. 

Fuzzy logic has a lot of appeal in control. However, fuzzy logic control has a 
relatively short history. In addition, most of the fuzzy controllers proposed in the 
literature lack stability analysis and experimental results on real plants. It is also 
important to note that there are also not much experimental results and analysis 
reported comparing established and conventional control schemes with fuzzy 
schemes. In this paper we attempt to address the above issues through the systematic 
design, analysis and experimentation of fuzzy controllers. In the rest of the paper we 
describe the particular AGV and its dynamics used as the test bed. A stable SMC is 
designed for the dynamic system characterized by the AGV dynamics fiom Lyapunov 
theory. A stable fuzzy SMC is then derived through fUzzification of the sliding mode 
control law. A fuzzy PD state space controller is then synthesized by resolving the 
fuzzy SMC control law. This is followed by experimental results and conclusions. 

2 AGV and It's Dynamics 

The experimental system shown in Fig. 1 was built using a commercially available 
CARRYALL I golf-car. In the conversion no attempt was made to alter the drive 
actuation system, which comprises of a DC series motor (3.1 hp) and a gear assembly 
(ratio 12.28: 1). This is because DC series motors possess speed-torque characteristics 
suitable for electric vehicle actuation systems [a]. However, the down side of using 
the existing DC series motor is that it does not provide for negative torques by the 
application of a negative supply voltage. Accelerations and constant speeds are 
achieved through application of positive voltages to the DC series motor and active 
decelerations are achieved through a separate stepper motor and braking mechanism. 
Outputs of the four encoders mounted on the four wheels of the AGV are used in 
determining the actual speed of the vehicle. It is assumed that slipping does not exist. 
As a safety precaution, the vehicle is equipped with a separate parking brake 
mechanism, which is activated when the vehicle is parked. An emergency switch is 
used to stop the vehicle in case of any emergency. 

The steer system is driven by a permanent magnet DC motor (48V, 650W), which 
is coupled to the steer shaft by means of a gear assembly (ratio 5: 1). The reading of 
the encoder mounted on the motor shaft is used to calculate the actual steer angle. 
Limit switches prevent possible over-steer. 

An industrial PC provides the required computing power for all three systems. Two 
servo amplifiers and a stepper motor driver are used to match the motor operating 
voltage (-48V to +48V) from the digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) output voltage 
(-1ov to +lOV). 
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PMDC 
motor 

stepper 
motor 

Fig. 1. Hardware structure of the experimental system 

The vehicle dynamics of the front-;heel steerable and rear-wheel driven AGV can 
be expressed as follows [9]. 

where, zd,  rb and Z, are drive, brake and steer torques respectively. 

I , dl and d, represents the disturbances. 

The remaining parameters are defined in the Appendix. 
Further, (1) can be arranged in the form, 

positive definite inertia matrix, Q is the vector of Corriolis, centrihgal and frictional 

forces, 6 is the vector of linear and angular acceleration and d is the disturbance 
vector. 
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3 Sliding Mode Control Law Synthesis 

Variable structure system or sliding mode control is an effective control methodology 
for controlling of nonlinear systems in the presence of model uncertainties, parameter 
fluctuations and disturbances provided that their bounds are known. 

For the class of systems characterized by AGV dynamics (2), it is possible to 
design a stable Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) within a Computed torque 
framework. For a detailed derivation of the SMC control law for the above dynamics, 
please refer to [lo]. The overall computed torque control law is, 

A suitable choice of u is, u = ed + h(ed - e) , where, ed represents the 

desired value of 6 and A E R " " " ~ ~  a diagonal matrix with elements 

2, (i = I,. . . , n) . The choice ( ku + Q)  represents the computed torque component, 

z", where M and Q are estimates of M and Q respectively. The term rSmC is 
used to remove the effects of inexact de-coupling as a result of model mismatch and 
bounded disturbances using sliding mode control theory. W E Rnxr is a matrix of 

A 

hct ions  and a is the estimate of a suitably chosen parameter vector, 

a = [mc I,, I, (Iw4 + mWr2)]'. As detailed in [1 1] the closed loop 

equation can now be written as, 

where, 0 and Bd are actual linear and angular accelerations and desired linear and 

angular accelerations vectors, respectively. Y = (RI- A), Y E R"' is the 
A 

parameter mismatch vector representing any mismatch between the estimated (a) ,  
and actual parameter vector ( a ). Let us define the th switching plane as, 

A condition for the intersection of switching planes, s, = 0, to be attractive can be 

derived by defining a quasi Lyapunov function V ( t )  as, 
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where M is the positive definite inertia matrix of the vehicle. Differentiating (6) 
with respect to time, we have, 

smc Now the ih component of rsmc, i.e. zi can be chosen as given below in equation 

(8) to ensure that ~ ( t )  5 0 so as to guarantee the asymptotic stability of s and 
hence the convergence of tracking errors to zero [lo]. 

where, 

Equation (8) can be re-arranged as, 

r n n;i.. 
51 where, K , I = x [ F ? $ j + ( j , + ~ ] ,  K i 2 = z -  

j=1 j=1 2 

4 Fuzzy Sliding Mode Control Law Synthesis 

Fuzzy control offers simple but robust control solutions for nonlinear systems. Further 
fuzzy logic provides a convenient framework to incorporate the heuristic knowledge 
about the plant. Also, unlike SMC, fUzzy control approach permits greater flexibility 
in fine-tuning the controller to achieve arbitrary complex control surfaces. In this 
section it is shown how an approximate fuzzy SMC can be derived from the SMC 
control law (9). 

It may be noted that K,, and K,, can be chosen as positive constants whose 

magnitudes depend on the extent of model mismatch and bounds of disturbance d . 
To eliminate the need for the computed torque component ( rCtt ) of the control law 

(3), we choose Ki, and K12 to be sufficiently large. From equation (9) it can be seen 

that farther the system state is fiom the sliding surface, larger the magnitude of the 
torque needed to drive the system on to it. However, the sign of the control torque is 
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opposite to that of s . This property can be exploited to obtain a fizzy SMC controller 
fiom the stable SMC control law (9). This is accomplished through a set of hzzy 
rules as follows. For the ih fuzzy SMC torque, 

IF $ is PVL THEN zy is PVL 
IF & is PL THEN zf"" is PL 
IF & is PM THEN 2 r  is PM 
IF & is PS THEN 2;'""" is PS 
IF ~SZTHEN rf"" is Z 
IF is NS THEN zf""' is NS 
IF F, is NM THEN 2;'"' is NM 
IF E, is NL THEN rf""' is NL 
IF E, is NVL THEN T? is NVL 

where, = -st = (8,, - 8 )  + /1, (e,, - e, ) 
- 

Linguistic terms of the input zi €Sand output T? ~r defined over the 
universe of discourses are, PVL (Positive Very Large), PL (Positive Large), PM 
(Positive Medium), PS (Positive Small), Z (Zero), NS (Negative Small), NM 
(Negative Medium), NL (Negative Large) and NVL (Negative Very Large) 
respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the triangular membership functions are chosen for 
input and output linguistic variables. 

Fig. 2. Triangular membership functions of and Z? 

In general the rule base (10) can be written as, 
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k k where, Ai and Bi , k=l,..m are the linguistic values of the linguistic variables 
f imc =-si  and T, . 

We choose triangular membership functions, singleton fwzification, Mamdani 
inferencing system and center of gravity (COG) defizzification. Hence the inferred 
crisp torque output of the fizzy SMC is, 

b;. is the center of the implied fuzzy set corresponding to the rule j, r is the total 

number of rules and 1 p . (#mc)drfsmc denotes the area under p . (rfsmc) . 
r ~ i /  ' ~ i /  

Fuzzy SMC (12) approximation of the smoothed SMC controller (9) can be 
arbitrarily controlled by the number of linguistic terms and hence the rules. However, 
what is really important to ensure stability and convergence of the fuzzy SMC is to 
guarantee the negative semi-definiteness of the Lyapunov function derivative, 

i.e. ~ ( t )  5 0  . This translates to the condition that the crisp !kzzy SMC output is 
larger or equal in magnitude to the SMC torque for all S , i.e. 

smc crrsp 

5 Fuzzy PD Control Law Synthesis 

The heuristic control knowledge is usually available in terms of state variables and 
their changes. To facilitate inclusion of such knowledge and to add more degrees of 
fieedom for tuning, it is useful to design state based fuzzy controllers. One of such 
controllers is a fuzzy PD controller. The following illustrates how such a law may be 
derived fiom the fUzzy sliding mode controller. 
The switching plain, can be normalized as, 

- 
s .  .: e.  Aiei 

where, e .  I = (6 di - 6.) 1 7  s. 1 = ', ei = ', ei = - , Nsi is a positive scalar. 
Nsi Nsi Nsi 
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Taking note of the fact that ji is a linear combination of the state variables, ii and 

i?, , we may rewrite the rule base of the fuzzy sliding mode controller (1 1) in terms of 

linguistic state variables [ l l ] .  Final rule base in state space is as shown in Fig. 3. This 
diagonal rule base is usually referred to as a standard rule table in the literature. It can 
be shown that the fuzzy PD controllers designed using the diagonal rule table for the 
AGV dynamics are stable if, 

where, lr{@($)l and lr"c($)l are the magnitudes of the fuzzy PD (or PI with the 

switching planes defined appropriately) controller's output and output of the SMC 
respectively. Whilst maintaining this stability condition (equation (15)), parameters of 
the fuzzy PDPI controller can now be tuned as well as heuristic rules can be added as 
required, in order to satisfy the performance criteria. 

I I ,. I 

Fig. 3. Equivalent state space rule base 

6 Experimental Results 

Experiments were carried out using the test bed designed and developed by Nanyang 
Technological University (NTU), Singapore (see Fig. 4) to assess the performance of 
SMC, fuzzy SMC and fuzzy PD controllers. Each controller was given a trapezoidal 
steer angle profile starting from a zero angle. Fig. 5 shows the SMC performance with 
a boundary layer. Width of the boundary layer was chosen to reduce the control 
chatter. Fig. 6 shows the tracking performance of the fuzzy SMC, which was 
synthesized using the SMC controller. Fuzzy SMC tracking performance is very 
similar to that of SMC (Fig. 5) in terms of tracking accuracy and control output. 
Further, it was observed that tighter spacing of membership functions around the 
origin yields better tracking accuracy, however, with increased control chatter. This is 
very much similar to the behavior of the equivalent SMC controller with changes in 
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the boundary layer. The tracking performance of the synthesized f iuzy PD controller 
based on the fUzzy SMC is shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that the performance of the 
fUzzy PD controller is very similar to the fUzzy SMC and also to the SMC. Again, it 
was observed that a higher density of membership functions around the origins yields 
better accuracy and more control chatter. Nature of membership hc t ions  around the 
origin determines the shape and thickness of the effective boundary layer of the 
equivalent SMC and hence the observed behavior. 

Fig. 5. Steering tracking performance and control voltage-Sliding Mode Controller 
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Fig. 6. Steering tracking performance and control voltage-Fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller 

Fig. 7. Steering tracking performance and control voltage-Fuzzy PD Controller 

In the designed fuzzy PD control scheme, the steady state error is mainly 
dependant on the input normalization gain and the distribution of membership 
hc t ions  of the linguistic variable, angle error, e, . Selecting higher normalization 

gains as well as selecting densely packed membership functions near the origin can 
minimize the steady state error. However, both methods will increase the control 
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chatter. One of the ways to overcome that problem is to introduce an integral part. 
Without increasing the number of inputs and hence the size of the rule base, we can 
incorporate integral action by redefining the normalized switching surface and 
following the same design procedure reported in Sections 3,4 and 5. Fig. 8 shows the 
improvement in tracking performance with the new fuzzy P(I+D) controller 

Fig. 8. Steer angle tracking performance of fuzzy PD controller (dotted curve) and fuzzy 
P(I+D) controller (solid curve) for the same input trajectory. 

Fig. 9. Speed tracking performance of the Fig. 10. Speed tracking performance of the 
FDC for an acceleration of 0.5rns-~. PID controller for an acceleration of 0.5rns-~. 

Further experiments were carried out to compare the performance of fuzzy 
controllers with conventional PID controllers. Fig. 9,10 and 11 shows that the Fuzzy 
Drive Controller (FDC) is capable of tracking different speed profiles effectively, 
however PID does not. Fig. 12(a) and (b) shows the high quality tracking 
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performance of steer or Lateral Fuzzy Controller (LAFC) even with change of the 
operating point. 

Fig. 11. Speed tracking performance at slower speeds, (a) FDC, (b) PID 

Fig. 12. LAFC and PID controller tracking performance with (a) 15~s'' rate of change of steer 
angle, (b) 1's'' rate of change of steer angle 

7 Conclusion 

For a class of nonlinear systems characterized by AGV dynamics, stable fuzzy SMC, 
fuzzy PD control laws can be synthesized using sliding mode control theory. The 
resultant fizzy controllers as anticipated yield trajectory tracking performance similar 
to the equivalent sliding mode controllers fiom which the fuzzy controllers were 
synthesized. Another important consequence of the fuzzy control law development 
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given is that it shows how additional state variables, such as a variables derivative and 
integrals, can be incorporated into the controller by suitably modifj4ng the switching 
surface. This permits the treatment of linear combinations of state variables (eg. I+D), 
as inputs to the fUzzy controller thus simplifying the rule base, computational 
complexity, and memory requirements, especially when the state inputs exceed two. 
All three controllers, i.e. SMC, fuzzy SMC and fuzzy PDC showed equally good 
performance. 
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Appendix 

Fig. 13 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental test-bed. 

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of the test-bed 

Parameter definitions of the vehicle model 

y - virtual steer angle 
v - speed of the vehicle 
8 - heading angle 
rd - driving torque 

2, - braking torque 

2, - steer torque 

k, - coefficient of air drag force 

k, - coefficient of turning friction 

k, - coefficient of braking 

k, - coefficient of rolling fiiction 

m, - mass of a wheel 

m, - mass of the chassis of the vehicle 

m - total mass of the vehicle 
w - width of a tire 
r - radius of a tire 
I, - Inertia of the chassis around the z-axis 

I,,,+ - Inertia of the tire along the axel 

I,, -Inertia of the tire perpendicular to the axel 

Fg and zg terms are related to fiiction 

M,, , M, and N are related to inertias of the 

vehicle. 
a, b, c and d are as defined in Fig. 13 
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k m 
F# = sgn(v)L( l  + sec y )  + sgn(8) ktw(a - ycm)mg tan y  

2r 2aZ 

2 2 

c d z - (  - on +xm+Ycm a tan y)--+ 
sin y 

acos2 y az COS' y 

4 ="-( a2+4d2),IWr =%(d +3r2) ,  
U , = C O S ~ ,  a 2 = s i n e ,  

12 12 1 
1 a, = -tan y, a, = 0, 

I = - mwr2 a 
w4 2 a+csiny,  

( 
a =- 

asin y 1, 5 r(acosy, -bsiny,)' 
y, = arctan 

acosy+bsin y a-csin y2 
a, = 

asin y r(acosy, +bsiny2)' 
y2 = arctan 

acosy-bsiny a + d t a n y  a - d t a n y  
a7 = - = 

ar a r  

Further, a,! and yj are the first partial derivatives of a, and y i  with respect to y 
Similarly, y:' is the second derivative of y i  with respect to Y . 
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Abstract. Data-analysis has undergone an important change from sta-
tistical descriptive analysis to data-mining. Information networks and
huge data-storage equipments brought data-retrieval to new dimensions.
Time-series are especially easy to accumulate as digital sensors can be
used to fill databases without any intervention. This is both a boon and a
problem as the very amount of data available prevents the user from be-
ing able to understand them. One has to build high-level representations
of the time-series to be able to extract some information. Segmentation
is often used in process-monitoring for similar reasons.
In this paper, we describe step by step difficulties and solutions that
we studied when adapting automated time-series segmentation to a real-
world example of electric consumption analysis. The data that we want
to analyze consist of yearly reports of electric power consumption in 10
minute ticks. We study industrial consumers that have simple processes
(ovens, motors) switched either on or off for the duration of the pro-
cess. Hence we could use this prior knowledge to model the time-series
with piecewise constant changing mean models. We then extend the seg-
mentation to a symbolic representation to enable interpretation of the
overwhelming number of generated segments.

1 Introduction

Time-series are a special kind of data because using a graphical representa-
tion (a chart), we are able to effectively use the great processing power of our
visual perception system. The automatic features-extraction that takes places
when a chartist looks at time-series makes the graphical plot of the data much
more expressive than the raw list of numbers. Nevertheless automated time-series
analysis tools have been developed, especially for process monitoring, when the
time-series to be considered reveal the state of a system that must be analyzed
around the clock with real-time constraints.

The data-mining approach came in with three specific aspects:

1. Data were accumulated, not collected for a specific use of information ex-
traction.
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2. Huge amounts of data are available, much more than what can be handled
by the user.

3. The user’s expectations are not well defined (“useful information”).

The first point is important because it means that, at best, the data are not pre-
processed and can be very noisy, at worst, a bad pre-processing can be harmful.
The second point tells us that one must pay great attention to computational
feasibility. Useful algorithms should not have a complexity much greater than
linear in order to be applied on the whole data-set. The third point leads us to
provide a framework to the user, more than just a tool. This means that different
approaches must be provided, as each analysis of the time series gives the user
insights leading to better understanding of the data. Of course, relevance criteria
can be computed automatically, but given the computing cost of data-mining, we
want to be able to use any prior knowledge available (even if we require none).

2 Existing Algorithms for Process-Monitoring

Time-series segmentation is a classical multiple hypotheses testing problem.
From a statistical point of view, it is well known that it is possible to estimate
the model parameters (segment models and their boundaries) using the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation. Usually, likelihood L is optimized by minimizing the
criterion :

− lnL =
k∑
i=1

mi lnσ2
i (1)

where mi, σ
2
i are the number of points and variance of the ith segment from the

computed model.
It should be noted that often the goal of the segmentation is not to find the

underlying ideal model, but to minimize a cost function. In that case, such cost
function should be used, instead of likelihood estimation.

The most computationally efficient approach to segmentation is a hierarchi-
cal one, where segments are added by cutting episodes of the previous step of
the segmentation. However, the real problem is to estimate the number of seg-
ments. A trade-off has to be made between model accuracy, and a parsimonious
principle because segmenting time-series with one-point segments is very easy,
very accurate, but not very useful. A common solution is to use a penalized
maximum likelihood criterion. The idea is to add a penalty term to generalized
likelihood term in Eq.1. A general form of penalty term is n(d+1)γ(N) which is
a function of the number of parameters (change-times included) used to describe
the segmented signal. The most famous penalty terms are Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC [1]): 2n(d + 1) designed to maximize predictive accuracy of the
model, and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC [4]) or Minimum Description
Length (MDL) : n(d + 1) lnN designed to maximize the posterior probability
of the chosen model. In [3], only the likelihood is computed, and segments are
added until the likelihood criterion becomes stable, that is when adding segments
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does not significantly improves the accuracy. The problem is in the definition of
“significantly” that takes the form of a threshold that must be set.

3 Segmentation for Data-Mining

The fact the the data had not been collected for our data-analysis prevented
from using a BIC criterion, as the sampling period (and the number N of time
ticks) was not related to the information that we wanted to extract. AIC criterion
and AICC did not yield very good results presumably because our data did not
fit the models very well and were very noisy. We decided to use the approach
presented in [3] but given the diversity in our time-series, no general threshold
could be selected.

We chose a data-driven approach: automatic clustering of the likelihood vari-
ations would allow us to select a relevant number of episodes. It is important
to note that we do not aim to find the correct number of segments. Because
unfortunately, no such number exists as shown in Fig. 1. There are numerous
potentially relevant scales to consider when segmenting this kind of time-series.
Each such scale can be located as a change point on the cost versus number of
segments function.
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Fig. 1. Sample power consumption and error vs. number of segments.

Instead of trying to find an absolute criterion, we just select a meaningful
answer. A relevance feedback from the user or from an automated further step
of the data-analysis could lead to a deeper hierarchical clustering selecting other
meaningful numbers of segments. We could make effective use of prior knowl-
edge concerning the relevant order of magnitude for the number of segments or
duration of episodes. For exemple, a number of segments close to a multiple of
the number of weeks or days in the time-series can be relevant if a night/day or
week-day/week-end cycle is investigated.

The time-series that we wish to analyze can consist of hundreds of episodes,
and another problem arises from the size of the data. Most segmentation al-
gorithms are used (or at least benckmarked) for a limited number of segments
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(usually half a dozen). Each segment is then very important for the correct fit-
ting of the data and the likelihood criterion is efficient. But as the number of
segments increases, the individual contribution of each segment can be diluted
in the noise, especially if the time-series are very noisy. The huge amount of
data can lead to numerical errors when the built-in precision of the floating-
point representation is not enough to prevent round-off errors. The problem is
that for efficiency reasons, we must avoid recomputing partial results as much
as possible, and keep the built-in floating point representation. If the number of
segments is too large, it is difficult to get the correct number of segments because
of the noise and the accumulated numerical errors.

On the other hand, if the number of segments is too small, the automatic
clustering can become inaccurate and the relative error can be very large. Let
[nmin, nmax] be the number of segments for which we consider the trade-off to
be optimal. Thoses values depend on the numerical accuracy of the processor,
the noise and relevance of the fitted model, but for our experiments, results were
not sensitive to the exact values.

To avoid this problem, we decided to go for a multi-pass segmentation. First
we use our change-point detection algorithm on the whole dataset. We can use
the resulting episodes as an approximation of the solution. We then split the data
set in time-series of k episodes, k ∈ [nmin, nmax] is selected so that the change
point between the sub-series (that will not be computed again) corresponds to
the most certain change point. We just need to store the detected cut-points on
a stack to remember the order in which they were found. Cut-points are detected
in decreasing likelihood order, so among the (nmin − nmax) candidates for sub-
serie boundary selection, we choose the oldest (most likely) one. Each sub-serie is
then segmented again. The whole segmentation is constructed by concatenation
of the segmented sub-series. This can be iterated until the number of segments
is stable.

4 From Segmentation to Symbolic Representation

Episode extraction from time-series is a typical data-analysis problem. We build
higher-level abstractions (models) from raw data to gain synthetic and relevant
information. But this approach reaches it’s limits when the data-sets becomes
really huge. As the number of episodes increases, the data reduction from data-
points to model-parameters is not enough. Too many episodes cannot be handled
by the end-user. We want to go one step further in abstraction. From the many
episodes discovered, it is often possible to build representative clusters. In the
spirit of computing with words paradigm introduced by L. Zadeh [6], we will go
from numbers (model parameters) to for labels of fuzzy sets (episodes clusters).
Previous approaches such as in [2] use prior knowledge to create an alphabet of
symbols (“spike”, “rise”, “fall”, etc...), but we decide to have a “data-driven”
approach and to create the symbolic alphabet from the available data.

First we perform automated clustering of the model parameters. We used a
modeling cost function (euclidien distance between the model and the original
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episod) to evaluate the clustering cost. It is important to use a model-based dis-
tance between episods to cluster them, as otherwise, a simple euclidian distance
would be fooled by the noise and/or lack of fit. But such noise can be a valu-
able information in itself. To keep this information, we use fuzzy prototypes. In
Fig.2, from an explanation point-of-view, the first two episods are closer to each
other than to the third, while a simple euclidian distance would not be able to
discriminate them properly.
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Fig. 2. Three episodes were model-based distance is more appropriate then euclidian
one.

It should be taken into account that the cut-points need not be optimal for the
new restricted models. The episods should always have to fit to the undelying
time-series as closely as possible and as the parameters of the time series get
changed when restricted to those of their cluster prototype, their boundaries
should be tuned. Unfortunatly, when computing the automatic clustering this is
not feasible for efficiency reasons. This adjustment is done after each restriction.
Cut-points are moved to minimize a modeling cost function after the episode
levels are restricted.

We then compute sub-clusters among the previous clusters, according to
episode length. The cost function that we try to minimize is the sum of overlaps
and gaps between episods.

Each sub-cluster of episodes can then be represented by a symbol, and each
episode can be associated to a symbol(except outliers, but they can be labelled
as such). Of course it is important to determine an accuracy level and to be able
to label atypical episodes as such. The process is illustrated in Fig.3. A symbol
can be considered as the label of the associated cluster, and represents a fuzzy
prototype of the cluster.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

There are many uses of the symbolic representation. It can help to visualize
long time series. It may also to possible to edit the symbolic representation
for predictive analysis. If a symbol corresponds to the consumption of a known
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Fig. 3. Original load curve: 8760 hourly ticks, 71 episodes, 12 symbols

device, and one intends to change the consumption of this device, it is possible to
edit the prototype, and create predictive time-series. The most interesting part
is yet to come, as we aim to further synthesize the information. The next step
will be to mine interesting patterns as in [5] from the symbolic representation.
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Abstract. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a recently developed 
method, which can investigate the human brain function with 
noninvasive, high time resolution, and high portability.  However, there 
are few discussions on post-processing of time series data taken by the 
NIRS because of the difficulty of understanding the obtained data and 
the complexity of the human higher-order brain function.  This paper 
discusses on an analysis of such a time series.  The analysis method is 
based on fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering and wavelet transform, and it 
divides the time series of a measurement point into some clusters with 
respect to wavelet coefficients.  To evaluate the performance of the 
method, it has been applied to four healthy volunteers, and three brain-
dead patients.  The results showed that the proposed method could 
segment the NIRS time series into some clusters that may represent 
brain states, and could estimate the number of clusters.    
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1   Introduction 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a recently developed method, which 
can investigate the human brain function with noninvasive, high time resolution, and 
high portability [1].  It has been proved that the NIRS measures the cerebral blood 
volume dynamics closely correlated to the neuron activity of the brain [2], and 
applied to investigate cortical activation related to motor activity [3], mental tasks [4] 
and auditory stimulation [5], and so on.  However, there are few discussions on post-
processing of time series data taken by means of the NIRS because of the difficulty of 
understanding the obtained data and the complexity of the human higher-order brain 
function.  Only, Gratton et al. shown a post-processing method for removing 
periodical artifacts caused from heart beats [6]. 

During activation of brain function, there are some stages in human brain.  Clare et 
al. studied the brain activation in short-term memory paradigm (Sternberg short-term 
memory task [7] was used) on functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study 
[8].  The paradigm consisted of four stages; reception, retention, recall, and match, 
and rest.  The study concluded that homodynamic responses corresponding to those 
stages could be found in the brain cortex by applying analysis of valiance (ANOVA) 
to functional MRI (fMRI) data.   Our work is to investigate such brain states using the 
NIRS, which has high time resolution (about 100 msec) in comparison with the fMRI 
(about 3 sec).  In comparison with the previous studies using fMRI, our work aims to 
decompose a time series into some stages, and estimate the number of stages.  They 
might be fundamental studies in understanding human higher-order brain function.   

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering introduced by Bezdek [9] has been used in many 
research fields.  Especially, it has been producing notable results in the field of 
medical imaging.  For example, Hall et al. applied FCM clustering to tissue 
segmentation of human brain MR images [10][11], and also clustering fMRI time 
series aided by FCM is an interesting application [12].  Although their methods can 
segment an image into some clusters, it cannot be applied to decomposing time series 
of a measurement point into some clusters, which is our interest. 

The aim of this study is to present a new method for analyzing time series data 
taken by means of the NIRS.  The method is based on fuzzy c-means (FCM) 
clustering [9], in which the features of each data are extracted by means of wavelet 
transforms.  The method divides the time series of a measurement point into some 
clusters the may represent the brain states, and estimates the number of clusters.  This 
method has been applied to time course NIRS signals measured for four healthy 
volunteers, and three brain-dead patients.  To evaluate the performance of the 
proposed method, clustering results and tables of estimated number of clusters are 
shown.  The results showed that our method might obtain the preferred clusters that 
correspond to brain states, and the number of clusters of brain-dead patients is less 
than one of healthy volunteers.   
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2   Materials 

The time series data were acquired from an NIRS (Optical topography system, ETG-
100; Hitachi Medical Corp., Tokyo, JAPAN), which can measure the temporal 
changes of the concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb), deoxygenated 
hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb), and total hemoglobin (total-Hb) by using two different near-
infrared lasers.  The data acquisition was performed with sampling time of 100 msec, 
wavelength of 780 nm and 830 nm, and two sets of 12 channels mounted on a head 
shell.  The concentrations of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb were computed by using the 
modified Lambert-Beer law [13], and the concentration of total-Hb was computed as 
sum of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb.  In the Lambert-Beer law the molar absorption 
coefficients of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb show in Ref. [14] were used.  Fig. 1 shows a 
temporal change of concentration of oxy-HB at a measurement point.  In this figure, 
the subject performed a pre-defined paradigm during the period of shaded area.  To 
measure the concentration of oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb, and total Hb in the left fronto-
central region, we set five incident and four detection positions and defined twelve 
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Fig. 1. Temporal change of concentration of oxy-HB. 
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measurement positions on the head as shown in Fig. 2(a).  In this figure, black circles, 
white circles, and white squares show the incident positions, the detection position, 
and the measurement positions, respectively.  In a similar way, incident and detection 
positions were set on the right temporal region shown in Fig. 2(b), the frontal region 
of head, and the occipital region of head according to region of interests in that study.   

3   FCM Clustering for Time Series Analysis 

Our method is based on wavelet transform and FCM clustering.  The FCM clustering 
can automatically classify whole data into some clusters aided by fuzzy logic such 
that each cluster has similar attribute values [9].  The wavelet transform provides an 
important tool in signal analysis and feature extraction [15][16].  It produces a good 
local representation of the signal in both the time domain and frequency domain.  
Unlike the Fourier transform, which is global and provides a description of the overall 
regularity of signals, the wavelet transforms can decompose a signal such that 
frequency characteristics and the location of particular feature in a time series may be 
highlighted simultaneously.  Briefly, our method extracts features of a time series data 
by using the wavelet transforms, and obtains the number of clusters by using 
unsupervised FCM clustering.  The details of the method are the followings.   

3.1   Continuous Wavelet Transform Using Mexician hat 

Let x(t) be the concentration at time point t.  Features of time point p are computed by 
using continuous wavelet transform defined as 

!
∞

∞−

= dttpstxpsc ),,()(),( ψ , (1) 

where s is a scale number, t is a time point, and ψ(s,p,t) is an analyzing wavelet.  The 
analyzing wavelet used is Mexican hat defined as  
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Fig. 3. Wavelet coefficients of the time series data shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3 shows the wavelet coefficients of the time series data shown in Fig. 1.  In this 
figure, lower coefficients appear as dark, and higher ones appear as bright.   

3.2   Fuzzy Clustering with Estimating the Optimum Number of Clusters 

In our experiment, scale parameter was set from Smin=32 to Smax=95 (found by 
preliminary experiments) to avoid wavelet coefficients corresponding to higher (for 
artifacts caused from heart beats) or lower frequency (artifacts caused from drift).  
Our method applied standard FCM clustering [7] to the wavelet coefficients, i.e., 
number of data=number of samples, number of attributes=64 (=Smax – Smin+1), and 
number of clusters=Nc.  To estimate the optimal number of clusters we define 
similarity measure zij between cluster i and cluster j as 
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where Nc is the number of clusters, ci(s) is s-th wavelet coefficient of center vector of 
i-th cluster, σ (s)2 is variance of s-th wavelet coefficient over the all sampling points.  
The procedure of our method is the followings.   

Step 0) Set an initial number of clusters on Nc.  In our experiments, initial 
number was set to 6.   

Step 1) Do FCM clustering with the number of clusters of Nc.   
Step 2) For all combination of clusters, calculate the similarity measure defined 

by Eq. (3) and find a pair that has minimum similarity measure.   
Step 3) If the similarity measure is smaller than a threshold Thz (2.4 was used in 

our experiments), the two clusters are merged, decrease the number of 
clusters, and go to step 1.   

Step 4) Finish the clustering procedure.   

4   Experimental Results and Discussion 

This method was applied to time series data of NIRS for four healthy volunteers, and 
three brain-dead patients.  This study was approved by the local ethics committee 
(Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine) and informed consent was obtained 
from all volunteers and relatives of patients.   

To evaluate the clustering performance, we applied our method to the time series 
data of simple motor task for two right-handed healthy volunteers.  The probes were 
placed on the left and right temporal regions shown in Fig. 2.  Subjects performed 
sequential hand gripping of the left hand for 10 seconds, with rest periods of 20 
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seconds.  The gripping frequency was varied from 1-3Hz.  Four epochs were 
measured.  Consequently, one study was composed of 120 seconds of 1200 sample 
points.  Fig. 4 shows a temporal change of oxy-HB at measurement point of #22.  The 
wavelet coefficients are shown in Fig. 5.  After applying standard FCM clustering 
method to the data, center vectors and fuzzy degrees of each cluster were obtained as 
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.  Table 1 shows the similarity measures 
between two clusters.   In this case, similarity measure between cluster 2 and 3 was 
0.51851, and the clusters were merged.  Fig. 8 shows the final clustering result where 
number of clusters was 2.  In this figure, cluster #1 may correspond to task period, 
and cluster #2 may correspond to rest periods.  The results for other measurement 
points, and for other subject are also shown in Fig. 9, and Fig. 10.  These results 
shows that the clustering procedure seems to obtained preferred results.   

To evaluate the estimated number of clusters, we applied the proposed method to 
NIRS data of three brain-dead patients, and two volunteers.  The performed tasks 
were tabulated in Table 2.  The estimated number of clusters for brain-dead patients 
and for healthy volunteers are tabulated in Table 3, and Table 4, respectively.  Table 5 
shows the mean values of the estimated number of clusters.  As shown in these tables 
and the mean values, the estimated number of clusters for brain-dead patients is less 
than one for health volunteers.  This suggests that the proposed method may obtain 
the suitable number of clusters corresponding some brain states.   
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Fig. 4. Temporal change of oxy-HB at measurement point #22. 
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Fig. 5. Wavelet coefficient of time series data shown in Fig. 4.  Vertical axis: time(s), 
Horizontal axis; scale of analyzing wavelet (upper is small scale).  Low coefficients appear\ed 
as black, and high ones appeared as white. 
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Fig. 6. Center vectors of clustering results before merging.  

Table 1. Similarity measures between clusters.   

CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 CL5 CL6
CL1 2.33823 1.82792 3.41247 1.13586 0.72310
CL2 2.33823 0.51851 1.33160 1.50806 2.36078
CL3 1.82792 0.51851 1.74265 1.05134 1.87152
CL4 3.41247 1.33160 1.74265 2.79125 3.59471
CL5 1.13586 1.50806 1.05134 2.79125 0.87850
CL6 0.72310 2.36078 1.87152 3.59471 0.87850  
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Fig. 7. Clustering results before merging.  Vertical axis: time(s); horizontal axis: fuzzy degree; 
Lowest: performed task (0;task, -1;rest); others: clusters from #1 to #6 (degrees were biased).   
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Fig. 8. Final clustering result.  Vertical axis: time(s), Horizontal axis: fuzzy degree; Lower: 
performed task (0;task, -1;rest), Middle: cluster #1, and Upper: cluster #2 (degrees were biased 
by 1.0).   
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(a) oxy-Hb of subject 1 at measurement point 17.   
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(b) oxy-Hb of subject 1 at measurement point 4.   

Fig. 9. Clustering results for subject #1.  Vertical axis: time(s), Horizontal axis; left: fuzzy 
degree; right: concentration, Top; Hb, Bottom: performed task (0;task, -1;rest), Others: clusters 
(degrees were biased).   
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 (b) oxy-Hb at measurement point 13.  

Fig. 10. Clustering result for subject #2.  Vertical axis: time(s), Horizontal axis; left: fuzzy 
degree; right: concentration, Top; concentration of oxy-Hb, Bottom: performed task (0;task, -
1;rest), Others: degrees for each clusters (degrees were biased).   
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Table 2. Tasks. 

Name Condition Task 
BD1 Brain-dead No stimulation 
BD2 Brain-dead No stimulation 
BD3 Brain-dead No stimulation 
V1 Volunteer Left hand passive movement 
V2 Volunteer Right hand passive movement 

Table 3. Number of clusters for brain-dead patients.  ‘-‘ denotes that the concentrations of the 
point were not measured because of the error of the NIRS machine.  MP denotes measurement 
point.   

 BD1 BD2 BD3 
MP oxy deoxy total oxy deoxy total oxy deoxy total 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 
5 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 
6 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 
7 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 

10 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
11 - - - 2 1 2 1 1 1 
12 - - - 1 2 3 1 1 1 
13 - - - 1 1 2 1 1 1 
14 - - - 2 2 2 1 1 1 
15 - - - 2 2 2 2 2 1 
16 - - - 2 2 2 3 3 2 
17 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 
18 - - - 2 2 1 2 2 1 
19 - - - 2 3 2 2 2 1 
20 2 2 1 - - - - - - 
21 6 6 6 4 4 2 3 3 2 
22 - - - 2 2 2 2 2 1 
23 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 4 2 

5   Conclusion 

There should be various brain states in the human higher-order brain function.  This 
study aims to describing the brain states on the NIRS using a method combining the 
wavelet transform and the FCM clustering.  The proposed method combining wavelet 
transform and FCM clustering segments a time series data of the NIRS into some 
clusters, and also estimates the optimum number of clusters by evaluating the 
similarity measure between clusters.  The results suggest that this method obtains the 
clusters that may represent brain states.  In the future, we will apply this method to 
complex paradigms such as Sternberk short-term memory task [2] for investigating 
brain states in human higher-order brain function.   
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Table 4. Number of clusters for healthy volunteers.  ‘-‘ denotes that the concentrations of the 
point were not measured because of the error of the NIRS machine.  MP denotes measurement 
point.   

 V1 V2 
MP oxy deoxy total oxy deoxy total 
1 2 1 2 3 2 2
2 1 1 2 4 3 3
3 2 2 2 3 2 3
4 3 3 2 3 2 3
5 2 1 1 2 1 2
6 3 3 2 2 2 3
7 3 3 2 2 1 2
8 2 2 2 2 2 3
9 3 3 2 2 1 2

10 3 3 2 2 2 3
11 2 2 1 2 2 2
12 3 3 2 3 3 2
13 3 4 1 2 2 3
14 2 2 4 3 2 3
15 3 3 2 3 2 3
16 2 2 2 2 1 3
17 2 2 2 2 2 3
18 1 2 2 - - - 
19 2 2 1 2 2 2
20 2 3 1 3 2 3
21 2 2 1 3 1 3
22 2 2 1 2 2 2
23 2 3 2 2 2 3

 

Table 5. Mean values of estimated number of clusters. 

 BD1 BD2 BD3 V1 V2 
oxy-Hb 1.80 1.87 1.61 2.25 2.48 

deoxy-Hb 1.67 1.87 1.70 2.33 1.87 
total-Hb 1.47 1.70 1.22 1.79 2.61 
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Abstract. In this study, sevofluorane depth of anesthesia was examined 
through a microcontroller-based fuzzy logic control system according to the 
blood pressure and heart rate taken from the patient. The system was designed 
for anesthetic agent, sevofluorane, which is among the first choices of 
anesthesiologist for inhalation anesthesia. The potential benefits of the systems 
are as follows:  
1) To increase patients’ safety and comfort,  
2) To direct anesthesiologist’ attention to other physiological variables which 
they have to keep under control by abating their tasks,  

3) To make the optimum in the area of anesthetic agent,  
4) To help protect the environment by using optimum anesthetic agent,  
5) To economize by lessening the costs of an operation.   
This study will serve as a guide in developing new anesthesia control systems 
for patients who are in different agent and different risk groups. All the details 
concernving the system design were given in paper. 

1 Introduction 

Intelligent systems have appeared in many technical areas, such as consumer 
electronics, robotics and industrial control systems. Many of these intelligent systems 
are based on fuzzy control strategies which desribe complex systems mathematical 
model in terms of linguistic rules. Since the 1980s new techniques have appeared 
from which fuzzy logic has been applied extensively in medical systems. The last 
couple of decades have witnessed a significant developments in control systems 
theory. In the meantime, developments in electronics and computers have resulted in 
many application areas of control theory. Although medicine is a science which isn’t 
related to control engineering, it is being affected to such an extent that it is now 
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possible to use available control techniques for on-line devices, especially during 
surgical operations and in intensive care units [1].  

 In medicine, the principle of “measuring everything measurable and trying to 
make measurable that which hasn’t been measurable so far” (Galileo) is still 
practised. Nevertheless, some fundemantal limitations have already being recognised. 
Real world knowledge is characterised by incompleteness, inaccuracy, and 
inconsistency. Fuzzy set theory, which was developed by Zadeh (1965), makes it 
possible to define inexact medical entitites as fuzzy sets. It provides an excellent 
approach for approximating medical text [2]. Furthermore, fuzzy logic provides 
reasoning methods for approximate inference. 

Patients have anesthesia so they can undergo a painful procedure (like an 
operation or test) without feeling any pain. There are several types of anesthetics. 
With general anesthesia, patients are completely unaware of what is going on. People 
often speak of this as "being asleep." Anesthesia is different from regular sleep, 
though, in that the surgeon can perform an operation without waking up the patient. 
At the end of the operation, the anesthesiologist will make sure that the patient wakes 
up properly. Regional anesthesia refers to simply being numb in part of the body so 
the patient doesn't feel any pain. Regional anesthesia can either be used alone or 
combined with general anesthesia. Sedation, or monitored anesthesia care, provides 
pain relief and some drowsiness without making the patient completely unconscious.  

 General anesthesia is the most common type of anesthetic performed at hospitals. 
There are several different ways to start the anesthetic, a process referred to as 
"induction of anesthesia." One of the most common types of anesthetic induction 
used at hospitals is an inhalation induction. This simply means that the patient 
breathes himself to sleep. The patient,  will accompany the anesthesiologist to the 
operating room. There, after attaching monitors, the anesthesiologist will help hold a 
clear plastic mask over the patient’s nose and mouth. The mask is attached to the 
anesthesia machine which delivers oxygen and anesthetic gases. The advantage of an 
inhalation induction is that there are no needles or anything else that is painful until 
after the patient is completely anesthetized. There are disadvantages, though. Some 
patients  dislike the smell of the anesthetic gases despite the flavorings we use. An 
inhalation induction is also dangerous in certain medical conditions, like esophageal 
reflux, for example. An intravenous (IV) induction is another way we induce 
anesthesia. This is done by giving medicines through a catheter into a vein. IV 
induction has the advantage of being odorless and is a much faster way to induce 
anesthesia. The biggest disadvantage is needing to place the IV catheter, which 
requires a needle. The needle pain can often be prevented or decreased by using a 
special cream. This is an ointment that numbs the skin if it is left on for an hour to an 
hour and a half. Less common ways to induce anesthesia are with intramuscular 
injections or suppositories [3,4]. Monitors help the anesthesiologist watch over the 
patient closely during the anesthetic. They help keep track of things like how fast the 
patient's heart is beating, his blood pressure, or how much oxygen is in his blood [5].

In this study a fuzzy logic controller was used to control depth of sevofluorane 
anethesia, which was taken as a measure of the systolic blood pressure and hearth 
rate. The main reason for automating the control of  depth anesthesia is to release the 
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anesthesiologist so that he or she  can devote attention to other tasks  as well 
(controlling fluid balance, ventilation, and drug application) that can’t yet be 
adequately automated and thus to increase the patient's safety.  

A primary advantage of an embedded fuzzy logic system is that even complicated 
functions and adaptive control loops can be implemented with limited resources by 
using low-cost 8-bit microcontrollers. PIC16C71 microcontroller of Microchip firm 
was used in the system owing to its cheap price, functionality and its easy availability 
[6]. The responses of the system to the real values were compared by some anesthesia 
specialists and they were satisfactory. 

2 Patients and Application 

The study was approved by the Hospital Ethics Committee. In Akdeniz University, in 
the operating room of the Emergency and Trauma Hospital, for three and a half 
months, data were collected from the ASA I-II patients, who underwent an 
arthroscopy operation, and who were administered sevofluorane. 40 operations  were 
recorded and 25 of them (operation time under 2 hours)  were used for the system. 25 
patients were studied, 15 females and 10 males, mean age 43.0 (range 16-69) yr, 
mean weight 68.6 (44-94) kg, mean height 156.2 (148-183) cm. During the operation 
every five minutes the blood pressure, the heart rate, and the rate of anesthetic agent 
were recorded. The data base was constructed of the records from a total of 25 
patients who were asked permission in advance of the operation and were informed 
about the study. The membership functions and the rule base of the fuzzy logic 
system were determined under the inspection of specialists by abiding by the data 
base information. 

The system was designed for anesthetic agent, sevofluorane, which is among the 
first choices of anesthesiologist for inhalation anesthesia. Sevofluorane is a 
halogenated volatile anaesthetic with a low blood gas solubility [7]. This facilitate 
smooth and rapid induction of anesthesia, allow easear titration of anesthetic  dose to 
the desired effect during the maintenance period and permit rapid emergency and 
recovery at the end of the anesthesia [8,9]. 

Because a biological process like anesthesia has a nonlinear, time-varying 
structure and time-varying parameters, modeling it suggests the use of  rule-based 
controllers like fuzzy controllers. The control rules made use of the systolic blood 
pressure and the heart rate[10,11]. 

Fuzzy rule-based systems include many aspects of fuzzified values, such as the 
rules antecedents and consequence. The rules structure are usually of the form of if.. 
then. In its basic form this type of the control is equivalent linguistically to a PI 
controller, and depending on the output, whether it is incremental or absolute, the 
controller is known as PI or PD respectively. An example of such a rule is if the blood 
pressure is above the target and decreasing slowly, then reduce the drug infusion. A 
more sophisticated structure is a PID, where the input, its derivative, and integral are 
considered as three inputs.The rules are composed either from the expert 
(anesthesiologist) or crafted by hand depending on the experience of the programmer 
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[12]. This includes tuning the membership functions in terms of the shape, width and 
position. This type of controller is widely used and is the most applicable control type 
in anesthesia [13,14,15,16,17]. 

Blood pressure is most conveniently measured using a cuff, which should be of 
the right size for the patient. Systolic pressure can be detected by palpation of the 
barchial or radial artery or by auscultation. In anesthetic practice, the systolic pressure 
has greater significance than the diastolic pressure, which isn’t frequently recorded, 
particularly if access to the arm is difficult No "normal" blood pressure  can be 
specified for the  anaesthetized patient; in general the systolic pressure should be 
stable in the range 90-140 mmHg (12.0-18.7 kPa). Measuring the blood pressure of 
small children may be difficult unless an infant-size cuff is available; a simple 
tecnique is to squeeze the forearm firmly, inflate the cuff above systolic pressure, and 
then note the pressure during deflation at which the forearm flushes with 
blood[9,18,19]. Blood pressure value always contrast to depth of anesthesia. If the 
depth of anesthesia in deep blood pressure goes down. In other case, it goes  
up[10,11].  Depth of anaestesia is controlled by using a mixture of drugs that are 
injected intravenously or inhaled gases. Sevofluorane is widely used, most often in a 
mixture of 0 to 4 percent by volume of sevofluorane in oxygen and/or nitrous oxide. 
Figure.1 shows the system block diagram. System has two inputs and one output. 

 

Fig. 1. System block diagram 

We used fuzzyTECH 3.16 MP Explorer and MPLAB 3.01 programs for this 
application. MPLAB is a windows based application which contains a full featured 
editor, editor, emulator and simulator operating modes and a project manager. 
MPLAB allows us to edit our source files and one touch assemble and download to 
PIC16/17. But designer have to write main program byself. Collected data were used 
to produce membership functions for blood pressure, hearth rate and anesthetics gas 
out. Figure 2.,3., and 4. shows these membership functions. Linguistic variable ranges 
on the functions were determined by anesthesia specialist from the collected data. 

Rule base includes 17 rules. 8 rules are eliminated by specialist. Eliminated rules 
are related to conditions which never happened. Input variable ranges imply 8-bit for 
256 steps and 16 bits for 65536 steps. We decided to use 8-bit range. Because this 
range is enough for adequate appraisal. 

Most fuzzy logic based application solutions use production rules to represent the 
relationship between the linguistic variables and to derive actions from sensor inputs. 
Production rules consist of a precondition (IF-part) and a consequnce (THEN-part). 
The IF-part can consist of more than one condition linked by linguistic conjunctions 
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like AND and OR. The computation of fuzzy rules is called fuzzy rule inference. The 
software which we used for this application fuzzyTECH, calculates the inference in 
two steps: aggregation and composition. Aggregation uses fuzzy logic operators to 
calculate the result of the IF part of a production rule when the rule consists of more 
than one input conditions. One of the linguistic conjunctions, AND or OR, links 
multiple input conditions. Composition uses the fuzzy logic operator, PROD, to link 
the input condition to the output condition. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Blood pressure membership function 

 

Fig. 3. Hearth rate membership function 

 

Fig. 4. Anesthetics gas out % 

Composition links the validity of the entire condition with the Degree of  Support 
(DoS). Thus, composition, the second calculation step of each production rule, uses 
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the validty of the condition to determine the validity of the consequence. In standart 
MAX-MIN or MAX-PROD inference methods,  the consequnce of a rule is 
considered equally as true as the condition. 

The Center-of-Maximum (CoM) defuzzification method is an approximation of 
the more computationally-intensive Center-of- Area method. Let R be the linguistic 
variable to be defuzzified, let µRi be the membership functions of all linguistic terms i 
defined for the base variable internal X (x∈X), and let µIi be the inference result for 
every term i. The crisp output value r∈R is computed by the following equation: 
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This method can be shown as identical to Center-of-Area  (CoA) using singleton 
membership functions when each membership function for the linguistic variable to 
be defuzzified has been defined so that its maximum is 1 and is located at the position 
of the respective singleton. 

CoM can also be shown as identical to CoA used by some fuzzy processors and 
development systems. In these systems, the membership function overlap in the result 
is ignored. Thus the individual membership function areas can be calculated during 
compilation time and therefore these areas only need to be multiplied with the 
inference results at runtime. This is identical to CoM defuzzification if the maximums 
of the membership functions represent  the individual areas and  are located at the 
individual center of areas. 

To check the performance of fuzzy system, debug interactive window is used. The 
debug interactive window is active with most debug modes. This window shows the 
input and output variables of the system. Time plot analyser is used in debug mode 
and also transfer plot analyser is used. Figure. 5. shows interactive test results. 
Solution is obtained by using Formula 2. 
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Where: 
%u: Crisp out value (produced by CoM defuzzification), 
D.DoS: Degree of support for low linguistic value, 
D.An_out: Anesthesia out for low linguistic value, 
N.DoS: Degree of support for normal linguistic value, 
N.An_out: Anesthesia out for normal linguistic value, 
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The system solution is made by Matlab 4.0 program for comparision Fuzzytech 
interactive system responses. The comparision showed each program gives same 
response on same input conditions. Figure. 6. shows 3D surface analysis is obtained 
from Matlab 4.0 program. 

We prefered to use for this system 8-bit PIC16C71 microcontroller. The 
PIC16C71 is a member of low-cost, high performance, CMOS, fully-static, 8-bit 
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microcontrollers with integrated analog-to-digital (A/D) convertors, in the PIC16C7X 
mid-range family. The PIC16C71 devices have 36 bytes of RAM and 13 I/O pins. In 
addition a timer/counter is available. Also a 4-channel high-speed 8-bit A/D is 
provided. The 8-bit resolution is ideally suited for applications requiring low-cost 
analog interface, e.g. pressure sensing, thermostat control, etc. Its A/D convertors 
were used to convert analog blood pressure and hearth rate signals to digital 8-bit 
data. These digital data were Figure 7., 8., shows the compare between the system 
response and manuel response during the operations used as crisp real world data by 
fuzzy system.  

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Interactive system test results for 93mmHg blood pressure and 63 p/m hearth rate 
values. System anesthetics gas out % 1.1 
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Fig. 6. 3D surface analysis 
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Fig. 7. Anesthesia_out for the youngest (on the left side) and the oldest patient operations 

 
Table 1. shows crisp data manuel records and manuel response during the longest 

operation. You can also compare system response and manuel response in Table.1. 
 

3 Conclusion 

Fuzzy logic simplifies the design of a control strategy by providing an easy to 
understand and intuitive approach to solve control problems. Fuzzy logic reduces 
development time, and allows designers to produce control prototypes in less time 
than would be possible by using conventional methods. The potential benefits which 
are aimed at the beginning of the study were achieved. The sevofluorane anesthesia 
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FuzzyTECH Batch Mode, Output for Project ANESTEZI 
Patient 
Name : Aysen Yilmaz 
Sex : F 
Age : 22 
 

BP  HR  SR   Flags   MR 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
An_1  116  81  1.74  0   1.4 
An_2  117  80  1.74  0   1.5 
An_3  116  80  1.74  0   1.5 
An_4  116  71  1.74  0   1.5 
An_5  106  66  1.74  0   1.5 
An_6  115  60  1.74  0   1.5 
An_7  127  82  1.74  0   1.7 
An_8  118  67  1.74  0   1.8 
An_9  127  62  1.74  0   1.5 
An_10  125  61  1.74  0   1.5 
An_11  123  60  1.74  0   1.5 
An_12  132  61  1.74  0   1.5 
An_13  124  62  1.74  0   1.5 
An_14  132  62  1.74  0   1.5 
An_15  129  63  1.74  0   1.5 
An_16  129  61  1.74  0   1.5 
An_17  134  62  1.74  0   1.5 
An_18  127  65  1.74  0   2.0 
An_19  116  58  1.46  0   1.6 
An_20  136  70  1.74  0   2.1 
An_21  127  60  1.74  0   1.8 
An_22  124  59  1.64  0   2.0 
An_23  123  58  1.46  0   2.0 
An_24  123  60  1.74  0   1.8 
An_25  123  60  1.74  0   1.6 
An_26  133  53  0.64  0   0.8 
An_27  135  51  0.64  0   0.6 
An_28  139  72  1.74  0   1.5 
 
BP:Blood Pressure, HR:Hearth Rate, SR:System 

Response, MR:Manuel Response 

fuzzy logic control system can be used as an equipment which controls the depth of 
anesthesia. If it doesn’t seem to ensure the patient’s safety as an euipment which 
works independently without the anesthesiologist, it can easily be used as a monitor 
which helps keep track of depth of anesthesia. The system is to relase the 
anesthesiologist so that he or she can devote attention to other tasks that can’t yet be 
adequately automated. 
 

Table 1. Data records during the longest operation 
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Fig. 8. Anesthesia_out during the longest operation  
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1. Introduction 

For many real world problems, imperfect, imprecise information is, by nature, part of 
the problem itself and continuing reasoning without proper modelling tools may led to 
generating inaccurate inferences. 

Traditional methods of analysis are oriented toward the use of numerical tech-
niques. By contrast, much of human reasoning involves the use of variables whose 
values are fuzzy sets. This observation is the basis for the concept of a linguistic vari-
able, that is, a variable whose values are words rather than numbers. 

The use of linguistic variables represents a significant paradigm shift in system 
analysis. More specifically, in the linguistic approach the focus of attention in the rep-
resentation of dependencies shifts from difference and differential equations to fuzzy 
IF-THEN rules in the form IF X is A THEN Y is B, where X and Y are linguistic vari-
ables and A and B are their linguistic values, e.g. IF Pressure is high THEN Volume is 
low. 

Description of system behaviour in the language of fuzzy rules lowers the need for 
precision in data gathering and data manipulation, and in effect may be viewed as a 
form of data compression. 

But there are situations when description by a (fuzzy) linguistic variable given in 
terms of a membership function only, seems too rough. For example, in decision mak-
ing problems, particularly in a case of medial diagnosis, sales analysis, new product 
marketing, financial services, etc. there is a fair chance of the existence of a non-null 
hesitation part at each moment of evaluation of any unknown object. 

Intuitionistic fuzzy sets (Atanassov 1986, 1999) can be viewed in the context as a 
proper tool for representing hesitancy concerning both membership and non-
membership of an element to a set. To be more precise, a basic assumption of fuzzy 
set theory that if we specify the degree of membership of an element in a fuzzy set as 
a real number from [0, 1], say a, then the degree of its non-membership is automati-
cally determined as 1-a, need not hold for intuitionistic fuzzy sets. In intuitionistic 
fuzzy set theory it is assumed that non-membership should not be more than 1-a. The 
difference let us express lack of knowledge (hesitancy concerning both membership 
and non-membership of an element to a set). This way we can better model imperfect 
information – for example, we can express the fact that temperature of a patient 
changes, and other symptoms are not quite clear. 

In this article we will present intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a tool for reasoning in the 
presence of imperfect facts and imprecise knowledge. An example of medical diagno-
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sis will be presented – having a database, i.e. description of a set of symptoms S, and 
a set of diagnoses D, we will describe a state of a patient when knowing results of 
his/her medical tests. Description of the problem uses the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy 
set theory. The proposed method of diagnosis involves intuitionistic fuzzy distances 
as introduced in (Szmidt and Kacprzyk 1997, 2000). Advantages of such an approach 
are pointed out in comparison with the method presented in (De, Biswas and Roy 
2001) where max-min-max composition rule was applied. 

2. Medical Diagnosis via Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set Theory 

To make a proper diagnosis D for a patient with given values of tested symptoms S, a 
medical knowledge base is necessary. In our case a knowledge base is formulated in 
terms of intuitionistic fuzzy sets. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (Atanassov 1986, 1999), 
A in X, is given by: 

A x x x x XA= < > ∈{ , ( ), ( ) | }µ νΑ (1)

where: [ ]1,0: →Α Xµ , and [ ]1,0: →Α Xν , with the condition 

( ) ( ) Xxxx ∈∀≤+≤ ΑΑ 10 νµ and the numbers µ A x( )  ,ν A x( ) ∈[ , ]0 1  denote the 

degree of membership and non-membership of x to A, respectively. For each in-
tuitionistic fuzzy set in X, we will call π µ νA A Ax x x( ) ( ) ( )= − −1  the fuzzy 

intuitionistic index of x in A  and it is a hesitation degree of whether x belongs to A . 
To compare the approach proposed in this article with the method presented in (De, 

Biswas and Roy 2001), we consider the same data. Let the set of Diagnosis be 
D={Viral, Fever, Malaria, Typhoid, Stomach problem, Chest problem}. The consid-
ered set of Symptoms S={temperature, headache, stomach pain, cough, chest-pain}. 

The data are given in Table 1 – each symptom iS  is described by three numbers: 

membership µ , non-membership ν , intuitionistic fuzzy index π  (i.e. hesitation 

margin). For example, for malaria: the temperature is high ( µ  = 0.7, ν  = 0, π  = 

0.3), whereas for stomach problem: temperature is low ( µ  = 0, ν  = 0.9, π  = 0.1) 

etc. 
The considered set of patients P={Al., Bob, Joe, Ted}. The symptoms characteristic 

for the patients are given in Table 2. 
Our task is to make a proper diagnosis for each patient ip , i=1,...,4. The simplest 

method is to calculate for each patient ip  a distance of his symptoms (Table 2) from a 

set of symptoms js , j=1,...,5 characteristic for each diagnosis kd , k=1,...,5 (Table 1). 

Table 1. 

 Viral fever Malaria  Typhoid Stomach  
problem 

Chest 
problem 

Temperature (0.4, 0.0, 0.6) (0.7, 0.0, 0.3) (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) (0.1, 0.7, 0.2) (0.1, 0.8, 0.1) 
Headache (0.3, 0.5, 0.2) (0.2, 0.6, 0.2) (0.6, 0.1, 0.3) (0.2, 0.4, 0.4) (0.0, 0.8, 0.2) 
Stomach pain (0.1, 0.7, 0.2) (0.0, 0.9, 0.1) (0.2, 0.7, 0.1) (0.8, 0.0, 0.2) (0.2, 0.8, 0.0) 
Cough (0.4, 0.3, 0.3) (0.7, 0.0, 0.3) (0.2, 0.6, 0.2) (0.2, 0.7, 0.1) (0.2, 0.8, 0.0) 
Chest pain (0.1, 0.7, 0.2) (0.1, 0.8, 0.1) (0.1, 0.9, 0.0) (0.2, 0.7, 0.1) (0.8, 0.1, 0.1) 
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Table 2. 

 Temperature Headache Stomach pain Cough Chest-pain 
Al. (0.8, 0.1, 0.1) (0.6, 0.1, 0.3) (0.2, 0.8, 0.0) (0.6, 0.1, 0.3) (0.1, 0.6, 0.3) 
Bob (0.0, 0.8, 0.2) (0.4, 0.4, 0.2) (0.6, 0.1, 0.3) (0.1, 0.7, 0.2) (0.1, 0.8, 0.1) 
Joe (0.8, 0.1, 0.1) (0.8, 0.1, 0.1) (0.0, 0.6, 0.4) (0.2, 0.7, 0.1) (0.0, 0.5, 0.5) 
Ted (0.6, 0.1, 0.3) (0.5, 0.4, 0.1) (0.3, 0.4, 0.3) (0.7, 0.2, 0.1) (0.3, 0.4, 0.3) 

Table 3. 

 Viral fever Malaria  Typhoid Stomach  
problem 

Chest  
problem 

Al. 0.28 0.24 0.28 0.54 0.56
Bob 0.40 0.50 0.31 0.14 0.42
Joe 0.38 0.44 0.32 0.50 0.55
Ted 0.28 0.30 0.38 0.44 0.54

In (Szmidt and Kacprzyk 1997, 2000) it is proved that the only proper way of cal-
culating distances for intuitionistic fuzzy sets is to take into account all three parame-
ters: membership, non-membership, and hesitation margin. To be more precise, the 
normalised Hamming distance for all the symptoms of the i-th patient from the k-th 
diagnosis is equal to 

( )!
=

−+−+−=
5

1
)()()()()()(

10

1
)),((

j
kjijkjijkjijki dpdpdpdpsl ππννµµ

(2)
The distances (2) for each patient from the considered set of possible diagnoses are 
given in Table 3 – the lowest distance points out a proper diagnosis – Al suffers from 
malaria, Bob from stomach problem, Joe from typhoid, whereas Ted from fever. 

We obtained the same results, i.e. the same quality diagnosis for each patient when 
looking for the solution while applying the normalized Euclidean distance [cf. Szmidt 
and Kacprzyk 1997, 2000]. 

3. Conclusions 

Employing intuitionistic fuzzy sets in databases let us express hesitancy concerning 
examined objects. The method proposed in this article - making a diagnosis on the ba-
sis of calculating distances from a considered case to all considered illnesses, takes 
into account values of all symptoms. What is more, our approach let us introduce 
weights for all symptoms (for some illnesses some symptoms can be more important). 
Such an approach is impossible by the method described in (De, Biswas and Roy, 
2001) – the max-min-max rule “neglects” in fact most values basing on extreme ones. 
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Abstract. The paper focuses on the  problem of rule extraction from neural 
networks, with the aim of transforming the knowledge captured in a trained 
neural network into a familiar form for human user. The ultimate purpose for us 
is to develop human friendly shells for neural network based systems. In the 
first part of the paper it is presented an approach on extracting traditional crisp 
rules out of the neural networks, while the last part of the paper presents how to 
transform the neural network into a set of fuzzy rules using an interactive fuzzy 
operator. The rules are extracted from ordinary neural networks, which have not 
a structure that facilitate the rule extraction. The neural network trained with the 
well known Iris data set was considered as benchmark problem.  

1   Introduction 

Artificial neural networks represent an excellent tool that have been used to develop a 
wide range of real-world applications, especially in case when traditional solving 
methods fail. They exhibit advantages such as ideal learning ability from data, 
classification capabilities and generalization for situations not contained in training 
data set, computationally fastness once trained due to parallel processing, noise 
tolerance. There were these advantages that made neural networks to be successfully 
applied to various real-word problems, including: speech recognition, medical 
diagnosis, image computing, process control and modeling [11], [8], fault diagnosis (a 
recent survey on using different neural network based techniques in fault diagnosis 
can be found in [9]). The major shortcoming of neural networks is represented by 
their low degree of human comprehensibility [13]. Many authors have focused on 
solving this shortcoming of neural networks, by compiling the knowledge captured in 
the topology and weight matrix of a neural network, into a symbolic form; some of 
them into sets of ordinary if - then rules [7], [13], [14], [15], others into formulas from 
propositional logic or from non-monotonic logics [10], or into sets of fuzzy rules [1], 
[2], [3], [5], [6]. More transparency is offered by fuzzy  neural networks [4], [5], [12], 
which represent a paradigm that combines the comprehensibility and capabilities of 
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fuzzy reasoning to handle uncertainty and the capabilities of neural networks to learn 
from examples.  

The paper has the following organization. Section 2 briefly presents an inverting of 
a neural network, more exactly given the output of the network, how to calculate the 
input of the network which produces the given output. This input calculation for a 
given network output is required in the rule extraction method presented in section 3. 
The inversion method presented in section 2 is a computationally fast inversion 
method, that optimize the searching for the network inputs which produce the desired 
network output. Section 3 proposes a method of traditional if-then rule extraction 
from neural networks, which have not a special structure that facilitates the rule 
extraction. Many other rule extraction methods reported in the literature rely on and 
need some special architectures for neural networks in order to be efficiently applied. 
Our method is based on interval propagation across the network, in a similar way as 
VIA method proceeds [13]. The rule extraction method is applied on the neural 
network trained with Iris data set. The main problem encountered when apply this 
method is the big number of rules required to satisfactory describe the network 
functioning. That’s why we tried to express the network behavior in a more concise 
way. Section 4 uses the same neural network as in section 3, and a fuzzy rule set is 
extracted, by introducing an interactive fuzzy operator [1], [5]. Conclusions of the 
paper are summarized in the last section. 

2   Iterative Relation for Neural Network Inversion 

An inversion method, which calculates the input of a neural network for a given 
output, was presented in [11]. An improved and a more computationally efficient 
version of this method was presented in detail in our previous papers [7], [8]. 

Given a three layered neural network, with q the number of the network inputs, h 
the number of hidden nodes, and r the number of network outputs. Within the q inputs 
of the network, f inputs are considered to be fixed inputs (past inputs and outputs of 
the process in case when neural network is used for process modeling), and we have 
to determine, by a searching procedure, the remaining p inputs (p+f=q). Given the 
output vector y, we have to find the input vector u which produces the output y. By u 
it is denoted the vector of the p unfixed inputs of the network, and by uf the vector of 
the f fixed inputs of the network.  

We have the following relations: 

y' = f
– 1

(y) - θ
y

W
yx

 x = y' (1)

where f is the nonlinear activation function of the network nodes, x the output vector 

of the hidden nodes, W
yx

is the weight matrix between hidden layer and output layer, 

θ
y
 is the bias vector of the output layer. If W

yx
is a squared matrix, then it is possible 

to calculate the input u as follows:  

x = (W
yx

 )
- 1

y'
x' = f 

- 1

(x) - θx
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W
xu

u = x'- W
f

xu
uf

(2)

where W
xu

is the weight matrix between unfixed inputs and hidden layer, Wf

xu
is the 

weight matrix between fixed inputs and hidden layer, θx
 is the bias vector of the 

hidden layer. When the hidden and the output layers have exactly the same number of 
nodes (h=r), the inversion of the network consists of solving two linear equation 

systems ((1) and (2)). In the following, consider d the vector d = W
f

xu
u

f
.

Fig. 1. The three-layered neural network 

The general case of most neural models of real-world processes is represented by 

neural networks with h > r. In this case, it is possible to write the matrix W
yx

 and the 
linear system (1), by Jordan-Gauss elimination, in the following form: 

1.........00

...................

*YC....................

0.........10

0.........01

yxxxxx '
h1+rr21

(3)

Partitioning the weight matrix W
xu

 and the vectors x, θx
and d, as given below: 

where
''x

'x
x =

x' = [x1, x2, ......, xr]
t  and 

x'' = [xr+1, ...., xh]
t
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matrixpxr)-(haisW

andmatrix,pr xaisW

where
d

d
d

W

W
W

ux

ux

x

x

x

x
x

ux

ux
xu

''

'

''

'

''

'

''

'

=
θ

θ
=θ=

we have the relations: 

)duW(fx

)duW(fx
''''''

'''

xxux''

xxux'

θ++=

θ++=

The input u, which produces the desired output y, is the solution of the equation: 

''*' xCyx −=
equivalent with: 

)duW(f)duW(Cfy
''''''''' xxuxxxux* θ++=θ++−

Expanding [8] the nonlinear function f, through a Taylor series around the point uk,
and solving, the following iterative relations is obtained: 

)]duW(f)duW(Cfy[

)]oW)duW(f(C

oW)duW(f[uu

'x'x
k

u'x''x''x
k

u''x*

1u''x''x''x
k

u''x'

u'x'x'x
k

u'x'
k

*

*

θ++−θ++−

θ+++

+θ+++=
− (4)

In the previous relation, f(*) and f'(*) are vectors of corresponding orders, where the 
function f and its derivative f' is applied on each component of the argument vector. 
The operator o multiplies each element of a matrix row with the corresponding 
element of the vector.  

The matrix which must be inverted in relation (4) is a  r x p  matrix. If the number 
of unfixed network inputs is different than the number of network outputs, the inverse 
from the equation (4) must be replaced with the suitable pseudo-inverse.  

3   Rule Extraction by Interval Propagation 

In this section, we present a method for rule extraction from neural networks with 
continuous inputs and outputs. We named this method, presented also briefly in one 
of our previous paper [7], the method of interval propagation. The rules extracted by 
this method are crisp if – then rules, in the following form: 

if )bx(aand)bxa( 222111 ≤≤≤≤   ....     )bx(aand mmm ≤≤
then jjj dyc ≤≤
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where x1, x2, … , xm are the inputs of the network and yj is the j output of the network, 
j = 1, 2, … , n.  

A similar method which tries to extract rules in the same form, out of a trained 
neural network, is the VIA method, developed by Thrun in [13]. VIA method refines 
the intervals of all units in the network, layer by layer, by techniques of linear 
programming, such as Simplex algorithm, propagating the constraints forward and 
backward through the network. The problem is that, VIA method may fail sometimes 
to decide if a rule is compatible or not with the network. Also the intervals obtained 
by VIA method are not always optimal. Our method continues the background ideas 
of VIA method and eliminates the drawbacks of this method. 

Given P a layer in the network, and S the next layer. Every node in layer S 

calculates the value 
∈

θ+=
Pk

ikiki )xw(fx , where xk is the output (activation value) 

of node k in layer P, xi the output of node i in the layer S, wik the weight of the link 

between node k in layer P and node i in layer S, θi the bias of node i, and f the transfer 
function of the units in the network. The following relations can be written: 

(∀) k ∈ P      xk ∈ [ak;bk]

 (∀) i ∈ S
∈

′ θ+=
Pk

ikiki xwx

xi = f(xi′)

For every node i ∈ S, we note with wil
+, l ∈ Pi

+, the positive weights, and with 

wil
-, l ∈ Pi

-, the negative weights. ( PPP ii =∪ −+ ). The interval of variation  for xi´,

[ai′;bi′], (∀)i ∈ S, is determined in the following way: 

+ −

+ −

∈ ∈

−+′

∈ ∈

−+′

θ++=

θ++=

i i

i i

Pl Pr

irirlili

Pl Pr

irirlili

awbwb

bwawa

and the variation interval for the activation value xi of node i in layer S is [ai;bi], 

where: ai = f(ai′) and bi = f(bi′). In this way, the intervals are propagated, layer by 

layer, from the input layer to the output layer. So, given the variation intervals for 
inputs, the intervals of variation for outputs are determined. This is the forward phase. 
Some of the inputs may be unconstrained, and in this case the intervals are propagated 
forward across the network layers, assigning the interval of maximum variation ([0; 
1]) for unconstrained inputs. 

The backward phase appears when it is given the interval of variation for output 
and eventually for some inputs, and it must be determined the interval for 
unconstrained inputs. Suppose x1, x2, … , xk are the constrained inputs after 
renumbering, and xk+1, … , xm the unconstrained inputs, and we want to determine 
rules when ...and)bxa( 111 ≤≤ )jdjyj(cand)kbkxk(a ≤≤≤≤ .

First, it is checked the compatibility of the following rule:  
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if )bx(aand)bxa( 222111 ≤≤≤≤   .... )bx(aand kkk ≤≤
                                       then    jdjyjc ≤≤

with the network, assigning the maximum interval ([0; 1]) for unconstrained inputs. 
By forward propagation, the variation interval [cj′; dj′] for output is determined. If 

]jd;jc[]'jd;'j[c ⊂ , then the rule given above is a general rule, and it does not have 

sense to look for the variation intervals of remained inputs. If the intersection 
]jd;jc[]'jd;'j[c ∩ is empty set, then the rule is incompatible with the network. 

Otherwise, be ]jd;jc[]'jd;'j[cy*
j

∩∈ .

By inverting the neural network as given in section 2, it is determined the input 

x*=(x1*, x2*, …  xm*) of the network which produce the output *
jy . The idea is to find 

the maximal intervals around the values xl, l=k+1, …, m, so that the corresponding 
rule to be compatible with the network. For example, beginning with input xl, the 
right margin bl of the variation interval is set up to: 

2

*
lx1*

lxlb
−

+=

If the rule with ]lb;*
ix[lx ∈ is compatible with the network, then the interval is 

enlarged, otherwise is shrinking, with a technique of dividing intervals into two 
halves, until the right margin b

l
 and a

l
 are determined with a given error. The 

procedure continues until all the variation intervals for all unconstrained inputs are 
determined. The hyper-cubs determined at the input depend on the start position – x*, 
and on the order of the determination of the variation intervals for unconstrained 
inputs.  

Using the method of inverting a neural network described in section 2, the 
backward phase in VIA method can be reduced, with a very simple calculus, to a  
forward propagation of the input intervals. 

3.1   Case Study 

The goal of well-known iris problem is to recognise the type of an iris plant to which 
a given instance belongs. The data set is composed of 150 records, equally distributed 
between three classes: setosa, versicolor, and virginica. Two classes are not linearly 
separable from each other, while the third is linearly separable from the others. The 
data set is characterised by four attributes: petal length, petal width, sepal length, and 
sepal width, hence the neural network has four input neurons. 

The three possible classes are coded as: 0.1, 0.5 and, respectively, 0.9, such that the 
application requires a single output neuron. The activation function for network 
neurons was sigmoid atansig function - fatansig.

We trained a neural network with three hidden neurons, shown in figure 2. The 
input/hidden weights matrix after supervised learning is: 
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−−
−==

1336.12005.30267.61572.2

1335.26371.15549.23933.2

8102.27217.25406.58465.1

]w[W T
ij

T .

The hidden/output weights matrix is: [ ]7428.47893.06372.2][ −−−=β= T
jk

TB ,

while the biases for hidden neurons are: [ ]4464.30046.06773.3][ −=τ= T
jk

TT .

Fig. 2. The three layered neural network for Iris problem 

A general form of a rule extracted from trained neural network, with the method 
presented in the previous section is:  

If sepal lenght ∈ [sl1;sl2] and sepal width ∈ [sw1;sw2] and 
                               petal lenght ∈ [pl1;pl2] and petal width ∈ [pw1;pw2]

                     then    y ∈ [0;0.2] ( for setosa) 

For versicolor and verginica, the extracted rules have in the consequence the 
interval [0.4; 0.6], and respectively [0.8; 1.0].  

We made studies on the balance between the number of extracted rules 
(comprehensibility) and the percentage of network functioning covering. First, we 
tried to extract a number of rules comparable with the total number of training 
instances. After extracting the more general 150 rules, 94% from the network 
functioning were covered. On the other hand, with just 25 general rules, it is possible 
to describe 42% of network functioning.  

The extracted rule set proved also good generalization ability, comparable with that 
of the original network. But, generally, the generalization ability depends on the 
network training. If the network is properly trained, so that to provide good 
generalization ability, then the extracted set of rules will have also good 
generalization ability. 

For a better approximation (more than 99%), and covering of almost entire part of 
the network functioning, the obtained number of extracted rules was very much 
increased. A big number of rules had to be wasted at the decision boundary between 
classes, especially at the non-linear border between the two not linearly separable 
classes.  

In fact, this is one of the main drawbacks of approximation techniques by 
traditional crisp rules, the big number of required rules even for approximating the 
principal and the most general part of the network functioning (except the 

 Sepal length

Sepal width 

Petal length

Petal width 

 class
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neighboring regions to the decision boundaries). In order to obtain a more compact 
way to describe the network, in the following section we extracted a set of fuzzy 
rules, which compiles in a more concise way the knowledge embedded in the neural 
network weights during training.  

4   Fuzzy Rule Extraction from Neural Networks 

The main disadvantage of most approximation techniques of neural networks by 
fuzzy rules is the exponential increase of required number of rules for a good
approximation. In order to obtain a precise approximation, it must be increased the 
number of linguistic terms for each input/output variable and consequently the 
number of fuzzy rules [6]. This causes the lose of the significance of the linguistic 
terms, as well as of the extracted fuzzy rule set. Of course the number of extracted 
usual fuzzy rules is not as big as when we extract traditional crisp rules from the 
neural network, but it still remains high. 

In the following part of this section, we introduced a fuzzy interactive operator, in 
order to express in a very few rules what the neural network learned during training. 
The meaning of the term “interactive” is given by the inputs correlation embedded in 
the behavior of the fuzzy operator. Based on the theoretical results presented in [1], it 
is possible to build a fuzzy rule based system which calculates the same function as a 
neural network. In this manner, the concept of f-duality [1], applied on a three layered 
feed-forward neural network trained to represent a set of data values, can be used to 
develop a new class of fuzzy connectives [5]. 

Let us consider the operation + in  and the sigmoid function atansig, (used 
commonly as activation function for neural network nodes): 

2

1
)atan(

1
)( +

π
= xxfatansig  , continuous (and bijective) application from to (0;1). 

The fatansig-dual operator of + is o, defined on (0;1) as follows: 

aob=
−π−π

−+π+π
π ))5.0(cos())5.0(cos(

))1(sin(
atan

2

1

ba

ba

Indeed, it can be proved easily that fatansig(x1+x2)= fatansig(x1) o fatansig(x2). The operator 
previously defined will be called the interactiveatan-OR operator (for short iatan-OR). 

Since f-duality is a general concept, then it could produce other interactive 
operators (e.g. i-OR [1], itanh-OR [5]), which can be used in knowledge acquisition as 
well as for motivating the neural inferences. 

Based on the properties of iatan-OR [5] and the equivalence theorem proved in [1], it 
is possible to write the following set of fuzzy rules equivalent with a feed-forward 
neural network: 

Rjk:     IF   j

n

1i
ijiwx τ+

=
 is Ajk    THEN    zk=βjk

The fuzzy expressing "xi is Ai

jk" must be interpreted as follows: 
"xi is greater than approximately r/wij-τj" (if wij>0), or  
"xi is lower than approximately -(r/wij-τj)" (if wij<0),  

where r is a positive real number obtained from an α-cut (for example 0.9). 
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The extracted fuzzy rule set equivalent to the neural network trained with Iris data 
in section 3, obtained by the mechanism given above, is: 

R1. IF sepal-length is greater than approximately 2.160 
  i

atan
-OR  

  sepal-width is greater than approximately 0.720 
  i

atan
-OR  

  petal-length is greater than approximately 1.465 
  i

atan
-OR  

  petal-width is greater than approximately 1.419 
 THEN y = -3.6773. 

R2. IF sepal-length is greater than approximately 1.282 
  i

atan
-OR  

  sepal-width is grater than approximately 1.201 
  i

atan
-OR  

  petal-length is not greater than approximately 1.874 
  i

atan
-OR  

  petal-width is greater than approximately 1.438 
 THEN y = 0.0046. 

R3. IF sepal-length is greater than approximately 1.023 
  i

atan
-OR  

  sepal-width is not greater than approximately 0.366 
  i

atan
-OR  

  petal-length is greater than approximately 0.690 
  i

atan
-OR  

  petal-width is not greater than approximately 1.948 
 THEN y = 3.4464. 

The process of classification for a given input is determined by an aggregation 
computation using the interactive operator. The instance is matched against the rule 
premises, each rule being fired to a certain degree vj. The global output is the 
weighted sum of these degrees: y = -3.6773v1 + 0.00462v2 + 3.4464v3.

The class chosen for a given instance is that with the closest numerical value to y.
The three fuzzy rules given above present in a more compact way what the neural 

network learned by training. Because of the nature of the introduced interactive 
operator, this set of fuzzy rules is less comprehensible than the rules extracted in 
section 3, but it expresses in just 3 rules the knowledge captured within the neural 
network by training. The interactive operator enables us to reformulate fuzzy rules 
into a more compact way, but also still comprehensible. 

5   Conclusions 

The problem addressed in this paper is how to interpret the knowledge embedded in a 
trained neural network into a comprehensible as well as compact (concise) way for 
human user, using traditional and fuzzy rules. The methods presented in the paper are 
useful in neural based expert systems, and helps to explain the decisions of the neural 
network in a more familiar form for human expert. The result is an increased 
confidence of human user in the actions performed by a neural network. The methods 
can be used to develop human friendly shells for neural network based applications. 
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Abstract. A local robustness approach for the selection of the architecture in 
multilayered feedforward artificial neural networks (MLFANN) is studied in 
terms of probability density function (PDF) in this work. The method is used in 
a non-linear autoregressive (NAR) model with innovative outliers. The 
procedure is proposed for the selection of the locally most robust (around a 
particular sample) MLFANN architecture candidate for exact learning of a 
finite set of the real sample. The proposed selection method is based on the 
output PDF of the MLFANN. As each MLFANN architecture leads to a 
specific output PDF when its input is a distribution with heavy tails, a distance 
between probability densities is used as a measure of local robustness. A Monte 
Carlo study is presented to illustrate the selection method. 

1 Introduction 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have, by now, a long history and are well 
established in the applied field as flexible and powerful systems for solving prediction 
and pattern recognition problems. 

That statisticians should be interested in ANN is hardly surprising since the 
prediction problem plays a central role in statistics. ANN have been used with 
considerable success in modelling for time series forecasting. However, a mayor 
weakness of neural network modelling is the lack of established methods for 
performing test of misspecified models, and test of statistical significance for the 
various parameters that have been estimated.  

Most of the methods used in time series analysis and theoretic approaches rest on 
two fundamental assumptions; namely, ( i ) linearity ( ii ) Gaussianity. Both these 
assumptions are mathematical idealizations which, in some cases, may be valid, but 
only as approximations to the real situations. 

                                                           
* Work leading to this paper has been partially supported by  the Ministry of Education and 

Research, Germany, under grant BMBF-CH-99/023 and the Technical University Federico 
Santa María, Chile, under grant 240022-DGIP. 
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In the last two decades, non-linear time series have attracted research interest. One 
of the useful classes of non-linear time series models which has received a great deal 
of attention is the bilinear model [Sub 81], and [Gab 98]. Another important class of 
non-linear models is represented by feedforward ANN (FANN) and recurrent 
networks (ANN with feedback) models. FANN models for non-linear time series 
analysis have been proposed (see e.g. [COM 94]) and extensively studied (see e.g. 
[AlM 00]). 

In practice, time series data can be contaminated by the presence of a heavy-tailed 
distribution (non-Gaussianity). In such a case the occurrence of outliers should be 
respected and robust statistical procedures should be used. 

It is well know that when there are outliers in the observations, the method of least 
squares and maximum likelihood may seriously affect and produce adverse effects on 
the estimators and on the model identification. The desired statistical procedures used 
to overcome these situations are the robust estimations instead of the conventional 
least square procedure. These methods are less sensitive than least square, to typical 
departures from the ideal assumption of Gaussianity. Robust procedures for 
estimating the parameters, in presence of outliers have been given by [AlH 92] for 
linear time series models as well as [CON 96] and [GAB 98] for non-linear time 
series models. 

There have been many papers investigating the accuracy of FANN for forecasting 
time series (see e.g. [LaF 95] and [FaCH 98]). These authors, concentrated their study 
mainly on comparing the time series forecasting abilities of traditional methods 
(linear or bilinear time series models) and FANN, obtaining mixed results. Some 
favour traditional forecasting methods while others favour FANN. It is difficult to 
determine the cause of the mixed results since the research methods used are 
inconsistent. For example, some studies utilized filtered data, “clean data“ for FANN, 
while others allow FANN to use unfiltered data. 

 In the time series prediction problem, there is a strong culture for testing not only 
the predictive power of a model on the sensitivity of the dependent variable to 
changes in the inputs but also the statistical significance of the finding at a specified 
level of confidence. This is more important in the case of applications where the 
generating process is dominantly stochastic and only partially deterministic. 

The neural networks approach in forecasting problems finds its justification in a 
central theorem which claims that under certain “reasonable“ conditions, any function 
can be approximated by a FANN with one hidden layer [Whi 92]. FANN are 
inherently non-linear and approximate well non-linear functions. This “universality“ 
of the FANN approach is given a tremendous applied potential by the existence of a 
general learning paradigm, the back-propagation algorithm. Unfortunately the basis 
approximation theorem, in fact a corollary of the Stone – Weierstrass theorem, is non-
constructive, that is, it provides no practical guidelines to the construction of a neural 
network which efficiently approximates a function within pre-established limits: it 
merely states that such a network exists. Also, the back-propagation algorithm, 
though extremely useful in practice, is not guaranteed to provide optimal fitting 
networks; indeed it is a local optimization algorithm i.e., both its speed and the 
goodness of the resulting fit depend on the initial conditions. Evolutionary design of 
FANN [HeM 96], [Yao 99] has been shown to alleviate the above mentioned 
problems. It is however a very time consuming approach. 

The above shortcoming may be quite serious in view of the well-known “black 
box“ character of a FANN. No matter how well or how poorly a neural network 
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performs, it is extremely difficult to understand how it works, (see, however, [BCR 
97], [Cat 98], [MoT 00], [MoS 01]). In contrast, a traditional statistical model 
contains in itself an explanation of its successes and failures. 

Feedforward Artificial Neural networks have been widely used in nonlinear 
autoregressive moving average models for time series [CoM 94], [FaCh 98] and [AlM 
00]. The ANN architecture that we considered in the next section includes  Multilayer 
FANN with multi-inputs, one hidden layer and single-output.  Any continuous 
function can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy by a network whose structure is 
sufficiently rich (i.e. it has a sufficient number of hidden neurons).  

For neural-based identification, two main issues stand out: one is the choice of the 
number of neurons in the hidden layer (the FANN architecture) to be adopted for 
system identification and the other is the choice of the learning algorithm. The 
learning algorithm is used to control the adjustment of the weights during the training 
phase, in order to find the best performance in consideration of the training data set. 
There are generally several one hidden layer FANN architectures candidate for fitting 
a data set. Then the choice of a specific FANN architecture (number of neurons in the 
hidden layer) depends on an additional characteristic of the architecture. In this work, 
the robustness around a particular sample is investigated as such an additional 
characteristic of the FANN model performance. 

In this study, the aim is to find a suitable model which fits the data and which is 
also locally robust around a given sample. For that purpose the question of how to 
define local robustness of the FANN architecture is addressed. We assume in the 
following that the network has already been trained to provide a desired accuracy with 
the training data set. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the local robustness problem of the 
FANN is formulated. Section 3 reviews the theory of the three-layered feedforward 
ANN applied to the modelling of time series forecasting. In Section 4 nonlinear 
autoregressive models (NAR) of time series are examined. In Section 5, a procedure 
based on the comparison of the output PDF of each candidate FANN architecture to a 
given reference PDF is presented for the quantification of the local robustness of an 
NAR. Last, in section 6, a remark on a possible extension, and conclusions are given.  

2 Local Robustness Problem 

FANN constitute a very flexible class of overparameterized statistical model. 
Statistical Inference in MLP networks was developed by [Whi 89]. He showed that if 
the parameters of ANN are identified they can be consistently estimated by maximum 
likelihood methods. Moreover, the estimation of the FANN parameters follows an 
asymptotic normal distribution. This knowledge in principle allows the application of 
standard asymptotic hypotheses test, such as Wald-test. However, as FANN in 
general do not encompass the unknown function but only approximate it; they are 
inherently misspecified models. In [Whi 94] it was proven that the application of 
standard asymptotic tests is valid even if the models are misspecified. Unfortunately, 
we have the problem that the parameters of a FANN are not always identified, due to 
mutual dependencies between them. In such case the parameters are no longer 
normally distributed and inference is cumbersome. In order to specify a FANN 
architecture, on-line and off-line techniques have been developed to choose the 
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number of hidden neurons by incremental or decremental procedures. But reaching 
the right size of the hidden layer by these techniques is not guaranteed and 
termination criteria clearly lack statistical meaning. In this work, in order to specify 
different types of FANN architecture candidates, we choose an additional property, 
the robustness around a particular sample. 

The local robustness is investigated as an additional property of the FANN model. 
An important task is to see how outliers in the data affect the above screening process. 
Namely the set of selected models should be robust in the sense that they are 
indifferent to radical change of a small portion of the data or a small change in all of 
the data. 

3 Neural Network Structure 

Mathematically, a FANN consists of elementary processing elements (neurons), 
organized in layers. The layers between the input and the output layers are called 
“hidden“. The number of input units m  is determined by the application. The 
architecture or topology λA  of a network refers to the topological arrangement of the 

network connections. We define a class of neural models according to [Vap 95]. A 
class of neural models is specified by 

( ){ },,,, WwxwxgS w ∈ℜ∈= λλ
pW ℜ⊆              (3.1) 

where ( )wxg ,λ  is a non-linear function of x  with w  being its parameter vector, 

and p  is the number of free parameters determined by λA , i.e. ( )λρ Ap =
A class (or family) of neural models is a set of FANN models which share the same 
architecture and whose individual members are continuously parameterized by the 

vector ( )T
pwwww ,......, 21= . The elements of this vector are usually referred to as 

weights. For a single-hidden-layer architecture, the number of hidden units λ  indexes 

the different classes of ANN models ( λS ) since it is an unambiguous descriptor of  

the dimensionality p  of the parameter vector ( )( )12 ++= λmp .

Given the sample of observations, the task of neural learning is to construct an 

estimator g ( x , w ) of the unknown function ( )xϕ
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where ( )T
pwwww ,....., 21= is a parameter vector to be estimated, s'γ  are linearity or 

non-linearity and λ  is a control parameter (number of hidden units). An important 
factor in the specification of neural models is the choice of base function γ .

Otherwise known as ‘activation‘ or ‘squashing‘ functions, these can be any non-
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linearity as long as they are continuous, bounded and differentiable. Typically 1γ  is a 

sigmoidal or the hyperbolic tangent. All these functions belong to the 
family ( ) { }{ }0,,,:,,,11 −ℜ∈ℜ∈=≡Γ cTkzcTkzγγ , where 1γ  is defined as 

follows: 

( ) { }[ ] 1
1 exp1,,, −++= TzckcTkzγ                          (3.3) 

when 1=c , 0=k  and 1−=T  in equation (3.3) the classical asymmetric sigmoidal 

activation function is obtained, which is the most commonly used.  

The estimated parameter nŵ  is obtained by minimizing iteratively a cost functional 

( )wLn   i.e. 

         
( ){ },:minargˆ WwwLw n ∈= pW ℜ⊆                            (3.4) 

where ( )wLn  is for example the ordinary least squares function i.e. 
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(3.5) 

The loss function in equation (3.5) gives us a measure of accuracy with which an 

estimator λA , fits the observed data but it does not account for the estimator’s 

(model) complexity. Given a sufficient large number of free parameter, ( )λρ Ap = , a 

neural estimator λA , can fit the data with arbitrary accuracy. Thus, from the 

perspective of selecting between candidates, model expression (3.5) is an inadequate 
measure. The usual approach to the selection is the so-called discrimination approach, 
where the models are evaluated using a fitness criterion, which usually penalizes the 
in-sample performance of the model, as the complexity of the functional form 
increases and the degrees of freedom for error become less. Such criteria, commonly 
used in the context of regression analysis are: the R-Squared adjusted for degrees of 
freedom, Mallow’s 

pC  criterion, Akaike’s AIC criterion, etc.  

4 FANN of Non-linear Autoregressive Models (NAR) 

A non-linear time series model (NAR) type can be written as 

                                ( ) tptttt axxxhx += −−− ,.....,, 21                                        (4.1) 

where h is an unknown smooth function and ta denotes the innovation process with 

[ ] 0.......,/ 21 =−− ttt xxaE  and that ta  has finite variance 2σ .
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Assume that a  FANN provides a non-linear approximation to h given by FANNg

( x , w ), where w  is the vector of parameters of the FANN. In practice the data that 

we have to our disposal to represent (4.1) by an FANN can be contaminated by two 
types of outliers. Innovative outliers are present if 

ta  is from a distribution 
aF  with 

heavier tails than the normal distribution. Additive outliers are present if { tx } does 

not satisfy (4.1). Suppose that the NAR process cannot be perfectly observed because 
a small fraction ε  (in practice we usually have 1.0≤ε ) of observations are disturbed 
by an outlier-generating process }{ ttVU  where 

tU  is a zero-one process with 

P ε== )1( tU , P ε−== 1)0( tU , and the random variables 
tV  independent of 

tU ,

have arbitrary distribution function 
tG . Thus the observational model is 

                                     tttt VUXZ +=                                                       (4.2) 

Therefore with probability (1-ε ) the NAR process tX , itself is observed, and with 

probability ε  the observation is the NAR process plus an error with distribution 
tG .

Contaminated NAR models are denoted by (CNAR). 
In this work, the aim is to find a suitable model which fits the data and which is 

also locally robust around a given sample. For that, it uses a multilayer feedforward 
network with three layers (several inputs, one hidden layer and  a single output) and  
we propose to  characterize  the local robustness  of j

tX̂  representing the prediction of  

tX , with j hidden neurons.  

There is a finite number of competing FANN architecture 
candidates for exactly learning a set of real samples. Each 
FANN architecture gives a particular output probability density function (PDF) when 
the NAR is non-Gaussian i.e. a CNAR model.  The difference between the  NAR 
output PDF  and the  CNAR output PDF may be used to build a quantitative measure 

of  local robustness.  Let )ˆ( j
tXf    be the FANN prediction PDF and )ˆ( tXf  be the 

prediction PDF (normal situation, without outliers).  To choose a model, according to 
the local  robustness goal,  is equivalent to choose a model for which the Hellinger 
metric distance is minimal. An approximation of the PDF of the FANN prediction, 
can be estimated by the method described in [TKK89]. 

5 Local Robustness of NAR  

In this section we present two examples in order to obtain some information 
concerning of the local robustness behavior  of the NAR(1) models. As an example   

to illustrate such a theory, a set of twenty noisy data points 20..11 ),( =+ iii xx  was 

created (as the experimental set) using an arbitrary nonlinear function 
sf
 (5.1) 
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where ie are sampled from a normal distribution ),0( 10
2 IN σ with 3/12 =σ . The

function is uniformly sampled on the compact set [0,10]. A single-input single-output
(SISO) FANN model is used to fit this data set. For this a training set of five data
points selected using a pre-processing procedure, such as optimum experimental
design (OED) [HiM 99], is constructed.

According to MSE-criteria, there are three candidate architectures 2NNg , 3NNg ,

and 4NNg  for exact learning of the training set, with respectively 1hN , 2hN , and 

3hN , hidden neurons 

=
++ =++==

hi

hii

N

j
hiNjjjiNNi Nwherewwxwwwxgx

1

]2[
1

]1[
2

]1[
11

]2[
1 4,3,2)(),(ˆ γ

with iw the vector of the NN and NNig the architecture. The standard back- 

propagation training algorithm is used to update the estimates of the weights during 
the training phase for the different FANN architectures. As can be seen on table 1, 
these FANN architectures are very similar in the least squares sense, with a small 
mean square error (MSE) in the observed design region. For the discrimination of the 
different FANN architecture a quality factor defined by the local robustness around 

4=ix  is added. In this case some architectures may appear to be better than others. 

The FANN output PDF for each candidate architecture is computed using  the method 
described by [TKK89]. 

A closer view of the local behavior of the FANNs mappings, the selected data 
points and the actual function are shown on Fig 1. 

Fig. 1. FANNs mappings of an arbitrary function and selected from architecture compared to 
the reference output  noisy interlapolate points system PDF

(5.2)
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Figure 2 shows the output PDFs of the different FANN architectures. In order to 
choose an architecture, the criterion introduced by the Hellinger metric as a measure 
of local robustness is computed for each candidate architecture. Results are given in 
table 1. 

Table 1.  MSE: mean square error between the FANN and the noisy system outputs on the 

training set and ∆ : distance between  FANN output and the reference PDFs. 

ANN 2NNg  3NNg  4NNg  

MSE 0.0794 0.078 0.0784 

∆  0.193 0.209 0.2942 

 

It appears that the model 2NNg  is the best one in the sense of this quality factor. 
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Fig. 2. Output estimates PDFs of each FANN 

As second example a NAR(1) is considered using a nonlinear process with
innovative outliers

( ) ttt axgx += −1                 (5.3) 

where ( )1−txg = 1.5 1−tX exp ]4/[ 2
1−− tX with ta i.i.d. is normal contaminated with

distribution

)5;0()5.0;0()1( NNFa αα +−= , and ;0=α and 01.0=α (5.4)

The experiment was performed for a fixed sample size of n=200. To avoid
initialization effects the first 150 observations were discarded. A single-input single-
output FANN model is used to fit this data. For this a training set of sixteen data
points selected using a D-optimality criterion, (see [ChC 99]), was constructed.
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Figure 3 shows the NAR(1) time series of length n=200 with and without innovative

outlier. The initial value on t=0 was 00 =x , generated by the model (5.3). Figure 3

shows the NAR(1) time series of length n=200 with and without innovative outlier.

The initial value on t=0 was 00 =x , generated by the model (5.3).

Time Series
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Fig. 3. NAR(1) Time series with and without  innovative outliers.

To different FANN candidate architectures a quality factor defined by the local
robustness is added. In this case some architectures are discovered to be better than
others with respect to the local robustness measure studied as shown in Table 2 and
Table 3 for the case of the time series without and with innovative outliers
respectively.

Table 2. MSE: mean square error between the FANN and the noisy system outputs on the 

training set without innovative outliers and ∆ : distance between  FANN output and the 
reference PDFs. 

ANN 8NNg 9NNg  10NNg  11NNg  12NNg  13NNg  14NNg 15NNg  16NNg  

MSE 0.1566 0.1502 0.1522 0.1605 0.1506 0.1594 0.1531 0.1501 0.1501 

∆  0.1418 0.2274 0.1644 0.1581 0.2011 0.1634 0.202 0.3248 0.2666 
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Table 3. MSE: mean square error between the FANN and the noisy system outputs on the 

training set with innovative outliers and ∆ : distance between  FANN output and the reference 
PDFs. 

ANN 8NNg 9NNg  10NNg  11NNg  12NNg  13NNg  14NNg 15NNg  16NNg  

MSE 0.0954 0.0928 0.086 0.0783 0.0795 0.061 0.0744 0.0563 0.0587 

∆  0.2239 0.118 0.2246 0.2324 0.2322 0.2283 0.2173 0.221 0.2944 

 
 
It appears that the models 8NNg  and 9NNg   are the best FANN models for the 

NAR(1) without and with innovative outliers respectively in the sense of this quality 
factor. 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the outputs PDFs of the different FANN architecture  

6 Conclusions 

A measure of local robustness has been applied to the problem of FANN architecture
selection. The method is based in the comparison of the FANN output probability
density function. For the output PDF comparison the Hellinger metric distance is
used. However, it could be interesting to use a different distance measure. Only
FANN architectures with one hidden layer have been considered. It has been shown
that all FANN models are not necessarily equivalent in the sense of local robustness,
around a particular sample. At present, there is little work on the analysis of the global
or local robustness of FANN models with outliers in the input data space. For this
reason further research is needed to study robustness properties in FANN with
different architectures ( e.g., NAR(p); NARMA(p,q)) and other types of outliers
(additive outliers and patchy outliers).

Other future work in robust techniques and FANN will center around making
neural networks robust to change in the variance noise. Nonlinear models are
particularly sensitive to change in the variance. One would expect to see substantial
improvements in FANN time series prediction if they can be robustified to the
variance.
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Abstract. The paper presents a method which uses the activity patterns of 
simulated neural networks for classification/identification and for combining 
classification concepts by a chunking process. Furthermore it will be shown that 
if a neighborhood function similar to the Sinc function is used, the activity of 
neurons or neuron clusters can be used to compute - based on physical 
principles like superposition and interference of waves - with activity patterns.  

1 Introduction 

Even if a large number of neural nets is known none of these nets can solve some 
basic tasks of organizing classification behavior which biological neural nets can do. 
Above all none of the simulated nets can join similar classification or identification 
concepts to new 'meta-concepts (chunks)'. This process, called 'chunking', is well 
known from cognitive science and even very primitive clusters of biological neurons 
forming a central nerve system can do chunking. It is a favourite principle of these 
chunks that on the one hand the different parts of these combined concepts can be 
activated individually by a special input-pattern but on the other hand the whole 
chunk  can be activated also if only single parts of the input pattern are activating 
chunked classification concepts. Another problem of the common neural nets is that  
classification results are solely represented by the activity of the neurons of a special 
output-layer, why wett even the power of classification of the whole net is restricted 
by the activity of  'grandmother'-neurons of the output layer. It seems that we are 
working with a bottle neck which strips the classification behavior of the neural nets 
to a very simple and localized representative. May be for that reason nature does not 
use such  kind of neurons in brain but activity patterns of an association of neurons 
which are active at the same time to  encode classification behaviour and 
classification results. By this way it is possible: 

• to integrate data from different senses in one global activity pattern, 
• to integrate more and more information (aspects) in one activity pattern by 

modifying its structure step by step, 
• to chunk diverse classification concepts by combining so far different activity 

patterns. 

Furthermore it follows from the given number of output neurons that the power of 
classification is bounded, a fact which leads to the disability of a trained simulated 
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neural net to discriminate between a noisy input pattern and a really new situation 
which has to be estimated, whereas biological neural nets first indicate a new situation 
occurred and try to show similarities to classification concepts afterwards. As far as 
we understand today all these weak points result from a lack of an organizing method 
for stored classification concepts, whereat a classification concept is understood as the 
reaction of the net on a given input pattern.  

In this paper a method will be discussed which gives a first hint how such an 
organization can be done by using memory structures of the net and organizing them 
by a special learning algorithm. 

2 Basic Assumptions 

The basic assumption for organizing classification structures/concepts is that we have 
to characterize the classification behavior of the net by activity patterns which are 
induced by input patterns and use their structure for computing.   

Using these activities of a neural net for analyzing its classification behavior means 
to be aware of the fact that different kinds of activity patterns occur in a net. At  first 
either the activities of the inter-neural weights, the activities of the neurons or both 
can be supervised. For selecting the best supervising strategy it may help to take a 
view on how information is coded and activated in biological nets. 

Biological nets (wet nets) encode information in two ways [1]:  

• The topology of activity of a more or less complex neural network at juncture 
k encodes the classification result/classification concept of the momentary 
constellation of the senses data.  

• The firing rate of the neurons encode the intensity of the senses data.   

Furthermore we have to be aware of the fact that biological neurons (wet net 
neurons) fire their signals with a constant amplitude. Therefore the topology of the  
activity will solely be given by the configuration of the inter-neural weights and the 
number of input-connections at a juncture k. In periods of about 30 msec brain 
updates its activity configuration and points out the given activity pattern to stored 
classification structures/concepts, whereat a classification concept is either a pre-
learned, situation relevant interpretation rule induced by the sense data or a pure 
reflexive action following from a reflex-relevant situation. Another important fact is 
that wet net neurons quantize the time as they have a fixed time of repolarization. 
During this time these neurons are 'blind' and can not act in any way. On account of 
these facts a wet net signal can be regarded as a quantized signal as shown in Fig. 1. 

As in addition biological neurons are amenable to a bias-functionality we will 
define that  
• the form of the activity  Al(k) of a simulated neuron l (dry net neuron) at a time 

interval k follows an indicator function described by the formula 
>

=
else

if
kAl � � � ���

����������� � � �� � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � �

1
)(

where a describes the sum of the activities from the neurons i exciting the neuron l
and b describes the bias of the neuron l.
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Fig. 1. Principle form of an activity signal of a neuron 

As in addition biological neurons are amenable to a bias-functionality we will 
define that  
• the form of the activity  Al(k) of a simulated neuron l (dry net neuron) at a time 

interval k follows an indicator function described by the formula 
>

=
else

if
kAl � � � ���

����������� � � �� � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � �

1
)(

where a describes the sum of the activities from the neurons i exciting the neuron l
and b describes the bias of the neuron l.

• if the activation exciting the neuron l is much higher than b the activity Al(k)
should survive over a longer period in a way that Al(k) fires with a constant rate 
over several calculation/updating steps, like shown in Fig. 2.  

Fig. 2. Principle form of a transferred high intensity signal for a wet net neuron 

To encode the 'bias readiness' of the neurons in an adequate form, we will  assume, 
that a non-active neuron lies on a potential equal to zero, a neuron with a negative 
bias lies on a negative potential value and a neuron with a positive bias lies on a 
positive potential value as shown in Fig. 3.   

3 About the Structure of  the Simulated Neural Nets  

The idea of 'calculating with activities patterns of neural nets' implies to use special 
structures of neural nets. These structures may be built up by Kohonen maps, cubs of 
Kohonen maps or modules of Backpropagation nets. In any case the net has to form a 
grid of neurons or modules of neurons like shown in Fig. 5, whereat every element of 
the grid can have an active or a non active status at a given juncture k. The active 
parts (neurons/modules) of the grid at a juncture k encode the classification result of 
the net, which is induced by a momentary active input pattern. The 'meaning' of the 
classification structure - mostly defined be the net designer - represents the classi-
fication concept [3]. It is important that the net is structured in a way that more than 
one activity 'centre' (single neuron, neurons, cluster of neurons)  is active to form a 
significant classification pattern. For better interpretation of these activity patterns, 
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the values of the activation should be bound by [-1,1]. In front of the grid an input 
layer has to be placed exciting every neuron, every neuron cluster of the grid with 
input data.  

Fig. 3. Shape of neuron potentials with various biases 

Fig. 5. Non active neuron grid 

4 Structure and Task of the Used Neighborhood Function  
of the Activity Centres 

To meet the requirements of computing with activities the neighborhood function of 
every neuron or neuron cluster should have the form of a Sinc function with rotational 
symmetry. The Sinc function, also known as mexican had function,  corresponds to 
the Fourier Transform of the 'Tophat' function, which is in turn really just the 'Pupil' 
function. A multiplication in Fourier space by a Pupil function corresponds to band-
limiting an input activation through an aperture, truncating the corners; in direct 
space, the convolution of the input pattern against the Fourier Transform of the kernel 
does the same. In short, the Sinc function is  

Sin(r)/r [=1 at r=0]

as shown in Fig. 6 and the convolution kernel can be approximated in matrix form by 
{{1,-2,1},{-2,4,-2},{1,-2,1}}, whereby  it equals the Fourier Transform of the 
Heaviside Function [1 for r<=1, 0 for r>1].  

Especially the existence of several excitatory and inhibitory regions of the Sinc 
function enables the calculation with activity patterns as now diverse effects of 
influences between different activity patterns can be taken into account. The number 
of these regions will be problem-oriented and has to be set before building the net. In 
the designing phase it also has to be decided, in which dimensions the neighborhood 
functions act, resp. if the net is regarded as a homogeneous grid on which the 
neighborhood function acts in a rotational symmetrical way or if special layer 

Bias range
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symmetries have to be considered. Furthermore the dimension of the Sinc function 
must be chosen in a way that the maximums and minimums of the function meet 
neurons on the grid. 

Fig. 6. Shape of the used Sinc neighborhood function 

Because of these reasons, the activity function of a neuron should have the 
following form  

),(

)),(sin(
),,(

kqd

kqd

I

E
kEq =ψ

Here ),,( kEqψ  is a function of the position q of the active neuron on the grid, a 

function of the intensity (vector) E  of the information to be classified, a function of 
the actual juncture k  and a function of the distance d describing the influence of the 

Sinc function to the adjacent parts of the net. The vector I  signifies a vector of 
standardization to meet our activity boundary of [-1,1]. The negative parts of the Sinc 
function also guarantee that different activity patterns cannot be stored too close to 
each other. By this way the feature to separate independent activities will not be lost 
as two activity centres cannot be neighbored directly. Otherwise the positive parts of 
the Sinc function guarantee that similar activity patterns are close enough to enable 
chunking effects by providing the positioning of so far not-chunked activity patterns. 

For the shape of the envelope of ),,( kEqψ  we assume the following formula 

where f denotes a standardization parameter, which defines the focus of influence of 
an active neuron/cluster of neurons. 

If the given neighborhood function is utilized on a neuron with a positive or a 
negative potential the centre of the Sinc function will be placed in these potentials as 
shown in Fig. 7. 

If this principle is utilized to the shape of Fig. 8, the following activity structure  
results. 

As the global activity ),,( kEqΨ of a grid can be regarded as a superposition of the 

single activities ),,( kEqlψ , ),,( kEqΨ  is given by the formula 
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Fig. 7. Form of the  neighborhood function correlated with the neuron potentials 

Fig. 8. Form of the  neighborhood function correlated with the neuron potentials from Figure 7 
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Therefore the following course for ),,( kEqΨ  results from interference effects for 

our example shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. Form of the activity function ),,( kEqΨ  if superposition effects are regarded 

In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 a neural net with different activity patterns is shown, whereat 
every black point in the grid's matrix represents a centre of activity of a Sinc function. 
Furthermore every pattern represents a symbol, or  a classification result of a symbol 
encoded through the special constellation of - for example - the three active neurons. 
The Sinc neighborhood functions of the active neurons show the range of influence of 
these active symbol representations. Please note that the activation of the neurons 
forced by the Sinc neighborhood functions is not shown in Fig. 10 and 11 and that the 
influence of the neighborhood functions is on layer's plane only .  

In case that all three patterns are active the net will show the activation structure 
shown in Fig. 11. It can be pointed out  that no superposition effects occur, wherefore 
no interference effects can be observed. 

If neurons are activated as shown in Fig. 12, interference effects will occur, as now 
the superposition of neighborhood functions leads to a revocation of two activity 
centres of the net structure. The resulting activity pattern is shown on the right hand 
side of Fig. 12.   
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If neurons are activated as shown in Fig. 12, interference effects will occur, as now 
the superposition of neighborhood functions leads to a revocation of two activity 
centres of the net structure. The resulting activity pattern is shown on the right hand 
side of Fig. 12.   

5 Chunking and Activation of Similar Components  
of an Already Stored Pattern 

For the process of chunking and the topological combination of similar features it 
makes sense to construct two kinds of memory: 

• A short time memory  
The short time memory describes the totality of all active neurons on a grid. 
Besides the active neurons representing the 'pure' momentary input pattern, the 
short time memory has to contain active neurons which represents components 

Fig. 10. Different activation states of a neural net grid 

Fig. 11. Activation of the given neural net structure when all stored 
patterns are active 

Fig. 42. Superposition effects on activity patterns forced by the neighborhood
functions of the active neurons 
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of already stored patterns which have been activated by foothills of the Sinc 
function of  these neurons which are representing the input pattern also. By 
this way similarities between stored and activated activity patterns can be 
taken considered for changing of the net structure during a learning period. 
Furthermore the 'contents' of the short time memory will be used to produce 
interference effects by superposing stored activity patterns with activity 
patterns which are induced by a momentary input pattern. For these reasons, 
one can say that the short time memory is the 'working platform' of the net. 

• A long time memory 
The long time memory describes the structure of the grid when all 
classification  structures are stored after a learning period. Besides the activity 
patterns ),,( kEqnΨ  which represent the evaluated classification concepts, the 

according input patterns have to be stored.  

We have to be aware of the fact, that these memory structures do not only represent 
two forms of  information memories but  two kinds of working states of a net. While 
the short time memory designates an active net the long time memory designates the 
'timeless' power of the classification behavior of the net.   

5.1 Example of Topological Neighborhood of Similar Patterns 

As similarity of two patterns means that both patterns have some common 
components, the foothills of the Sinc function can be used to create a topological 
neighborhood of similar patterns.  

The easiest way to use these foothills is given as follows: If a new pattern is 
presented to the net and this pattern meets a foothill of the Sinc function of a stored 
pattern, the neuron representing this foothill is selected by the learning algorithm to 
represent the new activity  pattern. 

Example: Lets say a net with 11 neurons and a Sinc neighborhood function for 
each neuron is given and the activity of the neurons is stored in a string of 11 
numbers. In addition the following centres of the activity function (representing a 
classification structure learned before) are stored in the long time memory of the net  

0,0,0,1.0,0,0,3.0,0,5.0,0,1)0,,(0 ==Ψ kEq
If an input pattern inducing a net activity function of the form 

1,0,0,1.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)1,,(1 ==Ψ kEq
we will find that one component of the momentary active pattern 1Ψ  are also 

included in the store activity function 0Ψ . Therefore the short time memory consists 

of the stored activity function 0Ψ  and the convolution  of 1Ψ  and the Sinc function, 

whereat the centre of the Sinc function is the conjointly neuron of the functions 0Ψ
and 1Ψ . Next 0Ψ  and 1Ψ  are superposed and the net structure (long time memory) 

is changed in that way that a modified input pattern  

5.0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)1,,('1 ==Ψ kEq
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is stored. As similarities of activated patterns lead to an active change of the long time 
memory of the net, a topological structuring on the grid will be submitted, 
considering common pattern elements.    

5.2 Example of a Chunking Process 

To initiate a chunking process let us assume the following activity functions 

),,( kEqnΨ  represent  the long time memory of a net 

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)0,,(1 ==Ψ kEq

0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0)3,,(2 ==Ψ kEq

1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)7,,(3 ==Ψ kEq
In this example new patterns have been stored at the junctures 0, 3, 7 and all of 

them represent totally different classification structures as no common components of 
them are present.  

At  juncture 11 the following pattern should activate the net 

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)11,,(5 ==Ψ kEq
As this pattern matches components of the stored long time memory activity 

function )0,,(1 =Ψ kEq , )0,,(1 =Ψ kEq  will also be activated by )11,,(5 =Ψ kEq .

So )0,,(1 =Ψ kEq  and )11,,(5 =Ψ kEq  will build the short time memory . 

By superposition of )0,,(1 =Ψ kEq  and )11,,(5 =Ψ kEq  a new pattern  

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1)11,,('1 ==Ψ kEq

will be created which contains features from )0,,(1 =Ψ kEq  and )11,,(5 =Ψ kEq .

After storing this new pattern the long time memory of the net will have a structure as 
follows 

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)0,,(1 ==Ψ kEq

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1)11,,('1 ==Ψ kEq

0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0)3,,(2 ==Ψ kEq

1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)7,,(3 ==Ψ kEq

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)11,,(5 ==Ψ kEq

Now besides  )0,,(1 =Ψ kEq  and )11,,(5 =Ψ kEq  a 'chunked activity pattern' 

)11,,('1 =Ψ kEq  is part of the long time memory. 

A weak point of this method is that step by step all neurons of the net which are 
able to store classification structures could be combined by chunking. In this case it 
may be possible that at the end of the learning procedure all stored activity functions 
are activated if only one feature of an input pattern activates only one part of a 
classification structure. To suppress such a global activation, razing interference 
effects should also be implemented. One way to simulate such a negative interference 
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effect is to implement an activation ladder, which counts how often a pattern is 
activated and how often other patterns are not.  If a pattern is not activated over a 
given period of time the chunk is disbanded and the associated activation function is 
extinguished out of the long time memory.  

It is important to mention again that the effects of creating topological 
neighborhoods of similar patterns and chunking require a totally new step in the 
learning phase: The act of superposing the activated contents of the long time memory 
of the net. The chosen form of this superposition will decide on the form of the net 
structure. 

6 Learning Rules 

As we have shown, 'computing with activity patterns' means to select special learning 
rules for the configuration of the active centres, as now the classification result will be 
not represented by single output-neurons anymore but by the activity of several 
activity centres. In this context three questions have to be answered first: 

• How many neurons should represent a classification-concept?  
• Which value b - marking a relevant activity - should be chosen? 
• Which neighborhood function should be chosen? 

If these questions are answered, the learning phase launches as follows: 

Step a) 
• Present a learning pattern to be stored. 
• Change the weight vectors ijw  until only n activity centres, representing a 

classification concept, have an activity ≥  b. (i is a neuron from the input 
layer, j a neuron on the grid.) 

• Refer the neighborhood function to the n neurons. 

• Calculate the neuron activity patterns ),,(
,...,1

kEq
nl=

ψ  and the global 

activity pattern ),,(0 kEqΨ .

• Store these activity patterns in the long time memory structure. 

Step b) 
• Present a new input pattern.  
• Look for similarities between the actual input pattern and the input patterns 

belonging to the already stored activity patterns.  
• Activate the stored activity pattern(s) which show similarities.  
• Refer the neighborhood function to the n neurons of the stored patterns. 
• If applicable force the new activity patterns to place close to the similar 

already stored activity patterns. 
• Inverse the shape of the absolute value of the neighborhood functions of the 

activity centres representing the stored patterns and 'freeze' the weight vectors 
of the neurons belonging to the activity pattern. In that way a bias-function is 
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defined which is strong enough to prevent that the stored activities are 
destroyed by relearning effects. 

• Change the weight vectors ijw  until n new activity centres have an        

activity ≥  b factoring in similarities. If no significant variances between the 
two patterns to be combined exist, stop the learning procedure. 

• Refer the neighborhood function to the n neurons of the new pattern. 
• Analyze the topological neighborhood with the already stored activity patterns 

and if applicable chunk. 

• Calculate the final activity patterns ),,(0 kEqΨ , ),,(
,...,1

kEq
nl=

ψ .

• Store these activity patterns in the long time memory structure. 

Step c) 
• Proceed like step b) until no more patterns should be stored or all relevant 

neurons have been 'occupied'. 

7 Conclusions 

To use the all around activity distribution of a neural neuron cluster to identify 
classification concepts may lead to a substantially  new method to deal with neural 
nets. First time it seems to be possible, to combine so far isolated stored classification 
concepts to high order classification structures by the method 'computing with 
activities'.  As soon as the first classificators - dealing with activities only - are built 
and tested we will know, if the principle of the presents of output-neurons can be 
dropped or if these bottle necks are an restrict part of the dry neural nets. 
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new model-free optimization method, 
which is called as On-line Genetic-Based Algorithm (OGA). In order to 
compare the performance of the OGA with that of the Conventional Genetic 
Algorithm (CGA), a constraint optimization problem has been considered. The 
simulation results show that the OGA remarkably outperform the CGA.. 

1 Introduction 

The Genetic Algorithm has been first formulated by Holland [I-21, in 1975. He 
introduced a novel optimization algorithm that is in-depth different from the two 
major classes of classical calculus-based and enumerative techniques [3-4].It has been 
shown that the GA functions as a totally different optimization algorithm than the 
simulated annealing [5], evolutionary strategies [6] and evolutionary programming 
[7]. It provides more flexibility and robustness. Because of its ease of implementation 
procedure, the GA has been successfully used as an optimization tool for a variety of 
optimization problems such as machine learning [a], delay estimation of sampled 
signals [9], robotic trajectory planning [lo], fuzzy controllers [l 11, neural networks 
[12], linear transportable process [13]. 

The volume of literature published on the applications of the GA in complex, 
multivariable, and real-world problems is remarkable. However the conventional form 
of the GA implemented so far, as the authors know, could not be guaranteed to yield 
an on-line optimum solution, and in fact oftentimes performed rather poorly. 
Therefore, the applications of the GA for real-time problems are few in numbers. The 
modifications to the conventional GA proposed in this paper make the GA become 
(more) suitable for real-time problems. 

Since population plays a crucial role in natural evolution, the Conventional 
Genetic Algorithms (CGA) inspired by natural biologics relies on population. This 
factor, however, produces some problems, whose optimal cases have not been 
specified yet. Some of these problems are as follows: 
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1. Optimum Size of population, 

2. Efficient selection method of individuals in population, 

3.    Efficient crossover operator, 

4.    Quality of using individual's age in the genetic process. 

There are many researchers who have employed different ways to solve the above-

mentioned problems by proposing some corrections on the procedure of the simple 

GA. The interested reader may refer to [14] for optimization of control Parameters, to 

[15-17] for population size, to [18] for fitness function, to [19] for aging of 

individuals, to [20-21] for mutation operator, to [22-24] for crossover operator, to [25-

26] for migration operator, and to [27-28] for multi-population of the GA. 

The paper introduces a new model free based optimization method, which is well 

suited for real time signal processing task. This is an On-line Genetic-Based 

Algorithm (OGA) originated from the GA. The remainder of the paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of the CGA. Section 3 fully describes the 

OGA. To show the effectiveness of the proposed genetic algorithm, in section 4, 

through an illustrative example the performance of the OGA is investigated and its 

capabilities is listed. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.  

2 A brief review of CGA 

Mimicking the process of biological evolution, GA represents a type of structured 

random search. In solving a given optimization task, the GA starts with a collection of 

solutions (i.e. parameter estimates) called by chromosomes. Each individual 

(chromosome) is evaluated for its fitness. In each iteration of the GA, the most fit 

chromosomes (parents) are allowed to mate and bear offspring (produce new 

individuals). These individuals (children) or new parameter estimates provide 

the basis for the next generation. The conventional GA may be completely 

described by the following steps [29]: 

1- Select a coding scheme to represent adjustable parameters. 
2- Initialize and evaluate a population of chromosomes. 

3- Repeat the following steps till stopping criteria are met. 

  3-1- Reproduction 

  3-2- Crossover 

  3-3- Mutation 

  3-4- Population evaluation 

To distinguish our proposed GA-based method that will be fully discussed in 

section 3 with all the other GA-based techniques developed so far, we denote all the 

existing GA methods as CGA. 
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3 The OGA 

The CGA uses a crossover operator for recombination of two chromosomes. For this 

reason two chromosomes are randomly selected from population, (note that this 

selection is influenced by fitness of chromosomes in the population [30]). This 

procedure is similar to most natural recombination. 

3.1  Main Motivation 

Our proposed genetic algorithm (the OGA) is inspired by recombination 

accomplished by some insects such as bees. To make it more clear we proceed as 

follows. Consider a hypothetical CGA in which the recombination is done in a way 

that one chromosome is recombined with the best chromosomes that exists in the 

present population. In other words, all selected chromosomes are recombined with the 

best chromosome of the current population called as the queen chromosome. The 

recombination procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 for a better understanding.
With a deep look at this figure, it becomes clear that the produced chromosomes 

are indeed the queen with some changes. In other words, the new chromosomes may 

represent new queens who inherit some parent queen characteristics. Therefore, 

instead of employing the procedure given in Figure 1, we may use the following 

procedure for recombination as shown in Figure 2; this represents the core of OGA 

formulated below.
As observed in Figure 1, to generate a new chromosome some portions of the 

queen are randomly mutated; this results in new queen candidates as illustrated in 

Figure 2. Each queen candidate becomes a queen and replaces the original queen if it 

has a better performance index than that of the previous queen. But, if the 

performance of the queen candidate gets worse than the current queen's performance, 

the new chromosome (queen candidate) is disregarded and a part of the original queen 

is again selected and mutated randomly. Below the procedure of OGA is listed. 

1- Select a coding scheme to represent adjustable parameters 

2- Take randomly a chromosome as a queen and evaluate its performance 

     3- Repeat the following steps till stop criteria  

  3-1- Mutation 

   3-2- Evaluation

By employing this procedure, we can obviously convert the off-line CGA into an 

on-line algorithm with less computation time, which is well suited for real-time 

operation. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it does not require 1) any 

determination of the kind of selection operator,2) crossover operator, 3) functions 

which convert minimization problems to maximization ones, 4) selection of a good 

population size, and 5) a large memory to store the population. The authors are 

currently investigating the convergence analysis of the OGA along with its on-line 

property, which makes it more suitable for real-time control and filtering applications. 
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 (a) Crossover point selected at the point a

(b) Crossover point selected at the point b

Fig. 2.  New Queen Generation
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the OGA
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4 An Illustrative Example 

Consider the cantilevered beam shown in Fig. 3 [3 11. This beam is to be designed for 
minimum material volume. The set of adjustable design variables includes the width b 
and the height h at each of N segments, with N=5. The objective is to design the beam 
subject to limits on stress, which are calculated at the left end of each segment, 
deflection under the load, and the geometric requirement that the height of any 
segment does not exceed twenty times the width. 

The following recursion formula calculate the deflection yi at the right end of 
segment i: 

In the above, li is the length of segment i, the deflection y is defined as positive 
downward, y' represents the slope, E denotes Young's module which is the same for 
all segments, the moment of inertia for segment i, Ii, and bending moment at the left 

end of segment i, Mi, are defined by 

And finally the corresponding maximum bending stress becomes 

Now, we may state the design problem as: 

Minimize: 
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Subject to: 

In the above, ?? and are the allowable bending stress and displacement, 
respectively. 

This is an optimization, indeed a constraint, problem in n = 2N parameters with 
N + 1 nonlinear constraints defined by Eqs. (8) and (9), N linear constraints defined 
by Eq. (lo), and 2N side constraints, which are treated here as general inequality 
constraints, on the design variables defined by Eqs. (11) and (12). It is fwther 
assumed that lower bounds of 0.1 are imposed explicitly on bi and hi, i = 1, . . . , N 
within the optimization procedure to guarantee that the design remains physically 
meaningful. 

The CGA and the OGA solved this problem with five segments (10 design 
variables). Knowing that because of the above several constraints, the ordinary CGA 
could poorly solve the problem, we propose a modified CGA in which any individual 
is not acceptable and only those that rest in the constraints (8 )-(12) are valid. 

The proposed modified CGA is accomplished in such a way that at first all 
individuals of the initial population are randomly selected from the allowable solution 
space. Then, like the CGA discussed in section 2, all permissible individuals are 
evaluated and the process continues until the crossover operator is done. When the 
crossover operator combines two permissible individuals, they may produce an 
offspring outside the allowable space. In this case the offspring is omitted and 
substituted by a random permissible individual from the allowable space. Then, by 
this injection of random individuals in new population, it is not necessary to use the 
mutation operator. If all produced offspring by crossover recombination are valid, the 
mutation operator operates on population as explained in section 2. 

By this procedure we solved the Cantilevered beam problem run on Pentium 133 
MHz. The results are listed in Table 1. The (sub)-optimum performance of V*=478 1 1 
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has been obtained after 3000 revisions on population (3000 epochs) for the optimum 
design variables as shown in Table 1. 

Fig. 3. The Cantilevered Beam 

Table 1. Cornparision of the CAG With the OGA 

Comput 
aion 
Time 

(Hours) 

Varia- 
bles 

CGA 

OGA 

The cantilevered beam problem was then solved by OGA. The final results of 
OGA are also listed in   able 1. The (sub)-optimum performance of V*=24128 is 
obtained after 3000 revisions on the queen. By comparing the two genetic algorithms, 
it is obviously seen that the OGA converges to a better solution with fewer amounts 
of computation time and memory locations. 

bl 

1.1 
25 
1.7 
5 

b 2  

3.0 

2.7 
5 

6 3  

1.12 
5 

1.00 

b 4  

2.25 
0 

2.00 

b 5  

5.12 
5 

1.62 
5 

hl 

59.0 
00 

31.0 
00 

h 2  

53.5 
00 

18.2 
50 

h 3  

37.1 
25 

41.8 
75 

h 4  

44.1 
25 

17.6 
25 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, a new technique OGA was proposed for function optimization. Its 

performance has been fully discussed and compared with those of conventional 

genetic algorithms through on illustrative example. It has been observed that the OGA 

converged to the global point with less amount of storage memory and time of 

computations. In contrast, the CGA fails to reach the optimum point.  The OGA 

convergence analysis and properties are currently under investigation and will be 

reported soon.  
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Abstract. Conditionals (if-then-rules, default rules) are most impor-
tant objects in knowledge representation and commonsense reasoning.
Due to their non-classical nature, however, they are not easily dealt with.
In this paper, we present a new approach to represent conditionals induc-
tively in a possibilistic framework. The algebraic theory which underlies
this approach proves to guarantee a most appropriate handling of con-
ditional information. Moreover, this novel conditional theory is a very
fundamental one, in that it can also be applied to guide possibilistic
belief revision and gives rise to a new methodology to learn rules from
data.

1 Introduction

Conditionals (if-then-rules, default rules) are most important objects in knowl-
edge representation and commonsense reasoning. They are closely related to
epistemic notions such as plausibility, possibility, probability and the like, in
that a conditional “If A then B” is generally considered to be accepted if its
confirmation, A ∧ B, is judged to be more plausible, possible or probable, than
its refutation, A ∧ ¬B. Conditionals can even be quantified by degrees of belief
or by (statistical or subjective) probabilities, expressing to what extent they are
taken to be established.

Due to their non-classical nature, however, conditionals are not easily dealt
with. On the one hand, to validate conditionals, richer epistemic structures than
plain propositional interpretations are needed, as e.g. probability distributions
(see, e.g., [Par94]) and possibility distributions as fuzzy representations of epis-
temic attitudes (cf. [DP91c,DLP94,BDP99]). On the other hand, inference from
conditional knowledge bases is much more difficult than in classically logical
environments, since it is not a strictly deductive one. Rather it is based on non-
monotonic reasoning [DP91a,LM92,DP91b,BDP97] and involves belief revision
theory [Rot91,FH94,KS91]. A rigid structure seems to be lacking which guides
reasoning with conditionals and, the other way around, helps us to identify rele-
vant conditional knowledge (rules) from statistical databases, making knowledge
discovery possible.

The aim of this paper is to present an algebraic theory of conditional struc-
tures on possible worlds and to show how this theory can be applied in possibility
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theory to obtain adequate inductive representations of conditional knowledge
bases by possibility distributions. These possibility distributions can then be
used for inferences. The basic idea is to develop a new methodology of making
interactions of conditionals transparent, being aware that any attempt to force
conditionals into a classical framework will cut down their unique dynamic ex-
pressiveness. Rather, conditionals are considered here as agents having effects
on worlds so as to establish conditional beliefs. With the notion of conditional
structures, we can then define what it means that a possibility distribution is
indifferent with respect to a set of conditionals, thereby respecting the structures
imposed by the conditionals under consideration. Note that we will be dealing
with (finite) sets of conditionals, not with single conditionals, at a time, tak-
ing the joint effects of several conditionals into account. Moreover, the same
techniques can be applied to handle revisions of possibility distributions by in-
corporating new conditional beliefs. Last not least, the methodology provides
an approach to discovering conditional knowledge in statistical databases (rule
extraction) by considering the induced possibility distribution (see, e.g., [GK97]).

As we already said, we will largely avoid classically logical techniques. That
does not mean, however, that this new approach to conditionals lacks a solid
foundation. Quite to the contrary – the underlying conditional theory is a group
theoretical one, e.g., conditional structures are defined via homomorphisms of
groups. This embedding into a group theoretical framework, as awkward and
strange as it appears at first sight, is the key to handle complex conditional
interactions adequately, as it is necessary for inductive representations of con-
ditionals, by representing these interactions as products while allowing cancel-
lations. In search of appropriate structures, homomorphisms are excellent tools,
since they are designated to transfer structures. In particular, the kernels of these
homomorphisms (as usual) play a prominent role in identifying structures. So,
knowledge discovery comes down to elaborating kernels and factorizing groups,
inducing operations on conditionals so as to obtain concise (“short”) rules com-
patible with the numerical structure.

This theory is not only devised for possibility theory but actually provides a
powerful approach to conditionals which may also be applied in a probabilistic
framework or when using ordinal conditional functions [Spo88], which are quite
similar to possibility distributions, and it even yields essential insights in purely
qualitative environments. It is presented in full in [KI99,KI01a], some results for
ordinal conditional functions were published in [KI00a], and probabilistic rule
extraction is sketched in [KI00b]. Now this paper will present new results for a
possibilistic framework.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we will explain the
conditional possibilistic framework which we base our considerations upon. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the central notion of conditional structures which will be used
in Section 4 to define conditional indifference. In Section 5, we will show how this
conditional theory may be applied to represent conditional knowledge by possi-
bility distributions in a most appropriate way. Section 6 then brings a precise
formalization of the crucial principle of conditional preservation for possibilis-
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tic belief revision. This principle is also based upon conditional indifference,
emphasizing the close connection between inductive knowledge representation
and belief revision. In Section 7, the group theoretical framework introduced in
Section 3 turns out to be also particularly useful when searching for relevant
conditional relationships in data.

2 Conditionals in Possibility Theory

In the sequel, conditionals “If A then B” are formally represented as (B|A),
expressing a relationship between two (propositional) formulas A, the antecedent
or premise, and B, the consequent, of a (finite) propositional language L. Single-
elementary conditionals are conditionals whose antecedents are conjunctions of
literals, and whose consequents consist of one single literal.

Let (L | L) denote the set of all conditionals (B|A) with A,B ∈ L. To simplify
notation, we will write A instead of ¬A, and AB instead of A ∧B, for formulas
A,B ∈ L. Let Ω be the complete set of interpretations of L, where each ω ∈ Ω is
taken to be a possible world for L. We will only consider finite sets R ⊆ (L | L)
of conditionals.

A possibility distribution is a mapping π : Ω → [0, 1], where each π(ω) reflects
the degree of possibility an intelligent agent assigns to ω. π induces a possibility
measure

Π : L → [0, 1], Π(A) = max{π(ω) | ω |= A},
and a dual necessity measure

N = Nπ : L → [0, 1], N(A) = 1−Π(A)

(cf., e.g., [DLP94]). We will not distinguish between a possibility distribution,
π, on Ω, and its induced possibility measure, Π, on L, and will use the same
symbol π for both. Furthermore, a possibility degree can also be assigned to a
conditional (B|A) by setting

π(B|A) =
π(AB)
π(A)

,

in full analogy to Bayesian conditioning in probability theory. The corresponding
possibility distribution is

π(ω|A) =



π(ω)
π(A)

, if ω |= A

0, otherwise

Note that we also make use of the product operation in [0, 1]. That means,
that our approach is not only based upon comparing numbers, but also takes
relations between numbers into account. These numerical relationships encode
important information about the (relative) strength of conditionals which proves
to be particularly crucial for representation and revision tasks. This amounts to
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carrying over Spohn’s argumentation in [Spo88] to a possibilistic framework (see
also [KI99] and [BDP97]).

A conditional (B|A) is accepted in π, π |= (B|A), iff π(AB) > π(AB) (which
is equivalent to π(B|A) < 1 and Nπ(B|A) = 1−π(B|A) > 0) (cf. [DP94]). So, in
accordance with intuition, a conditional (B|A) is accepted in the epistemic state
modeled by a possibility distribution, if its confirmation (AB) is considered to
be more possible (or plausible) than its refutation (AB).

We assume all possibility distributions to be normalized, i.e. π(�) = 1, and,
only for conciseness of presentation, to be positive, i.e. π(ω) > 0 for all ω ∈ Ω.

3 Conditional Structures

A world ω ∈ Ω is said to verify a conditional (B|A), if ω |= AB; it falsifies
(B|A), if ω |= AB; if ω |= A, then (B|A) is not applicable to ω. By observing this
behavior of worlds with respect to it, each conditional (B|A) can be considered
as a generalized (namely three-valued) indicator function on worlds:

(B|A)(ω) =




1 : ω |= AB
0 : ω |= AB
u : ω |= A

(1)

where u stands for unknown or indeterminate [Cal91,DeF74]. Intuitively, repre-
senting or incorporating a conditional as a plausible conclusion in an epistemic
state means to make – at least some – worlds verifying the conditional more
plausible than the worlds falsifying it. In this sense, conditionals to be learned
have effects on possible worlds, (more exactly, on their degrees of plausibility or
possibility), shifting them appropriately to establish the intended relationship.
(1) then provides a classification of worlds for achieving this: On verifying worlds
ω |= AB, i.e. (B|A)(ω) = 1, (B|A) possibly has a positive effect, while on falsi-
fying worlds ω |= AB, (B|A) possibly has a negative effect; the effects on worlds
ω with (B|A)(ω) = u is unclear. Which worlds will actually be shifted depends
on the chosen inductive representation procedure – for the conditional (B|A),
all worlds in either of the partitioning sets AB,AB and A are indistinguishable.

When we consider (finite) sets of conditionalsR = {(B1|A1), . . . , (Bn|An)} ⊆
(L | L), we have to modify this representation appropriately to identify the effect
of each conditional in R on worlds in Ω. To this end, we replace the numbers 0
and 1 by abstract symbols, a+

i ,a
−
i , that we associate to each conditional (Bi|Ai)

in R. Moreover, we will make use of a group structure to represent the joint
impact of conditionals on worlds.

So let
FR = 〈a+

1 ,a
−
1 , . . . ,a

+
n ,a

−
n 〉

be the free abelian group with generators a+
1 ,a

−
1 , . . . ,a

+
n ,a

−
n , i.e. FR consists of

all elements of the form (a+
1 )r1(a−1 )s1 . . . (a+

n )rn(a−n )sn with integers ri, si ∈ Z

(the ring of integers). Each element of FR can be identified by its exponents,
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so that FR is isomorphic to Z
2n (cf. [LS77]). For each i, 1 � i � n, we further

define a function σi = σ(Bi|Ai) : Ω → FR by setting

σi(ω) = σ(Bi|Ai)(ω) :=




a+
i if (Bi|Ai)(ω) = 1

a−i if (Bi|Ai)(ω) = 0
1 if (Bi|Ai)(ω) = u

σi(ω) represents the manner in which the conditional (Bi|Ai) applies to the pos-
sible world ω. The neutral element 1 of FR corresponds to the non-applicability
of (Bi|Ai) in case that the antecedent Ai is not satisfied. The function σR : Ω →
FR,

σR(ω) =
∏

1�i�n
σi(ω) =

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

a+
i

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

a−i (2)

describes the all-over effect of R on ω. σR(ω) is called the conditional structure
of ω with respect to R. Due to FR being commutative, we will be able to take
the simultaneous impact of all conditionals in R into account, without assuming
any order of applying the conditionals.

σR is defined on the set Ω, assigning group elements of FR to the possible
worlds. Now, to comply with the group theoretical structure in FR, we also take
the worlds ω ∈ Ω as formal generators of a free abelian group

Ω̂ := 〈ω | ω ∈ Ω〉
Ω̂ consists of all products ω̂ = ω1

r1 . . . ωm
rm , with ω1, . . . , ωm ∈ Ω, and integers

r1, . . . rm. Now σR may be extended to Ω̂ in a straightforward manner by setting

σR(ω1
r1 . . . ωm

rm) = σR(ω1)r1 . . . σR(ωm)rm ,

yielding a homomorphism of groups σR : Ω̂ → FR.
Having the same conditional structure defines an equivalence relation ≡R on

Ω̂:
ω̂1 ≡R ω̂2 iff σR(ω̂1) = σR(ω̂2) (3)

Those elements of Ω̂ that are balanced with respect to the effects of conditionals
in R are contained in the kernel of σR,

ker σR = {ω̂ ∈ Ω̂ | σR(ω̂) = 1}
To take the normalizing constraint π(�) = 1 into acccount, we also focus on
equivalence with respect to σ(�|�). Since σ(�|�) simply counts the generators
occurring in ω̂, two elements ω̂1 = ωr11 . . . ωrmm , ω̂2 = νs11 . . . ν

sp
p ∈ Ω̂ are σ(�|�)-

equivalent, ω̂1 ≡� ω̂2, iff
∑

1�j�m rj =
∑

1�k�p sk. This means, ω̂1 ≡� ω̂2 iff
they both are a (cancelled) product of the same number of generators, each
generator being counted with its corresponding exponent. In particular, ω1 ≡�
ω2 for any possible worlds ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω. Therefore, ker σ(�|�) = {ω̂ = ω1

r1 · . . . ·
ωm

rm ∈ Ω̂ |∑m
j=1 rj = 0}. Set ker0 σR := ker σR ∩ ker σ(�|�), that is,

ker0 σR = {ω̂ = ω1
r1 · . . . · ωmrm ∈ Ω̂ |

m∑
j=1

rj = 0 and σR(ω̂) = 1}
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We will illustrate the benefits of these technical definitions in the next example.

Example 1. Consider the set R = {(d|a), (d|b), (d|c)} of conditionals using the
atoms a, b, c, d. Let a±1 ,a

±
2 ,a

±
3 be the group generators associated with (d|a),

(d|b), (d|c), respectively, so FR = 〈a+
1 ,a

−
1 ,a

+
2 ,a

−
2 ,a

+
3 ,a

−
3 〉. The possible world

ω = abcd, for instance, verifies all three conditionals (d|a), (d|b), (d|c), so its con-
ditional structure is σR(abcd) = a+

1 a+
2 a+

3 . For ω = abcd, we calculate σR(abcd) =
a+

1 a+
2 , since abcd verifies the first two conditionals, and the third conditional is

not applicable to it.
Moreover, by conditional structures, it is possible to compare worlds, or sets

of worlds, as to their behavior with respect to the conditionals inR. For instance,
we have

σR(abcd)σR(abcd)σR(abcd) = (a+
1 a+

2 )(a+
1 a+

3 )(a+
2 a+

3 )
= (a+

1 )2(a+
2 )2(a+

3 )2

= (a+
1 a+

2 a+
3 )2

= σR(abcd)2.

That is to say, that the elements of the set {abcd, abcd, abcd} show collectively
the same conditional behavior as two copies of abcd. In the group theoretical
framework using Ω̂, this can be expressed as

σR
(
abcd · abcd · abcd) = σR

(
abcd2)

or, respectively, as

σR

(
abcd · abcd · abcd

abcd2

)
= 1.

So
abcd · abcd · abcd

abcd2 ∈ ker σR, but
abcd · abcd · abcd

abcd2 
∈ ker0 σR, since abcd·abcd·
abcd 
≡� abcd2 (three generators versus two generators).

4 Conditional Indifference

Conditional structures, on the one hand, reflect clearly the (isolated) impact
of each conditional in a set R, and, on the other hand, make the interactions
between different conditionals in R transparent and computable. In this section,
we will link the algebraic notion of conditional structures to the numerical prop-
erties of possibility distributions π : Ω → [0, 1]. To this end, we now focus on
the behavior of π with respect to the elements in Ω̂.

To fit into the group theoretical framework, we extend each such distribution
to a homomorphism, π : Ω̂ → (R+, ·)1, by setting

π(ω1
r1 · . . . · ωmrm) = π(ω1)r1 · . . . · π(ωm)rm

This allows us to analyze numerical relationships holding between different π(ω),
and to elaborate the conditionals whose structures π follows:
1 This denotes the group of non-negative real numbers with respect to multiplication
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Definition 1. Let R ⊆ (L | L) be a set of conditonals, let π be a (positive)
possibility distribution. π is said to be indifferent with respect to R iff

π(ω̂1) = π(ω̂2) (4)

whenever σR(ω̂1) = σR(ω̂2) for ω̂1 ≡� ω̂2 ∈ Ω̂.

π being indifferent with respect to R means that it does not distinguish between
different elements ω̂1, ω̂2 with the same conditional structure with respect to R.
Conversely, if π is indifferent with respect toR, then any inequality π(ω̂) 
= 1 can
be explained by an unbalanced conditional structure σR(ω̂) 
= 1. Normalizing
constraints are taken into account by observing ≡�-equivalence. Note that we
presupposed π to be positive only for technical reasons, in order to make this
definition a very concise one. For the general case, cf. [KI01a].

The following proposition provides an obvious characterization of conditional
indifference in terms of the kernels of π and σR:

Proposition 1. Let R ⊆ (L | L) be a set of conditonals, let π be a (positive)
possibility distribution. π is indifferent with respect to R iff ker0 σR ⊆ ker0 π,
where ker0 π = ker π ∩ ker σ(�|�).

The notion of conditional indifference captures interactions of conditionals
of arbitrary depth by making use of the group homomorphism induced by π. It
also handles interactions on the superficial level of the worlds ω ∈ Ω:

Proposition 2. Suppose R ⊆ (L | L) to be a set of conditonals, let π be a (posi-
tive) possibility distribution which is indifferent with respect to R. Let ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω
be worlds with identical conditional structures with respect to R, i.e. σR(ω1) =
σR(ω2). Then π(ω1) = π(ω2).

This proposition is clear by observing that any two possible worlds are ≡�-
equivalent.

The next theorem gives a simple criterion to check conditional indifference:

Theorem 1. Let R = {(B1|A1), . . . , (Bn|An)} be a set of conditionals.
A (positive) possibility distribution π is indifferent with respect to R iff there

are positive real numbers α0, α
+
1 , α

−
1 , . . . , α

+
n , α

−
n ∈ R

+ such that for all ω ∈ Ω,

π(ω) = α0

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α+
i

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α−i (5)

Proof. According to Proposition 2, the equivalence relation (3) provides a rough
classification of the worlds in Ω with respect to the conditionals in R. Obtaining
a representation of the form (5) then amounts to checking the solvability of a
linear equational system. The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof
of the analogous theorem for probabilistic representation of knowledge given in
[KI98].
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5 Representing Conditionals by Possibility Distributions

Conditional indifference only focusses on well-behavedness of a possibility dis-
tribution with respect to a set of conditionals. It does not include, however, that
these conditionals are actually represented. This has to be taken into account in
a second step.

Definition 2. Possibility distributions π which represent a set R of condition-
als, π |= R, and are indifferent with respect to it, are called c-representations of
R.

Theorem 1 provides an intelligible schema to construct conditionally indif-
ferent distributions. To obtain a c-representation π of R, we simply set up π
according to (5) and choose the α+

1 , α
−
1 , . . . , α

+
n , α

−
n appropriately to ensure that

π is a possibility distribution that represents R:

Theorem 2. A (positive) possibility distribution π is a c-representation of a
set R of conditionals, iff there are positive real numbers α0, α

+
1 , α

−
1 , . . . , α

+
n , α

−
n

∈ R
+ such that for all ω ∈ Ω,

π(ω) = α0

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α+
i

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α−i

and for all i, 1 � i � n,

α+
i


 max
ω|=AjBj

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j


 > α−i


 max
ω|=AiBi

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j



(6)

Proof. Let π be a (positive) possibility distributions, and let R ⊂ (L | L) be a
set of conditionals. π is a c-representation of R iff π is indifferent with respect
to R and π |= R, i.e. iff there are positive real numbers α0, α

+
1 , α

−
1 , . . . , α

+
n , α

−
n

∈ R
+ such that

π(ω) = α0

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α+
i

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α−i

and for all i, 1 � i � n, π(AiBi) > π(AiBi), which is equivalent to

max
ω|=AiBi

π(ω) > max
ω|=AiBi

π(ω)

⇐⇒ max
ω|=AiBi

α0

∏
1�j�n
ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
1�j�n
ω|=AjBj

α−j > max
ω|=AjBj

α0

∏
1�j�n
ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
1�j�n
ω|=AjBj

α−j

⇐⇒ α0 max
ω|=AiBi

α+
i

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j > α0 max
ω|=AiBi

α−i
∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j

⇐⇒ α+
i · max

ω|=AiBi

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j > α−i · max
ω|=AiBi

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α+
j

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j
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Note that the normalizing constant α0 only has to be chosen appropriately to
ensure that actually a normalized possibility distribution is obtained.

Therefore, c-representations of a set R = {(B1|A1), . . . , (Bn|An)} of condi-
tionals can be obtained by replacing the formal symbols a+

i ,a
−
i , associated to

each conditional in R and used to reflect the conditional structures of worlds (cf.
(2)), by appropriate numerical values. We will call a mapping I : {a+

1 ,a
−
1 , . . . ,

a+
n ,a

−
n } → R

+, a+
i �→ α+

i ,a
−
i �→ α−i , 1 � i � n, such that (6) holds, a c-

interpretation of R. From c-interpretations, c-representations arise in a straight-
forward way via the formal tool of conditional structures.

The structure imposed on possible worlds by a c-representation is as finely
grained as can be justified by differences in conditional structures. c-representa-
tions observe conditional structures and thereby handle interactions of condition-
als in a most adequate way. Therefore, they are most appropriate to represent
conditional knowledge. We will illustrate this by examples in the following. But
first, as a general observation, we will show that all c-representations satisfy the
property of irrelevance.

Lemma 1. Suppose R is a set of conditionals, and let d be an atomic proposition
not appearing in any of the conditionals in R. Then, for any c-representation
πc of R, and for any conditional (B|A) ∈ (L | L), πc |= (B|A) iff πc |= (B|Ad).

This is easily proved by observing that for any propositional interpretation ω′

over V − {d}, we have σR(ω′d) = σR(ω′d), and therefore, πc(AḂ) = πc(AḂd)
for Ḃ ∈ {B,B}.

Let |∼ c be the (nonmonotonic) inference relation based on considering all
c-representations:

R|∼ c(B|A) iff πc |= (B|A) for all c-representations πc of R, (7)

where R ⊆ (L | L), (B|A) ∈ (L | L). Then Lemma 1 yields

Corollary 1. Let R ⊆ (L | L), (B|A) ∈ (L | L), let d be an atomic proposition
not appearing in any of the conditionals in R. Then R|∼ c(B|A) iff R|∼ c(B|Ad).

It is easily shown that |∼ c satisfies all basic rationality postulates of system P
(cf. [BDP97]). Furthermore, the next example will show that |∼ c does not suffer
from the so-called drowning problem which is a problem for general possibilistic
inference (cf. [BDP97]).

Example 2. Let R consist of the following conditionals:

r1 : (w|p) Penguins have wings.
r2 : (f |w) Winged animals fly.
r3 : (f |p) Penguins do not fly.
r4 : (b|p) Penguins are birds.
r5 : (e|b) Birds lay eggs.

In Table 1, we list the conditional structures of all possible worlds with respect
to R.
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Table 1. Conditional structures for Example 2

ω σR(ω) ω σR(ω) ω σR(ω) ω σR(ω)

pwfbe a+
1 a+

2 a−3 a+
4 a+

5 pwfbe a−1 a−3 a+
4 a+

5 pwfbe a+
2 a+

5 pwfbe a+
5

pwfbe a+
1 a+

2 a−3 a+
4 a−5 pwfbe a−1 a−3 a+

4 a−5 pwfbe a+
2 a−5 pwfbe a−5

pwfbe a+
1 a+

2 a−3 a−4 pwfbe a−1 a−3 a−4 pwfbe a+
2 pwfbe 1

pwfbe a+
1 a+

2 a−3 a−4 pwfbe a−1 a−3 a−4 pwfbe a+
2 pwfbe 1

pwfbe a+
1 a−2 a+

3 a+
4 a+

5 pwfbe a−1 a+
3 a+

4 a+
5 pwfbe a−2 a+

5 pwfbe a+
5

pwfbe a+
1 a−2 a+

3 a+
4 a−5 pwfbe a−1 a+

3 a+
4 a−5 pwfbe a−2 a−5 pwfbe a−5

pwf be a+
1 a−2 a+

3 a−4 pwf be a−1 a+
3 a−4 pwf be a−2 pwf be 1

pwf be a+
1 a−2 a+

3 a−4 pwf be a−1 a+
3 a−4 pwf be a−2 pwf be 1

Possibility values can be calculated directly from that table. For instance,
π(pwfbe) = α0α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α

+
4 α

+
5 , where the α’s are suitably chosen so as to fulfill

(6) for that special set of conditionals. For α+
4 , α

−
4 and α+

5 , α
−
5 , e.g., we obtain

(α0 has already been cancelled)

α+
4 ·max{α+

1 α
+
2 α
−
3 α

+
5 , α

+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α
−
5 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α

+
5 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α
−
5 ,

α−1 α
−
3 α

+
5 , α

−
1 α
−
3 α
−
5 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α

+
5 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α
−
5 }

> α−4 ·max{α+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 , α

−
1 α
−
3 , α

−
1 α

+
3 }

α+
5 ·max{α+

1 α
+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α

+
4 , α

−
1 α
−
3 α

+
4 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α

+
4 , α

+
2 , α

−
2 , 1}

> α−5 ·max{α+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α

+
4 , α

−
1 α
−
3 α

+
4 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α

+
4 , α

+
2 , α

−
2 , 1}

So, α+
5 > α−5 , and therefore,

α+
4 α

+
5 ·max{α+

1 α
+
2 α
−
3 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 , α

−
1 α
−
3 , α

−
1 α

+
3 }

> α−4 ·max{α+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 , α

−
1 α
−
3 , α

−
1 α

+
3 }

which implies α+
4 α

+
5 > α−4 .

Although penguins are exceptional birds in that they are not able to fly,
they should still inhibit the property of laying eggs from their superclass birds.
This is not guaranteed in general possibilistic inference – the conditional (e|b)
is “drowned” by the conditionals (w|p), (f |p) which obtain a higher degree of
possibility (see [BDP97, p. 273]). By observing conditional structures, however,
the impact of (e|b) can be preserved to establish the validity of (e|p): For any
c-representation πc of R, we compute

πc(pe) = α0 max{α+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 α

+
5 , α

+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α
−
4 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α

+
4 α

+
5 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α
−
4 ,

α−1 α
−
3 α

+
4 α

+
5 , α

−
1 α
−
3 α
−
4 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α

+
4 α

+
5 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α
−
4 }

πc(pe) = α0 max{α+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 α
−
5 , α

+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α
−
4 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α

+
4 α
−
5 , α

+
1 α
−
2 α

+
3 α
−
4 ,

α−1 α
−
3 α

+
4 α
−
5 , α

−
1 α
−
3 α
−
4 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α

+
4 α
−
5 , α

−
1 α

+
3 α
−
4 }
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By comparing the sets which contribute to the maxima element by element, we
see that πc(pe) > πc(pe), due to α+

5 > α−5 and α+
4 α

+
5 > α−4 (e.g., α+

1 α
+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 α

+
5

> α+
1 α

+
2 α
−
3 α
−
4 and α+

1 α
+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 α

+
5 > α+

1 α
+
2 α
−
3 α

+
4 α
−
5 ). This means, that πc |=

(e|p), for all c-representations πc of R. Hence, R|∼ c(e|p).
C-representations handle conditional interactions in a numerical way, but also

allow us to use structural arguments when considering conditional entailment.

Our general approach based on conditional structures and c-representations
may be improved when combined with the principle of least commitment and
with the principle of minimum specificity, that is, choose the α’s in a least com-
mitted and least specific way. The consequences of these principles are twofold:

1. To allow worlds verifying conditionals to be as normal and least specific as
possible, set α+

i = 1 for 1 � i � n. Since R is consistent iff there are worlds
not falsifying any of the conditionals in R, this implies α0 = 1. Further-
more, to comply with intuition (falsifying conditionals should decrease the
possibility of worlds), we choose α−i < 1 for 1 � i � n.

2. In order not to introduce any relations which are not explicitly sanctioned
by the representation postulate π |= R, choose α−1 , . . . , α

−
n according to

(6), but in a least committed way. This amounts to partition R into sets
R1, . . . ,Rm of conditionals, where conditionals in subsets with lower indices
can be established more easily than those in subsets with higher indices. We
may then choose α−i such that for all conditionals in one set Rj , all α−i are
the same, and the α−i are then chosen following some discrete scale, e.g.,
1
2 ,

1
22 ,

1
23 , . . ., i.e. α−i = 1

2j for all conditionals (Bi|Ai) ∈ Rj .
An lcc-representation of R is a c-representation

πlcc(ω) =
∏

1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α−i

of R whose factors α−i satisfy both requirements 1. and 2. above. In particular,
α−i < 1, and


 max
ω|=AiBi

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j


 > α−i


 max
ω|=AiBi

∏
j �=i

ω|=AjBj

α−j


 , (8)

1 � i � n, for lcc-representations πlcc. Let |∼ lcc be the inference relation based
on considering all lcc-representations:

R|∼ lcc(B|A) iff πlcc |= (B|A) for all lcc-representations πlcc of R.
The approach we thereby obtain is very similar to the lcd-approach of Ben-

ferhat, Saffiotti and Smets [BSS00]. Instead of proto-infinitesimals and infinites-
imals which are used in that paper, we use formal symbols a−1 , . . . ,a

−
n and
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positive real numbers α−1 , . . . , α
−
n . So our c-interpretations are nearly the same

as their interpretations of proto-infinitesimals. Their auto-deduction principle
is the same as our (quite implicit) representation postulate π |= R. They base
their considerations upon belief functions, we use possibility distributions (which
correspond to plausibility functions). The basic idea to construct infinitesimal
lcd-belief functions is to interpret proto-infinitesimals according to a least com-
mitted ε-stratification, where each ε-stratification corresponds to a partition of
R, and least committedness comes down to minimizing the number of classes,
and to assign as many proto-infinitesimals (i.e. α−i in our framework) as possible
to classes with low index. This amounts exactly to choose α−1 , . . . , α

−
n according

to (6) in a least committed way, as described above in 2. So our |∼ lcc and |∼ lcd

of [BSS00] coincide.
The crucial difference between our work and that of Benferhat, Saffiotti

and Smets [BSS00] is how the special product form of possibility distributions
(see (5)), or belief functions, respectively, is motivated: Benferhat, Saffiotti and
Smets derive the product form from Dempster’s combination rule, whereas in
our framework, (5) arises from an underlying conditional theory, which is much
more general and applies not only in a possibilistic environment, but also in other
quantitative (probabilistic) and semi-quantitative (ordinal conditional functions)
environments and has also important consequences for handling conditionals ade-
quately in a purely qualitative manner (cf. [KI01a]). Actually, in the framework
of ordinal conditional functions, the application of our conditional approach
turns out to be a generalization of system-Z∗ (cf. [GMP93]; see [KI01b]). Note
that the ideas of considering conditional structures and using conditional indif-
ference were born when we investigated maximum entropy inference (cf. [KI98];
conditional indifference was termed conditional preservation there, as we actu-
ally considered probabilistic revision). So the same crucial principle, namely that
of conditional indifference, underlies our possibilistic representation approach as
well as the probabilistic maximum entropy approach, the generalized system-Z∗

and the lcd-approach of Benferhat, Saffiotti and Smets. It is this principle that
guarantees a most appropriate handling of conditionals in uncertain reasoning.

In Example 2, we showed that our approach solves the drowning problem;
in particular, it also solves the blocking of property inheritance problem (cf.
[BDP97]). Lemma 1 proves it to observe irrelevance. In the next example, we will
show that even the inference relation |∼ lcc based on lcc-representations does not
introduce conditional dependencies where there are none – it respects ambiguity
(also cf. [BSS00]):

Example 3. Consider the following set of conditionals R:

(f |b) Birds fly.
(b|p) Penguins are birds.
(f |p) Penguins do not fly.
(f |m) Objects with metal wings fly.

The factors α−1 , . . . , α
−
4 of any lcc-representation πlcc of R must be chosen

in a least committed way so as to satisfy (8), which means α−1 < 1, α−2 <
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max{α−1 , α−3 }, α−3 < max{α−1 , α−2 }, α−4 < 1. Therefore, lcc-representations are
obtained by choosing α−2 = α−3 < α−1 = α−4 < 1.

If we now see Super-Tweety, the penguin with metal wings, waddling around,
can we decide whether he flies or not? In our rule base R, there is evidence in
favor of and against Super-Tweety’s flying, but we are not able to make up our
mind. And indeed, this ambiguity is reflected by lcc-representations πlcc: We ob-
tain πlcc(pmf) = max{α−3 , α−2 α−3 } = α−3 and πlcc(pmf)
= max{α−1 α−4 , α−2 α−4 } = α−4 · max{α−1 , α−2 } = α−1 α

−
4 , and α−3 and α−1 α

−
4 are

incomparable. So neither R|∼ lcc(f |pm) nor R|∼ lcc(f |pm). The same holds if
we also take into account that Super-Tweety is a bird – neither (f |pbm) nor
(f |pbm) can be |∼ lcc-entailed from R.

6 Revising Possibility Distributions
by Conditional Beliefs

The theory of conditional structures also provides a solid foundation to deal
with conditionals appropriately when revising epistemic states by (propositional
and conditional) beliefs. Minimality of change is a crucial paradigm for belief
revision, and a “principle of conditional preservation” is to realize this idea of
minimality when conditionals are involved in change. Minimizing absolutely the
changes in conditional beliefs, as in [BG93], is an important proposal to this aim,
but it does not always lead to intuitive results (see [DP97]). The idea we will
develop here rather aims at preserving the conditional structure of knowledge
within an epistemic state which we assume to be represented by a possibility
distribution π.

We just explained what it means for a possibility distribution, π, to follow
the structure imposed by a set of conditionals R on the possible worlds by in-
troducing the notion of conditional indifference. Pursuing this approach further
in the framework of belief revision, a revision of π by simultaneously incorpo-
rating the conditionals in R, π∗ = π ∗R, can be said to preserve the conditional

structure of π with respect to R if the relative change function
π∗

π
is indifferent

with respect to R.

Definition 3. Let π be a (positive) possibility distribution, and letR be a (finite)
set of conditionals. Let π∗ = π ∗ R denote the result of revising π by R. π∗ is

indifferent with respect to R and π iff
π∗

π
(ω̂1) =

π∗

π
(ω̂2) whenever σR(ω̂1) =

σR(ω̂2) and ω̂1 ≡� ω̂2, for ω̂1, ω̂2 ∈ Ω̂.

The principle of conditional preservation is now realized as an indifference prop-
erty:

Definition 4. Let π be a (positive) possibility distribution, and let R be a finite
set of conditionals. A revision π∗ = π ∗ R satisfies the principle of conditional
preservation iff π∗ is indifferent with respect to R and π.
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So π ∗R satisfies the principle of conditional preservation if any change in plau-
sibility is clearly and unambigously induced by R. The next theorem character-
izes revisions of possibility distributions that satisfy the principle of conditional
preservation. The theorem is obvious by observing Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let π, π∗ be (positive) possibility distributions, and let R =
{(B1|A1), . . . , (Bn|An)} be a (finite) set of conditionals in (L | L). A revision
π∗ = π ∗R satisfies the principle of conditional preservation iff there are positive
real numbers α0, α

+
1 , α

−
1 , . . . , α

+
n , α

−
n ∈ R

+ such that for all ω ∈ Ω,

π∗(ω) = α0π(ω)
∏

1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α+
i

∏
1�i�n
ω|=AiBi

α−i (9)

Comparing Theorems 1 and 3 with one another, we see that a possibility dis-
tribution π is indifferent with respect to a finite set of conditionals R iff it can
be taken as a revision π0 ∗ R satisfying the principle of conditional preserva-
tion, where π0(ω) = 1 for all ω ∈ Ω is the uniform (least specific) possibility
distribution.

So knowledge representation and belief revision can be dealt with in a com-
mon framework, based on conditionals as crucial pieces of knowledge. At least
for this reason, the topic of revising epistemic states by conditional beliefs should
not be looked upon as a superfluous artifact, but should be appreciated as pro-
viding a most general and enhanced framework for representing and revising
knowledge. Due to the fact, that propositions, A, can be considered as degener-
ated conditionals, (A|T ), the theory may also be applied to propositional belief
revision. In fact, the principle of conditional preservation, as defined here, can be
shown to cover the postulates for iterative belief revision of [DP97] (cf. [KI01a]).

7 Extracting Rules from Possibilistic Data

The concept of conditional structures and the principle of conditional indifference
provide a powerful framework for inductive knowledge representation and belief
revision in possibility theory. Embedding the techniques into a group theoretical
framework makes calculations more convenient and allows an elegant presenta-
tion of the basic ideas. In this section, we will show how this link between group
theory and conditionals may be used to extract conditional relationships from
data.

Let a possibility distribution π be given which has been obtained from sta-
tistical data (see, e.g., [GK97]). The aim is to find a most concise set R of
conditionals of which π is a c-representation. This amounts to find R ⊂ (L | L)
such that π |= R and ker0 σR ⊆ ker0 π (where π is the induced homomorphism,
cf. Proposition 1). So numerical relationships within π – represented by elements
of ker0 π – are taken as manifestations of conditional interactions. These numer-
ical relationships will be translated into equations between group elements. By
solving these equations, complex conditional interactions will be disentangled to
yield an appropriate set of conditionals.
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Our method is based on the following prerequisites:

– We will concentrate on the discovery of single-elementary conditionals, that
is, we assume R to be a set of single-elementary conditionals. This restric-
tion should not be considered as a heavy drawback, bearing in mind the
expressibility of single-elementary conditionals.

– To exploit numerical relationships successfully, we must presuppose, that no
equation π(ω̂) = 1 holds accidentally, but that any of these equations is
clearly induced by R. Therefore, we assume

ker0 π = ker0 σR (10)

This last prerequisite (10) is a bit problematic in a possibilistic framework, be-
cause possibility values are often leveled for the sake of minimum specificity,
and this leveling will usually blur conditional structures. In particular, lcc-
representations which minimize conditional dependencies to the debit of condi-
tional clearness, are bad candidates for conditional knowledge discovery. Never-
theless, in spite of these objections, our method is interesting in that it provides
a completely new and theoretically profound approach to discover rules from
data.

So assume R = {(b1|A1), . . . , (bn|An)} is an existing, but hidden set of single-
elementary conditionals, such that (10) holds. Let us further suppose that ker0 π

(or parts of it) is known from exploiting numerical relationships. Let σR : Ω̂ →
FR = 〈a+

1 ,a
−
1 , . . . ,a

+
n ,a

−
n 〉 denote a conditional structure homomorphism with

respect to R .
Our method is a bottom-up approach generalizing conditionals in accordance

with the conditional structure revealed by ker0 π. We start with considering
basic single-elementary conditionals, which are single-elementary conditionals
with antecedents of maximal length. For each atom v ∈ L, choose an arbitrary,
but fixed numbering of the remaining atoms w 
= v, (w0, w1, . . . , w#(atoms)−1).
Then basic single-elementary conditionals are conditionals of the form

ψv,l = (v |
∧
j

w
εj
j ) (11)

with εj ∈ {0, 1}, w1
j := wj , w

0
j := wj , 0 � j � #(atoms)− 1 and l =

∑
j εj2

j . We
will abbreviate the antecedent of ψv,l by Cv,l. Let

B = {ψv,l | v atom in L, 0 � l � 2#(atoms)−1 − 1}
denote the set of all basic single-elementary conditionals in (L | L), and let FB =
〈b+
v,l,b

−
v,l | v atom in L, 0 � l � 2#(atoms)−1 − 1〉 be the free abelian group

corresponding to B with conditional structure homomorphism σB : Ω̂ → FB,

σB =
∏
v,l

σv,l, σv,l(ω) =




b+
v,l, if ω = Cv,lv

b−v,l, if ω = Cv,lv

1, else
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Note that σB and FB are known, whereas σR and FR are not. We only know
the kernel, ker0 σR, of σR, which is, by assuming (10), the same as the kernel,
ker0 π, of π. Now, to establish a connection between what is obvious (B) and
what is searched for (R), we define a homomorphism g : FB → FR via

g(b±v,l) =
∏

1�i�n
bi=v,Cv,l|=Ai

a±i , (12)

Actually, g is a “phantom” which is not explicitly given, but only known to exist.
Its crucial meaning for the knowledge discovery task is revealed by the following
theorem and its corollary:

Theorem 4. Let g : FB → FR be as in (12). Then σR = g ◦ σB.

Corollary 2. ω̂ ∈ ker0 σR = ker0 π iff ω̂ ∈ Ω̂0 and σB(ω̂) ∈ ker g.

This means, that numerical relationships observed in π (and represented by
elements of ker0 π) translate into group theoretical equations modulo the kernel
of g:

Proposition 3. Let ω̂ = ωr11 · . . . · ωrmm ∈ Ω̂0. Then σB(ωr11 · . . . · ωrmm ) ∈ ker g
iff for all atoms v in L,

∏
1�k�m
ωk=Cv,lv

(b+
v,l)

rk ,
∏

1�k�m
ωk=Cv,lv

(b−v,l)
rk ∈ ker g. (13)

So each (generating) element of ker0 σR gives rise to an equation modulo ker g
for the generators b+

v,l,b
−
v,l of FB. Moreover, Proposition 3 allows us to split

up equations modulo ker0 g to handle each atom separately as a consequent of
conditionals.

The idea of our data mining procedure is to exploit the relations mod ker g
holding between the group elements bv,l ∈ FB with the aim to define a finite
sequence of sets S(0),S(1), . . . of conditionals approximating R:

ker0 σS(0) ⊆ ker0 σS(1) ⊆ . . . ⊆ ker0 σR (14)

The set B of basic single elementary conditionals proves to be an ideal starting
point:

Lemma 2. σB is injective, i.e. ker0 σB = {1}.
So σB provides the most finely grained conditional structure on Ω̂: No different
elements ω̂1 
= ω̂2 are equivalent with respect to B. So set S(0) := B and g(0) := g.

By solving the equations modulo ker g(t), t � 0, we obtain a finite se-
quence of sets S(t) of single-elementary conditionals ϕ(t)

v,j = (v|D(t)
v,j) with cor-

responding group generators s(t)
v,j

+
, s(t)
v,j

−
such that ker0 σS(0) ⊆ . . . ker0 σS(t) ⊆

ker0 σS(t+1) ⊆ . . . ⊆ ker0 σR, as desired, together with homomorphisms g(t)
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describing their relationship to R. Each S(t+1) arises from S(t) by eliminat-
ing conditionals, or by aggregating conditionals with identical consequents in
conjoining their antecedents. These operations are induced by group equations
modulo ker0 g

(t) (equivalence modulo ker0 g
(t) is denoted by ≡g(t) in the fol-

lowing, and the +,−-signs may be omitted): For instance, if s(t)
v,j ≡g(t) 1, then

simply eliminate ϕ(t)
v,j , and if

s(t)
v,j0
≡g(t) s(t)

v,j1
. . . s(t)

v,jm
, (15)

then

1. eliminate ϕ(t)
v,j0

from S(t);
2. replace each ϕ(t)

v,jk
by ϕ(t+1)

v,jk
= ϕ

(t)
v,j0
�ϕ(t)

v,jk
= (v | D(t)

v,j0
∨D(t)

v,jk
), for 1 � k �

m; set D(t+1)
v,jk

= D
(t)
v,j0
∨D(t)

v,jk
, 1 � k � m;

3. retain all other ϕ(t)
w,l.

For the formal details and theoretical justifications, cf. [KI00b]. We will briefly
illustrate the method by an example.

Example 4. We consider formulas involving the three atomic propositions a -
being a student, b - being young, and c - being single (i.e. unmarried). The
distribution π over a, b, c is given as follows:

ω π(ω) ω π(ω) ω π(ω) ω π(ω)

abc 0.720 abc 0.900 abc 0.12 abc 0.300
abc 0.800 abc 1.000 abc 0.400 abc 1.000

Important relationships between possibility values are

π(abc) = π(abc),
π(abc)
π(abc)

=
π(abc)
π(abc)

,

π(abc)
π(abc)

=
π(abc)
π(abc)

.

We list the twelve basic single-elementary conditionals of B which we start with:

ψa,0=(a | bc) ψb,0=(b | a c) ψc,0=(c | ab)
ψa,1=(a | bc) ψb,1=(b | ac) ψc,1=(c | ab)
ψa,2=(a | bc) ψb,2=(b | ac) ψc,2=(c | ab)
ψa,3=(a | bc) ψb,3=(b | ac) ψc,3=(c | ab)

with corresponding generators b+
v,l,b

−
v,l of FB. The numerical relationships yield

the following group equations :

σB(abc) ≡g σB(abc)
σB(abc)σB(abc) ≡g σB(abc)σB(abc)
σB(abc)σB(abc) ≡g σB(abc)σB(abc)
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which imply

b−a,2b
+
b,0b

−
c,1 ≡g b−a,0b

−
b,0b

−
c,0

b+
a,3b

+
b,3b

+
c,3 · b−a,2b+

b,0b
−
c,1 ≡g b+

a,2b
+
b,2b

−
c,3 · b−a,3b+

b,1b
+
c,1

b+
a,1b

−
b,3b

+
c,2 · b−a,0b−b,0b−c,0 ≡g b+

a,0b
−
b,2b

−
c,2 · b−a,1b−b,1b+

c,0

Considering these equations for each atom a, b, c separately and omitting the
{+,−}-signs, we obtain the following equivalences:

ba,0 ≡g ba,2,bc,0 ≡g bc,1,bb,0 ≡g 1,
ba,2 ≡g ba,3,bc,1 ≡g bc,3,bb,0bb,3 ≡g bb,1bb,2,
ba,0 ≡g ba,1,bc,0 ≡g bc,2.

This yields
ba,0 ≡g ba,1 ≡g ba,2 ≡g ba,3,
bc,0 ≡g bc,1 ≡g bc,2 ≡g bc,3,
bb,0 ≡g 1, bb,3 ≡g bb,1bb,2.

Eliminating ψb,0 and joining conditionals according to these equations results in
the set S = {(a|�), (c|�), (b|a), (b|c)} of conditionals of which the above possi-
bility distribution π is a c-representation.

Note that π in Example 4 is not an lcc-representation. Actually, the possibil-
ity degrees are quite arbitrary. This example should only illustrate the method:
Ratios (of first order or of higher orders) are investigated to reveal structures of
conditional knowledge.

8 Conditional Structures and Conditional Events

We announced our approach to conditionals as a substantially new one, capturing
the nature of conditionals peculiarly well. The results and examples presented
above illustrate this, but what is actually new and different, compared with
other, established conditional theories?

First formal work on conditionals dates back to the days of Boole. Con-
ditional events were investigated particularly intensively in the nineties of the
past century, when their crucial meaning for knowledge representation in AI
had become apparent (for a historical review, cf. [NW94]; for a survey of con-
ditional logics, cf. [Nut80]). Lewis [Lew76] made clear that conditionals cannot
be handled as boolean entities, so new ways of representing and dealing with
conditionals had to be explored. A very popular approach, e.g., is the following
one (for an overview of important approaches to conditionals, see [DGC94]):

It is generally agreed that two conditionals (B|A), (D|C) are equivalent,
(B|A) ≡ (D|C), iff A ≡ C and AB ≡ CD. So it seems adequate to define a
conditional (B|A) by a set of boolean propositions X all fulfilling AX = AB:
(B|A) := {X ∈ L | AX = AB} = {X ∈ L | AB � X � A ∨ B}, where � is the
usual entailment relation between boolean propositions (see [GN88]). That is, a
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conditional is identified with an interval of boolean propositions. This gives rise
to a partial ordering � between conditionals which is also frequently understood
as an entailment relation between conditionals (cf. [DP91b,BDP97]):

(D|C) � (B|A) iff CD � AB and AB � CD (16)

Walker lists in [Wal94] several equivalent representations of conditional events
and investigates different ways of defining logical connectives between condition-
als. The representation that seems most adequate to compare our approach with
others is the one that identifies a conditional (B|A) with an ordered pair of its
crucial components AB,AB:

(B|A) ∼ (AB,AB), (17)

so that (L | L) ∼ {(X,Y ) | X,Y ∈ L, XY ≡ ⊥}. Moreover, the appropriateness
of the three-valued semantics of conditionals (1) which we base our theory upon
is accepted by most other researchers in the field of conditionals. So the essential
ingredients to our theory are established and nearly undebatable. The difference
lies in the way we make use of them. Our focusing not on logical properties
but on the effects conditionals exert on possible worlds suggests another way
of relating conditionals to one another. First of all, both positive and negative
effects are considered to be equally important, no priority is given to the con-
firming component AB (as is done in most approaches). So, a conditional (D|C)
is called a subconditional of (B|A), iff its effect on worlds is in line with (B|A),
but possibly (D|C) applies to fewer worlds:

(D|C) � (B|A) iff for all ω ∈ Ω,
{
σ(D|C)(ω) = 1⇒ σ(B|A)(ω) = 1
σ(D|C)(ω) = 0⇒ σ(B|A)(ω) = 0 (18)

which amounts to saying that (D|C) � (B|A) iff CD � AB and CD � AB.
Note the essential difference with (16), but we still have (B|A) ≡ (D|C) iff
(B|A) � (D|C) and (D|C) � (B|A), due to (B|A) ≡ (D|C) iff AB ≡ CD and
AB ≡ CD.

Further, we can define connectives �,� by setting

(B|A) � (D|C) := inf{(B|A), (D|C)}

and
(B|A) � (D|C) := sup{(B|A), (D|C)},

where the supremum is defined only if ABCD ≡ ABCD ≡ ⊥. It is easy to check
that

(B|A) � (D|C) = (BD | AC(BD ∨BD)) (19)
(B|A) � (D|C) = (AB ∨ CD | A ∨ C) (20)

Although (B|A) � (D|C) in its original sense as a supremum is defined only
for ABCD ≡ ABCD ≡ ⊥, (20) may be used for defining a connective for
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arbitrary (B|A), (D|C). If the condition ABCD ≡ ABCD ≡ ⊥ is not fulfilled,
however, then (B|A) � (D|C) is not the supremum of (B|A) and (D|C) (as can
easily be seen by considering (B|A) and (B|A)). � and � are associative and
distributive operations on (L | L), if all required suprema exist (cf. [KI01a]).
Their connections to the boolean operations ∧ and ∨ can be seen more directly
by using the representation (17)

(X,Y ) � (W,Z) = (X ∧W,Y ∧ Z),
(X,Y ) � (W,Z) = (X ∨W,YW ∨ ZX),

= (X ∨W,Y ∨ Z) if XZ ≡ YW ≡ ⊥,
that is, the ∧- and ∨-operator, respectively, are applied to the confirming and the
refuting components separately, respectively. Both � and � are truth-functional,
with ((B|A) � (D|C))(ω) = 1 iff (B|A)(ω) = 1 and (D|C)(ω) = 1, and ((B|A) �
(D|C))(ω) = 0 iff (B|A)(ω) = 0 and (D|C)(ω) = 0, whereas ((B|A)� (D|C))(ω)
= 1 iff (B|A)(ω) = 1 or (D|C)(ω) = 1, and ((B|A) � (D|C))(ω) = 0 iff
(B|A)(ω) = 0 and (D|C)(ω) 
= 1, or (D|C)(ω) = 0 and (B|A)(ω) 
= 1. There-
fore, we obtain the following truth tables for combining conditionals by � and
�, respectively (note that for the supremum, 0 � 1 and 1 � 0 do not exist):

� 0 1 u
0 0 u u
1 u 1 u
u u u u

� 0 1 u
0 0 1/undef. 0
1 1/undef. 1 1
u 0 1 u

These truth-tables reveal some incompatibilities with boolean logic: We have
0 � 1 = 1 � 0 = u, and 0 � 1 and 1 � 0 are not defined, if � is taken as a
supremum. If one conditional is confirmed and the other refuted, nothing is
said how they combine. So, no boolean rules are forced upon the interactions
of conditionals. Therefore, the difference between our theory and most other
approaches is that we do not expect the connectives � and � to observe boolean
laws; in particular, though � and � are based upon ∨ and ∧, respectively, they
cannot be taken as extensions of those boolean operators (note, however, that the
generalized version of � does extend ∨ and is identical to Calabrese’s conditional
∨-operator; see [Cal91]). Moreover, � and � are not linked by DeMorgan’s laws;
rather, the negation (B|A)′ := (B|A) acts as a homomorphism with respect to
both connectives: ((B|A) � (D|C))′ = (B|A)′ � (D|C)′ and ((B|A) � (D|C))′ =
(B|A)′ � (D|C)′.

This breaking with boolean conditional traditions also has consequences for
considering facts (i.e., boolean propositions) as conditionals: Usually, a propo-
sition A is identified with the degenerate (two-valued) conditional (A|�). This
appears to be justified by considering (1). Note, however, that actually, stating
A means “A is true”, whereas (A|�) means “A is plausible”. This distinction is
respected in our framework, in that A∧B does not correspond to (A|�)� (B|�)
(= (AB|AB ∨ AB) 
= (AB|�); the conjunction of two plausible propositions
need not be plausible), nor does (A|�) � (B|�) mean A ⊆ B; rather, we have
(A|�) � (B|�) if and only if A ≡ B.
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In summary, it can be said that, although the roots of our approach are firmly
established in the foundations of conditional theories, the thorough application
of the new concept of conditional structures brings forth quite a new theory of
conditionals which is non-boolean to a very large extent. We think, however,
that the loss of boolean conveniences is more than compensated by gaining a
rich methodological framework for handling the dynamic power of conditionals
more adequately, in particular in the areas of inductive knowledge representation
and belief revision.

To exemplify what it means that c-representations impose conditional struc-
tures upon worlds, we state the following proposition which relates � to |∼ c-
inference (cf. (7)) and extends Corollary 1:

Proposition 4. (B|A) |∼ c(D|C) iff (D|C) � (B|A), that is, if (D|C) is a sub-
conditional of (B|A).

Proof. Any possibilistic c-representation of (B|A) has the form

π(ω) =



α0 if ω |= A,
α0α

+ if ω |= AB,
α0α

− if ω |= AB

with positive real numbers α0, α
+, α− such that α+ > α− (cf. (6)). If (D|C) �

(B|A), then also π |= (D|C), and conversely, if (D|C) is not a subconditional of
(B|A), then α0, α

+, α− can be chosen appropriately so that π 
|= (D|C).

So, in the simple case where only one conditional is considered, inferring
by observing conditional structures means accepting all subconditionals, too.
If the inference is to be based on a set of conditionals, interactions between
these conditionals have to be taken into account, and c-entailment should not
be expected to be this simple. A thorough investigation of |∼ c is a topic of our
current research.

9 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we presented an approach to handle conditional knowledge most
appropriately in a possibilistic environment. The framework we developed was
based on the theory of conditional structures which are apt to make conditional
interactions transparent and manageable. Observing conditional structures gives
rise to the principle of conditional indifference which proves to be a most power-
ful guideline for inductive knowledge representation as well as for belief revision,
where it underlies the principle of conditional preservation. Conditional preser-
vation, on the one hand, means to respect prior conditional knowledge as far as
possible, and, on the other hand, imposes the structures of the new conditionals
onto the revised belief state. It allows us to deal with revision in a most general
framework, namely, to revise epistemic states by sets of conditionals.

The link that has been established between conditionals and group theory via
conditional structures may also be used to extract rules from possibilistic data,
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considering knowledge discovery as a process inverse to inductive knowledge pre-
sentation. Numerical relationships are taken as reflecting structural dependencies
between conditionals, which can be elaborated by group theoretical means. So
our approach is numerically based, but not guided by focusing on high possibil-
ities. It does not concentrate on single, isolated rules, but is apt to take highly
complex interactions of conditionals into account.

All techniques presented in this paper can be generalized to handle quantified
conditionals in a straightforward way. Actually, the application of our theory to
inductive knowledge representation, belief revision and knowledge discovery in
a richer framework, where the acceptance of conditionals may be specified by
values reflecting their degrees of necessity, appears to be even more rewarding.
The elaboration of our ideas in that framework is a topic of our present research.
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Abstract. This paper presents a method of using the so-called “bacterial algo-
rithm” [4, 5] for extracting the rules of a fuzzy system. The class of membership
functions is restricted to trapezoidal, as it is general enough and widely used.
The algorithm contains the bacterial mutation step allowing both the change of
more than one membership function at one time, and the fine-tuning. Further
operators are applied for optimising the number of rules in the base, eliminating
ineffective rules and contract similar rules into a single one. …

1 Introduction 

In the applications of fuzzy systems [1] one of the most important tasks is to find the 
optimal rule base. This might be given by a human expert or might be given a priori 
by the linguistic description of the modelled system. If however neither an expert, nor 
linguistic descriptions are available, the system has to be designed by other methods 
based on numerical data [5]. Nature inspired some evolutionary optimisation algo-
rithms suitable for global optimisation of even non-linear, high-dimensional, multi-
modal, and discontinuous problems. The original genetic algorithm (GA) was devel-
oped by Holland [2] and was based on the process of evolution of biological organ-
isms. GA-s use three well-known operators: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. 
Closely related evolutionary programming (EP) was proposed by Fogel [3]. EP uses 
selection and mutation operators. A more recent approach is the bacterial algorithm. 
This includes a modified mutation operator called bacterial mutation, emulating a 
biological phenomenon of microbial evolution. This gives an alternative by other 
algorithms, because it is simpler, and it is possible to reach lower error within a short 
time. In Section 2 the basics of fuzzy systems and evolutionary algorithms are intro-
duced. In Section 3 the bacterial algorithm for trapezoidal fuzzy systems is described. 
Simulation results can be found in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2 Fuzzy Systems and Evolutionary Algorithms 

The theory of fuzzy logic was developed by Zadeh in the late 1960s [1]. This was the 
rediscovering of the multivalued logic created by Lukasiewicz. The main idea was 
that most of the phenomena of the real world could not be described by two values. 
The function assigning fuzzy truth degrees between zero and one to elements of a 
universal set: 

]0,1[X:A →µ , (1)

In the above, A is a fuzzy set. A fuzzy rule base contains fuzzy rules Ri:

Ri: IF (x1 is Ai1) AND (x2 is Ai2) AND ... AND (xn is Ain) THEN (y is Bi), (2)

where Aij and Bi are fuzzy sets, xj and y are fuzzy inputs and output. The structure of a 
rule is the following:  

IF Premise THEN Conclusion, (3)

where the premise consists of antecedents linked by fuzzy operator AND. There are 
many alternative possibilities to define the t-norm operator. The most frequently used 
one is the minimum operation. In the MAX-MIN inference method, the activation 
degree of the premise is:  

wi = min {wi1, wi2, ..., win}, (4)

where wij is the intersection between xj input and Xij fuzzy set in the ith rule. In a fuzzy 
inference system the output is calculated in the following way: the activation degree 
wi is computed for each rule in the rule base. Then the ith output fuzzy set is cut-off by 
wi in each rule and the union of these cut-off fuzzy sets is composed, where the union 
means generally the maximum operation. Then a crisp value from the resultant output 
fuzzy set is made. This process is called defuzzification. There are many ways of 
defuzzification. The Centre of Gravity (COG) method is used here because it is gen-
eral and easy to compute. This method calculates the crisp output by the sums of the 
centre of gravities of the conclusions. Thus, a fuzzy inference system can compute 
output y of an input vector x. The main purpose is to make the best solution possible 
for each input vector, therefore the optimum rule base need to be found. There are 
several optimisation algorithms, which were inspired by the processes in nature. The 
advantage of these algorithms is their possibility to solve and quasi-optimise prob-
lems with non-linear, high-dimensional, multimodal, and discontinuous character. 
The original genetic algorithm (GA) was developed by Holland [2] and based on the 
process of evolution of biological organisms. The GA use three operators: reproduc-
tion, crossover, and mutation. First the population must be initialised. Then the ge-
netic cycle follows: individuals from the population are selected. After this, the se-
lected individuals go through crossover: two parents create two offsprings with the 
random exchange of bits between the two parents. Finally, the mutation operator 
alters randomly some bits of the new offsprings. So, a new generation develops and 
the genetic cycle continues until a good solution to the problem is taken. Evolutionary 
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programming (EP) was proposed by Fogel in the 1960’s [3]. EP uses the selection 
and mutation operators. A newer approach is the bacterial algorithm. This includes a 
modified mutation operator called bacterial mutation based on a biological phenome-
non of microbial evolution. 

3 Fuzzy Rule Base Identification by Bacterial Algorithm 

The algorithm is similar to that used in [4]. The main difference is that trapezoidal 
membership functions are used. They are described by four parameters with the four 
breakpoints of the trapezium. Moreover the membership functions are identified by 
the two indices i and j. So, the membership function Aij(aij,bij,cij,dij) belongs to the ith

rule and the jth input variable. Bi(ai,bi,ci,di) is the output membership function of the ith

rule. The relative importance of the jth fuzzy variable in the ith rule: 
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where aij≤bij≤cij≤dij must hold. 

So the encoding method of a fuzzy system with two inputs and one output, see in  
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1.  Fuzzy rules encoded in a chromosome 

For example, Rule 3 in Fig. 1 means: 
if x1 is A31(4.3,5.1,5.4,6.3) and x2 is A32(1.2,1.3,2.7,3.1)

then y is B3(2.6,3.8,4.1,4.4)
(6)

where Aij and Bi mean the trapezoidal membership function with the four breakpoints.  
The algorithm is described as follows [4, 5]
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3.1 Generating the Initial Bacterium 

First the initial (random) bacterium is created. This means that all membership func-
tions in the chromosome must be randomly initialised. The initial number of rules is 
Nmax. So, in this step (k+1)Nmax membership functions are created (k is the number of 
input variables in the given problem, and each membership function has four parame-
ters).  

3.2 Bacterial Mutation 

After the initialisation process the algorithm goes through several cyclic steps.      
First, m -1 copies (clones) of the rule base are generated [4]. Then a certain part of the 
chromosome [5] is randomly selected and the parameters of this selected part are 
randomly changed in each clone (mutation). Next all the clones and the original bac-
terium are evaluated by the error criterion. The best individual transfers the mutated 
part into the other individuals. This cycle is repeated for the remaining parts, until all 
parts of the chromosome have been mutated and tested. At the end the best rule base 
is kept and the remaining m -1 are discharged. The above procedure is repeated once 
more, however, with different parameters [4]. It is an important question how long is 
one part suffering mutation and what is the degree of the mutation (expressed as the 
relative size in terms of the interval). This approach allows both selecting more than 
one membership function and fine-tuning. The number of mutated membership func-
tions and the mutation degree are external parameters of the bacterial mutation. If 
selecting more than one membership function is allowed then the local minima in the 
optimisation process can be avoided. Application of changing two or more member-
ship functions at a time with fine-tuning in the first bacterial mutation and in the sec-
ond step changing one membership function in the whole interval of the given vari-
able was proposed in [4]. 

3.3 Fuzzy Operators 

Bacterial mutation optimises the membership functions in the rule base. Besides, it is 
important to optimise the structure of the rule base. Ineffective rules must be elimi-
nated and similar rules must be contracted. The following operators help to optimise 
the number of rules: 

Annihilation. When a membership function becomes too narrow the rule using it 
must be deleted. The evaluation criterion (Fig. 2) is:

j
jjjj
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dcba
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4
,

(7)
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where li and lj are the lengths of the medians of the membership functions of the given 
input or output variables in the ith and jth rule and β is the annihilation parameter. The 
larger is the value of β, the more severe is the annihilation criterion. 

Fig. 2. Annihilation

Fusion. If two membership functions, belonging to the same variable are near to each 
other, and the difference between the lengths of their median is small enough, then 
they are fused in a single membership function (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Fusion

There are two criteria of fusion, accordingly: 

γγ <<− f
l

l

j

i and1 ,
(8)
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where li and lj are the lengths of the median of the membership functions of the given 
variable in the ith and jth rule, and f is the distance between the centres of li and lj. To 
execute fusion both criteria must be satisfied, but only one parameter, γ is used. The 
smaller is the value of γ, the more severe is the criterion of fusion. The parameters of 
the fused membership function will be: 

ji

jjii
fus ll

lzlz
z

+
+

= ,
(9)

where z stands for the four breakpoints (a, b, c and d) of a trapezoidal membership 
function. 

Semantic analysis. If two rules have the same antecedents but a different consequent, 
the membership functions of the output variable are fused in one output membership 
function by using the fusion described above [4]. 

Rule removal. As COG defuzzification is used, removal of a rule [4] generates large 
error values so it decreases the performance of the fuzzy system. A new method is 
proposed here where the importance of the remaining rule is increased so it represents 
the two identical rules in one. For example if the ith and the jth rules are identical then 
the jth rule is deleted and the parameters of the new output membership function of the 
ith rule will be calculated as the following: 
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where ai, bi, ci and di are the breakpoints of the trapezoidal membership function of 
the output variable and ai’ and di’ are the new breakpoints for ai and di . Parameters bi

and ci remain unchanged. 

3.4 Stop Condition 

If the bacterium satisfies a stop condition or the maximum generation number is 
reached then the algorithm ends, otherwise it returns to the bacterial step. 

4 Results 

4.1 Definition of the Error Function 

The widely used error functions in earlier publications defining the error value are as 
follows [4]: 
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where n is the number of the evaluated patterns, ŷ  is the desired output of the mod-

elled system for an input pattern and y is the output of the fuzzy system for the same 
input. The main problem with this formula is that it is not normalised, so the error 
results cannot be compared with each other. Another formula used [5] is the follow-
ing: 
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The problem with this expression is that the error depends on the actual value of the 
output in a non-normalised way. If the expected output value is smaller, the error 
seems to be larger with the same difference. In our approach we introduced a differ-
ent error function in order to reach better approximation of the model: 
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where Imax is the upper and Imin is the lower bound of the interval of the output variable, 
so the error is normalised by the length of the output interval rather than the actual 
value of the output. This approach helps with keeping the accuracy of the approxima-
tion of the patterns always constant, not being sensitive to the absolute value of the 
desired output. At the same time it has the advantage of being a normalised value 
keeping the error within [0,1]. 

4.2 Simulation Results 

Target function. To test the algorithm, the following widely used target function [4, 
5] was chosen: 

)(2
43

5.0
21

652 xxexxxxy −+++= , (14)

where

]2.1,0[],1,0[],6.0,0[],4,0[],5,1[],5,1[ 654321 ∈∈∈∈∈∈ xxxxxx . (15)

The training set included 200, the validation set 500 patterns. The algorithm was 
running for 40 generations with 2 different bacterial operations in each and using 20 
clones. Next we summarize some of the interesting points. 
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Number of changing membership functions. It is possible that the optimisation 
procedure is trapped in a local optimum and further optimisation becomes impossible 
when only one membership function is modified in each generation in a rule. This 
way more than one membership functions have to be changed, as it was experienced 
through the previous approximation tests. In this method the number of membership 
functions to change is fixed. Every membership function is allowed to change in one 
generation. During our tests with the six input variables function two or three changes 
turned out to be sufficient and larger numbers of changes showed no visible effect on 
the result as described in Figs. 4 and 5, where β = 5, γ = 5% and the initial number of 
rules was 10. The values in the table are averages of 4 results. 

MF change Rule No. Train. err. [%] Test err. [%]
1 5,75 4,30425 8,38225
2 4,75 5,66925 9,02325
3 6 4,8755 8,6555
4 4 6,6995 8,78875
5 3,75 6,13475 9,2765
6 4,75 5,646 8,366
7 5,75 5,948 9,28875

Fig. 4. Effect of how many MFs are changed (1).
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Fig. 5. Effect of how many MFs are changed (2).

We found that if the number of membership functions to be changed was increased, 
the approximation accuracy of the above mentioned benchmark function was not 
affected significantly, presumably because of the high complexity of the problem. 

MFs to change 
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Fine-tuning. In our tests fine-tuning the membership functions was included and we 
found that if a membership function remained in the rule base it meant generally that 
it was important for the fuzzy system even if it might not be optimal. It was possible 
to improve the accuracy of a fuzzy system by changing the breakpoints of the 
trapeziums by small random values. 

Reducing complexity of a fuzzy system. The use of the operations fusion, 
annihilation, semantic analysis, and rule removal proved to be an effective tool to 
optimise the size of fuzzy rule bases by reducing redundancy. Several tests were 
taken to identify the optimal parameters to avoid generating “too simple” rule bases 
and improving performance. Test results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. γ= 5% and the 
initial number of rules was 10. The values in this table are averages of 4 results. 

β Rule No. Train. err. [%] Test err. [%]
5 4,75 5,66925 9,02325
6 5,75 5,24725 8,6675
7 7,5 4,78775 9,44525
8 9 4,455 9,311
9 8,75 4,55125 8,9235

10 8 4,261 9,01575

Fig. 6. Effect of the annihilation parameter β (1).
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Fig. 7. Effect of the annihilation parameter β (2).

With the increase of the value of β the remaining rule number increased too, because 
the criteria of annihilation got more severe. As the rule number in the resulting base 
increased, the error measured during the training phase decreased however the error 
measured with the validation set did not. We interpreted it that the resulting large rule 
base was too specific for the training set and had no advantage when applied for an 
independent pattern set. We concluded that it was not necessary to give β high values 
as it just generated more complex rule bases with the same capability. 

β 
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5  Conclusions 

In this paper a new algorithm for the optimisation of the membership functions was 
shown. We intended not only to optimise the rules but also to reduce the size of the 
rule base. With trapezoidal membership functions the problem could be solved with 
fewer rules than with triangular ones. By applying fuzzy operators, optimal rule base 
size could be achieved. 
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There has been a long-lasting misunderstanding in the literature of artificial
intelligence and uncertainty modeling, regarding the role of fuzzy set theory
and many-valued logics. The recurring question is that of the mathematical and
pragmatic meaningfulness of a compositional calculus and the validity of the
exluded middle law. This confusion pervades the early developments of prob-
abilistic logic, despite early warnings of some philosophers of probability. This
talk tries to clarify this situation. It emphasizes three main points. First, it
suggests that the root of the controversies lies in the unfortunate confusion be-
tween degrees of belief and what logicians call “degrees of truth”. The latter are
usually compositional, while the former cannot be so. This claim is first illus-
trated by laying bare the non-compositional belief representation embedded in
the standard propositional calculus. It turns out to be an all-or-nothing version
of possibility theory. This framework is then extended to discuss the case of fuzzy
logic versus graded possibility theory. Next, it is demonstrated that any belief
representation where compositionality is taken for granted is bound to at worst
to collapse to a Boolean truth assignment and at best to a poorly expressive
tool. Lastly, some claims pertaining to an alleged compositionality of possibility
theory are refuted, thus clarifying a pervasive confusion between possibility the-
ory axioms and fuzzy set basic connectives. Lastly, some connections between
numerical possibility and probability will be outlined based on the fact that pos-
sibility distributions may encode families of probabilities. This talk is partially
based on a paper with Henry Prade, to appear in the Annals of Mathematics
for Artificial Intelligence.
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Abstract. This work presents an original transformation of an organization 
level of complex systems and its model based on fuzzified Petri net, with rule-
based decision-making and appropriate knowledge base. This modeling is an 
extension of all previous forms of fuzzy-Petri reasoning algorithm, because 
fuzzified parameterized Petri-nets proposed here, can be used to generate a high 
level abstract plan, even in the absence of complete information, which may be 
mapped into a specific plan at a lower level of the hierarchy. Our parameterized 
fuzzy-Petri net reformulation is following the original conception of G. N. 
Saridis and is fuzzy-addition to his Petri net co-ordinative controller. So it has 
general generic feature.  
 
Keywords: Fuzzy reasoning, parameterized fuzzy-Petri-nets, decision making, 
knowledge base, organization level, complex systems. 

1   Introduction 

Intelligent Control, according to G. N. Saridis [3],  is a multi-level structure obeying 
the Principle of Increasing Precision with Decreasing Intelligence. Probabilistic 
models are expressing the uncertainty of reasoning, planning decision making at the 
organization level, doing the assignment of tasks at the coordination level, and the 
control activities at the execution level. Entropies are used as measures of the 
execution of various commands by the Intelligent Machine and they serve for the 
optimal decision making. We have researched possibilities for two-level Control-
system architecture with high-level organization and low-level coordinative layer in 
the supremal level and for reformulation of the organizing controller as a fuzzzy-
parametrized-Petri-net production system. 

Parameterized Petri net (PPN) formalism when used in hybrid systems gives us a 
lot of advantages because of its great power for representation and modeling of 
parallel and concurent processes, and ability to generate a high level, abstract plan, 
even in situation of incomplete information. The formalism of parameterized-Petri 
nets can be used for modeling fuzzy-rule based systems directly, by simply 
identifying some of the elements (marking function) and features (basically 
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parameterized places and transitions) of PPNs formalism with the basic elements of a 
fuzzy knowledge base (KB) (propositions, degree of truth and implication 
relationships). The formalism is achieved with more specific aspects such as the 
association of propositions of the KB and places in fuzzy-PPN (FPPN), through the 
definition of a bijective function, and the association of transitions and the degrees of 
truth, which make up the KB. Furthermore, a formal separation between the 
representational scheme (the FPPN itself) and the associated dynamic process (data 
driven evaluation algorithm) is established using elements defined in the formalism 
but not included as a part of the FPPN. Our work explores further this line of research 
and contributes in terms of control-based fuzzy-parameterized-Petri-net computing 
mechanism which implements a two-layer supervisory controller with organizing-co-
ordinating functions and employs fuzzy-rule production system (FPS).    

2   Parameterized Petri Nets 

Parameterized Petri Nets (PPNs), which were originally proposed by Gracanin, 
Srinivasan and Valavanis [6], are analytical methodology for representation, 
modeling, analysis and synthesis of real-time complex hierarchial systems. They 
incorporate information related to the ordering of a sequence of actions (planning) in 
a natural way through the introduction of parameterized places, pattern transitions and 
descriptors. PPNs are also capable of inferring plans at every level of the system 
hierarchy and allow for the addition of pertinent details/information during 
subsequent steps (lower levels of hierarchy). 

The formal definition of PPNs is as follows: 
PPN=(C, D, Pp, T, I, O), where: 
C={CV1, CV2, ..., CV|C|}- set of all parameter values, where CVi is a set of values for 

the i-th parameter and |C| is the number of system parameters; 
D=CV1 x CV2 x ... x CV|C| - set of all patterns x=(x1, x2, ..., x|C|), where x1∈CV1,...,x|C| 

∈CV|C|; 
PP={PP1,PP2,...,PP|Pp|} - a parameterization descriptor, which is set of 

parameterized places, such that: Ui=1,|Pp| PPi=D, PPi∩PPj=∅, i≠j. 
T={pt1, pt2, ..., pt|T|} - the set of all pattern transitions, that represents all actions that 

may take place in the system. 
t={pti1, ..., pti|t|}⊆T - a parameterized transition, which is set of pattern transitions, 

that satisfy: |I(pti)∩PPk| = |I(ptj)∩PPk|, |O(pti)∩PPk|=|O(ptj)∩PPk|, ∀i,j,k: pti∈t, ptj∈t, 
Ppk∈ Pp. 

The number of input and output patterns belonging to a particular parameterized 
place must be the same for every pattern transition and every parameterized place in 
the parameterization descriptor. The set of all parameterized transitions is uniquely 
determined by the parameterization descriptor Pp and the set of all pattern transitions 
T, i.e. there is a mapping PT=m2(Pp, T)⊆2T. The parameterized input and output 
functions are: 

  PI(t)={PPi1,...,PPi|PI(t)|}⊆PP, PO(t)={PPj1,...,PPi|PO(t)|}⊆Pp (1) 

The number of places in the PPN is not fixed and it depends on the 
parameterization descriptor which describes the dynamic properties of a PPN. Given 
the parameterization descriptor, one can accordingly group the pattern transitions to 
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correspond to transitions in a standard PN. Parameterized places correspond to places 
in the standard PN. Transitions in the standard PN correspond to parameterized 
transitions. A token corresponds to a pattern of information.  

The interaction with the world can be represented as a PPN shown in Fig.1a. Using 
parameterization, patterns are grouped in several sets and each set is represented with 
a new place. Pattern transitions are accordingly grouped and each group is represented 
with a parameterized transition. In order to represent a particular system, a detailed 
parameterization is necessary. Patterns are grouped in parameterized places according 
to some criteria. Sets of pattern transitions which consume or produce information 
from those places are represented as parameterized transitions. A number of different 
groupings is possible, which produces different PPN representations; however, the 
system’s behavior is the same. This partition of the set of all patterns is a 
parameterization descriptor. Fig.1b shows such a parameterization. 

 
Def.: A parameterization is a mapping from one PPN to a set of PPNs all representing 
the same system, in such a way that only the parameterization descriptor Pp is 
changed: 

 (C, D, Pp, T, I, O) -> {(C, D, Pp

’, T, I, O)}   (2) 

In other words, one parameterization descriptor from the set is chosen in order to 
produce a new PPN representation of the system.  

    
 

World World

System

System
T

 

Fig. 1. A general and parameterized representation of a system. 

 
In the most general case the PPN is most detailed with all connected places (very 

similar to regular PN). The most limited case is those with at most one parameterized 
place. Somewhere in between is a ”useful” parameterization which reduces the 
number of choices while preserving flexibility. The criteria for the parameterization 
are based on some desired invariance of PPN properties and the semantics of the 
application. Parameterization may be restricted to occur only in top-down and 
bottom-up ways, depending on the necessary level of abstraction/detail required to 
analyze and simulate a system. If a top-down approach is used, parameterization may 
be interpreted as an ”abstract to specific information” transformation, or 
specialization. When the bottom-up approach is used, a parameterization may be 
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interpreted as a ”specific to abstract information” transformation, or generalization. 
The parameterized graph in this case is a tree. In the top-down approach one 
parameterized place is splitting into two or more new ones, thus creating a new 
parameterization descriptor, and in bottom-up approach there is a grouping of two or 
more parameterized places into the same place. 

At the highest level of abstraction, the set of all pattern transitions T is represented 
as a single parameterized transition in the PPN. When all patterns in a pattern 
transition are present, the pattern transition is enabled and may be activated (fired). If 
there is more than one enabled pattern transition, only one will be selected and 
activated. A marking M in the PPN is the same as in the corresponding PN. A single 
pattern transition is considered as a transition rule with a single pattern transition. So, 
the parameterized transition may be expressed as a union of rules, or parts of rules. 
Rules may be viewed as a convenient way to transform knowledge about the system 
to PPN terms, i.e. derivation of a PPN representation for the system knowledge. All 
properties of the regular PNs: safeness, boundedness, conservation, reachability and 
coverability are directly corresponding for the appropriate PPNs. 

3   Parameterized Petri Net Model of FPS 

We will consider the most generic representation of the rules which make up the KB 
in a FPS: 

Rr: IF X1
r IS A1

r AND ...AND XMr
r IS AMr

r THEN XMr+1
r  IS B1

r AND ... 

AND XMr+Nr
r  IS BNr

r ,  (tr),   

where the bold parts are fuzzy propositions and tr are linguistic values of the truth-
variable which qualify the rules. We are going to approach the projection of a KB 
onto a PPN and we start by identifying the parameter sets of the PPN with linguistic 
variables and linguistic values from the above rule: 

    C={CV1, CV2}    (3) 

  CV1={ X1
r ,...., XMr+Nr

r },  CV2={ A1
r ,...., BNr

r },     

Patterns of the PPN consist the propositions of the KB by means of bijective 
function: 

  a: P -> PR,  pk -> a(pk)=prk,   k=1,...,K,   (4)                    

where PR={ prk } is the set of propositions in the KB and K is the number of 

propositions in the KB. In the case where a proposition is found several times in 
different rules of the KB, a different pattern will be assigned to it for each of these 
appearances in the KB. This is necessary because the rules are qualified by a 
linguistic value of the truth-variable; the propositions, therefore, cannot be considered 
identical from the execution point of view. This representation is simplified when the 
same proposition is found in the consequent part of different rules and the linguistic 
values that qualify the rules are identical. In this case a single place will be assigned 
to such propositions.  

The description of the meaning of the pattern transitions is more complex, because 

of the linking rules. In our representation T=TR U TC = {t1,...,tR,tR+1,...,tR+C}. 
Subset TR includes the pattern transitions associated with each one of the rules which 
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make up the KB, whereas subset TC includes the pattern transitions that are associated 
with the existence of links between propositions. We define the input and the output 
functions over set T  

  I : T ---> f (P)      (5) 
  O: T ---> f (P)      (6) 

which associate to each pattern transition the set of patterns which constitute its input 
and output, respectively. These functions have a different interpretation depending on 
the subset of T in which they are considered. 

If tj ∈ TR, ∀ pi∈P, pi e I(tj) <=> a(pi) ∈ Antecedent part of Rj  (7) 

If tj ∈ TR, ∀ pi ∈ P, pi ∈ O(tj) <=> a(pi) ∈ Consequent part of Rj  (8) 

If tj ∈ TC,  pi ∈ I(tj) , pk ∈ O(tj) <=> a(pi) is linked with a(pk)  (9) 

Therefore a single pattern transition tj∈TC will exist for each of the indermediate 
variables Xj of the KB.  

The graphic representation of the PPN is defined with: 

 A = U { tj x O(tj) } U{ I(tj) x tj }     (10) 

                 tj ∈T 

We will define a truth function f that assigns to each tj ∈ TR the linguistic truth 
value associated with rule Rj : 

 f : TR ---> V,  tj ---> f( tj) = t j     (11)  

where V represents the set of linguistic values of the linguistic truth variable. We say 
that pattern pl is immediately reachable from pattern pk if: 

  ∃ tj ∈ T/pk ∈ I(tj) and  pl ∈ O(tj)    (12) 

The set of immediately reachable patterns from a given pattern pk make up the 
immediate rechability set IRS(pk). The pattern pl is reachable from pk, if pl is 
immediately reachable from pk or pl is reachable from pi ∈ IRS(pk). The set of all 
patterns that are reachable from pattern pk is called the reachability set RS(pk). Two 
patterns are adjacent, if: 

 ∃ tj ∈ T/pk, pl ∈ I(tj)      (13) 

The concept of adjacency can be extended to pattern transitions in a similar way. 
The adjacent pattern transition set with respect to pattern pi∈P is the set: 

  ATS(pi) = { tj / pi ∈ O(tj)}     (14) 

The adjacent pattern transitions associated with chains will represent the multiple 
link situation: several rules establish inferences over the same variable and one or 
more later rules make use of this variable in its (their) antecedent part. In this case, a 
pattern transition will be associated with each chain. 

4   Fuzzy- PPN Reasoning Components 

The fundamental notion for execution of a KB is marked PPN. Marking indicates that 
the degre of fulfillment (DOF) of the associated proposition is known, so this 
proposition can be used in the process of obtaining new references. It will be 
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necessary for the DOF’s of the different propositions to be available all the time. So 
we define the fulfillment function: 

  g: P ---> [0,1]      (15) 

which assigns to each pattern a real value: 
  g(p) = DOF(a(p))     (16) 

In our representation  tokens are transferred from some patterns to others by means 
of the activation of pattern transitions, following a basic rule: A pattern transition 

tj∈T is active (and will fire) if every pi∈I(P) has a token. When during the process of 
firing a pattern transition the token of the input patterns is removed, the information 
obtained about the DOF of that propositions is preserved in the fulfillment function. 

The firing of an active pattern transition tj∈ TR is equivalent to the application of a 

rule in the process of evaluating the KB. The activation of t
j

∈TC is equivalent to 
knowing, whether it be through previously performed inferences or through 
observation, the DOF of propositions a(pi), ∀ pi∈I(tj). In this case, the DOF for 

propositions a(pk),∀ pk∈ O(tj) is determined not by the application of rules of the 

KB, but by essentially the same method as the one used to determine the DOF of a 
proposition with observed input distribution values. Most of the operations 
participating in this calculation can be carried out a priori, leading to a significant 
simplification of the execution process. When all DOF’s of the antecedent part of a 
rule are known and it is executed, the marking function will have placed tokens in all 
of the input patterns of the corresponding pattern transition, activating it and causing 
it to fire, which will produce a new marking function. 

The definition of the initial marking function M in the PN representation of the KB 
of a FPS can be established as : 

  M : p ---> { 0,1 },  pi ---> M(pi)= { 0, if g(pi) is unknown 
               1, otherwise  (17) 
The marking function thus makes explicit the requirement that the DOF of a set of 

propositions must be known before an evaluation of the KB can be carried out. From 
a given marking function M, the firing of a pattern transition tj will produce a new 
marking function M’. The evolution of the marking functions of a PN is described by 
the transition function tf: 

 tf: M x T ---> M, (M,tj) ---> M'     (18) 
where: 

  M'(pi)={ 0, if  pi ∈ I(tj) 
     1, if  pi ∈ O(tj) 
     M(pi ), otherwise                (19) 

and M represents the set of all possible marking functions of the PPN. In the data 
driven evaluation strategy, the possibility distributions associated with input variables 
of the KB are initially known through observation. These known distributions will 
allow certain rules to fire and, as a result, new possibility distributions to be assigned 
to other (intermediate or output) variables. Repeating the process as many times as 
necessary, the complet evaluation of the KB is carried out until a possibility 
distribution is associated to each of the output variables.  

The process of executing a KB can be understood as the ”propagation” of 
possibility distributions through the KB, via implication operations (which permit 
”propagating” distributions from the antecedent part of a rule to the consequent part 
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of the same rule) and via links (which ”connect” the consequent part of one or several 
rules to the antecedent part of other(s)). These evaluation process is carried out 
following a certain order, which determines at any moment in time the rule(s) that 
may be applied. The process finishes with the operation of aggregating all the 
possibility distributions inferred for each output variable into a single final possibility 
distribution. 

Without loss of generality, we analyze a KB which consist of only two chained 
rules: 

RS: IF X1S IS A1S AND ... AND XMs
S IS AMs

S THEN XMs+1
S IS B1

S AND   

...AND XMs+Ns
S IS BNs

S (tS) 

RT: IF X1T IS A1T AND...AND XMT
TIS AMT

TTHEN XMT+1
T IS B1

TAND  

...AND XMT+NT
TIS BNT

T (tT)      (20) 

which are linked by : 

   XMs+1
S = X1 

T     (21) 

In order to represent the rule pair in the formalism we have described, we must first 
define the bijective function α, which relates patterns and propositions to this end, we 
define the following set of patterns: 

 P= { pr
mr | mr = 1, ... ,Mr+Nr, r=S,T }    (22) 

and the set of propositions: 

PR=prr
mr = { "Xr

mr IS Ar
mr", mr<= Mr; "Xr

mr IS Br
mr-Mr", mr>Mr}  (23) 

and, for short we choose: 

  pr
mr ---> a (pr

mr) = prr
mr    (24) 

Furthermore, given the simplicity of our KB, the parameterized transition for the 
rules and links are: 

   TR= { tS, tT}     (25) 

   TC = { t3 }     (26) 
The graphic representation of PPN for the considered rules is shown on Fig. 2: 

 

p1
s ps

Ms+1 p1
T pT

Mt+1

. . . . . . t3 . . . tT . . .

. . . ts . . . . . . . . .
ps

Ms ps
Ms+Ns pT

Mt pT
Mt+Nt

 

Fig. 2. Representation of the chaining of two rules in the PPN formalism . 

 
More details about the process of obtaining of DOF’s can be found in [13] and 

[14]. 
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5   Reasoning Algorithm 

The algorithm will basically consist of two stages: definition of the marking function 
and production of the DOF’s of the corresponding propositions and firing of the 
active pattern transitions. These stages are sequentually repeated until there are no 
more active pattern transitions, at in which time the inference process will have 
ended. Finally, we perform aggregation - assignment of a single possibility 
distribution to each output variable. Let IP and OP be the sets which group input and 
output patterns respectively. 

 
Step 1 
Initially we assume we know only the DOF’s of the propositions which operate on 
input variables, that is, those associated with input patterns. Therefore, the intial 
marking function will be: 

 M(pi) = { 0, if  pi ∉ IP; 1, if  pi ∈ IP }    (27) 

 
Step 2 
We fire the active pattern transitions. Let tj be any active pattern transition; that is, 

  tj ∈ T | ∀ pk ∈ I(tj), M(pk)=1    (28) 

The transition function tf , which defines the successive marking functions will be 
as defined with (14) and (15). Also, the corresponding DOF’s are obtained as follows: 

If  tj ∈ TR, g(pi) = Λ g(pk) , ∀pi ∈ O(tj)     (29) 

               pk∈ I(tj) 

 If  tj ∈ TC, g(pi) = V [trk( g(pk)) ork mpk,pi] , ∀pi ∈ O(tj)  (30) 

   pk∈ I(tj) 

where: 

  trk = f(trk), pk∈O(trk)     (31) 

Step 3: 
Go back to step 2, while: 

 ∃ tj ∈ T | M(pi) = 1, ∀pi ∈ I(tj)     (32) 

Step 4: 
For each output variable X, its associated possibility distribution B={bi}, i=1,...,I,  

will be:   

  bi= V tr(g(pn
r)) or tr(br

n,i)    (33) 

       pn
r∈ Px 

where the set PX of places associated with propositions in which inferences over X are 
carried out is defined by: 

 Px = { pn
r ∈ P | a(pn

r) = "X IS Bnr'}    (34) 
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6   Conclusions 

In this work we present a transformation of an organizing supervisory controller and 
its model based on fuzzified Petri net, with rule-based decision-making and 
appropriate knowledge base. This modeling is an extension of all previous forms of 
fuzzy-Petri reasoning algorithm, because fuzzified parameterized Petri-nets proposed 
here, can be used to generate a high level abstract plan, even in the absence of 
complete information, which may be mapped into a specific plan at a lower level of 
the hierarchy. 

 It is showed that by using of parameterized-Petri net formalism we can 
develop a model of FPS as a model for inferencing and conclusion chainings, which is 
compatibile with well-structured algorithms for data-driven execution of a fuzzified 
KB. This process, based on a KB execution approach through the compositional rule 
of inference, transfers most of the computational load to the design, and not execution 
stage. This allows thr complexity of the execution algorithms to remain independent 
of the discretization of the discourse universes over which the linguistic variables to 
be manipulated in the fuzzy production systems are defined. Our parameterized 
fuzzy-Petri net reformulation is following the  original conception of G. N. Saridis 
and is fuzzy-addition to his Petri net co-ordinative controller. So it has general generic 
feature. 
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Abstract. In this paper we highlight the specific meaning of images of
fuzzy sets under fuzzy relations in the context of fuzzy topology. More
precisely we show that fuzzy modifiers taking direct and superdirect im-
ages of fuzzy sets under fuzzy pre-orderings are respectively closure and
interior operators, inducing fuzzy topologies. Furthermore we investigate
under which conditions the same applies to the recently introduced gen-
eral closure and opening operators based on arbitrary fuzzy relations.

1 Introduction

Images of fuzzy sets under fuzzy relations prove to be very powerful tools in a
wide range of applications, varying from fuzzy databases, over fuzzy morphol-
ogy, fuzzy rough set theory, and the representation of linguistic modifiers, to
approximate reasoning schemes [5]. In this paper we will show that they have
a specific meaning in the context of fuzzy topology as well. More specifically in
Section 2 we will show that fuzzy modifiers taking direct and superdirect images
of fuzzy sets under fuzzy pre-orderings are respectively closure and interior op-
erators inducing Chang fuzzy topologies. In Section 3 we will investigate under
which conditions the same holds for the general closure and opening operators
introduced recently by Bodenhofer [2].

Throughout the paper T will denote a triangular norm with left-continuous
partial mappings T (x, .) for all x in [0, 1]. Furthermore T

→
will denote its residual

implication defined by

T
→

(x, y) = sup{λ ∈ [0, 1]|T (λ, x) ≤ y}
It can be verified then that T

→
is non-increasing and left-continuous in the first

argument while non-decreasing and right-continuous in the second. Furthermore
for all x, y, and z in [0, 1], and {yi | i ∈ I} a family in [0, 1]:

(1) T (0, x) = 0
(2) T (x, sup

i∈I
yi) = sup

i∈I
T (x, yi)

(3) T
→

(x, y) = 1 iff x ≤ y
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(4) T
→

(1, x) = x
(5) T

→
(x, inf

i∈I
yi) = inf

i∈I
T
→

(x, yi)

(6) T
→

(T (x, y), z) ≤ T→(x, T
→

(y, z))

Let X be a non-empty set. The class of all fuzzy sets on X will be denoted F(X).
As usual union, intersection and complement of fuzzy sets are defined by, for x
in X, ⋃

i∈I
Ai(x) = sup

i∈I
Ai(x)

⋂
i∈I

Ai(x) = inf
i∈I

Ai(x)

(co A)(x) = 1−A(x)

in which {Ai|i ∈ I} is a family of fuzzy sets on X, and A in F(X). Inclusion for
two fuzzy sets A and B on X is defined as:

A ⊆ B iff A(x) ≤ B(x) for all x in X

Definition 1 (Fuzzy modifier). [16] A fuzzy modifier on X is an F(X)-F(X)
mapping.

In [4] the following class of fuzzy modifiers based on fuzzy relations is defined:

Definition 2 (Fuzzy relation based modifiers). Let R be a fuzzy relation
on X, i.e. R ∈ F(X ×X). The fuzzy modifiers R↑ and R↓ on X are defined by,
for A in F(X) and y in X:

R↑A(y) = sup
x∈X

T (A(x), R(x, y))

R↓A(y) = inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), A(x))

R↑A is also called the direct image of A under R, while R↓A is the superdirect
image of A under R−1 (i.e. the inverse relation of R) [12]. In fuzzy set theo-
retical settings, fuzzy modifiers are usually associated with the representation
of linguistic hedges such as very, more or less, rather,... (see e.g. [7], [13], [16]).
The class of fuzzy modifiers based on fuzzy relations as defined above however
can be applied to a wide range of other purposes as well. In [4], [10] it is shown
that for a suitable fuzzy relation R they correspond to the dilation and erosion
operators of fuzzy morphology (used for image processing), while in [6], [10] it
is illustrated that they can be used as fuzzy-rough approximators (for dealing
with incomplete information). In this paper we will show that for R a fuzzy
pre-ordering the R-based fuzzy modifiers defined in Definition 2 also are closure
and interior operators inducing fuzzy topologies (in the sense of Chang [3]).

Definition 3 (Fuzzy T -preordering). A fuzzy relation R on X is called a
fuzzy T -preordering w.r.t. a t-norm T iff for all x, y and z in X:
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(FP.1) R(x, x) = 1 (reflexivity)
(FP.2) R(x, z) ≤ T (R(x, y), R(y, z)) (T -transitivity)

Definition 4 (Fuzzy topology). A subset τ of F(X) is called a fuzzy topology
on X iff

(FT.1) ∅ ∈ τ ∧ X ∈ τ
(FT.2) O1 ∈ τ ∧ O2 ∈ τ implies O1 ∩O2 ∈ τ
(FT.3) (∀i ∈ I)(Oi ∈ τ) implies

⋃
i∈I

Oi ∈ τ

Furthermore the class τ ′ is defined by

F ∈ τ ′ iff co(F ) ∈ τ
Every element of τ is called an open fuzzy set; every element of τ ′ is called a
closed fuzzy set.

Definition 5 (Interior, closure). Let τ denote a fuzzy topology on X. For A
a fuzzy set on X the interior and the closure of A w.r.t. τ are the fuzzy sets
int(A) and cl(A) on X defined by

int(A) = ∪{O|O ∈ τ ∧O ⊆ A}

cl(A) = ∩{F |F ∈ τ ′ ∧A ⊆ F}
I.e. int(A) is the largest open fuzzy set contained in A, while cl(A) is the smallest
closed fuzzy set containing A. int and cl are called the interior operator and the
closure operator respectively.

It can be verified that they satisfy the following properties, for all A and B in
F(X) [11]:

(1) int(X) = X (1’) cl(∅) = ∅
(2) int(A) ⊆ A (2’) A ⊆ cl(A)
(3) int(A ∩B) = int(A) ∩ int(B) (3’) cl(A ∪B) = cl(A) ∪ cl(B)
(4) int(int(A)) = int(A) (4’) cl(cl(A)) = cl(A)

2 Induced Fuzzy Topologies

To show that the fuzzy relation based modifiers of Definition 2 are closure and
interior operators inducing fuzzy topologies on X, we rely on the following the-
orem [11]:

Theorem 1. Let f be a fuzzy modifier on X.

Part I If for all A and B in F(X)
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(C1) f(X) = X
(C2) f(A) ⊆ A
(C3) f(A ∩B) = f(A) ∩ f(B)

then τ = {O|O ∈ F(X) ∧ f(O) = O} is a fuzzy topology on X. Furthermore if
also

(C4) f(f(A)) = f(A)

for all A in F(X), then f is the interior operator corresponding to τ .

Part II If for all A and B in F(X)

(C1’) f(∅) = ∅
(C2’) A ⊆ f(A)
(C3’) f(A ∪B) = f(A) ∪ f(B)

then τ = {O|O ∈ F(X)∧f(co O) = co O} is a fuzzy topology on X. Furthermore
if also

(C4’) f(f(A)) = f(A)

for all A in F(X), then f is the closure operator corresponding to τ .

Theorem 2. Let R be a reflexive fuzzy relation on X, then

τ = {O|O ∈ F(X) ∧R↓O = O}
is a fuzzy topology on X. Moreover if R is a fuzzy T -preordering on X then R↓
is the interior operator corresponding to τ .

Proof. According to Theorem 1 the following conditions have to be fulfilled in
order for τ to be a fuzzy topology on X: for all A and B in F(X):

(C1) R↓X = X
(C2) R↓A ⊆ A
(C3) R↓(A ∩B) = R↓A ∩R↓B

Furthermore if also (C4) R↓(R↓A) = R↓A for all A in F(X) then int = R↓. We
will now prove that (C1), (C2) and (C3) hold for a reflexive fuzzy relation R,
while (C4) holds for a fuzzy T -preordering. For all y in X:

R↓X(y) = inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), X(x)) = inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), 1) = inf
x∈X

1 = 1 = X(y)

hence (C1) is valid. Furthermore since R is reflexive

R↓A(y) = inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), A(x)) ≤ T→(R(y, y), A(y)) = T
→

(1, A(y)) = A(y)

which proves (C2). (C3) can be verified as follows:

R↓(A ∩B)(y) = inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x),min(A(x), B(x)))

= inf
x∈X

min(T
→

(R(y, x), A(x)), T
→

(R(y, x), B(x)))

= min( inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), A(x)), inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), B(x)))

= min(R↓A(y), R↓B(y))
= (R↓A ∩R↓B)(y)
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From (C2) we know that R↓(R↓A) ⊆ R↓A for a reflexive R. To complete the
proof for (C4) we show that the other inclusion holds as well for T -transitive R
(T
→

being the residual implication of T ):

R↓(R↓A)(y) = inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), inf
z∈X

T
→

(R(x, z), A(z)))

= inf
x∈X

inf
z∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), T
→

(R(x, z), A(z)))

≥ inf
x∈X

inf
z∈X

T
→

(T (R(y, x), R(x, z)), A(z)))

≥ inf
x∈X

inf
z∈X

T
→

(R(y, z), A(z))

= R↓A(y)

�

Theorem 3. Let R be a reflexive fuzzy relation on X, then

τ = {O|O ∈ F(X) ∧R↑(co O) = co O}

is a fuzzy topology on X. Moreover if R is a fuzzy T -preordering on X then R↑
is the closure operator corresponding to τ .

Proof. According to Theorem 1 the following conditions have to be fulfilled in
order for τ to be a fuzzy topology on X: for all A and B in F(X):

(C1’) R↑∅ = ∅
(C2’) A ⊆ R↑A
(C3’) R↑(A ∪B) = R↑A ∪R↑B

Furthermore if also (C4’) R↑(R↑A) = R↑A for all A in F(X) then cl = R↑. We
will now prove that (C1’), (C2’) and (C3’) hold for a reflexive fuzzy relation R,
while (C4’) holds for a fuzzy T -preordering. For all y in X:

R↑∅(y) = sup
x∈X

T (∅(x), R(x, y)) = sup
x∈X

T (0, R(x, y)) = sup
x∈X

0 = 0 = ∅(y)

hence (C1’) is valid. Furthermore since R is reflexive

R↑A(y) = sup
x∈X

T (A(x), R(x, y)) ≥ T (A(y), R(y, y)) = T (A(y), 1) = A(y)

which proves (C2’). (C3’) can be verified as follows:

R↑(A ∪B)(y) = sup
x∈X

T (max(A(x), B(x)), R(x, y))

= sup
x∈X

max(T (A(x), R(x, y)), T (B(x), R(x, y)))

= max(sup
x∈X

T (A(x), R(x, y)), sup
x∈X

T (B(x), R(x, y)))

= max(R↑A(y), R↑B(y))
= (R↑A ∪R↑B)(y)
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From (C2’) we know that R↑A ⊆ R↑(R↑A) for a reflexive R. To complete the
proof for (C4’) we show that the other inclusion holds as well for a T -transitive
R (relying on the associativity of T ):

R↑(R↑A)(y) = sup
x∈X

T (sup
z∈X

T (R(z, x), A(z)), R(x, y))

= sup
x∈X

sup
z∈X

T (T (A(z), R(z, x)), R(x, y))

= sup
x∈X

sup
z∈X

T (A(z), T (R(x, y), R(z, x)))

≤ sup
x∈X

sup
z∈X

T (A(z), R(z, y))

= R↑A(y)

�
From now on we refer to the fuzzy topology defined in Theorem 2 as the

fuzzy topology induced by R↓ while we say that the fuzzy topology of Theorem
3 is induced by R↑.
Remark 1. If R is not reflexive then (C2) and (C2’) do not necessarily hold. For
instance it can be verified that if R is defined as R(x, y) = 0 for all x and y in
X, then R↓A = X and R↑A = ∅, for all A in F(X). Therefore for A �= ∅ and
A �= X neither R↓A ⊆ A (C2) nor A ⊆ R↑A (C2’) hold.

Remark 2. From the example given in Remark 1 it is clear that (C4) and (C4’)
do not hold in general for a non-reflexive fuzzy relation R. Indeed for R the
empty relation on X, R↓(R↓A) = X and R↑(R↑A) = ∅ hold for all A in F(X),
implying that in this case (C4) only holds for A = X and (C4’) only holds for
A = ∅. However even the reflexivity of R is not sufficient in order for (C4) and
(C4’) to hold for arbitrary A as shown in the following example: let X = [0, 1]
and let A be the fuzzy set on X defined by A(x) = x, for all x in X. Furthermore
let R be the reflexive fuzzy relation on X defined by

R(x, y) =
{

1 if |x− y| < 0.1
0 otherwise

for all x and y in X. Then it can be verified that for y in X:

R↓A(y) = inf
z∈X

T
→

(R(y, z), A(z))

= inf{z | z ∈ X ∧ z ∈]y − 0.1, y + 0.1[}
= max(0, y − 0.1)

Hence R↓A(1) = 0.9. Furthermore

R↓(R↓A)(1) = inf
z∈X

T
→

(R(1, z),max(0, z − 0.1))

= inf{max(0, z − 0.1) | z ∈]0.9, 1]} = 0.8

Likewise
R↑A(y) = sup

z∈X
T (A(z), R(z, y))

= max{z | z ∈ X ∧ z ∈]y − 0.1, y + 0.1[}
= min(1, y + 0.1)
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Hence R↑A(0) = 0.1. Furthermore

R↑(R↑A)(0) = sup
z∈X

T (min(1, z + 0.1), R(z, 0))

= sup{min(1, z + 0.1) | z ∈ [0, 0.1[} = 0.2

Note that R is not T -transitive.

In rough set theory [14] the universe X of objects is equipped with a crisp
equivalence relation R expressing the indiscernibility between objects that can
be derived from the available (incomplete) information about them. The lower
approximationRA of a crisp subset ofX is defined as the union of the equivalence
classes of R included in A. It is the set of objects that necessarily belong to A
considering the available information. The upper approximation RA of A is the
union of all equivalence classes of X that have a non-empty intersection with A.
It is the set of all objects that possibly belong to A.

Indiscernibility between objects might be vague: e.g. Alberik (28 years old)
and Els (29) are indiscernible in age to a higher degree than Alberik (28) and
Mike (25). Furthermore one might also want to make statements concerning the
degree to which an object necessarily/possibly belongs to a fuzzy set A on X.
Hence there is a need for fuzzy rough set theory ([8], [9], [15]) in which the
universe is equipped with a fuzzy T -equivalence relation R, i.e. asymmetrical
fuzzy T -preordering. In this case an object y belongs to the lower approximation
of a fuzzy set A on X to the degree to which the fuzzy equivalence class of
R containing y is included in A, i.e. RA = R↓A. Likewise y belongs to the
upper approximation of A to the degree to which the fuzzy equivalence class
of R containing y overlaps with A, in other words RA = R↑A. The lower and
upper approximators R and R can therefore be seen as the interior and closure
operator respectively of a fuzzy topology on X.

3 Generalized Opening and Closure Operators

Note that in the theorems of the previous section the reflexivity of R was suffi-
cient to prove (C2) and (C2’) while the reflexivity and the T -transitivity were
sufficient for (C4) and (C4’). (C1), (C1’), (C3) and (C3’) on the other hand hold
for arbitrary R. In [2] the following generalized opening and closure operators
are introduced:

Definition 6 (Generalized opening and closure operator). Let R be a
fuzzy relation on X. The generalized opening operator R◦ and the general closure
operator R• on X are defined by, for A in F(X):

R◦A = R↑(R↓A)

R•A = R↓(R↑A)

Both of these operators are of course fuzzy modifiers on X. It is proven in [2]
that R◦ satisfies (C2) and (C4) while R• fulfills (C2’) and (C4’). The beauty of
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these general operators is that they do not require reflexivity or T -transitivity
of R for these properties. Ironically enough the reflexivity of R is a suitable
requirement to be able to prove (C1) and (C1’), while we can prove (C3) and
(C3’) assuming T -transitivity. In fact for reflexive R:

R◦X(y) = R↑(R↓X)(y)
= R↑X(y)
= sup
x∈X

T (X(x), R(x, y))

≥ T (1, R(y, y))
= 1 = X(y)

R•∅(y) = R↓(R↑∅)(y)
= R↓∅(y)
= inf
x∈X

T
→

(R(y, x), ∅(x))

≤ T→(R(y, y), 0)
= 0 = ∅(y)

Note that these properties also hold for an arbitrary fuzzy relation R if the
kernels of all of its foresets Ry are not empty1. In other words: if all of its
foresets are normalized.

Since A∩B ⊆ A, A∩B ⊆ B, A ⊆ A∪B, B ⊆ A∪B, and the fuzzy modifiers
R↑ and R↓ are monotonic (cfr. Theorem 2 and 3), it holds that R◦(A ∩ B) ⊆
R◦A∩R◦B and R•A∪R•B ⊆ R•(A∪B). The following example shows however
that the corresponding equalities do not hold for arbitrary fuzzy relations R.

Example 1. Let X = [0, 1]. Let A and B be fuzzy sets on X and R a fuzzy
relation on X defined by A(x) = x, B(x) = 1− x, and

R(x, y) =
{

1 if |x− y| < 0.1
0 otherwise

for all x and y in X. Then it can be verified that for y in X: R↓A(y) = max(0, y−
0.1) (cfr. Remark 2) and likewise R↓B(y) = max(0, 0.9− y). Hence

R◦A(0.5) = sup
y∈X

T (R↓A(y), R(y, 0.5))

= sup
y∈]0.4,0.6[

y − 0.1 = 0.5

and likewise R◦B(0.5) = 0.5. Therefore (R◦A ∩ R◦B)(0.5) = 0.5. On the other
hand

R↓(A ∩B)(y) = inf
z∈X

T
→

(R(y, z),min(A(z), B(z)))

= inf{min(z, 1− z) | z ∈ X ∧ z ∈]y − 0.1, y + 0.1[}
Hence

R◦(A ∩B)(0.5) = sup
y∈X

T (R↓(A ∩B)(y), R(y, 0.5))

= sup
y∈]0.4,0.6[

R↓(A ∩B)(y) = 0.4

Quite analogously it can be verified that

(R•A ∪R•B)(0.5) = 0.5
1 For y in X the R-foreset of y is the fuzzy set Ry on X defined by (Ry)(x) = R(x, y),

for all x in X [1].
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while
R•(A ∪B)(0.5) = 0.6

Note that the relation R in the example above is reflexive and symmetrical, but
that the equalities of (C.3) and (C.3’) do not hold. They would hold if R was
also T -transitive, but as proven in [2], [15], in this case the generalized opening
and closure operator coincide with the fuzzy relation based modifiers R↓ and
R↑, i.e. R◦(A) = R↓(A) and R•(A) = R↑(A), for all A in F(X). As we have
shown in the previous section in this case the operators induce a fuzzy topology
on X. The generalized opening and closure operators introduced in [2] however
are not in general interior and closure operators inducing a fuzzy topology.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that the fuzzy modifiers taking direct and superdirect images of
fuzzy sets under reflexive fuzzy relations induce fuzzy topologies of X. Further-
more if the fuzzy relation is also T -transitive, i.e. it is a fuzzy T -preordering,
the fuzzy modifiers correspond to the closure and interior operators. If the fuzzy
T -preordering relation is also symmetrical, i.e. it is a fuzzy T -equivalence rela-
tion, these operators correspond to the lower and upper approximators of fuzzy
rough set theory.

Although the generalized opening and closure operators fulfill some proper-
ties for arbitrary fuzzy relations that in the case of the fuzzy modifiers mentioned
above only hold for reflexive and T -transitive relations, they are not in general
interior and closure operators inducing fuzzy topologies. For T -equivalence rela-
tions they coincide with the fuzzy modifiers taking images and therefore induce
fuzzy topologies.
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Abstract. In the field of modeling, fuzzy models are one efficient ap-
proach for representing technical systems or human control strategies.
Fuzzy models have the advantage of supplying a transparent and in-
terpretable model. Conventional fuzzy models are based on fuzzifica-
tion, inference and defuzzification. The fuzzification and inference oper-
ations are theoretically well–established in the framework of fuzzy logic.
In contrast, conventional defuzzification methods are essentially empiri-
cally motivated. First, we recapitulate the inference filter concept, which
supplies a new understanding of the defuzzification process and a the-
oretical framework. Second, we extend this approach to the advanced
inference filter concept, which leads to a defuzzification method that is
better suited to imitate the behavior of a human expert.

1 Introduction

Among many methods for modeling control strategies of human experts or com-
plex technical systems, fuzzy modeling has proven to be a very efficient approach.
Fuzzy systems show good modeling quality and they are transparent for users.
However, difficulties arise if the obtained fuzzy system exhibits contradictions
or ambiguities. In these cases, the fuzzy system may produce an output mem-
bership function that recommends quite different ranges of values for the output
variable. Clearly, the well–known defuzzification methods [1], such as the center
of gravity (COG) defuzzification or the mean of maximum (MOM) defuzzifica-
tion, aim at generating a well–supported output value considering the output
membership function and the purpose of the fuzzy system. However, there are
situations where these methods supply an output value that differs from a human
expert’s choice considering the given application.

To obtain a more appropriate defuzzification Kiendl introduced the infer-
ence filter defuzzification method[2, 3]. It is based on the idea of abandoning
the conventional interpretation that the output membership function µ(y) is
an attractiveness function, where the function values µ indicate the degree of
motivation for taking the corresponding value y as output value. Instead, the
inference filter introduces the idea that the attractiveness of each possible output
value yi depends not only on the functional value µ(yi), but also on all other
values µ(y), y �= yi. This idea of a distance effect leads to a filtering process

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 249–260, 2001.
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that transforms µ(y) into a function µ̂(y), which can be considered as the real
attractiveness function. Consequently, the position of the maximum of the at-
tractiveness function is the most attractive value and is therefore chosen as the
output value of the fuzzy system. In Section 2 the main idea and a first approach
to realizing the inference filter concept are presented in detail.

The described approach has the advantage of being very flexible, because it
allows us to reproduce conventional defuzzification methods or to make arbi-
trary compromises between them. However, it does not in all situations produce
an output value that corresponds to what a human expert would choose as an
appropriate output value. In Section 3 we present an advanced filtering pro-
cess within the framework of the inference filter concept that overcomes these
difficulties.

In Section 4 we demonstrate with some examples that the modeling quality
of the obtained fuzzy models may be improved by this advanced inference filter
defuzzification method.

2 The Inference Filter Concept

2.1 Motivation

We consider a conventional fuzzy system with one or more input variables
x1 . . . xn and one output variable y. The purpose of the fuzzy model is to supply
the most attractive output value yD for every given input value. The membership
function µ(y) resulting from inference is usually interpreted as an attractiveness
function: its values µ(y) indicate the degree of recommendation for every pos-
sible output value. Following this interpretation, it would be logical to choose
that value y (or one of those values y) as the output value of the fuzzy model
where µ(y) becomes maximal (maximum height defuzzification method). How-
ever, other defuzzification methods, such as the center of gravity (COG) defuzzi-
fication method or the mean of maximum (MOM) defuzzification method, are
very effective and are therefore often used [1, 4]. These methods usually supply
an output value

yD = defuzz(µ(y)) (1)

where µ(yD) is not generally the maximal value of µ(y). Therefore, the interpre-
tation of µ(y) as an attractiveness function is generally not stringent.

This observation leads to the idea of finding a function µ̂(y) depending on
µ(y) that can stringently be considered as an attractiveness function. We demand
that

µ̂(yD) = max(µ̂(y)) (2)

holds and that, as the values of function µ̂(y) increase, y should be rated as more
attractive, considering µ(y) and the applied defuzzification method. We show
that the desired function µ̂(y) can be obtained for well–known defuzzification
methods by applying a transformation

µ̂(y) = FD{µ(y)} (3)
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to µ(y), where FD depends on the defuzzification method. As FD refines the
membership function µ(y) produced by the inference in the sense that the re-
sulting function µ̂(y) provides the actual attractiveness, we call FD an inference
filter [3].

The concept of the inference filter supplies a theoretical framework for exist-
ing defuzzification methods. Furthermore, it is a basis for a new fuzzy controller
structure, in which an inference filter (Eq. (3)) and a simple maximum selector
(Eq. (2)) are used instead of conventional defuzzification (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Fuzzy system structure with an inference filter.

2.2 Convolution Realization of the Inference Filter

The central idea of inference filter defuzzification is that each functional value
µ(yi) > 0 of the output membership function µ(y) supports not only the value
yi as a possible output value, but also values y �= yi in the neighborhood of
yi. Previous realizations of this neighborhood concept were based on a distance
function h(y−y′), which is convolved with the output membership function µ(y)
to form the attractiveness function

µ̂(y) =

∞∫
−∞

µ(y′)h(y − y′)dy′ . (4)

Thus, the inference filter FD from Eq. (3) is given here by a convolution integral
with a selectable distance function h(y−yi). The selection of this function adjusts
the character of the distance effect to the requirements of the application being
considered. In [10] the following form of distance function is proposed

hγ,ρ(y − y′) =




γ+1
2γρ

(
1−

∣∣∣y−y′ρ ∣∣∣)1/γ
, if 0 < γ ≤ 1, |y − y′| < ρ

γ+1
2γρ

(
1−

∣∣∣y−y′ρ ∣∣∣γ) , if 1 ≤ γ <∞, |y − y′| < ρ

0 , else

(5)
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It is characterized by a transparent parameterization, as may be gathered from
the following (Fig. 2): the parameter ρ > 0 predetermines the ”range” of the
distance function. The standard approach for setting ρ is ρ = d · (ymax − ymin)
where d = 1 is the standard value for d, and ymin and ymax are the minimal and
maximal values of the output, respectively. Two cases should be distinguished:
d < 1 (”limited range”) and d ≥ 1 (”full range”). The parameter γ > 0 prede-
termines the shape of the distance function. In the full range case, filtration in
respect to γ = 2, γ = 1 or γ → 0 with the distance function (5) corresponds
to the defuzzification methods center of gravity, mean of area, and mean of
maximum, respectively. This means that by using the freedom of choice of the
parameters of the distance function, the resulting performance is as effective as
with these classical defuzzification methods mentioned. However, in many ex-
amples, a suitable tuning of the filtering parameters supplies better performance
than the classical methods (see for instance an industrial application in [12]).

Fig. 2. Distance function hγ,ρ(y − y′) for different values of γ.

The conditions
∞∫
−∞

hγ,ρ(x)dx = 1 and 0 ≤ µ(y) ≤ 1 (6)

serve to ensure that the functional values of the filtered membership function
µ̂(y) do not exceed the value one.
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Fig. 3. Attractiveness function µ̂ resulting from an output membership function µ
(grey line) and different distance functions hγ,ρ(y − y′). The dots show the maxima of
the attractiveness functions.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting attractiveness functions µ̂(y) of a given output
membership function µ(y) using different values for γ. The parameter ρ is set to
ymax − ymin (”full range”).

In cases in which the linguistic values of the output variable of the fuzzy
system are chosen in the form of singletons, the attractiveness function is given
— instead of Eq. (3) — by the convolution sum

µ(y) =
∑
i

µ(yi)h(y − yi) . (7)

It should be mentioned that the distance function (5) can be specialized
without losing essential flexibility by selecting γ ∈ N. If the output membership
function µ(y) is either piecewise linear or consists of singletons, the filtered out-
put membership function µ̂(y) can be calculated analytically. In addition, if γ
is small, the maximum of µ̂(y) can be determined analytically. This is favorable
for fast real–time applications [6].

3 The Advanced Inference Filter Concept

3.1 Motivation

The above convolution realization of the inference filter uses a constant distance
effect, which can only be adjusted once before it is applied. This does not always
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result in the best-motivated output value. To obtain an output value that cor-
responds better to the decision of a human expert, a distance effect that could
automatically be adapted to individual situations would be more appropriate.
This paper presents a filtering approach that meets this idea.

To highlight the motivation for this new approach, we consider the following
output membership functions in the form of singletons.
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Fig. 4. Output membership functions and the resulting output values yCOG, yMOM

and yH for COG defuzzification, MOM defuzzification and the value most likely to be
chosen by a human expert, respectively.

Fig. 4(a) shows a clear situation where the center of gravity and mean of
maximum defuzzification methods supply the same output value and are in
agreement with the decision of a human expert. Fig. 4(b) shows an ambigu-
ous situation: compared to the membership function of Fig. 4(a), an additional
singleton is introduced that strongly contradicts the recommendations of the
other singletons. As this additional singleton is activated to a smaller extent
than the other singletons, the mean of maximum defuzzification method sup-
plies the same output value as in Fig. 4(a), again in agreement with the decision
of the human expert. In contrast, the center of gravity defuzzification method
does not ignore the strongly contradictory recommendation. Consequently, the
resulting compromise value differs from the decision of the human expert. Fig.
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4(c) shows a situation that is not as clear as in Fig. 4(a), but much clearer than
in Fig. 4(b). Here, the center of gravity defuzzification (but not the mean of
maximum defuzzification) matches the human expert’s decision. Fig. 4(d) shows
a situation where all resulting values yCOG, yMOM and yH differ from each
other. The human expert would choose the same output values as in Fig. 4(c);
because the additional strongly contradictory recommendations are too weakly
activated, they would be ignored. The center of gravity defuzzification again
takes a compromise between all recommendations.

The above realization of the inference filter allows it to supply an output value
yH in all situations. However, we require different distance functions in different
situations; for example, in Fig. 4(b) the δ–function, in Fig. 4(c) a quadratic
function, and in Fig. 4(d)

h(y − y′) =

{
3
5 (1− |y − y′|5) |y − y′| ≤ 1
0 |y − y′| > 1

. (8)

3.2 The Advanced Inference Filter

In contrast, the realization of the inference filter proposed here supplies the
desired output value yH in all the above examples. The new approach is outlined
here for membership functions in the form of singletons, but it can easily be
extended to continuous membership functions.

We consider an output membership function of the form of n singletons Yi,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where each singleton Yi is described by a function

µi(y) =

{
µi , if y = yi

0 , else
(9)

where yi is the position of the singleton and µi is the corresponding activation.
We assume that y1 < y2 < · · · < yn holds. The output membership function can
be written in the form

µ(y) =
n∨
i=1

µi(y) . (10)

For the filtering process, we consider all membership functions µj,k(y) that are
induced by the output membership function µ(y) and defined by

µj,k(y) =
k∨
i=j

µi(y) , 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n . (11)

Each membership function µj,k(y) is defuzzified by the center of gravity method
and a degree of attractiveness αj,k is attached to the resulting value COG(µj,k(y)),
imitating the way a human expert would defuzzify an output membership func-
tion. The expert considers a value to be more attractive if neighboring singletons
have higher degrees of activation and the ”mass” M =

∑
µi of the activation is
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concentrated on neighboring singletons. Following this idea, we attach to each
membership function µj,k(y) a singleton according to

µ̂j,k(y) =

{
αj,k , if y = COG(µj,k(y))
0 , else

(12)

with
αj,k = Mj,k · e−q·σj,k (13)

and where Mj,k and σj,k are given by

Mj,k =
k∑
i=j

µi and σj,k =

√√√√√√
k∑
i=j

(COG(µj,k(y))− yi)2

Mj,k
. (14)

Finally, we define the resulting filtered function µ̂(y) by

µ̂(y) =
∨
j,k

1≤j≤k≤n

µj,k(y) (15)

where we realize the OR–operator by the maximum. The output value is given
— as generally provided in the inference filter approach — by the value of y
where µ̂(y) takes its maximum.

The factor q introduced in Eq. (13) determines how strongly the neighboring
singletons contribute to the attractiveness αj,k of the family of singletons under
consideration. If q is set to zero only the ”mass” is crucial for the determination
of the attractiveness. Thus, the family of singletons with the highest ”mass” has
the highest attractiveness, which is naturally µ1,n(y). This means that this choice
of q leads to the center of gravity defuzzification method. On the other hand, if q
exceeds a certain limit the singleton with the highest activation becomes the most
attractive membership function, which corresponds to the mean of maximum
defuzzification method. Thus, by providing the range of 0 ≤ q < ∞ we obtain
a model quality, which is at least as good as with the classical defuzzification
methods. However, it has turned out in many examples that a compromise value
of q improves the performance of the fuzzy system.

4 Examples

Before presenting some examples, we reconsider the example given in Fig. 4. As
we stated there, it was not possible to find a way to imitate the defuzzification
of the human expert. Now, with the advanced inference filter it is possible with
a certain range of q to obtain the same output values as the human expert would
suggest.

In the following section, we consider two examples, for which fuzzy models
have been generated previously by a data–based fuzzy modeling method. The
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results for using conventional defuzzification methods and for applying the ad-
vanced inference filter defuzzification method are compared. The quality of a
model is rated by the mean absolute error between the output of the model and
the original values of the output of the validation data points.

4.1 The Model of a Heat Exchanger

In an industrial application, a model of a complex chemical process for the
production of polyether is required. To achieve the global aim, the process is
split into subprocesses. Then, for each subprocess a model is independently con-
structed. One such subprocess is the heat exchanger [11] (Fig. 5). The input
variables for the model are the temperature ϑR of the reactor, the pressure pR
of the reactor and the manipulated variable u for the regulation of the heat ex-
changer. The output variable is the temperature ϑH of the cooling fluid in the
heat exchanger. The fuzzy model of the heat exchanger was generated with the
Fuzzy–ROSA–method [5, 8, 13].

Fig. 5. Chemical process with a heat exchanger.

Fig. 6 shows the resulting error values of the model applying the advanced
inference filter method for different values of q. For q → 0 the same result as
for using the center of gravity defuzzification method is obtained. Conversely,
if q exceed a certain value the same result as for using the mean of maximum
defuzzification method is obtained. However, by setting q = 0.6 the advanced
inference filter method supplies a better model quality than either of the classical
methods.

4.2 Experts’ Prediction of Necessary Power Reserve

The operators of power generation and distribution networks must ensure that
at any time a certain amount of power is held as a reserve. This reserve could be
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Fig. 6. Mean absolute temperature error in K of a fuzzy system using the advanced
inference filter defuzzification method with different values of the factor q.

required if unexpected situations occur in the network. Therefore, 882 situations
were presented to an expert who was required to decide what amount of power
should be held as a reserve, depending on the situations. The situations were
described by seven characteristic values. The task of modeling the decisions of
the expert is complicated because experts do not make up their minds in identical
situations in the same way. The modeling has been also performed with Fuzzy–
ROSA–method.

Fig. 7 shows the error values of the model applying the advanced inference
filter method for different values of q. The cases q = 0 and q = 0.1 correspond to
the classical defuzzification methods. Compared to these, a better model quality
is obtained with q = 0.05.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we recapitulate the inference filter concept and develop it further by
introducing an advanced filtering approach instead of the filtering by convolution
described previously.

Most parts of a fuzzy system — such as the inference mechanism — are well
understood and founded on a theoretical basis. Yet defuzzification, which is the
link between the fuzzy and real valued variables, is mainly based on heuristics.
Classical defuzzification methods are not satisfactory if the output membership
function shows strong ambiguities.

The first step to improve the defuzzification was the introduction of the in-
ference filter concept and its realization by a convolution integral. This approach
allows the reproduction of classical defuzzification methods and, moreover, ex-
hibits additional degrees of freedom through the parameters of the distance
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Fig. 7. Mean absolute error in MW of a fuzzy system using the advanced inference
filter defuzzification method with different values of the factor q.

function of the convolution integral. By making use of these tuning parameters,
in most cases a better performance can be achieved than with classical defuzzi-
fication methods. However, this approach is not free of drawbacks when there
are explicit ambiguities in the output membership function.

Another step to improve the defuzzification is proposed here. To overcome
the above drawbacks, we present the advanced inference filter. It maintains the
properties of reproducing the classical defuzzification methods and gives addi-
tional degrees of freedom by adjusting the parameter q. The effectiveness of the
advanced inference filter defuzzification method has been demonstrated with two
examples.

In addition to its usefulness for conventional fuzzy systems, the advanced
inference filter defuzzification is well suited to a new modeling method under
research, implicit modeling [7]. This method aims especially at handling ambi-
guities in data and their resolution.
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1 Preliminaries

Cardinality belongs to the most important characteristics of a fuzzy set in exactly
the same way as it belongs to the most fundamental characteristics of a set. However,
the graduation of membership makes counting and cardinal calculus under fuzziness
a task which is generally more complicated, advanced and enigmatic than in the case
of ordinary sets. Various examples of applications of that calculus can be found in
mathematics (e.g. in the theory of fuzzy topological spaces) as well as in computing
with words, communication with data bases and information/intelligent systems, mod-
eling the meaning of imprecise quantifiers in natural language statements, decision-
making in a fuzzy environment, probabilities of fuzzy events, etc. (see [1, 2, 11-13]).

There are two main groups of constructive approaches to the question of the car-
dinality of a fuzzy set. In the so-called scalar approaches, that cardinality is a single
usual cardinal number or a nonnegative real number (see [8, 11, 12]). In this paper,
however, the other group will be discussed. The cardinality of a fuzzy set is then
understood as a convex fuzzy set of usual cardinal numbers, i.e. as a weighted family
of usual cardinals, which is called a generalized cardinal number. This "fuzzy" percep-
tion of cardinality is more advanced and complicated from both the conceptual and
operational viewpoints, but at that price it gives us in comparison with any scalar
approach a considerably more complete and adequate cardinal information about the
fuzzy set. Generalized cardinals will be denoted by lowercase letters from the begin-
ning of the Greek alphabet. If a generalized cardinal α does express the cardinality of
a fuzzy set A: M → [0 ,1], we write A = α and we say that the cardinality of A is
equal to α. Reviews of generalized cardinals of fuzzy sets with the standard operations
∧ := min and ∨ := max as well as further references can be found in [2, 6, 7]; as usual,
the symbol := stands for "equals by definition". In [9, 10], generalized cardinals of
fuzzy sets with triangular norm-based operations are constructed and investigated.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 261–268, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Our further discussion will be restricted to finite fuzzy sets with triangular norm-
based operations. They play the central role in applications. From now on, if not em-
phasized otherwise, the phrase "fuzzy set" will mean "finite fuzzy set". The universe
M, however, is assumed to be of a quite arbitrary power. The family of all (finite)
fuzzy sets in M will be denoted by FFS. Their generalized cardinals are just some
convex fuzzy sets in the set of all nonnegative integers. A convenient vector notation
will be used for those cardinals, namely

α = (a0, a1, ... , ak, (a))

with k∈ does mean that α( i ) = ai for i ≤ k and α( i ) = a for i > k. Moreover,

(a0, a1, ... , ak) := (a0, a1, ... , ak, (0)) .

For instance, α = (0.1, 0.7, (1)) is the notation for α with α(0) = 0.1, α(1) = 0.7 and
α( i ) = 1 for i > 1. α = (0.2, 0.7, 0.3) means that α(0) = 0.2, α(1) = 0.7, α(2) = 0.3
and α( i ) = 0 for i > 2. α = (0.9) denotes α with α(0) = 0.9 and α( i ) = 0 for i > 0.

Let A∈FFS and [A]i := {t : At ≥ i} with i ∈ , where At denotes the t-cut set
of A, i.e. At := {x∈M: A( x) ≥ t}. The set {x∈M: A( x) > t}, the sharp t-cut set of A,
will be denoted by At. Throughout, we put n := supp( A) and m := core( A) .
Each [A ]i with 0 < i ≤ n is thus the ith element in the nonincreasingly ordered se-
quence of all positive membership values A(x), including their possible repetitions.
Clearly, [ A]0 = 1 and [ A]i = 0 for i > n.

For completeness, let us recall a few definitions and facts from the theory of tri-
angular norms (see e.g. [3, 5]). A binary operation t: [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a tri-
angular norm ( t-norm, in short) if t is commutative, associative, nondecreasing in
the first and, hence, in each argument, and has 1 as unit. A continuous t-norm t is
called Archimedean if a t a < a for each a∈ (0, 1). If an Archimedean t-norm is
strictly increasing over (0, 1)× (0, 1), it is called strict. A typical example of a strict
t-norm is the algebraic t-norm ta with a ta b := ab, whereas the Łukasiewicz t-norm
tŁ with a tŁ b := 0 ∨ ( a + b −1) is a typical example of a nonstrict Archimedean
t-norm. The class of Archimedean t-norms seems to be especially important and
interesting because, for each continuous t, either t = ∧ or t is Archimedean or t is
the ordinal sum of a family of Archimedean t-norms; see e.g. [3] for the definition
of ordinal sums. Also, the following nice representation theorem by Ling holds true
for Archimedean t-norms (see [4, 5]).

Theorem 1.1. A t-norm t is Archimedean iff there exists a strictly decreasing and
continuous generator g: [0, 1] → [0, ∞] such that g (1) = 0 and

a t b = g −1 ( g (0) ∧ ( g (a)+ g (b)))

for each a, b∈[0, 1]. Moreover, t is strict iff g (0) = ∞.
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If g (0) = 1, g is called normed generator. By mathematical induction, we get

a1 t a2 t ... t ak = g −1 ( g (0) ∧ Σ i
k
=1 g (ai)) (1)

for each Archimedean t with generator g and for each system a1, a2, ... ak ∈ [0, 1]
with k∈ ; so, a1 t a2 t ... t ak = 1 for k = 0. Consequently,

a1 t a2 t ... t ak > 0 iff Σ i
k
=1 g (ai) < g (0) . (2)

Thus, a1 t a2 t ... t ak > 0 ⇔ a1, a2, ... ak >0 when t is strict, which cannot be ex-
tended to nonstrict Archimedean t-norms.

Each nonincreasing function ν: [0, 1] → [0, 1] with ν(0) = 1 and ν(1) = 0 will be
called a negation. So, ν such that ν ( a) := 0 for each a > 0 is the smallest possible
negation, whereas ν with ν ( a) := 1 for each a < 1 is the largest one. Strictly de-
creasing and continuous negations are called strict negations. Their class will be
denoted by Sng. Involutive strict negations (ν(ν( a)) = a for each a) are said to be
strong negations. An important example of a strong negation is the Łukasiewicz
negation νŁ with νŁ( a) := 1− a. Each t-norm t does generate a negation defined by

νt( a) := {c∈[0, 1]: a t c = 0}

for each a∈[0, 1]. Such a negation is strong if t is Archimedean and nonstrict. We
then have

νt( a) = g−1( g (0) − g ( a)) (3)

whenever g does generate t. If t is strict, then νt = ν .

2 Generalized Cardinals of Fuzzy Sets with Triangular Norms

The following three types of generalized cardinals can be constructed for fuzzy
sets with a t-norm t and a negation ν (see [9, 10]). Let A∈FFS and α = A .

(a) α( k ) := [ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ... t [ A ]k for each k∈ .

Applying the vector notation, one can write

α = (1, [ A ]1, [ A ]1 t [ A ]2, ... , [ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ... t [ A ]n) .

This generalized cardinal does form a lower cardinal evaluation of A because α( k)
is a degree to which A contains (at least) i elements for each i ≤ k; the quantifi-
cation "for each i ≤ k" is here realized by means of t (see [3]). Putting t = ∧, α
collapses to the well-known FGCount of A (see [11]).
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(b) α( k) := ν([ A ]k+1) t ν([ A ]k+2) t ...

= ν([ A ]k+1) t ν([ A ]k+2) t ... t ν([ A ]n) ,

i.e. α = (ν([ A ]1) t ν([ A ]2) t ... t ν([ A ]n),

ν([ A ]2) t ν([ A ]3) t ... t ν([ A ]n),

ν([ A ]n−1) t ν([ A ]n),

ν([ A ]n), (1)) .

This α is an upper cardinal evaluation of A: α( k) is now a degree to which A con-
tains at most i elements for each i ≥ k. If t = ∧ and ν = νŁ, α becomes the FLCount
of A (see [11]).

(c) α( k ) := [ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ... t [ A ]k t ν([ A ]k+1) t ... t ν([ A ]n) ,

i.e. α = (ν([ A ]1) t ν([ A ]2) t ... t ν([ A ]n),

[ A ]1 t ν([ A ]2) t ... t ν([ A ]n),

[ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ν([ A ]3) t ... t ν([ A ]n),

[ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ... t [ A ]n−1 t ν([ A ]n),

[ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ... t [ A ]n) .

This intersection of the lower and upper cardinal evaluations of A is always convex
and can be viewed as a "proper" generalized cardinal number of A. In the language
of many-valued logic with t-norms, α( k) is a degree to which A has at least i ele-
ments for each i ≤ k and, simultaneously, A has at most j elements for each j ≥ k.
Worth mentioning are the following particular cases:

(ν = ν ) α = (0, 0, ... , 0, [ A ]1 t [ A ]2 t ... t [ A ]n) with n zeros .

(t = ∧, ν = ν ) α = (0, 0, ... , 0, 1, [ A ]m+1, [ A ]m+2, ... , [ A ]n) with m zeros ,

i.e. α becomes the generalized cardinal of A due to Dubois ([2]).

(t = ∧, ν = νŁ) α( k ) = [ A]k ∧ (1 − [ A]k+1) ,

i.e. α collapses to the so-called FECount of A. α( k) is a degree to which A has
exactly k elements (see [7, 11]).

In this paper, we restrict our discusison to the generalized cardinals of the type (c).
They are called generalized FECounts (induced by a t-norm t and a negation ν).
Their family will be denoted by GFEt,ν. Special attention will be paid to the gener-
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alized FECounts induced by a t-norm from the class NArch of nonstrict Archimedean
t-norms and a strict negation. They seem to be exceptional in a way.

3 Nonstrict Archimedean t-Norms and Singular Fuzzy Sets

Nonstrict Archimedean t-norms do have zero divisors, i.e. a t b = 0 is possible for
a, b > 0 (recall that a t 0 = 0). One can say that to have zero divisors does mean to
have some inertia in attaining positive values by t : each positive argument of t is
treated as zero whenever the other one is not sufficiently "large", e.g. 0.2 tŁ 0.7 = 0,
but 0.2 tŁ 0.9 > 0. Clearly, this feature can be useful and desired in many applications.

Let A∈FFS and A = α∈GFEt,ν with t∈NArch and ν∈Sng. Since t has zero di-
visors, it is possible that α is the zero function, i.e. α = (0). All the weights assigned
to nonnegative integers are then equal to zero, which means that A is totally dissimilar
to any set of any cardinality. Let us stress in this place that α = 1{k} whenever A is a
k-element set. The generalized cardinal (0) will be called the flat generalized cardinal.
If α = (0), we will say that A is a singular fuzzy set. An instance of such a fuzzy set
is A = 1/x1 + 0.8 /x2 + 0.5 /x3 + 0.5 /x4 with t = tŁ and ν = νŁ. This simple example sug-
gests that quite "usual" fuzzy sets may be singular with respect to cardinality (see fur-
ther discussion).

It is clear that ν∈Sng has a unique fixed point a∈(0, 1). For instance, a = 0.5 for
ν = νŁ. Let s := max{i∈ : [ A]i > a} = Aa . So, s = s( A, ν) and m ≤ s ≤ n.

Theorem 3.1. (a) α( k) ≤ α( s) for each k∈ .
(b) α = (0) iff α( s) = 0.

Proof. (a) The thesis is satisfied for n ≤ 1. Indeed, if n = 0, then α = (1) and s = 0. If
n = 1, we have α = (ν([ A]1), [ A]1) with [ A]1∈(0, 1]. So, s = 0 gives α(0) ≥ α(1) be-
cause [ A]1 ≤ a, whereas s = 1 leads to α(0) < α(1). Assume n ≥ 2. The following
chains of implications hold true:

k ≤ s ⇒ [ A]k > a ⇒ ν([ A]k) < [ A]k
and

k > s ⇒ [ A]k ≤ a ⇒ ν([ A]k) ≥ [ A]k .
Hence

α( k) = [ A ]1 t ... t [ A ]k t ν([ A ]k +1) t ... t ν([ A ]n)

≤ [ A ]1 t ... t [ A ]s t ν([ A ]s +1) t ... t ν([ A ]n)

= α( s)

for k ≠ s. This completes the proof of (a). (b) is its immediate consequence.

Generalized FECounts have a rather complex general form. By Theorem 3.1, the
procedure of checking whether α( k) = 0 for each k can be reduced to verifying the
single condition α( s) = 0.
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Theorem 3.2. For t∈NArch with normed generator g, we have

α( s) = 0 iff Σs
i=1 g ([A]i) + Σn

i= s+1 g (ν([A]i)) ≥ 1 .

Proof. The thesis is a consequence of (2).

So, A is nonsingular (α ≠ (0)) iff the [A]i's with i ≤ s are sufficiently near to 1 and
the [A]i's with s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n are sufficiently smaller than the fixed point of ν. α ≠ (0)
is thus possible only if A is similar to an s-element set (see Example 3.4).

Corollary 3.3. If ν = νt , then α( s) = 0 iff Σs
i=1 g ([A]i) − Σn

i= s+1 g ([A]i) ≥ s − n + 1.

Proof. Indeed, by (3), g (νt([ A]i)) = 1 − g ([ A]i).

For instance, g (x) = 1− x and νt = νŁ if t = tŁ. So, the condition α( s) = 0 holds iff
Σs

i=1 [A]i − Σn
i= s+1 [A]i ≤ s − 1. Consequently, the inequality [ A]1 ≤ ( s − 1) / s, s ≥ 3,

implies that α = A is flat. Each fuzzy set A∈FFS with t = tŁ, ν = νŁ and, say,
s = 10 is thus singular whenever [ A]1 ≤ 0.9. Take a more general example in which
t is a Schweizer t-norm, i.e. t = tS,p with p > 0 and a tS,p b := [0 ∨ ( a p + b p − 1)]1/p;
so, tŁ = tS,1. Its generator is of the form g (x) = 1− x p and νt( x) = (1−x p)1/p. By Cor-
ollary 3.3, we obtain α( s) = 0 iff Σs

i=1 ([A]i)
p − Σn

i= s+1 ([A]i)
p ≤ s − 1.

Example 3.4. (i) Let t = tŁ and ν = νŁ, i.e. a = 0.5. If

A = 0.8 /x1 + 0.2 /x2 + 0.1 /x3 + 0.1 /x4 ,

then s = 1 and α( s) = [ A ]1 t ν([ A ]2) t ν([ A ]3) t ν([ A ]4) = 0.8 t 0.8 t 0.9 t 0.9 > 0, i.e.
A is nonsingular. This is because A is similar to a 1-element set.
(ii) Using the t and ν from (i), let

A = 0.95 /x1 + 0.95 /x2 + 0.95 /x3 + 0.5 /x4 + 0.4 /x5 .

We now have s = 3 and α( s) = 0.95 t 0.95 t 0.95 t 0.5 t 0.6 = 0. A is singular because
its similarity to a 3-element set is low as the membership grades of x4 and x5 are
near to a. A fuzzy subset of A, namely

B = 0.9 /x1 + 0.9 /x2 + 0.9 /x3 + 0.2 /x4 + 0.1 /x5

for which s = 3, too, is nonsingular. It is more similar to a 3-element set than A.
(iii) Let t = tS,4 and ν = νt, i.e. ν( x) = (1−x4)1/4 and a = 0.51/4 ≈ 0.84. For the fuzzy
set A from (ii), we again have s = 3, but this time α( s) > 0 by Corollary 3.3. So, A
is nonsingular. The reason is that a plays the role of a threshold point: the mem-
bership values > a are considered to be more or less similar to the maximal mem-
bership value 1, whereas those ≤ a are considered to be more or less similar to the
minimal membership value 0. In this example, we have a ≈ 0.84. The membership
values 0.5 and 0.4 are now considerably smaller than the threshold value and,
consequently, A becomes much more similar to a 3-element set than in (ii).
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Summarizing the above remarks, it seems that fuzzy sets which are nonsingular are
fuzzy sets having a small value of the entropy measure of fuzziness. That measure,
however, must be constructed in a special way: a maximal fuzziness should be
assigned to the fuzzy set identically equal to a. In the classical approach to fuzziness
measures, which seems to be suitable only for fuzzy sets with the standard operations,
that maximal fuzziness is assigned to the fuzzy set identically equal to 0.5. Let us
notice that, for each t∈NArch and ν∈Sng, if A and B are such that a < B( x) ≤ A( x)
or A( x) ≤ B( x) ≤ a for each x∈M, then the singularity of A implies the singularity
of B, i.e. the nonsingularity of B implies the nonsingularity of A. If ν = νt and A is
such that A( x) = a for each x∈supp( A), n ≥ 2, then A is singular.

If t∈NArch, ν∈Sng and A = a /x with a∈(0, 1], then A = (ν( a), a). Thus, a
singleton cannot be singular. This is no longer valid for fuzzy sets with larger sup-
ports. By the way, it is easy to find a singular fuzzy set A with n ≥ 3. For n = 2, that
task is more difficult. If, say, t = tŁ, ν = νŁ and A = a /x + b /y with a, b > 0, then A is
singular iff a = b = 0.5.

It is also easy to notice that each singular nonempty fuzzy set has a proper fuzzy
subset which is nonsingular, at least the empty fuzzy set 1Ø. The reason is that a
proper fuzzy subset of A may be more distinct with respect to cardinality, more sim-
ilar to an s-element set than A itself (see e.g. Example 3.4(ii)). On the other hand, the
following useful absorption property holds true for singular fuzzy sets. As usual, ∩
and ∪ denote the standard intersection and sum operations defined via ∧ and ∨.

Theorem 3.5. For each nonstrict Archimedean t-norm t and strict negation ν, if A is
singular and B is such that A∩B = 1Ø, then A∪B is singular, too.

Proof. Suppose that the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied. Put ci := [ A∪B]i for
each i ≥ 1, r := max{i: ci > a}, n* := supp( B) and l := supp( A∪B) ; as previous-
ly, s := max{i: [ A]i > a}, where a is the fixed point of ν. The sequence c1, c2, ... , cl
is a result of joining the sequences [ A]1, [ A]2, ... , [ A]n and [ B]1, [ B]2, ... , [ B]n* in the
nonincreasing way. Hence r ≥ s and, by Theorem 3.2,

Σr
i=1 g (ci) + Σl

i= r+1 g (ν(ci)) ≥ Σs
i=1 g ([A]i) + Σn

i= s+1 g (ν([A]i)) ≥ 1 .

So, A∪B is singular.

The absorption property is reflected in the results generated by the triangular norm-
based extension principle saying that (α+ β)( k ) := {α ( i ) t β ( j ): i + j = k}. Namely,
we get (0) + β = (0) for each β∈GFEt,ν.

The following simple criterion can be derived from Theorem 3.5: if a fuzzy set
ai 1 /xi 1 + ai 2 /xi 2 + ... + aik /xik is singular for some indices 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < ... < ik ≤ n
with 2 ≤ k < n, then A = a1 /x1 + a2 /x2 + ... + an /xn is singular, too. This sufficient
condition for A to be singular is convenient in practice because it is easy to check
if a fuzzy set with a small support having, say, 2 or 3 elements is singular. How-
ever, that A is singular does not generally imply the existence of a singular fuzzy
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subset ai 1 /xi 1 + ai 2 /xi 2 + ... + aik /xik of A. For instance, A = 0.6 /x1 + 0.6 /x2 + 0.6 /x3
with t = tŁ and ν = νŁ is singular, whereas 0.6 /xi + 0.6 /xj = (0, 0, 0.2) =/ (0).

Finally, the singularity of a fuzzy set A generally refers to and depends on a con-
crete t-norm and negation. Worth noticing in this context is the following property. Let
t, u∈NArch, ν, σ∈Sng, A = α∈GFEt,ν and A = β∈GFEu,σ. If α = (0), u ≤ t and
σ ≤ ν, then β = (0). In Example 3.4(iii), we have u < tŁ, but νŁ < νu for u = tS,4.
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Abstract. In this paper, a combination of fast and cooperative modular neural
nets to enhance the performance of the detection process is introduced. I have
applied such approach successfully to detect human faces in cluttered scenes
[10]. Here, this technique is used to identify human irises automatically in a
given image. In the detection phase, neural nets are used to test whether a
window of 20x20 pixels contains an iris or not. The major difficulty in the
learning process comes from the large database required for iris / non-iris
images. A simple design for cooperative modular neural nets is presented to
solve this problem by dividing these data into three groups. Such division
results in reduction of computational complexity and thus decreasing the time
and memory needed during the test of an image. Simulation results for the
proposed algorithm show a good performance. Furthermore, faster iris detection
is obtained through image decomposition into many sub-images and applying
cross correlation in frequency domain between each sub-image and the weights
of the hidden layer.

1 Introduction

Biometrics offers new solutions for personal identification are user friendly and yet
secure access. They work by inspecting biological features of ourselves that
distinguish us from others. Examples include fingerprints, hand geometry, and voice
recognition. It would be preferable to base recognition decisions upon features which
had very little genetic variations, and stable over lifetime of the individuals. It is
suggested in recent years that human irises might be as distinct as fingerprints for
different individuals, lending to the idea that iris patterns may contain unique
identification features. The motivation for this endeavor stems from the observation
that the human iris provides a particularly interesting structure as well as noninvasive
biometric assessment. The prospect of using the human iris for identification was
firstly suggested by ophthalmologists, who noted that the pattern of the iris remained
unchanged in clinical photographs taken over several decades. Further, since the iris
is an overt body, its appearance is amenable to remote examination with the aid of a
machine vision system.

To have a more practical biometric system, here we concentrate on personal
identification through human iris recognition, a relatively new biometric technology
that has some key advantages in terms of speed, simplicity, accuracy, and
applicability [9]. Of course, face recognition does not need any voluntary action and
can be used for covert surveillance. But, the problem of classification of twins makes
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the identification of persons based on face recognition unreliable. Moreover, for a
given person, the patterns of right and left irises are different from each other,
although they are genetically identical as the four irises of two identical twins.
Furthermore, the spatial patterns which apparent in the human iris are highly
distinctive to an individual as shown in Fig. 1 [1, 9]. Also, the size of iris is stable
throughout life. We may have noticed how large the eyes of a baby seem to be when
their heads are so small. This is because even from birth, the human iris is about 10
millimeters in diameter. More importantly, the iris pattern itself is also stable
throughout life, except that the color may change in the first months. As the pupil size
is constantly changed, neural networks are used to compensate for this distortion in
the iris patterns.

The goal of this paper is to solve the problem of requiring large database to build an
automatic system in order to detect the location of irises in scenes. This paper
explores the use of modular neural network (MNN) classifiers. Non-modular
classifiers tend to introduce high internal interference because of the strong coupling
among their hidden layer weights [2]. As a result of this, slow learning or over fitting
can occur during the learning process. Sometimes, the network could not be learned
for complex tasks. Such tasks tend to introduce a wide range of overlap which, in
turn, causes a wide range of deviations from efficient learning in the different regions
of input space [3]. High coupling among hidden nodes will then, result in over and
under learning at different regions [8]. Enlarging the network, increasing the number
and quality of training samples, and techniques for avoiding local minina, will not
stretch the learning capabilities of the NN classifier beyond a certain limit as long as
hidden nodes are tightly coupled, and hence cross talking during learning [7]. A MNN
classifier attempts to reduce the effect of these problems via a divide and conquer
approach. It generally, decomposes the large size / high complexity task into several
sub-tasks, each one is handled by a simple, fast, and efficient module. Then, sub-
solutions are integrated via a multi-module decision-making strategy. Hence, MNN
classifiers, generally, proved to be more efficient than non-modular alternatives [5,6].
In section 2, we present a method for detection of human irises in photo images. Also,
an algorithm during the searching procedure is described. A fast searching algorithm
for iris detection which reduces the computational complexity of neural nets is
presented in section 3. A faster searching algorithm for iris detection which reduces
the number of computation steps through image decomposition is presented in section
4.

2 Human Iris Detection Based on Neural Networks

Image acquisition of the iris can not be expected to yield an image containing only the
iris. Rather, image acquisition will capture the iris as part of a larger image that also
contains data derived from the immediately surrounding eye region. Therefore, prior
to iris pattern matching, it is important to localize precisely that portion of the
acquired image corresponding to an iris. In particular, it is necessary to localize that
portion of the image derived from inside the limbus (the border between the sclera
and the iris) and outside the pupil. Further if the eyelids are occluding part of the iris,
then only that portion of the image below the upper eyelid and above the lower eyelid
should be included. Moreover, the detection algorithm must be invariant to changes in
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pupillary constriction and overall iris image size, and hence also invariant to camera
zoom factor and distance to the eye. Previous work in iris detection is accomplished
by using 2D Gabor wavletes. Then a doubly dimensionaless coordinate system is used
to map the tissue [1]. But, these methods are complex and require large number of
computations and consume more time. Here neural networks are used to detect the iris
with all of these variations and compensate automatically for the stretching of the iris
tissue as the pupil dilates.

The human iris is a complex pattern. Finding human irises automatically in a scene is
a difficult yet significant problem. It is the first step in fully automatic human iris
recognition system. Iris detection is the fundamental step before the iris recognition or
identification procedure. Its reliability and time response have a major influence on
the performance and usability of the whole iris recognition system. Previous authors
[1,9] assume that only the human eye is presented in front of camera. But if any other
non-iris (for example objects, texture, natural scenes, parts of the eye that have not
any information about iris or any part of the face that may be appeared in front of
camera) is presented what will be the decision?. Training a neural network for the iris
detection task is challenging because of the difficulty in characterizing prototypical
"non-iris" images. Unlike iris recognition, in which the classes to be discriminated are
different irises, the two classes to be discriminated in the iris detection are "image
containing irises" and "image not containing irises". It is easy to get a representative
sample of images that contain irises, but much harder to get a representative sample of
those which do not. Feature information needs to be stored in the database for the
purpose of retrieval. Information retrieval can be done by using a neural network
approach which has the potential to embody both numerical and structural iris data.
However, neural network approaches have been demonstrated only on limited
database. The use of huge samples of iris/non-iris images makes the learning process
very difficult for the neural network.

2.1 A Proposed Algorithm For Iris Detection Using MNNs

First, in an attempt to equalize the intensity values of the iris image, the image
histogram is equalized. This not only reduce the variability of pixels generated by
illumination conditions, and enhance the image contrast but also increases the number
of correct pixels that can be actually encountered [10]. The next component of our
system is a classifier that receives an input of 20x20 pixel region of gray scale image
and generates an output region ranging from 1 to -1, signifying the presence or
absence of a iris, respectively. This classification must have some invariance to
position, rotation, and scale. To detect irises anywhere in the input, the classifier is
applied at every location in the image. To detect irises larger than the window size,
the input image is repeatedly reduced in size. The classifier is applied at every pixel
position in the image and scales the image down by a factor of 1.2 for each step as
shown in Fig. 2. So, the classifier is invariant to translation and scaling. To have
rotation invariant, the neural network is trained for images rotated from 0° to 355° by
a step of 5°. In order to train neural networks used in this stage, a large number of iris
and non-iris images are needed. A sample of non-iris images, which are collected
from the world wide web, is shown in Fig. 3. So, conventional neural nets are not
capable of realizing such a searching problem. As a result of this, MNNs are used for
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detecting the presence or absence of human irises for a given image. Images (iris and
non-iris) in the database are divided into three groups which result in three neural
networks. More divisions can occur without any restrictions in case of adding more
samples to the database. Each group consists of 400 patterns (200 for iris and 200 for
non-iris). Each group is used to train one neural network. Each network consists of
hidden layer containing 13 neurons, and an output layer which contains only one
neuron. Here, two models of MNNs are used. The first is the ensemble majority
voting which gives a result of 80% detection rate. The other is the average voting
which gives a better result of 84% detection rate.

2.2 Enhancement of Detection Performance
To enhance the detection decision, the detection results of neighboring windows to
confirm the decision at a given location can be used. This will reduce false detection
as neighboring windows may reveal the non-iris characteristics of the data. For each
location, the number of detections within a specified neighborhood of that location
can be counted. If the number is above a threshold, then that location is classified as
an iris. Among a number of windows, the location with the higher number of
detections in range of one pixel is preserved, and locations with fewer detections are
eliminated. In our case, a threshold of 4 is chosen. Such strategy increases the
detection rate to 96% (average voting), as a result of reducing the false detections. It
is clear that, the use of MNNs with this enhancement improves the results over those
obtained in the previous section. As shown in Fig. 4, when the light beam is focused
more to inside the pupil, the pupil itself is compressed. The iris contained in the eye
of Fig. 4(a) is fed to the neural net during the learning process while the other (which
found in the eye of Fig.4 (b)) could be detected correctly during the test phase.

3 Fast Neural Nets for Iris Detection

In subsection 2.1, modular neural network for object detection using a sliding window
is presented to parse a given input image. In this section, a fast algorithm for object
detection (used with each of the neural nets presented in section 2.1) based on two
dimensional cross correlations that take place between the tested image and the
sliding window. Such window is represented by the neural net weights situated
between the input unit and the hidden layer. The convolution theorem in mathematical
analysis says that a convolution of f with h is identical to the result of the following
steps: let F and H be the results of the Fourier transformation of f and h in the
frequency domain. Multiply F and H in the frequency domain point by point and then
transform this product into spatial domain via the inverse Fourier transform [4]. As a
result of this, these cross correlations can be represented by a product in frequency
domain. By using the Fast Fourier Transform speed up in an order of magnitude can
be gained.

During the detection step, a sub image I of size mxn (sliding window) is extracted
from the test image of size PxT and fed to the neural network. Let wi be the vector of
weights needed to compute the activity of hidden neuron. This vector of size mn can
be represented as mxn matrix X � . The output of hidden neurons h(i) can be given by:
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where g is the activation function and b(i) is the bias of each hidden neuron (i). The
expression is obtained for a particular sub-image I. Equ. (1) can be extended to the
global image Z as follows:
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This operation denotes a cross correlation operation. For any two functions f and d,
their cross correlation is given by:
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We may reformulate equ. (2) as:

( )ibZiXgih +⊗= (4)

where hi is the activity of the hidden unit (i) and hi (u,v) is the activity of the hidden
unit (i) when the observation window (sliding window) is located at position (u,v) and
(u,v) ∈� [P-m+1,T-n+1].
Now, the above given cross correlation can be given in terms of Fourier Transform:

( ) ( )( )iX*FF1FiXZ Z •−=⊗ (5)

Evaluating this cross correlation using FFT, an important speed up can be gained in
comparison to a classic neural network based on sliding windows. Similarly the final
output of the neural network can be expressed by linear combination of the hidden
unit activity:
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O(u,v) is the output of the observed window located at the position (u,v) in the input
image Z.

For a tested image of NxN pixels, the 2D FFT requires O(N2log2N
2) computation

steps. For the weight matrix Xi , the 2D FFT can be computed off line since these are
constant parameters of the network independent of the tested image. A 2D FFT of the
tested image has to be computed, therefore the total number of FFT to compute is q+1
(one forward and q backward transforms). In addition, we have to multiply the
transforms of the weights and the input image in the frequency domain adding a
further (qN2) computation steps. This yields a total of O((q+1)N2log2N

2+qN2)
computation steps for the fast neural networks.
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For a classic neural network, O((N-n+1)2n2q) computation steps are required, when
one considers the activity of q neurons in the hidden layer and a square tested image
of size NxN and a sliding window of size nxn. Therefore, the theoretical speed up
factor K is:

2qN2N2log21)N(q

2n21)nq(N
K

++

+−= (7)

For example, if N=200, n=20, q=13, we may achieve a speed up factor of 18.7595.
The speed up factor introduced in [11] for object detection which is given by:

N21)log(q

2qn
K

+
= (8)

is not correct since the number of computation steps required for the 2D FFT is
O(N2log2N

2) and not O(N2log2N) . Also, this is not a typing error as the curve in Fig.
2 in [11] realizes equ.8. Moreover, the speed up ratio presented in [11] not only
contains an error but is also not precise. This is because for fast neural nets, the term
(qN2) must be added. Such term has a great effect on the speed up ratio. Furthermore,
for conventional neural nets, the number of operations is (q(N-n+1) 2n2) and not
(qN2n2).

3.1 Sub-Image Normalization in Frequency Domain

In [12], the authors stated that image normalization to avoid week or strong
illumination can not be done in frequency space. This is because the image
normalization is local and not easily computed in the Fourier space of the whole
image. Here, a simple method for normalization of sub-images in frequency domain is
presented. Local image normalization can be obtained by normalizing the weights as
follows:

Let X rc

_
be the zero-mean centered sub-image located at (r,c) in the input image ψ:

rcxrcXrcX −= (9)

where xrc is the mean value of the sub image located at (r,c). We are interested in

computing the cross correlation between the sub-image Xrc and the weights Wi that

is:

iWrcxiWrcXiWrcX ⊗−⊗=⊗ (10)

where:

2n

rcX
rcx = (11)
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Combining 10 and 11, we get the following expression:

iW
n
rcX

iWrcXiWrcX ⊗−⊗=⊗ 2 (12)

which is the same as:

2n

iW
rcXiWrcXiWrcX ⊗−⊗=⊗ (13)

The centered zero mean weights are given by:

2n

iW
iWiW −= (14)

Also, equ. 13 can be written as:











−⊗=⊗

2n

iW

iWrcXiWrcX (15)

So, we may conclude that:

iWrcXiWrcX ⊗=⊗ (16)

which means that cross-correlating a normalized image with the weight matrix is
equal to the cross-correlation of the n
weight matrix.

Normalization of sub-images in the spatial domain (in case of using traditional neural
nets) requires (N-n+1)2n2 computation steps. On the other hand, normalization of sub-
images in frequency domain through normalizing the weights of the neural nets
requires 2n2 operations. So, this proves also that, local image normalization in
frequency domain is faster than that in the spatial one.

3. 2 Image Testing at Multi Resolutions

Images are tested for the presence of a iris (object) at different scales by building a
pyramid of the input image which generates a set of images at different resolutions.
The iris detector is then applied at each resolution and this process takes much more
time as the number of processing steps will be increased. In [7], the author stated that
the Fourier transforms of the new scales do not need to be computed. This is due to a
property of the Fourier transform. If f(x,y) is the original and g(x,y) is the sub-
sampled by a factor of 2 in each direction image then:

FT(2x,2y)y)g(x, = (17)
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y))FT(f(x,v)F(u, = (18)

)
2

v
,

2

u
F(

4

1
v)G(u,y)FT(g(x, == (19)

This implies that we do not need to recompute the Fourier transform of images, as it
can be directly obtained from the original Fourier transform. Then, the author claimed
that the processing needs O((q+2)N2log2N) additional number of computation steps.
Thus the speed up ratio will be:

N)log2(q

qn
2

2

+
=η (20)

Of course this is not correct, because the inverse of the Fourier transform is required
to be computed at each neuron in the hidden layer (for the result of dot product
between the Fourier transform of input image and the weights of the neuron, the
inverse of the Fourier transform must be computed). So, the total number of
computation steps needed for fast neural networks is O((2q+1)N2logN2+2qN2) and
not O((q+2)N2log2N) as stated in [7]. Thus, the speed up ratio becomes:

2qN2N2log21)N(q

2n21)nq(N

++

+−=η (21)

4 A New Faster Algorithm for Human Iris Detection Based on
Image Decomposition

In this section, a new faster algorithm for iris detection is presented. The number of
computation steps required for fast neural nets with different image sizes is listed in
table 1. From this table, we may notice that as the image size is increased, the number
of computation steps required by fast neural networks is much increased. For
example, the number of computation steps required for an image of size (50x50
pixels) is much less than that needed for an image of size (100x100 pixels). Also, the
number of computation steps required for an image of size (500x500 pixels) is much
less than that needed for an image of size (1000x1000 pixels). As a result of this, for
example, If an image of size (100x100 pixels) is decomposed into 4 sub-images of
size (50x50 pixels) and each sub-image is tested separately, then a speed up factor for
iris detection can be achieved. The number of computation steps required by fast
neural networks to test an image after decomposition may be calculated as follows:

1- Assume that the size of the image under test is (NxN pixels).



2- Such image is decomposed into a (LxL pixels) sub-images. So, a can be 
computed as: 

3- Assume that, number of computation steps required for testing one (LxL pixels) 
sub-image is P. So, the total number of computation steps (T) required for testing 
these sub-images resulted after the decomposition process is: 

To detect a iris of size 20x20 pixels in an image of any size by using fast neural 
networks after image decomposition into sub-images, the optimal size of these sub- 
images must be computed. From table 1, we may conclude that, the most suitable size 
for the sub-image which requires the smallest number of computation steps is 25x25 
pixels. A comparison between the speed up ratio for fast neural networks and fast 
neural networks after image decomposition with different sizes of the tested images is 
listed in table 2 (q=30, n=20). A comparison between the number of computation 
steps required by conventional, fast neural networks and fast neural networks after 
image decomposition with different sizes of the tested images is listed in table 3 
(q=30, n=20). 

Table 1. The number of computation steps required for by fast neural networks (FNN) for 
images of sizes (25x25 - 1050x1050 pixels). 

Image size 
No. of computation 

steps in case of using 
FNN 

Image size 
No. of computation steps 

in case of using FNN 
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Table 2. The speed up ratio in case of using FNN and FNN after image decomposition into
sub-images (25x25 pixels) for images of different sizes.

Image size
Speed up ratio in case of

using (FNN)
Speed up ratio in case of using

FNN after image decomposition

50x50 12.1415 14.5094
100x100 17.8159 24.7640
150x150 19.1400 28.7888
200x200 19.5037 30.9145
250x250 19.5566 32.2261
300x300 19.4898 33.1158
350x350 19.3736 33.7586
400x400 19.2379 34.2448
450x450 19.0961 34.6253
500x500 18.9550 34.9313
550x550 18.8176 35.1826
600x600 18.6853 35.3928
650x650 18.5588 35.5711
700x700 18.4381 35.7242
750x750 18.3232 35.8572
800x800 18.2138 35.9738
850x850 18.1095 36.0769
900x900 18.0102 36.1686
950x950 17.9154 36.2507

1000x1000 17.8248 36.3248

Table 3. The number of computation steps required for conventional, FNN and FNN after
image decomposition into sub-images (25x25 pixels) for images of different sizes.

Image size

No. of computation
steps in case of using
conventional neural

nets

No. of
computation steps

in case of using
FNN

No. of computation steps
in case of using FNN after

image decomposition

50x50 11532000 949798 794798
100x100 78732000 4419191 3179191
150x150 205932000 10759202 7153179
200x200 393132000 20156763 12716763
250x250 640332000 32742414 19869942
300x300 947532000 48616808 28612717
350x350 1314732000 67861948 38945087
400x400 1741932000 90547053 50867053
450x450 2229132000 116732022 64378614
500x500 2776332000 146469656 79479770
550x550 3383532000 179807163 96170522
600x600 4050732000 216787233 114450000
650x650 4777932000 257448831 134320000
700x700 5565132000 301827794 155780000
750x750 6412332000 349957294 178829000
800x800 7319532000 401868214 203468000
850x850 8286732000 457589436 229696000
900x900 9313932000 517148091 257514000
950x950 10401132000 580569757 286921000

1000x1000 11548332000 647878626 317919000
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4.1 Simulation of the Fast Iris Detection Process (after Image Decomposition)
using Parallel Processing Techniques

In the previous section, a new algorithm for iris detection based on decomposing the
image under test to many sub-images has been presented. Then, for each sub-image, a
fast neural network has been used to detect the presence/absence of human irises.

Here, to further reduce the running time as well as increase the speed up ratio of the
detection process, a parallel processing technique is used. Each sub-image is tested
using a fast neural network simulated on a single processor or a separated node in a
clustered system.

The number of operations (ω) performed by each processor / node (sub-images tested
by one processor/node) =

nodes/ProcessorsofNumber

imagessubofnumbertotalThe −
=ω

Pr

α
ω = (19)

where Pr is the Number of Processors or nodes.

The total number of computation steps (γ) required to test an image by using this
approach can be calculated as:

γ=ωβ (20)

As shown in table 4, using a symmetric multiprocessing system with 16 parallel
processors or 16 nodes in either a massively parallel processing system or a clustered
system, the number of computation steps is reduced as well as the speed up ratio (with
respect to conventional neural networks) for human iris detection is increased.

5 Conclusion

A fast modular neural network approach has been introduced to identify human irises.
The technical problem associated with large database (iris/non-iris) required for
training neural networks has been solved using MNNs. A simple algorithm for fast
iris detection based on cross correlation in frequency domain has been presented in
order to speed up the execution time. Moreover, by decomposing the input image into
many sub-images and test each one by using the fast neural network, the speed up
ratio has been increased. Simulation results have shown that the new algorithm is an
efficient method for finding locations of irises when the size of the iris is unknown as
well as rotated, occluded, noised, and mirrored irises are detected correctly at
different illumination levels. The proposed approach may be applied to detect the
presence / absence of any other object in an image.
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Table 4 The number of computation steps and the speed up ratio in case of using FNN
after image decomposition into sub-images (25x25 pixels) for images of different

sizes using 16 parallel processors or 16 nodes.

Image size No. of computation
steps

Speed up ratio

50x50 198699.42 58.0374
100x100 198699.42 396.2240
150x150 596098.26 345.4656
200x200 794797.68 494.6312
250x250 1390895.94 358.0678
300x300 1788294.78 529.8520
350x350 2583092.46 508.9758
400x400 3179190.72 547.9168
450x450 4172687.82 534.2197
500x500 9934971.00 558.9008
550x550 6159682.02 549.3030
600x600 7153179.12 566.2841
650x650 8544075.06 559.2099
700x700 9736271.58 571.5875
750x750 11325866.94 566.1669
800x800 12716762.88 575.5814
850x850 14505057.66 571.2995
900x900 16094653.02 578.6973
950x950 18081647.22 575.2297

1000x1000 19869942.00 581.1960
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Fig. 1. The distinctiveness of the human iris.

Fig. 2. Image resizing by a factor of 1.2 during iris detection.
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Fig. 3. Examples of non-iris images.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Variation in pupil size when the light beam is more focused into the eye.
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Abstract. In this paper, a simple technique for human face classification using
two transforms and neural nets is introduced. A new concept for rotation
invariant based on Fourier descriptors and neural networks is presented.
Although, the magnitude of the Fourier descriptors is translation invariant, there
is no need for scaling or translation invariance. This is because the face sub-
image here (20x20 pixels) is segmented from the whole image during the
detection process as in my previous work [12]. The feature extraction
algorithm based on Fourier descriptors is modified to reduce the number of
neurons in the hidden layer. The second stage extracts wavelet coefficients of
the resulted Fourier descriptors before application to neural network. Wavelet
transforms have been shown to provide advantages in terms of better
representation for a given data to be compressed. The final vector is fed to a
neural net for face classification. Simulation results for the proposed algorithm
show a good performance compared with previous results.

1. Introduction

Face recognition refers to the automatic identification of an individual, represented in
a database, based on the information contained in a digital gray scale image.
Automatic identification of the human faces has been an area of active research for
the past 20 years. In addition to the importance of the face recognition task from a
research point of view, it has a number of commercial and law enforcement
applications. Personal identification from faces is performed by means of non contact
measurement, which has advantages over contact techniques such as fingerprint, or
close contact such as iris texture, or retina recognition.

Face recognition applications that are being implemented in practice include static
matching of controlled photographs such as credit cards, photo Identification cards,
driver licenses, and access control. A sharp increase in the number of services
available over the internet has raised the problem of secure money transactions. At
present, insurance for transactions costs 1.5 cents (1 pence) per transaction. In order
to perform card holder identification in shops, a valid credit card number must be
accompanied by the signature of the holder. Identification of the correct personality
over the Internet cannot be done by conventional means, and visual face recognition
using a camera provides, perhaps at the best, identification cue.

Traditional fixed template pattern matching techniques and geometrical model-based
object recognition approaches tend to perform inadequately for recognizing faces
[2,8]. Other approaches, such as eigenfaces do not provide invariance over changes in

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 284–290, 2001.
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scale, head orientation, and lighting conditions. In another study, Blackwell et. al.
[11] claimed that whole image preprocessing, such as PCA, can not solve the
problems associated with learning large complicated data sets. These limitations arise
due to processing of whole faces rather than their constituent parts [10].

My approach to the face recognition problem is to combine both Fourier and wavelet
transforms with neural nets in order to enhance the recognition performance and
reduce the response time during the test phase. In section 2, invariant Fourier
descriptors are discussed and a modified algorithm is presented. Such modification
allows to reduce the total number of neurons needed to classify the feature vectors
and the time required during the learning / testing phase. In order to enhance the
recognition performance as we1l as reduce the computation time, a combination
between the FFT and DWT features is introduced in section 3.

2. Face Recognition Using Invariant Features

common and possibly unique to all face patterns, even under different imaging
conditions [1]. Fourier descriptors are well suited for recognizing objects using the
characteristics of the global shape. Although, the magnitude of the Fourier descriptors
is translation invariant, there is no need for scaling or translation invariance. This is
because, first the face image is located in the input image, and then segmented.
During the detection phase, the image is resized by a step of 1.2, so the detection
process is scaling invariant. Also, the detection is applied at every pixel position, and
as a result the detection is translation invariant. The detection process is done by using
fast modular neural networks [12]. Here, a new algorithm for rotation invariance
based on Fourier descriptors and neural networks is presented. By computing the Fast
Fourier Transform of the data, x[m], 1 ≤ m ≤ L, we obtain the Fourier coefficients for
0 ≤ m ≤ L-1 as follows:

m/L)jk(2
L

1m

ex[m]a[k] Π−

=
∑= (1)

For face recognition, we need a certain value, namely, a feature vector which
represents the face. How to make a feature vector from a given graphic image data is
an important issue in pattern recognition. As a feature, the Fourier descriptor are
utilized because we can compress the data size significantly by eliminating one half of
the Fourier components. The Fourier descriptors of the input face (20x20 pixels) are
used as follows:

1-Discard one half of the data and the dc component a[0] since it depends only on
the position of the image center.
2-Obtain the absolute value of the complex number a[k] which will make it
invariant under rotation or translation as follows:

[ ] 22 Im(a[k])Re(a[k])kr += (2)

3-Obtain the maximum component of the absolute values.
4-Dividing r[k] by the maximum absolute value of the other components.
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Here, a backpropagation neural network is chosen for classification of feature vectors
since it is known to have inherent robustness in classification and flexibility in its
application. We construct a neural net for solving this classification problem. A
network of three layers is trained to classify 120 patterns corresponding to ten human
faces. A total number of 12 patterns are taken for each face through rotations from 0°
to 165° by a step of 15°. This procedure not only achieves rotation invariance but also
reduces the effect of background (for the same face) which may be changed from an
image to another. The feature vector consists of 200 elements. Hence, it is common to
select the input layer to have 200 nodes. The input nodes do not have any processing
elements (neurons). The second layer containing 12 neurons while the output layer
has 10 neurons to distinguish between 10 human faces.

In order to reduce the number of neurons in the hidden layer, we make a modification
during the training process. Instead of training the neural net from 0° to 165°, we train
on images rotated from 0° to 75°. This is done as follows:

1. First, the input (face) image is resized to 20x20.
2. Second, rotate the input (face) image by an angle of 90°.
3. Obtain FFT for the input (face) image and its rotated version.
4. Calculate the difference between the two vectors computed in the previous step.
5. Repeat the previous steps for the input image but with angles up to 75° by a step of
15°.
6. Do the above steps for all the faces to be stored in the database.
7. Train the neural networks with all of these patterns.

Using this procedure the neural network could be learned using only 8 neurons in the
hidden layer instead of 12. For some examples of mirrored, noised, and occluded
faces, experimental results have shown that the modified algorithm could recognize
them correctly. Also, for the same face, this approach reduces the effect of
background variation as the neural network is trained for rotated samples of each face.

3. Combining Fourier and Wavelet Transforms with Neural Nets
for Face Recognition

Recently, wavelet transforms have been shown to provide certain advantages in terms
of better data compaction for a given signal. But they are not invariant to rotation,
translation, or scaling [7]. Using wavelet transform, we can analyze our signal in time
for its frequency content. Unlike Fourier analysis, in which we analyze signals using
sins and cosines, now we use wavelet function. Dilations and translation of the
"mother function" or analyzing wavelet φ(x), defines an orthogonal basis, our wavelet
basis:

)kx� � �2� � � 	 s2

s

−= − (3)

The variables s and k are integers that scale and dilate the mother function φ to
generate wavelets, such as a Daubechies wavelet family. The scale index s indicates



the width of the wavelet, and the location k gives its position. The mother functions 
are rescaled, or dilated by powers of two, and translated by integers. What makes 
wavelet bases especially interesting is the self-similarity caused by the scales and 
dilations. Once we know about the mother functions, we know everything about the 
basis. 

Compared with Fowier descriptor that uses global sinusoids as the basis functions, the 
wavelet descriptors is more efficient in representing and detecting local features due 
to the spatial and frequency localization property of wavelet bases [9]. The output 
vector in last section is then compressed using daubechies (s=3) wavelet. As a result 
of this, the new vector has a length of only 100 points. Thus, the number of neurons in 
the hidden layer is reduced to 10 neurons. So, over a sample of 30 images, the 
response time is reduced compared to using only Fourier coefficients as shown in Fig. 
1. The complete learning algorithm is shown in Fig.2. 

However, the input pattern is compressed from 200 to 100 elements when using 
(FFT+DWT), the recognition rate is increased as we feedback the negative examples 
(examples which could not be recognized correctly) to the trainer again but only in 
the case of using (FFT+DWT). When we add the negative examples to the trainer in 
case of using only FFT, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is increased above 
8 neurons, so we fixed the training examples when using FFT and add the negative 
examples when using (FFT+DWT). 

At the final test, as shown in table (I), the number of neurons in the hidden layer =5 
for (FFT+DWT) and 8 neurons for FFT. So the recognition rate in case of 
(FFT+DWT) is better than using only FFT as the number of training examples is 
larger. But, of course the number of iterations is increased. However, during the test 
phase, it is cleared that using FFT+DWT is faster than using only FFT. 

Table 1. A comparison between FFT only and FFT+DWT for Recognition for a 
sample of 100 faces for 10 Individuals. 

No. of neurons in No. of I Method I hidden layer 1 iterations 

As shown in Fig. 3, for some examples of Mirrored, noised, occluded, and 
horizontallylvertically skewed faces, the proposed algorithm has recognized them 
correctly with high recognition rate. Also, for a threshold value of 0.65 this 
combination is efficient in rejecting unknown faces. 

Recognition 
Rate 

FFT 8 
FFT+DWT I 5 

565 88% 
2104 97% 
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4. Conclusion 
A new rotation invariant approach has been introduced to identify frontal views of 
still human face images. Such approach has used a modified algorithm for obtaining 
Fourier descriptors and neural networks. In order to reduce the elapsed time, wavelet 
coefficients have been used to compress the Fourier feature vector. Simulation results 
have shown that the proposed algorithm is an efficient method for recognizing human 
faces even with occlusion, noise, or deformation in shape as well as rejecting 
unknown faces. 
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Fig.3. Some examples of mirrored, rotated, noised, deformed, occluded faces that could be
recognized correctly using a combination of the modified FFT and DWT.
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Abstract. Multi-valued neurons (MVN) are the neural processing elements 
with complex-valued weights and high functionality. It is possible to implement 
an arbitrary mapping described by partial-defined multiple-valued function on 
the single MVN. The MVN-based neural networks are applied to temporal 
classification of images of gene expression patterns, obtained by confocal 
scanning microscopy. The classification results confirmed the efficiency of this 
method for image recognition. It was shown that frequency domain of the 
representation of images is highly effective for their description. 

1 Introduction 

The ability of neural networks to accumulate knowledge about objects and processes 
using learning algorithms makes their application in pattern recognition very 
promising and attractive [1]. In particular, different kinds of neural networks are 
successfully used for solving the image recognition problem [2].  

Neural networks based on multi-valued neurons have been introduced in [3] and 
further developed in [4-7]. A comprehensive observation of multi-valued neurons 
theory, their learning and applications are given in [8]. Multi-valued neural element 
(MVN) is based on the ideas of multiple-valued threshold logic [8]. Its main 
properties are ability to implement arbitrary mapping between inputs and output 
described by partially defined multiple-valued function, quickly converging learning 
algorithms based on simple linear learning rules and complex-valued internal 
arithmetic. Several kinds of MVN-based neural networks have been proposed for 
solving the image recognition problems. Different models of associative memory 
have been considered in [4, 5, 8, 9, 10]. An approach to image recognition, which will 
be used here, has been introduced in [6] and further developed in [7, 8, 11, 12]. This 
approach is based on the following consideration. Since it is always difficult to 
formalize the image description so that it can be adapted for learning, a good solution 
to this challenge is an objectification of image presentation. Transformation of the 
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image presentation from spatial to the frequency domain is an appropriate way to 
realize this objectification. Of course, in itself this approach is not new. Frequency 
domain representation of data for pattern recognition was proposed and successfully 
used in 70ths, e.g., in [13]. The nature of this data presentation is clear: since in 
frequency domain the signal energy is concentrated in a small number of the low 
frequency part spectral coefficients, it is possible to use exactly these coefficients as 
an objective description of the signal.  

In our study MVN-based neural network is applied to classification of images of 
gene expression patterns, obtained by confocal scanning microscopy [14]. This is a 
new promising approach for acquisition of quantitative data on gene expression at the 
resolution of a single cell. Gene expression data are of crucial importance for 
elucidation of mechanisms of cell functioning, as well as for the early diagnosis of 
many diseases.  

The data are described in detail in Section 2. In our preliminary study we applied 
the discriminant function analysis for classification of one dimensional data with a 
fixed set of features. The results are given in Section 3. MVN, their learning and 
MVN-based neural network for image recognition are considered in Section 4. The 
results of classification obtained using MVN-based neural network are given in 
Section 5. 

2 Description of the Data 

We perform temporal classification of images of expression patterns of genes 
controlling segmentation in the fruit fly Drosophila, which is a model organism for 
molecular biology studies. Like all other insects, the body of the Drosophila is made 
up of repeated units called segments. During the process of segment determination a 
fly embryo consists of a roughly prolate spheroid of about 5000 nuclei. Genes that act 
to determine segments are expressed in patterns that become more spatially refined 
over time. One can view each gene's expression pattern as a collection of “domains” 
(stripes), each of which is a region of expression containing one maximum (Fig 1, 2). 
In our experiments gene expression was recorded by confocal scanning of embryos 
stained with fluorescence tagged antibodies. The obtained images were subjected to 
image segmentation procedure to obtain the data in terms of nuclear location [15] and 
then rescaled to remove a nonspecific background signal. In the processed image the 
nuclei are presented by single pixels with a fluorescence intensity proportional to the 
average value of gene expression in the respective nucleus.  

Human observers classify the developmental stage of an embryo by careful study 
of its pattern, since each stripe possesses its own features at any stage of an embryo 
development. In such a way 809 embryos were subdivided into 8 temporal classes 
[16] (their representatives are shown in Fig.1). Each embryo was allocated to one of 
the temporal classes on the basis of thorough and extensive visual inspection of the 
expression pattern of the eve gene, which is highly dynamic. We selected embryos for 
scanning without regard for age, so we expect our dataset to be uniformly distributed 
in time. The 8 classes were approximately equally populated.  

The evolution of the eve expression patterns during the segment determination 
shows the following tendency (see Fig. 1). Time classes 1, 2, and 3 do not have seven 
well-defined stripes and the number and location of stripes changes rapidly. The 
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remaining groups (classes 4 to 8) do have seven well-defined stripes. After all the 
stripes are clearly visible their intensities increase in the posterior portion of the 
embryo. By the end of the period, all stripes have reached maximum and equal 
intensity and maximum sharpness. Time classes 1 to 3 could be grouped according to 
the number of individual stripes, which have formed. The remaining groups (classes 
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) all have 7 well defined stripes and were classified by features of the 
overall pattern. 

 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Class 4 Class 5 Class 6

Class 7 Class 8
Fig. 1. Representative images of segmented and rescaled expression patterns belonging 
to the 8 temporal classes.

 

3  Preliminary Results: One Dimensional Classification  
by the Discriminant Function Analysis 

The essential step for automated pattern classification in time is to characterize the 
patterns in terms of some observable parameters, and then use these parameters to 
read off the time. Expression of segmentation genes is largely a function of position 
along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo body, and so can be well represented 
in one dimension. The time classification of expression patterns is performed for the 
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data extracted from the central 10% of y values on the midline of an embryo in the x 
direction. The y values of these data are then ignored, and the patterns, demonstrating 
the variation of gene expression along the x axis, are presented as graphs. The stripes 
and interstripes then have the form of peaks and valleys respectively (see Fig.2) . 

Fig. 2. Representative 1D expression patterns belonging to each of 8 temporal classes 

 
As it is clear from the figure, it is natural to use extrema of expression domains as a 

set of variables for classification, but the noise on the peaks makes it rather difficult to 
find the extrema location directly from the raw data. There exist many methods based 
on different principles for extracting the features from an 1D signal of this type. We 
have employed quadratic spline approximation as well as the wavelet transform (with 
continuous basis) to extract extremal features of the pattern [16]. 

The classification of 1D images was performed by means of discriminant function 
analysis [17]. Discriminant analysis is mainly used to determine which variables 
discriminate between two or more naturally occurring groups. Another major purpose 
to which discriminant analysis is applied is the issue of predictive classification of 
objects. For each group in our sample, we can determine the location of the point that 
represents the means for all variables in the multivariate space defined by the 
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variables in the model. These points are called group centroids. For each object we 
can then compute the Mahalanobis distances (of the respective object) from each of 
the group centroids. Again, we would classify the object as belonging to the group to 
which it is closest, that is, where the Mahalanobis distance is smallest. 

Discriminant analysis will automatically compute the classification functions, 
which can be used to determine to which group each object most likely belongs. 
There are as many classification functions as there are groups. Each function allows 
us to compute classification scores for each object for each group, by applying the 
formula: 

 

In this formula, the subscript i denotes the respective group; the subscripts 

m,,2,1 L denote the m variables; ic  is a constant for the i th group, ijw  is the 

weight for the j th variable in the computation of the classification score for the i th 

group; jy  is the observed value of j th variable for the respective expression 

pattern. iS is the resultant classification score. Now we classify the pattern as 

belonging to the group for which it has the highest classification score. 
We estimate the discriminant functions that best discriminate between groups, 

based on some training data set, and then use them when predicting the other cases 
that were not used for the estimation of the discriminant function. As it has already 
been mentioned, the dataset is uniformly distributed in time and that means that 
assigning the borders between the classes is somewhat arbitrary. Therefore an embryo 
of the age intermediate between two adjacent classes may look quite atypical for the 
class to which it was assigned. To characterize a time class more definitely we use the 
set of most representative patterns, belonging to this class, as a training set for 
classification.  

This method is appropriate for expression patterns at intermediate and late 
development stages when a full set of domains has formed. The recognition results 
are shown in Table 1. The class 4 images are best recognized (the attribution is 
83.7%). Other embryo images are allocated to their classes with the accuracy of 49.4-
67.5%. Thus the classification method is not very reliable (maximal attribution error 
is 50.6%). The reason for the high accuracy of recognition of embryos belonging to 
temporal class 4 may be the strong difference of the eve expression pattern at this age 
in comparison with other temporal classes.  

To improve the quality of classification, we dropped the restriction to one 
dimensional data and used more powerful classifiers. Though expression of 
segmentation genes is largely an one dimensional function of position on the x axis, 
features of two dimensional images will supply more information to the classifier. 
Moreover, our choice of the characteristic features was based on a fixed set of 
features. We need to apply a more advanced classification method which makes an 
automated choice of the features responsible for the distribution of objects over the 
classes. In the next section we show that MVN-based neural networks achieve better 
temporal classification when applied to our whole dataset, including the very early 
embryos which were not considered in our previous classification. 
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Table 1. Recognition results for 1D data obtained by the discriminant analysis. 

 
Class # 4 5 6 7 8 

Number of 
Images 

(Training set) 

33 36 30 30 36 

Number of 
Images 

(Testing set) 

43 77 86 62 40 

Recognized 36 
83.7% 

38 
49.4% 

51 
59.3% 

38 
61.3% 

27 
67.5% 

Misclassified 7 39 35 24 13 

4 Multi-valued Neuron and MVN-Based Neural Network  
for Image Recognition 

4.1 Multi-valued Neuron 

The concept of the multi-valued neuron (MVN) was introduced in [3]. The learning 
algorithms for MVN have been presented elsewhere [3, 5, 7]. The most 
comprehensive observation of MVN, its theoretical aspects, learning and properties 
are presented in [8]. Here we briefly review key mathematical properties of MVN and 
their learning algorithms. 

An MVN [3, 8] performs a mapping between n inputs and single output. The 
mapping is described by multiple-valued (k-valued) function of n variables 

)( 1 nx...,,xf  characterized by n+1 complex-valued weights n, ...,w,ww 10 , so that 

)()( 1101 nnn xw...x+wwP,...,xxf ++= , (1)

where nx...,,x1  are neuron’s inputs or in other words variables, on which the 

performed function depends. Values of the function and variables are also coded by 

complex numbers which are kth roots of unity: )2exp( j/kij π=ε , }10{ k-,j ∈ , i 
is an imaginary unity. In other words, values of the k-valued logic are represented as 

kth roots of unity: jj ε→ . P is the activation function of the neuron: 

/kj+zj/kif,j/ki=zP )1(2)arg(2)2exp()( πππ <≤ , (2)

where j=0, 1, ..., k-1 are the values of the k-valued logic, 

nn xw...xwwz +++= 110  is the weighted sum , arg(z) is the argument of the 

complex number z. Thus the complex plane is divided into k sectors by (2), and if z 

belongs to the jth sector, neuron’s output is equal to jε  (Fig. 3). 
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MVN has some wonderful 
properties, which make them 
much more powerful than 
traditional artificial neurons. 
The representation (1) – (2) 
makes possible an implementa- 
tion of the input/output map-
pings described by arbitrary 
partially defined multiple-
valued functions. This makes it 
possible to develop more 
simple net-works adapted for 
solving complicated applied 
problems. Another important 

property of the MVN is the simplicity of its learning algorithms. Theoretical aspects 
of the learning, which are based on the motion within the unit circle, have been 
considered in [8]. Considering MVN learning as a generalization of perceptron 
learning, we obtain the following. If a perceptron output is incorrect for some element 
of the learning set (1 instead of -1, or -1 instead of 1) then the weights have to be 
corrected according to some rule to ensure an inversion of the weighted sum sign. 
Therefore, it is necessary to move the weighted sum to the opposite subdomain 
(respectively, from “positive” to “negative”, or from “negative” to “positive”). For the 
MVN, which performs a mapping described by a k-valued function we have exactly k 
domains. Geometrically they are sectors on the complex plane (see Fig. 3). If the 

desired output of the MVN on some element from the learning set is equal to εq  then 
the weighted sum has to be placed into the qth sector. But if the actual output is equal 

to ε s  then the weighted sum belongs to the sector number s (see Fig.4). The learning 
rule must correct the weights to move the weighted sum from sector s to sector q. 

We use here a previously proposed correction rule for MVN learning [8]: 

X-εε
n+

C
+WW sqm

mm+ )(
)1(1 = , 

(3)

where mW  and 1m+W  are the current and next weighting vectors, X  is the complex 

conjugate of the vector of the neuron's input signals, ε  is a primitive kth  root of unity 

(k is chosen from (2)), mC  is a scale coefficient, q is a number of the desired sector 

on the complex plane, s is  the sector into which the actual value of the weighted sum 
has fallen, n is the number of inputs to the neuron. 

The learning rule (3) is a generalization of the perceptron error-correction rule, 
which has been considered, e.g, in [1]: Since the learning rule (3) is linear, its 
computing implementation is very simple. The learning algorithm based on the rule 
(3) is very quickly converging. It is always possible to find such a value of k in the 
representation (2) that (1) will hold for a given function f describing the mapping 
between neuron’s inputs and output [8]. 

i 1

0

0 k-1

k-2
Z
2-k=zP ε)(

 
Fig. 3. Definition of the MVN activation function 
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4.2 MVN-Based Neural Network for Pattern Recognition 

Let us consider N classes of objects, which are presented by images of n × m pixels. 
The problem is formulated in the following way: we have to create a recognition 
system based on a neural network, which affords successful classification of the 
objects by fast learning on the minimal number of representatives from all the classes. 

An MVN-based single-layer 
neural network, which contains 
the same number of neurons as 
the number of classes to be 
classified (Fig. 5), has been 
proposed in a form of such a 
system in [6].  

This model has been further 
developed in [7, 8, 11, 12]. All 
2D images are replaced by their 
Fourier spectra. Moreover, 
taking into account that a 
spectral phase contains more 
information about an object 

presented by a signal than the amplitude [10, 14], only the spectral phase is used for 
an object representation. Each neuron has to recognize pattern belonging only to its 
class and to reject any pattern from any other class. For different classes of discrete 
signals the sets of quarter to half low frequency spectral coefficients are very close to 
for the signals belonging to the same class from the standpoint of learning and 

analysis on the neural network [13]. 
To classify an object in terms of 
neural networks we have to train a 
neural network on a learning set 
containing the spectral phase of 
representatives of the classes. Then 
the weights obtained in the learning 
process will be used for the 
classification of unknown objects.  

Representation of the recognized 
objects by phases of Fourier 
spectral coefficients is appropriate 
for an MVN-based neural network. 
Since the inputs and outputs of an 

MVN are the complex numbers, moreover roots of unity, it is natural to use phases as 
the inputs. The nature of the MVN suggests how to make use of phase while 
neglecting amplitude: rather than normalize, we apply the transformation based on (2) 
to the inputs: 

/kj+phazej/kif,j/ki=phaseP )1(22)2exp()( πππ <≤ . (4)

The recognition system has been successfully tested on an example of face 
recognition [11, 12]. The best results have been obtained experimentally, when for 
classification of the pattern as belonging to the given class, the first l=k/2 sectors on 

i

εq

ε sq
s

 
Fig. 4. Problem of the MVN learning 

1

2

. .

. .

. .
N

N classes of objects - N neurons

 
Fig. 5. MVN based neural network for image
recognition 
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the complex plane (see (2)) have been reserved. The other k/2 sectors correspond to 
the rejected patterns (Fig. 6).  

Extraction of the phases from Fourier spectral coefficients is organized according 
to frequency ordering. We start from the lowest ones and then we proceed according 
to the so-called “zigzag” rule (Fig. 7). 

 

Sectors 0, ..., k/2 -1 -
- domain for the patterns from the given class

k/2 1 0

- k/2+1 k-1

Sectors k/2,...,k-1
domain for rejected patterns

  
Fig. 6. Reservation of the domains for the recognition Fig. 7. Extraction of the phases 

5 Recognition and Classification. Simulation Results. 

To solve the classification problem we used the MVN-based neural network described 
above. Since the images from neighboring classes are often similar to each other, the 
architecture of the network has been modified in the following dichotomous way. A 
three-layered network was used. Two neurons of the first layer classify patterns into 
those belonging to classes 1-4 and 5-8, respectively. Four neurons of the second layer 
classify patterns into one of the classes 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 and 7-8, respectively. Finally, 8 
neurons of the third layer classify a pattern into a particular class (Fig. 8), and the 
single neuron of output layer analyses the results coming from the neurons of the third 
layer. 

To create representative learning sets for all the neurons, we used images that have 
been a priori correctly classified as representative for each particular class. This 
classification is based on the objective biological view described in section 2. Since it 
is natural to teach the neural network using maximally distinguished data, the 
definitely representative images were included in the learning set (from 28 to 35 
images per class) and the other images were used for testing. All the neurons were 
taught using a learning algorithm based on the rule (3). We present here the final 
testing classification results obtained for the 3d layer of the network. These results are 
given in Table 2. The results were obtained for k=2048 in (2) (2048-valued logic) and 
inputs taken from the Fourier phase coefficients corresponding to frequencies from 1 
to 6 (84 neuron inputs). These parameters are chosen   experimentally. A value 
k=2048 ensures a good precision for the representation of phases and provides the 
better results than those obtained with smaller values of k. A chosen number of 
frequencies is sufficient to achieve good results, which could not be obtained in case 
of a smaller number of frequencies. On the other hand  the further increasing of this 
number does not lead to the recognition improvement. 
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Table 2. Classification results without preprocessing. 

Class # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Number of 

Images 
75 43 68 55 78 89 67 53 

Recognized 61 
81.3% 

30 
69.7% 

49 
72.0% 

45 
81.8% 

59 
75.6% 

61 
68.5% 

46 
68.7% 

38 
71.7
% 

Unrecognized 3 
 

1 1 1 1 3 1 1 

Misclassified 11 12 18 9 18 25 20 14 
 

It is clear from Fig. 2 that the images are of low contrast and many of important 
details remain invisible. Moreover, the small level of brightness jumps between 
important details of the images negatively affects the informational capacity of the 

Fourier representation of the 
image. Phases of the image 
spectrum corresponding to 
neighboring classes are 
sometimes very close to each 
other. As a result, the number of 
misclassified images still remains 
relatively high, especially for the 
neurons of the third layer. 

To fix this problem it is 
natural to use a filter, which can 
amplify high spatial frequencies 
while preserving at the same time 
low and medium spatial 
frequencies. High frequency 
amplification makes it possible to 
enhance a contrast of the smallest 

objects against a residual image background. The application of spatial domain filter 
with the mentioned features significantly changes the spectrum modulo in the high 
frequency domain. At the same time such a filter changes the spectral phase in whole 
domain. The last property could be applied for the classification with the same 
parameters as those used before the proposed preprocessing procedure. We apply the 
following frequency correction spatial domain filter for the preprocessing: 

+cBGBGG=B mijij 221 )(ˆ −+ . (5) 

where Bm  is the local mean value in a 3 × 3 window surrounding the pixel Bij ; Bij , 

and 
)
Bij  are the signal values in ijth pixel before and after processing; respectively, G1  

defines the correction of the low spatial frequencies, G2  defines the correction of the 

high spatial frequencies, c is the mean value of the background after processing. The 

filter (5) has been considered, for example, in [19]. Note that if 11 =G , the filter (5) 
coincides with the “unsharp masking” filter (for example, see [20]). The significant 

Fig. 8. The dichotomous neural network
architecture used for classification. 
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improvement of image quality after applying the filter (5) is shown in Fig.9, which 
shows the same images, which are presented in Fig.1 processed with the filter (5). 

The filter (5) was applied to all the images from all the classes. Then the 
recognition technique presented above was tested again using the images obtained 
after filtering. The learning and testing sets were composed of the same images as 
before. The learning process required approximately the same time, while the 
classification results were improved. Table 3 presents the classification results for the 
layers 1-3 of the neural network. Comparing the results for the 3d layer to the 
corresponding results presented in Table 2, one can clearly see that the proposed 
preprocessing technique is very important for the classification improvement. 
 
 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Class 4 Class 5 Class 6

Class 7 Class 8
Fig. 9. Images presented in Fig.1 subjected to preprocessing with filter (5).

6 Conclusions 

We have performed a temporal classification of Drosophila embryos on the basis of 
the knowledge about their gene expression patterns. In our preliminary study all 
embryos were subdivided into eight temporal classes by visual inspection. The 1D 
images were then automatically classified by means of the discriminant function 
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analysis using a fixed set of features for classification. This method turned to be not 
very reliable and therefore the results are regarded just as preliminary.  

Table 3. Classification results after preprocessing. 

Class # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
The results of testing for the 1st layer of neurons 

Classes Classes 1-4 Classes 5-8 
Number of Images 75 72 99 53 83 123 99 85 

Recognized 75 
100% 

68 
94.4% 

96 
96.7% 

41 
77.4% 

66 
79.5% 

120 
97.5% 

97 
97.9% 

85 
100% 

Unrecognized 0 1 3 0 4 3 2 0 
Misclassified 0 3 0 12 13 0 0 0 

The results of testing for the 2d layer of neurons 
Classes 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 

Number of Images 75 43 68 84 114 89 67 85 
Recognized 71 

94.6% 
35 

81.4% 
54 

79.4% 
79 

94.0% 
113 

99.1% 
69 

77.5% 
61 

91.0% 
83 

97.6% 
Unrecognized 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 
Misclassified 3 7 13 3 0 19 5 0 

The results of testing for the 3d layer of neurons (final classification results) 
Classes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Number of Images 75 43 68 55 78 89 67 53 
Recognized 65 

86.6% 
31 

72.1% 
51 

75.0% 
50 

90.9% 
61 

78.2% 
65 

75.0% 
47 

70.2% 
42 

79.3% 
Unrecognized 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Misclassified 7 11 16 5 16 24 19 10 

 
 
To improve classification we applied the MVN-based neural network to the 

recognition of the 2D images. We also used frequency correction filter to improve the 
images quality. The good results obtained by this method confirm its efficiency for 
image recognition. It was shown that frequency domain of the representation of 
images is highly effective for their description.  

But while the recognition results are much better, than in the preliminary study, 
there still remain a number of misclassified and unrecognized images. This 
discrepancy may reflect inaccuracies not only of the recognition method but of the 
preliminary hand classification as well. Another reason may lie in the fact that 
subdivision of the dataset into a certain number of classes is somewhat arbitrary and 
therefore assigning the borders of these classes is also quite arbitrary. This can cause a 
certain number of erroneous attributions. 
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Abstract .  A computer vision system which can be trained to classifica- 
tion tasks from sample views is presented. It consists of several artificial 
neural networks which realize local PCA with subsequent expert nets as 
classifiers. The major benefit of the approach is that entirely different 
tasks can be solved with one and the same system without modifica- 
tions or extensive parameter tuning. Therefore, the architecture is an 
example for the potential which lies in view based recognition: Making 
complicated tasks solvable with less and less expert knowledge. 

1 Introduction 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have the advantage that they can acquire 
knowledge from examples. Therefore they are an ideal tool in image processing 
dealing with data that cannot easily be captured by explicit geometrical mod- 
eling. However, ANN cannot be applied directly to the raw pixel data because 
the "curse of dimensionality" would require nets of enormous size, and, even 
worse, huge sets of training images. Hence, a feature extraction stage that cap- 
tures the interesting part of the image variance but removes redundancy has to 
preceed classification by ANN. The problem is, that once features have to be "de- 
signed" by a human expert, the advantages of ANN evaporate. Consequently, an 
ANN-based visual classification system has to provide both an adaptive feature 
extraction and a trainable feature classifier. 

A well known solution to reduce dimensionality and exploit redundancy to 
stabilize the detected features is principal component analysis (PCA), as outlined 
e.g. in [18]. In most cases the image data are projected to the N p  principal 
components (PCs) with the largest eigenvalues, where N p  is much smaller than 
the original dimensionality (i.e. the number of pixels). Moreover, interpolation 
between different object views becomes much simpler in the projection space 
than in the original pixel space [16]. Being a linear method, the limitation of 
PCA is that it can capture only the "global" variance of the data, which is not 
necessarily the most relevant data variation with respect to a given computer 
vision task. A suitable non-linear extension of PCA is local PCA[22], which 
partitions the data into subsets for which PCA performs well. Because of the 
advantages of local over normal PCA, it is a consequent next step to look for a 
classification system which can exploit these advantages. 

In this contribution, a three-stage system incorporating several ANN of dif- 
ferent types is presented [6]. The first two stages realize a feature extraction 

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 305–312, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Abstract. The article at hand identifies two kinds of problem difficulty
in dynamic environments: discontinuities in the fitness landscape caused
by moving optima and the discrepancy between tracking and optimiza-
tion. These problem difficulties are supported by theoretical considera-
tions and experimental findings. Various methods of resolution are dis-
cussed and a new adaptation method, namely the correction of strategy
variables, is proposed.

1 Introduction

Recently there is an increasing interest in the application of evolutionary algo-
rithms on dynamic, non-stationary problems. Despite of a growing number of
published papers presenting new techniques for tackling those problems there is
hardly any work available concerning the special requirements posed by dynamic
behavior and the arising problem difficulty for certain evolutionary algorithms.
Concerning the standard evolutionary algorithms, Bäck (1998) argues that self-
adaptive evolution strategies (Rechenberg, 1994; Schwefel, 1995) are a particular
good means to cope with dynamic problems. This work discusses the circum-
stances under which evolution strategies cannot cope with the dynamics and
examines those circumstances empirically.

The various evolutionary standard algorithms have been extended by a wide
range of techniques to tackle non-stationary problems. Examples are the addition
of an external memory to remember past solution candidates (Branke, 1999b), a
hypermutation operator which increases the diversity in the population (Cobb,
1990), also diploid concepts are used as an internal model to memorize partial
previous solution candidates (Goldberg & Smith, 1987), ideas of thermodynamics
to control selection (Mori, Kita, & Nishikawa, 1996), special local search opera-
tors to keep track of moving local optima in genetic algorithms Vavak, Fogarty,
and Jukes (1996), and cultural algorithms to control the operators (Saleem &
Reynolds, 2000). A more extensive overview on the whole field may be drawn
from the survey by Branke (1999a). However, those techniques are out of the
scope of this work which examines standard evolution strategies instead.

Preliminary experimental investigations on problem difficulties for evolution
strategies in dynamic environments are contained in Weicker and Weicker (1999,
2000). There, specific problems are found to be rather difficult for evolution
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strategies. Those observations led to the more rigorous investigations in this
paper.

2 Problem Difficulty in Dynamic Environments

As Bäck (1998) has shown empirically, evolution strategies (ES) are useful for
tackling dynamic problems. Especially the self-adaptation enables the algorithm
to reproduce slight dynamic modifications of the problem or even, in the case of
bigger changes, to re-optimize the problem. However, the present article exam-
ines which characteristics of dynamic problems might hinder the optimization
with evolution strategies and, thus, identifies a certain kind of ES-hardness. In
particular, this paper is concerned with drifting landscapes where a static land-
scape moves slightly over time. As an exemplary application De Jong (2000) dis-
cusses the control of chemical production processes where a gradual movement
of the optimal control point is caused by aging equipment or varying quality of
raw material. Within such a problem framework, the following two subsections
introduce two hypotheses which reflect properties of dynamic ES-hard problems.

2.1 Discontinuity Caused by Dynamics

In any evolutionary algorithm the operators have a certain underlying concep-
tion of how the next individuals should be created using previous individuals.
These conceptions can be made explicit by operator-defined fitness landscapes
(Jones, 1995) in the case of discrete search spaces and by probability density
functions (pdf) in the case of continuous search spaces, which is the case with
evolution strategies. In order to get good results there should be a high cor-
relation between the characteristics of the problem and this conception of the
operator. One example for a good operator-problem interaction are the Gaussian
pdf of the evolution strategy mutation applied to real-valued, smooth, station-
ary problems. A smooth, partially monotonous search space (e.g. sphere model)
guarantees that even a small step in the right direction is a good step. This fits
perfectly to the internal model of the zero-mean Gaussian pdf. The additional
self-adaptation mechanisms of the evolution strategies enable a quick adaptation
to quite different problem spaces.

However, by introducing dynamic, time-varying aspects into a problem this
simple correlation between operator and problem is disturbed. This may be
explained for the evolution strategy mutation using Figure 1. The upper row
shows three different one-dimensional fitness landscapes where the circled cross
marks the current position of a candidate solution. The middle row shows how
the fitness landscape is shifted from one generation to the next. And the lower
row shows the arising discontinuity from this shift as the difference between
the fitness values we could expect if the problem was stationary and the fitness
values we encounter in the next generation. The smoothness we could actually
expect gets disarranged from generation t to generation t+ 1. In the landscape
in the middle row, a step to the right is necessary to reach the optimum, the
mutation cannot do wrong at time t if a small step is chosen instead of a bigger
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step. But this is not true at time t + 1 anymore since the small step reaches
a worse fitness than at time t. Here a bigger step is desirable. Thus dynamics
introduce a new difficulty in the optimization which is probably not met by a
mutation preferring small steps as is summarized in the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 The Gaussian pdf does not match the character and the demands
of tracking problems.

⊗

⊗

⊗

⊗ ⊗

⊗

Time  t

Time  t+1

Fig. 1. This figure shows three different landscapes at time t (upper row) and t + 1
(middle row). By the change of the landscape there arises a region of discontinuity
shown in the lower row where the fitness should be equal or better to a point situated
to the left but where the fitness decreases caused by the dynamics.

2.2 Combination of Tracking and Optimization

Another prerequisite in most research articles on dynamic optimization is the fact
that usually only the tracking of an optimum is considered, i.e. the underlying
optimization problem is assumed to be easy. However, if this is not the case,
the question arises whether both the optimization task and the tracking task
fit to the operator’s pdf to generate new individuals. In particular, any self-
adaptation mechanism has to support both tasks. The tracking of the current
region of interest is a necessary requirement for the optimization – however, as
it is explained in detail in Section 5, successful steps in the optimization task
may disturb the settings of the self-adaptive strategy parameters in such a way
that no tracking is possible anymore. This leads to the second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 The ES self-adaptation mechanisms might fail in problem set-
tings which require optimization within a tracking task.

Such a combination of tracking and optimization may occur in a constrained
optimization problem where the constraints are changing over time. In Section 4
a simple problem model for such a combination is given. A more realistic example
can be found in (Weicker & Weicker, 1999).
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Fig. 2. On the left, the moving circle problem is shown, the meaning of the dynamics
parameter is shown exemplary for the moving circle problem in the middle, and the
moving corridor problem is shown on the right.

After a short introduction to the considered test problems in the next section,
the hypotheses are supported by experiments in Sections 4 and 5. Also in both
sections methods for the resolution of the problem are discussed and tested
partially.

3 Problem Framework

In order to examine the hypotheses two very simple problems are defined resem-
bling the underlying necessary characteristics of the hypotheses. For the sake of
simplicity, a two-dimensional search space Σ = R × R is considered in which
a tracking region with “good” fitness is defined. All other points are assigned
a “bad” fitness. In more realistic optimization tasks the tracking region may
be defined by points with near-optimal fitness or by dynamic constraints. This
underlines the relevance of those simplified problems for dynamic optimization
in general.

To study the first hypothesis, the moving circle problem as a pure tracking
task is introduced. Here the tracking region consists of a circle which moves
within the search space (cf. left part of Figure 2). The fitness within the track-
ing region is determined by the distance to the center of the circle where the
optimum is located. All other points are assigned a constant bad fitness value.
This problem is very similar to the moving hill or the moving sphere function
in various previous examinations (e.g. Cobb, 1990; Collard, Escazut, & Gaspar,
1996; Branke, 1999b; Liles & De Jong, 1999; Morrison & De Jong, 1999). In
order to avoid pathological behavior, the direction of the dynamics was chosen
to be in a 30◦ angle from one axis. This prevents dependence on one axis only
as well as the other symmetric extreme, an angle of 45◦. The strength of the
dynamics may vary in the range [0.0, 1.0] which corresponds to the fraction of
new, non-overlapping parts of the tracking region (cf. middle part of Figure 2).
After each generation the tracking region is moved according to the strength.
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Fig. 3. Results for the moving circle problem with static strength of dynamics 0.2.
The average best fitness of all successful experiments (left) shows better performance
of all variants of standard step-size adaptation compared to both offset techniques.
This behavior is also reflected in the percentage of invalid created individuals (right).

Strength 0.0 means that the problem is stationary and strength 1.0 imply that
the circles do not overlap from one generation to the next but are still adjacent
to each other.

In the examination of the second hypothesis, the focus is on a combination
of tracking and optimization which might be unfavorable for the evolutionary
algorithm. Thus a scenario was chosen where the direction of the tracking tasks
is arranged orthogonal to the direction of the optimization task, the moving
corridor problem (cf. the right part of Figure 2). The fitness value within the
corridor is determined by how far we have moved towards the optimum. The
strength of the dynamics is determined similarly to the moving circle model.
Also, the corridor is arranged in a 30◦ angle from one axis. Such a model seems
to be pathological in a two-dimensional problem setting, however, those orthog-
onal effects may occur easily in multi-dimensional search spaces with moving
constraints.

In the following two sections various evolution strategies are applied to the
two problems. As standard step-size adaptations, uniform self-adaptation with
one strategy variable as standard deviation for all search space dimensions and
separate self-adaptation with a different strategy variable for each search space
dimension are compared. Also, two extensions are introduced in the next two
sections. For each algorithm, problem, and strength of dynamics, 100 indepen-
dent experiments are executed using different random seeds. All investigated
algorithms use a (1, 40)-strategy without recombination.

4 Experiments: Moving Circle

The moving circle problem is used to examine Hypothesis 1 which states that the
Gaussian pdf does not match the character and demands of tracking problems.
Figure 1 sketches the underlying thoughts that a small step means worsening
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if the tracking region moves. This is empirically examined using the average
best fitness over all experiments, the percentage of invalid individuals created,
and the percentage of experiments which got completely lost, i.e. they could not
track the tracking region.

The experiments are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. In uniform step-size adap-
tation the individual is extended by one strategy parameter for the standard
deviation of the mutation, in separate step-size adaptation a distinct strategy
parameter is used for each search space dimension. For the sake of complete-
ness, the figures contain the performance of a technique, the offset mutation,
introduced in the remainder of this section and a correction strategy which is
combined with offset and uniform mutation and introduced in the next section.

From the experiments we can conclude that self-adaptive evolution strategies
with either uniform step-size for all dimensions or separate step-sizes exhibit a
substantially increasing number of invalid individuals with increasing dynamics.
As a consequence the tracking accuracy measured by the average best fitness
decreases with increasing dynamics. Also at the end of 200 generations, we see
in Table 1 that for both uniform and separate step-size adaptation the fraction
of complete lost runs increases considerable with increasing dynamics.

Experiments with the 1/5–success rule have been executed but are not in-
cluded in the the results for reasons of very inferior performance. Covariance
matrix adaptation was not used in the context of this work since preliminary
studies (Weicker & Weicker, 1999) have shown that those adaptation mechanisms
are often too inertial.

One approach to generate more effective new individuals in the face of dynam-
ics is to shift the mean of the generating distribution away from zero, resulting
in a directed mutation. One approach to reach such a behavior is the skewing
of the underlying pdf as it was done by Hildebrand, Reusch, and Fathi (1999).
Another approach by Ghozeil and Fogel (1996) uses an offset direction vector
which determines the new position where a non-zero Gaussian mutation takes
place. The second method was modified slightly for this work. In general the
strategy parameters are an offset vector represented as an n-dimensional unit
vector in Cartesian coordinates v ∈ R

n and the standard deviation as σ ∈ R+.
In this examination n = 2. The mutation on an individual x works as follows.

σ = σ exp
(

1.0√
1.0n
N (0, 1)

)

vi = vi +N (0, 1)
xi = xi + vi +N (0, σ)

Concerning the adaptation mechanism for the offset vector this is an ad hoc
approach. No fine tuning of the mechanism was done so far.

The experiments in Figures 3, 4, and 5 and Table 1 show that this approach
is almost completely unaffected by the strength of the dynamics. The track-
ing accuracy is constant with respect to the dynamics. However, the standard
adaptation mechanisms yield a higher tracking quality with slow dynamics.

Additional experiments with increasing (resp. decreasing) dynamics between
0.2 and 1.0 reflect exactly the behavior with static strength of dynamics and are
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Fig. 4. Results for the moving circle problem with static strength of dynamics 0.6.
Compared to the behavior with strength 0.2 in Figure 3 the performance of all tech-
niques adjusts to each other. In case of the average best fitness there are even slight
insignificant advantages for the offset techniques.
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Fig. 5. Results for the moving circle problem with static strength of dynamics 1.0.
The trend of Figures 3 and 4 continues. The offset technique preserves the same level
of average fitness and percentage of invalid individuals where the standard step-size
adaptation performs significantly worse.

Table 1. Fraction of completely lost experiments at the end of 200 generations for the
moving circle problem.

strength of dynamics
0.2 0.6 1.0

uniform 0.00 0.02 0.10
separate 0.00 0.02 0.09
offset 0.01 0.03 0.02
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Fig. 6. The average best fitness (left) and the percentage of invalid created individuals
(right) in experiments with the tracking circle model and strength of dynamics increas-
ing linearly from 0.2 to 1.0 show an almost invariant behavior of the offset mutation
and increasing problems of all other adaptation techniques.
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Fig. 7. Experiments with the tracking circle model and strength of dynamics decreasing
linearly from 1.0 to 0.2 exhibit the same behavior as in the experiments in Figure 6.

shown in Figures 6 and 7. This underlines the adaptability of the introduced
directed mutation.

Thus the first hypothesis is supported by the fact that there is a high de-
pendency of the quality of standard adaptation mechanisms on the strength of
dynamics and the existence of an adaptation mechanism which overcomes those
limitations by breaking the principle of a zero-mean mutation favoring small
steps.

5 Experiments: Moving Corridor

This section focuses on the second hypothesis which states that there are circum-
stances where optimization may be difficult in the presence of dynamics, i.e. if
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Fig. 8. Results for the moving corridor problem with strength of dynamics 0.6: the
upper row shows the best fitness values of all successful experiments on average (with
two differently scaled ordinates), the lower row shows the fraction of completely lost ex-
periments (left) and the fraction of invalid generated individuals (right). Superior best
fitness can be observed for offset mutation which comes along with high percentages
of lost runs and invalid individuals. Only the offset mutation with strategy variable
correction shows a stable performance concerning the invalid individuals and the lost
runs.

successful tracking is a necessary prerequisite for optimization. This hypothesis
is examined using the introduced moving corridor problem.

The results for the standard adaptation techniques as well as the directed off-
set mutation are shown in Figure 8 exemplary for dynamics 0.6. Other strength
of dynamics reveal a similar behavior. The offset mutation shows in its successful
runs a superior behavior (as would separate adaptation do if optimization was
aligned with a coordinate axis.) However this is accompanied by a huge increase
in completely lost runs and invalid individuals. At the end of 200 generations
almost each created individual is invalid. Uniform and separate step-size adap-
tation show the same tendency. The reason of this effect can be clarified by
looking at the evolution of the strategy parameters shown in Figure 9. Since the
adaptation mechanism always accepts those individuals (and, thus, indirectly
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Fig. 9. Analysis of the adaptation of strategy variables for the moving corridor problem:
the left picture shows the values for the uniform and the offset adaptation (the standard
deviation of the offset adaptation is omitted since it stays close to 1) and the right
picture shows the values for the adaptation techniques with correction of strategy
variables.

the respective strategy values) that score the best fitness values, this results in
accepting those settings which make huge jumps and hitting the tracking region
by accident. However, there is only a very small probability that these strategy
variables can reproduce the same effect in the next iterations. Thus the number
of invalid individuals increases.

As a consequence, a technique is needed which takes care of the discrepancy
between the greedy behavior concerning the optimization and the needs for suc-
cessful tracking. We decided to correct the strategy variables of the accepted
individual in such a way that tracking is still possible with a high success rate.
The mutation of the strategy and object variables is not affected by this ap-
proach. But as soon as the surviving individual is selected (according to the best
fitness) its strategy variables are modified in the following way. For all in the
current generation created individuals with a higher fitness than the parent’s

fitness the distance
√∑n

i=1(schild
i − sparent

i )2 of their strategy variables schild

and the parent’s strategy variables sparent are computed. The strategy variables
of the individual with the minimal distance are used to replace the accepted in-
dividual’s strategy variables. If there is none such individual no correction takes
place.

The results for the moving corridor problem can be seen in Figures 8 and 9.
The correction mechanism dampens the explosion of the strategy variables for
both uniform and offset adaptation. As a consequence, the invalid created indi-
viduals can be kept on an almost constant level which leads to only few com-
pletely lost runs – in case of the offset adaptation even all runs are successful.

The results in Figures 10 and 11 with varying dynamics indicate that the
correction strategy can handle non-stationary dynamics too. However diminish-
ing dynamics are more problematic since there completely lost runs arise. In
case of the uniform step-size adaptation with correction of strategy variables the
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Fig. 10. Moving corridor problem with linearly increasing strength of dynamics from
0.2 to 1.0. The techniques without strategy variable correction show an almost chaotic
behavior in generation 200. Uniform adaptation with correction performs better until
generation 100, and, then, worsens considerably. Only offset mutation with correction
shows a stable behavior and adapts without problems to the changing requirements.
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Fig. 11. Moving corridor problem with linearly decreasing strength of dynamics from
1.0 to 0.2. The results are similar to Figure 10. Only uniform adaptation with correction
shows a better performance and offset mutation with correction exhibits a slightly
higher number of completely lost runs.

increasing dynamics are more problematic since there seems to be a threshold
where the percentage of invalid individuals does not suffice for the population
size anymore.

The experiments with the moving circle problem in Figures 3, 4, and 5 show
in addition that the mechanism does not hinder in tracking-only tasks.

All in all, the experiments show that there exist circumstances where stan-
dard adaptation techniques fail. The correction of strategy variables seems to be
one possible remedy.
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6 Conclusions

This work has shown empirically that two basic components of evolution strate-
gies, the Gaussian pdf and the adaptation mechanisms, can have problems in
dynamic environments that do not occur in stationary environments. By analyz-
ing two simple dynamic problems indications to the reasons for those problems
are found and guided the design of two new, proposed techniques. Directed mu-
tations and the introduced correction of strategy variables seem to be at least
feasible approaches to handle those problems. However, both extensions need
further investigations on more general problems. Especially, the directed muta-
tion must be evaluated on problems where the direction of the moving tracking
region changes. Also it is clearly not a means to dynamic problems with a more
chaotic behavior.

This clarifies that the goal of this work was not to replace the principles
of standard ES mutation by new principles for dynamic problems. It rather
illustrated a first attempt to tailor the mutation operator to a special class of
dynamic problems. In the future, more theoretical considerations are necessary
on the requirements posed by other classes of dynamic problems. This should
lead in the long run to operators which are able to adapt best to different kinds
of dynamics.
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goal(X0, X1) :− basis1(X0), basis2(X1,_).
goal(X0, X1) :− basis2(X0,X1).
             ...
goal(X0, X1) :− basis3(X3), basis2(X1,X3).

Individual −  Phenotype Structure

Fitness

Individual −  Genotype
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4.5 Selection and fitness 

For evaluation, the genotypes represented as object graphs are transformed into 
the corresponding phenotype and evaluated by the PROLOG interpreter. A 
criterion for the fitness of an individual is the number of positive solutions that 
where achieved. An individual is regarded as ideal for this criterion, if all positive 
and no negative example can be calculated through this criterion. Furthermore, 
the length of the program code as well as the time needed to calculate the 
solutions of the predicate are integrated into the fitness function. 

In more detail we receive a linear fitness function through weighting of the 
values with a freely configurable factor and summing up: 

Where a ,  is the weighting coefficient for the fitness function qc The index c 
means for one of the following environmental conditions: 

pos The completeness qpos is determined as the proportion of the correctly clas- 
sified positive training instances, related to t,heir total number. Therefore 
value is situated in the interval of [O . . l ] .  

neg The consistency qn,, is defined similarly to 77pos, the proportion of correct- 
proves negat,ively classified negative training instances. 

rhs The number of different right sides of the individual qr.hu represents the 
number of the outside disjunctions in the target predicate. It suggests how 
many comparisons a PROLOG interpreter at least needs in order to be able 
to  declare evaluate that a descriptor must be regarded as false. 

lit On the other hand q i t  indicates the number of base predicates used in the 
entire individual. It represents an upper limit for the necessary comparisons 
during the analysis of the predicate. 

var The value of qvar indicates the number of all used different variables per right, 
side. This should give, at  least when homogeneous individuals are concerned, 
information on the necessary storage space during the analysis. 

While the larger values for the completeness qpos and the cor~sister~cy r ~ ~ , ~ ~ ,  
are equivalent, to  higher fitness, rlrhs, rlti, and rltIar 1)ehave tlifferer~t~ly. Thus the 
~ ~ c f f i ~ i ~ n t s ,  a,h, and ar.j,t, a?,,, arc always ncgativc so that thc t,ot,al 11 is rcduccd 
by highcr complcxity valucs. In thc configuration file all cocfficicnt,~ arc to bc 
indicated as positive and are then accordingly nega.ted. Now it is clwr tha.t 
even an ideal solution of the function will not achieve 100% of the theoretically 
possible fitness. This is justified by the fact t,ha.t, tlependent on the ta.sk, in the 
case of meaningful individiials values are to be expected to  be at least greater 
than one in each case for the complexity rmss and will therefore never have the 
optimal value zero. 

A shift of the zero point for the co~nplexity rrlea.sure, so t11a.t a,rl irldivitlua.1 
without right side is no more optirnal, but one of expect,ed size, would imply a, 
more exact conception of the produced programs. In practice this quite sin~ple 
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Abstract. This paper describes a sequel of the previous experiments on real 
number genetic algorithm behavior [2], [3]. A particular example of multi-
criteria optimization is discussed. The behavior of the two previously explored 
genetic algorithms is compared with a simple evolutionary algorithm. The main 
idea of the experiments is to stimulate the algorithm to find the Pareto set with-
out measuring dominance and non-dominance. The implication of maxi-min 
decision method is affecting optimization so that the final solutions lay closer 
to the Pareto set than those obtained without any decision method. This theo-
retical concept is tested and analyzed graphically by picturing populations after 
a certain number of generations. The differences in the algorithm behavior and 
causes of such differences are explained. 

1 Introduction 

As a rule, multi criteria optimization tasks are extremely complicated. The main rea-
son for this is that usually no solution can be seen as supreme to others. But finding a 
region of good solutions raises another problem: what region exactly contains the best 
solutions? One may think the Pareto set is a very clear representation of good solu-
tions for an algorithm to find. Although the indication of the Pareto set is very strict 
from the mathematical point of view, the physical borders of the Pareto region are 
gradual, not abrupt. This study of genetic algorithm behavior was started not to find 
reward mechanisms for non-dominated and punishments for dominated solutions. 
The research was made to clarify what part of the solution space the genetic algorithm 
will accept as preferable by itself. 

1.1 Problem Formulation 

Let us assume that two criteria have to be maximized simultaneously as shown in 
Fig.1, case a. An assumption is made in this study that both criteria have the same 
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scale of measurement. They depend on two parameters, x1 and x2 (see the mathemati-
cal expressions (3), (4) and (5) at the end of this paper). 

 

Fig. 1. The two criteria: (a) mathematical functions, (b) initial population cloud 

Value Y is one of the criterion values. It will be identical to the first criterion’s 
functional value f1(x1,x2) when a random number generated specifically for Y defini-
tion is nrand<0.5, and it will be identical to the second criterion’s functional value 
f2(x1,x2) when the random number is nrand≥0.5. Fig. 1 (see case b) shows randomly 
generated initial population for maximization of the criteria displayed in Fig.1, case a. 

Each individual of the population has only one fitness value Y. The problem is that 
the same individual will get a different fitness value each time when the individual’s 
fitness switches from one criterion to another. Using of maxi-min strategy was the 
idea for the solution of the problem. The hypothesis should be approved or disap-
proved by experiments. 

1.2 Plan of Experiments 

To analyze the effect of the decision strategy more correctly, three different ap-
proaches were compared: 

1. Maximization with no decision strategy used; 
2. Maximization with maxi-min strategy; 
3. Maximization with maxi-max strategy. 

Three different algorithms were tested: 

1. The classic genetic algorithm based on the crossover of real numbers, mutation, 
random selection and random coupling, described in [2]; 
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2. The restricted genetic algorithm built on the crossover of real numbers, muta-
tion, random selection and purposeful coupling, the specification of which is given in 
[3]; 

3. The evolutionary algorithm based on real number mutation operator and random 
selection operator. We will call this algorithm evolutionary because it has no cross-
over operator in it. 

2 Decision Methods 

There are three main decision strategies one may use in multi-attribute solution 
space [1]: dominance/non-dominance strategy, maxi-min strategy and maxi-max 
strategy. In the experiments described in this paper only maxi-min and maxi-max 
methods were used. The maxi-min method or the strategy of pessimist builds its out-
come only on the worst attribute values, whereas the maxi-max method or the strat-
egy of an optimist considers only the best attribute values. 

3 Evolutionary Strategies 

Wright [4] describes the nature of a crossover operator in the case when the pheno-
types of binary strings are real numbers of parameter values. It can be seen that if two 
binary strings are crossed over in the place that separates the two representations of 
real values, the so-called real crossover occurs. It means the strings of real parameters 
may be used instead of those of binary symbols. For example, if the crossover had 
been performed between the first and the second parameter, then the two parents 
would have obtained the following children due to the crossover: 
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3.1 Strategies of Real Crossover 

For better understanding, let us clarify the case of real crossover in two-parameter 
space. For example, if parameters of one parent are (2.5, 0.15) and parameters of the 
other parent are (3.7, 0.4) then these two children may be obtained: 
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Child

Child

Parent

Parent
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In parameter space children are located on apices of parallelepiped. In the world of 
living beings, the offspring variety seems immeasurable. To make a model of the 
evolution of living beings the following definition of an offspring was introduced: 
For phenotypes X=(x1, x2, x3, … xn) and X'=(x’1, x’2, x’3, … x’n) a descendant is the 
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phenotype whose parameters in the real numbers domain lay between the parameters 
of its parents. Therefore the first co-ordinate of the descendant is a random number 
lying between x1 and x’1, but the second co-ordinate is a random number between x2 
and x’2 and so on. The potential identities of a child in a two-parameter case are un-
countable as they occupy the whole space between the parameters’ values of the par-
ents (see Fig.2.). On the other hand both parents’ coordinates determine limitations or 
boundaries for every parameter. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The area of potential identities of a child 

3.2 Mutation of Real Parameter 

The mutation operator is executed by shifting the real number. The direction of the 
shift is random, there are no rules like “if parameter x1<value1 then its shift is positive, 
otherwise – negative”. Mutation is uncontrollable, but random parameter values vary 
randomly. There are two aspects of mutation operator that have to be taken into ac-
count when creating a genetic algorithm based on genetic operators: 

• By executing mutation operator a new step of search is done and a good solution 
may be obtained. 

• Mutation operator may cause a loss of a very good solution.  

In the case when the algorithm is based on the crossover operator depicted in 
Fig.2, there may be no need for mutation because the shift of parents’ parameters is 
included in the definition of the crossover operator. On the other hand, there is a 
lower possibility of loosing a good solution without obtaining a better one or at least 
the one as valuable as the lost. The crossover operator is not an uncontrollable shift as 
it is limited by parents’ parameter values. If all population individuals are crawling 
towards better solutions and if the space of better solutions occupy a settled place in 
the parameter space then the population shrink and the occupied area represent the 
surroundings of the best solution (see Fig.3). 

Crawling in the right direction is achieved by using operators of selection and 
crossover. In the first approximation the surroundings of the best solution cover all 
the parameter space. In the next approximations it includes only the area occupied by 
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the population. To represent this process more visually, the 1st, 8th, 16th and 50th 
generations of the population in two-parameter space are shown in Fig.3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Shrinking of the population towards the best solution (classic genetic algorithm, popu-
lation size is 200, maxi-min strategy) 

A special case may occur when both parents have identical parameters. This leads 
to an impasse because all the children produced by them are copies of the same solu-
tion. As a result of this, two negative aspects may appear: 

• The stage of search for better solution is impossible. 
• Assimilation process can take place. 

Hence the following corrections can be recommended to improve the convergence 
of the algorithm: 

1.  Obtain a child by random initialization of a new individual independently from 
parents; 

2.  Shift by mutation one parameter of one parent. 

Afterwards both parents and children participate in the selection of the next gen-
eration. 

In an evolutionary algorithm, which does not use crossover, the only operator for 
producing a child is mutation. In two-parameter space one parameter is altered ran-
domly while the other remains unchanged. Afterwards both parents and children have 
to compete for selection. 

3.3 Purposeful Coupling 

The analysis of marriage models in the human environment shows a variety of restric-
tions. For instance, in geographical terms, there will be a biological restriction im-
posed by the human race: there are individuals who are unable to get accustomed to 
very cold weather conditions because their body is adapted to life in a hot climate, 
and vice versa. In their turn, restrictions for mutual contacts and understanding may 
be imposed by the mother tongue or nationality. The principal idea here is that indi-
viduals may be crossed over only within the limits of one subpopulation, called a 
nation, whereas the selection is performed on the whole population. 
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The following model of this marriage in the restricted genetic algorithm is em-
ployed: 

The example shown in Fig.1 relates to the two-parameter x1, x2 space (see Fig.4). 
Parameter x1 varies from x1min to x1max, while parameter x2 varies from x2min to x2max. 
First, phenotypes are ordered in the ascending sequence of the parameter x1 values; 
the first n/5 phenotypes which are the nearest to x1min will be assigned to the first race, 
and the next n/5 ones will be ascribed to the second race and so on. Then, the pheno-
types are ordered in the ascending sequence of the parameter x2 values; the first m/3 
phenotypes of the first race will be assigned to the first nation, and the next m/3 ones 
will be ascribed to the second nation and so on. Thus, each phenotype will be as-
signed the “race” and “nation” ordinal numbers. Essentially, this algorithm may be 
repeated indefinitely. 

The third restriction for marriage is represented by the so-called estate meaning 
that a person belonging to a specific estate marries a person of the same estate. It is in 
a sense a model of the Middle Ages relationships where upper class person has to 
marry equal position person by the conventional rules of the society. Although the 
poor have to marry the poor it seems that reproduction does not depend on an indi-
vidual’s welfare. 

To model this process all phenotypes of a nation are arranged in the descending 
sequence of fitness values Y. After that individuals are coupled - the first best one 
with the second best one, the third with the fourth, and so on. The two parents have k 
(for example, 2) children. After that, the parents together with the children take part 
in the competitive activity for survival. 

The classic genetic algorithm is a model of casual contacts between parents. One 
individual with high fitness can be a parent to all the children of the population if it is 
chosen for crossover as the first or the second parent. At the same time the other indi-
vidual with low fitness is not participating in parenthood at all. Relationships “one 
individual with many others” may cause assimilation of population by one particular 
kind of the individuals (see [2]). 

In contrast to the classic genetic algorithm, the restricted genetic algorithm is a 
model of devoted relationship between parents. The restrictions of coupling of par-
ents lead to a more local search process (see [2] and [3]). This process can be seen in 
Fig.4. 

While searching for good solutions inside each nation, the solutions that belong to 
the Pareto set are found. Comparing with 16th generation, depicted in Fig.3, the 
population of the restricted genetic algorithm concentrates around many different 
solutions, not around one single point. 

3.4 Selection Operator 

After the appearance of children, the size of the population is doubled. Because the 
crossover rate is 1.0, every couple after crossover in the genetic algorithms has two 
children. In the evolutionary algorithm each individual has a child obtained by muta-
tion, therefore the population has double size as well. If the population size is 200 
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then the doubled population size is 400. By performing selection operator 200 times 
next generation is produced. In the experiments performed the roulette method of 
selection was used. To increase the frequency of choosing the best solutions, the 
relative fitness value Y-Y0 was calculated and applied instead of the fitness value Y 
(Y0 is the population’s minimal value of Y, or “relative zero”). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Population of 15 nations (restricted genetic algorithm, population size is 200, maxi-min 
strategy): 1st generation and 16th generation 

4 Description of Algorithms 

There is a short description of all the algorithms. 
As the experiments were not aimed to observe an influence of algorithms’ parame-

ter changes, the same parameters were used in all the experiments. Population size in 
all the experiments was 200. In every experiment 100 generations (iterations) were 
performed. The rate of crossover was 1,0 but the number of children obtained in one 
crossover operator was 2. In the evolutionary algorithm the rate of mutation was 1,0 
(every individual was mutated) and the number of children obtained in one mutation 
operator was 1. In the restricted algorithm there were 5 races and 3 nations in every 
race (altogether 15 sub-populations). 

4.1 The Classic Genetic Algorithm 

The “classic genetic” algorithm is executed as follows: 
1.  Create the initial population by random generation of 200 individuals; 
2.  Calculate the fitness value Y and Y-Y0 for each individual; 
3.  In loop 100 times: two times perform selection for choosing both parents, then 

cross over (operator, displayed in Fig.2) the parents and obtain 2 children (but if 
the parents coincide then initialize two new children and mutate the first parent by 
altering one parameter); 

4.  Calculate the fitness value Y and Y-Y0 for each individual; 
5.  Collect the data for results; 
6.  Check the loop counter value: if it is 100 then finish, otherwise go back to step 3. 
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4.2 The Restricted Genetic Algorithm 

The restricted genetic algorithm has the following steps: 
1.  Create an initial population by a random generation of 200 individuals; 
2.  Calculate the fitness value Y and Y-Y0 for each individual; 
3.  Collect data for the results; 
4.  Assign the number of race: 

4.1. For the first 40 individuals having low values of parameter x1 the race num-
ber is 1; 

4.2. For the next 40 individuals having larger values of parameter x1 the race 
number is 2; 

4.3. For the next 40 individuals having larger (than in races 1 and 2) values of 
parameter x1 the race number is 3; 

4.4. For the next 40 individuals having larger (than in races 1, 2 and 3) values of 
parameter x1 the race number is 4; 

4.5. For the next 40 individuals having larger (than in races 1, 2, 3 and 4) values 
of parameter x1 the race number is 5. 

5.  Divide each race into nations by assigning a nation number: 
5.1. For the first 13 individuals having low values of parameter x2 the nation 

number is 1; 
5.2. For the next 13 individuals having larger values of parameter x2 the nation 

number is 2; 
5.3. For the next 14 individuals having larger (than in nations 1 and 2) values of 

parameter x2 the nation number is 3. 
6.  Arrange the individuals belonging to the same race and nation by Y value in the 

descending sequence. Assign couple numbers as follows: for the first two indi-
viduals number 1, for the second two number 2 and so on; 

7.  Cross over (operator, displayed in Fig.2) the parents (The individuals within the 
same race and the same nation having the same couple numbers) and obtain 2 
children (but if the parents coincide then initialize two new children and mutate 
the first parent by altering one parameter); 

8.  Calculate the fitness value Y and Y-Y0 for each individual; 
9.  Perform the selection operator 200 times; 
10.  Check the loop counter value: if it is 100 then finish, otherwise go back to step 

3. 

4.3 The Evolutionary Algorithm 

This algorithm is very simple and includes the following steps: 
1.  Create the Initial population by random generation of 200 individuals; 
2.  Calculate the fitness value Y and Y-Y0 for each individual; 
3.  Collect data for the results; 
4.  Mutate each individual by altering one of the parameter values; 
5.  Calculate the fitness value Y and Y-Y0 for each individual; 
6.  Perform the selection operator 200 times; 
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7.  Collect data for the results; 
8.  Check the loop counter value: if it is 100 then finish, otherwise go back to step 4. 

5 Experiments 

As the maximization criteria, two mathematical functions were used (see Fig.1, case 
a). They can be expressed as follows: 
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As can be seen from the above expression the maximal value for both criteria is 
18.5, but the fitness function’s maximal value is 18.5 only under the maxi max strat-
egy. However, as the difference Y-Y0 is used for selection, the absolute function val-
ues do not play any role at all. 

6 The Results 

The most important traits of the experiments are shown in the appendix. 
The results obtained were stored in the database and analyzed graphically by using 

SPSS graphical tools. The 1st, 8th, 16th, 24th, 50th and the 100th generations were 
saved. In patterns A, B, C one can see a visualization of the classic genetic algorithm, 
but D, E, F show the restricted algorithm behavior and G, H, L display the population 
of evolutionary algorithm. It can be seen that the root of the most marked analogy of 
behavior is the one built in the algorithm. Different ways of crossover operator, modi-
fications in the coupling affect the solution space found by genetic or evolutionary 
algorithm. Therefore the classic genetic algorithm every time prefers only one point, 
usually in the middle of good solution area. The restricted genetic algorithm has the 
highest skill to cover all the area of good solutions although it has asymmetries in 
each subpopulation as well. The evolutionary algorithm has the largest variety of 
solutions although the strong migration caused by too high rate of mutation does not 
allow the algorithm to settle some part of population unchangeably. 

The dark area is the target area. Although the size of this area is a disputed ques-
tion (because the sensitivity of various algorithms is different and nobody can tell 
which precision is acceptable and which is not). The density of solutions inside the 
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target areas is larger than the density outside of them. As the evolutionary algorithm 
is not sensitive enough it is difficult to determine if its concentration of solutions in 
target areas is larger. 

The behavior of the classic genetic algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5. There is de-
picted the 8th generation of the classic genetic algorithm, using maxi-min strategy. 
One can see that all individuals of the population are located inside the rectangle and 
the children individuals obtained from such population will also be located inside this 
rectangle. Therefore the algorithm is unable to create a child belonging to good solu-
tion area A or B. 

 
Fig. 5. The 8th generation of the classic genetic algorithm (maxi-min strategy) 

As compared to the classic genetic algorithm, the restricted one has a different 
search tactic, because it arranges all individuals by their fitness values and because 
each individual can get only one partner for crossover and can not be selected for 
other individuals repeatedly. 

7 Conclusions 

The experiments showed the ability of classic and restricted genetic algorithm to 
response to different strategies by producing different final sets. The sensibility of the 
evolutionary algorithm was not strong enough. The use of maxi-min method in-
creased the number of points belonging to the outcome of pessimist strategy. But as 
the number of points located outside the Pareto set depends to a high degree on the 
algorithm behavior, it is not possible to decrease it by trying the maxi-min decision 
strategy. Further research will be dealt with performing experiments aimed to meas-
ure the dominance and reward it by high fitness. 
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Abstract. In this paper a new evolutionary algorithm is described for multi-
objective optimization. The new method handles non-linear objective functions 
and constraints and supports the decision-maker with an estimation of the 
Pareto set. This cluster-based method applies the Pareto-dominance principle. It 
approximates the Pareto set with the prototypes for each cluster and alternative 
prototypes as secondary population. The non-dominated set is continuously 
being up-dated: based on the Pareto ranking, the poorest clusters are regularly 
deleted, and the new ones are set.   
The method solves the usual test problems with a satisfactory level of accuracy.

1. Introduction  

Scientific and engineering problems often lead to multi-objective optimization 
problems (MOP). Several methods exist for solving these problems, and nowadays 
new, particularly evolutionary algorithm (EA)-based methods are developed (e.g. [8], 
[17]).  

The solving of MOPs is a significantly more complex task than solving scalar 
optimization problems, because their solution is usually not a single value. The 
applicability of the best-known, classical methods for solving MOPs is mostly 
restricted to linear objective functions [15]. In order to solve the problem these 
methods reduce the objective functions to one function by means of weighing; for 
example, they use a lexicographic order or use linear programming procedures. In 
several cases the decision-maker's possibilities are widened by interactive facilities to 
allow the results to be monitored, to set parameters and to influence the directions of 
the search [15], [9]. 

In the case of non-linear objective functions the solving of the MOP is generally 
more difficult. We may choose from families of methods based on a fuzzy system 
(e.g. [12], [13]), based on methods applying parameter optimization (e.g. [7]), but 
primarily we choose methods incorporating EAs. Since 1985 several applications of 
the multi-objective EA (MOEA) technique were proposed and we can read the results 
in reviews (e.g. [5], [16]). Among others, van Veldhuizen and Lamont (2000) classify 
the MOEA variants in 3 major groups by the interaction of the decision-maker (DM) 
in the problem. Firstly, the problem may be reduced to a scalar optimization problem; 
secondly, the DM may take part – interactively - in the solving process; thirdly the 
result is given as a solution set (Pareto set) and the appropriate solution has to be 
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chosen from this set. If we focus on the applied technique, another kind of 
classification is possible. For example, Fonseca and Fleming (1995) differentiate 
aggregation-based methods, population-based methods, Pareto-dominance principle 
based techniques and niche-method- based techniques. The majority of the methods 
use the Pareto-dominance principle. 

Out of all the MOEA methods, several apply clustering. E.g. Rosenman and Gero 
(1985) proposed an algorithm to reduce the Pareto set based on clustering solutions, 
which are similar in all or some of the criteria. The algorithm by Cunha et al. (1997) 
is also based on the ideas of Rosenman and Gero; it reduces and ranks the points of 
the Pareto set. Zitzler and Thiele (2000) apply clustering for the purpose of reducing 
an externally stored non-dominated solution set.  

The new MOEA method to be demonstrated - let us call it MOSCA (Multi-
objective Optimum Search with Cluster-based Algorithm) - is a cluster-based EA also 
using the Pareto-dominance principle and which produces the approximation of the 
Pareto set with the DM. The MOSCA can handle non-linear objective functions and 
takes constraints into account. The new method has been developed from a scalar 
optimization method (the OSCA) which can solve constrained and also non-linear 
scalar optimization problems [1], [2]. The OSCA is a cluster-based EA, an 
evolutionary strategy (ES) whose structure and major steps can also be found in the 
new method. 

MOSCA as a cluster based EA method uses some customary MOEA elements as 
well, such as: storing the non-dominated  solutions found in an external set; using the 
concept of Pareto dominance to assign fitness values and to order them; and setting 
clusters to reduce the number of non-dominated solutions stored. 

However the method of application, especially that of clustering, represents a new 
technique. That is:  

• solutions are looked for as cluster prototypes, the method corresponds to a 
partially reduced storage method;  

• non-prototypical solutions are sorted by clusters in an external, non-dominated 
set. The non-dominated set is continuously being up-dated: based on the Pareto 
ranking, the poorest clusters are regularly deleted, and the new ones are set.  

• Finally, during clustering it is able to take the constraints into consideration. 

By these means a new method is obtained, which e. g. compared to the NSGA 
method of Srinivas and Deb (1995): solves simpler tasks with less function 
evaluation; performs almost equally punctual solutions for a part of more difficult 
tasks; the method can be easily applied regardless of having a constrained or 
unconstrained problem, the handling of the objective functions and constraints is 
performed separately. 

The remainder of the paper comprises of a description of the new method and a 
series of bi-objective test problems, which demonstrate the application possibilities. 
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2. Multi-objective Optimization Problem 

We can examine a multi-objective optimization problem with the following form  

 Minimize f(x) = (f1(x), …,fk(x))
  where   x=(x1, …,xm) ∈F⊆ S

and  where we have k objective functions fi ℜm →ℜ, x is the decision 
vector, S the decision space. 

Let us suppose that the domain S of dimension m is 

  S= {x∈ℜm | ai ≤ xi ≤ bi, ai, bi, xi∈ℜ,  i=1,2,…,m}, 
whereas the feasible region F ⊆ S is defined by a set of r additional linear and/or 
nonlinear constraints (r≥0): 

  gj(x) ≤ 0, j= 0, 1, 2,…, r.
Constraints in terms of equations e.g. h(x)=0, can be replaced by a pair of 

inequalities: 
    h(x)-δ ≤ 0 
  - h(x)-δ ≤ 0  

where an additional parameter δ is used to define the tolerance of the algorithm. 

Let us review some corresponding concepts and definitions ([16], [17]): 

Definition 1.: (Pareto dominance) A solution a =(a1, a2, …am)∈ S is said to dominate a 
solution b=(b1, b2, …,bm)∈ S (notation: a ∪ b ) if and only if  

∀i∈ {1,2,…,m}  f(ai )≤ f(bi ) ∧∃j∈ {1,2,…,m}  f(aj )< f(bj). 
Definition 2.: (Pareto optimality) A solution a∈ S is Pareto optimal if and only if   

¬∃ b∈ S: b a.
Definition 3.: (Pareto optimal set) For a given MOP, the Pareto optimal set (PS) is 
defined as:  

  PS= {a∈ S | ¬∃ b∈ S: b a }. 
Definition 4.: (Pareto front) For a given MOP and Pareto optimal set PS, the Pareto 
front (PF) is defined as: 

 PF:= {f(x) Πx∈PS}.
For the sake of simplicity the optimal attributes will not be used when mentioning 

the Pareto optimal set. 

3. The New Algorithm 

Let us examine first the MOSCA principle and then discuss the new model. 

3.1 The MOSCA Principle  

The fundamental principles of MOSCA are the following: let us cover S by t number 
of clusters, and let us approximate the points of the PS with the central points of 
clusters (with the prototypes). 
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As the PS is usually composed of an infinite number of points, the approximation 
might be refined by registering further ‘alternative prototypes’ for each cluster. These 
alternative prototypes are sets, which together with the prototype of the cluster, are 
non-dominated sets. This estimation allows that out of the elements of a cluster only 
the prototype and the set of alternative prototypes have to be stored. 

The algorithm approximates to the PS with continuous modifications of the 
clusters. It continuously generates new points, which enables better prototype 
selection at a certain cluster. Concerning the process of generating new points, the 
operation of MOSCA can be divided into two stages. During the first stage it is 
divided into preliminary clusters by the S range: the algorithm forms clusters 
continuously from randomly generated points of S. During the second stage it already 
refines the convergence of the clusters by choosing the new points from a narrowing 
neighborhood of the prototype.  

Adequate covering of the PS is secured by the occasional deletion of the least 
converging clusters. In the second stage at each knth iteration a given percentage of 
dominated prototypes (clusters) get deleted. For this, the prototypes are arranged, and 
the given percentage of the least dominated elements are deleted according to the 
Pareto ranking method by Goldberg (1989) and by the measure of the violation of the 
constraints [10]. The above percentage decreases parallel to the increasing number of 
iterations. The algorithm replaces the deleted clusters: the new prototypes are chosen 
from a wide neighborhood of an existing prototype at a given probability and this 
probability continuously decreases during the second stage.  

The algorithm formed in this way is an EA. If we treat the characteristics of the 
clusters as an individual: I=(cluster1, cluster2,…, clustert). Then the generation and 
modification of clusters based on the randomly generated points can be defined as a 
mutation that modifies a single element, a single cluster of the individual. The 
estimation of the PS can be checked with a composite fitness function.  

We describe the function of the MOSCA by means of two different (1+1)-ESs. 
These are as follows: 

ES1: (The main algorithm) In the first stage it forms clusters using the ES2 
procedure. In the second stage, continuing the formation of clusters, it improves the 
accuracy of the approximation of the PS with a local search (using the ES2 
procedure), and it filters out the least converging clusters, and deletes them. 

ES2: In the first stage it looks for non-dominated decision vectors at randomly 
selected points of S, and in the second stage it looks for non-dominated decision 
vectors in the vicinity of the prototypes with the normal distribution. The prototype 
(cluster) most similar to the result vector is modified, or a new cluster is generated. 

Afterwards, the major steps of the algorithm are as follows: 
ES1: 

1. Setting the initial values 
2. Mutation: modification of clusters (call ES2). 
3. Ranking the prototype, a few dominated prototype deletions. (Stage 2) 
4. Terminal condition (go to 2). 

ES2: 
Mutation: modification of clusters kn-time: 

1. Decision vector generation. 
2. The most similar prototype modification, or new cluster generation. 
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3.2 Introduced Notations 

Let us introduce the following notations: 
a) The Pareto dominance principle allows us to choose the non-dominated element 

as a prototype of the clusters. The choice of the prototype is controlled by a 
function, which assigns a rank number (oci) to each pi prototype. Each cluster has 
its own rank number and so the rank numbers may have different values from 
cluster to cluster. Let us calculate the rank numbers for x∈S when pi prototype 
and oci is known:  

b) We assign a set of alternative prototypes (Alti) to each cluster. This set contains 
the non-dominated decision vectors and the corresponding objective vectors 
having the same rank number as the prototype of the cluster (their quantity is 
maximized). The prototypes and the alternative prototypes of clusters form a non-
dominated set (notation: NDSET, and NDSET=∪ {pi ∪ Alti} (i=1,2,…,t)), which 
gives the improving approximation of the PS during the evolution.  

c) The measure of similarity of two decision vectors x and z is denominated 
 H(x, z)= 1/(1 + d(x, z))     
where d(x, z) is the Euclidean distance of the vectors. 

d) Let D(x) be the measure of violation of the constraints. (If x ∈ F or no constraints 
are specified D(x)=0):   

Let us utilize the value D(x) in the optimum search for characterizing the 
decision vector x in the following way: vector x is better than vector z if 
D(x)<D(z).
In case D(x) = D(z) we call x better than z if f(x)<f(z).

e) Let us designate the random number generator as rnd (uniform distribution on 
(0,1)).

f) Let us designate the normal random number generator as N(0, σ) (where N(0, σ)
is a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σ).

g) The same population and individual is used with all two ESs. Let the labeling 
number, rank number, prototype, objective vector and the measure of violation of 
constraints of the prototypes corresponding to cluster number i be ci, oci, pi, f(pi)
and D(pi). If the ith cluster exists ci=1 otherwise ci=0. Let the population of the itth

generation be denoted by P(it), and the individual by  
 I=(c1, oc1, p1, f(p1), D(p1),…, ct, oct pt, f(pt), D(pt)). 

As the (1+1)-ES uses only one parent and one descendent individual, the 
descendent individual is marked with stars: 
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I*=(c1

*, oc1

*, p1

*, f(p1

*), D(p1

*), …,  ct

*, oct

*

, pt

*, f(pt

*), D(pt

*)) 

The fitness function can be composed of three different functions. These are the 
number of missing clusters (F1), the sum of the D distances of the prototypes (F2), 
and the reciprocals of the sum of the prototype rank numbers. (F3). 

In the case of the MOSCA it is easier to use the three functions separately when 
evaluating or selecting them, than to formulate a common fitness function for 
them, and so the F1, F2 and F3 are applied separately. 

3.3 The Steps of the MOSCA 

9 parameters effect the run of the algorithm: t, itt, itend, kn, ddp, σ, hmult, altt and δ .
Their roles one-by-one are: 
• t - the number of the subsets of the Pareto optimal set to be found. 
• itt - parameter of the local search. If the number of iterations (it) reaches itt, the 

local search begins in an ever-narrowing neighborhood of the prototypes. 
• itend - parameter for the stop condition. The procedure is finished if the value of 

it is more than itend.
• kn - parameter which determines the timing of checks. Clusters are checked only 

in every knth iteration. 
• ddp- parameter of the local search. ddp percent of the dominated prototype of the 

individual will be deleted. 
• σ - parameter of the local search. σ is the common standard deviation at the

beginning of the local search.
• hmult - parameter of the local search. It is a multiplier affecting the extent of the 

standard deviation. 
• altt – parameter of the non-dominated set. The maximal number of elements of 

each Alti set may be altt.
• δ - is used to define the tolerance of the algorithm by equation constraints. 

The steps of MOSCA are as follows: 
* ES1 * 
1. Setting the initial values.  

Set the initial values of t, itt, itend, kn, σ, hmult , ddp , altt and δ. Let it=0, prot=t.
Generate the I individual randomly: let ci=1, pi∈S, oci=1, Alti=0 and numi=0
(i=1,2,…,t). P(it) ← I. 

2. The new population.  
2.1 Mutation (new clusters, or modification of clusters)  
      if it<itt then call ES2  else σ=σ* hmult, call ES2.  
2.2 Dominated prototype deletion. If it>itt then:  
      Prototypes are ranked based on the criteria of Goldberg's Pareto ranking  
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      method as well as on the measure of violation of the constraints, into an  
      increasing sequence within the individual. Let Goldberg's method assign the 
      rank number granki to the  pi prototype.   
      Let j= Int(t * (0.9- ddp * (1-it / itend))).  
      For i=j, j+1, …,t:  If  ¬(granki=1 ∧ D(pi

*)=0)  then   
               ci

*=0,oci

*=0, prot=prot-1,Alti=0 and numi=0.  
2.3 P(it) ← I*.

3. Terminal condition.  
If (it> itend) is false, continue at step 2. Otherwise it's the end of the procedure. 

*ES2 * 
1. Evaluate F1(I), F2(I) and F3(I). 
2. Mutations.  

2.1 Choosing a decision vector.   
      it=it+1, I* ← I,  
      If it<itt  then choose an x randomly from S.  
      If it>itt  then choose an x randomly from NDSET.  

∀i∈{1,2, …,n}:  
            If (prot<t) ∧ (0.9-0.1*(1-it/itend)<rnd)   
            then  let xi=xi + sign(N(0,1))*rnd  else  let xi=xi + σ*N(0,1)  
 (and x ∈ S).  
2.2 New cluster, or modification of a cluster.  
     If  (∃i)(ci

*=0) then pi

*=x, ci

*=1, oci

*=1, numi=0, prot=prot+1.  
          else checking the analogies:   
                let H(x, pi

*)=maxq H(x, pq

*); q, i ∈{1,2,…,t}.  
                pi

*=x, numi=0, oci

*= Rank(pi,pi

*).  
3.  Evaluate F1(I*), F2(I*) and F3(I*).  
4. Selection.   

      If (F1(I) =F1(I*)) ∧ (F2(I) =F2(I*)) ∧ (F3(I) =F3(I*)) ∧ (numi<altt)
          then let Alti= pi

*∪ Alti , numi=numi+1.  
      If (F1(I) >F1(I*)) ∨ (F1(I) =F1(I*)) ∧ (F2(I) >F2(I*)) ∨
          (F1(I) =F1(I*)) ∧ (F2(I) =F2(I*)) ∧ (F3(I) >F3(I*))
          then P(it) ← I* else P(it) ← I.  

5. Terminal condition.  
If mod( it, kn) =0 then exit, otherwise continue at step 1. 

The results of the test examples show that the algorithm yields more accurate results 

if the elements are transformed to the [0, 1] interval (the [0, 1]m hypercube).  
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Determining Parameters 
All parameters influence the speed of the convergence and the accuracy. Based on the 
test results we can assign values to some of the parameters, namely to ddp, δ , hmult
and kn, where the algorithm provides a correct result (e.g. ddp=0.95, δ= 0.01, 
hmult=0.97, kn=500). With somewhat different values the accuracy of the result or 
the iteration number may change. However, the value of itt and σ are considerably 
task- dependent. Usually a local search can start after no more than 1500 iterations 
and σ=0.1.  

The t and altt parameters affect the approximation of the PS fundamentally. They 
allow us to influence the partitioning of the PS. Usually the value of t is 30-40, and 
altt=2.

4. Test Results 

The MOSCA is basically designed to handle non-linear, constrained MOP. The 
cluster- based approach enables the search for Pareto-fronts of various difficulty (e.g. 
convex, non-convex, or discontinuous fronts). To demonstrate the capabilities of 
MOSCA, we solved and discussed some test problems from other articles. Although 
all of these test problems are two-objective MOPs, the MOSCA is able to handle 
MOPs of more than two objectives. 

The demonstrated test problems comprise of: the test problems of Laumanns et al. 
(1998) (g has locally Pareto-optimal solutions), the 3 test problems of Srinivas et al. 
(1995) (F1 is convex, F2 is discontinuous, F3 is a constrained MOP), 2 from Deb's 
(1999) test problems (test1 discontinuous, test2 with global and local Pareto fronts), 
and finally the first three test problems of Zitzler et al. (2000) (T1 convex, T2 non-
convex and T3 discontinuous). The descriptions of the test problems can be found in 
the Appendix. 

Problems dim t altt σ itend 
G 2 40 4 0.02 20000 
F1 2 33 2 0.2 10000 
F2 2 33 2 0.1 25000 
F3 2 33 2 0.05 25000 
test1 2 40 4 0.05 15000 
test2 2 33 2 0.1 6000 
T1 30 33 2 0.1 25000 
T2 30 33 2 0.1 25000 
T3 30 33 2 0.1 25000 

Fig. 1. The parameter settings of the test problems 
(kn=500, itt=1400, hmult=0.97, ddp=0.95 and δ=0.01) 

When setting the values of the parameters, our aim was to obtain results that were 
comparable to the results of other methods. Thus, we adopted the size of the 
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population (under t+t* altt) together with the maximal number of function evolutions 
(itend) from other publications. 

The parameter settings used for each test problem are summarized in Figure 1. The 
approximations of the PFs are shown in Figures 2 and 3. (Figure 3 additionally shows 
some NSGA results). As MOSCA is a stochastic method, each problem is run ten 
times with the same parameter values. Figures 2 and 3 display the best results of the 
runs. Deviation from these results was found only in the number of converging PS 
points; the algorithm usually generated 5-10% less PS points. 

For the purpose of visual comparison we chose the NSGA method by Srinivas and 
Deb (1995).  For the reason of size the results of MOSCA and NSGA (figure 3) are 
shown only at 3 tasks.  Comparing the result (in case of populations of equal size) it 
was ascertained that: 
• MOSCA solves simpler tasks with less function evaluation than NSGA. It solves 

e.g. F1 and F2 with as few as 10 thousand function evaluations instead of the 50 
thousand, and solves test1 task with 15 thousand instead of 60 thousand. (See 
[14], [4]). 

• The two systems solve a certain fraction of the more difficult tasks with 
approximately the same accuracy. E.g. in the cases of tasks T1 and T2, in 
addition to the 25 thousand allocated function evaluations, the two algorithms 
generated converging points in just about the same number and location. In task 
T3 the results of MOSCA are slightly poorer than those of the NSGA. On the 
other hand with task test2, MOSCA managed to find the global Pareto front in 
100% of the runs, while NSGA performed correctly in 41%. (See [17], [4]). 

  g   F3   test2 

  T1   T2   T3 

Fig. 2. The Pareto fronts of the g, F3, test2, T1, T2 and T3 problems 
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5 Conclusion 

We can conclude that the MOSCA was successfully tested with different kinds of 
functions. The method solves the usual test problems at a satisfactory level of 
accuracy. Comparing the results with the solutions known from theory or from the 
respective publications it can be concluded that the solutions are correct.  

The progression of the algorithm is influenced by 9 parameters, most of which can 
be set to standard values. Some parameters are problem-dependent: they influence the 
division of the Pareto set into subsets or the search for the Pareto front. In conclusion, 
the operation of MOSCA is simple; it is unnecessary to change any parameters other 
than the size of the population and standard deviation (σ).

 F1 (MOSCA)  F2 (MOSCA)          test1 (MOSCA) 

 F1 (NSGA)  F2 (NSGA)          test1(NSGA) 

Fig. 3. The Pareto fronts of the F1, F2 and test1 problems 

Although the method works properly, we can see two options for its further 
development. Firstly it is possible to refine PS convergence with the choice of an 
appropriate Pareto ranking method. Secondly the storage of the fixed number of 
alternative prototypes can also be excelled: by means of grouping and filtering the 
quality of the alternative prototypes can be improved. 
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Appendix. Test problems 

g (Source [8].):       F1 (Source [14]): 

where  -3≤ x1, x2 ≤ 1.      where  -2≤ x ≤ 3.  
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F2 (Source [14]):     F3 (Source [14]): 

where  -2≤ x ≤ 10.    where  -20≤ x1, x2 ≤ 20. 

Further on each of the test functions are defined in the same manner: 

     where x= (x1, x2, …,xm)     

test1 (Source [3]):    test2 (Source [3]):  

where x1, x2 ∈[0.0,1.0].         where x1, x2 ∈[0.1,1.0].  

T1 (Source [14]):     T2 (Source [14]): 

where m=30, and xi ∈[0,1].          where m=30, and xi ∈[0,1].  

T3 (Source [14]): 

where m=30, and xi ∈[0,1]. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes the new method for suppressing the
inherent wave of the sensor system. The inherent wave often prevents
from analyzing the signal of target. Previous method calculated the in-
herent wave to solve this problem using two assumptions. However, the
calculated wave is differ from the original inherent wave in unsatisfying
the assumptions. Therefore, the new method estimates the wave using
fuzzy-logic without the assumptions. As a result, this method was able
to detect with higher accuracy than previous method.

1 Introduction

The ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) method is often used for disclosing
the information in concrete members. The enormous progress to overcome the
difficulties of testing concrete is mainly due to the development of new broadband
transducers and high performance computers. The ultrasonic NDT of concrete
members has been applied to evaluate crack depth [1] and internal defect [2].
However, the difficulty of understanding the reflected ultrasonic waves prevents
us from solving problems for detecting and locating embedded objects [3].

One cause of those problems is that the received wave includes not only
the echo from the inner concrete member but also the wave inherent in the
measurement system such as the reflected wave in the probe, the surface echo and
the back echo. These inherent waves reduce or cancel the echo from the embedded
object. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate the inherent wave. The previous
method [4] estimates the inherent wave on two assumptions. First assumption
was that the inherent wave is included in every measurement point. Second
assumption was that the echo of the embedded object exists locally in comparison
with the measurement range. However, the second assumption does not always
hold. Then, since the estimated wave did not represent the real inherent wave,
it is difficult to detect the embedded object.

This paper proposes a new method for estimating the inherent wave. The
method solves the problem without considering the second assumption by using
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fuzzy inference [5]. Fuzzy inference can provide a powerful method for represent-
ing human knowledge. We use three types of knowledge for evaluating whether
each wave is the inherent wave or not. We employ fuzzy if-then rules to express
information about intensities of the back echo, and integration value of the ab-
solute intensity between the time of front echo and the time of back echo. The
degree of the inherent wave is calculated as an algebraic product of the degrees.
The degree indicates the weight for each wave. After the inference result is cal-
culated for each wave, the inherent wave is obtained with weighted average of
all waves. Our method can estimate the inherent wave without considering the
second assumption, because the higher weight is assigned to the wave whose
property is more similar to the property of the inherent wave.

2 NDT System

We developed an NDT system using ultrasonic wave. The system consisted of
an ultrasonic probe, an ultrasonic pulsar receiver, a biaxial scanner and a per-
sonal computer for data processing and driving the scanner. The system used a
low frequency probe (Imaging Supersonic Laboratories Co., Ltd.) and a low fre-
quency broadband pulsar receiver (Imaging Supersonic Laboratories Co., Ltd.).
The reflected wave was transmitted and acquired via the pulsar receiver. The
frequency range of the probe was 0.1 to 1.0 MHz. The sampling interval of the
data was 0.2 µs. A coupling medium (sonicoto-E nichigo acetylene Co., Ltd.)
was used for efficiently transferring the ultrasonic into the concrete between a
concrete and the probe.

The overall of the developed system is shown in Fig. 1(a). A-scan waves
are obtained by moving the probe on the surface of a concrete, and comprise a
B-scan image. Because the probe operates in the frequency range of 0.1 to 1.0
MHz, we apply a band pass filter (BPF) to the wave. Figure 1 (c) shows a B-scan
image generated A-scan waves shown in Fig. 1 (b). Intensity of the pixel in Fig.
1(c) represents amplitude of the A-scan wave. In our work, the image consists
of 100 × 1000 pixels. The pixel dimension is 1.0mm × 0.4mm.

The NDT system we used here produced an A-scan wave for each measure-
ment point on the concrete. Collecting A-scan waves forms a B-scan image for
a line on the concrete. First, we subtract the inherent wave of the measurement
NDT system from the A-scan wave, where the inherent wave is obtained using
previous method and proposal method. The resultant waves are then collected
and form a new B-scan image. In the obtained B-scan image, embedded ob-
jects will appear as parabola patterns. To emphasize the patterns, we apply the
parabolic integration. The embedded objects can be detected by finding the local
peak points of the intensity histogram on time-axis for the resultant B-scan im-
age. We also present experimental results for a concrete member with one resin
tube and one steel pipe. This method was able to detect with higher accuracy
than previous method.
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Fig. 1. An ultrasonic testing.

3 Method

3.1 Outline of the Procedure

This method consists of two stages as shown in Fig. 2. The first stage suppress
the inherent wave from the received wave with estimating the inherent wave
by using fuzzy-logic. Here, we explaine the new estimation method of inherent
wave of the sensor system. The second stage detect automatically the location
of embedded objects by analyzing the histogram of the intensity. The detail of
each process is described in following subsection.
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Fig. 3. The diagram of previous method.

3.2 Suppression of the Inherent Wave

Previous Method. A B-scan image includes the echo not only from embedded
objects but also from the front surface of a concrete, the back surface of it, and
so on. Here, we define the wave consists of the echo from every object except
embedded objects. The inherent wave prevents us from finding the inner echo,
because original B-scan image is the echo from embedded object superposed
on the inherent wave. Therefore, a method for estimating the inherent wave
is required to subtract the inherent wave from the original B-scan image. We
already defined the inherent wave as a mean wave of all the reflected waves [4].
It is formulated as

τ(j) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

r(i, j) (1)

where τ denotes the inherent wave, r denotes the reflected wave at the measure-
ment point i, j denotes the time, N denotes the number of measurement points.
We subtract the inherent wave from each reflected wave. Then only internal
echo from embedded objects remains in the original image. The diagram of this
procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

– assumption:1 the inherent wave is included in all measurement waves.
– assumption:2 the echo from the embedded object locally exists in comparison

with measurement points.
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Fig. 4. Two types of received wave.

This method used two assumptions. The first assumption is that the inherent
waves have similar pattern in all measurement waves. The second assumption
is that the echo from the embedded object locally exists in comparison with
measurement range. However, the second one does not always held. In this case,
the suppression image provides some artifacts (Fig. 6(b)). This phenomenon pre-
vents us from detecting the location of embedded objects. To solve this problem,
we propose the new estimation method using fuzzy inference [5].

New method for inherent wave estimation. The reflected wave falls into
two patterns: one is the pattern containing only inherent wave and another is
the pattern containing echo from embedded object. Figure 4 shows the two types
of receiving waves.

In this figure, VInherent, and VTotal denotes the intensity of the back echo, the
integral intensity of the time series respectively. Estimating the inherent wave
requires to distinguish the clean inherent wave from the additional one. Here,
we use the fuzzy inference. It can provide a powerful method for representing
human knowledge. Figure 5 shows the different two types of knowledge needed
to make the inherent wave.
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Fig. 5. Knowledge of inherent wave.

– Knowledge 1: the intensity of back echo is high.
– Knowledge 2: the integral value of the intensity between front echo and back

echo is small.

The knowledge can be represented by membership functions VInherent, and
VTotal as shown in Fig. 6.

The possibility of the inherent wave, VInherent(i), is calculated as an algebraic
product of the degrees.

µInherent(i) = µIntensity(i) · µTotal(i) (2)

where i denotes a measurement point. By this degree we rewrite the previous
Equation (1) as follows.

τ(j) =

N∑
i=1

r(i, j) · µInherent(i)
N∑
i=1

µInherent(i)

. (3)

We can determine the inherent wave by using Equation (3), without consid-
ering the second assumption. The diagram of this procedure is described in Fig.
7. Moreover, artifacts do not appear in the resultant image (Fig. 8(c))
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Fig. 7. The diagram of new method.

3.3 Detection of Embedded Object

The echo is generated at the place with differential acoustic impedance as the
boundary between embedded objects and concrete. Analyzing this phenomenon,
we attempt to detect the embedded objects with three steps.

First, we make a histogram of the summation of intensities between the front
echo and the back echo for each measurement point in the suppression image,
and then estimate the horizontal locations of candidate points by finding local
maxima in the histogram.

Next, the incident wave of our system has two wavelengths. It causes the echo
to four local extreme values. And, it has been proven that the third extrem value
has max absolute intensity in the echo from the experience. Therefore, we detect
the echo with the maximum absolute intensity as the echo of embedded objects
in the wave of each estimated location. The depth of the embedded object is
estimated at zero cross point before a wavelength from the maximum intensity
point. This detection algorithm is summarized as follows.
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Fig. 8. Suppressing the inherent wave.

– Step 1: Make a histogram of the summation of the absolute intensity between
the time of front echo and the time of back echo for every measurement point
(Fig. 9 step1).

– Step 2: Estimate the position of embedded objects by finding local maxima
in the histogram of intensity (Fig. 9 step2).

– Step 3: For each wave that includes estimated point obtained in Step 2, we
find a embedded point with maximum amplitude. The depth of the embed-
ded objects are estimated at zero cross point before a wavelength from the
maximum amplitude point (Fig. 9 step3).

4 Experimental Results and Conclusions

This method was applied to two cases. The details are tabulated in Table 1.
Figure 8 shows the histogram of the summation of absolute intensity between

the time of the front echo and the time of the back echo for every measurement
point. The histogram showed that the new method was able to assign higher
intensity on the embedded object than the previous method. Table 2 tabulates
the detection results for cases A and B. 10 trials were performed on each member.
The results showed that the hit ratio of the embedded objects in the new method
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Fig. 9. Ditection process of embedded objects.

was higher than previous one. This also showed that our method was able to
detect different types of embedded objects such as resin tube and steel pipe.

Consequently, this method would be of great interest in the field of ultrasonic
NDT.

It reminds as a future work to develop a method of recognizing the material
of embedded object.
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Fig. 10. Histgram of the intensity.

Table 1. The concrete members.

Case Embedded object Radius X(mm) Y(mm)
A Steel pipe 20.0 50.0 80.0
B Resin tube 33.0 50.0 50.0

Table 2. The detecting results.

Case Object X(mm) Y(mm) Number Hit ratio (%)
A Previous None 18.1 82.4 8 26.3

method None 20.8 80.9 4
None 32.5 76.8 2

Steel pipe 53.7 82.0 10
None 83.7 82.9 10
None 98.0 83.0 4

New method Steel pipe 54.0 80.7 10 100.0
B Previous None 15.3 51.0 10 40.0

method Resin tube 43.3 56.1 10
None 80.3 47.7 8

New method Resin tube 43.5 56.0 10 52.6
None 78.9 47.0 9
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Abstract. Fuzzy association rules provide a data mining tool which is
especially interesting from a knowledge-representational point of view
since fuzzy attribute values allow for expressing rules in terms of nat-
ural language. So far, however, association rules of this type have not
been investigated thoroughly from a semantical point of view. Particu-
larly, the quality measures which have been proposed for assessing such
rules are mostly “ad-hoc” generalizations of measures for classical rules.
In this paper, we show that fuzzy association rules can be interpreted
in different ways and that the interpretation has a strong influence on
their assessment and, hence, on the process of rule mining. We motivate
the use of multiple-valued implication operators in order to model fuzzy
association rules and propose quality measures suitable for this type of
rule.

1 Introduction

Data mining aims at discovering interesting patterns in (usually large) data
sets. To this end, several techniques and representational frameworks have been
developed, such as association rules which have recently gained considerable
attraction. Association rules, syntactically written A ⇒ B, provide a means
for representing dependencies between attributes. Typically, A and B denote
sets of binary attributes, also called features or items. The intended meaning
of a (binary) rule A ⇒ B is that a transaction (a data record stored in the
database) that contains the set of items A is likely to contain the items B as well.
As a typical example consider the rule {eggs, butter} ⇒ {sugar}, suggesting
that it is likely to find sugar in a transaction (which is here a purchase) which
does already contain eggs and butter. Several efficient algorithms for mining
association rules in large databases have been devised [1, 20, 23]. Typically, such
algorithms perform by generating a set of candidate rules from selected itemsets
which are then filtered according to several quality criteria.

Generally, a database does not only contain binary attributes but also at-
tributes with values ranging on (completely) ordered scales, e.g. cardinal or or-
dinal attributes. This has motivated a corresponding generalization of (binary)
association rules. Typically, a quantitative association rule specifies attribute
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values by means of intervals, as e.g. in the simple rule “Employees at the age of
30 to 40 have incomes between $50,000 and $70,000.”

This paper investigates fuzzy association rules, which are basically obtained
by replacing intervals in quantitative rules by fuzzy sets (intervals). The use of
fuzzy sets in connection with association rules – as with data mining in general
[21] – has recently been motivated by several authors (e.g. [2–7, 12–14, 16, 26,
28]). Among other aspects, fuzzy sets avoid an arbitrary determination of crisp
boundaries for intervals. Furthermore, fuzzy association rules are very interesting
from a knowledge representational point of view: The very idea of fuzzy sets is
to act as an interface between a numeric scale and a symbolic scale which is
usually composed of linguistic terms. Thus, the rules discovered in a database
might be presented in a linguistic and hence comprehensible and user-friendly
way. Example: “Middle-aged employees dispose of considerable incomes.”

Even though fuzzy association rules have already been considered by some
authors, the investigation of their semantics in the context of data mining has
not received much attention as yet. This is somewhat surprising since a clear
semantics is a necessary prerequisite, not only for the interpretation, but also
for the rating and, hence, for the mining of fuzzy association rules.

The semantics of fuzzy association rules and their assessment by means of
adequate quality measures constitute the main topics of the paper. In Section 2,
we review the aforementioned types of association rules. Section 3 provides a
thorough discussion of quality measures for fuzzy association rules. In this con-
nection, it is shown that a generalization of (quantitative) association rules can
proceed from different perspectives, which in turn suggest different types of
measures. We especially motivate the use of multiple-valued implication oper-
ators in order to model fuzzy association rules. Besides, we present a semantic
model which clarifies the meaning of fuzzy association rules and provides a sound
theoretical basis. Finally, an alternative approach to the assessment of fuzzy as-
sociation rules is discussed in Section 4. By making use of fuzzy quantifiers, this
approach supports the evaluation of an association rule on a purely logical basis.

2 Association Rules

2.1 Binary Association Rules

Consider an association rule of the form A⇒ B, where A and B denote subsets
of an underlying set A of items (which can be considered as binary attributes).
As already said above, the intended meaning of A ⇒ B is that a transaction
T ⊂ A which contains the items in A is likely to contain the items in B as well.

Of course, the development of algorithms for finding “interesting” association
rules in a database D presupposes a formal definition of this qualification. A
rule A⇒ B is generally rated according to several criteria, none of which should
fall below a certain (user-defined) threshold. In common use are the following
measures (DX

.= {T ∈ D |X ⊂ T } denotes the transactions in the database D
which contain the items X ⊂ A, and |DX | is its cardinality):
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– A measure of support defines the absolute number or the proportion of trans-
actions in D containing A ∪B:

supp(A⇒ B) .= |DA∪B| or supp(A⇒ B) .=
|DA∪B|
|D| . (1)

– The confidence is the proportion of correct applications of the rule:

conf(A⇒ B) .=
|DA∪B|
|DA| . (2)

– A rule A⇒ B should be interesting in the sense that it provides new infor-
mation. That is, the occurrence of A should indeed have a positive influence
on the occurrence of B. A common measure of the interest of a rule is

int(A⇒ B) .=
|DA∪B|
|DA| −

|DB|
|D| . (3)

This measure can be seen as an estimation of Pr(B |A)− Pr(B), that is the
increase in probability of B caused by the occurrence of A.

2.2 Quantitative Association Rules

In the above setting, a transaction T can be seen as a sequence (x1, . . . , xm) of
values of binary variables Xı with domain DXı = {0, 1}, where xı = T [Xı] = 1
if the ıth item Xı is contained in T and xı = 0 otherwise. Now, let X and
Y be quantitative attributes (such as age or income) with completely ordered
domains DX and DY , respectively. Without loss of generality we can assume
that DX ,DY ⊂ R. A quantitative association rule involving the variables X
and Y is then of the following form:

A⇒ B : If X ∈ A = [x1, x2] then Y ∈ B = [y1, y2], (4)

where x1, x2 ∈ DX and y1, y2 ∈ DY . This approach can simply be generalized
to the case where X and Y are multi-dimensional vectors and, hence, A and
B hyper-rectangles rather than intervals. Subsequently, we proceed from fixed
variables X and Y , and consider the database D as a collection of data points
(x, y) = (T [X ], T [Y ]), i.e. as a projection of the original database.

Note that the quality measures from Section 2.1 are applicable in the quan-
titative case as well:1

supp(A⇒ B) = |({(x, y) ∈ D |x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ B}|, (5)

conf(A⇒ B) =
|{(x, y) ∈ D |x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ B}|
|{(x, y) ∈ D |x ∈ A}| . (6)

1 Subsequently we focus on support and confidence measures. The results can be trans-
ferred to other measures such as interest in a straightforward way.
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In fact, each interval [x1, x2] does again define a binary attribute Xx1,x2 =
I[x1,x2]. Thus, not only the rating but also the mining of quantitative rules can
be reduced to the mining of binary association rules, by simply transforming the
numerical data into binary data [19, 24]. Still, finding a useful transformation
(binarization) of the data is a non-trivial problem by itself which affects both, the
efficiency of subsequently applied mining algorithms and the potential quality of
discovered rules. Apart from data transformation methods, clustering techniques
can be applied which create intervals and rules at the same time [17, 27].

2.3 Fuzzy Association Rules

Replacing the sets (intervals) A and B in (4) by fuzzy sets (intervals) leads to
fuzzy (quantitative) association rules. Thus, a fuzzy association rule is under-
stood as a rule of the form A⇒ B, where A and B are now fuzzy subsets rather
than crisp subsets of the domains DX and DY of variables X and Y , respec-
tively. We shall use the same notation for ordinary sets and fuzzy sets. Moreover,
we shall not distinguish between a fuzzy set and its membership function, that
is, A(x) denotes the degree of membership of the element x in the fuzzy set A.
Note that an ordinary set A can be considered as a “degenerate” fuzzy set with
membership degrees A(x) = IA(x) ∈ {0, 1}.

The standard approach to generalizing the quality measures for fuzzy asso-
ciation rules is to replace set-theoretic by fuzzy set-theoretic operations. The
Cartesian product A × B of two fuzzy sets A and B is usually defined by the
membership function (x, y) �→ min{A(x), B(y)}. Moreover, the cardinality of a
finite fuzzy set is simply the sum of its membership degrees [18]. Thus, (5) and
(6) can be generalized as follows:

supp(A⇒ B) .=
∑

(x,y)∈D
min{A(x), B(y)}, (7)

conf(A⇒ B) .=

∑
(x,y)∈D min{A(x), B(y)}∑

(x,y)∈D A(x)
. (8)

Note that the support of A ⇒ B corresponds to the sum of the individual
supports, provided by tuples (x, y) ∈ D:

supp[x,y](A⇒ B) = min {A(x), B(y)} . (9)

According (9), (x, y) supports A⇒ B if both, x ∈ A and y ∈ B.

3 Implication-Based Fuzzy Association Rules

3.1 Support

The fact that the antecedent A and the consequent B play symmetrical roles in
(9) might appear strange. Indeed, a more logic-oriented approach to modeling a
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fuzzy rule “If X is A then Y is B” would use a generalized implication operator
�, i.e. a mapping [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] which generalizes the classical material
implication (particularly, � is non-increasing in the first and non-decreasing in
the second argument). Thus, individual support can be defined as

supp[x,y](A⇒ B) .= A(x)� B(y) (10)

and, hence, the overall support as

supp(A⇒ B) .=
∑

(x,y)∈D
A(x)� B(y). (11)

In order to realize the difference between (9) and (10), consider a simple rule
“A ⇒ B: If X is approximately 10 then Y is almost 0” defined by two fuzzy
subsets of the non-negative integers,

A : x �→
{

1− |10−x|
5 if 6 ≤ x ≤ 14

0 otherwise
, B : y �→

{
1− x

5 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 4
0 otherwise

.

To which degree does the tuple (x, y) = (8, 3) support the above rule? According
to (9), the support is 2/5, namely the minimum of the membership of 8 in A and
the membership of 3 in B. According to (10) with � the Goguen implication

α� β
.=

{
1 if α = 0

min{1, β/α} if α > 0

the individual support is larger, namely 2/3. In fact, (x, y) = (8, 3) does hardly
violate (and hence supports) the rule in the sense of (10): It is true that y = 3
does not fully satisfy the conclusion part of the rule; however, since x = 8 does
not fully meet the condition part either, it is actually not expected to do so.

1098765 11 12 13 14 15
0
1
2
3
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5

Fig. 1. A simple functional relation between two variables
that can be described by means of a gradual fuzzy rule.

As can be seen, the definition of adequate quality measures for fuzzy as-
sociation rules depends strongly on the interpretation of the rule. For further
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illustration, consider the nine observations shown in Figure 1.2 In the sense of
(10), each of these observations does fully support the rule “IfX is approximately
10 then Y is almost 0.” In fact, this rule is actually interpreted as “The closer X
is to 10, the closer Y is to 0” or, more precisely, “The closer X is to 10, the more
it is guaranteed that Y is close to 0.” Therefore, (11) yields supp(A ⇒ B) = 9.
As opposed to this, the overall support is only 5 according to (7), since the indi-
vidual support min{A(x), B(y)} which comes from a point (x, y) is bounded by
B(y), the closeness of y to 0. For instance, the support through (6, 4) is only 1/5
rather than 1. Note that, in the sense of (11), the support of the rule A⇒ B is
larger than the support of B ⇒ A! This reflects the fact that the closeness of x
to 10 is less guaranteed by the closeness of y to 0 than vice versa. For instance,
y = 2 is “rather” close to 0, whereas x = 14 is only “more or less” close to 10,
hence supp[2,14](B ⇒ A) = 1/3 < 1 = supp[14,2](A⇒ B).

The above example shows that the implication-based approach should be
preferred whenever an association rule is thought of as expressing a gradual “the
more ... the more ...”-relation between variables and all the more if this relation
is not symmetric. For instance, the rule “Young people have low income” might
actually be understood as “The younger a person, the lower the income,” and
this rule might well be distinguished from its inversion “The lower the income,
the younger the person.”

Concerning the adequacy of (11) as a support measure for association rules,
two points deserve mentioning. Firstly, the concept of support in the context of
association rules is actually intended as non-trivial support. Yet, the truth degree
of a (generalized) implication α� β is 1 whenever α = 0: From a logical point
of view, a false premise entails any conclusion. That is, the rule A ⇒ B would
also be supported by those points (x, y) for which x 	∈ A. In order to avoid this
effect, (10) can be modified as follows:

supp[x,y](A⇒ B) =

{
A(x)� B(y) if A(x) > 0

0 if A(x) = 0
. (12)

According to (12), a point (x, y) supports a rule if both, it satisfies the rule (from
a logical point of view) and it is non-trivial. Here, non-triviality is considered as a
binary concept. However, it can also be quantified as a gradual property, namely
as the degree to which x is in A. Combining satisfaction and non-triviality by
means of a generalized logical conjunction 
, a so-called t-norm, then yields
supp[x,y](A ⇒ B) = 
(A(x), A(x) � B(y)). For example, by using the product
operator as a special t-norm we obtain

supp[x,y](A⇒ B) = A(x) · (A(x)� B(y)). (13)

Note that (9), (12), and (13) are identical in the case where A andB are intervals,
that is where A(x), B(y) ∈ {0, 1}.

The second point concerns the choice of the implication operator�. In fact,
different types of implication operators exist which support different interpreta-
tions of a fuzzy rule [9]. The gradual “the more ... the more...”-interpretation
2 Needless to say, this is a somewhat artificial example not at all typical of data mining.
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discussed above is supported by so-called R(esiduated)-implications. An impli-
cation� of this type can be derived from a t-norm 
 by residuation (hence the
name):

α� β
.= sup{γ ∈ [0, 1] | 
(α, γ) ≤ β}.

A second important class is given by so-called S(trong)-implications, which are
defined by α� β

.= n(α)⊕β, where ⊕ is a t-conorm (a generalized disjunction)
and n a strong (hence the name) negation. For example, taking n(·) = 1−(·) and
⊕ = max, one obtains the Kleene-Dienes implication α� β = max{1− α, β}.

S-implications support a different type of fuzzy rule, often referred to as
certainty rules. Basically, they attach a level of uncertainty to the conclusion
part of the rule, in correspondence with the truth degree of the condition part.
These rules, however, appear less reasonable in the context of association rules.
This can be exemplified by the Kleene-Dienes implication. For this operator, the
truth degree is lower-bounded by 1−A(x). Thus, (13) entails supp[x,y](A⇒ B) ≥
min{A(x), 1 − A(x)} regardless of the value B(y). For example, if A(x) = 1/2,
then supp[x,y](A ⇒ B) = 1/2, no matter whether B(y) is 1/2, 1/4, or even 0.
This contrasts with R-implications, for which β = 0 generally implies α� β = 0.

3.2 Confidence

A measure of confidence of a fuzzy association rule can be derived from a cor-
responding measure of support. Indeed, in the non-fuzzy case, the confidence of
A⇒ B is nothing else than the support of A⇒ B over the support of A, that is,
the support of A⇒ DY . Interestingly enough, however, the minimal confidence
condition conf(A⇒ B) ≥ ∆ can be interpreted in different ways, which in turn
suggest different generalizations.

According to the aforementioned interpretation which relates the support of
A⇒ B to the support of A, one obtains the generalized confidence measure

conf(A⇒ B) .=

∑
(x,y)∈D supp[x,y](A⇒ B)∑

(x,y)∈D supp[x,y](A⇒ DY )
. (14)

Note that α� 1 = 1 for all α and, hence, the denominator in (14) simplifies to∑
(x,y)∈D I(0,1](A(x)) for (12) and

∑
(x,y)∈DA(x) for (13).

A second possibility is to relate the support of A ⇒ B to the support of
A ⇒ ¬B. In this case, the minimal confidence condition means that the rule
A⇒ B should be supported much better than A⇒ ¬B:

conf(A⇒ B) =

∑
(x,y)∈D supp[x,y](A⇒ B)∑

(x,y)∈D supp[x,y](A⇒ ¬B)
. (15)

Interestingly enough, (14) and (15) are equivalent in the non-fuzzy case, since
then A(x) = supp[x,y](A⇒ DY ) = supp[x,y](A⇒ B) + supp[x,y](A⇒ ¬B) for all
(x, y) and, therefore,

supp(A⇒ B)
supp(A⇒ DY )

≥ ∆ ⇔ supp(A⇒ B)
supp(A⇒ ¬B)

≥ ∆

1−∆.
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3.3 Semantic Interpretation of Fuzzy Association Rules

A sound theoretical basis for the type of fuzzy association rule introduced in
this section can be derived from the semantic model of implication-based fuzzy
rules proposed in [8]. The idea is to represent an implication-based fuzzy rule
A� B, i.e. the rule A⇒ B modeled by the implication operator�, as a convex
combination

A� B ≡
∑

A→mB ∈G
pm · [A→m B], (16)

where G is a class of (modified) pure gradual rules and the pm are weights which
might be interpreted as probability degrees. The rule A →m B is the fuzzy
rule A ⇒ B modeled by the modified Rescher-Gaines implication →m with
α →m β = 1 if m(α) ≤ β and 0 otherwise. As can be seen, a pure gradual rule
induces a crisp relation of admissible tuples (x, y) and, hence, disposes of a very
simple semantic interpretation. In fact, a tuple (x, y) satisfies the rule A→m B
iff it satisfies the constraints x ∈ Aλ ⇒ y ∈ Bm(λ) for all level-cuts λ ∈ L (L
is an underlying finite scale of membership degrees and Aλ is the λ-cut of A).
Moreover, the degree to which (x, y) satisfies A� B is given by the sum of the
weights pm of those rules A→m B satisfied by (x, y). For details we refer to [8],
where necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the
representation (16) are given.

Above we have suggested to consider a fuzzy association rule A ⇒ B as an
implication-based (gradual) fuzzy rule. Proceeding from (16), a rule A⇒ B can
hence be seen as a convex combination of simple or pure gradual association rules

A→m B. (17)

Each of these gradual association rules in turn corresponds to a collection

Aλ ⇒ Bm(λ) (λ ∈ L) (18)

of ordinary association rules. In fact, if the level-cuts Aλ and Bm(λ) of the fuzzy
sets A and B are intervals, which holds true for commonly used membership
functions, then (18) reduces to a class of interval-based association rules.

This interpretation assigns an association rule a concrete meaning and might
hence be helpful in connection with the acquisition (mining) and interpretation of
such rules. Apart from this, it provides a basis for justifying the quality measures
for fuzzy association rules proposed in this section. In fact, proceeding from the
convex combination of rules (17), it is obvious to define the support of A ⇒ B
as the convex combination of the supports of the rules A→m B:

supp(A⇒ B) =
∑

A→mB ∈G
pm · supp(A→m B). (19)

Thus, it remains to define the (non-trivial) support of a pure gradual association
rule A →m B, i.e. of a collection of ordinary association rules (18). To which
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degree does a point (x, y) support this class of constraints? One possibility is to
say that (x, y) supports A →m B if it satisfies all individual constraints and,
furthermore, at least one of these constraints is non-trivial:

supp[x,y](A→m B) =

{
1 if A(x) > 0 ∧ m(A(x)) ≤ B(y)
0 otherwise

. (20)

A second possibility is to define supp[x,y](A →m B) as the sum of weights of
those individual constraints which are indeed non-trivially satisfied:

supp[x,y](A→m B) =

{
A(x) if m(A(x)) ≤ B(y)

0 otherwise
. (21)

It is readily verified that (20), in conjunction with (19), yields the support mea-
sure (12), and that (21) in place of (20) implies (13). This result provides a sound
basis for these measures of (individual) support and, hence, for further quality
measures derived from them.

4 Logic-oriented evaluation

The approach to evaluating fuzzy association rules pursued in Section 3 combines
statistical and logical aspects: The individual support (13) of a rule A ⇒ B,
provided by a tuple (x, y), takes the logical nature of the assumed implicative
relation between A and B into account. Still, the overall support of A ⇒ B
is obtained by summing the individual supports, i.e. by means of a “counting
procedure” which has a more statistical flavor.

Now, a fuzzy approach does also enable a purely logical evaluation of an as-
sociation rule A⇒ B. For example, a proposition such as “all points supporting
A do also support B” can be translated directly into a fuzzy logical expression.
The truth degree of this proposition, e.g.

min
(x,y)

A(x)� B(y), (22)

can then be used as an evaluation measure of A ⇒ B. Of course, this type of
evaluation is too strong and not in line with the purpose of data mining. To avoid
this problem, the universal quantifier used in the above proposition, and modeled
by the minimum operator in (22), can be replaced by a so-called fuzzy quantifier.
This allows one to say, e.g., that “most of the points supporting A do also
support B.” As can be seen, a fuzzy quantifier can serve as an exception-tolerant
relaxation of the universal quantifier. More generally, such quantifiers can be
used for describing an approximate number (“about ten”) or an approximate
proportion (“around one-half”).

Quantifiers such as “for most” or “for many” can be modeled by means of a
fuzzy set [25, 10] with membership function µ : {0, 1, . . . ,m} → [0, 1] such that
µ(m) = 1 and µ(ı) ≤ µ() for 0 ≤ ı <  ≤ m.3 Here, µ() defines the truth
3 Other possibilities of expressing a fuzzy quantifier exist as well, including the use of

order-statistics [22] and an ordered weighted minimum or maximum [11].
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degree of the proposition “most elements in the set X have property P” if P
does actually apply to  among the m elements in X . We define an associated
membership function µ by µ(0) = 0 and µ() = 1 − µ( − 1) for 1 ≤  ≤ m. A
membership degree µ() can then be interpreted as quantifying the importance
that the property P is satisfied for exactly  (out of the m) elements.

Let µ, µ : {0, 1, . . . , N} → [0, 1] be membership functions modeling the “for
many” concept, where N is a large enough constant. The truth degree of the
proposition that “A⇒ B is supported by many points” – underlying the idea of
the support of an association rule – can then be modeled as follows:

supp(A⇒ B) = min
0≤≤|D|

max {1− µ(), γ()} , (23)

where

γ() = max
D′⊂D : |D′|=

min
(x,y)∈D′

supp[x,y](A⇒ B)

defines the degree to which “A ⇒ B is supported by  points.” Moreover,
supp[x,y](A ⇒ B) (as defined in (9) or (13)) denotes the individual support
given by (x, y) to the rule A ⇒ B. The extent to which a (small) degree γ()
decreases the overall support is upper-bounded by 1 − µ(), i.e. by the respec-
tive level of (un-)importance. Notice that we do not have to consider all subsets
D′ ⊂ D of size  for deriving γ(). If the n = |D| values v = supp[x,y](A⇒ B) are
arranged in a non-increasing order v1 ≥ v2 ≥ . . . ≥ vn, then (23) is equivalent to

supp(A⇒ B) = min
0≤≤n

max {1− µ(), v} , (24)

where v0 = 1 by definition. (24) can be interpreted by the fuzzy proposition
that, for all , either it is not important that the rule A⇒ B is supported by 
points or it is indeed supported by  points.

As a decisive difference between (24) and the measures in Sections 3 it should
be observed that (24) does not “count” individual support values supp[x,y](A⇒
B). For instance, let µ(k) = 1 if k ≥ ∆ and µ(k) = 0 otherwise, which cor-
responds to the condition that A ⇒ B is supported by at least ∆ points. We
then have supp(A ⇒ B) = v∆ according to (24). That is, the overall support
of A ⇒ B is determined by one individual support alone, except the fact that
the other individual support values have influence on the position of that value
in the ordered sequence v1 ≥ v2 ≥ . . . ≥ vn. Of course, in the crisp case where
vı ∈ {0, 1} this is equivalent to the condition |DA∪B| ≥ ∆, that is, we obtain
supp(A⇒ B) = 1 if |DA∪B| ≥ ∆ and supp(A⇒ B) = 0 otherwise.

According to (23), the support of a rule A ⇒ B corresponds to the truth
degree of the fuzzy proposition “A⇒ B is confirmed by many points.” A similar
evaluation can also be obtained for the confidence of a rule. To this end, let
µ, µ : {0, 1, . . . ,m} → [0, 1] be membership functions modeling the “for most”
concept, where m = |{(x, y) |A(x) > 0}|. The truth degree of the statement that
“most points supporting A do also support B” is then given by

conf(A⇒ B) = min
0≤≤m

max {1− µ(), v} ,
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where v1 ≥ v2 ≥ . . . ≥ vm is the ordered sequence of values {supp[x,y](A ⇒
B) |A(x) > 0}. In a similar way, it is possible to derive a fuzzy measure of the
interest of a rule A ⇒ B. This can be done by using a fuzzy relation such as
“considerably larger than” in order to translate a linguistically specified criterion
such as “the support of A ⇒ B is considerably larger than the support of the
default rule 
 ⇒ B.”

5 Summary and Conclusions

The standard approach of replacing intervals by fuzzy sets and counting mea-
sures by fuzzy cardinality neglects important semantic issues of fuzzy association
rules. In fact, different interpretations of the commonly used quality measures
suggest different measures for fuzzy associations. This shows that semantic as-
pects become especially important in the fuzzy case, not only from a knowledge
representational point of view.

We have proposed two types of evaluation for fuzzy association rules. The
first one equals the standard approach in that the support of a rule is the sum
of the individual supports through stored transactions. The individual support
measure, however, employs a multiple-valued implication operator in order to
reflect the implicative nature of associations. The second approach supports the
evaluation of an association rule on a purely logical basis. In connection with
the first approach, we have also outlined a semantic model which considers a
fuzzy association rule as a convex combination of simple association rules. Thus,
it clarifies the meaning and provides a sound basis of fuzzy associations.

The paper has mainly focused on theoretical foundations of fuzzy association
rules. An important aspect of ongoing research is the practical realization of
the results, that is the development of rule mining procedures. Our current
implementation is presented in [15]. It extends the Apriori algorithm [1] so
as to cope with fuzzy attribute values and asymmetric support measures.
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Abstract. When a sample is drawn from a population with infinite
elements, it is impossible to precisely get the probability distribution
of the population from the sample. Particularly, when the size of the
sample is small, the estimated values of the probabilities must be so
imprecise that they would be represented by some fuzzy numbers. In
that case, we can use the interior-outer-set model to calculate a fuzzy
probability distribution, or invite some experts to review the sample and
to subjectively assess. In this paper, with simulation experiments and
inquiring experts, we prove that, the results from the calculation and
the subjective assessment are very near in terms of the fuzzy expected
value and the standard deviation. It implies that the interior-outer-set
model can replace experts to give fuzzy probabilities.

1 Introduction

Knowledge acquisition is the so-called “bottle neck” problem of knowledge engi-
neering. For example, whether an expert system is good or not is usually deter-
mined by whether or not the knowledge acquisition can be successfully carried.
The fuzzy set methodology allows us to digitally code the knowledge elicited
from experts, that is often incomplete, imprecise, fragmentary, not fully reliable,
vague, contradictory, or deficient in some other way. However, in many cases, it
is not easy to bring together domain experts to give reasonable knowledge. Ma-
chine learning may help to overcome the bottle-neck problem by learning from
the materials from which experts get their knowledge.

When the materials are data associated with a particular type of frequency,
experts would get the knowledge related to probabilities of occurrences. For
example, studying the recent data from the New York Stock Exchange, an expert
can get some knowledge for consulting services. This kind of knowledge often
contains a probability component because a useful tool for options trading is to
determine a variety of probabilities of where a stock price will be in the future.
In general, from these data, it is impossible for an expert to precisely estimate
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the probabilities he needs. In his consciousness, the probabilities of the stock
price changes are fuzzy concepts, such as “very small,” “ not large”, and so on.

With current science and technology, it is practically impossible to replace
all expert knowledge with machine learning. However, machine learning has the
potential to learning from the data and convert them into some knowledge that
people can use. So far, it has been used on fuzzy risk assessment [5] under
small-sample condition. In 1998, Huang [7] studied the possibility to introduce
the method of information distribution [6] [13] to calculate a fuzzy probability
distribution without any expert knowledge. Huang and Shi improved the study
in paper [12]. With the calculation case of the risk of crop flood, Huang and Bai
[8] [10] proved that the new approach can give a better result to support risk
management in crops avoiding flood than the traditional probability method.
Huang and Moraga [11] mathematically formulated the approach as a general
model, called interior-outer-set model, meanwhile, and gave a matrix algorithm
to execute this model. In 2000, Huang [9] proposed two models based on Monte
Carlo method to study the reliability of fuzzy risk calculated by information
distribution. One is for the soft histogram estimate, another for the possibility-
probability distribution.

In this paper, with simulation experiments and inquiring experts, we study
the possibility of replacing the expert assessment with calculation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related basic defini-
tions and terminology; Section 3 introduces the interior-outer-set model; Section
4 presents the experiments in calculation; Section 5 presents the experiments in
subjective assessment; In section 6, we compare the results from the calcula-
tion and the subjective assessment in terms of the expected values and standard
deviations. We conclude this paper with section 7.

2 Basic Definitions and Terminology

2.1 Fuzzy Probability

The earliest concept of fuzzy probability is the so-called probability of a fuzzy
event, given by Zadeh in 1968 [16]. Before we calculate the probability of a
fuzzy event, we have to know a basic probability distribution. In many cases,
unfortunately, the focus point is just to find the basic distribution. We believe
that, the most fuzzy probabilities connect to imprecise probabilities rather than
to the probabilities of fuzzy events.

There is a whole set of other theories and models addressing imprecision, un-
certainty and partial knowledge with respect to probability. They are referred to
as imprecise probabilities. Imprecise probability is a generic term for many math-
ematical models which measure chance or uncertainty without sharp numerical
probabilities. These models include belief functions, Choquet capacities, compar-
ative probability orderings, convex sets of probability measure, fuzzy measures,
interval-valued probabilities, possibility measures, plausibility measures and up-
per and lower coherent previsions and expectations. In statistical applications,
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imprecise probabilities usually come from subjectively assessed prior probabili-
ties. The fuzzy set theory is applicable to the modeling of imprecise subjective
probabilities, suggested by many researchers (for example, Freeling [4], Watson,
Weiss and Donnell [15], and Dubois and Prade [3]). We consider only a particular
case among imprecise probabilities, called possibility-probability distribution.

Definition 1. Let (Ω,A, P ) be a probability space, and x ∈ Ω. Let the possibility
that the probability of x occurring is p be πx(p).

ΠΩ,P = {πx(p)|x ∈ Ω, p ∈ P} (1)

is called a possibility-probability distribution (PPD).

For example [11], the Nasdaq composite index fell for a third on Thursday
March 15, 2001. As all investors, Mr. Smith was nervous about his stock market
investment risk. Although he analysed all collected information, it was impossible
for him to estimate precisely the probability-risk for next week. He concluded
the following fuzzy estimate:

“Probability of loss 2% investment is large;”
“Probability of loss 4% investment is small; ”
“Probability of loss 6% investment is very small.”

Suppose in his fuzzy terms

Small probability = 1/0 + 0.8/0.1 + 0.2/0.2,
Large probability = 0.2/0.8 + 0.8/0.9 + 1/1,

where, for a/b, a is membership, b is probability. Using the concentration oper-
ator µcon(A)(p) = (µA(p))2, we have

Very small probability = 1/0 + 0.64/0.1 + 0.04/0.2.

Then, the PPD given by Mr. Smith can be represented by Table 1.

Table 1. The fuzzy risk of Mr. Smith’s stock market investment

Probability Value p
πl(p) 0 0.1 0.2 · · · 0.8 0.9 1

l1 – (loss 2%) 0 0 0 · · · 0.2 0.8 1
l2 – (loss 4%) 1 0.8 0.2 · · · 0 0 0
l3 – (loss 6%) 1 0.64 0.04 · · · 0 0 0

In fact, PPD is nothing else than a model of the second-order uncertainty [1]
and together with the first-order uncertainty they form hierarchical models [2].
The reason why we redefine it is to avoid any confusion and to restrict ourselves
in studying the imprecise probability that can be represented by a fuzzy relation.
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2.2 Fuzzy Expected Value and Standard Deviation

Strictly speaking, the fuzzy expected value of a fuzzy probability distribution is
a fuzzy set (or called fuzzy number). For comparing different fuzzy probability
distributions, the simplest way is to defuzzify the fuzzy expected value into a
crisp value. In this subsection, we give all relative formulae to obtain the crisp
expected value from a fuzzy probability distribution, but we only give the final
formula to calculate the standard deviation of a fuzzy probability distribution.

Unless stated otherwise, it is assumed that p∼(x) denotes a general fuzzy
probability distribution.

Definition 2. Let Ω be the universe of discourse of random variable x, P be
the universe of discourse of probability, and

p∼(x) ∆= {µx(p)|x ∈ Ω, p ∈ P} (2)

be a fuzzy probability distribution. ∀α ∈ P , let

p
α

(x) = min{p|p ∈ P, µx(p) ≥ α}, (3)
pα(x) = max{p|p ∈ P, µx(p) ≥ α}. (4)

p
α

(x) is called the minimum probability in α-cut with respect to x, and pα(x) is
called the maximum probability in α-cut with respect to x.

The finite closed interval

pα(x) ∆= [p
α

(x), pα(x)] (5)

is called α-cut of p∼(x) with respect to x.

Definition 3. Let

Eα(x) =
∫
Ω

xp
α

(x)dx, Eα(x) =
∫
Ω

xpα(x)dx. (6)

We call

Eα(x) ∆= [Eα(x), Eα(x)] (7)

the expected interval of α-level of p∼(x) with respect to x.

E∼(x) ∆=
∫
Ω

xp∼(x)dx ∆= ⋃
α∈]0,1]

αEα(x) (8)

is called the fuzzy expected value (FEV) of p∼(x), also denoted as FEV (p∼(x)).

The simplest approach to defuzzify a FEV E∼(x) into a crisp value is the
so-called center-of-gravity method:

CG(E∼(x)) =
∫ +∞

−∞
xµ

E
(x)dx

/∫ +∞

−∞
µ
E

(x)dx. (9)
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Noticing the operator changing p∼(x) into E∼(x) is linear, we can avoid α-cuts
computation to calculate the center of gravity.
∀x ∈ Ω, we let

c(x) =
∫
P

pµx(p)dp
/∫

P

µx(p)dp, (10)

is called the average probability of that x occurring.
Then, the normalized average probability distribution of p∼(x) is defined by

p(x) = c(x)
/∫

Ω

c(x)dx, x ∈ Ω. (11)

With it, without any α-cuts computation, we can obtain the center of gravity
of FEV of p∼(x)

CG(FEV (p∼(x))) =
∫
Ω

xp(x)dx. (12)

Definition 4. Let p∼(x) be a fuzzy probability distribution and p(x) be the nor-
malized average probability distribution of p∼(x).

V ar(p∼(x)) =
∫
Ω

p(x)(CG(FEV (p∼(x)))− x)2dx (13)

is called the variance (Var) of p∼(x),

s =
√
V ar(p∼(x)) (14)

is called the standard deviation of p∼(x).

2.3 Method of Information Distribution

The base of the interior-outer-set model is the method of information distribu-
tion. To help the readers who never met earlier the concept, in this subsection,
we outline this concept.

Roughly speaking, the method of information distribution assumes that an
observation of a small sample is a piece of fuzzy information due to that a small
sample cannot provide sufficient information for understanding its population.
When we use the histogram method to estimate the probability distribution of
a population, the membership degree of an observation belonging to an interval,
called histogram interval, must be 1 or 0. In this conventional model, all obser-
vations falling into a same interval are considered to play a same role. It neglects
the difference between them. In fact, the observations may occupy different po-
sitions in the interval. Neglecting the position difference implies that we throw
away some information. When we use the method of information distribution to
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estimate the probability distribution of a population, the membership degree is
determined by the distance between the observation and the center of an inter-
val. If an observation is near the center of an interval, the membership degree
is great (not larger than 1), otherwise it is small (not less than 0). That is, an
observation can belong to more than one interval in nonzero membership degree.
In other words, an observation is distributed to more than one interval. Because
an observation is regarded as a piece of information, this kind of classification
is called information distribution. By this way, we can pick up the information
about the differences. The result from the method of information distribution is
the same as that if we use fuzzy bounds instead of crisp bounds of the intervals
in the histogram method.

The mathematical definition of the information distribution is a mapping
from a Cartesian product to the unit interval [0,1].

Unless stated otherwise, it is always assumed X = {xi|i = 1, 2, · · · , n} is a
sample, X ⊂ R (set of real numbers), and U = {uj |j = 1, 2, · · · ,m} ⊂ R is
a discrete universe with step ∆, i.e., ∀i, 1 < i < m, ui+1 − ui = ui − ui−1,
∆ = u2−u1, where uj , j = 1, 2, · · · ,m, are called controlling points and ∆ called
the step of controlling points.

Definition 5. A mapping from X × U to [0,1]

µ : X × U → [0, 1]
(x, u) �→ µ(x, u)

is called an information distribution of X on U , if µ(x, u) has the following
properties :
(1) ∀x ∈ X, if ∃u ∈ U , such that x = u, then µ(x, u) = 1, i.e., µ is reflexive;
(2) For x ∈ X, ∀u′, u′′ ∈ U , if |u′ − x| ≤ |u′′ − x| then µ(x, u′) ≥ µ(x, u′′), i.e.,
µ is decreasing when |x− u| is increasing;
(3)

∑m
j=1 µ(xi, uj) = 1, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, i.e., conservation of information.

This µ is called a distribution function of X on U . We say that observation
x gives information, gain at q = µ(x, u), to the controlling point u. q is called
distributed information on u from x. The simplest distribution function is the
1-dimension linear-information-distribution:

µ(x, u) =
{

1− | x− u | /∆, if |x− u| ≤ ∆;
0, otherwise.

It is the same as the following formula

qij =
{

1− |xi − uj |/∆, if |xi − uj | ≤ ∆;
0, if |xi − uj | > ∆.

(15)

3 Interior-Outer-Set Model

Using the information distribution formula (15), we can calculate a PPD from
a given sample X and an universe U . The calculation is done on intervals

Ij = [uj −∆/2, uj +∆/2[, uj ∈ U.
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and the universe of discourse of probability is

P = {pk|k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n} = {0, 1
n
,

2
n
, · · · , 1}

For interval Ij , we use πIj (pk), or πuj (pk), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n, to represent its
possibility-probabilities.

Definition 6. Xin−j = X ∩ Ij is called the interior set of interval Ij . The
elements of Xin−j are called the interior points of Ij .

Obviously, we have
∀i �= j, Ii ∩ Ij = ∅,

and
X = Xin−1 ∪Xin−2 ∪ · · · ∪Xin−m.

Definition 7. Let Xin−j be the interior set of interval Ij. Xout−j = X \Xin−j
is called outer set of interval Ij . The elements of Xout−j are called the outer
points of Ij .

Let Sj be an index set such that ∀s ∈ Sj then xs ∈ Xin−j , and {xs|s ∈
Sj} = Xin−j . Let Tj be one for Xout−j , that is, {xt|t ∈ Tj} = Xout−j . Sj is
called interior index set, and Tj outer index set.
∀xi ∈ X, if xi ∈ Xin−j we say that it loses information, by 1− qij , to other

interval, we use q−ij = 1− qij to represent the loss; if xi ∈ Xout−j we say that it
gives information, by qij , to Ij , we use q+

ij to represent the addition, i.e., when
xi is an outer point of Ij , q+

ij = qij . In short, qij means that xi may leave Ij with
possibility q−ij if xi ∈ Xin−j , or xi may join Ij with possibility q+

ij if xi ∈ Xout−j .
q−ij is called leaving possibility, and q+

ij called joining possibility. The leaving
possibility of an outer point is defined as 0 (it has gone). the joining possibility
of an interior point is defined as 0 (it is in the interval).

When there are nj observations {xs|s ∈ Sj} in interval Ij , we can obtain a
formula to calculate a PPD as

πIj (p) =




∧
s∈Sj q

−
sj , p = p0;

· · · · · ·∨
s1,s2,s3∈Sj ,s1 �=s2 �=s3(q−s1j ∧ q−s2j ∧ q−s3j), p = pnj−3;∨
s1,s2∈Sj ,s1 �=s2(q−s1j ∧ q−s2j), p = pnj−2;∨
s∈Sj q

−
sj , p = pnj−1;

1, p = pnj ;∨
t∈Tj q

+
tj , p = pnj+1;∨

t1,t2∈Tj ,t1 �=t2(q+
t1j
∧ q+

t2j
), p = pnj+2;∨

t1,t2,t3∈Tj ,t1 �=t2 �=t3(q+
t1j
∧ q+

t2j
∧ q+

t3j
), p = pnj+3;

· · · · · ·∧
t∈Tj q

+
tj , p = pn.

(16)

where j = 1, 2, · · · ,m; p0 = 0, p1 = 1/n, · · · , pnj = nj/n, · · · , pn = 1. The
formula (16) is called the interior-outer-set model.
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4 Experiments in Calculation

The aim of experiments in calculation is to calculate PPDs from given samples
and calculate their expected values and the standard deviations. In general, the
samples can be drawn from any populations. However, in this paper, we focus our
interest on the comparison of calculation and subjective assessment. Hence, the
experiments involve only the two populations frequently used in a wide variety of
applications, the normal distribution and exponential distribution. We employ
the computer simulation model based on the Monte Carlo method to generate
some samples.

When a given sample is X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, we let

b = max
1≤i≤n

{xi}+ 0.05, a = min
1≤i≤n

{xi} − 0.05. (17)

Interval [a,b] must cover all observations and no observation is just at a boundary.
With ∆ = (b − a)/m being the width of an interval, we divide [a,b] into m
histogram intervals, I1, I2, · · · , Im, whose center points are denoted by u1, u2, · · · ,
um, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we always use uj to represent Ij .

For size n, the universe of discourse of probability is

P = {p0, p1, p2, · · · , pn} = {0, 1
n
,

2
n
, · · · , n

n
}. (18)

For this sample X, using formula (16), we can obtain a PPD, πIj (p), j =
1, 2, 3, 4; p ∈ P , that is a fuzzy relation on the Cartesian product space {I1, I2,
· · · , Im} × {p0, p1, p2, · · · , pn}, written as

RX = (πIj (pk))m×(n+1)

=
u1
u2
· · ·
um

p0 p1 p3 · · · pn

πI1(p0) πI1(p1) πI1(p2) · · · πI1(pn)
πI2(p0) πI2(p1) πI2(p2) · · · πI2(pn)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
πIm(p0) πIm(p1) πIm(p2) · · · πIm(pn)


 .

(19)

4.1 Samples from Normal Distribution

A sample with size N from the normal distribution with expected value MU and
standard deviation S can be generated by using Program 1 with a random seed
number SEED.

Program 1. Generator of random numbers obeying the normal distribution
PROGRAM MAIN
INTEGER N,SEED
REAL X(100),MU,S
READ(*,*)N,MU,S,SEED
DO 10 I=1,N
U1=RANUN(SEED)
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U2=RANUN(SEED)
Z=SQRT(-2.*ALOG(U2))*COS(6.283*U1)
X(I)=MU+S*Z

10 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,20)(X(I),I=1,N)

20 FORMAT(10(F5.2,’,’))
STOP
END

FUNCTION RANUN(IX)
K1=IX/60466
IX=35515*(IX-K1*60466)-K1*33657
IF(IX.LT.0)IX=IX+2147483647
K1=IX/102657
IX=20919*(IX-K1*102657)-K1*1864
IF(IX.LT.0)IX=IX+2147483647
RANUN=FLOAT(IX)/2.147483647e9
RETURN
END

Let N=20, MU=6.86, S=0.372. For SEED=6435435, 9643653, 54355633,
1934765, 27865365, respectively, we obtain the following 5 samples.

X1 = {6.58, 6.65, 7.10, 7.42, 7.46, 6.69, 6.58, 6.37, 6.85, 6.95,
6.87, 6.76, 6.72, 6.97, 7.33, 6.60, 7.07, 7.42, 6.55, 6.61},

X2 = {7.02, 7.34, 6.53, 7.03, 6.79, 7.04, 6.92, 7.02, 7.32, 7.72,
7.13, 6.98, 6.62, 6.44, 7.19, 7.37, 7.46, 7.21, 6.95, 6.62},

X3 = {6.86, 6.83, 6.75, 7.40, 6.94, 6.63, 7.40, 6.98, 6.82, 7.11,
7.06, 7.03, 6.50, 6.77, 7.25, 6.59, 6.78, 6.86, 6.83, 6.43},

X4 = {6.33, 6.35, 6.71, 6.89, 7.04, 6.61, 5.88, 6.93, 7.10, 6.53,
6.39, 6.99, 6.26, 7.16, 6.66, 6.65, 6.48, 7.89, 7.15, 6.64},

X5 = {6.87, 6.70, 7.41, 6.61, 7.38, 6.80, 6.35, 7.92, 7.20, 6.87,
6.69, 7.10, 6.69, 7.70, 7.29, 7.05, 7.55, 6.78, 7.10, 6.69}.

(20)

In our case we want to emphasize that we only show two places following
the decimal point for each elements. For example, in X1, the first element x1 is
shown by 6.58, however, the real value of this element stored in the computer is
x1 = 6.57538128. In the following calculation, the numbers used are ones stored
in computer.

Using formula (16) to, respectively, calculate these samples, we obtain the
following fuzzy relations.

RX1 =
6.47
6.77
7.06
7.36

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.28 .33 .35 .36 .42 .49 1 .40 .27 .18 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.02 .18 .27 .30 .35 .40 1 .49 .42 .38 .36 .30 .28 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .12 .30 .38 1 .35 .30 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.11 .19 .22 .33 1 .12 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,
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RX2 =
6.56
6.91
7.25
7.60

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.09 .16 .17 .36 1 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.03 .14 .21 .33 .33 .33 .36 .40 1 .35 .18 .17 .16 .12 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.12 .18 .19 .26 .35 .35 1 .40 .39 .36 .33 .33 .14 .03 .00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.36 .39 1 .35 .26 .19 .00 .00 .00 .26 .26 .26 .26 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX3 =
6.52
6.79
7.05
7.32

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.05 .25 .31 .42 1 .13 .04 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.02 .04 .13 .13 .16 .16 .28 .29 1 .42 .42 .28 .25 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.03 .08 .20 .28 .42 1 .29 .28 .27 .16 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.27 .31 .31 1 .20 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX4 =
6.10
6.62
7.15
7.68

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.32 .41 .44 .47 1 .44 .27 .17 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.02 .02 .05 .07 .16 .17 .27 .44 1 .49 .47 .44 .42 .32 .31 .22 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .01 .10 .22 .31 .42 .49 1 .16 .07 .05 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.41 1 .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX5 =
6.51
6.92
7.34
7.76

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.24 .38 .43 .44 .45 .47 1 .35 .31 .14 .13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.13 .14 .31 .31 .35 .42 .42 1 .47 .45 .44 .43 .34 .13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.10 .13 .16 .34 1 .50 .42 .42 .31 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.14 .38 .50 1 .16 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

where we omit the digit before the decimal point when the digit is 0. And, we
only show two places following the decimal point for each elements. For example,
in RX1 , the first element πI1(p0) is shown as .28, however, the real value of this
element stored in the computer is πI1(p0) = 0.282436252. When we calculate the
expected values and the standard deviations, we use the values of R’s stored in
computer.

4.2 Samples from Exponential Distribution

A sample with size N from the exponential distribution with parameter
LAMBDA can be generated by using Program 2 with a random seed number
SEED. When LAMBDA=λ, the expected value of the exponential distribution
is 1/λ.

Program 2. Generator of random numbers obeying the exponential distri-
bution

PROGRAM MAIN
INTEGER N,SEED
REAL X(100),LAMBDA,MU
READ(*,*)N,LAMBDA,SEED
MU=1.0/LAMBDA
DO 10 I=1,N
Z=RANUN(SEED)
X(I)=-MU*ALOG(Z)

10 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,20)(X(I),I=1,N)

20 FORMAT(10(F5.2,’,’))
STOP
END
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Let N=20, LAMBDA=3. For SEED=76543, 25235, 9463545, 1454235,
4654381, respectively, we obtain the following 5 samples.

X6 = {0.15, 0.20, 0.02, 0.37, 0.35, 0.42, 0.26, 0.27, 0.83, 0.10,
0.15, 0.16, 0.04, 0.12, 0.46, 0.35, 0.24, 0.51, 0.27, 0.08},

X7 = {0.48, 0.01, 0.41, 0.17, 0.15, 0.57, 0.13, 0.11, 0.30, 0.61,
0.05, 0.04, 0.71, 0.14, 0.39, 1.10, 0.03, 0.14, 0.63, 0.24},

X8 = {0.40, 0.71, 0.02, 0.21, 0.39, 0.21, 0.33, 0.14, 0.19, 0.21,
0.34, 0.68, 0.30, 1.76, 0.02, 0.53, 0.26, 0.10, 1.53, 0.49},

X9 = {0.14, 0.67, 0.99, 0.82, 0.04, 0.03, 0.00, 0.57, 0.41, 0.11,
0.08, 0.07, 0.24, 0.06, 0.12, 0.04, 0.17, 0.57, 0.33, 0.03},

X10 = {0.25, 0.23, 0.12, 0.04, 0.87, 0.36, 0.02, 0.28, 0.09, 0.37,
0.64, 0.51, 0.26, 0.46, 1.06, 0.17, 0.48, 0.13, 0.86, 0.46}.

(21)

Here, we also only show two places following the decimal point for each
elements. The real values of the elements of these samples stored in the computer
are longer.

Using formula (16) to, respectively, calculate these samples, we obtain the
following fuzzy relations.

RX6 =
0.13
0.35
0.56
0.77

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.06 .06 .09 .15 .15 .22 .31 .40 .50 1 .50 .42 .37 .36 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .02 .10 .34 .36 .37 .42 .50 1 .46 .31 .22 .15 .09 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.22 .46 1 .34 .10 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.27 1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX7 =
0.15
0.44
0.72
1.01

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.01 .02 .04 .07 .08 .13 .32 .34 .37 .41 .50 1 .47 .17 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.08 .13 .17 .47 .48 1 .41 .32 .32 .07 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.03 .32 .41 1 .48 .13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.32 1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX8 =
0.25
0.69
1.14
1.59

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.03 .07 .08 .08 .11 .13 .18 .20 .24 .32 .32 .35 .49 .50 1 .46 .37 .02 .00 .00 .00
.02 .03 .37 .46 1 .35 .32 .20 .18 .11 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
1 .12 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.12 .39 1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX9 =
0.14
0.39
0.65
0.91

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.03 .05 .08 .14 .22 .22 .26 .34 .36 .39 .39 .40 .50 1 .24 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.06 .24 1 .40 .33 .32 .14 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.06 .32 .33 1 .34 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.31 .34 1 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

RX10 =
0.16
0.43
0.70
0.97

.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1

.04 .11 .14 .23 .27 .34 .36 .42 .45 .50 1 .26 .22 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.09 .10 .17 .22 .26 .29 1 .45 .36 .34 .27 .25 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.25 1 .43 .37 .29 .17 .10 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.32 .37 .43 1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


 ,

where we also omit the digit before the decimal point when the digit is 0, and,
we only show two places following the decimal point for each elements.
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4.3 Calculation of Expected Values and Standard Deviations

According to formula (10), for a PPD R = (πIj (pk))m×(n+1), we have a formula
as the following (22) to calculate the average probability of that event x ∈ Ij
occurring.

c(x ∈ Ij) =
n∑
k=0

pkπIj (pk)
/ n∑
k=0

πIj (pk), j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. (22)

The normalized average probability distribution of the R is

p(x ∈ Ij) = c(x ∈ Ij)
/ m∑
j=1

c(x ∈ Ij), j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. (23)

Then, the center of gravity of FEV of the R is

CG(FEV (R)) =
m∑
j=1

ujp(x ∈ Ij). (24)

where uj is the center point of the interval Ij .
And, the standard deviation of the R is

s(R) =
√
V ar(R) =

√√√√ m∑
j=1

p(x ∈ Ij)(CG(FEV (R))− uj)2. (25)

Table 2 shows the expected values and standard deviations of RX1 , RX2 , · · · ,
RX10 .

Table 2. The expected values and standard deviations of PPDs

Sample X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10

CG(FEV (RX)) 6.86 7.10 6.88 6.73 7.04 0.29 0.36 0.49 0.33 0.41
s(RX) 0.30 0.34 0.24 0.41 0.40 0.17 0.26 0.40 0.26 0.27

5 Experiment in Subjective Assessment

5.1 Illustrating the Samples

For a give sample X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, we randomly sample n number y1,
y2, · · · , yn from the uniform distribution U(0, 1). Printing dots (x1, y1),
(x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn) as tiny circles on a piece of paper, we can illustrate the
X by a visible image.

The area of these dots must be covered by a rectangle with width=b − a,
height=1, where a, b are defined by formula (17). Diving the rectangle by the
histogram intervals used for calculating a PPD, we can get some small rectangles.

Using this method, we make Fig. 1 to show X1, X2, · · · , X10 given in (20)
and (21).
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Fig. 1. The visible images of X1, X2, · · · , X10

5.2 Subjective Assessments

Because the dots of the 2-dimension observations can be illustrated by a visible
image, it is more easy for an expert to review a sample consisting of 2-dimension
observations and to subjectively assess.

A subjective assessment was acquired from an expert by the following inquiry:
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Step 1. Telling the invited expert that the given sample was drawn form a
population with infinite elements, and it is impossible to precisely estimate the
probability distribution of the population from the sample;

Step 2. The expert reviews the dots shown by a figure with some small
rectangles, and gives a subjective assessment for each small rectangle in an in-
terval of probability that a random observation (x, y) would fall into the small
rectangle.

An interval of probability given by the expert is called assessment interval,
denoted by I = [p1, p2]. It is useful to notice that a histogram interval is defined
on Ω, but, an assessment interval is defined on P .

In our case, the probability that a 2-dimension observation (x, y) falls into a
small rectangle associated with histogram interval Ij is the same as the proba-
bility that a 1-dimension observation x falls into the corresponding interval Ij .
Therefore, the assessments from the experts are just for the probabilities that x
falls into the histogram intervals I1, I2, · · · , Im.

In this experiment we invited 5 experts to review the samples shown by Fig.
1. Their subjective assessments are shown in Table 3 to Table 12.

5.3 Calculation of Expected Values and Standard Deviations

For a given sample X, with respect to a histogram interval Ij , if there are t
experts who give t assessment intervals as

I(1) = [p(1)
1 , p

(1)
2 ], I(2) = [p(2)

1 , p
(2)
2 ], · · · , I(t) = [p(t)

1 , p
(t)
2 ]. (26)

These sets can be represented by their characteristic functions

χk(p) =
{

1, if p ∈ I(k);
0, if p /∈ I(k).

p ∈ P, (27)

k = 1, 2, · · · , t; P = [0, 1].
Employing the falling-shadows formula [14], we can combine the assessment

intervals into a membership function of the subjective fuzzy probability with
respect to a histogram interval Ij , as

µuj (p) =
1
t

t∑
k=1

χk(p), p ∈ P, (28)

where uj is the center point of the histogram interval Ij .
The final subjective assessment from X is a fuzzy set on the Cartesian prod-

uct space {I1, I2, · · · , Im} × [0, 1], written as

SX =



∫
P
µu1(p)/p∫

P
µu2(p)/p
· · ·∫

P
µum(p)/p


 . (29)
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Table 3. Assessment intervals for sample X1

u1=6.47 u2=6.77 u3=7.06 u4=7.36
Expert1 [0.10,0.20] [0.20,0.25] [0.20,0.25] [0.15,0.20]
Expert2 [0.25,0.35] [0.25,0.35] [0.15,0.25] [0.15,0.25]
Expert3 [0.10,0.25] [0.20,0.30] [0.10,0.22] [0.15,0.22]
Expert4 [0.20,0.25] [0.30,0.40] [0.15,0.20] [0.15,0.20]
Expert5 [0.25,0.30] [0.25,0.30] [0.15,0.20] [0.15,0.18]

Table 4. Assessment intervals for sample X2

u1=6.56 u2=6.91 u3=7.25 u4=7.60
Expert1 [0.10,0.15] [0.25,0.30] [0.20,0.30] [0.10,0.15]
Expert2 [0.15,0.20] [0.35,0.45] [0.15,0.25] [0.05,0.10]
Expert3 [0.15,0.20] [0.30,0.40] [0.25,0.30] [0.05,0.10]
Expert4 [0.15,0.20] [0.40,0.50] [0.40,0.45] [0.05,0.10]
Expert5 [0.15,0.20] [0.20,0.25] [0.15,0.20] [0.10,0.15]

Table 5. Assessment intervals for sample X3

u1=6.52 u2=6.79 u3=7.05 u4=7.32
Expert1 [0.05,0.25] [0.25,0.50] [0.25,0.45] [0.10,0.15]
Expert2 [0.15,0.20] [0.30,0.40] [0.20,0.30] [0.10,0.15]
Expert3 [0.10,0.25] [0.25,0.35] [0.20,0.30] [0.05,0.10]
Expert4 [0.15,0.20] [0.30,0.40] [0.30,0.35] [0.10,0.15]
Expert5 [0.15,0.20] [0.25,0.30] [0.20,0.25] [0.10,0.15]

Table 6. Assessment intervals for sample X4

u1=6.10 u2=6.62 u3=7.15 u4=7.68
Expert1 [0.10,0.12] [0.45,0.55] [0.40,0.50] [0.01,0.10]
Expert2 [0.10,0.20] [0.50,0.60] [0.30,0.40] [0.00,0.05]
Expert3 [0.10,0.25] [0.35,0.40] [0.25,0.30] [0.00,0.05]
Expert4 [0.05,0.10] [0.40,0.50] [0.30,0.40] [0.01,0.05]
Expert5 [0.20,0.25] [0.40,0.50] [0.25,0.30] [0.05,0.10]

Table 7. Assessment intervals for sample X5

u1=6.51 u2=6.92 u3=7.34 u4=7.76
Expert1 [0.25,0.35] [0.25,0.35] [0.20,0.30] [0.10,0.20]
Expert2 [0.20,0.30] [0.40,0.50] [0.15,0.20] [0.00,0.05]
Expert3 [0.20,0.30] [0.25,0.35] [0.15,0.30] [0.00,0.05]
Expert4 [0.20,0.25] [0.25,0.40] [0.15,0.20] [0.10,0.15]
Expert5 [0.20,0.25] [0.30,0.35] [0.20,0.25] [0.05,0.10]

For a subjective assessment S, its average probability of that event x ∈ Ij
occurring can be directly calculated from the assessment intervals.

Let

cjk =
1
2

(
p

(k)
1 (uj) + p

(k)
2 (uj)

)
, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m; k = 1, 2, · · · , t. (30)
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Table 8. Assessment intervals for sample X6

u1=0.13 u2=0.35 u3=0.56 u4=0.77
Expert1 [0.40,0.45] [0.40,0.45] [0.10,0.15] [0.05,0.10]
Expert2 [0.45,0.60] [0.40,0.50] [0.05,0.10] [0.00,0.05]
Expert3 [0.25,0.35] [0.30,0.35] [0.15,0.20] [0.05,0.10]
Expert4 [0.45,0.50] [0.30,0.40] [0.05,0.10] [0.03,0.05]
Expert5 [0.40,0.45] [0.40,0.45] [0.10,0.15] [0.06,0.08]

Table 9. Assessment intervals for sample X7

u1=0.15 u2=0.44 u3=0.72 u4=1.01
Expert1 [0.55,0.65] [0.20,0.45] [0.25,0.30] [0.10,0.15]
Expert2 [0.50,0.60] [0.20,0.25] [0.10,0.15] [0.00,0.05]
Expert3 [0.35,0.45] [0.10,0.20] [0.15,0.20] [0.05,0.15]
Expert4 [0.60,0.65] [0.20,0.25] [0.15,0.20] [0.02,0.05]
Expert5 [0.40,0.45] [0.25,0.30] [0.20,0.25] [0.05,0.10]

Table 10. Assessment intervals for sample X8

u1=0.25 u2=0.69 u3=1.14 u4=1.59
Expert1 [0.65,0.85] [0.20,0.25] [0.01,0.05] [0.05,0.10]
Expert2 [0.60,0.70] [0.20,0.30] [0.00,0.05] [0.05,0.10]
Expert3 [0.60,0.70] [0.15,0.20] [0.00,0.05] [0.05,0.10]
Expert4 [0.70,0.90] [0.10,0.15] [0.00,0.05] [0.05,0.10]
Expert5 [0.70,0.75] [0.15,0.20] [0.01,0.02] [0.05,0.10]

Table 11. Assessment intervals for sample X9

u1=0.14 u2=0.39 u3=0.65 u4=1.91
Expert1 [0.65,0.85] [0.20,0.30] [0.10,0.20] [0.10,0.15]
Expert2 [0.70,0.80] [0.05,0.10] [0.10,0.15] [0.05,0.10]
Expert3 [0.50,0.60] [0.05,0.10] [0.15,0.25] [0.02,0.05]
Expert4 [0.60,0.70] [0.10,0.15] [0.10,0.20] [0.10,0.15]
Expert5 [0.45,0.50] [0.15,0.20] [0.15,0.20] [0.10,0.15]

Table 12. Assessment intervals for sample X10

u1=0.16 u2=0.43 u3=0.70 u4=1.97
Expert1 [0.50,0.60] [0.40,0.50] [0.01,0.05] [0.10,0.15]
Expert2 [0.40,0.50] [0.30,0.40] [0.00,0.05] [0.10,0.15]
Expert3 [0.30,0.40] [0.30,0.40] [0.00,0.05] [0.10,0.15]
Expert4 [0.40,0.55] [0.40,0.45] [0.10,0.15] [0.20,0.30]
Expert5 [0.40,0.45] [0.30,0.45] [0.00,0.05] [0.10,0.15]

cjk is the center of I(k)(uj) = [p(k)
1 (uj), p

(k)
2 (uj)]. Obviously, the average proba-

bility of x ∈ Ij is

c(x ∈ Ij) =
1
t

t∑
k=1

cjk. (31)
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We normalize these probabilities to get p(x ∈ Ij)

p(x ∈ Ij) = c(x ∈ Ij)
/ m∑
j=1

c(x ∈ Ij). (32)

Then, the center of gravity of the fuzzy expected value is

CG(FEV (S)) =
m∑
j=1

ujp(x ∈ Ij). (33)

And, the standard deviation of the S is

s(S) =
√
V ar(S) =

√√√√ m∑
j=1

p(x ∈ Ij)(CG(FEV (S))− uj)2. (34)

Table 13 shows the expected values and standard deviations of SX1 , SX2 , · · · ,
SX10 .

Table 13. The expected values and standard deviations from the subjective assess-
ments

Sample X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10

CG(FEV (SX)) 6.88 7.02 6.89 6.76 6.98 0.31 0.39 0.45 0.41 0.54
s(SX) 0.32 0.31 0.25 0.40 0.39 0.19 0.28 0.37 0.51 0.59

6 Comparison of Calculation and Subjective Assessment

Comparing Table 2 and Table 13, we see that, from X1 to X8,

CG(FEV (RX)) ≈ CG(FEV (SX)), s(RX) ≈ s(SX).

For X9 and X10, we see evident differences.
These differences mean that one of calculation and subjective assessment does

not harmonize with the sample drawn from an exponential distribution popula-
tion. Recalling that we used parameter LAMBDA=3 to generate X9 and X10.
It means that the expected value of the population is 1/3=0.33. The standard
deviation has the same value. Because

|CG(FEV (RX9))− 0.33| = 0, |CG(FEV (SX9))− 0.33| = 0.08,

|CG(FEV (RX10))− 0.33| = 0.08, |CG(FEV (SX9))− 0.33| = 0.21,

|s(RX9)− 0.33| = 0.07, |s(SX9)− 0.33| = 0.18,
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|s(RX10)− 0.33| = 0.06, |s(SX10)− 0.33| = 0.26,

we conclude that the differences from the interior-outer-set model are smaller
than from the expert assessment. It may imply that some inquired experts are
not familiar with the exponential distribution.

It is interesting to notice that, theoretically the conventional method calcu-
lating expected value µ and standard deviation s is unbiased (the expected value
of the error is zero). Using the conventional method to estimate the expected
value and standard deviation of the population from which the X is drawn, we
have

µ̂ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

xi, (35)

ŝ =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
i=1

(µ̂− xi)2. (36)

The unbiased property means

E(µ− µ̂) = 0, E(s− ŝ) = 0.

For X1, X2, · · · , X10, Table 14 shows the expected values and standard deviations
calculated by using the conventional method.

Table 14. The expected values and standard deviations by the conventional method

Sample X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10

µ̂X 6.88 7.04 6.89 6.73 7.04 0.27 0.32 0.44 0.28 0.38
ŝX 0.32 0.32 0.26 0.42 0.40 0.19 0.28 0.44 0.29 0.28

Comparing Table 2 and Table 14, we notice that, for all Xs used in our
experiments,

CG(FEV (RX)) ≈ µ̂X , s(RX) ≈ ŝX .
Then, a new question has arisen. It is unnecessary to calculate a PPD or

inquire experts for subjective assessment because we can easily get unbiased es-
timators of the expected value and standard deviation by using formulae (35) and
(36). Yes, it is right, if we can make decision only based on these statistical char-
acteristics. However, when X is small, we not only want to know the statistical
characteristics, but also want to know more information. The interior-outer-set
model and subjective assessment can respectively give a fuzzy probability distri-
bution whose performance is nearer the real situation: the estimated probabilities
must be imprecise. Although the fuzzy representation of imprecise probability
is only one of many alternatives, it is better than crisp representation of impre-
cise probability. A PPD and a subjective assessment are fuzzy representations
of imprecise probability.
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In the sense that the interior-outer-set model more precisely calculate the sta-
tistical characteristics than subjective assessment, the interior-outer-set model
is better than subjective assessment. However, the membership function shapes
of a PPD and a subjective assessment are different. A PPD R is a fuzzy relation
matrix, but a subjective assessment S consists of j separating functions. Until
now, we cannot judge which shape is much better. In spite of the outstanding
question, it is logical to conclude that the interior-outer-set model can replace
experts to give fuzzy probabilities because the calculation and the subjective
assessment are very near in terms of the fuzzy expected value and the standard
deviation.

7 Conclusion and Discussion

In many cases, it is impossible for an expert to precisely estimate the probabilities
he needs. In his consciousness, the probabilities are fuzzy concepts, such as “very
small,” “ not large”, and so on. It is easy to acquire the fuzzy probabilities from
experts. The practical troubles appear to bring together domain experts and
guarantee that the inquired experts are familial with the population involved.
If we are not able to overcome these difficulties, the knowledge acquisition is
doomed to fail.

We can use the interior-outer-set model to calculate a fuzzy probability distri-
bution, called possibility-probability distribution, that is very near a subjective
assessment in terms of the fuzzy expected value and the standard deviation. On
the basis of analysis for the method of information distribution, we conclude
that, if the fuzziness of probability estimation comes from the fact that the size
of the given sample is small, the interior-outer-set model can take the role of an
expert to give fuzzy probabilities.
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Abstract. In this paper a methodology using evolutionary algorithms
is introduced for the optimization of fuzzy classifiers based on B-splines.
The proposed algorithm maximizes the performance and minimizes the
size of the classifier. On a well-known classification problem the algorithm
performs an input selection over 9 observed characteristics yielding in
a statement which attributes are important with respect to diagnose
malignant or benign type of cancer.

1 Introduction

In the next section we shortly introduce the dataset which we used. Hence we
implemented a mixed Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) consisting of Genetic Algo-
rithms (GAs) and Evolutionary Strategies (ESs) a short introduction to evolu-
tionary algorithms including GAs and ESs follows. The next section describes
the fuzzy-classification algorithm and the encoding of the fuzzy-system into a
genotype to perform structure optimization by the EA. By structure optimiza-
tion we mean the selection of relevant input features out of a bulk of possible
inputs, the covering of these relevant inputs with a certain number of linguistic
terms, determine the shape of these linguistic terms and finding a rule-base for
the fuzzy system consisting of a number of if-then-rules, where the conclusion is
computed by a fuzzy-classification algorithm.

2 The Data

The Wisconsin breast cancer dataset was compiled by Dr. William H. Wolberg
from the University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison [1,2]. It contains J = 699
cases (458 benign, 241 malignant), where 16 cases have missing values, separated
in M = 2 classes (sample diagnosis benign or malignant) and characterized by
N = 9 ordinal discrete features (visually assessed characteristics on a scale from
1 to 10): Clump Thickness, Uniformity of Cell Size, Uniformity of Cell Shape,
Marginal Adhesion, Single Epithelial Cell Size, Bare Nuclei, Bland Chromatin,
Normal Nucleoli and Mitoses. 16 cases containing missing values were removed
from the data set, leading to J = 683 cases used.
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Fig. 1. Discrete 3-point crossover (a) and intermediate crossover (b).

3 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are inspired by the principles of natural selection which
adapt the genes of a species towards an optimal configuration concerning to their
environment. Like the interaction of a biological individual with its environment,
the interaction of a mathematical formalized chromosome with a fitness function
provides a numerical valued measure of fitness. This fitness represents the quality
of an individual and is used to bias the selection by preserving better individuals
a higher probability to reproduce. Offspring share different chromosome parts
of their parents through recombination and diversity is sustained by mutation.
Thus all evolutionary algorithms share the same general proceeding of

– Step 0: initialize a start population of solutions
– Step 1: evaluate the solutions by a fitness function
– Step 2: create offsprings by using recombination
– Step 3: mutation
– Step 4: deterministic selection
– Step 5: goto step 1 until stop criteria

3.1 Genetic Algorithms

GAs were developed for optimizing binary (or at most integer) based solutions.
The main operator in GAs is crossover which directs the search to new and better
solutions areas. This simplest crossover schema determines by randomly chosen
Crossover Points (CPs) which parts of the parent chromosomes are passed on
the child (see Fig. 1a). By using only crossover a gene with identical parameter
values in all individuals will never change. Therefore mutation is important to
avoid stagnation of the search process in a subspace of the original search space.
Mutation is implemented by inverting each gene with a priori given mutation
probability.

3.2 Evolutionary Strategies

ESs were mainly developed to optimize real decision variables. Every ES-indivi-
dual is equivalent to a vector of real numbers and contains values for all decision
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variables xj ∈ R(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) for the stated problem. Furthermore each indi-
vidual contains nσ(1 ≤ nσ ≤ n) standard deviations σk ∈ R+(k = 1, 2, . . . , nσ)
which are called (average) rate of mutations. These σk are strategy parameters
which are adjusted self-adaptively during the optimization process. The decision
variables of an offspring are inherited by one of the parents (same as in GAs),
whereas the strategy parameters are inheritated by intermediate crossover (see
Fig. 1b). Mutation is the main operator in ES and is done by changing the val-
ues of σj and xj by two different methods. First the values σj are multiplied
with a normal distributed random number. Then every decision variable (xj) is
changed by adding a normal distributed random number with expectation value
0 and standard deviation σj .

3.3 The Used Encoding Nomenclature

Assume the genotype which encodes the phenotype expressions by decision
variables consists of i genes where each gene encodes an atomar value (real
or integer). Starting with atomar (order zero) genes gene0

i (0 ≤ i ≤ k), we can
build gene compounds by introducing the nomenclature of higher order genes:
genej−1

i ⊂ geneji (j > 0, genej−1
i �= ∅). Furthermore, let us introduce the concept

of promoter genes which are used to activate sets of genes according to their
value (e.g. 1 = active, 0 = inactive). Thereby the biological concept of introns
is imitated.

4 Classification Based on Fuzzy Relations

By considering classification in a fuzzy environment [3] the ordinal discrete fea-
tures are represented by fuzzy labels such as “if clump thickness is big and
uniformity of cell shape is low then instance belongs to class Ci (i = 0, 1)”.
Therefore let [an, bn]N be an N -dimensional continuous domain (in the form of
a hyper-rectangle) of J real-valued vectors

xj = (xj1, xj2, . . . , xjN ) with xjn ∈ [an, bn] (1)

given as points for a pattern classification into one of M classes. Each fuzzy
classification rule k has the following form:

IF xj1 is Ar1 AND . . . AND xjN is ArN THEN xj belongs to class Cr,

where Arn are the linguistic terms in the input space with B-splines (section 4.2)
as membership functions and Cr ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} is the class assigned with a
degree of certainty CF r ∈ [0.0, 1.0].

4.1 The Classification Algorithm

In previous papers [4] we have tested a fuzzy reasoning method based on the
following described classification algorithm. To compute the activation αk(xj)
of rule r (r ≤ R) by point xj use

αr(xj) = µr1(xj1) + µr2(xj2) + · · ·+ µrN (xjN ) (3)
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with the degree of membership µrn(xjn) of the vector component xjn to the lin-
guistic term Arn. The algebraic sum as a s-norm represents the AND-conjunction
of the premises. Then let

βrm =
∑

xj∈Cm
αr(xj) with m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4)

Assign the class Cr such that

βrCr = max{βr1 , βr2 , . . . , βrM}. (5)

If there is no exclusive largest βrm then the consequent Cr of the fuzzy rule r
cannot be determined uniquely and Cr = ∅ and CF r = 0. Otherwise determine
CF r by

CF r =
| βkCr − β |∑M

m=1 β
r
m

, (6)

where

β =

∑
m�=Cr β

r
m

M − 1
. (7)

To classify of a new point xj the rule with the highest product of degree of
membership and degree of certainty determines the class assigned Cr:

αr(xj) · CF r = max
r
{αr(xj) · CF r}. (8)

The classification is invalid if several fuzzy rules r supply the same membership
αr(xj) but assign the point xj to different classes Cr, or if no rule is activated
by the input point xj , i.e. if αr(xj) = 0 ∀r.

4.2 The Linguistic Terms

Linguistic terms of fuzzy-systems can be formed by arbritrary basis functions
defined over a knot-vector. Most common are triangular, trapezoidal or Gaussian
functions. We used B-spline because of their inherent flexibility to form extremely
different shapes simply by changing their order or their knot-positions. B-splines
have been employed in surface-fitting algorithms for computer aided design tasks
[5] and they are recursively defined by

Bk+1
j (x) =

x− λj
λj+k−1 − λjB

k
j (x) +

λj+k − x
λj+k − λj+1

Bkj+1(x)

B1
j (x) = 1, if x ∈ [λj , λj+1)

= 0, otherwise (9)

with characteristics as positivity, local support and partition of unity.
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Fig. 2. Univariate B-splines of order 1, 2 and 3.

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

λ0 λ1 λ2 λ3λ4 λ5 λ6 λ5 λ6

Fig. 3. Terms covering an input

4.3 Evolutionary Encoding of the Used Fuzzy-System

The important parameters for the determination of the basis functions covering
an input are the order k, the number of knots (i.e. linguistic terms) and the knot-
positions (i.e. appearance of the linguistic terms). This genotype assignment
leads to a phenotype as exemplary depicted by the solid basis functions in Fig. 3
and is done as listed in Tab. 1. Furthermore a rule-base has to be encoded,
which is done as listed in Tab. 2. Each encoded premise contain a promoter-
gene which de/activates a premise and two genes which encode two position on
the input interval. For both positions the nearest knot-index (i.e. λ1 and λ5) is
evaluated yielding in a phenotype of a linguistic term as exemplary depicted by
the grey-shaded basis function in Fig. 3.

4.4 The Fitness Function

The main concern is to build a system which classifies as much as possible
patterns correctly. Furthermore, the system should use as few as possible rules
and premises where the degree of certainty for each rule should be high. Because
in this contribution we only want to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach
we focus on the special case of using 2 rules (one for malignant and one for
benign) to find a (sub)optimal joint face to separate the two classes. To handle
(maybe) very small inclusions of pattern-clusters of one class in the hyperspace
dominated by patterns of the other class some modifications of the algorithm
has to be done as described in section 5. The fitness of each individual comprises
of four specific fitness values (the smaller the better) which are listed according
to their importance:
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Table 1. Encoding of the first knot of basis functions covering an input.

gene number type task phenotype
input 0
gene0

0 integer promoter for input —
gene0

1 integer (GA) decision variable order
knot 0
gene0

2 integer promoter for knot —
gene0

3 double (ES) decision variable position λ0
gene0

4 double (ES) mutation rate σgene0
3

—

Table 2. Encoding of the first premise of a rule.

gene number type task phenotype
rule 0
genex0 integer promoter for rule —
premise 0
genex1 integer promoter for premise —
genex2 integer (GA) decision variable knot number input 0
genex3 double (ES) mutation rate σgenex2 —
genex4 integer (GA) decision variable knot number input 0
genex5 double (ES) mutation rate σgenex4 —

1. total number of Different Classes (DC) assigned: 1
DC

2. Correct Classified Patterns (CCP ): 1
CCP+1

3. high confidence values and few Premises (P ):
∑R
r=1

CFr
Pr

4. total number of Different Input Features used (DIF ): 1
DIF

If two individuals are compared regarding to their fitness, the specific fitness
values of each individual are compared until one one these values is smaller than
the value of the other individual.

4.5 Evolutionary Parameters

The main parameters used by the evolutionary algorithm to achieve the results
as shown in section 5 are: Population size = 200, tournament selection with
10 individuals (elite), stop criteria = 100th generation, used rules (fixed) = 2,
encoded rule size = 10, number of premises = 1-9, number of terms = 2-30,
encoded knot size = 35, possible orders = 1-5, different input features ≤ 9 and
random but ≤ 10 crossover points. Mutation rates are set depending on the kind
and number of encoded decision variables but all in [0.1, 0.001].

5 Results and Discussion

We achieved a good classification rate of 0.987% (674 out of 683) by using only
the following two rules (see also Fig. 4):
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Clump Thickness

Uniformity of Cell Size

Uniformity of Cell Shape

Marginal Adhesion

Single Epithelial Cell Size

Bare Nuclei

Bland Chromatin

Normal Nucleoli

Mitoses

Fig. 4. Selected features and computed linguistic term distribution.

– IF Clump Thickness is dashed term
AND Uniformity of Cell Shape is dashed term
AND Single Epithelial Cell Size is dashed term
THEN diagnosis is benign with degree of certainty 0.78.

– IF Clump Thickness is solid term
AND Uniformity of Cell Size is solid term
AND Marginal Adhesion is solid term
AND Bare Nuclei is solid term
AND Bland Chromatin is solid term
AND Normal Nucleoli is solid term
AND Mitoses is solid term
THEN diagnosis is malignant with degree of certainty 0.92.

To classify the last 9 patterns correctly an extension to the here obtained algo-
rithm must be performed. Since in the first generations the EA tries to find more
general rules to classify the mass of the patterns correctly the maybe present
rudiment potential to build rules for the very special cases (few pattern of one
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class nested in hyperspace domains of many patterns of the other class) is erased
during evolving. An easy approach to classify such patterns correctly is to in-
troduce specialized rules which are generated by covering each input feature
of a misclassified pattern with very narrow linguistic terms. Unfortunately this
approach gets more complicated if the general rule for the big cluster is still
activated to the same degree as the specialized rule for the misclassified pattern
and therefore in many cases the general rule has to be split up in several rules.
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Abstract. A method to analyse the structure of poly-crystalline material by 2-
dimensional DLS-Spectra and Backpropagation neural nets  is introduced. It 
will be shown that DLS-Spectra  “clean up” X-Ray-pictures such that the 
Radon-transformation of the Kikuchi-diagrams leads to better results. Further it 
will be shown, how these cleaned up Kikuchi-diagrams enable an automatic 
classification of poly-crystalline materials by neural hyper-classification 
systems based on the Backpropagation-algorithm.  
 
Keywords: Kikuchi-diagrams, Radon-transformation, pattern recognition with 
neural nets. 

1 Introduction 

One of the essential features of poly-crystalline materials is that the distribution of the 
crystals grain-orientation (called texture of the crystal) can be detected by Kikuchi-
diagrams in an automatic way. Rationale of Kikuchi-diagrams is the interaction of 
matter and electron beams which meet crystal probes. The interaction itself 
corresponds to inelastic scattering of the (wave-like) electrons by the grid system of 
the crystal probe, whereby the originated secondary electrons will be diffracted. This 
diffraction – described by Braggs law – creates a special pattern on a fluoroscopic, 
called Kikuchi-diagram. A Kikuchi-diagram shows straight bands – called Kikuchi-
bands - and stars formed by the crosstalk of these bands. The structure of a Kikuchi-
band is defined by  its width which is reciprocal  proportional to the shoal's distance 
of the of the diffracting net-planes belonging to the regarded band.  The cutting angle 
of two bands corresponds to the angle of the according  shoals of  diffracting net-
planes in the crystal.  Thus it is depending on the orientation of the crystal which 
bands can be detected by Kikuchi-diagrams and how the poly-crystalline structures 
can be estimated. In Figure 1 a typical Kikuchi-diagram is shown; clearly the different 
bands and several crosstalks can be seen.  

The analysis of the crystals structure is done in five steps: 1. Orientating the 
electron beam, 2. Recording and digitalizing the Kikuchi-diagrams, 3. Detecting the  
Kikuchi-bands, 4. Subscripting the detected bands 5. Computing the texture of the 
crystal  by using the orientation of the indexed bands.  
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Fig. 1. Kikuchi-diagram 

In this paper it will be shown, how  an automatic detection of Kikuchi-bands (3.) 
can be done with the help of DLS-spectra and neural nets. Further it will be shown 
that the Radon-transformation can be observed as an adequate pre-processing step for 
such soft-computing systems, as  Kikuchi-bands correspond with simple peaks in the 
Radon space.  

2 Preprocessing Kikuchi-Diagrams 

As the diffraction of the electrons results in a very poor yield of light, Kukichi-bands 
normally cannot be detected directly out of a fluoroscopic's activity pattern (or its 
record). Only a quasi dark, lightly structured background of  the activity can be 
observed. This background results from electrons which have been scattered in an 
elastic way or from electron-waves which do not fulfil Braggs equation. To reduce or 
eliminate these disturbing noisy contributions of the picture we use 2-dimensional 
difference-autopower-spectra (2-dim DLS), as DLS-Spectra can be considered a 
band-pass-filter too [5]. The DLS-Operation itself consists of two calculation steps: 1. 
Calculating the average of a picture's  background. 2. Subtracting the average from 
the original picture.  

The first calculation step of the DLS-operation will be done by averaging a floating 
mask of  the gray tones of the fluoroscopic's activity pattern. In detail the gray tone 
values of  a (m+1) x (m+1) mask are added up whereby the point N denotes the 
epicentre of the mask. The calculated gray value is divided by the number of points 
added up and this value is assigned to the point N. Next the mask is displaced to the 
next point (pixel) of the picture and the calculation is replicated until the average has 
been calculated for all points of the picture. This operation can formally be regarded 
as convolution in the space of location  for which  
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holds, whereby M denotes the mask of convolution. The entries of the mask are all 
“1” at the beginning. The parameter m denotes the width of the number of pixel points 
which will be added up by the DLS-operator. The parameters x, y denote coordinates 
of the epicentre of the mask M. The parameter r denotes the radius of the mask M, 
whereby for r 

r =  (m - 1) / 2 
holds. 

After the 'average mask' of the background has been calculated, the dedicated 
DLS-values of all pixels are subtracted from the corresponding original gray values of 
the pixels. This “clean up” of a recorded x-ray picture done by a DLS- operation is 
shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Original picture (left) and its average background (right) 

 

Fig. 2. Result of an amendment of an x-ray-picture using the DLS-Operation 

3 The Radon-Transformation 

In 1917 the Austrian mathematician Johann Radon published a paper about the 
integration of functions on manifolds1 [6]. The Radon-transformation is defined by 
the formula  

nnmnm dxdxxxpphxxfpp ..)),..,,,..,((),..,(...),..,( 11111  δ⋅=ℜ """
+∞

∞−

+∞

∞−

+∞

∞−
 

                                                           
1 Manifolds are functions without any singularities like lines, circles, ellipses etc. 
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The given  form of the  Radon-transformation yields to a point in a so called  
'Radon space'. This  space has m+1 dimensions, like ℜ m+1 . The expression  pm+1 
=ℜ(p1, p2,.., pm) denotes a point in this space whose coordinates are given by the 
vector (p1, p2,.., pm) . The function ƒ: ℜn → ℜ specifies the intensities of the picture 
which have to be integrated along the manifold  defined by the function h. It is 
important to mention that the function  h: ℜn+m → ℜ has to be a canonical form of this 
manifold: This  canonical form is set to zero if the parameter of the function fulfils the 
form and is set unequal zero otherwise.  

Especially in image processing a scion of the Radon-transformation is used, which 
is called Hough-transformation [3]. The Hough-transforma-tion has the canonical 
form of the equation of a straight line v:  y = ax + b, where a denotes the slope of the 
line and b denotes the actual value of the y–axis  resp. y  suffices the canonical 
Hessian form of a straight line, given by  

ρ=  x cos ( φ ) +  y sin (φ) 

Here ρ denotes the length of the perpendicula down to the straight line and φ denotes 
the angle between the x-axis and the perpendicular down to the straight line. Under 
these assumptions for the function h of the Radon-transformation  

h = xcosφ  + ysinφ  - ρ 

holds. In Figure 3 a straight line given by the  polar-coordinates (ρ, φ ) and the 
corresponding point in the Radon space (ρ, φ ) is shown. Please note that the Radon-
transformation has to be calculated for every point of the original picture to fill up the 
whole Radon space with values. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Straight line (left) and the corresponding point in the Radon space (right) 

The parameters p1, p2, x1, x2 are defined by: p1 = φ ,  p2 = ρ, x1 = x, x2 = y. In this 
special case the Radon space has three dimensions as for m holds  m = 2.  If a pictures 
has 256 gray levels f is given by ƒ: |ℜ 2 → [0..255]. This projection f combines the 
gray tones of the pixels with the coordinates (x, y). For the special case: 'manifold = 
straight line' and 'gray tone = intensity of the function' the Radon-transformation will 
be given by the form 

( )dxdyyxyxIR ρφφδρφ −⋅+⋅⋅= ""
+∞

∞−

+∞

∞−
sincos),(),(

 

Here I(x,y) δ ( xcosφ + ysinφ  - ρ) describes the intensities of the pixels placed on the 
straight line (φ ,ρ). All other intensities are multiplied with zero. This way these 
intensities do not contribute to the integral given above. As we are dealing here with 
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gray toned  pixels, the discrete case of the theory has to be regarded and the integral 
will change to a sum. If a discrete Randon-transformation is used the resulting shape 
of the a Radon space will be similar to Figure 4. The white spikes define the positions 
of the Kikuchi-band in a coordinate system stretched by the parameters R and the 
angle φ.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Kikuchi-diagram (left) and its Radon space (right) 

4 Peak-Detektion 

Taking a closer look at the white spots  in the Radon representation, it is striking that 
these white spots are hemmed by black  spheres. The rectangle, which contains these 
two black spots and a white spot in the middle of both, should be regarded as a 
"peak". It is found that the white part of the peak marks the middle of the 
corresponding Kikuchi-band and the dark parts correspond to the edges of the band as 
shown in Figure 5. These features of the peaks can be used to detect Kikuchi-bands. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Radon space with enlarged  range of a peak (left) and corresponding distribution of the 
intensity of the Kikuchi-band (right) 

On the other hand the shape of the peaks do vary in a very large range as shown in 
Figure 6. 

Besides we can learn from Figure 6 that all peaks have the same features: a 
maximum value which is bounded by one minimum on the left hand side and one 
minimum on the right hand side. Furthermore the experiments show: if the Kikuchi-
band is small the maximum values are positioned quite in the middle of the peak 
otherwise the maximum value differs from the middle. All these features can be used 
to detect Kikuchi-bands. It is important to mention that these features are only a 
necessary condition.  With other words, even a maximum has a minimum on the left 
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hand side and on the right hand side it is not necessarily sure that a band was detected 
that corresponds to a band in the Kikuchi-diagram. Therefore by using this method all 
right bands and some wrong ones can be detected by an algorithm. 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Different peaks and the corresponding distribution of intensities 

For detecting more 'real' Kikuchi-bands 3 steps have to be done: first the local 
minimums (the Radon points with an intensity value lower than the intensities of their 
vicinity) have to be detected. Now all local maximums (the Radon points with an 
intensity value larger than intensities of their vicinity) have to be detected. At least the 
quantum of the Radon peaks is identified as follows: for every Radon point M out of 
the quantum of all maximums two Radon points (L,R) out of the quantum of all 
minimums with the feature “being neighbors” are selected. These points are stored in 
a matrix. By this way the Radon space is divided in equal parts by a regular grid. Only 
these matrixes, called “cluster-array” are the objects which will be analysed 
subsequently. In Figure 7 such a cluster-array is shown. 

 

Fig. 7. Radon space (left) and corresponding  cluster-array of a Radon spot (right) 

 
Contingent on the subdivison of the Radon space it is possible that the limit of a 

cluster is positioned at another maximum or minimum. So a maximum or minimum 
can be assigned to two different Radon points of adjacent cluster-arrays (shown in 
Figure 8). This effect can be corrected by testing if detected Radon points are very 
close to each other. If this test grips, the better Radon point should be selected for 
further investigations.  

If the detection of the peaks is done this way, normally (if the quality of the 
Kikuchi-diagram is good enough) between 7 and 10 Radon peaks per recorded picture 
can be detected. 

Radon space Cluster-array
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Fig. 8. Derangement at the limit of a  cluster: a  maximum is mapped to two clusters 

Figure 9 shows an example of a DLS pre-processed x-ray picture and the 
corresponding result of the  Radon-transformation. An example of the peak-detection 
is given in Figure 10, whereby three copies of the evaluated Radon space are shown: 
On the left hand side the detected minimums are shown. The second medially picture 
shows the detected maximums. The right hand picture shows the resulting peaks 
framed by quadrangles. 

 

Fig. 9. Pre-processed Kikuchi-diagram and corresponding  Radon space 

 

 

Fig. 10. Radon space with marked minimums (left), maximums (centre) and detected  peaks 
(right) 

5 Peak-Verification by Neuronal Nets 

As the feature values of the given criteria can vary in a large range, common 
algorithms still detect a large number of peaks in the Radon space, which have no 

Smooth Subtract

Background Radon space

Local maximumMarked maximum
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corresponding band in the Kikuchi-diagram. For that reason we used 3-layer 
Backpropagation-nets with the dimensions: 20 input neurons, 10 hidden layer neurons 
and 2 output neurons for verification. These nets have been trained to detect peaks as 
follows: if a corresponding  Kikuchi-band for a peak in the Radon space exists, this 
peak is a real one and will be assigned to the neuron representing the class “correctly 
detected bands”. Otherwise a peak is an unreal one and will be assigned to the neuron 
representing the class ”incorrectly detected bands”. The input-vectors mp of the nets 
contain the intensities of the peaks and the profile (form) of the peaks, whereby the 
intensities have been normalised to a range [0..1]. The classifications “correctly 
detected bands” and “incorrectly detected bands” have been coded by the output-
vectors (1,0) , (0,1).  

It is important to mention that for getting better results the quantum of the data-set 
to be trained has to represent the two classification classes in a more or less 
homogeneous way. For the class “correct detected bands ” this demand will be no 
problem, if a sufficient number of  Kikuchi-diagrams is involved in the training set. 
But  unfortunately the class “incorrect detected bands ” has an uncountable number of 
representatives. So we decided to use the following predicate for this class: “a peak is 
incorrect, if it is not correct”. The basic assumption of this definition is to calculate 
the incorrect peaks out of the characteristics of the correct peaks. So first the intensity 
of the correct peaks has been in verted and the inverted peaks have been flipped 
horizontal.  

 

 

Fig. 11. Intensities of some cluster-array and their indices 
 

Fig. 12. Creating representatives for the classification classes “correct” and “incorrect” 

The result of these operations was assigned to the class “incorrect detected bands ”, 
as these peaks have a minimum of correlation with the correct peaks. Furthermore the 
correct peaks have been flipped horizontal at the x-axis and assigned to the class 
“correct detected bands ". Figure 11 shows a set of peaks which have been used to 

Mirror MirrorMirror

InvertingScaling

Selection
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represent the class “correctly detected bands. In Figure 12 it is demonstrated how to 
create the cluster-arrays "correct peaks" and "incorrect peaks". 

As common Backpropagation nets have a fixed number of neurons it is predestined 
to classify one cluster-array pattern only.  As a matter of principle it may be possible 
to teach different patterns to one neural net if the dimension of the input-layer is 
chosen as follows: the maximum of a Radon peak (maxB) is coded by the number of 
input-neurons. On the other hand in this case all patterns of the training set  which are 
smaller than maxB have to be coded by filling the “missing” width in the data string 
representing maxB with zeros. According to out tests this is not the way it works. 
Therefore we create a neural net for every possible width [minB, maxB] of the peaks. 
This way a hyper-classificator with a structure shown in the next Figure was created. 
On the left hand side the training patterns nTMTM ,...,1  are sorted from the smallest 

to the largest width. With these sorted widths the Backpropagation nets 

nKNNKNN ,...,1  are trained one by one. The terms of learning procedure are shown 

on the right hand side of the next Figure. 
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With this hyper-classificator 80 Kikuchi-diagrams have been analysed. All of them 

contain 8 to 10 Kikuchi-bands. As the results of Table 1 show the detection rate of the 
"correctly detected bands" can be improved by about 20 %, if neural nets are used 
instead of standard classification methods like fixed rule based system. 
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Bands
sought
in one
picture

all bands
analysed

“real
bands”
detected

“imaginary
bands”
detected

rate of
“correct”
detection done
by neural nets
in %
(rounded)

rate of
“correct”
detection done
by standard
methods in %
(rounded)

10 800 785 15 98.1 71.3
9 720 714 6 99.2 76.4
8 640 638 2 99.7 77.1

6 Summary 

The combination of the Hough - transformation and neural Backpropagation-nets 
allows a quick and effective interpretation of diffraction patterns of poly-crystalline 
materials, if a DLS like pre-processing has been applied to the Kikuchi-diagrams.  
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Abstract� In the paper a new approach to building a �MOS threshold
element and an arti�cial neuron on its base is discussed� The imple�
mentability of the known �MOS threshold elements is restricted by the
sum of input weights� It is shown that by switching the element capaci�
tors in the pre�charge phase it is possible to reduce the implementability
restriction to the maximum value of the threshold� It essentially expands
the set of threshold functions realizable on one element�

� Introduction

Among various ways of analog�digital implementation of threshold elements and
arti�cial neurons� neuron�CMOS ��CMOS� threshold elements �containing a
transistor pare with �oating gates� are especially popular ���	
�
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Fig� �� �CMOS threshold element �a�� Equivalent circuit for determining dependency
�Vg��Vj�� Modi�ed �CMOS threshold element with one input �c��

The general idea of building �CMOS threshold elements ��g���a� is using a
capacitor divider on the gates of a couple of CMOS transistors� The in�uence
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of �Vj �change of voltage Vj at the j�th input� on change of voltage Vg is
determined by an equivalent circuit in �g���b where C� and C� are equivalent
capacitors which depend on the state of the inputs �C��C� 	

P
i��j Ci �Cgp �

Cgn�� Here is the formula of the dependency


Vg 	
�VjCj

C� � C� � Cj

���

If xj is a Boolean variable such that xj�V�j� is the voltage at the j�th input
�when x 	 �� the input voltage is ��� then

�Vg 	

Pn��
j�� xj�VjCj

Cgp � Cgn �
Pn��

j�� Cj

���

that makes possible to build the threshold element� The input weights can be
determined by the values of the input capacitors Cj when all �Vj are equal �e�g�
�Vj 	 Vdd� or by the values of the input voltages �Vj when the input capacitor
values are equal �e�g� in learnable arti�cial neurons��

One of the important problems in using nuCMOS threshold elements and
arti�cial neurons on their base is their implementability� i�e� the problem of
restrictions on the class of threshold functions that can be implemented by one
element� These restrictions are caused mostly by the precision of fabricating
capacitors Cj for the threshold elements� or by the precision of producing and
holding the input voltages �Vj for learnable arti�cial neurons� As it is easy to
see from ���� the precision of setting �Vg depends on the precision of the total

capacitance C 	 Cgp � Cgn �
Pn��

j�� Cj � i�e� on the sum of the input weights�

On the other hand� when using changeable input voltages formed during the
learning� the inuence of the mistakes in capacitor fabrication is compensated
during the learning and the precision of setting �Vg depends on the mistakes in
setting only those �Vj for which xj 	 �� Since we are interested in the behavior
of �Vg only in the area close to the threshold value� in this case the restrictions
on the implementable threshold functions are determined not by the limit sum
of the input weights but by the limit threshold value�

As we showed in ���� the maximum weights of the inputs� threshold and sum
of the input weights grow with the increase of the number of variable not slower
than the respective Fibonacci numbers� Namely� for threshold functions of n
variables


max
f�j

wj �
�p
�
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� �

p
�

�
�n � �
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This means that passing from input weights sum restrictions to threshold
restriction not only increases the number of variables for which all the thresh�
old functions can be implemented on one element� but provides that the set of
threshold functions implementable on one element is� generally speaking� open�

� Threshold Element with Switching Capacitors

In the connection with the above� it looks very interesting to study the possibil�
ity of building a non�learnable �CMOS threshold element with a restriction on
implementability associated not with the input weights sum but with the thresh�
old� The solution can be based on the idea that comes from the above� only those
capacitors Cj must take part in forming �Vg for which xj � �� Note that we
used a similar approach when we built ��driven CMOS threshold elements ���	
�

The general idea of building such a threshold element is clear from �g���c�
In the pre�charge phase� Cj is uncharged and cut from the ground �xj � ��
voltage on the C� �in the point B and in the point A� is equal to a certain
value Vg � V��

� The charge on the capacitor C� is Q� � V�C� and on Cj the
charge is Qj � � In the working phase� the transistor shunting Cj is closed� and
the voltage in the point A is equal to �xjV�� In the case of xj � � the charge
and voltage on C� are being kept� When xj � �� the general charge is kept but
re�distributed between C� and Cj � Then

Q� � V�C� � Vg�C� � Cj�� Vg � V�
C�

C� � Cj

and� if the circuit has n inputs� then

Vg � V�
C�

C� �
Pn��

j�� xjCj

� ���

Now� let C� be proportional to the threshold and Cj proportional to the
input weights� i�e� C� � kT � Cj � kwj � and let the initial setting be V� � �Vth
where Vth is the threshold of the output ampli�er� Then it follows from ��� that

Vg � Vth if

n��X

j��

xjCj � C� � k�

n��X

j��

wjxj � T � � � C� �

n��X

j��

xjCj � �C��

���

Vg � Vth if

n��X

j��

xjCj � C� � k�

n��X

j��

wjxj � T � � � C� �

n��X

j��

xjCj � �C��

It is easy to see that for Vg the condition of attaining the threshold value depends
only on the threshold value and does not depend on the sum of the input weights�

� The procedure of setting V� will be discussed further�
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because in the working point �Vg � Vth� the voltage Vg is formed only by those
capacitors for which

n��X

j��

xjCj � C��

Now let us consider the pre�charge procedure that allows us to set V� � �Vth�
As a base for that� we will use the pre�charge procedure used in the �MOS
implementation of threshold elements for threshold setting �	
�

If in the circuit in �g���a the inverter�s input and output are shorted �pre�

�

�

���

� �

�


��
��

�

�

���
� �� ��

�

�

��

��

Fig� �� Inverter with setting V� � Vth in pre�charge phase �a�� Input�output charac�
teristics of dissymmetrical inverter �b�� Inverter with possibility of setting V� � �Vth
�c��

charge mode� the switch S is closed�� the symmetrical inverter in points A and
B has the threshold voltage of Vth� The inverter asymmetry shifts the voltage
in respect to the threshold� leaving the pre�charge voltage on the line of the
maximum steepness of inverter�s input�output characteristic in a wide range of
the inverter asymmetry variations ��g���b�� In the working phase� the switch S

is open and the threshold voltage Vth is stored on the capacitor C ��g���a��

To set in the working phase the initial voltage V� � �Vth� let us use the
standard scheme of doubling the voltage by commutation of the capacitors
��g���c�� In the pre�charge mode �p � � �p � ��� C� and C� are put in parallel
�C� � C� � �C��

� and for the symmetrical inverter the voltages in the points A
and B are equal to the threshold voltage of the inverter �VA � VB � Vth�� In the
working mode �p � �� �p � �� capacitors C� and C� are put in sequence� their
voltages are summed up so that the voltage on the gates of inverter�s transistors
is equal to the doubled threshold voltage of the inverter �VA � V� � �Vth� and
the threshold capacitance is equal to C��

This exhausts the idea discussed in this paper�

� Taking into account the undergate capacitances of the inverter�s transistors�
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� Conclusion

In conclusion� let us consider the results of SPICE�simulation of the �MOS
threshold element circuit represented in �g���

Fig� �� Simulated circuit of the �MOS threshold element with switching capacitors�

This circuit has four logical inputs x��x� and an additional output ampli�er
that consists of two connected in series inverters �transistorsM���M���� Sources
V��V� produce voltages corresponding to input variable values� The values of
capacitors C��C� correspond to the input weights� The source of the voltage V�
generates the precharge signal p� The inverter on transistors M�� M�� produces
the signal 	p� Capacitors C� and C� are connected in parallel in pre�charge phase
�p 
 �� and in serial in evaluation phase �p 
 ��� Their values are chosen on
the strength of the threshold �C� 
 C� 
 C�� T � C��minjCj�� The threshold
value of the circuit is approximately equal to ��p������p
 ���

The behavior of the voltages Vg�t�� Vout��t� and Vout��t� getting by SPICE
simulation is shown in �g��� At the time instant t 
 �s� x� 
 x� 
 x� 
 x� 
 ��
p 
 � and the circuit is in the precharge phase� Vg 
 Vout� 
 Vth� Vout� 
 �V�
Vth is the threshold voltage of the �rst inverter �M��� M���� When t 
 �ns
the control signal p becomes equal to zero starting the evaluation phase� In the
begining of this phase all xj 
 �� the voltage Vg 
 Vth� and the output voltage
Vout� 
 �� After that �ns later the input variables x�� x�� x�� x� become equal
to logical ��� by one in the corresponding order with the interval of �ns�

Switching of each input variable leads to redistribution of capacitor charge
storaged during pre�charge phase between the capacitors and we can see in �g��
that the voltage Vg represents a ladder falling down to the threshold Vth� This
ladder reaches to the threshold voltage when the last variable x� will be equal
to logical ��� �the condition �j	�

j	�xjCj 
 C� will become true�� At this instant
the output voltage Vout� of the threshold element goes to the state ��� ��V��

The �rst inverter �M��� M��� of the output ampli�er ampli�es the input
ladder Vg with maximum gain factor on the last ladder step �Vout� in �g����
The threshold of the next ampli�er inverter �M��� M��� have to be �xed in the
middle of the last ladder step of the voltage Vout� as it is shown in �g���
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Fig� �� SPICE simulation results for the circuit in �g���

Note� during transient processes of the charge redistribution the ladder Vg
has glitches� These glitches can lead to wrong �ring of the threshold element� To

avoid this e�ect the output signal Vout� should be strobed at the time intervals

when all transient processes are completed�
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Abstract. This paper presents an original research for hyperspectral satellite 
image compression using a fully neural system with the following processing 
stages: (1) a Hebbian network performing the principal component selection; 
(2) a system of "k" circular self-organizing maps for vector quantization of the 
previously extracted components. The software implementation of the above 
system has been trained and tested for a hyperspectral image segment of type 
AVIRIS with 16 bits/pixel/band (b/p/b). One obtains the peak-signal-to-
quantization noise ratio of about 50 dB, for a bit rate of 0.07 b/p/b (a 
compression ratio of 228:1). We also extend the previous model for removal of 
the spectral redundancy (between the R, G, B channels) of color images as a 
particular case of multispectral image compression; we consider both the case 
of color still images and that of color image sequences. 

1 Introduction 

Over the next decade the volume of image data generated by airborne and spaceborne 
remote sensing missions will increase dramatically due to the commissioning and 
launching of sensors with high spatial and spectral resolution. The economics of 
transmission or storage of these hyperspectral images dictates that data compression 
is essential. A hyperspectral image comprises a number of bands, each of which 
represents the intensity of return from an image scene that is received by a sensor at a 
particular wavelength. 
     Hyperspectral imagery provides more information than multispectral imagery in 
the sense that the spectral resolution of the former is much better than that of the 
latter. While a multispectral image (for example, LANDSAT), generally requires only 
five to seven bands, a hyperspectral image of type AVIRIS (Airborne Visible/Infrared 
Imaging Spectrometer) [1], [17] simultaneously acquires 224 channels (bands) of data 
in the range of 0.4 to 2.45 µm with an average spectral resolution of 10 nm. Channels 
of AVIRIS image are originally recorded with 12-bit resolution (compared with 
typically 8 bits for video) but, after radiometric correction, data is stored as 16-bit 
words. A property of fine-spectral-resolution imagery is interband correlation. The  
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3-d correlation (two intraband (spatial) correlations as well as the third interband 
correlation) facilitates substantial reduction of the data required for storing and/or 
transmitting such imagery.  

A well-known method for image compression is to extract the main directions of 
the input data set; this is equivalent to the computation of the Karhunen-Loeve 
Transform (KLT) [14]. The corresponding KLT matrix is obtained by computing the 
eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix of the input data. This problem is also 
called  “Principal Component Analysis” PCA).  

We have chosen a neural solution of the PCA by maximizing the information 
contained at the outputs of a special neural network called “Hebbian” [5], [14], [16]. 
If we use a specific training rule called Sanger rule [5], [14], [18], then we can prove 
that the weight vectors do not depend on the initial conditions and they will always 
converge to the eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix of the input data. Since 
then, the Hebbian net may be considered as a neural equivalent of the KLT.  

Another common image compression method is vector quantization, which can 
achieve high compression ratios [9]. A vector quantizer makes use of the fact that a 
large number of possible blocks in an image look similar. These blocks are mapped to 
a single block  (called prototype of the corresponding class), which is given a code 
that has fewer bits than the actual block representation. The image compression 
problem then becomes the task of finding the block in the codebook, which most 
closely represents an original block (namely, finding the nearest prototype).  

Some advanced techniques for vector quantization belong to the field of 
computational intelligence using neural models. Neural vector quantization of images 
[11], [12], [13], [15] is based especially on the Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 
[7]. Neighboring neurons in the above-unsupervised neural network develop 
adaptively into specific detectors of different vector patterns. The neurons become 
specifically tuned to various classes of patterns through a competitive, unsupervised 
or self-organizing learning. Only one cell (neuron) or group of cells at a time gives 
the active response to the current input. The spatial location of a cell in the network 
(given by its co-ordinates) corresponds to a particular input vector pattern. 

First contribution of the present paper is the design, software implementation and 
evaluation of   a fully neural model for compression of hyperspectral satellite imagery  
(instead of the conventional (non-neural) methods used in  [1]). Our model consists of 
a Hebbian network (for principal component selection, that extracts the   3-d 
correlation of the hyperspectral image data) cascaded by a set of Kohonen network 
(for neural vector quantization). The second contribution of the paper is to extend the 
present model based on interband correlation by considering a color image as a 
multispectral picture corresponding to the three R, G, B principal components. For 
compression of color still images, the scheme remains the same as for hyperspectral 
satellite images, but the number of bands becomes three. For representation of color 
image sequences, the model includes a first processing stage consisting of a 4-
dimensional orthogonal transform (instead of the 3-d transform used for hyperspectral 
imagery) for extraction of the principal component of the input color image sequence 
followed by a second processing stage of neural vector quantization. The 
experimental compression results are given both for the principal model (compression 
of hyperspectral satellite imagery) as well as for the special application (compression 
of color images). 
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2  A Fully Neural Model for Compression  
of Hyperspectral Imagery 

2.1 Model Description 

The proposed model (Fig. 1) contains the following processing cascade: 
   (a) The Hebbian network for extraction of the principal components; 
   (b) A set of self-organizing neural networks (Kohonen) for vector quantization of 

the principal components. 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the neural system for compression of hyperspectral imagery. 

 (a) The Hebbian network processes the 3-d elementary blocks of  "n x n x S" 
pixels of the input hyperspectral sequence (where “n x n” is the elementary analysis 
square in each “N x N” pixel band, and S is the number of bands. This network is a 
neural replica of the optimum 3-d Karhunen-Loeve transform.  

To improve the convergence, we have chosen the initial weights of the network to 
be given by the elements of the matrix defining the 3-d Discrete Cosine Transform   
(3-d DCT). The network has Q=n x n x S inputs, corresponding to the above-
mentioned 3-d multispectral segment and M outputs, corresponding to the principal 
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components. The neural variant has the advantage (over the non-neural one=KLT) of 
deducing the  optimum transformation by a simple and iterative technique instead of 
requiring a significant computational effort for evaluating the autocorrelation matrix, 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors! 

(b) The system of "k" circular self-organizing maps performs vector quantization of 
the M-1 (AC) principal components, given by the Hebbian network. These 
components are grouped into "k" subsets, so that m (1) + m (2)+…+m (k)= M-1, 
where m (h) is the number of inputs of the self-organizing map of index "h"; each 
network has 2exp[p (h)] neurons (outputs), where p (h) is the number of bits for 
encoding the segment "h" of the principal component set. First component is 
uniformly quantized with p (0) bits. Since then, the bit rate provided by the neural 
compression system is R = p (0)+p (1)+…+p (k)]/(n x n x S) bits/pixel/band (b/p/b).
The radius of the neighborhood of each neuron decreases with the iteration. The 
circular architecture of the network implies a perfect symmetry. 

2.2 Experimental Results for Compression of Hyperspectral Imagery 

We have used hyperspectral images of the type AVIRIS (Airborne Visible/Infrared 
Imaging Spectrometer). The images are selected from a hypercube containing 128 
spectral bands, each band with 128 x 128 pixels. The images are represented with a 
radiometric resolution of 16 bits/pixel/band and correspond to an urban area. 

2.2.1 Training 

a. Selection of the principal components (Hebbian Network) 
 
• We have used S=8 spectral bands (avir_1.raw,….., avir_8.raw) 
• The size of each band: N x N= 128 x 128 pixels 
• Resolution: 16 bits/pixel 
• The input multispectral image is segmented into 3-D blocks of 8 x 8 x 8 (namely, 
n=S=8) 
• Number of inputs of the Hebbian network: n x n x S=512 
• Number of outputs (selected components): M= 20 
 
The training of the Hebbian network may be evaluated in Table 1. 

b.  Quantization of the Principal Components (Neural Self-Organizing System) 
• The DC coefficient is scalar quantized with p (0)=9 bits. 
• The set of M-1 = 19 AC coefficients are vectorially quantized by segmenting the set 
into k = 3 subsets of sizes: m (1)=7; m (2)=6; m (3)=6. 
• Each of the three neural networks has a circular architecture with 512 neurons (it 
implies that a corresponding prototype is encoded with p (1)=p (2)=p (3)= 9 bits). 
• The resulted bit rate is R= (9+27)/512= 0.07 bits/pixel/band (b/p/b), corresponding 
to the compression factor of F=16/0.07=228:1. 
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• The objective quality of the reconstructed bands of the hyperspectral training image 
after processing by the Hebbian network, with and without neural quantization may be 
evaluated from the Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Peak signal-to-quantization noise ratios during the refinement of the Hebbian network 
for the hyperspectral image AVIRIS (8 bands: avir_1.raw, avir_2.raw,…,avir_8.raw); number 
of retained coefficients: M=20 (t= index of epoch) 

t (epoch) 0 1    2 3   4 Frozen 
after t=4 

(PSNR) dB 
(Global) 

49.56 49.65 49.77 49.84 49.87 49.87 

(PSNR) dB 
 (Band1) 

48.41 48.79 49.53 50.10 50.52 50.73 

(PSNR) dB  
(Band 2) 

51.37 51.35 51.31 51.21 51.07 51.01 

(PSNR) dB 
 (Band 3) 

51.06 51.00 50.87 50.75 50.65 50.59 

(PSNR) dB 
(Band 4) 

48.72 48.80 48.94 49.05 49.16 49.20 

(PSNR) dB 
 (Band 5) 

50.04 50.11 50.23 50.33 50.41 50.45 
 

PSNR) dB 
 (Band 6) 

50.76 50.78 50.84 50.86 50.86 50.87 

(PSNR) dB 
(Band 7) 

51.05 51.21 51.43 51.53 51.55 51.54 

(PSNR) dB  
(Band 8) 

47.11 47.10 47.00 46.91 46.83 46.76 

Table 2. Peak signal-to-quantization noise ratios of the hyperspectral training sequence 
AVIRIS (8 bands: avir_1.raw,…,avir_8.raw) processed firstly by the Hebbian network ( after 
freezing the weights obtained during 4 epochs of training and retaining M=20 components)  
and then reconstructed without or with neural quantization  

  
Global 

 
Band 

1 

 
Band 

2 

 
Band 

3 

 
Band 

4 

 
Band 

5 

 
Band 

6 

 
Band 

7 

 
Band 

8 
(PSNR) dB 
Reconstruc-
tion  
without 
quantization 

49.87 50.73 51.01 50.59 49.20 50.45 50.87 51.54 46.76 

(PSNR) dB 
Reconstruc-
tion  with. 
quantization 
 

49.69 50.53 50.79 50.39 49.05 50.25 50.65 51.28 46.64 

 
 

•We can remark a high fidelity of the quantization (the global signal-to-quantization 
noise ratio decreases only from 49.87 dB to 49.69 dB as effect of quantization!). 
• In Fig. 2 (a, b, c), we can subjectively evaluate the quality of the reconstructed 
image corresponding to Table 2 (band 3 of the considered training image). Visually, 
we cannot remark any difference between the input and the reconstructed image. 
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(a) (b) 

 
    (c) 

Fig. 2. (a) Original band 3 (avir_3.raw). (b) Band 3 reconstructed after Hebbian selection of the 
principal components without quantization (PSNR=50.59 dB). (c) Band 3 reconstructed after 
Hebbian selection of the principal components and vector quantization with a system of three 
self-organizing neural networks (PSNR=50.39 dB, R= 0.07 b/p/b; compression ratio=228:1). 

2.2.2 Testing  
• We have used the set of eight bands of the hyperspectral image (avir_9.raw, 
…,avir_16.raw), different from those used for training, but corresponding to the same 
urban area. 
• The parameters of the input sequence, those of the Hebbian network, as well as 
those of the Kohonen system are the same as for the training phase. 
•  In Table 3, we can evaluate the objective quality of the reconstructed picture (peak 
signal-to-quantization-noise ratio =PSNR) for the hyperspectral test image, while in 
Fig. 3 (a, b, c) we can visually evaluate the reconstructed test picture (band 10). The 
signal-to-noise ratio (about 50 dB!) and the high compression ratio (of 228:1) 
combine the high quality of reconstruction with an important coding efficiency. 

3 Removal of the Spectral Redundancy of Color Images  
as a Particular Case of Multispectral Image Compression 

3.1 Compression of Still Color Images 

We further extend the present model based on interband correlation  by considering a 
color image as a multispectral picture corresponding to the three R, G, B component 
images!  For compression of color still images, the scheme remains the same as for 
hyperspectral satellite images, but the number of bands becomes 3. Thus, we build an 
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original model for color image representation, by considering in the same 3-d 
orthogonal transformation not only the 2-d spatial correlation but also the spectral 
correlation between the R, G, and B components! One can approximate the Hebbian 
network by a suboptimum 3-d orthogonal transform like 3-d Discrete Cosine 
Transform (3-d DCT) with a small reduction of data compression performances but 
with a significant increasing of the computation speed.  

 

Table 3. Peak signal-to-quantization noise ratios of the hyperspectral test sequence AVIRIS     
(8 bands: avir_9.raw,…,avir_16.raw) processed firstly by the Hebbian network, and then 
reconstructed without or with neural vector quantization ( after freezing the weights obtained 
during 4 epochs of training and retaining M=20 components).  The neural system has been  
trained on the multispectral sequence of  8 bands: avir_1.raw,…,avir_8.raw.   

  
Global 

 
Band 

9 

 
Band 

10 

 
Band 

11 

 
Band 

12 

 
Band 

13 

 
Band 

14 

 
Band 

15 

 
Band 

16 
(PSNR) dB 
Reconstruc-
tion  
without 
quantization 

49.10 46.16 50.46 50.15 48.62 49.57 50.73 50.33 48.83 

(PSNR) dB 
Reconstruc-
tion  with 
quantization  
 
 

47.95 45.40 48.87 48.83 47.69 48.41 49.18 48.60 47.93 

 

Experimental Results 
We have trained and tested this special application for the color picture “Girl” of          
512 x 512 pixels, represented in true-color bmp (24 bits/pixel). 

General parameters 
• The 3-d segment has the sizes: n1 =n2 =8, S =3, corresponding to the hyper-rectangle 
of    8 x 8 x 3.  
• Number of retained coefficients (principal components) after 3-d DCT processing: 
M=25 
• The first 3-d DCT coefficient (0,0,0) has been scalar quantized with p (0) = 8 bits. 

Parameters of the neural system 
• The set of M-1 = 24 AC coefficients are vectorially quantized by segmenting the set 
into k= 3 subsets of sizes: m (1)= m (2)= m (3)=8, each subset containing the inputs 
of a corresponding circular self-organizing map for vector quantization. 
• Size of each ring network: 256 x 1 (p (1) = …. =p (3)= 8 bits) 
• The resulted bit rate is R= (8+24)/(8 x 8 x 3) = 0.167 bits/pixel/channel (b/p/c), or, 
for other representation is R= (8+24)/(8 x 8)=0.5  bits/true-color pixel. It corresponds 
to the compression factor of F=24/0.5=48:1. 
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(a) (b)  
 

 
 

              (c) 

Fig. 3. (a) Band 10 original (avir_10.raw; 128 x 128 pixels). (b) Band 10 reconstructed after 
Hebbian selection of the principal components without quantization (PSNR=50.46 dB). (c) 
Band 10 reconstructed after Hebbian selection of the principal components and vector 
quantization with a system of 3 self-organizing neural networks (PSNR=48.87dB, R= 0.07 
b/p/b; compression ratio=228:1). The neural system (Hebbian + Kohonen) has been trained on 
the multispectral sequence of 8 bands: avir_1.raw,…, avir_8.raw. 

Table 4. Signal-to-quantization noise ratios for each color channel of the reconstructed color 
image “Girl” after 3-d DCT and neural vector quantization 

(PSNR)   
red 
[dB] 

(PSNR) 
green 

   [dB] 

(PSNR) 
blue 

   [dB] 
25.02    22.37   26.60 

 
 
The objective quality of the reconstructed “Girl” is given in Table 4 and the 

subjective quality of the reconstructed color image after compression may be 
evaluated from Fig. 4. 

3.2 Compression of Color Image Sequences 

We extend for color image sequences the previous model of compression of 
hyperspectral images. Instead of separately processing the color image sequences (for 
each of the fundamental colors R, G, B), we have chosen a global processing for 
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           (a) 

        

   
          (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Original “Girl”. (b) Reconstruction of the “Girl” after 3-d DCT and neural 
quantization  (compression ratio R=48:1). 

redundancy removal taking into account in the same processing stage the 4-d 
correlation of the color image sequences: two dimensions of spatial correlation, one 
dimension for temporal correlation and also one dimension for spectral correlation 
(corresponding to the R, G, B bands!). We choose a 4-dimensional orthogonal 
transform for color sequence representation, instead of the well-known 3-d transform 
or hybrid coding (2-d transforms combined with prediction) for each color 
components. Thus, we consider in the same orthogonal transformation not only the 
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spatial correlation and the temporal one, but also the spectral correlation between the 
R, G, B channels. For example, we have chosen a 4-dimensional Discrete Cosine 
Transform  (4-d DCT), that is an approximation of the KLT (Hebbian net) that 
reduces the computational complexity. The 4-d DCT coefficients are given by the 
relation 
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i∈1,2,3,4, ni and ki belong respectively to the sets {0,…,N1-1}, {0,…,N2-1}, {0,…,N3-
1} and {0,…,N4-1}. Here, N1 = N2 = n (elementary analysis square); N3   is equal to 
S=frame number; N4   =3 (number of channels). In the previous relation, we consider 
that a color image sequence segment expressed in the (R, G, B) format  are 
represented by the corresponding 4-dimensional matrix x (i, j, k, h), for i = 0,…,          
N1-1, j = 0,…,N2-1, k = 0,…,N3-1 and h = 0,…,N4-1. The M retained 4-d DCT 
coefficients corresponding to the principal components of the input color image 
sequence segment are grouped in several sets (vectors) and each such a vector is 
applied to a corresponding neural quantizer . 
Processing stages of the proposed model:  

(a) a 4-d orthogonal transform of each input 4-d matrix of  “N1 x N2 x N3 x N4”  
fundamental color pixels into a set of M selected components in the frequency domain 
(where N1 x N2 are the sizes of the square analysis segment of a certain frame, N3 is 
the number of frames considered to be redundant, and a color pixel corresponds to N4 
=3 monochrome pixels, one for each of the fundamental colors R, G, B). 
   (b) a neural vector quantization system, consisting of “k” vector quantizers of the 
M-1 selected components (the AC ones) obtained as a result of the previous 
processing stage, where the selected components are grouped into “k” subsets 
 
Remarks: 
• All “k” neural vector quantizers are trained using one or several image sequences. 

• After training, we perform the processing of an input sequence according to 
the previous mentioned stages (a) and (b).   
Experimental Results 
We have designed and implemented the software of the neural system shown in    
Fig. 1, where instead of the Hebbian network, we have used a 4-d DCT. For 
experimenting the corresponding system, we have used two image sequences: "Miss 
America" (misa) and “Salesman”; each experimental sequence had a length of 
maximum 64 frames of 256 x 256 pixels /frame with 24 bits/true-color pixel. 

General parameters 
• Number of retained coefficients (principal components): M=270 
• The first 4-d DCT coefficient (0,0,0,0) has been scalar quantized with p (0) = 10 
bits. 
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        (a) 

   

   
                                             (b)                       

Fig. 5. (a) Original first frame of the color sequence "Miss America". (b) Reconstruction of the 
first frame of the color sequence   "Miss America" (having 8 frames) using the proposed neural 
model (trained on the same sequence) (compression ratio R=150:1). 

Parameters of the neural system  
We have used a system of k=9 circular self-organizing maps (Kohonen networks). 

Each network has a number of 2exp [p (h)] neurons (outputs), where p (h) is the 
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number of bits to encode the group (“h”) of m (h) principal components. The neural 
system has the following parameters: 
• First six networks: 

   ♦ number of inputs: m (1) = …=m (6)=36;  
                ♦ size of the ring networks: 256 x 1 (p (1) = …. =p (6)= 8 bits) 

• Seventh and eight networks: 
         ♦ number of inputs: m (7) = m (8)=37 
         ♦ size of the ring networks: 256 x 1; (p (7) = p (8)=8 bits) 

• Ninth network 
           ♦ number of inputs: m (9) = 39 
          ♦ size of the ring network: 256 x 1   (p (9) = 8 bits). 

• Resulted bit rate is BR=0.16 bits/true-color pixel (compression ratio R= 150:1) 
• The peak signal-to-quantization noise ratios of the reconstructed first frame of the 
sequence “Miss America” (for the main bands R, G, B) are given in Table 5, while the 
subjective quality of the reconstructed color frame after compression may be 
evaluated in Fig. 5. 
 

Table 5. Signal-to-quantization noise ratios for each color channel of the reconstructed first 
frame of the color sequence „Miss America“. 

(PSNR) 
red 
[dB] 

(PSNR) 
green 

[dB] 

(PSNR) 
blue 

[dB] 
33.54 34.95 33.14 

4 Concluding Remarks 

    1. This paper presents a fully neural model for compression of hyperspectral 
satellite imagery consisting of a Hebbian network (for principal component selection, 
that extracts the   3-D correlation of the hyperspectral image data) cascaded with a set 
of ring Self-Organizing Maps (for neural vector quantization of the previously 
extracted components).  
    2. By the proposed neural model, we point out the feasibility of applying an 
exciting technique of computational intelligence for compression of satellite imagery, 
instead of the conventional techniques.  
    3. If we compare the Hebbian network with the KLT, the neural variant has a 
significant advantage in reducing the computational effort, avoiding the necessity of 
deducing the autocorrelation matrix, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors and so on. The 
neural vector quantization proves also to be competitive with the classical (non-
neural) vector quantization for the image compression task. 
    4.  We give the experimental results of the software implementation of the previous 
model for compression of the hyperspectrral images AVIRIS.  One obtains very good 
results: the peak-signal-to-quantization-noise-ratio of about 50 dB for each band, for a 
bit rate of 0.07 b/p/b (a compression ratio of 228:1). This means a high quality of 
image reconstruction combined with a significant coding efficiency. 
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5. As a special application, we extend the present model based on interband 
correlation by considering a color image as a multispectral picture corresponding to 
the three R, G, B channels. For compression of color still images, the scheme remains 
the same as for hyperspectral satellite images, but the number of bands becomes 3, 
corresponding to the R, G, B channels. Thus, we obtained an original model for color 
image representation, by considering in the same 3-d orthogonal transformation not 
only the 2-d spatial correlation but also the spectral correlation between the R, G, B 
components! To increase the computation speed we replace the Hebbian network by 
the 3-d DCT. 
    6. By extending the initial scheme to the representation of color image sequences, 
we build a new model that includes a 4-dimensional orthogonal transform as a first 
processing stage (instead of the 3-d transform for hyperspectral imagery) for 
extraction of the principal components. Thus, we consider in the same 4-d orthogonal 
transformation the redundancy removal corresponding to the following four 
correlation dimensions: the 2-d spatial correlation (the first two dimensions), the 
temporal one (the third dimension), and the spectral correlation between the R, G, B 
bands (the fourth dimension)! We have applied this 4-d orthogonal representation 
model for the particular case of the   4-d DCT, instead of the Hebbian net, to reduce 
the computational effort. The second processing stage (neural vector quantization) 
remains the same as for compression of hyperspectral images. 
    7. The very good experimental compression results are obtained both for color still 
images  (compression ratio of 48:1) and also  for color image sequences (compression 
ratio of 150:1). 
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Abstract. Multi-valued neurons (MVN) and universal binary neurons (UBN) 
are neural elements with complex-valued weights and high functionality. It is 
possible to implement the arbitrary mapping described by partially defined 
multiple-valued function on the single MVN and the arbitrary mapping 
described by Boolean function (which may not be threshold) on the single 
UBN. In this paper we consider some applications carried out using these 
wonderful features of MVN and UBN. Conception of cellular neural networks 
based on MVN and UBN becomes a base for nonlinear cellular neural filtering. 
Application of the corresponding filters for edge detection and solving of the 
super-resolution problem are considered in the paper. 

1 Introduction 

The intensive development of the neural networks during last years makes their 
application to image processing, analysis and recognition very attractive. Since a 
processing within a local window around the pixel is not recursive, it may be 
organized simultaneously for all the pixels, independently of each other. So it is 
natural to organize this process using some appropriate kind of neural network. For 
example, many of the algorithms of linear and nonlinear filtering in spatial domain 
are reduced to the processing within a local window around each pixel of the image. 
We will concentrate here exactly on the nonlinear filtering algorithms that are reduced 
to the local processing within a window around each pixel and based on the nonlinear 
transformation of the result of linear convolution with the weighting kernel 
(template). The main operations in this case are noise reduction, frequency correction 
(extraction of image details) and edge detection.  

The most appropriate neural network for solving of these problems is the Cellular 
Neural Network (CNN). CNN has been introduced in [1] as a special high-speed 
parallel neural structure for image processing and recognition. CNN conception has 
been intensively developed. Many results from simple filters for binary images [1-2] 
to algorithms for color image processing [3] were carried out. A main property of the 
CNN is their local connectivity. The neural networks considered before the paper [1] 
usually where the fully- connected networks (e.g., Hopfield network), or multi-
layered neural networks with full connections between neurons of neighbor layers 
(e.g., multi-layered perceptron) [4]. A CNN conception supposes a cellular structure 
of the network: each neuron is connected only with the neurons from its nearest 
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neighborhood (see Fig. 1). It means that the corresponding inputs of each neuron are 
connected with outputs of neurons from the nearest rxr neighborhood, and on the 
other hand, the output of each neuron is connected with the inputs of neurons from the 
same neighborhood. The neurons of such a network are also often called cells. 

Depending on the type of neurons that are basic elements of the network, it is 
possible to distinguish continuous-time CNN (CCNN) [1], discrete-time CNN 
(DTCNN) [5] (oriented especially on binary image processing), CNN based on multi-
valued neurons (CNN-MVN) [6, 7] and CNN based on universal binary neurons 
(CNN-UBN) [7-9]. CNN-MVN makes possible processing defined by multiple-
valued threshold functions, and CNN-UBN makes possible processing defined not 
only by threshold, but also by arbitrary Boolean function. These properties of the 
CNN-MVN and CNN-UBN will be used here to develop a conception of the 
nonlinear cellular neural filtering (NCNF) [1, 10]. 

(i, j)

Fig. 1. CNN of a dimension 3x5 with the local connections in a 3x3 neighborhood: each neuron 
is connected with 8 neurons around it and with itself 

We would like to consider below some effective image processing algorithms, 
which should be implemented using CNN-MVN and CNN-UBN. There are 
algorithms belonging to the family of nonlinear cellular neural filters. The first group 
of algorithms includes multi-valued filters (MVF) for noise reduction and frequency 
correction. The second one includes filters for the precise edge detection. We will also 
consider how MVF should be effectively used for solving the super resolution 
problem. All the problems to be considered here are very important for different tasks 
of applied image processing: medical imaging, satellite imaging, graphic art, etc. 

2 A Problem of Nonlinear Filtering 

Since a final purpose of this work is to present some new effective solutions in 
nonlinear image filtering we would like to make here a brief and concentrate 
observation of the considered problem. We will not present here a comprehensive 
observation of the nonlinear filtering. The reader, who is interested, should address to 
the latest monographs devoted to this problem [11-12]. The goal of the filtering 
operation is assumed to be an effective elimination or attenuation of the noise that is 
corrupting the signal. We will consider here 2D signals (images) and therefore 2D 
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filters. Let us consider N x M image corrupted by noise. The simplest spatial domain 
filtering operation means filter defined as 

B w + w Bij kl
i n k i n
j m l j m

kl=
− ≤ ≤ +
− ≤ ≤ +

0 , (1)

where Bkl  are the values of the input signal, Bij  is the corrected value of the ijth

pixel, 0,00 >≥ klww . The range of indices k and l defines the filter window. It is 

evident that mean filter is a linear operation. But often it is impossible to obtain nice 
results with the filters like (1). They reduce noise, but not completely, and 
simultaneously they smooth the signal. A fundamental difference between the 
behavior of linear and nonlinear filters is the following. The impulse response (that is, 
the output signal when the input signal is equal to 1 at time instant 0 and zero 
otherwise) of a nontrivial time-invariant linear filter clearly cannot be a zero-valued 
sequence [11]. It means that a linear filter always will smooth the signal. A nonlinear 
filter preserves signal carefully, and usually is more effective for noise removal 
despite that it can be idle only for the partial signals. Different types of nonlinear filter 
were elaborated and investigated, e.g., L-filters [13], rank-order filters [13]. The 
reader who is interested may address also to weighted median filters [14], stack filters 
[11, 12], etc. 

It is easy to see from Eq. (1) - (3) that a problem of the image filtering in the 
spatial domain is reduced to the replace of the current value of brightness Bij  in ijth

pixel by the value Bij , which is better from the some point of view. Let us consider 

the linear filters (1) and (2). The arithmetic mean is a most popular, but not a single 
mean. Other widely used mean exist, e.g., geometric, harmonic, Lp . But obtaining of 

these means is connected with nonlinear operations. A general form of nonlinear 
mean filters has been considered recently [11]. It is (for 1D filter for simplicity): 
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Since function g(x) is used for averaging of the signal, a following question is natural: 
is it possible to define other nonlinear means, and therefore, other types of averaging, 
which may be used for filtering? The main part of the paper gives a positive answer 
on this question. The issue of the approach, which is developed here, is application 
the non-linearities of the neurons activation functions. Introduction of the CNN based 
on MVN (CNN-MVN) [7, 15] and CNN based on UBN (CNN-UBN) [7, 8] opened a 
possibility to implement the original nonlinear spatial domain filters using this neural 
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network. There are multi-valued filters (MVF) and cellular neural Boolean filters 
(CNBF). They should be considered as parts of the nonlinear cellular neural filters 
(NCNF) family. This family will be considered below. 

3 Multi-valued and Universal Binary Neurons, CNN-UBN   
and CNN-MVN 

Universal Binary Neuron (UBN) performs mappings described by arbitrary Boolean
function of n variables. Multi-Valued Neuron (MVN) performs mappings described
by full-defined threshold or partial-defined k-valued function (function of k-valued
logic), where k is in general arbitrary integer>0.

Common basic mathematical background of the UBN and MVN is the following. 
An arbitrary Boolean function of n variables or k-valued function of n variables is 

represented by n+1 complex-valued weights n,...,w,ww 10  [7]: 

)()( 1101 nnn xw...x+wwP,...,xxf ++= , (2)

where nx...,,x1 are the variables, of which performed function depends (neuron 

inputs) and P is the activation function, which is defined in the following way.  
1) For Multi-Valued Neuron: 

/kj+zj/k=j,zP )1(2)arg(2if)( <≤ , (3)

where j=0, 1, ..., k-1 are values of the k-valued logic, i is imaginary unity, 
z w w x w x0 1 1 n n= + +  is the weighted sum, arg(z) is the argument of the complex 

number z. (values of the function and of the variables are coded by the complex 

numbers, which are k-th roots of unity: e i p j/kj = exp( )2 , j , k-∈{ ,..., }01 1 , i is 
imaginary unity, in other words values of the k-valued logic are represented by kth

roots of unity: j j→ ε );  

2) For Universal Binary Neuron 

))1(2()arg()2(if)1()( /mj+zj/m=zP j
B <≤π− (4)

where m is a positive integer, j is a non-negative integer 0 j < m≤ ,

nn xwxwwz ++= 110  is the weighted sum, arg(z) is the argument of the complex 

number z. Estimation for m is nm 2≥  and it is considered in [7]. 
Let us consider a CNN with the obvious local connection structure (see Fig. 1) of 

a dimension N x M. Consider MVN or UBN as a basic neuron of such a network. 
Evidently, each cell of CNN-MVN (or CNN-UBN) will perform the following 
correspondence between neuron’s inputs and output: 

+
−= −=

r

rk

r

rl

i j
kl

i j
kli j txww= Ft+Y )()1( 0

(5)
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where: ij are the two-dimensional coordinates (number) of a neuron; Yij  is the 

neuron's output; wkl
ij  is the synaptic weight corresponding to the input of ij-th neuron, 

to which the signal from the output of klth neuron is transmitted; xkl
ij  is the input of ij-

th neuron, to which the signal from the output of klth neuron is transmitted; F is the 
activation function of the neuron, which is defined by the equation (3) for MVN, and 

by the equation (4) for UBN; 
m r

r

=−
means that each neuron is only connected with 

the neurons from its nearest r-neighborhood, as usual for CNN. Single weighting 
template of CNN-UBN and CNN-MVN may be written in the following form: 

w

w w

w

w w

i r j r
ij

i r j r
ij

i r j r
ij

i r j r
ij

ij

ij

0;

...

... ...

...

, ,

, ,

W =
− − − +

+ − + +

,

where W is a rxr matrix. 

4 Nonlinear Cellular Neural Filtering 

Two-dimensional nonlinear cellular neural filter (NCNF) may be defined in the
following way:

)+( 0 kl

mjlmj
nikni

klij YwwFB

+≤≤−
+≤≤−

= (6)

Here m x n is a filter window, klww ,0 - filter weighting coefficients that are

complex-valued, ijB - signal value in the ijth pixel after filtering, definition of klY and

F depends on a type of two NCNF subfamilies – multi-valued filters (MVF) and
cellular neural Boolean filters (CNBF). Let us consider both subfamilies.

Multi-valued nonlinear filters (MVF) have been introduced recently [7, 8]. A 
specific complex non-linearity of the multi-valued neuron activation function [7] is a 
key for developing the new filters family. Let 0 1≤ ≤ −B k  is a dynamic range of 
2D signal. Let consider a set of the kth roots of unity. We can put the root of unity 

=YB/kie B )2exp( π= (7)

to the correspondence with the real value B. Thus, we have the univalent mapping 

B ↔ εB , where ε is a primitive kth root of unity. A two-dimensional Multi-Valued 
Filter (MVF) is a filter, which is defined by the following formula [9]: 

B P w Yij
i n k i n
j m l j m

kl=
− ≤ ≤ +
− ≤ ≤ +

( )0 + wkl
(8)
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where P is the activation function (3) of the multi-valued neuron, Ykl  is obtained from 

Bkl  by equation (7), i,j are the coordinates of the filtered pixel, n m×  is a filter 

window, wkl  are the weighting coefficients (complex-valued in general). Evidently, 

the equality (8) defines a class of filters. Each of them is defined by the corresponding 
set of the weighting coefficients (weighting template). 

One remark should be given before we will move to the applications of MVF. The 
new different families of nonlinear filters may be considered, if well-known nonlinear 
spatial domain filters will be connected with MVF. Let consider, e.g., a filter, also 
defined by equation (8), but simultaneously connected with the weighted rank-order 
filter. We will obtain a rank-order multi-valued filter (ROMVF). MVF may be also 
connected with other nonlinear filters in the same way.  

Evidently, the most appropriate structure for the MVF implementation is CNN-
MVN. The most simple, but very effective template for the reduction of Gaussian or 
uniform noise is the following: 

111

11

111

=W G
(9)

where G is a parameter. To remove a noise with the impulsive component we have to 
recommend 10 ≤≤ G . To remove Gaussian or uniform noise, which is not mixed 

with the impulsive one our recommendation for G is the following: 1≤ G ≤16.

(a) Input noisy image (b) MVF, 3x3, G=16, 2
iterations

(c) rank-order, 3x3,
rank=9, 2 iterations

Fig. 2. Multi-valued filter and its comparison to rank-order filter 

Let us consider an example. It shows a reduction of zero-mean Gaussian noise with 
a dispersion equal to 0.3σ, and it is presented in Fig. 2. The results of rank-order 
filtering of the same images are given for comparison. Table 1 contains the objective 
statistical characteristics of the corrupted, and filtered images. 
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Table 1. Statistical characteristics for the example given in Fig. 3 

Image “Kremlin Noisy” MVF, G=16 ROF 
ND (σ) 445.7 157.4 420.0 
PSNR 7.57 18.6 8.0 

ND (σ) – estimation of white noise dispersion, PSNR – estimation of peak signal to noise ratio, 
SD – standard deviation from the original image. 

Multi-valued filters are also a highly effective mean for the amplification of high and
medium frequency. Solving this frequency correction problem leads to the image
sharpening and extraction of image details against a preventing background. The
extraction, localization, and detection of important features on the complex image
background were proposed to consider [15] as a problem of localization of objects or
details of a given type on the image. Such a type has been defined as sizes of objects.
Then this idea has been developed [8], where the solution of the problem using
traditional CNN has been proposed. The following linear filters have been proposed
respectively, for the solution of global and high frequency correction problem

B =G B +G B -B +G B +cij ij ij m m1 2 3( ) (10)

+cBGBGG=B mijij 221 )(ˆ −+ , (11)

where Bm  is a local mean value in a window around the pixel Bij ; Bij , and Bij  are 

the signal values in ijth pixel, respectively, before and after processing; G1  and G3

define correction of the low spatial frequencies, G2  defines correction of the high 

spatial frequencies, c is the mean value of the background after processing. By the 
way, if 11 =G  then filter (11) coincides with the filter called “unsharp masking” in 

different issues (see, e.g., [16]).  
Despite the filters (10) and (11) give good results, they have some significant 

disadvantages. They are very sensitive to choice of the weighting coefficients. Even 
minimal change of any one may move a general dynamic range of the image to 
“white” or “black” side. As a result, the global image histogram may be dramatically 
changed. To break these disadvantages linear filters (10) and (11) should be 
transformed to the nonlinear ones. Since these filters operate with the arithmetic 
mean, they should be generalized using nonlinear means. 

Taking into account (7) it is easy to obtain the following multi-valued
generalizations, respectively for the filters (10) and (11):

( ) ( )
( , )

B P c G G Y G G Yij ij kl
Y k l Rij

= + + + −
∈

1 2 3 2 ,
(12)
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∈ ijkl RY
klijij Y-GY+GGc+=PB 221 )(ˆ ,

(13)

where Ykl  is obtained from Bkl  by equation (7), Rij  is a local window around pixel 

Yij ; Bij  (Yij ) and Bij  are signal values in ijth pixel before and after processing, 

respectively, G , G1 3  are the coefficients, which define correction of the low 

frequencies, G2  defines correction of the high frequencies, c is the constant.  

(a) Input image (b) The result of proc. using 
filter (11), 5.1;1 21 == GG

(c) The result of proc. 
using filter (13) 

0.6;5.0 21 =−= GG

(d) Histogram of image (a) (e) Histogram of image (b) (f) Histogram of image (c) 

Fig. 3. Multi-valued high frequency correction and its comparison to linear high frequency 
correction. Multi-valued algorithm makes the image sharpener and preserves its statistics. 
The linear algorithm leads to appearance of many “black” and “white” pixels at the image 
and dramatically changes its statistical characteristics. 

Filters (12) and (13) are not so sensitive to choice of the correction coefficients in 
comparison with the filters (10) and (11). They always preserve a global dynamic 
range of the image and its global histogram. Such a tolerance may be used for the 
processing of the images that contain many details of different sizes and different 
configuration. It is natural to implement both filters using CNN-MVN. The example 
of the image processing using the filter (13) and its comparison to the filter (11) is 
given in Fig. 3. 

The next representative from the NCNF filter family is cellular neural Boolean 
filter (CNBF). The CNBF idea proposed in [8] is based on the separate processing of 
the image binary planes using a special spatial domain filter defined by some Boolean 
function and further integration of the resulting binary planes into the resulting image. 
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A key issue for the method was ability of CNN-UBN to implement a spatial domain 
filter described by arbitrary Boolean function [7, 8], not only by the threshold one. 

Let klB be a signal value in the ijth pixel and }12...,,1,0{ −∈ kB . Let us separate

the image onto k binary planes directly, without any thresholding. Let s
ijB be a binary

value of the signal corresponding to sth binary plane, s
ijY is the same value

transformed to the Boolean alphabet {1, -1}. Let F in (6) be the UBN activation
function (4). Taking into account (4), (6) is transformed to the following:

)+( 0
s

kl

mjlmj
nikni

klB
s
ij YwwPB

+≤≤−
+≤≤−

= ,

(14)

The equation (24) establishes CNBF for a binary plane. CNBF for the gray-scale
image or for color channel of the color image should be written in the following form:

=
+≤≤−

+≤≤−

−

=
⊕ )+( 0

1

0

s
kl

mjlmj
nikni
klB

k

s
ij YwwPB , (15)

where ⊕
−

=

1

0

k

s

 denotes integration of k binary planes from 0th until (k-1)th to the gray-scale 

image (color channel).  
The most impressive application of CNBF is the precise edge detection, which has 

been proposed in [8] and then developed (see, e.g., [7, 9]). Many of the different edge 
detection algorithms are well known. Some of them are even classical (e.g., 
Laplacian, Sobel, Prewitt). All of them have a common and significant disadvantage: 
they are usually sensitive only to the significant brightness jumps and can’t ensure a 
detection of edges corresponding to the small brightness jumps and details of a 
complicated form. The Boolean functions, which are using for the CNBF edge 
detection with a window 3x3, are presented in [8, 9]. At the same time it is very 
attractive to consider the precise edge detection using CNBF with a 5x5 window. It is 
important for the detection of edges corresponding to the details of a complicated 
form.

Evidently, it is possible to design many functions for edge detection with a 5x5 
window by narrow direction. For example, the following functions may be 
considered: 

Upward jumps, South-East 

=
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Downward jumps, South-East 

=
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x
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f
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Evidently, a function for the edge detection in all directions consists of the disjunction
of the functions, which detect the edges in all the particular directions.

Fig. 4 presents the results of precise edge detection using CNBF with a 5x5
window. This example is a very nice illustration of how it is possible to detect the sea
streams in the different directions using the presented technique.

5 Application of the Multi-valued Filters  
in Solving of the Super-resolution Problem 

The approach to solving the super-resolution problem, which will be developed here,
has been proposed in [17]. This approach is based on the iterative approximation of
the Fourier, Cosine or Walsh image spectrum in the highest frequency domain.

Let ),( yxf  be a 2D signal or discrete image of an n x n sizes (without loss of 

generality), A  - spatial domain, which signal is defined on, AA ⊂~
 - its subdomain. 

The function [ ] }1,...,1,0{;)()( −∈= nu,vx, yfu,vF , where Φ is Fourier, Cosine, 

or Walsh (ordered by Walsh) transform, is the spectrum of the signal ),( yxf . The 

super-resolution problem can be considered as two dual problems: extrapolation of 
spectrum to the domain }12,...,,1,...,1,0{, −−∈ nnnvu  and interpolation of signal on 

the whole domain A . The following iterative process has been proposed in [17]. 

To begin, we will need to extend our signal from domain A
~

 to domain A . So let 
us build the first approximation to the resulting signal: 

∈
∈=

AAx,yyxs

Ax,yyxf
x,yg ~

\)(if),,(

~
)(if),,(

)( (16)

where ),( yxs  is a uniform noise with a small dispersion. 

It was suggested in [17] to consider ),( yxg  as ),( yxf , corrupted by additive 

uniform noise in the domain AA
~

/ . It was also suggested to take a uniform noise 
with a small dispersion and the same mean as ),( yxf  mean as ),( yxs . Then the 

problem has been transformed to the problem of noise reduction and correction of the 
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highest frequencies. We would like to suggest here to use the result of some ),( yxf
interpolation as ),( yxs  instead of the noise (e.g., bicubic or spline interpolation 

should be used). Thus let us assume that ),(),(1 yxgyxf = . The nth approximation 

),( yxf n  for ),( yxf  may be obtained in the following way:  

(a) The original image: sea surface (b) North-East+North-West+ 
South-West+South-East 

(c) North-East+South-West (d) All directions 

Fig. 4. Precise edge detection using CNBF with a 5x5 window (upward brightness jumps) 

∈
∈

=− 1}-,...,2{)];([

1}-{0,1,...,);(
),(

1-n
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vuFn (17) 

)],([),( 1
-1

1 vuFyxg nn −− = (18) 

∈
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~
)(if),,(

),(
1

(19) 

The expressions (17) - (19) define the iterative process, which allows to obtain the 
best approximation for the signal f(x, y) and its spectrum F(u, v). This process can not 
be infinite, because the standard deviation is decreasing on each step. Experiments 
had shown, that the process defined by (17)-(19) is converged quickly. As a result we 
will obtain the following: 

∈+
∈=

AAx,yyxsyxf

Ax,yyxf
yxf n ~

\)(if),,(~),(

~
)(if),,(

),( (20)

where ),(~ yxs is an additive noise, and  
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∈
∈=− −

AAx,y

Ax,y
yxfyxf nn ~

\)(if,

~
)(if,0

),(),( 1 ε
(21) 

where ε is close to zero. Experiments also show that less than 10 iterations are needed
to obtain the best result.

According to the equation (20), ),(),(
~

yxfyxf n=  contains an additive noise in 

AA
~

\  subdomain. It means, that to complete a process of spectrum and signal 
restoring, we have to remove the noise and correct the highest frequencies, which may 
be corrupted during the noise removal. There are many different filters, which may be 
used to solve this problem. The best filter to apply, both from the point of view of 
noise reduction quality and preservation of the image boundaries, is MVF’s, defined 
by (7)-(9) and (7)-(11). So, the following final corrections should be performed:

∈
∈

=
AAyxyxfMVF

Ayxyxf
yxS ~/),(if)],,(~[

~),(if),,(
),( (22) 
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~/),(if)],,([

~),(if),,(
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(23) 

Quite a good result can be achieved using the described approach, but this process
still can be developed to improve the quality of the resulting image.

It is possible to extrapolate the image spectrum without use the original one in
(17). Let us take a closer look: The following correction has to be made in (17) - (19):

∈
∈

=− 1}-,...,2{,;0

1}-{0,1,...,,;)],([
),( 1-n

1 nnvu

nvuyxf
vuFn

(24) 

This technique requires a little bit more iterations for the convergence of the 
iterative process (17) – (19), but at the same time a quality of the resulting image 
often could be better. Another important improvement of the proposed algorithm is 
the following. It is well known that spatial limitation of the discrete images and 
therefore limitation of their discrete spectral representation leads to the appearance of 
so-called boundary effects at the results of frequency domain filtering. These 
boundary effects become apparent as series of stripes, which are often clearly visible 
at the regions of image boundaries. To eliminate this effect, it is possible to use a 
symmetrical extension of the original image in all directions (even extension of the 
image). Of course, this approach requires more resources and leads to increase of the 
processing time. At the same time a quality improvement of the resulting image 
should be gotten. 

Let’s now compare the new results to the old ones [17] for all transforms. The
image shown in Fig.5a was taken for this purpose and resized to become 2 times
smaller as shown in Fig.5b. The latter was then enlarged by previously described
algorithm (Fig. 4c) and compared to the original image. Sinc 16 interpolation
algorithm has been used to obtain a starting approximation of the resulting image.
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(a) Original image (b) Downscaled 
image 

(c) Enlarged image (Cosine 
transform using (24) and 
corrections (22)-(23) ) 

Fig. 5. Solution of the super-resolution problem 

Table 2. Comparison of the improved super-resolution algorithm to the old one 

Standard deviation from the original Transform and algorithm 
The old algorithm The improved algorithm 

Fourier  
with even extension 

4.483 4.065 

Cosine 
without even extension 

4.531 4.065 

Walsh 
without even extension 

6.942 6.836 

It is clear from the shown results that the best branch of the algorithm is one, which 
uses Cosine transform without even extension of the signal. 

6 Conclusions 

We have presented the cellular neural networks based on multi-valued and universal 
binary neurons (CNN-MVN and CNN-UBN). The results presented in this paper 
show high efficiency of CNN-MVN and CNN-UBN in image processing applications.  

On the other hand, consideration of these neural networks involved development
of a new nonlinear filters family - nonlinear cellular neural filters. As it was shown,
these filters are very effective and useful for solving of such problems as noise
reduction, frequency correction and edge detection. It is also shown that the described
filters may be used for solving of the super-resolution problem, to overcome the
results obtained by interpolation algorithms and the results obtained without use of
multi-valued filters.
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Abstract. Genetic Algorithms are non-deterministic, stochastic-search adaptive 
methods which use the theories of natural evolution and selection in order to 
solve a problem within a complex range of possible solutions. The aim is to 
control the distribution of the search space by incorporating an exhaustive 
method in order to maintain a constant evolution of the population. The main 
goal is that of redesigning the algorithm in order to add to the classic genetic 
algorithm method those characteristics which favour exhaustive search 
methods. The method explained guarantees the achievement of reasonably 
satisfactory solutions in short time-spans and in a deterministic way, which 
entails that successive repetitions of the algorithm will achieve the same 
solutions in almost constant time-spans. We are, therefore, dealing with an 
evolutionary technique which makes the most of the characteristics of genetic 
algorithms and exhaustive methods. 

1 Introduction 

Genetic Algorithms (GA) [1] are systems which solve optimization problems [2][3] 
by using the mechanisms of natural evolution. GAs are part of evolutionary 
computation, together with other techniques such as Evolutionary Strategies and 
Genetic Programming [4]. They all share a common conceptual basis: they simulate 
the evolution of individual structures via selection, mutation and reproduction 
proceses. 

Evolutionary mechanisms keep a population of structures which evolve according 
to the crossover, mutation and selection rules known as ”genetic operators” [5]. In 
nature, survival is the main goal of every living being. In a GA, there has to be a 
fitness function [6] which establishes a classification among the different individuals 
in order to determine which ones shall survive and which ones shall perish. This is 
how the population evolves through the use of existing genetic combinations 
(crossover) and the exploration of new possibilities of genetic material (mutation). 
There is an intrinsic basis throughout this process, which is randomness. 

2 State of the Art 

Thus evolutionary computation is based on the randomness which lies in the genetic 
operators. This distributes the search space (in which there is, at least, one optimal 
solution) uniformly across the whole algorithm, while the solution is gradually 
improving towards the absolute minimum. Obviously, this method avoids the problem 
of the existence of local minima which make other search methods face a dead-end 
situation. The disadvantage would be that, being based on randomness, the search 
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method is a non-deterministic one. The GA’s behaviour has not been surveyed yet, 
because if we get rid of the random component, the method’s advantages are 
eliminated. One of the problems caused by the random component is that no 
acceptable solution can be guaranteed in a given time. For that reason, a GA-based 
method is proposed which limits randomness and incorporates systematic procedures 
to genetic operations [7]. This gets acceptable solutions in reasonable time-spans. The 
algorithm explores the search space in a uniformly distributed manner throughout the 
simulation [8]. 

3 Description of the System 

The proposed method divides the search space into subspaces, assigning one 
individual to each of them, and composing a population which shall be known as 
”genetic pool”. Additionally, another population will be used (known as ”ordinary 
population”), where individuals will evolve according to the classic GA, interacting 
with individuals from the genetic pool [8]. 

3.1 Genetic Pool 

The individuals from the genetic pool will have as structure of the genetic material or 
chromosome a sequence of genes formed by three groups: the first one will be called 
G, and it will be made of the chain of genes which are needed in order to solve a 
problem. The second sequence, called B, will be made of Boolean values which 
indicate when a G-type gene is part of the local optimum individual. The third 
sequence, called I, will indicate the relative increment to the G gene to be applied to 
the mutation operation. 

Fig. 1. Chromosome of  individuals from genetic pool 

These individual’s genetic material is controlled by two basic rules:  

− The range of values to be adopted by the genes is divided into as many parts as 
individuals there are in the genetic pool. 

− One range will be assigned to each of them. This entails that the genes’ values 
will be within a subrange. 

The purpose of this procedure is the division of the search space into as many sections 
of identical size as individuals existing in the genetic pool. Thus the search space is 
uniformly distributed among all the individuals. 

CHROMOSOME

GX : Normal Gen B X : Optimal Individual Control Gen I X : Relative Incremental Gen

G 1 G 2 G 3 G n-1 G n. . . . B 1 B 2 B 3 B n-1 B n. . . . I 1 I 2 I 3 I n-1 I n. . . .
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3.2 Ordinary Population 

In this population, individuals evolve according to the rules of a classic GA, without 
the mutation operation and via the crossover operation with individuals from the 
ordinary population and the genetic pool. 

3.3 Evolution of Both Populations 

The idea of having an algorithm with two population in mutual iteration is that of 
keeping control on the individuals’ evolution. This monitoring is done in various 
forms: 1) by controlling the genetic diversity existing among the population. A 
subsection of the search space is assigned to the individuals from the genetic pool, 
which cannot leave it. 2) by defining the mutation operator with increments which 
diminish through time. 

The classic genetic algorithm may explore the same space areas several times, it 
may even explore several individuals simultaneously, causing an excessively 
homogeneous population. This approach achieves a more distributed and uniform 
performance in the search space, using as many individuals from the genetic pool as 
the portions or subsections into which the space may be divided (granularity). Thus, 
the mutation operation secures the systematic exploration of every area of the 
searching space, avoiding the homogeneity of the population. 

4 Genetic Operations 

An elitist strategy has been used both for the mutation and crossover genetic 
operations. There is, for this purpose, an external individual to both systems, known 
as local optimum superindividual, which has the best Fitness value in both 
populations. The genes of this superindividual are distributed among the individuals 
from the genetic pool, where every time the superindividual is improved, the 
corresponding genes are marked as supergenes inside the various individuals of the 
pool (the corresponding B gene is changed to TRUE value). The mutation operation 
cannot be applied to these genes, thus guaranteeing that those genes will remain 
within the population, constituting the local optimum superindividual. 

4.1 Crossover Operation 

The crossover operation used differentiates itself from the classic operation according 
to the following rules: 

− A recombination of genetic material will take place between a randomly selected 
individual from the ordinary population and ”n” genes randomly selected among 
the individuals from the genetic pool. 

− The crossover type to be performed will be based on multiple crossover points, 
which secures a greater genetic recombination. 

The individual selected from the ordinary population will be substituted by the best 
offspring individual, but only if it shows a better environmental adaptation capacity 
than the previous one from that population.  
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Fig. 2. Crossover operation fig. 3. Mutation operation 

4.2 Mutation Operation 

The following rules are applied to the mutation genetic operation: 

− Genetic operations will only be applied to individuals from the genetic pool. 
− The genetic operation is based on the application of an established Ix increments 

to a randomly selected Gx gene. 
− The increments (type Ix genes) are related to each of the genes. When they are 

applied, the increase is added to the gene’s value and, if the end of the subrange is 
reached, the value is changed by the minimum of the subrange. 

− If a gene belongs to the local optimum individual, the mutation operation cannot 
be applied to it (controlled by type B genes). 

As a consequence of the application of crossover and mutation, the ordinary 
population may become homogeneous, which is a typical problem of the classic 
genetic algorithm. But this circumstance does not cause a problem in the proposed 
algorithm, given that the individuals from the genetic pool suffer a constant 
modification in their genes (increments). Therefore, when a better individual is found, 
after a fine adjustment of the genes’ values in the mutation operation, it is included in 
the ordinary population, so that the genetic material of that population will be 
diversified in future generations. Consequently, it can be guaranteed that the system’s 
global evolution will never stagnate. 

5 Results 

In order to compare the algorithm’s correct functioning, an application has been 
developed using an implementation of the proposed GA and a classic GA. The tests 
carried out try to establish the level of convergence, the accountability, stability and 
level of adaptive and exhaustive search of the new algorithm compared to the classic 
GA. For that purpose, three minimum search problems are used, going from a less to 
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a more complex solution. The three problems search for the minimum of the addition 
of 5 values of the same function f(x). Individuals with 5-length chromosomes which 
codify values at floating point have been used. For chromosomes G1, G2, G3, G4, G5 the 
calculation of the Fitness (Fit ) in the 3 problems is the following: 

Fit 1 = f1(G1) + f1(G2) + f1(G3) + f1(G4) + f1(G5) 

Fit 2 = f2(G1) + f2(G2) + f2(G3) + f2(G4) + f2(G5) 

where  f1(x) = | sin (x) | and  f2(x) = cos (x2) / (1+x2)  
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Fig. 5. Mexican hat function 

The previous charts show the results obtained when solving the three problems and 
the evolution of the algorithms. The results shown in the charts have been achieved 
with populations made of 100 individuals, with  70% crossover and 30% mutation in 
both algorithms. As shown in the figures, in the three cases the algorithm has a greater 
convergence speed, particularly in the last case, where the absolute minimum is hard 
to reach. 
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Fig. 6. Two wide local minima function 

6 Conclusions 

The system shows a considerable speed at finding solutions compared to the classic 
GA, it secures a more uniform exploration of the search space, and it guarantees the 
variety of the genetic material thanks to the genetic pool. 

Moreover, the number of individuals in the populations is less influential than in 
the classic GA, achieving good results with few individuals. Tests have been carried 
out by reducing the number of individuals in the ordinary population to 10. The 
performance level of the simulation was average to the one reflected in the previous 
charts. This is due to the fact that the variety of the genetic material is constituted in 
the genetic pool, regardless of the number of individuals of the ordinary population, 
while in the classic GA, it is distributed among all the individuals in the population. 
This causes the usual problem of having to balance the crossover and mutation ratio if 
we want to avoid obtaining an excessively homogeneous population. The proposed 
algorithm does not entail such problem, since the crossover operator is carried out 
between both populations, and genetic variety is guaranteed in one of them (the pool). 
The fact that the ordinary population may become homogeneous is a lesser problem. 

7 Future Works 

The aim is to carry out the algorithm’s parameter tests to deal with the number of 
subsections of the genetic pool, types of problems to be solved by the system, and 
adequate crossover and mutation ratios for each problem. 

Another research line would be that of having several distributed systems 
interacting in a different way from those known at present. The development of the 
proposed algorithm allows the construction of new distributed genetic operators based 
on the interaction of solution-search areas within genetic pools. Thus, the interaction 
among populations does not have to be based exclusively on the exchange of 
individuals or operations, but a new possibility opens: the exchange of solution-search 
areas. 
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Abstract. In this paper, several techniques will be presented to constrain the 
growth of solutions that are constructed by genetic programming. The most 
successful technique imposes a maximum size on the created individuals of the 
population that depends solely on the size of the best individual of the 
population. This method will be compared with other methods to reduce bloat, 
demonstrating that this method reduces bloat significantly better than the other 
methods. 

1 Introduction 

Genetic programming is an optimization technique inspired by the evolution theory of 
Darwin, and similar to genetic algorithms [1]. Typically, the solutions created by 
genetic programming have a variable length, and can be represented as a tree. When 
two parent individuals are selected to create two new children via crossover, the 
representations of both parents are split in two parts, and these parts are exchanged to 
form the new individuals. As a result, in most cases one of these children will be 
smaller then the parents, and the other will be larger. In most cases however, the 
larger individual will have a better performance than the smaller individual. This can 
cause the size of the individuals to grow very rapidly. Because of the large size of the 
individuals, the population will soon become unmanageable, because of memory 
problems and the increasing time to evaluate the solutions. Because of this, it is 
important to limit the growth of the individuals. How this can be accomplished will be 
described in the remainder of this paper. 

In section 2, related work on the limitation of the size of individuals will be 
discussed. section 3 discusses the causes of bloat, and section 4 will present possible 
solutions. In section 5, these solutions will be tested and compared by running several 
experiments. Finally, some conclusions will be presented in section 6. 

2 Related Work 

Because the problem of bloat is known since the beginning of genetic programming, a 
lot of related work exists. Koza [1] uses the following techniques to fight bloat: 

• The individuals that are created for the initial populations are restricted to depths 
between 2 and 6. 

• Subtrees that are generated for subtree mutation are limited to a depth of 4, and 
non-terminal nodes are selected as mutation points with a probability of 90%. 
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• The creation of new individuals is limited to a depth of 17. 
Another often used technique to slow bloat is the use of parsimony pressure. In this 

case, the fitness function of an individual is a (linear) combination of its performance 
and its size, where a smaller size increases the fitness value. While this approach 
reduces the average size of the population, it can also reduce the speed at which better 
solutions are discovered. Furthermore, it is possible that the population will get 
trapped in a local minimum where the combined fitness function is dominated by the 
size metric and only individuals of a minimal size exist [2]. 

[3] describes a method where two populations of individuals are maintained. The 
first population contains individuals that are selected based only on their performance, 
while the second population contains individuals that have a small size. Crossover is 
then applied between individuals from both populations to create new individuals that 
are small and have a high performance. 

Code editing is another way to reduce the size of individuals. In this approach, 
parts of individuals that have no effect on the result of the individual, called introns, 
are removed from the individual. However, introns are not the only way to introduce 
bloat, and by removing introns, other ways of bloating will begin to dominate the 
populations, as will be demonstrated in paragraph 5. 

Finally, it is possible to introduce a form of hill climbing in the crossover process 
[4]. Using this approach, individuals created by the crossover operator are rejected if 
the result is not fitter or smaller than its parents. This approach restricts bloat 
considerably, but more time will be needed to find better solutions, as will be shown 
in paragraph 5. 

3 Causes of Bloat 

[5] describes four major theories of bloat: 

• Hitchhiking: This theory, introduced by [6], says that introns are spread from 
individual to individual by crossover, coming along with the essential nodes of the 
individual. 

• Defense against crossover: [7] argues that adding introns to partial solutions 
protects these partial solutions from being split up and destroyed because of 
crossover. 

• Removal bias: [8] focuses on a special case of introns, namely unviable code, 
which is code which can never have any effect on the result of an individual, even 
when modified. This theory says that an individual with more unviable code has a 
better chance to survive crossover. 

• Diffusion: [9] argue that because a solution can be represented in different ways, 
and there are more solutions with a greater size than simple solutions, it is only 
natural that more of the larger solutions are found. 

However, introns are not the only way to increase the size of individuals. Another 
way to add unnecessary nodes to a solution is by adding some node to a solution, as 
well as another node that nullifies the first node. These nodes can even be located at 
great distances from each other in the representation, and are very difficult to detect. 
For example, in the expressions (x+((x*x)-x) and (x+(A+(B-x))), the underlined 
expressions cancel each other out.  
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A last cause of bloat is a form of parasite. In this case, a successful individual is 
appended with a subtree that only slightly reduces the fitness of the individual. In this 
case, the added subtree uses the high fitness of the better individual to ensure that the 
new individual also has a sufficiently high fitness to survive. For example, if the 
individual (x5-2x3) has a high fitness, the individual ((x5-2x3)+0.01) will also have a 
high fitness. 

4 Possible Methods to Reduce Bloat 

In this section, three methods to reduce bloat are presented: code editing, hill climbing 
and dynamic size limiting. 

4.1 Code Editing 

The experiments performed for this paper used symbolic regression as a test case. The 
primitives used to construct functions were the non-terminal nodes {+, -, *, /}, where 
“/” is safe division, meaning a/0 returns the value a. The set of terminal nodes 
consists of the variable x, but in some experiments also uses constant floating point 
values. The fitness of an expression is calculated by evaluating the expression over 
several values for x, and comparing each result with the desired function. The total 
error of an expression is the sum of the differences over all values of x that were 
evaluated. 

Code editing for this domain can be performed at two levels. At a purely 
syntactical level, expressions can be reduced to more simple expressions. For 
example, the expression (1+(x-2)) can be reduced to (x-1), and constant expressions 
can be evaluated and replaced by a constant value.  

At a higher level, it is also possible to remove nodes that have no influence on the 
result of the individual. For example, the expression (x/x)*x can be reduced to x, and 
((x-x)*(x+x))+x can be reduced to x.  

It is not always obvious which expressions can be removed when looking only at 
the syntactical form of the expression. An easier method is to calculate the influence 
every child node has on the result of the parent node. When this influence is known, 
the child nodes that have very little or no influence on the result can be removed.  

To determine the influence of the children of every node in the symbolic regression 
domain, the values of every child during every evaluation of the individual are 
examined. For example, the influence of children of the + and – operator can be 
determined as follows. If the operator a+b is evaluated, where a and b are subtrees 
that are evaluated to two constant values, the influence of subtree a is given by 
|a|/(|a|+|b|). For example, in the expression 3+5, 3 is responsible for 3/8 of the result, 
while 5 is responsible for 5/8. By calculating the influences of the children over 
different values of x, and averaging the results, introns can be detected because they 
have an influence close to 0. Subtrees that have a low influence can now be removed. 
For * and /, the influence can be calculated in a similar way. In the implementation 
used for this paper, subtrees with an influence value less then 0.05 were removed. 

4.2 Hill Climbing 

This is essentially the approach used by [4]. The method was described in section 2. 
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4.3 Dynamic Size Limiting 

In this approach, new individuals that are larger than a value MaxNewWeight are 
rejected. MaxNewWeight is set at the beginning of every generation, and is equal to 
C*CurrentBestWeight, where CurrentBestWeight is the weight of the current best 
individual of the population, and C is a constant. The best individual of a population 
is the individual with the highest fitness value. When several individuals have an 
identical fitness value, the smallest individual is the best one. 

5 Experiments 

To compare the different optimization techniques, the domain of symbolic regression 
was used. In all experiments, the objective was to find the function x5-2x3+x. The 
terminal set only contained the variable x, and the set of non-terminal nodes was {+, -, 
*, /}, where ‘/’ is protected division. The population size in every experiment was 
200, and a maximum of 100 generations were calculated. The three different 
optimization techniques (and combinations of those techniques) described in 
paragraph 4 were tested on this domain. For every experiment, the algorithm was run 
50 times, and the averages of those runs are displayed. A run is ended when a correct 
solution is found, or after 100 generations. In the figures of the experiments, the 
average size of the individuals at every generation is shown, as well as the number of 
uncompleted runs at every generation. 

5.1 No Optimizations 

Figure 1 shows the result when no optimizations are used. As expected, the size of the 
individuals rises rapidly, up to 650 nodes at generation 100. In 74% of the runs, a 
solution is found within 100 generations. 
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Fig. 1. Result without optimizations 
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5.2 Code Editing 

In figure 2, the effect of removing introns is demonstrated. The results are only 
slightly better than the unoptimized case. Initially, the average size rises more slowly, 
but still rises to 625, and 74% of the runs find a solution. This demonstrates that 
introns are only a small part of the cause of bloating. 
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Fig. 2. Result of code editing 

5.3 Hill Climbing 

Figure 3 shows the result of using the hill climbing approach. The average size of the 
individuals is reduced significantly to 90 nodes after 100 generations, but in only 70% 
of the runs a solution is discovered. 
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Fig. 3. Result of hill climbing optimization 

5.4 Hill Climbing and Code Editing 

When code editing is combined with hill climbing, the results shown in figure 4 are 
achieved. The average size is reduced significantly to 60, but the chance to find a 
solution decreases to 54%. 
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Fig. 4. Result of combining hill climbing and code editing 

5.5 Dynamic Size Limiting 

In this case, the size of new individuals is restricted to 1.333 times the size of the best 
individual of the population (or to a size of 20 for the initial population). For small 
sizes of the best individual, the new maximum weight is set to at least 2 more than the 
size of the best individual, to ensure that evolution is not stopped (because the 
minimum increase in size of a binary tree is 2). Figure 5 illustrates the result of this 
approach. The average size of the individuals is reduced even more compared to the 
hill climbing approach, to a maximum size of 32. Additionally, all of the 50 runs were 
completed successfully at generation 74. 
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5.6 Dynamic Size Limiting and Hill Climbing 

By combining these two approaches, the average size of the individuals is reduced 
even more (to a size of 17), but the success rate decreases to 70%. These results seem 
to imply that hill climbing is a successful way to reduce the size, at the cost of finding 
solutions faster. These results are shown in figure 6. 
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5.7 Dynamic Size Limiting and Code Editing 

Combining these two optimizations appears to be the best solution, as shown in figure 
7: the average size is reduced to 28, and 98% of the runs are successful after 61 
generations. Only a single run failed to find a solution. 
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Fig. 7. Result of combining dynamic size limiting and code editing 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, a new approach to reduce bloat in genetic programming was introduced. 
This approach restricts the size of new individuals to a constant C times the size of the 
current best solution. The approach is even more effective when combined with a 
code editing approach that removes introns from solutions. This approach has benefits 
over other approaches because it is very simple, improves the speed at which a 
solution is found. 
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Abstract. We propose a hybrid model based on Genetic Algorithms (GA), Lat-
tice Based Associative Memory Networks (LB-AMN) and Radial Basis Function
Networks (RBFN) for the solution of prediction and classification problems. LB-
AMN and RBFN have as basis in their structure a type of asymmetric radial basis
function (RBF) which results from the combination of two Gaussian functions.
In the first sections we describe the mathematical models used to build the hy-
brid system. Afterwards, we apply the model to the problem of breast cancer and
toxicity prediction. In both cases, the obtained results were better than the ones
obtained using other approaches. Finally, some conclusions are given.

1 Introduction

A main problem in science and industry is concerned with the establishing of functional
relationships between sets of inputs and outputs which can be either linear or non-linear.
Related to it, it is also the problem of finding the inputs on which the outputs most
depend. Given a system from which we can take measures at its inputs and outputs, we
want to find out which are the inputs that most affect the outputs and, to define a model
that best approximates the systems behaviour. As an aim to solve this sort of problems,
a model based on GAs and RBFs is proposed.

When RBFs are used, the criteria of distance used to evaluate them are either the
Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance. If the Euclidean distance is applied, the input space
is covered by hyper-spheres, whereas the Mahalanobis distance generates hyper-ellipses.
The Euclidean-based approach usually result in a poor performance compared with mod-
els that use the Mahalanobis distance. However, a disadvantage in using Mahalanobis is
that the numbers of parameters that define each basis function increases exponentially
with the number of inputs. As aim to overcome this problem, we propose an asymmetric
basis function resulting from the combination of two Gaussians.

The model is applied to the problem of breast cancer prediction, and to a problem
of toxicity prediction through QSARs. The first one is a classification problem in which
there are 9 possible inputs and one output with only two possible values that define
whether it belongs to the malignant or benign group. The second problem is more
difficult because the number of possible inputs is 150 approximately and the LB-AMN
or RBFN must represent the dependency between the degree of toxicity and the found
inputs.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 492–499, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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The models’ performance is evaluated through the mean square error (MSE) and the
correlation desired vs. computed output using the Leave-one-out technique. Using this
method, the network topology is calculated with the N available samples. To compute
the output for one sample, we leave it out and calculate the weights with the remaining
N-1 samples, then we use such weights to compute the output using the left out sample as
input. This method tests the topology robustness with all the available data and therefore
the error obtained can be considered as prediction error.

2 Radial Basis Function (RBF)

Radial basis functions can be expressed as: h(X) = f(‖ X − c ‖) where c is a n-
dimensional vector denoting the center of the basis function, ‖ X − c ‖ is the Euclidean
norm, X denotes the n-dimensional vector and f(·) is an uni-variate from�+. The output
f(·) of the RBF depends only on the distance between the input X and the centres’ vec-
tor c, and it is this proportion that gave them the name of RBF. They can have different
shapes, e.g the thin plate spline function, the Gaussian function, etc. Gaussian functions
can be written as a product of uni-variate functions represented by:

h(X) = e−
1

2σ2 ‖X−c‖ = e−
1
2

(X−c)2
σ2 =

n∏
i=1

e−
1
2

(xi−ci)2
σ2 , (1)

where σ2 is a constant of the function h(X), i=1 ... n denotes the number of elements of
vector X, c denotes the vector of centers, and ci is the i-th. center of c that corresponds to
xi. If X is composed by only one element, c and σ2 correspond to the mean and variance
respectively. For the multi-dimensional case, the term ‖X−c‖

σ2 in Eq.1. can be replaced
by: ‖M · (X−c) ‖ known as the Mahalanobis distance which is invariant against linear
transformations, i.e. scaling, rotation and translation [1]. The matrix M normalizes the
input vector X in order to balance the different scaling influences of the origins and it is
related to the variances matrix Ω by:Ω−1 = MT ·M . It can be calculated using:

‖M · (X − c) ‖= (X − c)T ·MT ·M · (X − c). (2)

Let us consider the cases when M is quadratic:

1. If M is the identity matrix multiplied by a certain constant, the receptive field gener-
ated by the basis function will be a n-dimensional sphere. For this case, the number of
parameters, including the centers or elements of vector c, that define a n-dimensional
Gaussian function will be:

Params(RBF ) |Euclidean= dim(X) + 1, (3)

where dim(X) denotes the dimension of the independent variables X.
2. If M has different elements only in the main diagonal, the receptive field will be

a n-dimensional ellipse with axes parallel to the co-ordinates and the number of
parameters for each basis function will be defined by:

Params(RBF ) |Mah.Simpler= 2 · dim(X). (4)
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Fig. 1. Bi-dimensional Gaussian functions

3. For the other cases when the elements of M are different than zero, the Mahalanobis
distance defines a n-dimensional ellipse with some rotational angle in relation to its
co-ordinates (see Fig.1.a). The number of parameters that define such functions is:

Params(RBF ) |Mahalanobis= dim(X) · (dim(X) + 1). (5)

2.1 Asymmetric RBF

We propose another type of RBF based on Gaussian functions as well that, even though
it can not generate arbitrary n-dimensional ellipses as receptive fields, it is more flexible
than Mahalanobis for the case 2, and unlike case 3, its parameters increase linearly with
the dimension of X. Let us define the following basis function for the uni-dimensional
case:

h(x) =



e
− 1

2
(x−c)2
σ2
L if x < c

e
− 1

2
(x−c)2
σ2
R if x ≥ c.

(6)

The function defined by Eq.6 decreases monotonically, it is a positive function for every
x and it is not symmetric in relation to its center c. If we extend this concept to n-
dimensional Gaussian functions evaluated by the Mahalanobis distance, the matrix M
will take the form:

M =



σ2
L1
, σ2
R1

0 · · · 0
0 σ2

L2
, σ2
R2

0 0
... 0

. . .
...

0 0 · · · σ2
Ln
, σ2
Rn


 . (7)

Using this type of function it is possible to generate receptive fields which are combina-
tions of two elliptical functions with axes parallel to the co-ordinates (See Fig.1.b). The
number of parameters that define a n-dimensional basis function of this type is:

Params(RBF ) |Mah.Asymm= 3 · dim(X). (8)
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(b) LB-AMN. knots=8, terms=5, order=3

Fig. 2. Functions distribution using RBFNs and LB-AMNs

2.2 Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN)

These type of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an instar-outstar model proposed
initially to perform input-output mappings trained by examples [2]. The output f(X) of
the network is computed by:

f(X) =
m∑
j=1

wj · hj(X), (9)

where wj is the function value, or weight of the i-th receptive field. Thus, each of the
n components of the input vector X feeds forward to m radial basis functions or nodes
whose outputs are linearly combined with weights {wj}mj=1 into the network output
f(X). Unlike the LB-AMN model, the Gaussian functions used to cover the inputs
might not be arranged in a regular fashion and each function covers the whole range of
an input and not only part of it as in the case of LBAMNs. Figure 2.a shows an example
of the Gaussians distribution over an input using a RBFN.

2.3 Lattice-Based Associative Memory Network (LB-AMN)

LB-AMNs are a class of ANN that normalizes the input space by a lattice formed by a
certain number of knots on which the basis functions are defined. These networks have
many desirable features: the address of the non-zero basis functions can be explicitly
calculated, the transformed input vector is generally sparse which means that knowledge
is stored and adapted locally [3]. They are also more transparent, which makes possible
to interpret them as Tagaki-Sugeno fuzzy controllers. The output of the LB-AMN, as
in the case of RBFNs, is formed from a linear combination of the outputs of the basis
functions given by (9), wherewj , are adjustable weights, hj(X) are the activation values
of the n-dimensional basis functions, andm is the number of basis functions in the lattice
that the input vector X activates at time t. For LB-AMN, the basis functions are defined
in such a way that they do not cover the whole range of an input but only sections of it,
and they are created on a basis of a knots vector. The number of knots and basis functions
are related by: knots = terms+ order, where terms is the number of basis functions
used to cover an input, and order is the number of functions that an input activates.
Figure 2.b represents the Gaussians distribution over an input using LB-AMN models.
In both cases, the determination of the weights vector w will lead to the solution of an
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over-determined system of linear equations written in a matrix form as A(X) · w = Y ,
where A(X) is the activation matrix and Y is the desired output of the RBFN or LB-
AMN. Concerning the widhts and centers of the basis functions, Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) can be used to determine them.

3 Hybrid Model for Prediction and Classification

The proposed model is based on genetic algorithms (GA) [4] and RBFs. The GA block
will perform two tasks: 1. Search the most relevant sub-set of inputs related to the output.
2. Find the LB-AMNs or RBFNs topologies that best map the relationship between
inputs and output. The model also includes a routine for calculating the ANNs’ weights
by solving an over-determined system of linear equations, and it evaluates de the ANNs’
performance using the Leave-one-out technique.

3.1 GA Encoding

We define the following terminology to encode a possible solution that will imply inputs
selection and topology optimization: Let us name gene0 (read as gene of order 0) to
each value or number which is encoded in the genome (the complete bit-string of one
individual). Several genes of order zero can be merged to a compound defined as gene1,
and the members of this compound denoted as gene0

i . This notation can be extended to
an arbitrary order. We proceed as follows to encode the solutions:

gene0
0 consisting of one bit. It defines whether the following genes are used or not. From

the biological viewpoint, this gene is a promoter.
gene0

1 encodes the column number of the input matrix. It performs the inputs selection.
gene0

2 For the LB-AMN model, it encodes the order of the basis functions covering
the selected input. In case of RBFN, it will encode the number of nodes.

gene0
3 For the LB-AMN model, it encodes the number of knots or size of the knots

vector which will permit to create a set of basis functions used to cover an
input. It is related with the number of terms by: knots = terms + order. In
case of RBFN, it encodes the size of a vector which will contain m centres plus
D · m widths. D = 1 will define symmetric hyper-ellipses as receptive fields
(Mahalanobis simpler in section 2), andD = 2 will define asymmetric receptive
fields composed by two hyper ellipses (Mahalanobis asymmetric).

gene0
4 to gene0

p+4 encode the knots positions for the LB-AMN models where p = bits of
gene0

3. In case of RBFN, it encodes m centres positions and widths. We combine
the parts consisting of gene0

0 to gene0
p+4 in a gene of order 1. A genome may

have several genes of order 1, each one encoding a complete input.

4 Model Testing

The model is first applied to a problem of classification and afterwards to a more compli-
cated of prediction. In both cases, we use the correlation coefficient between the measured
and computed output from the models as parameter to define the model accuracy.
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Table 1. Models’ parameters and results for the breast cancer problem.

Optimisation parameters wbc.txt: 683 samples
Neural network LB-AMN LB-AMN RBFN RBFN
Topology dimension 3-3 3-3 5-5 5-5
Order size 2-4 2-4 — —
Number of terms 2-6 1-6 — —
Number of weights 3-50 3-50 — —
Number of nodes — — 10-20 10-20
Number of generations 50 50 400 400
Genotype input size 20 20 30 30
N. of knots (gene03) 100 40 60 60
Knots. Res. (gene04)[bits] 15 15 14 14
Individuals 40 20 40 40
Combatants 10 5 10 10
Type of Gaussian Symm. Asymm. —- —-
Used distance —- —- M. Simple M. Asym

Results
Found inputs 1,2,7 1,5,7 8,4,1,1,6 1,4,1,3,6
Generated functions 5,3,3 5,3,3 —- —-
Found nodes —- —- 11 16
Patterns classified correctly 662 662 675 674
Percentage of success 96,92% 96.92% 98.82% 98.68%

4.1 Breast Cancer Classification

The goal in this problem is to find a model that permit us to define, based on certain
descriptors, whether cells extracted from the body are benign or malignant. The data [7]
consists of 683 samples with 9 cell descriptors (1. Clump thickness, 2. Uniformity of
cell size, 3. Uniformity of cell shape, 4. Marginal adhesion, 5. Single epithelial cell size,
6. Bare nuclei, 7. Bland chromatin, 8. Normal nucleoli, 9. Mitosis). Table 1 shows the
configuration parameters of the models and the obtained results.

4.2 Prediction of Toxicity in Chemical Compounds through QSAR

It is supported as a general assumption that macroscopic properties of chemicals like
toxicity and ecotoxicity strongly depend on microscopic features and on the molecules
structure. [5] and co-workers also assume that such structures can be characterized by
molecular descriptors and molecular quantum similarity measures (MQSMs) which can
be independently used as inputs to an ANN to model the QSARs. However, when QSAR
methods are used for establishing the toxicity of chemicals, the relationship: molecular
descriptors - degree of toxicity can be non-linear, and the number of descriptors and
MQSMs can ascend to tens or even hundreds [5]. Therefore, in order to deal with this
problem, it is necessary to use models which could represent non-linear relationships
between inputs and output, and techniques for selecting sub-sets of most relevant de-
scriptors to use them as inputs to the non-linear toxicity models. Following the approach
proposed by [6], the toxicity prediction problem was split in 6 sub-problems each one
corresponding to a chemical subgroup. We will obtain models for each chemical sub-
group and, in order to evaluate the overall performance, we will reunify the predicted
outputs and calculate an overall correlation between measured and computed toxicity.
The data set was provided by [11] and it consists in sets of molecular descriptors of
certain chemical compounds and their degree of toxicity measured in populations of
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Table 2. Correlation measured vs. computed toxicity in Daphnias and Rats

Model Anil. Carba. Hal.Arom. Hetero. Org. Urea Total Corr.
Daphnia (333 samples)

LB-AMN Sym. 0.86 0.92 0.79 0.65 0.77 0.94 0.81
LB-AMN Asy. 0.81 1.00 0.68 0.71 0.77 1.00 0.82
RBFN Mah. Simpler 1.00 0.90 0.75 0.80 0.86 0.97 0.90
RBFN Mah. Asym. 0.89 0.98 0.81 0.84 0.93 0.99 0.92
Linear Reg. 0.86 0.87 0.70 0.76 0.80 0.93 0.86
LB B-splines 0.93 0.92 0.77 0.77 0.88 0.95 0.89

Rat (354 samples)
LB-AMN Sym. 0.48 0.74 0.50 0.67 0.71 0.69 0.78
LB-AMN Asy. 0.63 0.81 0.54 0.62 0.81 0.79 0.80
RBFN Mah. Simpler 0.72 0.88 0.74 0.76 0.84 0.87 0.91
RBFN Mah. Asym. 0.78 0.95 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.90 0.89
Linear Reg. 0.70 0.90 0.58 0.68 0.64 0.78 0.83
LB B-splines 0.65 0.87 0.65 0.70 0.69 0.85 0.84

Daphnias, Trouts, Rats, Md, Bq and the parameter Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI). The
molecular descriptors or inputs to the model are 150 approximately for each chemical
subgroup.

Table 2 shows the results for each chemical sub-group as well as the total correlation
for Daphnias, and Rats. We have also included the results obtained using B-splines LB-
AMNs [8],[10] and Multilinear Regression models with 3 inputs found using search
permutation techniques.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a prediction-classification hybrid model using GAs, LB-AMNs and
RBFNs with symmetric and asymmetric Gaussians as basis functions. In most of the
cases, the obtained correlations have improved in comparison to other approaches based
on B-Splines LB-AMNs and Multi-Linear Regression.

Using LB-AMN, learning is local (learning about one part of the input space does not
affect knowledge stored in different area), and the knowledge is stored in a transparent
fashion. A big disadvantage in using LB-AMNs is that the number of weights is expo-
nentially dependent on the number of inputs, which is also the case with the number
of parameters that define a n-dimensional function if the Mahalanobis distance in its
original form is used. To overcome this problem, we used two other criteria of distance,
named as Mahalanobis Simpler and Asymmetric.

On the other hand, we have avoided the usage of complementary to one functions
for covering the input space. Such functions can only generate input-output mappings
which are as complex as the functions [9]. Thus, linear functions will lead to linear
input-output mappings, sinusoidal functions will lead to sinusoidal mappings and so
on, whereas using non-complementary functions, as it is case with the models that we
propose, it becomes possible to get more complex input-output mappings.

An important element in the models is the binary GA. We have used it for finding
subsets of relevant inputs in high-dimensional problems instead of using permutation
search techniques which require more computation. They have demonstrated to be much
more faster and were able to find in most of the cases the same subsets of inputs regardless
the cost function. GAs were also used to optimize the LB-AMN and RBFN topologies,
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avoiding the usage of clustering methods, non-linear gradient descent methods or or-
thogonal least squares algorithms. The usage of GAs as basic optimization tool permits
to propose solutions based only on two sources: genetic algorithms and radial basis
functions.
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Abstract. In this paper the questions of coloring of fuzzy graphs are observed. 
Definitions of separation degree and fuzzy chromatic set of fuzzy graphs are 
presented. Properties of fuzzy chromatic set are considered. The method for 
finding fuzzy chromatic set is suggested and substantiated. The example of 
founding fuzzy chromatic set is considered. 

1  Introduction 

The idea of fuzzy graphs has been introduced by Rosenfeld in a paper in [1], which 
has also been discussed in [2]. However, using of the fuzzy graphs as the models of 
various systems (social, economic systems, communication networks and others) 
leads to difficulties. It takes place because the majority of isomorphous 
transformations of the graph changes its external presentation and don’t change its 
signature. Fuzzy chromatic set is invariant concerning the isomorphous 
transformations of the fuzzy graph and allows make its structural analysis.  

2  A Coloring of Fuzzy Graph 

Let a fuzzy graph
∼ ∼G = (X, U)  be given where }...,2,1{},{ nJjxX

j
=∈=  

is a set of vertices and }y)y)/(x,(x,{<=U
~

G >µ  is a fuzzy set of edges with a 

membership function µ G X: [ , ]2 0 1→  [2]. We color each vertex x Xj ∈  of one 

of k colors n)k( ≤≤1  and consider a subgraph 
~ ~
G = (X , U )i i i . Here X i  is a 

subset of vertices, which have color i. Then the value α µi
x,y X

G= 1-
i

∨
∈

( , )x y  

defines the degree of internal stable of fussy subgraph 
~ ~
G = (X , U )i i i  [3]. 
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Definition 1. A value L x y
i k i k

= ∨
= = ∈
& & ( , ))

, ,1 1
α µi

x,y X
G= (1-

i

 is called a 

separation degree of fuzzy graph 
~
G  with k colors. 

We shall consider next tasks: 1. For a given fuzzy graph 
~
G  and number of colors k 

we define a maximal degree of separation L; 2. For a given fuzzy graph 
~
G  and 

degree of separation L we define a minimal number of colors k. 

The fuzzy graph 
~
G  may be colored in a arbitrary number of colors. In this case the 

separation degree L depends of the number of colors. For the fuzzy graph 
~
G  we 

relate a family of fuzzy sets ℜ = {A G
~ } , 

~ { ( ) / | , }~A G = < =L k k k n
A

1 , 

where L k
A
~ ( )  defines a degree of separation of fuzzy graph 

~
G  with k colors. 

Definition 2. A fuzzy set ~ { ( ) / | , }~γ γ= < =L k k k n1  is called a fuzzy 

chromatic set of graph 
~
G  if the condition 

~ ~A G ⊆ γ  is performed for any set 
~
A G ∈ℜ , or else: ( A G∀ ∈ℜ ∀ = ≤~ )( , )[ ( ) ( )]~k n L k L kA1 γ . 

Otherwise, the fuzzy chromatic set defines a maximal separation degree of fuzzy 

graph 
~
G  with k= 1, 2,..., n colors. 

There are some properties of the fuzzy chromatic set. 

Property 1. L n~ ( )γ = 1. Otherwise, let the fuzzy graph 
~ ( , ~ ),| |G X U X n= =  is 

colored in n colors. Then the degree of separation equals one. 

Property 2. L ~ ( )γ 1 0≥ . Moreover, the following proposition is true: 

( ( ) ) ( , | ( , ) )~L x y X x yGγ µ1 0 1= ↔ ∃ ∈ = .  

Otherwise, let the fuzzy graph 
~
G  is colored in one color. In the case where the graph 

~
G  has a edge with the membership function equals one, then the degree of 
separation equals zero. 
Property 3. The following proposition is true: 

( , , )( ( ) ( )).~ ~∀ = > → ≥i j n i j L i L j1 γ γ  

In other words, the larger number of colors is used for fuzzy graph coloring 
~
G , the 

larger its optimal separation degree L. 
Property 4. The following proposition is true: 

( , , , )[( )& ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))]~ ~∀ = > > = → = =i j k n i k j L i L j L k L i L j1 γ γ . 

In other words, if separation degrees of fuzzy graph 
~
G  coloring in i and j colors are 

equal, then separation degree is invariable for fuzzy graph 
~
G  coloring in different 

number of colors, laying between i and j numbers. 
Property 5. The following proposition is true: 

( ( ) & ) ( , )( ( ) ).~ ~L i i n k i n L kγ γ= ≠ → ∀ ∈ + =1 1 1  
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In other words, if for some numbers of colors i ( i n≠ ), the fuzzy graph 
~
G  coloring 

with separation degree equal to 1 exists, then for any other numbers of color, larger 

than i, the fuzzy graph 
~
G  coloring with separation degree equal to 1 exists too.  

Property 6. The following proposition is true: 

( ( ) & ) ( , )( ( ) ).~ ~L i i k i L kγ γ= ≠ → ∀ ∈ − =0 1 1 1 0  

In other words, if fuzzy graph 
~
G  coloring with separation degree different from 0 

does not exist for some number of colors i ( i ≠ 1 ), then for other number of colors, 

the fuzzy graph 
~
G  coloring with separation degrees different from zero does not 

exists too. 

If the fuzzy chromatic set ~(
~

)γ G  of graph 
~
G  is known, then the considered above 

tasks are solved automatically. That is why we consider a task of finding the fuzzy 
chromatic set.  

Definition 3 [3]. We call the subset X⊆Ψ′ a graph 
~
G  maximal internal stable set 

with the degree )( Ψ ′α , if the condition )()( Ψ ′<Ψ ′′ αα  is true for any 

subset Ψ ′′⊂Ψ ′ . 
The following proposition is true. 

Proposition. A fuzzy set ~ { ( ) / | , }~γ γ= < =L k k k n1  is a fuzzy chromatic set if 

and only if it is not more then k maximal internal stable sets Ψ1 ,  Ψ2 , ..., Ψ ′k  with 

the degrees of internal stability  α 1 ,  α 2 , ..., α ′k , ( )′ ≤k k  and moreover:  

1) min{ α 1 , α 2 , ..., α ′k } = L k~ ( )γ ;  

2) U
j k

X
= ′

=
1,

Ψ j ;  

3) do not exist another family { ′Ψ1 , ′Ψ2 , ..., ′′′Ψk }, ′′ ≤k k  for which 

min{ , ,..., } min{ , ,..., }′ ′ ′ >′′ ′α α α α α α1 2 1 2k k  and the condition 2 is true. 

The observed proposition proves the following algorithm of finding fuzzy chromatic 
set. 

10. To determine the family of maximal internal stable sets T={ Ψ1 , Ψ2 , ..., Ψt } 

with the degrees of internal stability α 1 ,  α 2 , ..., α t  respectively. 

20. To determine the family { ′Ψ1 , ′Ψ2 , ..., ′Ψk } ⊆ T  for which the condition 2) is 

true and min{ , ,..., }′ ′ ′α α α1 2 k  takes the biggest value. To determine 

L k k~ ( ) min{ , ,... , }γ α α α= ′ ′ ′1 2 . 

30. Taking into account properties 1-6, the step 20 is repeated for all k n= −1 1, . 

Example 1. For fuzzy graph 
~
G  in Fig.1, find fuzzy chromatic set. 

We will consider a method for determination of all maximal internal stable sets 
with the highest degree of internal stable. This method is a generalisation of the 
Maghout’s method for fuzzy graphs [3]. 
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Fig. 1. Example of fuzzy graph 

Let Ψ  be a certain maximal internal stable set with the degree of internal stable 

α ( )Ψ . For arbitrary vertices x x Xi j, ∈ , one of the following cases may be 

realised: a) xi ∉ Ψ ; b) x j ∉ Ψ ; c) xi ∈Ψ  and x j ∈Ψ . In the last case the 

degree α ( )Ψ ≤ 1 − µU ix x
j

( , ) .  

In other words, the following expression is true: 

( , )[ ( ( ) ( , ))].∀ ∈ ∉ ∨ ∉ ∨ ≤ −x x X x x x xi j i j U i jΨ Ψ Ψα µ1         (1) 

We connect a Boolean variable pi  taking 1 when xi ∈Ψ  and 0 when xi ∉ Ψ , 

with each vertex x Xi ∈ . We associate the expression α ( )Ψ ≤ 1 − µU ix x
j

( , )  

with a fuzzy variable ξ ij = 1 − µ U ix x
j

( , ) . 

Considering the expression (1) for all possible values i and j we obtain the truth of the 
following expression: 

Φ Ψ = ∨ ∨ =
≠

& & ( )
i j i

i j ijp p ξ 1 . 

We open the parentheses and reduce the similar terms using the following rule: 

′ ∨ ′′ = ′ξ ξ ξ& & & & ,a a b a  for ′ ≥ ′′ξ ξ .                              (2) 

Here, a b, { , }∈ 0 1  and ′ ′′ ∈ξ ξ, [ , ]0 1 . 

Then for each disjunctive term, the totality of all vertices corresponding to the 
variables missing in the totality, gives a maximal internal stable set with the obtained 
degree of internal stable. 

For the fuzzy graph 
~
G  presented in Fig.1, we obtain: 

.1)(&)4,0(&)6,0(&)6,0(&

&)4,0(&)(&)3,0(&)1,0(

=∨∨∨∨∨∨∨
∨∨∨∨∨∨∨=Φ Ψ

AEEDBDFC

DCFBCBBA

pppppppp

pppppppp
 

Completing the transformations of the fuzzy logical variables, we finally have: 

.11,03,04,0

4,04,06,06,06,0

=∨∨∨∨
∨∨∨∨∨∨
∨∨∨∨∨=Φ Ψ

FEFAFCA

BAEBEFCAEDBDBA

FDCAFEDBFDBAECBDCBA

ppppppp

pppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppppppppp
 

A B

CD

E F

1

0,9

0,70,4

0,6

1

0,6

0,4
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It follows from the last expression that the considered fuzzy graph 
~
G  has 13 

maximal internal stable sets: },{1 FE=Ψ , },,{2 FDA=Ψ , },{3 EC=Ψ , 

},{4 CA=Ψ , },{5 EB=Ψ  with the degrees of internal stability 

154321 ===== ααααα ; },,{6 FEС=Ψ , },,{7 FCA=Ψ , 

},{8 DB=Ψ  with the degree of internal stability 6,0876 === ααα ; 

},,,{9 FDCA=Ψ , },,,{10 FEDC=Ψ , },,{11 EDB=Ψ  with the degree 

of internal stability 4,011109 === ααα ; },,,{12 EDCB=Ψ  with the degree 

of internal stability 3,012 =α  and },,,{13 DCBA=Ψ  with the degree of 

internal stability α 6 = 0 1, . 

We construct the matrix R r i n j tij= = =, , , ,  1 1  where the lines correspond to 

the vertices of graph 
~
G  and columns correspond to the maximal internal stable sets. 

If x i j∈ Ψ , then the value rij  has the value α j , if x i j∉ Ψ , then the value rij  

has the value 0. For the fuzzy graph 
~
G  presented in Fig.1, we obtain: 

 
 Ψ1

 

Ψ2

 
Ψ3

 

Ψ4

 
Ψ5

 
Ψ6  7Ψ  

8Ψ  
9Ψ  10Ψ  

11Ψ  12Ψ
 

13Ψ
 

A 0 1 0 1 0 0 0,6 0 0,4 0 0 0 0,1 
B 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0,6 0 0 0,4 0,3 0,1 
C 0 0 1 1 0 0,6 0,6 0 0,4 0,4 0 0,3 0,1 
D 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0,6 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,1 
E 1 0 1 0 1 0,6 0 0 0 0,4 0,4 0,3 0 
F 1 1 0 0 0 0,6 0,6 0 0,4 0,4 0 0,3 0 

 

The task of finding fuzzy chromatic set ~γ  is the task of finding the covering of all 

lines by k columns ( k n= −1 1, ) with the maximum of the volume 

min{ α i1
, α i2

, ..., α ik
}. 

If k=2, then the covering defines the columns Ψ2  and 12Ψ  with the degree 

L(2)=1&0,3 = 0,3. If k=3, then the covering defines the columns 2Ψ , 3Ψ  and 5Ψ  

with the degree L(1)=1&1&1 = 1. 

So, for the fuzzy graph 
~
G  presented in Fig.1, the fuzzy chromatic set is 

}6,1,5,1,4,1,3/1,2/3,0,1/0{)
~

(~ ><><><><><><=Gγ . Otherwise, the fuzzy 

graph 
~
G  may be colored by one color with the degree of separation 0; by 2 colors 

with the degree of separation 0,3 (vertices A, D, F - first color, vertices B, C, E - 
second color); by 3 colors with the degree of separation 1 (vertices A, D, F - first 
color, vertices C, E - second color, vertex B - third color). 
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3  Conclusion 

The method of the finding fuzzy chromatic set of the fuzzy graph was considered. The 
definitions of separation degree and fuzzy chromatic set allow estimate the any fuzzy 
graph with the position of existence of fuzzy invariants. It is necessary to mark that 
the suggested method is the method of ordered full selection, because these tasks are 
reduced to the task of covering, i.e. these tasks are NP-complete tasks. However, this 
method is effective for the graphs, which have not homogeneous structure and not 
large dimensionality. Therefore this method can be used for the solving of practical 
problems, as the structurization of the fuzzy linguistic and social graphs. 
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Abstract. A fuzzy IF-THEN rule base is considered as a system of equations for
a functional operator. We study several conditions so that such a system of func-
tional equations has at most one solution. Several versions of compactness in-
spired by the compactness of consequence operators used in the theory of formal
systems from mathematical logic play a fundamental role in formulating these
conditions and in proving corresponding theorems.
Keywords: IF-THEN rule bases, uniqueness of interpretations, versions of com-
pactness.

1 Fundamental Definitions

For definiteness we recall the following fundamental definitions.
Let � be a non-empty crisp set. By �, �, and � we denote the subset relation, the

union, and the intersection of crisp sets, respectively. The power set �� of � is defined
by �� �def �� �� � ��. For � � �� , we define

�
� �def ������� 	 � 
 � 	 ��.

The empty set is denoted by �.
By � and ��� � we denote the set of all real numbers and the set of all � 	 � with

� � � � �, respectively. Fuzzy sets on � are mappings � � � � ��� �. The fuzzy
power set ��� of � is defined by ��� �def �� �� � � � ��� ��. For arbitrary fuzzy
sets ��� on � and � � ��� we define for 	 	 �

� � � �def �	�	 	 � � � �	� � ��	���

�� ����	� �def ��	�� �	�� ��	���

�� ����	� �def �
��� �	�� ��	�����
�
�
�	� �def ���� �	��� 	 ��


The support ������ � of � 	 ��� is defined as ������ � �def �	�	 	 � 

� �	� � ��. � is said to be finite and a singleton if and only if ������ � is finite
and a singleton, respectively.
� This research was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft as part of the Collabo-

rative Research Center “Computational Intelligence” (SFB 531)
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2 Fuzzy IF-THEN Rule Bases and Their Interpretation using
Concepts of Functional Analysis

Let � be an integer with � � �. Furthermore let ��� � � � � ��� ��� � � � � �� be fuzzy sets
on � . A scheme of the form

�� �def

IF �� THEN ��

...
IF �� THEN ��

is said to be a fuzzy IF-THEN rule base in normal form.
In [26] we have developed an algorithm which transforms a fuzzy IF-THEN rule

base used in practice into a normal form.
Let � be a functional operator with � � ��� � ��� .

Definition 21 � is said to be an interpretation of the fuzzy IF-THEN rule base���def

����� � ��

...

����� � ��

Now, for a given rule base �� we are faced with two problems:

– the existence problem of an interpretation for �� and
– the uniqueness problem of interpretations for ��.

At first glance we can state that the existence problem is trivially solvable if for
�� for every �� 	 � ��� � � � � �� the equation �� � �� implies the equation �� � �� . In
this case we define for � � ���

��� � �def

�
�� if � � ��

�� if � �� ���� � � � � ���

where �� is a fixed fuzzy set from ��� .
But such interpretation is useless in practice, in general. For practical problems we

need interpretations � such that ��� � is “near” to �� if � is “near” to ��. Obviously,
this condition is a intuitive formulation of the continuity of � where a suitable topology
is to be defined on ��� .

Since publication of the seminal paper [31] by L.A.ZADEH, numerous methods for
constructing interpretations have been developed and published.

As examples we only mention the algorithms �	
� and ��
	 based on the COM-
POSITIONAL RULE OF INFERENCE [2, 16, 19, 20, 24, 27, 30], the construction of
interpretations by solving systems of relational equations [4–8], and several methods
based on the so-called SIMILARITY BASED REASONING [17, 18, 23, 29, 32]. Fur-
ther methods one can find in [9–15], for instance.

For definiteness here we are going to describe the algorithms �	
� and ��
	, but
compared with [30] in a generalized form as we have defined then in [16, 18, 20, 24].

For making precise �	
� we define
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Definition 22 ���� �def ���� � � � ��� �� ���� is said to be a ����-like interpreting
base
�def 1. ��� � � � �� 	 �
� �� � �
� �� � �
� ��

2. � 	 �
� ��� � �
� ��
3. � 	 �
� �� � �
� �� � �
� ��
4. � 	 ��
� �� � �
� ��

For a given fuzzy IF-THEN rule base �� (see above) by means of a given ����-
like interpreting base ���� and the algorithm ����, i. e. First Aggregation Then
Inference, we construct an functional operator 	 ��

����
	 ��
 � ��
 by carring out

the following three steps

Step 1 (����). Interpreting the rules of �� by constructing binary fuzzy relations
��� � � � � �� by means of ��� � � � � ��, i. e. for � � ��� � � � � � and �� � � 
 we
define

����� � �def �������� ����

Step 2 (����). Aggregation the relations defined by means of �, i. e. for �� � � 
 we
define

���� � �def ������� �� � � � � ����� �

Step 3 (����). Inference of the functional operator 	 ��

����
from � by means of � and �

based on the COMPOSITIONAL RULE OF INFERENCE, i. e. for � � ��
 we
define

	�������� �� �def ����� ��� ���� ��� � 
�

For making precise ���� we define

Definition 23 ���� �def �	�� � � � � 	�� ��� � � � � ��� ��� � � � � ��� �� is said to be a
����-like interpreting base
�def 1. ��� � � � �� 	 �
� �� � �
� �� � �
� ��

2. ��� � � � �� 	 �
� �� � �
� �� � �
� ��
3. ��� � � ��� 	 ��
� �� � �
� ��
4. � 	 �
� ��� � �
� ��

Again using the given fuzzy IF-THEN rule base�� by means of a given ����-like
interpreting base ���� and the algorithm ����, i. e. First Inference Then Aggregation,
we construct a functional operator 	 ��

����
	 ��
 � ��
 by carring out the following

three steps

Step 1 (����). As step 1 from ����, i. e. for � � ��� � � � � � and �� � � 


����� � �def �������� ����

Step 2 (����). For each � � ��� � � � � � we infer the functional operator 	 � from �� by
means of �� and�� based on the COMPOSITIONAL RULE OF INFERENCE, i. e.
for � � ��
 and � � 
 we define

	��� �� �def ������� ��� ����� ��� � 
�
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Step 3 (����). Using the defined operators ��� � � � � �� by means of the “aggregation”
function � for � � ��� and � � ��� we define

��������� ���� �def ������ ����� � � � � ���� �����

Now, let � be one of the operators � ��
����

and ���
����

. The we are faced with the
following problems.

1. Under which condition of �	 and ���� and ����, respectively, is � an interpre-
tation of �	, i. e. the equations

����� � 
�

...

����� � 
�

hold? In [2, 16, 18, 20] one can find several theorems concerning these problems.
2. Analogously we ask whether and where � is continous with respect to a given

topology in ��� .

With respect to the uniqueness problem one can hardly meet results in the litera-
ture.

Obviously, we can trivially restrict the variety of all interpretations for a given rule
base 	� by adding “new” rules.

Furthermore, assuming the continuity of � with respect to a given topology on ���
implies a strong restriction of the set of all interpretations for 	�.

“Axiomatic” approaches in literature, for instance in [1, 3], can be considered as
conditions for restricting the set of all interpretations for 	�.

However, we have to state that up to now there are no systematic investigations of
the uniqueness problem.

The following concepts and investigations are inspired by Mathematical Logic, in
particular, by the theory of consequence operators in formal systems.

3 Some Ideas from Mathematical Logic

For better understanding of the concepts and investigations presented in section 4 we
shall recall some well-known notions and results from Mathematical Logic and shall
develop some generalizations of them.

Let � be the set of formulas of a given formal logical system including a binary
connector� for generating formulas, called implication.

For a mapping ��� 
 �� � �� , called consequence operator of the given
formal system, we define

Definition 31

1. ��� is said to be monotone on ��
�def ���� �� � � � � � ������ � ����� ��.
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2. ���� is said to be compact on ��
�def ������ � ��� � ������� � ���������� � ������ is finite �� �
������������.

3. ���� fulfils the deduction property on �� with respect to�
�def �������� � � �� � � � � � ������ � ��	��
�� � � ��������.

4. ���� fulfils the inference property on �� with respect to�
�def �������� � � �� � � � �� � � ��������
� � ������ � ��	��.

Now, we recall the following well-known

Theorem 31 If

1. ����	����
�

� �� � ��

2. ���� and ����
�

are monotone on ��
3. ���� and ����

�

are compact on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

fulfil the deduction property on �� with respect to�
5. ���� and ����

�

fulfil the inference property on �� with respect to�
6. �����
� � ����

�

�
�

then ���� � � � ������� � ����
�

����.

With respect to the investigations in section 4 we are going to generalize the theorem
above to several versions.

First, we replace the empty set 
 by a fixed system � of sets 
 � � and replace the
assumption

�����
� � ����
�

�
�

by
��
 � � � �����
� � ����

�

�
���

Then we can prove the following

Theorem 32 If

1. ����	����
�

� �� � ��

2. � � �� and � � �

3. ���� and ����
�

are monotone on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

are compact on ��
5. ���� and ����

�

fulfil the deduction property on �� with respect to�
6. ���� and ����

�

fulfil the inference property on �� with respect to�
7. �
�
 � � � �����
� � ����

�

�
��
8.
�
� � �

then ������� � ����
�

���.

One could have the opinion that the assumption 8, i. e.
�
� � � , is to strong. Hence,

one should try to replace it by
�
� � ������� and

�
� � ����

�

���. But in this
case we have to replace the assumption 3, by the assumption that ���� and ����

�

are closure operators defined as follows.
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Definition 32

1. ���� is said to be embedding (or reflexive) on ��
�def ���� � � � � � ��������.

2. ���� is said to be closed on ��
�def ���� � � � ������������� � ��������.

3. ���� is said to be a closure operator on ��
�def ���� is monotone, embedding and closed on �� .

Theorem 33 If

1. ���������
�

� �� � ��

2. � � �� and � � �

3. ���� and ����
�

are closure operators on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

are compact on ��
5. ���� and ����

�

fulfil the deduction property on �� with respect to�
6. ���� and ����

�

fulfil the inference property on �� with respect to�
7. ���� � � � ������� � ����

�

���
8. ���� � � � � � ������� �� � ����

�

����

then ������� � ����
�

���.

Now, we ask the question how can we formulate (modify) the theorems 31 – 33 if
there does not exist a binary connector� in the formal system given.

Therefore we formulate the following modification of the compactness where
� � ��

Definition 33

1. ���� is said to be �-compact on ��
�def �	���� � � �

�
� � � � 	 � �������� ���
�� � � � 
 � �

� 	 � �����
���.
2. ���� is said to be strongly �-compact on ��

�def �	���� � � �
�
� � ������� � 	 � �������

� ���
�� � � � 
 � � � 	 � �����
���.

Obviously, if ���� is reflexive on �� then the �-compactness and the strong
�-compactness are equivalent.

Theorem 34 If

1. ���������
�

� �� � ��

2. � � �� and � � �

3. ���� and ����
�

are monotone on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

are �-compact on ��
5. ���� � � � ������� � ����

�

����
6.
�
� � �

then ������� � ����
�

���.
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Theorem 35 If

1. ���������
�

� �� � ��

2. � � �� and � � �

3. ���� and ����
�

are closure operators on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

are �-compact on ��
5. ���� � � � ������� � ����

�

����

6.
�
� � ������� �

�
� � ����

�

���

then ������� � ����
�

���.

The concepts of �-compactness can be replaced by the following notion of induc-
tiveness where ���������

�

� �� � �� .

Definition 34 The set ����������
�

� fulfils the induction property on �� �def

���	���	 � � � 	 is finite � ������� � ����
�

��� � ������ 	 	� �
����

�

�� 	 	��.

Theorem 36 If

1. ���������
�

� �� � ��

2. � � �� and � � �

3. ���� and ����
�

are monotone on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

are �-compact on ��
5. The set ����������

�

fulfils the induction property on �� .
6. ���� � � � ������� � ����

�

����

7.
�
� � �

then ������� � ����
�

���.

Theorem 37 If

1. ���������
�

� �� � ��

2. � � �� and � � �

3. ���� and ����
�

are closure operators on ��
4. ���� and ����

�

are compact on ��
5. The set ����������

�

� fulfils the induction property on ��
6. ���� � � � ������� � ����

�

���

7.
�
� � ������� �

�
� � ����

�

����

then ������� � ����
�

���.
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4 Fundamental Concepts and Uniqueness Results for
Interpretations of Fuzzy IF-THEN Rule Bases

Assume � � ��� � ��� .

Definition 41
1. � is said to be monotone on ���

�def �������� � ��� � � � �� ��� � � �����
2. � is said to be reflexive (or embedding) on ���

�def �� �� � ��� � � � ��� ��
3. � is said to be closed on ���

�def �� �� � ��� � ����� �� � ��� ��
4. � is said to be closure operator on ���

�def � is monotone, reflexive, and closed on ��� .

In order to prove the following two theorems 41 and 42 we need the two versions of
compactness formulated in definition 42. Assume � � ��� .

Definition 42
1. � is said to be �-compact on ���

�def ������ � � �� � ��� �
�
� � �� ������ � � �

� � � � ������� 	 ���������
2. � is said to be modified�-compact on ���

�def ������ � � �� � ��� �
�
� � ����� ������ � � �

� � � � ������� 	 ���������

If � is reflexive then the �-compactness and the strong �-compactness are equivalent.
Now we can prove the following two theorems

Theorem 41 If

1. �� �
�

� ��� � ���

2. � � ��� and � � ���

3. � and �
�

are monotone on ���
4. � and �

�

are �-compact on ���
5. �� �� � � � ��� � � �

�

�� ��
6.
�
� � �

then ���� � �
�

���.

Theorem 42 If

1. �� �
�

� ��� � ���

2. � � ��� and � � ���

3. � and �
�

are closure operators on ���
4. � and �

�

are �-compact on ���
5. �� �� � � � ��� � � �

�

�� ��
6.
�
� � ���� and

�
� � �

�

���

then ���� � �
�

���.
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If � is the set of all premisses of a given fuzzy IF-THEN rule base �� then con-
dition 5 of the theorems above follows if � and �

�

are interpretations of ��. In order
to prove the equation ���� � �

�

��� in theorem 41 we have the strong assumption�
� � �which strongly restricts the range of sets� � ��� fulfilling ���� � �

�

���.
On the other hand we need only the monotonicity of � and �

�

.
In theorem 42 the assumption

�
� � � is replaced by the weaker conditions (if �

and �
�

are reflexive)
�
� � ���� and

�
� � �

�

���, so that there are more� � ���

fulfilling the equation ���� � �
�

���, in general. But for this advantage we have to
pay by the stronger assumptions that � and �

�

are closure operators and strongly �-
compact.

Thus, in applications one has to check and to decide which version is more conve-
nient.

Now we are going to develop concepts and theorems which are oriented towards the
“classical” definition 31 and theorem 31.

Definition 43
1. � is said to be finitary

�
�-compact on ���

�def ������ � � � � � ��� �
�
� � � � ���� is finite � � � � �

������� � ���������
2. � is said to be strongly finitary

�
�-compact on ���

�def ������ � � � � � ��� �
�
� � ���� � ���� is finite � � �

� � ������� � ���������

Obviously, if � is reflexive on ��� then the strong finitary
�
�-compactness im-

plies the finitary
�
�-compactness.

For formulating a suitable deduction and inference property we fix a mapping

�	� ��� � ���

and put

Definition 44
1. � fulfils the �	-deduction property on ���

�def ���
�����
�� � ��� � � � ��� 	 
 �� 
 
 � � �����.
2. � fulfils the �	-inference property on ���

�def ���
�����
�� � ��� � 
 
 � � ����� � � ��� 	 
 ��
3. The properties defined above are called “weak” if the fuzzy sets 
�� � ���

considered are finite.

Theorem 43 If

1. �� �
�

� ��� � ���

2. � � ��� and� � ���

3. � and �
�

are monotone on ���
4. � and �

�

are finitary
�
�-compact on ���

5. � and �
�

fulfil the �	-deduction property on ���
6. � and �

�

fulfil the �	-inference property on ���
7. �� �� � � � ��� � � ���

�

��
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8.
�
� � �

then ���� � �
�

���.

Theorem 44 If

1. �� �
�

� ��� � ���

2. � � ��� and � � ���

3. � and �
�

are closure operators on ���
4. � and �

�

are finitary
�
�-compact on ���

5. � and �
�

fulfil the weak ��-deduction property on ���
6. � and �

�

fulfil the weak ��-inference property on ���
7. �� �� � � � ��� � � �

�

�� ��
8.
�
� � ���� and

�
� � �

�

���

then ���� � �
�

���.

Now, we are going to replace the deduction and inference property defined by defi-
nition 44 by the so-called induction property as follows.

Assume �� �
�

� ��� � ���

Definition 45 The set ��� �
�

� fulfils the �-induction property on ���
�def ������ � � 	� � ��� 	� is finite 	 ��� � � �

�

�� �

� ��� 
�� � �
�

�� 
���.

Theorem 45 If

1. �� �
�

� ��� � ���

2. � � ��� and � � ���

3. � and �
�

are monotone on ���
4. � and �

�

are finitary
�
�-compact on ���

5. ��� �
�

� fulfil the �-induction property on ���
6. �� �� � � � ��� � � �

�

��
�

�
7.
�
� � �

then ���� � �
�

���.

Theorem 46 If

1. �� �
�

� ��� � ���

2. � � ��� and � � ���

3. � and �
�

are closure operators on ���
4. � and �

�

are finitary
�
�-compact on ���

5. The set ��� �
�

� fulfil the �-induction property on ���
6. �� �� � � � ��� � � �

�

�� �
7.
�
� � ���� and

�
� � �

�

���

then ���� � �
�

���.
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If the set � � ��� is given by the set of all premisses of a fuzzy IF-THEN rule
base then for applications of such base very often it is assumed that for every � � � at
least one rule is activated to certain extend, i. e. that there exists a rule with a premise
� such that � ��� � � where � � ��� �� and � � �. This assumption means, with other
words, that � is a so-called �-covering of � (see [25]).

On the basis of this assumption we modify the compactness concept defined in
definition 43 by replacing the condition “� is finite and � � �” by “���� � � 	
���� 
 ��”. Obviously, the last condition means that for every � � � the membership
degree ���� of � with respect to � is not to high, i. e. ���� 
 �, which can be
interpreted as a compensation for the finiteness of � .

Furthermore, we add the assumption that � is finite and the assumption that 	 and
	

�

are
�

-�-topological (see [25]) as defined below.
We underline that the definitions and theorems below have no analogies in section 3.

Definition 46

1. 	 is said to be �-
�
�-compact on ���

�def ������ � � � � � ��� �
�
� � � 	 ���� � ��� � �
�
 � � 	

��
� 
 �� � 	������ 
 	��������.
2. 	 is said to be strongly �-

�
�-compact on ��� if in the formulation above the

condition
�
� � � is replaced by

�
� � 	���.

Definition 47 	 is said to be �-
�
�-topological on ���

�def �������� � ��� 	 	�� �� � 	�� �  	����.

Theorem 47 If

1. 	� 	
�

� ��� 	 ���

2. � � ��� , � � ��� , and � � ��� ��
3. 	 and 	

�

are monotone and topological on ���
4. 	 and 	

�

are �-
�
�-compact on ���

5. �� �� � � 	 	�� � � 	
�

��
�

��
6.
�
� � �

7. � is finite

then 	��� � 	��
�

�.

Theorem 48 If

1. 	� 	
�

� ��� 	 ���

2. � � ��� , � � ��� , and � � ��� ��
3. 	 and 	

�

are topological closure operators on ���
4. 	 and 	

�

are strongly �-
�
�-compact on ���

5. �� �� � � 	 	�� � � 	
�

�� ��
6.
�
� � 	��� and

�
� � 	

�

���
7. � is finite

then 	��� � 	
�

���.
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5 Concluding Remarks

1. As we have remarked in section 2 there exists a lot of methods and algorithms in order
to construct interpretations for a given fuzzy IF-THEN rule base. Because of lacking
space in the paper presented we couldn’t investigate the following important problem:
Under which conditions do the interpreting operators which can be constructed by al-
gorithms mentioned in section 2 fulfil the theorems formulated in in section 4? So in
the positive case, we can state the uniqueness of the interpretation constructed. In a
forthcoming paper we shall study this problem.

2. In a second forthcoming paper we shall investigate the problem whether unique-
ness theorems from fuzzy analysis can give another approach to the uniqueness problem
of fuzzy IF-THEN rule bases.
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Appendix

Proofs

Proof of Theorem 41. Assume

(1) �� �
�

� ��� � ���

and

(2) � � ��� and � � ���

We have to prove

(3) ���� � �
�

����

To prove (3) it is sufficient to show

(4) ���� � �
�

���

and

(5) �
�

��� � ����

We show only (4) because (5) can be proved analogously.

To prove (4) it is sufficient to show

(6) ���� � � � ������� � �
�

�������

Because � is �-compact on ��� and
�
� � � (assumption 6) there exist ��� �

��� such that

(7) � � �
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and

(8) � � �

and

(9) ������� � �������

From (8) and the �-monotonicity of � on ��� we obtain

(10) ���� � ��� ��

From (7) by assumption 5 we get

(11) ��� � � �
�

�� ��

Again, from (7) we obtain

(12) � �
�
� �

hence by the �-monotonicity of �
�

on ��� ,

(13) �
�

�� � � �
�

�
�
���

and from assumption 6 again by the �-monotonicity of �
�

on ��� we have

(14) �
�

�
�
�� � �

�

����

Thus, (9), (10), (11), (13), and (14) imply (6). �

Proof of Theorem 42. By carring out the steps (1) - (13) of the proof given for theorem
41, for � � � we have

(15) ������� � �
�

�
�
������

By �-monoticity of �
�

on ��� we get

(16) �
�

�
�
�� � �

�

�
�
� ����

Now, by assumption 6 of theorem 42 we have

(17)
�
� � �

�

����

furthermore by reflexivity of �
�

we get

(18) � � �
�

����
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hence by (17) and (18),

(19)
�
� �� � �

�

����

hence by �-monotonicity os �
�

on ���

(20) �
�

�
�

� ��� � �
�

��
�

�����

By closedness of �
�

on ��� it holds

(21) �
�

��
�

���� � �
�

����

Thus, (15), (16), (20), and (21) imply

(22) ������� � �
�

�������

�

Proof of Theorem 43. By carring out the steps (1)–(6) of the proof given for the
theorem 41 it is sufficient to prove

(6) ���� � � � ������� � �
�

�������

Because � is finitary
�
�-compact on ��� and

�
� � � (assumption 8 of theorem

43) there exists an � � ��� such that

(23) � is finite

and

(24) � � �

and

(25) ������� � ��������

Assume � � � . Then by �-monotonicity of � on ��� we obtain

(26) ���� � ��� ����

hence, because � fulfils the �	-deduction property on ��� ,

(27) � �	 ���� � ��� ��

From � � � we get

(28) ��� � � �
�

�� ��

hence by (27) and because �
�

fulfils the �	-inference property on ��� ,

(29) ���� � �
�

�� ����
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By (24), � � � , and assumption 8 we have

(30) � �� �
�
� �� � ��

hence by �-monotonicity of �
�

on ��� ,

(31) �
�

�� ��� � �
�

�
�
� ��� � �

�

����

Thus, (25), (29), and (31) imply (6). �

Proof of Theorem 44. By carring out the steps (1)–(6) of the proof given for theorem
41 and the steps (23)–(29) of the proof given for theorem 43 we have

(29) ���� � �
�

�� ���

where � is finite, � � �, and � � � . Then we have

(32) � �� �
�
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�
� ���

hence by the �-monotonicity of �
�

on ��� ,
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Assumption 8 gives

(34)
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� � �����

Because �
�

is reflexive on ��� , we have

(35) � � �
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����

hence (34) and (35) imply

(36)
�
� �� � �

�

����

hence by �-monotonicity and closedness of �
�

on ���

(37) �
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�
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Thus, (25), (29), (33), and (37) implies (6). �

Proof of Theorem 45. By carring out the steps (1)–(6) and the steps (23)–(26) of the
proof given for the theorem 43 we have an � � ��� such that

(23) � is finite

and

(24) � � �
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and

(25) ������� � ��������

For � � � by �-monotonicity of ���� we get

(26) ���� � ��� ����

Furthermore, assumption 6 implies

(28) ��� � � �
�

�� ��

hence, because ��� �
�

� fulfils the�-induction property (see assumption 5) and by (23)
� is finite, we obtain

(38) ��� ��� � �
�

�� ����

Because of � �
�
� ,
�
� � � (see assumption 7),

(24), i. e. � � �, and the �-monotonicity of �
�

on ��� , we get
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�� ��� � �
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����

Thus, (25), (26), (38), and (39) imply (6), i. e. ������� � �
�

������. �

Proof of Theorem 46. By carring out the steps (1)–(6) and the steps (23)–(26), and
(28) of the proof given for the theorem 45 we can state

(25) ������� � ��������

where � is finite, � � �, and

(40) ���� � �
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�� ���
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Now, by assumption 7 we have

(42)
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furthermore by the reflexivity of �
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on ��� ,

(43) � � �
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hence

(44)
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thus, by monotonicity and closedness of �
�

on ��� ,

(45) �
�
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� ��� � �

�

��
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���� � �
�

����

Now, (25), (40), (41), and (45) implies (6). �

Proof of Theorem 47. By carring out the steps (1)–(6) of the proof given for the
theorem 41 we state for � � � it is sufficient to show

(46) ������� � �
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�������

Because � is �-
�
�-compact on ��� and

�
� � � there exists an � � ��� such

that

(47) � is finite

and
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and

(49) ������� � ��������

Because � is a �-covering of � , for � � � there is an 	 � � such that 	 ��� � �,
hence we get

(50) ���� � � � �
�
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From (48) and (50) we obtain

(51) � �
�
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hence by the �-monotonicity of � on ��� ,
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Because � is finite and � is
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By assumption 5 we have
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Furthermore, by �-monotonicity of �
�

on ��� we get

(56)
�
��
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�� ��� � �� � �
�
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and again by �-monotonicity of �
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on ��� from
�
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Thus, (49), (53), (55), (56), and (57) imply(46). �

Proof of Theorem 48. By carring out the steps (1)–(6) and (47)–(56) of the proof given
for the theorem 47 we can conclude for � � �

(58) ������� � �
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By assumption 6 we have
� � �
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����

hence �
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thus, by �-monotonicity and closedness of �
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(59) �
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Thus (58) and (59) imply (46). �

Remark

The proof of theorem 31 is well-known from Mathematical Logic.
Proofs for the remaining theorems 32 – 37 can be obtained by adopting and modi-

fying proofs for theorems of section 4, i. e. 32 by 43, 33 by 44, 34 by 41, 35 by 42, 36
by 45, and 37 by 46.
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Abstract. An implementation of digitised fuzzy numbers on quantum
computers is suggested. It is shown that due to the famous quantum
parallelism quantum computers can operate “globally” on whole mem-
bership functions of fuzzy numbers, not by calculating them “point by
point” as classical computers do, which leads to the considerable de-
crease in the number of operations involved in storing and calculating
fuzzy numbers. In particular, we show that the standard quantum adder
is perfectly suited to realize Kaufmann-like addition of fuzzy numbers
encoded in the form of suitably prepared superpositions of input qubits
and that it does it in a single run. Although this computational gain
is to some extent lost while reading the output, which has to be done
statistically on the enough big sample of single runs of the adder, suit-
ably chosen method of defuzzyfication allows to save a great deal of the
original gain.

1 Introduction

The theory of quantum computations attracts nowadays a lot of attention in the
physical and mathematical community. This interest is justified by well-founded
hopes that quantum computers (when built) will outrange classical computers
with respect to both speed and computational possibilities. For example, the fa-
mous Shor’s factoring algorithm [6], [2], if implemented on a quantum computer,
should allow to factorize numbers in a polynomial (with respect to the length
of an input) time in contrary to the exponential time required by the best of
the existing classical algorithms. As a consequence, it will make the safest of the
existing encryption methods questionable.

It is an intrinsic feature of a quantum theory that it hardly ever allows to
predict the outcomes of experiments/measurements with certainty. In all but
exceptional cases quantum mechanics allows only to calculate probabilities of
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getting specific outcomes. This intrinsic “fuzziness” of a quantum theory sug-
gested the idea that quantum computers might as well be “fuzzy” computers
well suited to deal directly with vague or imprecise data [5].

The present paper is devoted to the development of the above-stated idea.
We consider the standard quantum addition algorithm described in many papers
on quantum computations (see, e.g., [7], [8]). The usual mode in which the
standard quantum adder works consists of feeding in two numbers whose binary
expansions are encoded in a form of suitable tensor products of basic vectors
of a 2-dimensional complex Hilbert space. The obtained sum is also encoded
in this way, therefore, it represents an ordinary (“crisp”) number. The novelty
of our approach consists in preparing the input to the adder in the form of
specific superpositions of product states that encode membership functions of
fuzzy numbers to be added. Then we show that by runing the adder only once
we get the result also in the form of a superposition of product states that again
represents a digitised fuzzy number – the result of addition. As we shall show,
this yields a considerable gain in the number of operations required to store and
add two digitised fuzzy numbers with respect to what can be achieved while
performing such tasks on conventional digital computers.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the most basic ideas of
the standard fuzzy arithmetics while Section 3 describes how quantum computers
work and explains their expected advantages over classical computers. In Section
4 we introduce quantum representation of digitised fuzzy numbers in a form of
suitable superpositions of product states, and we show that already considered
in the literature quantum adder is perfectly suited to perform Kaufman-like ad-
dition of digitised fuzzy numbers. Finally, in Section 5 we consider the problems
encountered when one wants to read the output.

2 The Standard Fuzzy Arithmetics

2.1 Fuzzy Numbers

A fuzzy number is usually defined as a convex and normalized fuzzy subset A
of the real line. We shall also assume that its membership function µA reaches
its maximum in exactly one point – the crisp counterpart of a considered fuzzy
number (otherwise one deals with fuzzy intervals rather than fuzzy numbers).
In symbols, A is a fuzzy number if the following conditions hold:

convexity:

∀x1, x2 ∈ R ∀λ ∈ [0, 1] µA(λx1 + (1− λ)x2) ≥ min(µA(x1), µA(x2)) (1)

normalization:
∃!x0 ∈ R such that µA(x0) = 1. (2)

In order to simplify the notation throughout the rest of the paper we adopt
the popular convention of identifying fuzzy sets with their membership functions.
Moreover, in the case of a fuzzy number we shall denote it using the unique value
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x0 in which it reaches its maximum overlined by a tilda. For example, 2̃ denotes
“fuzzy two” and 2̃(3) denotes the value of (the membership function of) “fuzzy
two” in the point 3. Let us note that the normalization condition is not a very
stringent one since we can always “normalize” arbitrary membership function
that attains maximum dividing it by the value of this maximum.

The standard way of defining arithmetic operations on fuzzy numbers utilizes
the sup-min extension principle. For example, addition of two fuzzy numbers is
usually defined as follows:

(x̃+ ỹ)(z) = sup
u+v=z

min(x̃(u), ỹ(v)). (3)

The sup-min operations on fuzzy numbers, although the most popular, are
not the only one considered in the literature (see, e.g., [1]). A very interesting
(from the point of view of our purpose: implementation of addition of fuzzy
numbers on a quantum computer) way of adding fuzzy numbers was considered
by Kaufmann in his book [3] already in 1975. He used a probabilistic method of
extending addition to fuzzy numbers by means of an ordinary convolution:

(x̃+ ỹ)(z) =
∫ z

0
x̃(u)ỹ(z − u)du (4)

for some particular kinds of fuzzy numbers. We shall use this operations in
a slightly modified way to perform addition of digitised fuzzy numbers on a
quantum computer.

2.2 Addition of Fuzzy Numbers on a Classical Computer

The most general way in which operations on fuzzy sets can be emulated on a
conventional digital computer consists in digitising all membership functions of
an input and performing required operations pointwisely in order to get digitised
membership function of an output. Since this is time and memory consuming,
it is a common practice (see, e.g., numerous papers published in [4]) to restrict
considerations to some types of membership functions (e.g., triangular or trape-
zoidal) only. Although this way of elaborating fuzzy data might be sufficient for
many practical purposes, it is by no means a general one. It is also not “uni-
versal” in a sense that a procedure elaborated to treat triangular membership
functions is usually not appropriate for membership functions of another shape,
etc.

We shall show in the sequel that quantum computers are, by their very na-
ture, much better suited to perform Kaufmann-like addition (4) of arbitrary
fuzzy numbers than conventional digital computers are. Therefore, we shall esti-
mate now the number of operations needed by a conventional digital computer
to perform such addition.

Since we shall deal with digitised fuzzy numbers, we shall denote them using
Zadeh [9] convention (which, by the way, occurs to be nearly identical to the
most standard way of representing superpositions of quantum-mechanical vectors
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according to Dirac notation). Without big loss of generality we can also assume
that a universe of discourse on which our digitised fuzzy numbers are defined
consists of a finite number of integers: {0, 1, 2, ..., n}, so we deal with numbers
of the form:

ã = ã(0)/0 + ã(1)/1 + ...+ ã(n)/n =
n∑
i=0

ã(i)/i, (5)

where we admit that some of values ã(i) may equal zero. In this case Kaufmann
addition (4) takes the discrete form:

(ã+ b̃)(k) =
∑
i+j=k

ã(i)b̃(j). (6)

Since both the number of values (ã+ b̃)(k) that a computer has to calculate
and the number of products needed to calculate each of these values are of the
order n, we see that the total number of arithmetic operations that a conventional
digital computer has to perform in order to obtain a membership function of a
sum of two fuzzy numbers (5) is of the order n2. As we shall see in the sequel a
quantum adder will get this membership function in the course of the only one
run.

3 How Quantum Computer Works

We shall consider first a draft scheme of a classical computer from the physical
point of view. It necessarily has a register, and a processor. Any bi-stable classical
physical system, whose two possible states represent binary digits 0 and 1, can
serve as a physical carrier of a classical bit (= binary unit) of information. The
register consists of a number of such bi-stable physical systems. To store the
input data means to prepare the register in a particular state. A classical l-bit
register can be in 2l states, denote them |n〉, where n is a number represented by
a binary word of the length l. To carry out the calculation means that the register
undergoes certain prescribed evolution performed by means of the processor.

Contrary to classical physical systems, quantum bi-stable systems (e.g., two-
level atoms, spin-1/2 particles, etc.) can be in so called superposition states that,
in a sense, encode simultaneously both 0 and 1. Mathematically, superposition
states are expressed as linear combinations of states |0〉 and | 1〉 that encode
“classical” 0 and 1 with complex coefficients whose square moduli sum up to 1:

| s〉 = c0| 0〉+ c1| 1〉, c0, c1 ∈ C, |c0|2 + |c1|2 = 1. (7)

It should be stressed that although any measurement of | s〉 necessarily yields
either 0 (with probability |c0|2) or 1 (with probability |c1|2), | s〉 cannot be
interpreted as an unknown state that represents either 0 or 1 with respective
probabilities |c0|2 and |c1|2. Because the coefficients c0 and c1 are complex, not
real numbers, it does not represent a statistical mixture of |0〉 and | 1〉. Neither it
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can be interpreted as representing some value “between” 0 and 1. It is an entirely
new entity having no counterpart in classical physics and a unit of information it
carries is customarily called qubit (= quantum bit). In the sequel, following the
widespread custom, we shall not distinguish between qubits and their physical
carriers.

The theory of quantum computations (the practice is still “in statu nascendi”)
tells how to encode an input to a quantum computer on a number of qubits that
form a quantum register, and how to operate on them, with the aid of a quantum
processor that works according to the laws of quantum mechanics, in order to
get the desired output. Now we shall describe this process in a more detailed
way.

If a classical system can be in a number of configurations (states) then the
corresponding quantum system can be in any linear superposition (i.e., linear
combination with complex coefficients whose square moduli sum up to 1) of such
configurations. Thus, the possible quantum states form a subset of a complex
linear space (a Hilbert space) spanned by classical configurations. A general state
of a quantum register of l qubits is given by

2l−1∑
n=0

cn |n〉, cn ∈ C, (8)

where |n〉 denotes the state of the register that encodes the binary expansion of
the number n, e.g., | 9〉 = | 1001〉, and

∑ |cn|2 = 1. These 2l pure states of the
form |σ1, . . . , σl〉 with σi = 0, 1 form a basis of the register’s state space which
is called computational basis.

The Hilbert space of a collection of quantum systems is the tensor product
of the Hilbert spaces of these systems. Thus, the Hilbert space of an l-qubit
quantum register can also be seen as a tensor product of l 2-dimensional spaces
of the individual qubits. Therefore, if appropriate, we can write, e.g., |1〉 ⊗ |0〉 ⊗
|0〉 ⊗ |1〉 instead of |1001〉.

The time evolution of a quantum system is restricted to unitary transfor-
mations of the state vector. In the case of quantum computations usually one
considers unitary transformations acting only on a few (say, 1, 2 or 3) quantum
bits at a time, called quantum gates. It was proved (see, e.g., [7]) that this does
not restrict the variety of arithmetic operations which can be performed.

One of the frequently used quantum gates is the controlled-NOT gate that
operates on two qubits and changes the second bit iff the first bit is 1:

Cnot : |00〉 → |00〉
|01〉 → |01〉
|10〉 → |11〉
|11〉 → |10〉

(9)

The Cnot gate is usually represented graphically by a following circuit:
where the circle represents the first (control) bit and the cross represents the
conditional negation of the second bit.
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�

×

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the controlled-NOT gate

The controlled-controlled-NOT gate, also called Toffoli gate, which operates
on three qubits and negates the third bit iff the first two bits are 1 is represented
by a circuit of the form:

�

�

×

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the Toffoli gate

These two quantum gates suffice to construct a 1-bit full quantum adder [7],
[8]:

|c〉 � � � |c〉

|x〉 � � � |x〉

|y〉 � � � |y〉

|0〉 × × × |s〉

|0〉 × × × |c′〉

Fig. 3. The 1-bit full adder

It can be easily checked that it realizes addition modulo 2 of the incoming
carry bit c and two data bits x, y yielding the sum bit s and the new carry
bit c′. The input bits c, x, and y, are also rewritten to the output in order to
preserve reversibility of the circuit which is a necessary requirement in quantum
computations since without it the evolution could not be unitary. A number of
such circuits can be combined to make a complete plain adder [7], [8] that realizes
addition of two crisp numbers encoded in the binary way. We shall show in the
next section that the same quantum adder is also perfectly suited to perform in
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the course of the only one run Kaufmann-like addition of suitably encoded fuzzy
numbers.

4 Quantum Fuzzy Arithmetics

As it was anticipated in Section 2, we deal with discrete representation of fuzzy
numbers, so membership functions of the fuzzy numbers are not continuous
functions defined on R but they are defined on finite sets of integers. No “usual”
computer actually deals with real numbers, they are always substituted by ra-
tionals of an appropriate length. In our paper we shall follow this model. Since
we deal with fuzzy numbers, the results of the readout of the register’s state
associated to particular crisp numbers should be within [0, 1].

Physically, we represent a fuzzy number by a state of the register (8) which
is a superposition of tensor product states that form a computational basis. The
computation is made by invoking the processor only once which, by the very
nature of quantum interactions, simultaneously affects all pure states that enter
the superposition (the famous quantum parallelism).

The basic scheme is the following. Given a fuzzy number with a membership
function ã(i), we can represent it by a suitable superposition of states of the
computational basis in the Hilbert space – the state space of the register. From
the geometrical point of view, this amounts to perform a suitable rotation on
the unit sphere in 2l-dimensional Hilbert space which is a tensor product of
l 2-dimensional state spaces of individual qubits, and can be always done by
applying suitable unitary transformations [10]. Suppose now that we have to
add two fuzzy numbers ã = ã(i) and b̃ = b̃(j). They can be represented by the
following superpositions of the states of the computational basis:

|a〉 =
∑
i

ϕ (i) |i〉 , |b〉 =
∑
j

ψ(j) |j〉 (10)

where |ϕ (i)|2 = ã (i) and |ψ(j)|2 = b̃(j). We feed the following input to the
adder

|a〉 ⊗ |b〉 ⊗ |0〉 = i,j

∑
ϕ (i)ψ(j) |i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ⊗ |0〉 . (11)

The adder acts on states of the computational basis as follows:

|i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ⊗ |0〉 U−→ |i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ⊗ |i+ j〉 . (12)

Substituting (12) in (11) and rearranging the sum with respect to the last factor
of the tensor product we have

|i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ⊗ |0〉 U−→ i,j

∑
ϕ (i)ψ(j) |i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ⊗ |i+ j〉

=
∑
k

∑
i+j=k

ϕ (i)ψ(j) |i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ⊗ |k〉 . (13)

The probabilities to get the particular values of the result are obtained by rep-
resenting the state (13) as a projector in the tensor product space H ⊗H ⊗H
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and taking the partial trace over the two first spaces in the tensor product. Let
us do it stepwise. In terms of projectors (13) becomes:∑

k,k′

∑
i+j=k

∑
i′+j′=k′

ϕ (i)ϕ (i′)ψ(j)ψ(j′) |i〉 〈i′| ⊗ |j〉 〈j′| ⊗ |k〉 〈k′| . (14)

Now taking the partial trace it over ii′ and jj′ one obtains:∑
k,k′

∑
i+j=k

∑
i′+j′=k′

δii′δjj′ϕ (i)ϕ (i)ψ(j)ψ(j) |i〉 〈i′| ⊗ |j〉 〈j′| ⊗ |k〉 〈k′| , (15)

which yields the following vector:∑
k

∑
i+j=k

|ϕ (i)|2 |ψ(j)|2 |k〉 . (16)

is associated with the density operator (15).

We can interpret the formula (16) directly in terms of membership functions,
and we see that the addition of fuzzy numbers realized by the standard quantum
adder is exactly the Kaufmann’s discrete addition (6). So we have

Theorem 1. If we have two digitised fuzzy numbers ã = ã(i) and b̃ = b̃(j), and
an input to the standard quantum adder is prepared in the form of superpositions
|a〉 =

∑
iϕ (i) |i〉 , |b〉 =

∑
jψ(j) |j〉, where |ϕ (i)|2 = ã (i) and |ψ(j)|2 = b̃(j),

then the quantum adder realizes Kaufmann’s discrete addition:

(ã+ b̃)(k) =
∑
i+j=k

ã(i)b̃(j).

5 Getting the Output

As we saw in the previous Section when a quantum processor acts on an input
data prepared in the form of suitable superpositions of states of the computa-
tional basis, it affects all components of these superpositions simultaneously, so
it behaves as a family of classical processors that work in a parallel way. This fa-
mous “quantum parallelism” is actually a source of considerable computational
speed-up which gave rise to hope that quantum computers can solve in reason-
able time problems untractable by classical computers like factorization of very
big numbers. Unfortunately, quantum computations have also a dark side: as an
output we get a quantum state of a register that we can not access directly. Any
measurement of the state of the register yields randomly only one particular
value k (represented in the superposition by a state |k〉 of the computational
basis) with probability |ck|2 which, in our case equals

|ck|2 =
∑
i+j=k

|ϕ (i)|2 |ψ(j)|2 =
∑
i+j=k

ã (i) · b̃(j). (17)
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Therefore, if our task is to reconstruct precisely the entire membership func-
tion of the result, one would have to repeat addition many times, loosing in this
way a big part of the gain that follows from changing the classical adder to the
quantum one. However, if the task is to determine some property of the output
state of the register, the situation may change drastically. For example, the in-
credible efficiency of Shor’s factoring algorithm [6] follows from the fact that it
actually searches for a period of a function encoded in the output register, not for
this function itself. Since most of computations performed with fuzzy numbers
finishes with some defuzzyfication procedure, we may assume that our task is not
to reconstruct the entire membership function of the result (cf. [11]), but, e.g.,
to find its barycenter. In our case, the x-coordinate of this barycenter is just the
mean value of probability distribution of getting particular results of measure-
ments performed on the register that achieved its final state after consecutive
runs of the adder. Since the standard error of the mean value obtained in the
course of k runs is proportional to 1/

√
k, we see that if the desired accuracy of

obtaining the “defuzzyfied result” is not too high, the number k may be much
smaller than the number n2 evaluated in Section 2 as the number of arithmetic
operations that a classical computer has to perform in order to get the mem-
bership function of the output, which still would have to be augmented if the
final task were to find the barycenter. Moreover, in the case of more complicated
calculations involving many fuzzy numbers, the number of runs of a quantum
machine required to obtain the defuzzyfied result would remain practically the
same. On the contrary, the number of arithmetic operations of a classical com-
puter increases drastically with every fuzzy number added to computations, so
in this case the computational superiority of quantum machines over classical
ones should be still more significant.
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Abstract. Fuzzy modeling has become very popdar because of its main feature 
being the ability to assign meaningful linguistic labels to the fuzzy sets in the 
rule base. This paper examines Sugeno and Yasukawa's qualitative modeling 
approach, and addresses one of the remarks in the original paper. We propose a 
cluster search algorithm that can be used to provide a better projection of the 
output space to the input space. This algorithm can efficiently identify two or 
more fuzzy clusters in the input space that have the same output hzzy cluster. 

1 Introduction 

Fuzzy modeling has become very popular because of the main feature of its ability to 
assign meaningll linguistic labels to the fuzzy sets [I] in the rule base [2,3]. Sugeno 
and Yasukawa's qualitative modeling (SY) method [4] has gained much attention in 
the fuzzy research field mainly due to its advantage of building fuzzy rule bases 
automatically fiom sample input-out data. The fUzzy rule bases extracted by the SY 
method are sparse fuzzy rule bases, i.e., where there are "gaps" among the rules, so 
that these regions can be interpolated from the remaining areas and rules [5,6,7]. In 
our approach, we intend to extend this method - with the necessary alterations and 
additional steps. The usual fuzzy controller identification methods generate dense 
fuzzy rule bases, so that the rule premises form a fuzzy partition of the input space. In 
a dense fuzzy rule base, the number of rules is veIy high, as it depends on the number 
of inputs k and the number of partitions per variable T in an exponential way. 
Assuming all the partitions are consistent in all premises and consequents, the total 

number of rules is I R I = 0 ( T ~ )  . In order to avoid this exponential number of rules, 

the SY method puts emphasis on the rule consequents, i.e., the output space, and first 
finds a partition in Y.  The determination of premises in the input space X i s  done by 
splitting appropriately the inverse images of the output clusters. Using this approach, 

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 536–549, 2001.
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the partitioning of the input space is done in a secondary manner, thus the number of 
fizzy rules does not increase exponentially with the number of inputs. 

One of the important remarks made in the paper by Sugeno and Yasukawa [4], is the 
condition under which more than one fizzy cluster can be found in the input space, KI 
that they correspond to the same output cluster. It is made clear that special care has 
to be taken to form two or more convex input clusters. However, the details of this 
particularly important step are not given in any detail in the paper. With regards to 
this remark, it has to be stated that two conditions have to be considered when 
proposing an algorithm that could efficiently handle the problem. First, the algorithm 
has to be able to identify the occurrence of several (at least two) rules in one fuzzy 
output cluster, i.e., the presence of more than one corresponding fizzy cluster in the 
input space. Second, the algorithm should be able to decide whether these input fuzzy 
clusters identified can be merged or any of them can be discarded. This paper shows a 
detailed analysis of these two conditions and proposes a cluster search algorithm that 
can address this problem efficiently. 

2 The Sugeno and Yasukawa's Qualitative Modeling Method 

In a given data set, with k inputs, the given input -output data pairs for n patterns are: 

The SY method [4] is able to perform two main steps, identiJication and qualitative 
modelingin obtaining a fuzzy model as: 

In the identification step, it can be subdivided into structure identiJiation I and II, 
and parameter identijication. In structure identification I, the main purpose is to fmd 
appropriate input candidates and input variables in building the model. Structure 
identification I1 is concerned with the input-output relations by concentrating on the 
number of rules and partitions of the input space. The parameter identification step is 
basically used to tune the parameters in the membership functions of the fuzzy sets. 
Finally, linguistic labels can be assigned to the finalized fuzzy sets in the rule base. In 
this paper, we are mainly concerned with the structure identification I1 stage. 

In order to extract a fizzy rule base, the SY method uses two distinctive 
characteristics. First, it partitions the consequents of the rule and then finds a 
relationship concerning the premises. It is important that it does not use an ordinary 
fUzzy partition of the input space as shown in Figure 1. In order to satisfy the first 
characteristic, it makes use of the k z y  omeans method (FCM) [8] to search for the 
fuzzy clusters in the output space using all available data. When determining the best 
clusters in the output space of the following selecting criterion [4] is used: 
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Fig. 1. Ordinary fuzzy partition of the input spa
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy cluster A from output cluster B 
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy cluster A for two input dimensions 

From these cluster relations, this can be formulated as follows: 

From this output cluster, a fuzzy rule is generated as: 

if xl is A, and x2 is A2, then y is B. 

3 The Problem of Clustering Input Space 

In the original approach, the output cluster is typically used to obtain the 
corresponding (single) input cluster as well, by projecting the output cluster onto the 
input space. However, in cases where there is more than one cluster in the input space 
corresponding to the same output cluster, e.g. A' to A corresponding to the same 
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output cluster B, a M e r  step has to be done in order to separate them. The SY 
method suggests very generally that in the case of two (or more) input fkzy clusters, 
two (or more) convex fkq clusters should be "formed carefully" in the input space 
as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. However, the details of the method are not shown 
in the paper as to how this can be done "carefully". The first problem that we address 
here is how to separate two or more input clusters and corresponding antecedents, 
especially in multidimensional cases. 

I Output Space 

Fig. 4. Two fuzzy clusters for one output cluster. 

Output Space 
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Besides identifying the fuzzy clusters that may correspond in the input space to a 
specific output fiIZZY cluster, some other factors need to be considered. They can be 
classified in two main areas as follows: 

(1) Merging of Input Clusters 

ARer identifymg the possible clusters in the input space, the next question is whether 
all the identified clusters are necessary to produce a reasonable model. Depending on 
the distribution of the sample data as well as the nature of the problem, the seemingly 
separate two or more input clusters may appear just because there is a slight decrease 
between two peaks, indicating a lower fi-equency of data there, due to the uneven 
distribution of the available data. In this case, separating the clusters may not really 
improve the model, but may increase the number of fuzzy rules constructed. 

When sampling the data, noise may accidentally be included in the given input-output 
sample. Therefore it is not possible to define an exact model that describes the 
relationship between X and Y when noise exists in the input-output pair. However, a 
probabilistic relationship governed by a joint probability law P(v) can be used to 
describe the relative frequency of occurrence of input-output pairs (2, 2) for n 
training patterns. The joint probability law P(v) can be Wher separated into an 
environmental probability law P(U) and a conditional probability law P(y). For 
notation expression, the probability law is expressed as: 

The environmental probability law P(U) describes the occurrence of the input X The 
conditional probability law P(yl describes the occurrence of the Y based on the given 
input X. An input-output pair (X is considered to be noise if X does not follow the 
environmental probability law P@), or the output Y based on the given X does not 
follow the conditional probability law P($. In this case, even when the input clusters 
have been identified, it may be a noise motivated clustering result. In this case, using 
all the clusters may not really improve the model, but may increase the number of 
fuzzy rules constructed and thus the computational complexity. 

(2) Computational Eficiency 

The main advantage of the SY method as compared to traditional methods is that it 
works on the consequents rather than the premises. This is very computationally 
efficient. Besides, aRer the fUzzy model; which is a sparse fkzy rule base; has been 
built, the model does not require intensive computation to generate an answer, as the 
number of fUzzy rules is small for most cases. Care must be taken when constructing 
an algorithm to identify the input fiIZZY clusters within the output cluster. The 
algorithm has to be computationally efficient and at the same time does not increase 
the number of fUzzy rules generated tremendously. 
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4 Identification of the Clustering in the Input Space 

Cluster the output as per the SY method using fuzzy emeans. In all our analysis here, 
we are assuming that the distribution in each cluster can be approximated by a normal 
distribution. 

For cluster C;: 

(1) Random selection 

In each cluster, the population (9) of that cluster consists of data with membership 
not smaller than 0.2: 

U i  ={xj I pq 20.2, where j = 1 ,  ..., N) 

where N is the number of data in cluster i. 

Those data that have membership grades smaller than 0.2 are left out, and are 
considered to be insignificant in contributing to the features of the cluster. When 
dealing with very large number of data, which is common in most real world 
applications, if we are to project all the output points back to the input space, this may 
be very time consuming. The total projections, p required are: 

where Ni is the number of data in cluster i 

We propose here to project a subset of N by using mpling distribution theory, being 
s. Regardless the distribution of the data in the cluster, s is always smaller than N [9]. 

When performing random selection, it is always necessary to ensure that the sample 
contains the major information in the population, L$. The standard of measure is by 
using sampling distribution theory [10,11]. The basic idea is to ensure that the 
selected data can approximate the population in the cluster (Ui), by investigating the 

mean (6 ), variance (o: ) and standard deviation ( o  ; ) of the population. 

For random sampling without replacement in a finite population, the variance (0;  ) 

and standard deviation (q, ) of the sample are w follows (with the assumption that s 

> 0.05N): 
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N - s  . 
where - is the finite population correction factor. 

N - 1  

However, according to the Central Limit Theorem, the finite population correction 
factor can be ignored if and only if s I 0 .O5 N . 

If the sample pi) we have selected is a good representation of the population ui) in 
the cluster, then the sampling error should be small. Sampling error @ is the measure 
of the difference between the sample average and the population average: 

In order to obtain a better random sample for use in the projection, three random data 
sets are obtained and their sampling errors are compared. The best sampling error of 
the three are then selected for use in the next step. However, the next issue we have to 
deal with is the size of s. In this paper, we make use of the mean as a guideline. The 
size of sample, s,  required for accuracy of or , A  for a confidence level 1 are: 

where Z is the z-value corresponding to the desired confidence level, 1 

As we are using 5% accuracy and a confidence level of 95%, s can be simplified to: 

As the denominator is a factor of 0.00065, s will be very small compared to N if N is 
very large, thus the computational complexity of projecting p will be reduced. 

(2) Partitioning of input 

After the random sample s has been selected, partitioning of the input variables into 
intervals needs to be carried out in order to identifl the clusters in the input space. In 
this paper, we make use of the partial completeness measure K to account for the 
information lost by partitioning [12]. The decisions on how to partition an input 
variable and the number of partitions required depends on how this partial 
completeness measure reflects the information lost. Information lost while 
partitioning mainly occurs in the next stage. The main reason for information loss is 
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due to combining the adjacent intervals in searching for the normal distributed 
clusters. Besides, the weighting function in discarding any rules as noise is also 
implied by the partitions, this will in turn cause information to be lost. Let Ru be the 
set of rules obtained by considering all ranges over the variables, then Ru' be the set 
of rules obtained by considering all ranges from the partitioning of the variables. 
When Ru is transformed into Ru', information is lost. The partial completeness 
measure is basically used to measure how far or close is Ru' is to Ru. 

The partial completeness measure used to identify the number of intervals has direct 
effect from the human's decision on the confidence level and support level f a  each 
rule. It is known that in order to guarantee close rules will be generated, the minimum 
confidence must be set to 1/K times the desired level [12]. It is also shown that equi- 
depth partitioning minimizes the partial completeness level for any specified number 
of intervals. 

After the analysis, the number of partitions I required can be calculated by the 
formula: 

No. of Partitions ( I )  = 
2k 

min sup(K -1) 

where k is the number of input variables, 
min sup is the minimum support (as a fraction) specified 
by the user, 

and K is the partial completeness level. 

It is important to have the partitions as small as possible in order to obtain a 
constructed rule base Ru' that is as close to Ru as possible, but this will effectively 
increase the number of partitions. Care needs to be taken while selecting the 
appropriate partial completeness level, which is normally chosen to be between 1.5 
and 5 [12]. If the number of partitions for an input variable is large, the support for a 
partition may be low. If the support for a partition is too low and just happens to be 
away from the searched distribution as shown in Figure 6, it will be treated as an 
outlier and be discarded while forming the cluster. In order to solve this problem, we 
introduce an algorithm for combining adjacent partitions while searching for input 
clusters. The details of the combination algorithm will be discussed in the next 
section. 

(3) Identifying input clusters 

In this stage, the s projections are made and the counter CountBw for each bin Binj are 
also set when it is hit by the projection. Bins refer to the intervals of the partitions. 
Figure 7 shows the bins and counters for a onedimensional input space and the 
projections from an output cluster. 
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cut off 

threshld 

Fig. 6. Partitions with support less than cut off threshold are treated as outlier. 

output 

Input partitions 

Fig. 7. Example of the projections and counters in the bins. 

Beside the counters, a relation is formed by all the input variables and the output. 
Therefore, a total of s relations are formed. The relations are constructed as: 

Based on the counter value in each bin, they are recombined in order to search for 
fuzzy sets in the input space. The combination algorithm is as follow: 

A. Identifying the centre of distribution 

By moving from left to right along the bins, the counter values are compared. 
If max(Countw~,, Co~nt,,, ,~ ) < Counf ,  then B$ is the centre of the 
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distribution. Figure 8 shows an example of the centres of the distribution 
with the circled bins with highest hits, i.e. centres of the distribution. 

Fig. 8. Illustration of centre identification. 

B. Distance measure. 

Find the distance between the left and the centre of the distribution: 

dist, = Count Binj - 

If disk is small (below a threshold) the two bins are combined into one. 

The distance between the right and the centre of the distribution: 

dist, = C ~ u n t ~ , , ~ + ~  - Count Bi,,j 

Similar to the left hand side, if dish is below the threshold, the two bins m 
combined. Figure 9 shows how they are combined. The above two steps are 
repeated until the two neighbouring distance measures are above the 
threshold. 

Fig. 9. Combination of bins. 
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With these normal distributions found in the input space, input clusters are 
constructed. Trapezoidal approximations based on Ruspini partitions [13] are then 
used to convert the input clusters to trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions. 
Basically, the condition below is met when performing the trapezoidal 
approximations: 

Trapezoidal approximations based on Ruspini partitions are illustrated in Figure 10. 

Counter 

menlberships 
Fig. 10. Approximating trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions. 

The bins information in the relation is then substituted with their respective fuzzy 
membership information. Any repetition relations are then discarded. Relations with 
small weighting functions or support level are treated as noise and are also discarded. 

(4) Constructing fuzzy rules 

For this output cluster with the relation information of the input space, fuzzy rules can 
be constructed. If any fizzy memberships are found to be next to each other, they are 
merged into one fuzzy membership as shown in Figure 11. A prediction index (PI) [4] 
is then calculated based on the predicted output and observed output. The prediction 
index (PI) [4] is: 
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alpha 

I I input memberships 

input mmemb ership s 

Fig. 11. Merging of fuzzy membership functions. 

If it does not affect the PI, they will remain merged. This merging of fuzzy rules will 
help to reduce the number of fuzzy rules extracted. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper has examined the Sugeno and Yasukawa's qualitative modeling (SY) 
method [4]. The popularity of the SY method is mainly due to its rule extraction 
algorithm. SY method finds the partition in the output space and then projects back to 
the input space in searching for the input partitions. This results in a sparse fizzy rule 
base. This method also avoids the possibility of exponential growth of the fuzzy rule 
base. One of the important remarks made in the paper [4] is the condition under which 
more than one fuzzy cluster can be found in the input space that corresponds to the 
same output cluster. This paper has examined this issue and formulated an algorithm 
to address it. There are two conditions that are taken into consideration while 
formulating the approach. First, the algorithm has to be able to identify the occurrence 
of several rules in one fuzzy output cluster, i.e., the presence of more than one 
corresponding fuzzy cluster in the input space. Second, the algorithm should be able 
to decide whether these input fuzzy clusters identified can be merged or any of them 
can be discarded The main objective of our approach was to formulate an algorithm 
that preserves the advantages of the original SY method, which are computational 
efficiency and small number of fuzzy rules produced. 
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Abstract. A real world problem (identifying users of body lotion from the 
answers given in a questionaire) is treated using a linear discriminant and a 
modified fault tolerant perceptron learning algorithm (pocket algorithm). As 
was to be expected, a fairly large error rate, which may nevertheless be 
acceptable for practical purposes, is obtained. A comparison with classical 
statistical methods (binary logistic regression) shows that the pocket algorithm 
does not perform as well as was previously predicted in general.  

1   The Problem 

Manufacturers of a large variety of products are very interested in identifying the 
users of their products using knowledge about certain individual characteristics. They 
usually attempt to extract the relevant information from data derived from face-to-
face interviews conducted by market research institutes. In Germany such data sets 
may be obtained, for example, from the so-called “Verbraucher-Analyse”, a 
questioning of consumers. In 1999 within the frame of this research 31337 consumers 
were interviewed.  Since a manufacturer of body lotion was interested in identifying 
the users of his (and similar) products, the interviews included questions concerning 
age, marital status, profession, personal net income, education, available household 
net income, address, and skintype. Persons interviewed were also asked, whether they 
used body lotion or not. Out of these there were 16501 data sets (concerning female 
persons only; about half of which were body lotion users) available for analysis. In 
order to make the problem more amenable to mathematical analysis, the attribute 
values were grouped together. The new attributes (e.g. age between 20 and 30 etc.) 
were only allowed to take the values 1 respectively 0 for fulfilled respectively not 
fulfilled. Thus mathematically speaking the aim was to construct a function f: Bn → 
B,where B:= {0, 1}, that mirrors the user /non-user property (0/1) of the data-sets 
provided as accurately as possible (where a potential user is characterized by an 
element from Bn containing his coded answers to the questions asked) .     

Of course, there are various ways to tackle this problem. In particular  one could 
attempt to apply  classical statistics methods such as binary logistic regression. 
However, this seemed somewhat dubious since nothing was known about the 
underlying distributions and in particular about independence conditions usually 
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required, cf. e.g. [6], p.109. Hence it seemed advisable to employ somewhat less 
conservative methods and use classical statistics to evaluate their comparative value. 

2   Systems Design 

Although it could not reasonably be hoped, that the function f mentioned above would 
be completely linear, the results described in [4] seemed to indicate that the choice of 
such an “Ansatz” might lead to an acceptable  rate of errors for practical purposes. 
This seemed all the more attractive since the so-called pocket algorithm (a fault 
tolerant perceptron learning algorithm, cf. [4]) is easy to implement in Visual Basic 
for Applications. Seeing that the data sets were also easily transferred into Excel 
spreadsheets this meant that there were only minimal Software requirements. In view 
of the probabilistic nature of the algorithm there did, however, remain some doubts 
concerning the run times required. Moreover it was not clear to what extent optimal 
learning (guaranteed for infinitely long run times) could be achieved, since very little 
is known about the rate of convergence of the algorithm. Here optimal means, of 
course, that the coefficients for the linear discriminant are chosen in such a way that 
the number of errors on the learning data is minimal. Nevertheless, in view of the fact 
that in 1990 good results (when compared to standard statistical methods) were 
reported in [4] and that personal computers available today are very fast indeed  when 
compared to those of 10 years ago, it appeared reasonable, to conduct some 
experiments.  

Another reason for utilizing this “Ansatz” was that it can fairly easily be 
generalized. Indeed, by explicitly embedding the original data space in a higher 
dimensional space along the lines indicated in [3], one can increase the capacity of the 
simple perceptron, cf. e.g. [6], p. 119 significantly. Moreover it is even possible to 
employ “support vector machines” using kernel methods, cf. e.g. [2], p. 26. As a first 
step, however, this seemed difficult: For the former method more programming effort 
and, most probably, considerably more complex hardware would have been needed, 
whilst for the latter method apart from the increased programming effort the choice of 
suitable kernels represented a problem. 

3   Implementation 

The above considerations naturally lead to a system implementation using Excel and 
VBA. The grouping of attribute values lead to between 39 and 99 binary attributes.  

Hence the learning algorithm had to compute weights w1, w2, …, wn for the binary 
values of the  characteristics c1, c2, …, cn and a cut-off c (where 39 ≤ n ≤ 99), such that 
w1*c1 + w2*c2 + … + wn*cn > c ↔ the consumer uses body lotion. 

Moreover the number of mistakes of this function on the 8250 learning data sets 
had to be minimized. 

This gave rise to rather large run times. Hence a slight variation of the original 
pocket algorithm was implemented: Essentially it employed sampling without 
replacement as opposed to sampling with replacement. Due to the probabilistic nature 
of the algorithm it was of course not possible to evaluate the improvements very 
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precisely. However, during some experimental runs this resulted in runtime 
improvements by up to a factor of 15. 

The experiments were conducted on a Pentium III PC with 256 MB RAM and 500 
MHz. With this kind of  hardware, which is of course not unusual nowadays, between 
5 and 25 million iterations of the main loop of the algorithm could be effected using 
up CPU times of about 24 hours. This showed quite a marked improvement over the 
50 000 iterations mentioned in [4]. 

4   Experimental Results 

As hinted at above, of  the available 16 501 data sets only about half were used for 
learning whilst the other half served as test data set concerning the generalization 
ability of the system. Both data sets contained about 50% users of body lotion.  

Using 5 million iterations of the main loop of the algorithm the overall error rate 
was 36,67%. The rate of errors concerning the users of body lotion was only 32,76%, 
with a correspondingly worse rate of errors for non-users of body lotion (40,93%). 
Both rates refer to the learning data set. The situation appeared rather stable since on 
the test data set the overall error rate was also about 36%, with about 30% of the 
errors occurring for users of body lotion. This was in fact the best test run, and only 
39 (carefully selected) attributes were used. The test runs concerning the complete set 
of 99 attributes were slightly inferior and hence discarded (Note here also, that it is 
advantageous to use as few attributes as possible, since the VC-Bound, see below, is 
smaller). 

The results did not appear altogether satisfactory and hence another test run using 
only 200 learning data and 99 attributes was performed in order to test the correctness 
of the algorithm. Here, as was to be expected, the error rate was very much smaller 
(overall 8,5%, 3,5% for users of body lotion). However, as was also to be expected, 
the relevant weights lead to excessively large error rates when applied to the whole 
data set (The  VC-Bound is increased significantly, see below). 

To get some idea of the quality of approximation, similar tests were conducted 
using binary logistic regression (BLR) as implemented in SPSS, version 9.0, cf. [1], 
p. 17. For the former test situation quite similar results were obtained as far as the 
overall error rate was concerned. The only difference being that the error rate for 
users of body lotion was slightly better (≈2%), whilst the rate for non-users was 
correspondinly worse. In the latter test situation, however, the overall error rate using 
BLR was significantly worse (≈13%) 

5   Conclusions 

Unfortunately the rather propitious results described in [4] do not seem to apply in the 
situation described above. In particular the overall error rate seems almost identical 
with the error rate achieved using BLR, if a large number of data sets is used. This 
seems to indicate that in this case the number of iterations in the main loop of the 
(modified) pocket algorithm needed to achieve the (theoretically guaranteed) minimal 
error rate is prohibitively large. In contrast to this the (modified) pocket algorithm 
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performs rather well, when compared with BLR, if only a small number of learning 
data is used. Unfortunately though, the tested small set of learning data did not 
generate weights, that could be successfully used in the general situation. This could, 
of course have been predicted using some results concerning the Vapnik-
Chervonenkis bound, cf. [5], p.99. Since it is generally thought that these results are 
overly pessimistic, cf. e.g. [2], p. 54, it still seems useful to have run the test. This is 
all the more true since the generalization of the results obtained using the 8250 data 
seems far better than predicted by using the (distribution-free) VC-bound. 

It should be pointed out that we were puzzled at first by the rather good predictions 
concerning users of body lotion as opposed to non-users and the (small) differences to 
results obtained using BLR. We suspect, however, that this may be due to the fact that 
the available data contained an unrealistically high number of users, whose 
characteristics could consequently be learned more accurately. If this were true then 
we could also reasonably conjecture that the (modified) pocket algorithm performs 
better than BLR if fewer learning data are available: This would be certainly be 
supported by our experiments in the case of 200 learning data as well as in the case of 
non-users of body lotion. 

Finally we would like to point out that it is not yet clear whether these results are 
immediately useful from a practical point of view since the problem obviously 
requires a higher order separating hypersurface as opposed to a hxperplane. At any 
rate it seems that they are better than pure guesswork. If more accurate predictions are 
required, then one has to think again, whether the expense required for more 
sophisticated methods, see section 2. above, can be justified. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the scheme for bandwidth al-
location and congestion avoidance in wireless intelligent ATM networks
which is based on reinforcement learning (RL). Our solution guarantees a
desired bandwidth to connections which require a fixed wide bandwidth
according to QoS constraints. Any unused bandwidth is momentarily
backed up (returned) to Virtual Circuits. Proposed RL method is also
suitable for supporting the mapping between a single ATM switch port
and a wireless access points. It can control the access points in wireless
intelligent ATM networks.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) was introduced to the literature by A. G. Barto and
R. S. Sutton in their works [1], [15]. The work of Sutton presents the temporal
credit assignment problem in which the ultimate results of the system act is in
relation of merit and faulty earlier steps. Presently, most attention was paid to
the temporal differences [16] in which credit must propagate back through the
temporal sequence of decisions that led to success. This is known as Q-learning
algorithm.

Some papers were devoted to applications of reinforcement learning to packet
routing in dynamically changing networks [6], channel allocation in cellular tele-
phone system [14], call admission control in telecommunication networks [9], etc.
Recent works on the use of reinforcement learning in ATM networks [10], [18]
has shown that learning can be used to work with such methods in the real
broadband networks. The iteration of learning with peception is a crucial factor
of this approach.

Wireless ATM (WATM) are recognized as a general solution for next-
generation communication networks. These networks will be required to support
multimedia traffic [2], [11], [5], [20]. Intelligent WATM belong to an architectural
concept that will provide new services [4], [7], such as creation of ad hoc local
area networks.

Integration of WATM with the intelligent functions make possible the mobile
networking. In these intelligent networks it will be possible to provide bandwidth-
on-demand to portable devices. Hence, all advanced multimedia services in mo-
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bile environment are performed. Moreover, in comparison with current networks
in WATM networks more efficient use of network resources can be achieved.

In this paper, we will use the RL method that does not require iterative
behaviour in learning process of the designed perception system. We will use the
so called Lion algorithm introduced to the literature in the paper of Whitehead
and Ballard [21] and modified by Piggott and Sattar [12]. In this approach, a
perception system’s total state reduces the complexity of learning. It allows the
time reduction of learning process and also the simplification of implementation
of perception systems in wireless intelligent ATM networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the
problem of building of wireless intelligent ATM networks. Section 3 gives the
solution of the problem by the use of the reinforcement learning method. In
section 4 we give some experimental results obtained through simulation of our
model. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Description

In this section we formulate the problem of bandwidth allocation in intelligent
wireless ATM networks (WATM networks). The typical intelligent WATM net-
work’s architecture is given on Fig. 1 (see [4]).
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Fig. 1. An architecture of wireless intelligent ATM network
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We assume that our intelligent Wireless ATM network performs as follows.
When a subscriber asks for an intelligent service, the terminal starts its execution
by sending a message to the Service Control Point (SCP). The SCP executes the
intelligent service program based on information stored at the Service Data Point
(SDP) and interactions over Signaling Network (SN) with the Service Switching
Point (SSP). The SSP is able to command the connection processor, since it is
placed at the switching node.

It is obvious that SSP anf Service Resource Point (SRP) form data streams
from SRP or from users to other users according to the required service type.
Therefore, one of the SRP and SSP must be adopted to all AAL types in ATM
networks.

In our approach we use two categories of complementary services: switch
changes and CAC services [4]. In the first service we admitted three possibilities:

a) dynamic busy server change,
b) dynamic change of mobile’s server,
c) economic connection services.

Ad a) In dynamic busy server change services are activated either by the
client or by the basic service supplier, if it is impossible to connect the user to
a given destination server. In this service it is possible to change the requested
connection rate and the servers’ utilization.

Ad b) We assumed that in the dynamic change of mobile’s server a mobile
station is a base support station (BSS) and there is a connection to a special
service. Hence, the typical mobile station is serviced by the nearest server provid-
ing the considered service. As the mobile station moves to another BSS, which
supports the same application that needs fewer connections or has smaller cost
of connection than the first one, the service will have to switch the connection to
the second server. The dynamic change of mobile’s server can decrease response
time, reduce the effect of the jitter phenomena at the same quality of service
(QoS) parameters of communication.

Ad c) In economic connection service the lowest connection by the same
parameters of QoS is determined. It is possible, among others, thanks to the
finding of the shortest way to the mobile’s server.

In the CAC complementary service several options are possible. As first, we
introduce ”additional connection”. It is needed when a sender want to increase its
output. A new additional connection will automatically transport the exceeding
ATM cells according to the previously assumed QoS parameters. To another
CAC complementary service belongs the ”call me back when possible” option.
This service is activated when the network rejects its connection request due to
a lack of resources. In this complementary service we can automatically establish
such criteria as priority, resource utilization and optimization.

In our approach we can establish networks the following intelligent services
introduced above for wireless ATM networks. These services can manage the
communication resources, placed at the SSP and SRP points in wireless ATM
networks, etc. These intelligent services include:
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1) Dynamic change of unmobile, busy switch - used in all situations in which
the SCP point is idle or out of order state. Hence, the SSP point proposes the
new connection to another switch. Any time there are signaling messages send
to a client and to service point to compose the transmission connection. The
SCP must know which SSP point to choose in order to satisfy a client request.
It needs the whole intelligence and knowledge to make the best decision.

2) Dynamic change of mobile’s switch - used in all situations in which the con-
tinuation of service’s execution must be ensured. For the most part it is caused
by the movement of the SSP which requires the new transmission connection
with the SRP point. The client/server communication session is implemented as
in the previous intelligent service.

3) Intelligent traffic control service handles all QoS parameters needed for the
connection in traffic contract. In our approach, we include the peak cell rate,
cell delay variance tolerance and the conformance definition. The conformance
definition may be based on the generic cell rate algorithm (GCRA) to check the
conformance to the traffic contract at a user-network interface.

The intelligence implemented in CAC algorithm determines whether the
WATM can accept a request as the service with needed QoS parameters without
degradations of existing connections.

3 Reinforcement Learning and Its Application
to Control of Traffic and Access Points
in Intelligent Wireless ATM Networks

In this section, we would refer to some results of reinforcement learning (RL).
We recall that in the general formulation of the bandwidth allocation problem
in intelligent WATM networks interaction between learning system and environ-
ment in time t is described as < st, at, rt >, where st, at, rt are descriptors in
time t of state, action and reinforcement value, respectively. The fourth defined
by the state, action, reinforcement is obtained after their performing. The next
state is defined as the system experience. By the use of time steps t we can define
our learning system as < st, at, rt, st+1 >.

We can describe the general scenario of reinforcement learning as the se-
quence of operations performed at each time step t (see Fig. 2). Step 5 is crucial
for the

At each time step t:
1. access the current state st:
2. choose an action at to perform in the state st according to

the actual decision strategy;
3. perform the action at;
4. obtain a reward rt+1 and access the new state st+1;
5. analyse the decision strategy according to the system

experience < st, at, rt, st+1 >

Fig. 2. General algorithm for reinforcement learning
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At each time step t:
1. access the current state t;
2. choose an action at and perform it;
3. obtain a reward rt+1;
4. access the new state st+1;
5. update Q(st, at) using a learning factor α and a discount

factor γ as follows:
Qt+1(st, at) ← Qt(st, at) + α∆Qt

where
∆Qt ← (rt+1 + γmax

a
Qt(st+1, a))−Qt(st, at)

Fig. 3. Q-learning algorithm estimates new state obtained by performing the chosen
action at each time step

realization of reinforcement learning in the environment that can change its own
states. In general, these changes are stochastic. The mathematical model for
reinforcement learning for this environment is known as the Markov decision
process. By using the stochastic dynamical programming [3] we can find the op-
timal decision strategy on the condition that all probabilities of state change and
expected value of reinforcement for each pair state-action are known. Otherwise,
we can use the method of reinforcement learning.

For the realization of reinforcement learning, the best means is the temporal
credit assignment [15]. In this approach each action is assigned ”merit” and ”feel”
for the whole action of the system given earlier which may allow to observe the
results. The solution of this problem includes the temporal differences given by
Sutton [16]; the best known algorithm takes the Q-algorithm.

In Q-algorithm we evaluate Q-function which estimates all pairs state-action
in regard of expected rewards. Precisely, with each pair state-action the current
estimate of the expected discounted rewards for the actions is associated, under
the assumption that each forms part of an optimal policy. At each time step
t, the value returned by Q for the action chosen is updated by an error factor
∆Qt. This is the difference between the old value and the sum of the immediate
reward and the future reward expected from continuing the policy, discounted
by a constant factor γ. In each step Q-function (value) is modified according to
the algorithm given in Fig. 3. It was showed by Watkins and Dayan [19] that Q-
value (function) converges towards unique value, if the expected future rewards
are represented discretely.

It is obvious that in Q-algorithm we have the exchange between exploration
(executed actions that are not reckoned as the best goal to improve our knowl-
edge) and exploit (use of actual accessed knowledge to obtain the reward).

The use of Q-algorithm is inaccurate in some situations. In the situations
that are structurally similar, the same action will be taken in all of them. To the
better classification of system to distinguish between some structural situations
the Lion algorithm was introduced by Whitehead and Ballar [21]. The Lion
algorithm (LA) identifies the so called consistent representations. It relies on the
fact
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5. Update Q(i)
t+1(v(i)

t , at) ←



0 if i ∈ lionst and ∆Qt < 0
Q

(i)
t (v(i)

t , at) + α∆Qt if i ∈ lionst and ∆Qt ≥ 0
Q

(i)
t (v(i)

t , at) + α′∆Qt otherwise

where lionst ← {i | Q(i)
t (v(i)

t , at) = maxj Q
(j)
t (v(j)

t , at)}
and

∆Qt ← ct+1 −Q(i)
t (v(i)

t , at), i ∈ lionst

ct+1 ← max[rt+1, γmax
i,j

Q
(i)
t (v(i)

t , aj)]

Fig. 4. Q value update used by the Lion algorithm

that in a deterministic world only inconsistent states will ever cause the negative
update of a Q value. An action decision that leads to an inconsistent state will
require a negative update of a Q value. The decision system thus learns to use
only consistent internal state.

In other words, this approach reduces the complexity of learning by removing
the need to learn a separate rule for each successive state where the action re-
quired is the same. It requires the repeated execution of a loop. These iterations
are significated limitation of the Lion algorithm. These limitations are omitted
in the modified Lion algorithm proposed by Piggot and Sattar [12]. In this al-
gorithm the fundamental unit called a rule is defined. A rule (vi, a) pairs one
view, or representation state of receptor i with one action, and has a Q value
associated with it. At time t the rule (v(i)

t , at) is applicable when receptor i is
viewed and has a vi view. Among many of rules (if they are) that correspond to
the action, a dominant active rule is a lion. The Fig. 4 shows the calculation of
a new Q value in LA algorithm.

Figure 5 outlines the calculation of a new Q value in the Lion algorithm. It is
expressed in terms of our problem solution. The Q value is updated in another

Q
(i)
t+1v

(i)
t , at) ←




0 if i �∈ significant
Q

(i)
t (v(i)

t , at) + α∆Qt if i ∈ lionst
Q

(i)
t (v(i)

t , at) + α′∆Qt otherwise
where

significant(i)t if i ∈ neighbouring cells

or significant(i)t ← { i | Q(i)
t (vt, at) ≤ ct+1 or v(i)

t = v
(i)
t+1}

lionst ← {i | Q(i)
t (v(i)

t , at) = maxj(Q
(j)
t (v(j)

t , at)}
and

∆Qt ← max{rt+1, ct+1 - Q(i)
t (v(i)

t , a
(i)
t ), where i ∈ lionst}

Fig. 5. Q value update used in our modification to the Lion algorithm
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Fig. 6. A formal model of a mobile ATM station with n receptors

way. In our solution we addmitted new states known as ”significant”. To these
states belong all possible situations described here by the receptors installed in
the mobile station. In our approach, these situations are limited only to view in
cell, in which our mobile station stays is viewed from the neighbouring cells. The
credit value, c, is the same as in the previous given algorithm. We additionally
obtain some informations by discrediting ”significant” rules, not just belonging
to the lion. As in the former presented algorithm, a lion is a significant active
rule with the largest value of Q. Our ∆Qt takes into consideration the current
state given by the Qt and the next state hidden in the reiforcement factor. It
allows to select the value of the reward, r.

4 Computational Experiment

It was assumed that the mobile ATM staton is under an influence of the views
(vi, i = 1, . . . , n). They are taken away by the receptors pi, i = 1, . . . , n). Our
mobile ATM station undertakes the decision d = v1×. . .×vn, which concerns the
control points and the addmissible traffic rate. The decision is not in association
with the movement. A formal model of our mobile ATM station is given in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Cell layout

The activity of our mobile ATM station is as follows. Each receptor pi trans-
forms the current world state to an internal representation view from the set vi
and has a corresponding Q function in the decision system. Our modification to
the Lion algorithm discredits the Q values of the significant views. The decision
system learns to choose the action that will maximize the return from the reward
function r.

Our cellular concept of the intelligent wireless ATM network assumes the
ability to use a radio channel from several directions in the geographic area
simultaneously. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 7. The cell site at the center of
each cells provides radio coverage for that cell. In our approach, each mobile ATM
station contains seven receptors connected with antennas for the radio coverage.
One of them is intended for the cell in which it stays. The other six receptors are
intended for the six neighbouring cells. Crossing over the border between cells
by the mobile ATM station is associated with switching to another receptor. An
appreciation of possible traffic is here realized through two additional receptors
used in current data transmission.

The first is devoted to measuring the peak cell rate (PCR) parameter and
the second to the cell delay variation (CDV) parameter. Both parameters allow
to determine the class of traffic rate, namely: CBR, rt-VBR, nrt-VBR or ABR.
Changing of one of negotiated parameters brings about the switching to other
cell, which is determined from among the neighbouring cells.

Three scenarios were tested in the computational experiment. For each sce-
nario the intelligence of the mobile ATM station moved from point A to point
B in the given topology of the wireless ATM network was studied. In the first
experiment, (Fig. 8a) a dynamic change of an unmobile, base support station
(BSS) was studied. In the second, (Fig. 8b) the dynamic change of the mobile’s
switch was tested. We assumed that the movement of the mobile’s switch is in
opposite direction to the same speed as the spped of mobile ATM station. The
third experiment (Fig. 8c) tested for the change of PCR and CDV parameters.

The change was tested to show the possibilities of switching between two
BSS to keep the PCR and CDV parameters for the assumed traffic rate.
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Fig. 8. Three scenarios used in the computational experiment. Mobile ATM station
moves from point A to B

In our computational experimet we verified the effectiveness of the reinforce-
ment learning method based on our modification of Lion algorithm. The assumed
values of all the parameters are given in Table 1. In our implementation of the
reinforcement learned algorithms, integers to represent the value of Q were used.
It improved space and time performance. We observed that the reward is varied
between 15 and 5693. The number of steps required for each change of access
point or traffic rate control was averaged over 200 trials.

We found that our modified Lion algorithm had limited properties to learning
in comparison with the typical reinforcement algorithm [16]. It was observed in
the first switching. The average number of errors (see Table 2) was 10 percent
greater than in the steady switching.

Table 1. Parameter settings using in simulation and learning

Parameter Value

Reward 5693
α 0.6
α′ 0.3
γ 0.5

5 Conclusions

The study has shown that the reinforcement learning method can be used to
control of access ponts and traffic rate in intelligent wireless ATM networks.
The model parameters evaluated included three situations: dynamic busy server
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Table 2. Performance of computations
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change, dynamic change of mobile’s server, economic connection services. The
study shown that the system is also flexible and easily to modified to include
additional variables as well as increase its accuracy.

The reinforcement learning method approach is not based on mathematical
model and requires no analytical or theoretical knowledge. This approach is
feasible and lends itself to modification. While the traditional approach yields
to fixed values for the change, the reinforcement learning method gives dynamic
values depending on the various traffic rates and geometric conditions.
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Abstract. This paper presents a method to categorize and supervise
time delays by means of Kohonen maps. In detail it will be shown that
the evaluation of Weibull and Erlang distributions of the delay data of
a company is an essential preprocessing step which enables a Kohonen
map to re-evaluate how many classes of delay are coded in the data
sets. Further on it can be shown that the knowledge of this topological
mapping of time delay classes makes it possible to compute the severity
of each delay class by using appropriate weighting factors, such that
difficult problems can be remedied first and will not delay the course of
the system any further.

1 Introduction

A regarded feature ‘time delay’ can be originated from any system, but in this
paper the term delay will be applied to a company that transports goods be-
tween different places. Each good has an appointed time to be picked up and
another one to be delivered, likewise each vehicle transporting these goods has
a departure time and an arrival time. Every overstay of these times is regarded
as a delay.

The input form of the categorizing and supervising program requires infor-
mation on the underlying data and on the desired kind of output. The input
data can contain pure delay times (in minutes, as plain text) or a class-related
representation of the data set. The output of the result given by the analyzing
program can be chosen to be made up of tabulars, graphics or in textual form.

1.1 The Evaluation of Time Delays

The categorization of time delay data consists of its interpretation generated by
neural networks. In order to get good results, the delay data has to be prepro-
cessed first.

The Preprocessing Strategy. To obtain convincing results by means of clas-
sifying data with neural networks, the delay data needs to be preprocessed. On
the one hand the preprocessing has to guarantee an adequate problem oriented

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 565–575, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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representation of the delay data, on the other hand it has to correct the data
set by disregarding any disturbances. To achieve this goal the data is evaluated
statistically first. Due to the mostly relative small number of delay data, class
related statistics are applied, building the starting point of the whole preprocess-
ing. Depending on the operator’s selection the class related statistics are read
directly from preprocessed data by the program or will be calculated in the first
step of the data mining process.

By means of the disposition in delay classes the empirical distribution func-
tion of the input data is computed. Subsequent to this the theoretical distribu-
tion function is searched for which approaches the empirical distribution function
best. At this, two functions can be selected. The Weibull distribution

F (t) = 1− e−( t−t0α )β , t > t0 ,

adapts very easily to different distribution functions due to its three parameters
α, β and t0, thus it is suitable to be approached to the empirical distribution
function. For example: if β = 1 and t0 = 0 the Weibull distribution equals the
exponential distribution

F (t) = 1− e− t
α

with the parameter 1
α ; setting β = 2 and t0 = 0 the Weibull distribution

resembles the Rayleigh distribution

F (t) = 1− e−( tα )2
.

Due to its distinct ability to adaption, positive as well as negative skewness can
be shown.

The disadvantage of the Weibull distribution is that it is hard to interpret
with a model because of its variability. For this reason the Erlang-n distribution

Fn(t) = 1− e−λt
n−1∑
i=0

(λt)i

i!

is used additionally. It is based on the Queuing Theory and is suitable to be
applied to the actual problem [4]. Alike the Weibull distribution the Erlang-
n distribution with parameter n = 1 resembles the exponential distribution.

For further procedure the Weibull parameters α and β as well as the Er-
lang parameter λ and n are calculated by a fitting algorithm such that the
occurring squared deviation between theoretical and empirical distribution func-
tion is minimized. The parameter of position t0 here is set to 0 as the minimum
delay will always be greater than 0.

The resulting parameters of the Weibull and Erlang distribution are
coded in one vector per record, these vectors are categorized by the neural net-
work afterwards.
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2 Categorization of Statistical Data by Neural Networks

If a record – describing a so far unknown system state – should be categorized,
the technique of vector quantization can be regarded as an appropriate method.
This technique goes back to the idea to represent a set of records that needs
to be classified as an n-dimensional feature space. Each record corresponds to
one feature vector in this space. During conditioning the net maps the training
vectors – a subset of all records that is used to train the net – to vectors that
represent the corresponding features. These vectors serve as reference vectors and
correspond to the neurons of unsupervised conditioned nets. Thus a set M of
feature vectors can be described by a finite set A of reference vectors wj ∈ IRn,
j = 1, ..., |A|, e.g. a subspace M ⊆ IRn. After training the net it can classify
any input signal due to its associativity by assigning the particular signal to
the reference vector that is most similar to it. The neuron that is activated the
most by a vector is called the ‘winner neuron’. The quality of the classification
depends on how good the input and the reference vector match. Assigning an
input vector v ∈ M to the reference vector that resembles it most, the feature
space M is divided in different regions Mj which are called Voronoi polygons or
areas of reception. Regarding any norm, the following is valid

Mj = {v ∈M | ‖v −wj‖ ≤ ‖v −wi‖ ∀i} .

Figure 1 shows four neurons with their gray highlighted areas of reception tough
only the interstice of the neurons is regarded.

Fig. 1. Voronoi polygons [3]

A special vector quantization in which the input vectors are placed on a
squared or hexagonal grid is done by Kohonen maps.

A common Kohonen map is a neural network consisting of two layers, the
input layer and the so called Kohonen layer. As indicated in Fig. 2 all input
neurons are connected to all output neurons. The weighting factors wij of the
incoming connections build the weighting vector wj of the neuron. Thus the
dimension of the weighting vector is given by the number of input neurons.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of a Kohonen map [3]

The object of conditioning such a net is to distribute the neurons as even as
possible in the input space. This is shown exemplary for a map of the dimension 2
in Fig. 3. This demand is put into practice by assigning a local neighborhood
function to the neurons. In the first place this function allows the winner neuron
to attract the whole activity of the map, in the second place it enables the
winner to influence its neighbors. The interference always depends on the chosen
neighborhood function. In general, the larger the distance from a neuron to the
actual winner is the smaller the influence on the neuron will be.

Fig. 3. Neighborhood on a 2-dimensional map [3]

During the iterative conditioning procedure the neighboring neurons of the
map will become neighbors in the input space as the actual input vector E is
compared with all weighting vectors wj regarding any norm. To let the neuron j
win that resembles the input vector the most, the euclidic distance is used as
norm and is minimized

wineuclid(E) = j with ‖E −wj‖ =
n∑
k=1

|ek − wkj | != min

where at wineuclid(E) represents the winner neuron.
To reward the neuron j that is energized the most by the actual input vector,

the scalar product is applied as norm and is maximized

winscalar(E) = j with < E|wj >=
n∑
k=1

ek · wkj = aj
!= max .
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After the winner is appointed its weighting factors are changed such that
it fulfills the principle of optimization even better, its neighbors’ activities are
influenced too. The changing of the weighting factors follows the Hebb’s learn-
ing rule. This rule states that the connection weighting factors wij are always
augmented when neuron j is highly activated by an input signal of the highly
energized neuron i. The changing of the weighting factors ∆wij follows the rule

∆wij = ν ·Ai · aj .

Thus the change depends on the output signal of neuron i and the resulting
activity of neuron j. This product is weighted with the constant learning rate ν.

Adapted to the Kohonen map the evaluation of the weighting factors in the
k + 1 step results in

wj(k + 1) = wj(k) + ν(k) · hcj(k) · (E(k)−wj(k)) .

Disaccording to the Hebb’s learning rule, the learning rate ν(k) is not constant
any more but mostly a monotonic decreasing function on the interval [0, 1].

Thus a Kohonen map defines a topology-preserving mapping of the n-
dimensional input vectors to the m-dimensional grid of the map. To obtain a
clear man-machine-interface m = 2 is used most of the time.

The distance of the neurons c and j on the Kohonen map is coded in the
neighborhood function hcj(k) which returns smaller values for neurons that are
farther away from each other. The influenceable neighborhood decreases during
the conditioning. In general it is useful to permit large values of the neighbor-
hood function at the beginning of the conditioning in order to let the winner
neuron influence even the most distant neurons. In the progress the values should
decrease to make a stabilization of the evaluated topology possible.

The choice of the neighborhood function depends on the actual problem, but
our experimental results show that for categorizing time delays the normalized
Gaussian function is best. This neighborhood is defined by

hcj,gauss(k) =
1

σ(k)
√

2π
· e
−‖rc−rj‖2

2σ2(k) ,

where at the standard deviation σ(k) defines the width of the kernel of neigh-
borhood and ‖rc − rj‖ describes the distance of two neurons c and j on the
grid.

In addition to the neighborhood functions there exist other functions that
describe direct net neighborhoods. They can be divided into neighborhoods with
four, six or eight neighbors.

Applying these functions, only the winner neuron and its direct neighbors
are influenced according to the formula

hc,direktd(j) =




1 if c = j ,
1
10 if j ∈ Nd(c) ,
0 else ,
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Fig. 4. Neighborhood with four and eight neighbors [3]
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Fig. 5. Neighborhood on the hexagonal grid

where at c relates to the winner neuron, j to the neuron that is to change and
d ∈ {4, 6, 8} specifies the kind of the regarded neighborhood. The neighborhood
with four neighbors is shown on the left hand-side of Fig. 4, the one with eight
neighbors is shown on the right hand-side.

Besides the squared placed neurons, the Kohonen map can be build hexagonal
as exemplary shown in Fig. 5. The neurons on this map have six neighbors – as
long as they are not located on the border of the map.

Vector Categorization of Time Delay Data. As experience shows delay
vectors are categorized best by a Kohonen map on which the neurons are placed
hexagonally. Furthermore, besides the representative real data, the training vec-
tor should contain the two extreme cases ‘no delay occurred’ and ‘all “indefi-
nitely” delayed’. This way the net was enabled to estimate the seasonal evolution
of time delays.

To simplify working with the program, an additional interpretation of the
resulting Kohonen map is given with the general output. This interpretation
informs the operator which categories the actual record was assigned to. If more
than a given number of categories is needed to represent the actual record, it
is not possible to classify the vector without further information, because too
many classification concepts are active and it is unknown which of these concepts
will dominate in evaluations with succeeding data of delay. The operator gets a
warning message that the actual vector could not clearly be classified.

For interpreting the classification results two strategies are used:

– On the one hand the neighborhood relations of the neurons on the Kohonen
map can be regarded.
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– On the other hand the error resulting in assigning records to categories can
be minimized.

The choice of these possibilities is left to the operator because the kind of inter-
pretation to be used depends on the actual problem.

Interpretation of the Classification Result Using Neighborhood Relations. Using
neighborhood relations to interpret the classification behavior of the net, the
assignment of an input vector to the given categories will be realized in two
steps: First the number of activity centers of the resulting map has to be detected.
The basic idea is that every neuron is either an activity center by itself – using
the euclidic distance, this equals an activity minimum – or one of its neighbors’
activity is smaller than its own. This is examined for every neuron and the overall
number of centers is counted. The centers of the actual record are afterwards
assigned to the activity centers of the categories made up by the training vectors.

The examination of the neighborhood activity of a neuron requires more
energy than expected at first sight; due to the hexagonal placement the neurons
are alternately displaced up and down as shown in Fig. 6. They are numbered
from 1 on the upper left to width · height on the lower right of the map. To
analyze the neighborhood of a neuron, the position of that neuron needs to be
determined – based on its number – first, because neurons that touch the border
of the map do not have six neighbors but only four, respectively two or three
if they are situated in the corner of the map. Furthermore it is important to
know if the neuron is displaced to the top or the bottom because two of its
sideways neighbors are not determined by ‘number of the actual neuron ±1’.
This problem is illustrated in Fig. 6 where at M and N resemble the number
of the actual neuron and b is set to the width of the map. The abbreviations
x = b− 1 and y = b+ 1 are used.
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Fig. 6. Determination of the neighbors of a neuron

Even if it is possible to ascertain the displaced position (up or down) in the
case of an even width of the map just by knowing the number of a neuron, this
becomes more complicated if the width is uneven. It would be necessary to know
if the neuron is part of an even or an uneven row to assign the correct neighbors
to it, this is indicated in Fig. 7. To reduce the required energy, the position of
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a neuron within its row is determined – even positions are displaced to the top,
uneven positions to the bottom.
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Fig. 7. Neighbor determination depending on the width of the map

After determining the activity centers of the evaluated map the second step
can be done by assigning the activity centers to the given categories. Thereto
each center is represented by its winner neuron with its activity. The activity
patterns of the map resulting from the training vectors are compared in the place
of the winner neuron. The regarded activity center is assigned to the map that
has the minimum activity in the place of the winner neuron (using the euclidic
distance, the minimum activity resembles the largest conformity). If the smallest
activity in this place is larger than a given level, the record is not assigned to
any category because the distance between the actual record and the training
vector is too big. In this case a message appears that a new activity center was
found. Thus the neural network has the possibility to point out that the actual
data could not be classified properly.

In addition to the assignment, the activity center of the representing category
is shown on the Kohonen map. This enables the operator of the program to
estimate how well the calculated category of delay represents the actual input
vector. Furthermore the value of the resulting error of the assignment is shown.
In case of minimizing the distance between input and reference vector, the error
is received by the activity of the actual map at the position of the winner neuron
of the corresponding training vector.

Interpretation of the Classification Result Using Error Minimization. Using er-
ror minimization to interpret the classification of the Kohonen map, only the
activities of the neurons are relevant – independent of the total number of exist-
ing activity centers. This allows a more intuitive assignment of the actual maps
to the given categories but it does not contain any information on how many
categories were found during the evaluation.

Working with error minimization the procedure is a lot simpler than the one
described above. After the Kohonen map has classified a record, the activities of
the neurons that are situated on the places of the winner neurons of the training
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Fig. 8. The categorization of the Kohonen map

vectors are examined. The actual record is assigned to a category if the activity
is smaller than a given level. The selected categories are visualized adequately
with their resulting errors. In case that more than a given number of categories is
needed to classify the vector, the operator is warned again that it is momentarily
not possible to calculate a generalized categorization because there are too many
classification concepts active. Nevertheless in both cases a tabular containing the
categories resembling the training vectors and the resulting matching-errors is
displayed.

To give the operator the possibility for his own interpretation of the classi-
fication result, it is possible to project the maps evoked by the training vectors
or their activity centers on the actual map.

2.1 The Output of the Categorization Result

The result of the data mining is presented in different output windows, whereby
the desired kind of output can be chosen. Generally two groups can be selected:
The first group contains very general information on the evaluation process –
such as the parameters of the Weibull and Erlang distribution, resulting of
the statistical preprocessing and the errors, made by approaching the empirical
function with the theoretical functions. The second group is made up of more
detailed information, statistical means of the different distributions such as me-
dian, variance, skewness and excess are listed. Disaccording to the other kind
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of output, the presentation of the classification result of the Kohonen map can
not be clearly assigned to one of these groups. On the one hand it contains the
interpretation of the classification result – either using neighborhood relations
or minimizing the error, on the other hand it provides the operator with the
possibility to interpret the underlying Kohonen map by himself. Figure 8 shows
a screenshot of the interface of the program being applied to delay data of a ger-
man customer. On the left hand side the classification result of a Kohonen map
using error minimization is shown. On the right hand side the interpretation of
the Kohonen map is given.

3 Conclusion

For guaranteeing a more individual classification of arbitrary data of time delays,
some extensions to the program are imaginable.

The interpretation of the Kohonen map could be made more variable by
giving the operator the possibility of adjusting the given levels such as:

– the maximum activity of neurons regarding the creating of activity centers,
– the maximum deviation of an activity center and the belonging winner neu-

ron with which the activity pattern still belongs to the category.

Concerning the neighborhood interpretation it would be possible to join local
minima that are separated by one or two neurons only to a single activity center.
Furthermore the linear standardization of the map activity on the interval [0,1]
can be extended by using additional standardization methods.

In spite of a representative choice of training vectors test runs with other
records could not always be classified but sometimes built out new categories.
These categories can be interpreted as ‘question classes’ that the neural network
uses to tell the operator that the actual record could not be evaluated clearly.

Regarding the ideal vector which refers to ‘no delay’, it is to notice that this
is the mathematical ideal case. This vector should be adapted to the objective
target of the specific company because there is a big difference between the target
‘as many deliveries as possible without or with very small delay’ (this resembles
target 1 in Fig. 9) and ‘at the latest all deliveries have taken place after a given
period of time’ (target 2 in the figure).

Thus concept 1 has a large number of (almost) undelayed deliveries but there
can be deliveries with very long delay because the ideal function approaches 1
very slowly. On the other hand concept 2 has only a few undelayed transports
but it is assured that all deliveries reach their destination within a relative small
period of time.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the use of neural networks as a tool 
for gray box modelling of the reactive distillation column. The basic idea 
is to replace certain correlations for the calculation of physical properties 
by neural networks. Different architectures as radial basis function net- 
works and feedforward networks are compared and their approximation 
abilities are demonstrated. 

1 Introduction 

The rigorous dynamic modelling of chemical processes gives rise to large differential- 
algebraic equation systems (DAE), containing thousands of equations and vari- 
ables. These models are very useful for simulation studies and offline optimiza- 
tion, but due to  their size and complexity they cannot be used for online opti- 
mization and nonlinear model predictive control. 

For online applications the computational expense has to  be reduced. One 
option is to use better numerical algorithms and more powerful computers. But 
even if the online requirements are fulfilled, the effort may be prohibitive. 

Another approach is the simplification of the model. As chemical processes 
and the physical properties therein often exhibit strongly nonlinear behaviour, 
the reduced order models must also be nonlinear if a large range of operation is 
to  be covered. Neural networks with nonlinear activation functions are powerful 
nonlinear models and are hence studied in this paper. 

The major bottleneck of model simplification is the reduced region of va- 
lidity. As a trade-off, certain parts of the original model are kept whilst other 
or previously unknown parts are replaced by neural networks. This method is 
known as gray box or hybrid modelling. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, the physical property correlations to  
be replaced by neural networks are described. A short discussion of the specific 
networks, their structure and mathematical formulation motivates the training 
procedure used here. Simulations prove the success of the approximations, and 
conclusions are given. 
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� Modelling Issues

The process under consideration is the heterogeneously catalyzed production
of methyl acetate �MeAc� from acetic acid �HAc� and methanol �MeOH�� A
detailed process description can be found in ���� a general review on reactive
distillation and its modelling aspects was recently published by ����

The plant is depicted in Fig� �� It consists of three parts� the reboiler� the
condenser and re	ux� and the column itself� Within the column there are three
sections of structured packings� two catalytic ones at the bottom and a separating
section at the top of the column�

Fig� �� Scheme of a reactive distillation column

Operating the plant in batch mode means that one has to supply all raw
materials at startup in the reboiler� Since acetic acid is the highest boiling com

ponent� its concentration would already drop strongly in the lower part of the
column causing vanishing reaction rates in the middle and upper part of the
catalytic section� Therefore a semibatch mode is used in which the acetic acid is
fed continuously above the catalytic packing�

��� Model of a theoretical stage

Although continuous in the spatial domain the packing sections are divided up
into several theoretical stages� which are the core of the dynamic model�
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The mass and energy balances for the ith catalytic stage are� according to
Fig� ��

d

dt

�
N i

totx
i
j

�
� Li��xi��j � Lixij �

�V iyij � V i��yi��j � dnij�reaction� j � �� � � � � NC� ��	

d

dt

�
N i

tothL
�
� Li��hi��L � LihiL �

�V ihiV � V i��hi��V � dH i
reaction� ��	

where L� V and x� y are the liquid and vapour 
ow rates and mole fractions� re�
spectively� hL� hV � are the liquid and vapour enthalpies and N i

tot the total molar
holdup� For the separation stages� the reaction terms dnireaction and dH i

reaction

in eq� ��	 and ��	 are omitted� Beside these NC �� di�erential equations �NC�
number of components	 there are numerous algebraic equations for the calcula�
tion of hydrodynamics� reaction rates and other physical properties like liquid
and vapour enthalpies and liquid densities� xij and yij are related by the vapour
liquid equilibrium �VLE	� Its computation is based on Wilson activity coe�
cients�

�jyjptot�j � p�j�jxj � ��	
X

j

yj � �� ��	

with the fugacity coecients �j � the activity coecients �j and the vapour
pressures of the pure components p�j of the jth component� This set of implicit
equations gives rise to one third of all equations due to the large number of
auxiliary variables needed for the calculation of the activity coecients�

Fig� �� A theoretical stage with entering and leaving streams

In the literature� some examples of predicting phase equilibria by means
of neural networks can be found� ��� used feedforward networks with di�erent
numbers of hidden layers and neurons� respectively� They compared the network
predictions with the UNIFAC method for three di�erent binary mixtures� ���
used the equation�of�state �EOS	 as basis of the comparison instead� ��� used a
neural network as a decision�maker which VLE method to be chosen�
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� Neural Network Architectures

��� Feedforward Networks

It is well known that general feedforward networks with sigmoidal activation
function can approximate any nonlinear function ���� The number of hidden
layers and the number of neurons therein as well as the activation function
have been determined during design� The Matlab Neural Network Toolbox was
used� information about the training algorithms can be found in ���� The MISO�

mapping with one hidden layer and linear output layer is

�yk � v� 	

mkX

j��

w��j tanh
�
wT
��jx	 bj

�
� 
��

��� Radial Basis Function Networks

As a second architecture radial basis function 
RBF� networks with a linear part
that perform the following nonlinear mapping

�yk � v� 	 vTx	

mkX

j��

wjhj
x�� 
��

and the basis functions hj being of the Gaussian type

hj
x� � e

�

kx� cjk
�

��j 
��

were used� Almost the same approximation accuracy as feedforward networks
faster training is possible as the weights to be determined can be found by linear
optimization�

Again� the Matlab Toolbox� was used� As there are no possibilities to in
�uence the positioning of the centres cj of the radial basis function unless the
training data set is changed� a toolbox developed at the Process Control Labo
ratory was applied� Fig� � shows the structure of the RBF networks�

The training procedure which was used in this work is divided into two steps�
First the centres cj and the widths �j of the basis functions are determined by
unsupervised learning using only the input samples of the training data set� The
centres are calculated by kmeansclustering� see ��� and ���� This algorithm �nds
a set of cluster centres and a partition of the input samples into subsets� It uses
m di�erent randomly chosen training samples as cluster centres� Each sample
is assigned to the centre next to it� Then the average position of the samples
belonging to each cluster is found and the corresponding centre is moved to that
point� Once all clusters have been updated� the procedure is repeated until it

� multiple input single output
� see ��� for details on design and training
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converges� The radii �j are determined from the p�nearest neighbour heuristics
����

�j � q

vuut�

p

pX
k��

kcj � ckk�� 	
�

In 	
� ck are the p nearest neighbours of cj and the factor q controls the degree
of overlap of the basis functions� For given cj and �j the output weights vj and
wj can be calculated in a supervised manner by solving the quadratic program

min
v�w

NX
i��

�yi � �yi	v� w��
�
� 	��

where yi are the target values of the model output from the training data set�
To improve the extrapolation accuracy the linear weights vj are calculated �rst�
The RBF weights wj are chosen such that the residual error is minimized�

Fig� �� Radial basis function network

� Results

��� Training

The system of the vapour liquid equilibrium in the four component mixture has
�ve inputs 	four liquid mole fractions and the pressure� and �ve outputs 	four
vapour mole fractions and the temperature� therefore �ve MISO networks have
been designed� The liquid and vapour mole fractions are between � and � by
de�nition therefore no scaling on these variables is necessary� As the column
is operated at atmospheric pressure and ptot�j from Eq� 	�� varies around �����
bar it is scaled with

�ptot � ��� � 	ptot � ����� 	���



and the temperature, which lies in the interval between 300K and 400K, is scaled 
with 

T = 0.01. (T - 300). (11) 
Training as well as validation and the RMSE calculation therein are done with 
the scaled variables. The training data were generated by solving the set of 
nonlinear implicit functions from Eq. (3)-(4) for different liquid mole fractions 
xi and pressures pt,t. 

The measurement for training as well as for validation is the root mean 
squared error (RMSE) of the kth output: 

The feedforward network was designed with two hidden layers consisting of 
ten neurons each, resulting in a summed RMSE of = 2 . lop7. The training 
method applied here is a quasi Newton algorithm. 

The first RBF networks were trained with the Matlab Toolbox, a desired 
RMSE for each output of 0.01 results in five nets with m k  = [52 123 179 161 1171 
neurons on the hidden layers. The radii are fixed to the value of 0 = (22/ln2)-' 
which turned out to  give good overlapping of the radial basis functions as for a 
distance of l x  - cjI = 0.5 the output of the neuron is 0.5. 

Using the k-means-clustering and the p-nearest neighbour heuristic the pa- 
rameters p (number of neighbours) and q (overlapping factor) from Eq. (8) were 
determined. Twenty neural networks for the first output ( k  = 1) with a fixed 
number of 30 neurons on the hidden layer were trained and the one with minimal 
RMSE was taken to  evaluate the dependence on the above parameters. Varying 
p and q from 1 to 10 yielded p = 1 and q = 7 which was compared with the 
combination p = 4, q = 3, which was used in former applications, see [lo]. 

To eliminate the influence of different random initialisations of the k-means- 
clustering, twenty neural networks were designed and the one with minimal 
RMSE was taken. If the actual RMSE was still higher than the desired 0.01, 
the number of neurons, starting from ten, was increased by five until the desired 
RMSE was met. The resulting numbers of neurons in the hidden layer were 
mk'7 = [20 80 110 100 601 for p = 1 and q = 7 and mt'4 = [20 80 115 100 601 
for the p = 3, q = 4 combination, using the RBF networks with the first param- 
eter setting in the following validation section. It is worth mentioning that the 
calculation of the linear weights in Eq. (6) and the subsequent training with the 
residuals yi - vTxi did not lead to  a reduction of the networks' size. 

4.2 Validation 

The validation data set was generated by simulation of the rigorous dynamic 
model along an offline determined optimal trajectory. A control vector parametriza- 
tion strategy was used and the optimization yielded piecewise constant manip- 
ulated variables and a maximal process productivity (see [Ill for details of the 
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optimal column operation�� The data for the calculation of the VLE are sampled
with a sampling interval of six minutes and are taken from all twelve theoretical
stages as well as from the reboiler� All together the validation data set consisted
of ���� points� The root mean squared errors of the validation data set are given
in table ��

Table �� Comparison of the di�erent RMSE for the validation data set� The �y� to �y�
are the vapour mole fractions� �T is the scaled temperature�

Neural Network �y� �y� �y� �y� �T

Feedforward networks within gPROMS ������ ������ ����	� �����	 ����
�

Feedforward networks �����	 ����

 �����
 ������ ����	�

RBF networks with kmeans

clustering and pnearest neighbour �����	 ������ ������ ������ ������

RBF with Matlab training ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

Using the feedforward networks for the calculation of the VLE � just replacing
the set of Eq� 	��
	�� with the neural networks � yields reasonable values for the
RMSE� Implementing the feedforward networks into the simulation environment
and simulating the optimal trajectory shifts the results to a better approximation
of �y� and �y� and a worse approximation of the other variables�

The duration of the simulations with the rigorous model and with the neural
networks integrated are almost the same� A redesign and optimization of the
neural network code and a thorough optimization of the networks� size may lead
to a further saving in computational expenses�

In order to assess the approximation abilities the following �gures 	Fig� �
��
show simulations of the vapour mole fractions within the column� The line styles
are solid black for the simulation of the rigorous dynamic model solid gray for
the simulation of the dynamic model with the feedforward networks integrated
in the simulation environment gPROMS dash
dotted for the calculation of the
VLE with the feedforward networks dotted for the calculation with the RBF
networks trained with the k
means clustering and p
nearest neighbour heuristic
and dashed for the calculation with the RBF networks trained with the Matlab
Toolbox� The stages are numbered from the top to the bottom stages ��� are
the separating unit stages ��� and ���� are the upper and lower catalytic ones
respectively and stage �� represents the reboiler�

Fig� � shows the product concentration on the topmost stage� The same
mole fractions can be found in the re�ux of the column which are measured and
used for composition control of the column� Hence it is important that these
controlled variables are approximated properly as the dynamic model with the
neural networks is potentially used within a nonlinear model predictive control
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Fig� �� Product mole fractions during optimal operation at the topmost stage

scheme� Beside some larger deviations at the end of the batch the approximation

accuracy is good and satisfactory for control applications�

The vapour mole fraction pro�les along the column are depicted in Fig� ���

and represent the process after �� minutes� six� twelve and �	 hours of operation�

respectively�

At the beginning of the operation the column is �lled with boiling methanol

and the acetic acid feed starts at t 
 �� It takes approximately one hour to

establish quasi stationary pro�les within the column� The methanol and methyl

acetate pro�les change signi�cantly during this period which is a typical startup

scenario of the process�

The neural networks are able to re�ect this behaviour and show good approx�

imation abilities during the rest of the batch� Only at the end of the batch after

�	 hours the pro�les calculated by the neural networks dier from the simulation

of the rigorous dynamic model which coincides with the results from Fig� �� This

can be tolerated as deviations in the process behaviour at the end of the batch

do not harm the process objectives of the optimal operation� See table � for a

comparison�

� Conclusions

The results show the neural networks capabilities of predicting the vapour liquid

equilibrium� Simulations with the neural networks integrated into the simulation
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Table �� Comparison of the process objectives that characterize the optimal opera�
tion between the rigorous dynamic model and the model with the feedforward neural
networks integrated into the simulation environment gPROMS�

Process Rigorous Dynamic model
objectives dynamic model with feedforward networks

Productivity �mmol�s� ���	
 ����


Conversion acetic acid �� ����� �����

Conversion methanol �� ����	 �
���

Product purity �� �	��� �	���
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Fig� �� Acetic acid pro�les
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Fig� �� Methanol pro�les
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Fig� �� Water pro�les
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environment gPROMS as well as VLE calculations with the neural networks
reveal good approximation during the batch operation in which the variables
pass through a wide operating range�

The training and validation data were generated by simulation of the rigorous
dynamic model with existing formulas for the VLE� Using �online� measurement
data instead the learning abilities of neural networks can be used for model
adaption during operation� This is also possible for other physical properties�

It turned out that the neural networks are relatively complex with a large
number of neurons in order to achieve a certain root mean squared error� Another
possible approach could be the use of dynamic neural networks as approximation
of the dynamic behaviour of a certain stage or of a complete packing� Further
optimization of the neural networks size could lead to a reduced complexity and
a signi�cant bene�t in computational expenses�
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Abstract. Simulated annealing is a general optimisation algorithm, based on
hill-climbing. As in hill-climbing, new candidate solutions are selected from the
‘neighbourhood’ of the current solution. For continuous parameter optimisation,
it is practically impossible to choose direct neighbours, because of the vast
number of points in the search space. In this case, it is necessary to choose new
candidate solutions from a wider neighbourhood, i.e. from some distance of the
current solution, for performance reasons. The right choice of this distance is
often crucial for the success of the algorithm, especially in real-world
application where the number of fitness evaluations is limited. This paper
explains how in such a case the use of a variable radius of this neighbourhood,
refereed to as maximum step width, can increase the over-all performance of
simulated annealing. A real-world example demonstrates the increased
performance of the modified algorithm.

1 Introduction

Simulated annealing (SA) is a robust general optimisation method that was first
introduced by Kirkpatrick et. al. [1], based on the work  of Metropolis et. al. [2]. It
simulates the annealing of a metal, in which the metal is heated-up to a temperature
near its melting point and then slowly cooled to allow the particles to move towards
an optimum energy state. This results in a more uniform crystalline structure and so
the process allows some control over the microstructure. SA has been demonstrated to
be robust and capable of dealing with noisy and incomplete real-world data [3,4].

Simulated annealing is a variation of the hill-climbing algorithm. Both start off
from a randomly selected point within the search space. Unlike in hill climbing, if the
fitness of a new candidate solution is less than the fitness of the current solution, the
new candidate solution is not automatically rejected. Instead it becomes the current
solution with a certain transition probability p(T). This transition probability depends
on the difference in fitness ∆E and the temperature T. Here, ‘temperature’ is an
abstract control parameter for the algorithm rather than a real physical measure.
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Equation 1 gives a common transition function p(T) for a given temperature and a 
given difference in fitness: 

Where: 

T temperature - control parameter for cooling schedule 
p(T) probability of transition for temperature T 
AE difference between previous candidate solution and current one 

The algorithm starts with a high temperature, which is subsequently reduced slowly, 
usually in steps. Equation 2 shows the standard cooling function introduced by 
Kirkpatrick [I]. Many others can be found in the literature [5,6]. 

Where: 

TB temperature at step n 
a cooling coefficient ( a  < 1) 

On each step, the temperature must be held constant for an appropriate period of time 
(i.e. number of iterations) in order to allow the algorithm to settle in a 'thermal 
equilibrium', i.e. in a balanced state. If this time is too short, the algorithm is likely to 
converge to a local minimum. The combination of temperature steps and cooling 
times is known as the annealing schedule, which is usually selected empirically. 
Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the basic simulated annealing algorithm. 

Fig. 2 shows a typical run of a SA algorithm, optimising a real-world system [4]. 
The dotted line represents the best solution found so far, the thick line represents the 
fitness on each iteration. It can be observed that the algorithm initially explores the 
search space (large differences in fitness), while later on (after approximately 400 
iterations in this case) it exploits the most promising region. 
Hence, the behaviour of the algorithm at the beginning of the search is similar to a 
random walk, while towards the end it performs like ordinary hill climbing. 

2 Need for step width variation 

For continuous parameter optimisation, it is practically impossible to choose direct 
neighbours of the current solution as new candidate solutions, simply because of the 
vast number of points in the search space. In this case, it is necessary to choose new 
candidate solutions from some distance in a random direction of the current solution 
in order to travel in an acceptable time through the search space. This distance could 
either be a fixed step width s or it could have an upper limit Y , , ~ .  In the first case, the 
neighbourhood would be defined as the surface of a hypersphere around the current 
solution, in the second case the neighbourhood would be defined as the volume of the 
hypersphere. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the basic SA algorithm



Iterations 

Fig. 2. Typical run of a SA algorithm; at the beginning of the search the algorithm explores the 
search space, while it is exploiting the most promising region of the search space after the 
algorithm has been 'frozen' 

In the latter case, new candidate solutions might be generated by adding small, 
equally distributed random numbers from the interval [-s~,',~ , sn7_ ] to each component 
of the current solution vector. The maximum step width svz~z, is crucial to the success of 
SA. If s ~ , ' , ~  is chosen to be too small and the start point for a search run is too far away 
from the global optimum, the algorithm might not be able to get near that optimum 
before the algorithm 'freezes', i.e. the temperature becomes so small that p(Tj is 
virtually zero and the algorithm starts to perform only hill climbing. In that case, it 
will get stuck in the nearest local optimum. If, on the other hand, the step width has 
been chosen to be too large, and the peak of the optimum is very narrow, the 
algorithm might well get near the global optimum before the algorithm 'freezes', but 
never reaches the top, because most of the steps are simply too large so that new 
candidate solutions 'fall off the peak. Hence, there is always a trade-off between 
accuracy and robustness in selecting an appropriate maximum step width. If srrZc,, is too 
small, SA has the potential to reach the peak of the 'frozen-in' optimum, but it cannot 
be guaranteed that this optimum is the global one. On the other hand, if is too 
large, SA has the potential to get near the global optimum, but it might never reach 
the top of it. 

A solution could be to use small steps and to adjust the cooling schedule to 
increase the length of the Markov chains. This is not always be possible in real-world 
optimisation problems with time constrains, i.e. a limited number of possible fitness 
evaluations. The solution proposed here is to adapt the maximum step width s,,,_ to the 
search process itself. In general, there are two possible approaches. Firstly, s ~ , , ~ , ~  may be 
adapted to an SA parameter, like current iteration, temperature, etc. The search starts 
with a large value for s",,,, and is subsequently decreased towards the end. Secondly, - 

sZata can be adapted to the fitness landscape, e.g. AE or p(T). 
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3 Real-world example 

In this example, SA has been employed to deduce fourteen Fourier terms in a radio- 
frequency (RF) waveform for a Langmuir probe compensation system [4]. 

Langmuir probes [7] are important electrostatic diagnostics for RF-driven gas 
discharge plasmas [S]. These plasmas are inherently non-linear, and many harmonics 
of the fundamental are generated in the plasma. 

RF components across the probe sheath distort the measurements made by the 
probes. To improve the accuracy of the measurements, these RF components must be 
removed. This has been achieved by active compensation, i.e. by applying an RF 
signal to the probe tip. Not only amplitude and phase of the applied signal have to 
match that of the exciting RF, also its waveform has to match that of the harmonics 
generated in the plasma. The active compensation system uses seven harmonics to 
generate the required waveform. Therefore, fourteen heavily interacting parameters 
(seven amplitudes and seven phases) need to be tuned before measurements can be 
taken. Fig. 3 shows the closed optimisation loop. 

The goal is to maximise the parameter 'floating potential' of the Langmuir probe 
system, which acts as a fitness measure. Previous work has shown that this is a hard 
optimisation problem, because the inputs heavily influence each other. Also, the 
fitness at the global optimum is not known a priori. 

Fig. 4 shows the set-up of the experiment and Fig. 5 shows the Langmuir probe 
inserted into an Argon plasma. 

a Harmonic I I RF I 
PC 

Generator Generator 

t ,.- 14 Conhol Signals 
"CI 

Bias I 1 w Signal fP  

I I 

Controller 

Fig. 3. Closed optimisation loop 

Plant 
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ig. 4. Experimental set-up Fig. 5. Langmuir probe in Argon plasmaF



Each of the digital inputs and the digital output of the system to be optimised had a 
resolution of 12 bits, hence the search space consisted of approximately 3 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~ '  
search points. 

During the experiments, it became evident that the selection of s ~ , , ~  was crucial to 
the solutions found by SA. Fig. 6 shows a typical run with a small maximum step 
width (gnm=50 j. It can be observed that the algorithm has difficulties in getting out of 
the 'flat' region of the search space from where it started. Only after approx. 800 
iterations did it reach the next optimum, where it performed hill climbing. 

In Fig. 7, a typical run with a large step width can be seen ( ~ , ~ ~ = 4 0 0 0 ) .  While the 
algorithm seems to find the region of the global optimum easily, it failed to exploit 
this region. 

Even with a carefully selected value for swm, it was not possible to ensure stable and 
reproducible solutions. While most of the search runs resulted in fitness values of 
around 2800, in a few runs values of around 2900 have been found. In order to 
overcome this behaviour, a scaling function has been empirically designed to adapt 
the maximum step width to the current iteration (equation 3). 

fitness ------ 
maximum found in previous runs - - - 

Fig. 6. The step width has been chosen too small; the algorithm failed to reach the region 
containing the maximum peak during the exploration phase of the search 
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fitness - 
maximum found in previous runs - - - 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Iterations 

Fig. 7. The maximum step width has been chosen too large; the algorithm failed to find the 
maximum peak during the exploitation phase of the search run 

0 500 1000 1500 

Iterations 

Fig. 8. Step width scaling function used in this research 
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Where: 
snrn,(n) maximum step width at iteration n 

SO initial maximum step width 
n current iteration 
n,,m maximum number of iterations 
P adaptation constant; a value of 5.3 was chosen 

Fig. 8 shows the graphical representation of the scaling function while Fig. 9 shows a 
typical run with the improved SA. 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Iterations 

Fig. 9. Search run with step width adaptation; the algorithm explores the search space at the 
beginning of the search and transforms smoothly into hill-climbing 

For evaluation, three different methods have been compared: method 1 used a static 
maximum step width of 50, method 2 used a static maximum step width of 4000 and 
finally, method 3 used the adaptive step width with an initial value of 4000. Table 1 
shows the results of the experiments. 

Table 1. Average Fitness and deviation of fitness for methods used during this research 

Method No Average Fitness [Volts] Deviation of Fitness [Volts] 

Fig. 10 gives a graphical representation, where the dots represent the average fitness 
gained and the error bars represent the standard deviation for the results. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of methods; method 1 is a standard SA algorithm with small maximum
step width, method 2 is a standard SA algorithm with large maximum step width, and method 3
is a SA algorithm with step width adaptation

It can be observed that not only can the average fitness be improved significantly, but
also the robustness, i.e. the reproducibility, has been improved dramatically (smaller
error bars). That means the algorithm is more likely to reach the peak of the global
optimum. This makes it suitable for industrial applications, which usually require a
high degree of robustness and reproducibility.

4 Conclusions

For continuous parameter optimisation, selecting an appropriate maximum step width
smax for simulated annealing is always a compromise between accuracy and robustness.
If it is too small, SA has good exploitation capabilities but reduced chances of
reaching the global optimum to exploit it. If smax is too large, the algorithm has good
exploration capabilities, and hence is likely to find the region of the search space
containing the global optimum, but it then performs badly in the exploitation of this
region.

A solution to this problem is the on-line adaptation of the maximum step width to
either a SA parameter, like temperature or iteration, or to the fitness landscape. In this
research, the performance of SA in the optimisation of a Langmuir probe system has
been dramatically improved by adapting the maximum step width to the current
iteration. This has not only improved the average fitness for the system, it has also
improved the reproducibility of the results, which is of great importance for industrial
applications.
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GA-Based Search for Paths with Minimum 
Energy Consumption for Mobile Robot Systems 

Marcus GemeinderX and Michael Gerke 

Fernuniversitat Hagen, Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
58084 Hagen, Germany 

Abstract. A GA based path planning software for mobile robot sys- 
tems focusing on energy consumption is presented. One special feature 
of this software is the consideration of changing textures - and there- 
fore changing energy requirements when moving - within given environ- 
ments. Problem specific genetic operators are introduced, and especially 
the handling of exceptional situations is described in detail. 

1 Introduction 

A research area with special importance to mobile robot systems is devising 
suitable methods to  plan optimum moving trajectories. Possible optimisation 
criteria could be path length, energy consumption, or time needed for movement. 

An operational area with the crucial aspect being energy consumption are 
missions on other planets in our solar system. The little rover Soujourner has 
driven on the surface of Mars, and further similar missions will follow. To use 
the full potential of such vehicles, they should always move in an energy-saving 
manner. The typical task could be described as follows: for two arbitrary points 
in an area, find the drivable path between these points minimising the energy 
required. 

There exist many approaches within the area of Computational Intelligence 
to  solve the problem of finding collision-free trajectories in unknown environ- 
ments (see [2], [3], [5], [6]). Most of them have in common that the aspect of 
energy consumption is considered only with respect to  the length of the paths. 
Environments are modelled in a binary manner (obstacle/no obstacle), and fur- 
ther information about the texture of the ground is not taken into account. 

Here a path planning software based on a Genetic Algorithm is presented, 
which considers changes in the texture of the ground. This is a crucial property 
allowing to find paths within an inhomogeneous area characterised by minimum 
energy consumption. 

2 GA-Based Path Planning 

In this application the genetic pool is a set of individuals, each representing a 
path from a given start point to  a given goal. The paths are totally independent 

* Corresponding author. E-mail: marcus. gemeinderof ernuni-hagen . de 
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Abstract. The conventional single user detector in DS/CDMA (Direct 
Sequence Code Division Multiple Access) systems involves multiple access 
interference and the near-far effect which cause the limitation of capacity. On 
the other hand, the computational complexity of the optimum multiuser detector 
grows exponentially with the number of users. There has been a lot of interest 
in suboptimal multiuser detectors with less complexity and reasonable 
performance. In this paper we apply the classic and a new modified genetic 
algorithm for multiuser detection of DS/CDMA signals. It is shown that the 
classic genetic algorithm (GA) reaches an error floor at high signal to noise 
ratios while the proposed method has higher performance than the classic one 
and comparable to the optimum single user detector with much less complexity 
than the optimum multiuser detector. 

1 Introduction 

DS/CDMA is considered as the third generation of cellular mobile, indoor wireless 
and personal communication systems. CDMA offers attractive features such as 
frequency reuse, soft handoff, increased capacity, multipath combating, and etc [1]. In 
a CDMA system, several users simultaneously transmit information over a common 
channel using pre-assigned signature codes.   

The conventional single user detector in a DS/CDMA system consists of a bank of 
filters matched to the spreading codes and then deciding on the sign of the outputs. 
Ideally the spreading codes for DS/CDMA should be orthogonal. However, in 
practice, the codes are non-orthogonal, which creates interference in conventional 
matched filter demodulation. Multiple access interference (MAI) produced by the 
other co-channel users is a significant limitation to the capacity of this detector. 
Another limitation is the near-far problem which occurs when the relative received 
power of interfering signals becomes larger. These two problems severely limit the 
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multi access capability of DS/CDMA. A potential solution is multiuser detection that 
exploits the information of the signals of interfering users [2].  

The optimum multiuser detector [2] evaluates a log-likelihood function over the set 
of all possible information sequences. It consists of a bank of matched filters front end 
followed by Viterbi algorithm. The optimum receiver achieves low error probability 
at the expense of high computational complexity. The computational complexity of 
this detector increases exponentially with the number of users. So this method is 
extremely time consuming for a realistic number of users. Consequently, there has 
been considerable research into suboptimal detectors. These detectors achieve 
significant performance gains over the conventional detector without the exponential 
increase in complexity. 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been employed for solving many optimization 
problems. They were first introduced by Holland [3] and have received considerable 
attention in DSP research [4]. GAs model natural selection and survival of the fittest 
[5]. While GAs are not perfect, i.e. they do not always find the optimal solution, they 
are very efficient in attaining a near-optimum solution in a much shorter time 
compared to the conventional point-by-point exhaustive search, especially in large 
solution spaces. GAs solve optimization problem iteratively. At each iteration 
(generation) they use a set (a population) of possible bit vectors (strings), from which 
a new set of bit vectors is generated based on the value (fitness) of the current bit 
vectors by applying genetic operators. This process continues until the terminating 
condition is satisfied. 

GA-based multiuser detection has been proposed in [6-8]. In [6] a pure GA and a 
hybrid GA-multistage detector are used. In [7] a GA in conjunction with a modified 
Viterbi algorithm is used to detect the users bits sequentially in the asynchronous 
AWGN channel. However these papers does not examine the effect of high SNRs 
(Signal to Noise Ratio). In [8], good initial guesses concerning the possible user bit 
sequences obtained from the other detectors such as the matched filter and 
decorrelator [9] were required in order to attain an improved performance.  

In this paper, we propose a new modified genetic algorithm. We apply the classic 
and modified GAs in DS/CDMA systems. The likelihood function is used as the 
objective function in GAs. It is shown that the bit error rate saturates at high signal to 
noise ratios using the classic GA. We show that the proposed method has much better 
performance than the classic one and is near to the optimum detector with much less 
complexity. The proposed algorithm finds the solution without using the other 
detectors and without reaching the error floor. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we explain the classic genetic 
algorithm and then describe our proposed modified method. Section 3 describes the 
model of a typical DS/CDMA system in the AWGN. In section 4 simulations and 
results are discussed. Finally section 5 presents the conclusion. 

2 Classic and New Modified GAs 

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a guided random technique which mimics the process of 
natural evolution and is an efficient tool in searching for global optima. In this 
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section, at first we describe the classic GA and then explain the modifications that 
leads to the proposed method. 

2.1 The Classic GA 

The classic GA encodes potential solutions to an optimization problem in the form of 
a generation containing P individuals called the population [3], [5]. By modifying the 
current generation, the next generation is obtained. After a certain number of 
iterations, the best individuals of the final population will be the solutions. 

In the classic GA, the samples in the solution space are usually encoded as binary 
bit strings, and a finite number of them are selected randomly to form the initial 
population. The process of obtaining the next population from the current one 
involves applying two types of genetic operators to the current population. These 
operators are called crossover and mutation. A crossover operator requires two 
operands or so called parents and produces two outputs (offspring). Parent selection 
makes extensive use of the fitness value of the individuals. The fitness of each 
individual is its figure of merit and normally is the objective function. Selecting the 
parents for a crossover operator can be done using a so-called parent selection 
algorithm such as the Roulette wheel or Tournament selection methods. A crossover 
operator exchanges certain bits of the two parents according to a specific rule and 
produces two offspring.  Some of the most common crossover operators are one-
point, two-point and uniform. The mutation operator simply complements one or 
more bit of the individual it is applied to. In a given generation, the crossover and 
mutation operators are applied to the individuals with predefined probability cp  and 

mp . Normally cp  is higher than mp . The terminating condition for a genetic 
algorithm can be either the average or minimum fitness of the population reaching a 
certain value or the total number of generations exceeding a certain number (G). 

According to the above, below a pseudo code form of the classic GA is given. 
 

a) Set the required parameters:  
 - P: Population length 
 - cp : Crossover probability 
 - mp : Mutation probability 
 - G: The number of generations 
 - Select a parent selection method  
 - Select a crossover operator 
 - Select a mutation operator 
b) Generate a random population. This will be the initial population and the starting 
point for the GA. 
c) Apply the selected crossover operator to P. cp  of the individuals and store the 
offspring. 
d) Apply the selected mutation operator to P. mp  of the individuals and store the 
resulting mutated individuals. 
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e) Replace the current population with the individuals resulting from crossover and 
mutation. 
f) Repeat steps c to e until the termination criterion is satisfied. 

2.1.1 Parent Selection Methods 

Parent selection is analogous to the phenomenon of natural selection. Usually 
members are selected for mating with a selection probability proportional to their 
fitness values. Popular parent selection schemes include tournament selection and 
roulette-wheel selection. Here we describe the roulette-wheel method. In principle we 
construct a roulette wheel on which each member of the population is given a sector 
whose size is proportional to the individual’s fitness. Then we spin the wheel and 
whichever individual comes up becomes a parent.  

We can describe the implementation of the procedure follows: 
 

a) Construct a list of fitness of all individuals in the population. 
b) Generate a random number between zero and the total fitness in the population. 
c) Return the first individual whose fitness, added to the fitness of all other elements 
before it, from the list in step a, is greater than or equal to the random number from 
step b. 

2.1.2 Crossover Methods 

To exploit the potential of the current population, we use crossover operators to 
generate new individuals that we hope will retain good features from the previous 
generation. Crossover is usually applied to the selected pairs of parents with a 
probability equal to a given crossover rate.  

One-point crossover is the most basic crossover operator, where a crossover point 
on both parents is selected at random and two parents are interchanged at this point.  

In two-point crossover, two crossover points are selected and the part of the 
individual between these two points is then swapped to generate two offspring. We 
can define n-point crossover similarly. In general, (n-1) point crossover is a special 
case of n-point crossover.  

Another technique that is very common is uniform crossover. Uniform crossover is 
radically different from one-point and two-point crossovers. Copying the 
corresponding bit from one or the other parent, chosen according to a randomly 
generated crossover mask creates each bit in the offspring. Where there is a 1 in the 
mask, the bit is copied from the first parent, and where there is a 0 in the mask, the 
gene is copied from the second parent. The process is repeated with the parents 
exchanged to produce the second offspring. A new crossover mask is randomly 
generated for each pair of parents.  

The crossover rate can be variable through time. As the population starts to 
converge the crossover rate can be increased so that the area in which the search is 
converging in is searched more thoroughly. The effect of crossover is similar to that 
of mating in the natural evolutionary process, in which parents pass segments of their 
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own chromosomes on to their children. Therefore, some children are able to 
outperform their parents if they get good bits from both parents. 

2.1.3 Mutation 

Crossover exploits current bits potentials, but if the population does not contain all the 
encoded information needed to solve a particular problem, no amount of bit mixing 
can produce a satisfactory solution. For this reason, a mutation operator capable of 
spontaneously generating new individuals is included. The most common way of 
implementing mutation is to flip one bit of an individual with a probability equal to a 
very low given mutation rate. A mutation operator can prevent the population from 
converging at any local optima. The mutation rate is kept low so good individuals 
obtained from crossover are not lost. If the mutation rate is high (above 0.1), GA 
performance will approach that of a primitive random search. 

2.2 Proposed Modified GA 

The modified GA is obtained by applying the following modifications to the classic 
GA. 
A) Parent selection is based on choosing individuals with better fitness. The mutation 
operation is performed on the individuals that have been involved in the crossover 
operation. The crossover and mutation rates are chosen in such a way that the total 
number of offspring and mutated individuals is less than the population length. The 
rest of the population is generated randomly.  This added randomness prevents the 
algorithm from being confined to a specific area of the search space.    

B) After applying the crossover and mutation operators to the current population, i.e. 
producing the offspring and the mutated individuals, the next generation is obtained 
by selecting the best P individuals from the current population and the generated 
individuals from A.  

C) It is seen in [8] that good initial guesses (the first population) can greatly improve 
the performance of the GA.  These initial guesses were obtained from the other 
detectors such as the decorrelator [9]. Here, we let the algorithm run for a certain 
number of generations and thus eliminate the randomness of the individuals. Next, 
with the exception of a number of fittest individuals, the rest of the population is 
randomly generated.  With these fittest as initial guesses, the algorithm finds the 
solution in much fewer generations without making use of the other detectors and 
without reaching the error floor.  

D) As we saw in the classic GA, the next generation is constructed by replacing the 
current generation with the individuals resulting from crossover and mutation. If the 
mutation rate increases, the number of high fitness individuals will decrease. On the 
other hand, decreasing the mutation rate too much will narrow the search preventing 
the search space to be searched effectively. So we have to make a trade-off between 
keeping the high fitness individuals (by decreasing the mutation rate and increasing 
the crossover rate) and expanding the search. Because of B the fittest individuals are 



never lost. As a result we need not worry about losing the fit individuals by increasing 
the mutation rate and can increase the mutation rate and even make it larger than the 
crossover rate. 

3 System Model 

The system model consists of K simultaneous users. The Mh user's signature 
waveform of duration T and normalized power is composed of a spreading sequence 
of N chips: 

where a,k E (-1,l) is the spreading sequence and p(t) is the pulse waveform of 

duration T,. For BPSK data modulation, the received baseband signal in an 

asynchronous AWGN channel is: 

where wk is the received energy of the Mh user, bk (i) is the data bit of the Mh user 

during the ith interval with amplitude f 1 and period T = NT, , zk is the time delay of 

the Mh user, 2P+1 is number of bits in each transmission, and n(t) is additive white 

Gaussian noise with two-sided spectral density equal to 02. 

For the synchronous channel z, = 0 V k ,  so we can drop the index i. In this case, 

the received signal can be written as: 

The conventional single user detector consists of a bank of filters matched to the 
spreading codes of users and a threshold device. The outputs of the filters can be 
written in matrix form as: 

where for the synchronous case, we have 
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In the above equations, yk is the output of the matched filter for user k, bk is the 

transmitted bit of user k, R is the correlation matrix with elements which shows 

the correlation between the spreading codes of users i and j, W is a diagonal matrix 
containing the users energy, and n is Gaussian noise vector with the covariance matrix 

0 2 ~ .  

Based on the sign of the outputs of filters, an estimate of the transmitted bits is 
obtained as 

where sign@) is signom fimction. 
The conventional detector is optimum in the presence of only one single user and 

white Gaussian noise. However when there are other users, this detector suffers from 
two problems. First, as the number of users increases, it can become multiple access 
interference limit. Another disadvantage is the near-far problem, which refers to the 
phenomenon of high power interferes completely destroying communications from 
low power transmitters. One solution to these problems is multiuser detection where 
the receiver exploits the knowledge of the signals of interfering users [2]. The 
optimum multiuser detector maximizes the joint probability density function 
(maximum likelihood). It selects the data sequence b such that minimizes 

The minimization of the above equation results in the following log-likelihood 
detection 

The optimum detector must evaluate the above metrics over all 2K (synchronous) 
or 2K(2Pc1) (asynchronous) possible vectors in order to find the optimum b. Its 
computational complexity grows exponentially with the number of users and makes it 
impractical for a realistic environment. As a result, there has been a lot of interest into 
the suboptimum multiuser detectors with less complexity and near optimum 
performance. 

Two types of receiver whose complexity is proportional to the number of users are 
decorrelating detector [9] and multistage detector [lo]. The decorrelating detector 
applies the inverse of the correlation matrix to the matched filter outputs in order to 
decouple the received signal. This detector is linear and near-far resistance. It 
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provides significant improvement over the conventional detector at conditions where 
MA1 is dominant, without requiring knowledge of the user power. However the 
disadvantages of this detector is noise enhancement which causes poor performance at 
low signal to noise ratios. The multistage detector is nonlinear. It utilizes previously 
made decisions of the other users to cancel interference present in the signal of the 
desired user. This process is repeated for several stages. Multistage detector requires 
exact knowledge of the users power. Its performance depends heavily on the initial 
estimation. 

In this experiment, we apply genetic algorithm for multiuser detection. We use the 
likelihood function as the fitness fbnction which is always positive: 

4 Simulations and Results 

The spreading sequences for all users were chosen from a set of Gold codes of length 
N=3 1. The rectangular chip waveform was used for the spreading codes. The number 
of users is K=20. Monte Carlo simulation is used for computing the error rate. The 
effect of MA1 is examined by keeping constant the relative powers of users and 
varying noise variance. The near-far effect is simulated by changing the relative 
power of users with constant noise variance. A lower bound for the BER (Bit Error 
Rate) of the optimum multiuser detector can be found as the BER of a single user 
receiver in the absence of other users. 

Uniform crossover is used both for the classic and proposed GAS. In the classic 
GA, individuals obtained from crossover and mutation operators form the next 
generation. For the modified GA, in each generation, a number of random individuals 
is produced according to the modified algorithm. Also, after a certain number of 
generations, we retain some individuals and generate the rest randomly. 

Fig. 1 shows the performance of the mentioned GAS for a 20 user system in the 
synchronous AWGN channel. The BER of the first user versus the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) is obtained with wi / w, = 6 dB for different values of population size (P) 
and generation number (G). It can be seen that in the classic GA, the BER saturates at 
high SNRs, while the proposed modified GA has a performance comparable to the 
single user lower band. 

Fig. 2 shows the BER of user 1 versus the relative energy of the interfering users 

for SNRl= wl / D~ =10 dB. It is seen that the classic GA is not robust to the near-far 
effect, while the modified one is resistant to the variation of relative energies. 

Figs. 3 shows the effect of population size (P) and the number of generations (G) 
on the BER for SNR1=10 dB and wi / wl = 6 d B .  It is observed that for a high 
population size P=40, the modified GA is capable of reaching the optimal value 
within about 35 generations. On the contrary, a population size of P 2 0  requires more 
generations before the residual error floor is reached; the amount of the error for this 
case is higher than that of P40. 
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The choice of the crossover and mutation probabilities also affects the convergence 
rate and the residual BER. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for different values of p, and 

p,. It is observed that the higher values of mutation rate and lower values of 

crossover probability improve the performance of the modified GA. 
GAS are more efficient than the optimum detector in terms of the number of fitness 

function evaluations required. In GA, the objective function is evaluated P x G times 
which is much less than the 2K required for optimum detection. 

The above simulations can also be applied to the asynchronous AWGN case and 
multipath fading channel with L paths. Thus, the length of individuals are (2P+l)K 
and (2P+l)KL, respectively. Of course, the computational complexity grows in 
comparison with the synchronous channel, but GAS still are more efficient than the 

optimum detectors which need 2K(2P+1) evaluations. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we examined the classic and a new modified genetic algorithms as 
multiuser detectors in DSICDMA systems. The likelihood function was used as the 
fitness function. It was observed that for the classic GA, the bit error rate saturates at 
high signal to noise ratios. We proposed a modified genetic algorithm to solve this 
problem. Its performance is much better than the classic GA and is close to the single 
user lower band. The modified GA is also resistant to the near-far effect while the 
classic one does not have his property. The complexity of GAS is Px G objective 
function evaluations which is much less than 2K required for optimum multiuser 
detection. The same results can be obtained for asynchronous AWGN and multipath 
fading channels. 
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Abstract Clustering of non-metric data sets often occurs in investigations 
in medicine and social science. The problem is to find suitable measures 
which describe similarities and, hence, are applicable to the clustering al- 
gorithm. In the present contribution we use evolutionary algorithms EA 
for clustering. Thereby, the similarity measures determine the respective 
fitness function for the EA. We consider several fitness functions and de- 
rive a new one which allows, additionally, the determination of a useful 
cluster number. - For the EA we use a new selection strategy combining 
the advantages of both the (p,  A)- and (p  + A)-strategy and a multiple 
subpopulation approach with a migration scheme following the collective 
learning dynamic in self-organizing maps. 

keywords: e~volutio~zary algoritlzms, clustering, medicine, self-organizing 
maps 

1 Introduction 

Modern medicine research uses all the standard methods of mathematical statis- 
tics to extract relevant features, structural information and other data obtained 
medical investigations. However, a great number of informations are not avail- 
able as metric data. Examples are verbal diagnostics (some times respective 
codes), categorical data as well as data received from questionnaires and other. 
The information extraction uses such databases usually is very difficult. In case 
of ordinal scales some times the ordinate is used as a metric scale. However, this 
approach is dangerous because of the implicit infiltration of (unknown) assump- 
tions. In this contribution we want concentrate on the problem of clustering 
categoric data. 

In the last years, several approaches were developed to overcome the prob- 
lems for clustering of ordinal-scaled data [I], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Thereby, new 
ideas have significantly improved the clustering abilities. In particular the ap- 
proaches by HOFMANN & BUHMANN [4] and GRAEPEL & OBERMAYER [5]  which 
are dealing with the application of entropy maximization as cluster optimiza- 
tion criterion, provide powerful new methods. On the other hand, HASENJBGER 
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ET AL. introduced a approach for clustering in case of missing data [3]. How- 
ever, the used algorithms are advanced schemes such as neural network struc- 
tures, simulated annealing and Monte-Carlo-Simulations which require a careful 
treatment and expert knowledge. lye suggest in application of evolutzonary al- 
gorethms (EAs) for solving the clustering tasks. EAs are robust algorithms and 
easily to implement in comparison to the above algorithms [7]. Moreover. by 
the strong decision between manipulating the objects and its assessment by the 
fitness function a wide class of optimization functions can serve as optimization 
goal for partitioning [8]. In the following we demonstrate the application of EAs 
for clustering of categoric data in psychotherapy research. At the same time we 
suggest some extensions of the basic EA schemes to improve the performance 
which are an advanced selectzon strategy and a multzple populatzon approach 
wzth mzgratzon inspired by  the learning dynamic in neural maps. 

2 Clustering of Categoric Data in Psychother- 
apy - Fitness Function for Dissimilarity Data 

One of the mostly used met,hod for acquisition of structures of interpersonal 
relationships i11 the area of psycho-dynamic psychotherapy research is the 
method of the ' C o r e  Conflicfua,l  Relationship T h e m e '  (CCRT) developed lq- 
LUBORSKY, [9]. The method investigates short stories about relationships, so- 
called 7-elationship-episodes, which are often reported by the patients in their 
t>herapeutical sessions. In each of these episodes the components wish  of the  
subject, response o,f the  object and response o,f the  subject were encoded which 
are used to perform the CCRT using a system S" of s;, = 34 so-called s tan-  
dard categories ST to classify the wishes [lo]. Each standard category describes 
an aspect in verbal manner. However, the categories are often correlated in 
meaning because of they are describing not only contrary but also the same 
or similar psychological topics. Therefore, they are collected in a set CTU of 
c& = 8 clusters Cr  [ll] which are then used in further considerations in- 
stead of the standard categories. Analogously, we have sEaX = 30 categories 
SJO E STO for encoding the response of both the object and subject [lo] which 
are collected in czaX = 8 clusters Clo E CTo and c z a x  = 8 clusters C r  E C T S ,  
respectively. However, the clusters also are still correlated again. Furthermore, 
several considerations have shown that t h e  used scheme  o,f ass ignment  still leads 
t o  unsat is factory  reliability rates and interpretation problems in investigat,ions 
based on this scheme. For further and more detailed critical remarks we refer 
to [12]. 

For solving the re-clustering problem of standard categories at first we de- 
termined the similarities bet,ween the standard categories Sy, Sy on the basis 
of their (symmetric) conditional probabilities pw (i j )  (in analogy pro (i j), 
pTs (i I j )  for the responses of object and subject). Now, to perform the clus- 
tering, it has to be done as a clustering of proxiinit,y data. This problem we 
can apply the approach of vect,or quantization of proximity dat,a introduced by 
HOFMASS & BCHI\IASS [4] and GREAPEL k OBERRIAYER [5]: 
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with p, = zEl ui,, / M  the normalized percentage of the data in that cluster 
and lCir the number of data. The values Di,k are the dissimilarities between the 
data points which we can define as difference of the conditional probabilities 
from the unit. 'H serves as a cost function and has to be minimized. As pointed 
out in [4] 'H is independent on non-symmetric dissimilarities and permutations 
of the cluster indices. Moreover, the cluster assignments ui,, are distributed 
according to the Gibbs distribution 

whereby T plays the role of a temperature, and F (IFI) is the free energy. Yet, 
because of the statistical dependence of the assignments the Gibbs distribution 
P ('H) can not be exactly rewritten in a factorized form, however a mean field ap- 
proximation and corrections to the assignment correlations has been derived [4]. 
Yet, 'H requires a priori known value c,,, which is, in fact, a hard restriction 
and difficult to overcome [I]. For this purpose, the so-called partition entropy 
was introduced which explicitly takes the number of clusters into account [13]: 

Ep (emax) is often applied in medical applications [2]. Yet, these approaches 
require metric spaces as data in contrast to the topographic vector quantizer. 
Therefore, if we combining the partition entropy EF (c,,) (2.3) and 'H (2.1) we 
obtain as new fitness function: 

which explicitly takes the number of clusters into account and is also applicable 
to non-metric data. Hence, 3 incorporates both demanded features. As it 
shown in [5]  it is possible to minimize IFI by simulated annealing, and, hence 
this approach could be applied to optimize F. 

Yet, it is difficult to generate a careful annealing scheme in the above ap- 
proach, because the of the large number of local minima ant the occurring phase 
transitions in the dynamic of the annealing process [5]. A possibility for con- 
vergence improvement is the application of evolutionary algorithms to optimize 
'H or F. 

For the application of EAs for clustering as presented below it is useful to 
interpret clustering as a partitioning problem under constraints. Thereby, a 
partitioning of a nonempty set S related to a nonempty set C is an unique and 
surjective mapping : S + C. Then a partition QQ of S with respect to the 
partitioning is given by QQ = {W1 (C) I C E cod (a)} whereby cod (a) is 
the range of a .  These constraints are collected in a fitness function which may 
be identified as the above F. 
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For solving the partitioning task each individual in a generation of an EA 
describes a certain partition. In the present paper we assume S to be discrete 
containing s,,, elements. Then we can take each individual as a string of 
length s,, the components of which contain the cluster index onto which the 
respective component has to be mapped. Mutation of an individual is defined as 
a random change of the mapping for a randomly selected individual component, 
and the crossover is the usual two-point crossing. 

3 Advanced EA schemes 

3.1 Multiple Population EAs with Toplogical Order and 
Neighborhood Related Migration Strategies 

Several approaches were developed to improve the above basic EA-scheme. 
Especially, multiple subpopulation approaches are widely considered [14, 151. 
Thereby the basic population rI is divided into subpopulations IIi which have 
more or less communication during the evolution which may be realized as mi- 
gration. To improve the performance of the basic subpopulation approach we 
arranged the subpopulations I& in a topological order usually chosen to be 
a regular lattice, for instance a ring or a quadratic lattice l .  Between these 
subpopulations a migration scheme was introduced which is adapted from the 
SOM-learning: a visit (migration) from individuals between neighboring sub- 
populations is allowed for a short time regarding to the topological order R in 
II and with respect to a time-dependent neighborhood function 

with a small positive number ~h [16]. During the evaluation of a certain subpop- 
ulation IIi* the neighborhood function h is applied to determine the number of 
visiting individuals from each other subpopulation. Because of hi* (t,  k)  E (0,1] 
we can interpret hi. (t, k) as a probability .for migration of an individual of the 
subpopulation HI, into the actual evaluated I&*. The value ri*,k is defined as 
the rank of neighborhood ri. ,k = rank (Hi., Hk; 0) with respect to  the topo- 
logical order R between the actually evaluated subpopulation Hi* and another 
IIk. The defined migration scheme follows the idea of neighborhood coopera- 
tion in learning in neural maps. In fact, neural maps learning is indicated by 
a large cooperativity between topologically ordered neurons determined by a 
neighborhood function at the beginning of the adaptation process to implement 
a rough but fast learning. During the progress the cooperativity is shrinked to 
nearest neighbor learning which corresponds to a fine tuning of the neurons. As 
shown in [16, 171 this approach also in EA environments drastically improves 
the adaptation rate. 

'111 general, other arrangements are also admissible. Then the lattice can be defined by a 
corlr~cctio~l rnat,rix which dcscribcs thc ncighborhood relations. 
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Table 1: Values for the weighted concordance coefficient R and the fitness func- 
tion 3 according to the original clusters and the EA generated solutions. 

Up to now we only implemented the neighborhood oriented cooperation 
scheme. However, additionally one can take the neighborhood knowledge into 
account to improve the genetic operators too. This work should be done in the 
next step and show some parallelism to the work of J. HUHSE [18, 191. 

database 

3.2 The ( p  * A)-selection strategy 

For selection of the offspring generation we have used a mixture of the well- 
known (p, A)- and the (p + A)-strategy (in the notation of SCHWEFEL, [20]). 
While in the (p, A)-strategy where p individuals produce A children with p < A 
only the p best of the A children form the new population, in the (p  + A)- 
strategy all p + A individuals are allowed for the selection process. Whereas 
in the second strategy the best solution is preserved but the evolution tends to 
stagnate into a local minimum, in the first one the convergence is decelerated 
to allow reaching deeper minima (near the global minimum) but good solutions 
may be lost during the evolution. Balancing the advantages of both strategies [7] 
in the (p * A)-approach again p individuals produce the A preliminary offsprings 
[21]. However, in the selection step the p, best individuals of the old generation 
and the A new ones are allowed for comparison with respect to their fitness to 
generate the final offspring generation of p individuals. Thereby p, depends on 
time t of evolution appearing as the number of generations performed: 

- 
K 

original 
clusters 

with int [XI stands for the integer value of x. The function y (t) is of decreasing 
sigmoid type with 0 5 y (t) 5 1 here chosen as the Fermi function y(t) = 

1 to switch near the t,-th generation from the (p + A)-strategy to 
~ + e x p ( v )  

the (i, A)-strategy in a definite range of generation steps (E 4tb). We have 
pO = p for the initial value and limp, = p, (p, << p) coding a minimal 

t-00 

survival probability for the parent individuals. In this way we get a smoothed 
switch from the (p + A )  to the (p, A)-strategy, what we call (p * A)-strategy, 
combining the advantages of both strategies and, additionally, always preserving 
the best p, individuals (slightly different from the original (p, A)-strategy). 

3 
original 
clusters 

- 
K 

EA 
clusters 

3 
EA 

clusters 

cm, 
EA 

clusters 
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Table 2: Different values for the weighted concordance coefficient k and the 
respective meaning for intra cluster agreements of the considered observables 

k-coefficient I meaning 
k < 0.1 no agreement H - 

weak agreement 1 
0.4 < k < 0.6 1 clear agreement 
0.6 < k < 0.8 1 s t r o n ~  aaeement 1 

4 Results 

At first we computed F according to (2.4) for the original clusters Cw, Cr0 
and C'" of the respective standard categories as defined in [Ill. Additionally, 
we computed the weighted concordance coefficient k [12] for comparison with 
other investigations in the area of psychotherapy research (see Tab. 1). The 
k-coefficients may be interpreted according to Tab. 2 [22]. Applying .F from 
(2.4) as fitness measure in the EA we result cluster solutions with higher number 
of clusters as depicted in Tab. (1): However, the increased k-values as well as 
the better (decreased) F-values refer to a better intra-cluster agreement which 
correspond to psychological considerations: From a psychological point of view 
the new clusters show a better coherence which allows a more clear interpreta- 
tion. Moreover, the increased cluster number allows a more detailed description 
[12, 231. 

From technical point of view we used in our computations pall = 400 individ- 
uals which were evenly distributed onto 10 subpopulations. The subpopulations 
were arranged on a ring as topological structure, whereby p, in (3.2) was given 
as p, = 1. We trained the ensemble during t,, = 5000 time steps. The 
characteristic time scale for decreasing the neighborhood between the subpop- 
ulation was defined as linear shrinking of rrh (t) in (3.1) with rrh (0) = 3 and 
o h  ( L a x )  = 0.2- 

The choice of the new fitness function .F gives the ability to compare clus- 
ter solutions with different cluster number as well as optimization of the clus- 
ter number during the evolutionary process. Moreover, the SOM-like migra- 
tion scheme generated in neighbored subpopulations cluster solutions which are 
judged by psychotherapist as similar. However, a mathematical proof of this 
fact is difficult because of the complicate structure of the fitness function but 
should subject of further considerations as well as an improvement of the fitness 
function. Moreover, Fuzzy-clustering should be investigated in the future to 
understand the complicate data structure in a better way. 
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5 Conclusion 

In the contribution we suggest the application of Evolutionary algorithms for 
solving clustering tasks for categoric data as often occur in medical research. 
EAs as easy treatable and robust tools can incorporate several special opti- 
mization goals (fitness functions) for clustering, because the manipulation of 
the objects to be optimized is not restricted by the choice of the assessment. 
Hence, EAs provide a powerful method for realization which, in addition, allow 
the integration of expert knowledge. Moreover, the presented approach can be 
extended to .fuzz9 clustering straight forward. 
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A New Direction in AI – Toward a
Computational Theory of Perceptions

Professor Lotfi A. Zadeh�

Humans have a remarkable capability to perform a wide variety of physical
and mental tasks without any measurements and any computations. Familar
examples are: parking a car, driving in city traffic, playing golf, cooking a meal,
and summarizing a story. In performing such tasks, humans employ perceptions
of time, direction, speed, shape, possibility, likelihood, truth, and other attributes
of physical and mental objects. Reflecting the bounded ability of the human brain
to resolve detail, perceptions are intrinsically imprecise. In more concrete terms,
perceptions are f-granular, meaning that (a) the boundaries of perceived classes
are unsharp; and (b) the values of attributes are granulated, with a granule
being a clump of values (points, objects) drawn together by indistinguishability,
similarity, proximity, and functionality. For example, the granules of age might
be labeled very young, young, middle-age, old, very old, etc.

F-granularity of perceptions puts them well beyond the reach of traditional
methods of analysis based on predicate logic and/or probability theory. The
computational theory of perceptions (CTP) that is outlined here adds to the
armamentarium of AI a capability to compute and reason with perception-based
information. The point of departure in CTP is the assumption that perceptions
are described by propositions drawn from a natural language, e.g., it is very
unlikely that there will be a significant increase in the price of oil in the near
future.

In CTP, a proposition, p, is viewed as an answer to a question and the mean-
ing of p is represented as a generalized constraint. To compute with perceptions,
their descriptors are translated into what is called the Generalized Constraint
Language (GCL). Then, a goal-directed constraint propagation is employed to
answer a give query. A concept that plays a key role in CTP is that of precisiated
natural language (PNL).

The computational theory of perceptions suggests a new direction in AI – a
direction that may enhance the ability of AI to deal with real-world problems in
which decision-relevant information is a mixture of measurements and percep-
tions. What is not widely recognized is that many important problems in AI fall
into this category.
� Research supported in part by ONR Contract N00014-99-C-0298, NASAContract

NCC2-1006, NASA Grant NAC-117, ONR Grant N00014-96-1-0556, ONR Grant
FDN0014991035, ARO Grant DAAH 04-961-0341 and the BISC Programm of
UC Berkeley. Lotfi A. Zadeh is Professor in the Graduate School and director,
Berkeley initiative in Soft Computing (BISC), Computer Science Division and
the Electronics Research Laboratory, Department of EECs, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, CA 94720-1776; Telephone: 510-642-4959; Fax: 510-642-1712; email:
zadeh@cs.berkeley.edu.
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Personalization of Newsletters
Using Multistage Fuzzy Inference
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Abstract. Personalization is becoming more and more important in
any e-commerce application. However, nowadays it is primarily used to
personalize web-pages whereas newsletters are in most cases static, i.e.,
independent of the customer’s profile.
In this paper we introduce a method for personalizing newsletters based
on fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The key intention for using fuzzy rules (instead
of crisp rules) is to provide a framework that can easily be used to ex-
press vague concepts as they are frequently used in marketing issues. In
particular, fuzzy rules are easy to understand (and define) for human
operators like marketing experts.
Our approach makes use of multistage inference. This guarantees that
the definition of the rulebase can be done in a modular fashion and hence
the reuse of rules is directly supported.

1 Motivation

Without any doubt, e-commerce is becoming an important fundament of modern
economies. Forrester Research (see http://www.forrester.com), for example,
predicts that in 2003 the sales in Western Europe will exceed 700 Billions Euro
in the segment business-to-business (B2B) and 125 Billions Euro in business-to-
customer (B2C).

Most of the B2C-sales are generated via shops in the Internet (e-shops) like
amazon.com. According to the most recent study of the Internet Software Con-
sortium (isc, see http://www.isc.org), approximately 110,000,000 Hosts have
been connected to the Internet in January 2001. Since for almost any need there
is a plenty of web-sites fulfilling this specific need, is has become a serious prob-
lem to attract customers and to keep them coming back.

In contrast to the beginning of the “e-age”, nowadays most commercial web-
sites are no longer static but dynamically change their appearance (e.g., the
products presented on the starting page of an e-shop) based on the profile of the
respective customer. Personalization has become one of the most outstanding
methods for increasing customer loyalty and its significance is still growing.

Another trend, that can clearly be observed, is the changing of the Internet
from a pure pull-medium (where content is “pulled” by the customer) to a mix-
ture of a push- and a pull-medium (cf. [2]). Almost any commercial site makes use
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of e-mail based services like newsletters or order-tracking messages to increase
customer loyalty. Newsletter are very frequently used to inform customers of new
products and related information.

However, most of these newsletters are not personalized. That is, any cus-
tomer receives an identical copy of the newsletter independent of her specific
profile. This is quite astonishing since even sites that massively make use of per-
sonalization techniques for tailoring the web-content still rely on static newslet-
ters.

In this paper we introduce a framework that allows the personalization of
newsletters in a convenient manner. This framework is based on multistage
fuzzy inference where the “personalization logic” is encoded by means of fuzzy
IF-THEN rules (called business rules in this context). The personalization of
newsletters seems to be a fruitful application of fuzzy logic since there are many
vague aspects involved. Because the concepts used from fuzzy logic are quite
standard, the main focus in this paper lies on the explanation of the application
as well as the model – we do not investigate aspects of fuzzy logic in more detail
and even omit a discussion which fuzzy operators should be used.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly discuss the term
personalization as well as the related concept of user modelling. We continue by
introducing the personalization of newsletters (Section 3) and the method that
stands behind our framework (Section 4). Next, we describe the key element of
this method in more detail (Section 5). The paper closes with a short outlook
(Section 6) in which we address topics that are still under research.

2 Personalization and User Modelling

The term personalization is frequently used in a quite broad sense which is
sometimes misleading: Its meaning ranges from simple personal greetings (as
can be found on almost any web-site) and manually adjustable content (e.g.,
see MyYahoo!, http://www.yahoo.com1) to automatically tailored content (e.g.,
special offerings selected using some recommender engine based on user data as
can be found on the web-site of amazon.com, cf. [11]). A mixture of different
concepts is implemented on the Ziff Davis web-site http://www.myzdnet.com.
Gartner Group predicts, that in 2003 more than 80% of all major web-sites will
make use of personalization techniques to address users in a more efficient way
(cf. [5]).

Numerous techniques are being used such as demographic profiling, collab-
orative filtering, and click-stream analysis (see [12] for example). One of the
most important techniques is the rule-based approach where the “personalization
1 Though this is quite frequently called personalization, it is actually customization.

Personalization means that user data (like attributes, habits, . . . ) is used to retrieve
content that is relevant to the respective user; this selection is done by the server.
Customization, on the other hand, means that the user directly modifies the look and
feel of content offered on a site. In practical applications the difference between the
two concepts definitely matters (see [9]), hence the discrimination in not academical.
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logic” is encoded by means of business IF-THEN rules (see [1]).2 Our framework
is an extension of this “classical” rule-based approach.

Basically, personalization means that content – which is delivered to some
user – is tailored based on the user’s profile. Hence, user modelling is a necessary
prerequisite for any personalization method.

The purpose of a user profiling component is to acquire and manage a model
of relevant user characteristics like interests, preferences and knowledge. In this
paper we simply assume that there is some suitable user profiling component
which can be employed for queries concerning user data. For details with regard
to user profiling as well as best-practice examples see [3].

3 Personalization of Newsletters

Newsletters are among the most efficient marketing instruments reaching re-
sponse rates up to 30% (see [13]). Nevertheless, there is one “dangerous” aspect
about this marketing instrument which has strong implications: The user always
has the possibility to ultimately unsubscribe, usually simply by clicking on a hy-
perlink at the end of the newsletter (or by replying in some special way). Hence
the selection of the newsletter’s content is of particular importance in order to
keep the “opt-out” (i.e., the number of users unsubscribing) as small as possible.

Experience tells that the content should be desired, personal, and relevant
(cf. [4]). Consequently, personalization is an outstanding method for retrieving
the “right” content for a given customer since it exactly fits these needs.3

Most newsletters are merely personalized in a trivial sense (if ever): The
customer is directly addressed by her or his name (e.g., “Hello Peter Stone”). In
some cases, the user can choose in which categories she is interested in (e.g., see
internet.com, http://www.internet.com). This information is used to binary
decide which news are send to the customer (and which are not send). This
method is quite useful if the content can clearly be divided into distinct categories
and if there is a significant amount of news items. Therefore this kind of tailoring
the content of newsletters is applied quite often by information sites.4

In our approach we go one step further and dynamically assemble the content
for the newsletter based on the user’s profile: A newsletter is split into a collec-
tion of text modules (e.g., any recommendation or news topic is a text module
of its own). These text modules can be bundled in different ways depending
on the profile of the respective recipient, thus leading to massively personalized
newsletters (cf. Figure 1 for a schematic overview). Compare this to the classical
method where the static bundle of all modules is sent to any recipient! Person-
alization massively helps in making the content of the newsletter relevant and
hence in reducing the opt-out.

2 Rule-based personalization is implemented, for example, in the Dynamo Web
Server (art technology group, http://www.atg.com) or the One-to-One product suite
(BroadVision, http://www.broadvision.com). Business rules are frequently used for
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Customer 1 Persona-
lization

News-
letter

Text
modules

1:1 Marketing

Internet

Customer 2

Sender (e.g. e-Shop)

�

Fig. 1. Scheme of the newsletter personalization

In addition, the order of the text modules that are sent to a given recipient
can (and even should) depend on her profile. We suggest that the most important
modules (for the given recipient) shall be put at the beginning of the newsletter.5

Thus, a method for estimating the degree of importance of a given text
module for a given recipient (customer) is needed. In this context we suggest an
approach that is based on a rulebase consisting of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The
key advantage of using fuzzy rules is that they seem to be very natural to human
operators (e.g., marketing experts) and therefore are quite easy to understand
as well as to define. In particular, fuzzy rules are capable of expressing vague
concepts as they are frequently used in marketing issues.

There is one step that we have not mentioned yet but that turns out to be
extremely important. We try to illustrate this point by means of an example.
Assume that a newsletter has to be implemented for an existing online sports
outfitter (e-shop). The problem with personalization in this example is that (in
general) the operator of the e-shop does not really know his customers, making
it almost impossible for him to say anything about the relevance of a given text
module for a given customer.6 But, on the other hand, the e-shop operator can

up-selling, e.g. “IF Customer bought a Siemens Phone last week THEN show all
Siemens accessories”.

3 Personalization increases the chance of retrieving both personal and relevant con-
tent. “Desired” means (briefly), that the user has voluntarily subscribed to the
newsletter.

4 However, it is rather customization of newsletters than personalization.
5 This is known as the “Reverse Pyramid” concept, the most important topics are

presented first. It is of particular importance since many users only read the first
part of a newsletter.

6 For a given customer all the operator knows might be that she bought a tennis
court seven weeks ago. Does this customer like skiing?
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easily define different target groups. In the sketched example, there might be the
(target) group of football players and the group of skier.

Now, based on her activities in the online shop, for a given customer her
membership to different target groups can be estimated. On the other hand, for
a given target group and a given text module it turns out to be very easy (for the
domain expert) to define the corresponding relevance. Putting both components
together, a personalized newsletter can be assembled. In the following sections
we formalize this approach.

4 Approach

Let C be the set of customers, T the set of text modules and G the set of target
groups. We “need” a mapping

group : C × G → [0, 1]

such that, for any customer C ∈ C and any target group G ∈ G, group(C,G)
estimates the degree of membership of customer C to target group G.7 Besides,
a function

rel : G × T → [0, 1]

has to be defined, where rel(G,T ) (for G ∈ G and T ∈ T ) is the degree of
relevance of text module T for (a prototypical member of) target group G.

Given these two functions, it is possible to assemble a personalized newsletter
(based on the set of text modules T ) for a given customer C ∈ C.8

For defining function group we suggest an approach based on fuzzy IF-THEN
rules. The key idea is that for a given customer C ∈ C there are some attributes
(delivered by the user profiling component) which can be used for estimating
group(C,G) (for any G ∈ G). Examples of suitable attributes are the amount of
money spent for products of a certain category, whether the customer owns a
Siemens phone, the customer’s age, the overall amount of money spent or the
web-pages (of the e-shop) visited. Though in most cases it is almost impossible
to precisely define the function group based on these variables, it is quite easy
to define rules like
7 A possible extension of our model is to use fuzzy sets instead of crisp values here.

Following this idea, group(C,G) would be a fuzzy set on the unit interval [0, 1].
8 However, this construction is by far not trivial since the customer belongs to more

than one target group (in general). Our solution to this problem is straight-forward
and the practical experience is promising: We interpret rel(G,T ) as kind of utility
and estimate the relevance of text module T for a given customer C by

∑

G∈G
group(C,G)rel(G,T ).

Alternatively, rel(G∗, T ) where group(C,G∗) = max{group(C,G) |G ∈ G} could be
used. Though there are crucial differences between these two approaches, we do not
want to go into details here. Anyway, both approaches can be justified and both
approaches work well in practice.
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IF money-spent(C) is high AND money-spent-on(C,football) is low AND
sites-visited(C,football) is low THEN interest(C,football) is low.9

or

IF owns(C,Siemens-phone) is yes AND age(C) is young
THEN relevance(C,Siemens-sounds) is high.

In particular, rules of this type can be used to compute intermediate attributes
which simplify the definition of the premises of other rules and which can be
reused without any modification. E.g., in the above example interest(C,football)
could be used as an input in another rule’s premise.

Hence, a multistage inference has to be used. We investigate this topic (i.e.,
the representation of group) in more detail in the following section.

5 Function group

As pointed out before, we use a multistage fuzzy inference mechanism to define
the function group which represents the “personalization logic”. To keep things
simple we use a hierarchical approach (cf. Figure 2).

IF X is F AND … AND X is F THEN Y is F1 1 n n i

X2

X1

Xn

rulebase 1

rulebase m Ym

Y1

rulebase Y

Fig. 2. Multistage Inference

Any rulebase RBY consists of standard fuzzy rules which are frequently called
“business rules” in the context of personalization. A business rule is of the fol-
lowing form:

IF X1 is L1 AND . . . AND Xn is Ln THEN Y is L,

where X1, . . . , Xn, Y are fuzzy variables and L1, . . . , Ln, L are fuzzy set mem-
bership functions (representing linguistic states of the corresponding variables).
9 We omit a discussion of the rule’s components since the names used should be

self-explaining and we do not need more details here.
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If necessary, the used variables have to be fuzzified first (e.g., some or even all
variables used in the user profiling interface might be crisp variables). All rules
in rulebase RBY have the output variable Y which can be used as an input in
another rulebase.

As stated before, the rulebases are organized hierarchically. Hence, the in-
ference can be done step-by-step. Given the values of the input variables of
rulebase RBY and using some (fixed) inference mechanism, the result for the
output variable Y can be computed.

Eventually, after defuzzification, for some given customer C ∈ C and any
(target) group G ∈ G, the value group(C,G) has been computed. Hence, the
hierarchical fuzzy system realizes function group which allows – together with
function rel and an ordering-scheme – to assemble a personalized newsletter.

6 Outlook

In this paper we have described the relevance of personalization of newsletters
and introduced an approach based on fuzzy IF-THEN rules.

Though the approach was only sketched in this paper, there is nothing mystic
about it and it can be implemented almost straight-forward. In fact, the author
has developed a Java-based prototype which will continuously be improved. Nev-
ertheless there are some points that need to be investigated in more detail, e.g.
the ranking of the text modules, the fuzzy operators which are applied, and the
inference mechanism used.

For real-world applications it is essential to have a graphical tool for editing
the newsletter’s content, i.e., the text modules and – in particular – the rulebase.
This allows domain experts to easily give in the relevant information and hence
produce personalized newsletters.

The rule-based approach to personalization originally stems from web-content
personalization. It seems promising to employ fuzzy IF-THEN rules in this ap-
plication as well, since the general question is identical. Again, fuzzy logic would
have the advantage that the personalization logic – which is represented by busi-
ness rules – becomes far easier to formalize and to maintain since vague concepts
can be used.
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A Semistructured 951100 
Temporal 
Model Elisa Rossi 15/08/1974 www.elet.polimi.it1-rossl 

Fig. 5.  A pattern 

Our matching procedure searches a subtree having a structure similar to the 
DOM representation of the pattern (Fig. 5) inside an extended DOM repre- 
sentation of the document (Fig. 3). In order to obtain a more flexible pattern 
representation, datatypes can be taken into account by means of pattern schemata 
as follows: 

<pattern xmlns:ipo="http://oursystem/IP0" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www,w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://oursystem/patternschema/thispattern.xsd"> 
<ipo:Student> 
<ipo :Degree Data> 
<ipo:Thesis> A Semistructured Temporal Model</ipo:Thesis> 
<ipo:Mark ipo:XML-type="number"> 95/100 </ipo:Mark> 
</ipo : Degree Data> 
<ipo:Personal Data> 
<ipo:Name> Elisa Rossi </ipo:Name> 
<ipo:Birth Date ipo:XML-type="datel'> 15/08/1974 </ipo:Birth Date> 
<ipo:Home Page ipo:XML-type="uril'> www.elet.polirni.it/"rossi </ipo:Home Page> 
</ipo:Personal Data> 
</ipo:Student> 
</pattern> 

This technique allows us to  label the pattern tree's nodes with type informa- 
tion. Information about types provided by the user is exploited by the Smusher 
module when estimating similarity between pattern and document nodes. Note 
that types' definitions are stored in a pattern schema (called thispattern. xsd 
in the previous example). Besides standard definitions of elementary types, this 
schema may contain domain-specific complex type definition. 

The similarity degree between the pattern in Fig. 5 and the document of Fig. 
3 is computed via function MATCH(pi,  d j )  as described above. The similarity 
degree between the pattern node LLHome Page" and the document node "E-mail" 
is computed in the following way: 

Fuzzy Techniques for XML Data Smushing 647
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Abstract. Control system design problems are generally multi-objective since 
they require several, generally conflicting requirements to be simultaneously 
met. In order to consider all individual objectives different vectorized solution 
concepts have been proposed in the past in which the problem is expressed as a 
set of algebraic inequalities. In this paper a new concept based on the theory of 
Fuzzy Decision Making will be introduced. According to the natural blurred 
character of the objectives and the human way of evaluating control 
performance the individual target functions will be expressed by Fuzzy 
membership functions which are aggregated to a common performance index 
by logical AND connection. The proposed Fuzzy-concept has been successfully 
applied to the control design of a complex industrial batch process which is 
characterized by heavy stochastic disturbances and large sensor time delay. By 
the employment of the developed optimization concept the implementing time 
of new controllers has been reduced and the product quality has been 
considerably improved. 

1 Motivation 

Most control design problems are multi-objective, in that there are several conflicting 
design aims which need to be simultaneously achieved. Typical objectives of 
industrial plants are e.g. (cf. Fig.1.): 

a command response providing stationary accuracy and a tight dynamics 
without overshoot, 
an almost complete rejection of stochastic and deterministic disturbances 
complete stability in all optional set points 
low actuation effort as regards required power and bandwidth and 
robustness with respect to altering plant parameters 

The designer formulates his design goals as a set of positive-defined 
computational criteria, which can be a function of stability characteristics (e.g. 
eigenvalues), and time- and frequency response characteristics (e.g.step-response, 
overshoot and settling time, control rates, bandwidth, stability margins etc). In most 
cases, the objective functions are in conflict, so the reduction of one objective 
function leads to the increase in another. Subsequently, the result of the multi-
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objective optimization is known as a Pareto-optimal solution which has the property 
that it is not possible to reduce any of the objective functions without increasing at 
least one of the other objective functions. The problem with multi-objective 
optimization consists in representing the suitable set of Pareto-optimal solutions and 
in choosing the solution which provides the best design. 

The most simple solution concept is to replace the difficult multi-objective design 
problem by a more easy mono-objective problem by summarizing all partial 
objectives in a substitute performance specification [1, 2]. Obviously, the shortcoming 
of this approach is that conflicting objectives can compensate each other. Thus, in 
order consider all individual objectives different vectorized solution concepts have 
been proposed in the past in which the problem is expressed as a set of algebraic 
inequalities [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The aim of the design is to find control parameters that 
simultaneously satisfies the set of inequalities and provide the largest tolerable values 
of the objective functions. 

As regards the actual numerical solution various algorithms have been proposed. 
Zakian and Al-Naib [7] developed a numerical search algorithm known as the moving 
boundaries process (MBP) which is based on Rosenbrock search method. Whidborne, 
Postlethwaite and Gu [6] prefered a mixed optimization approach. Ng [5] has 
proposed another algorithm based on hill-climbing. The multiobjective genetic 
algorithms (MOGA), developed by Fonseca and Fleming [4], provide several 
advantages especially global convergency.  

In this paper a new concept based on the theory of Fuzzy Decision Making [8, 9] 
will be introduced. According to the natural blurred character of the objectives and 
the human way of evaluating control performance the individual target functions will 
be expressed by Fuzzy membership functions. The common performance index will 
be obtained by the logical AND connection of these individual membership functions. 
The proposed Fuzzy-based multi-objective control design concept has been 
successfully applied to a complex industrial batch process which is characterized by 
heavy stochastic disturbances and large sensor time delay [10]. 

stabilityactuation
effort

disturbance
rejection

command
response

robustness

weighting

Fig. 1. Typical partly conflicting objectives of industrial processes 
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2 Multi-objective Fuzzy Control Design Concept 

2.1 Basic Idea 

The approach presented in this paper uses the transparent aggregation and weighting 
mechanisms of the criteria provided by the theory of Fuzzy Decision Making [8, 9]. A 
generic advantage of this is the transparent and smooth Fuzzy-AND aggregation of 
the performance criteria which is similar to human manner of evaluation. The 
algorithm of Fuzzy Decision Making guarantees that the obtained solution satisfies all 
criteria with nearly the same weighting degree. Furthermore, it can be shown that the 
solution is pareto--optimal. In the algorithm weighting parameters are introduced 
which allow a transparent weighting of individual criteria according to their specific 
importance. Similar approaches of the theory of Fuzzy Decision Making have been 
successfully applied at the IITB in the field of climate control with respect to comfort 
and economy criteria [11, 12]. 

The proposed concept can be subdivided into following three steps: 
1.  Definition of performance criteria 

Several performance criteria (e.g. an integral or a function) are defined which 
correspond to the requirements of the optimization problem. In the considered 
problem the criteria are disturbance rejection, command response, stability and 
actuation effort represented by functions or integrals Jdist, Jcom, Jstab, Jact. The 
criteria are functions of the parameters p which have to be optimized. 

2. Transformation in Fuzzy membership functions 
The performance criteria Jdist(p), Jcom(p), Jstab(p), Jact(p) are transferred into Fuzzy 
membership functions µdist(p), µcom(p), µstab(p), µact(p). The membership degree 
equal one corresponds with the optimal fulfillment of the objective while 
membership degree equal zero corresponds with an unacceptable performance. 

3.  Fuzzy Decision Making by weighting of the performance criteria 
The optimal parameters p* are determined by an algorithm of Fuzzy Decision 
Making. A weighting of individual criteria is possible according their specific 
importance. An important property of the algorithm of Fuzzy Decision Making 
is the exclusion of all values p with membership degree zero. Hence it is 
guaranteed that the resulting solution is acceptable with respect to all criteria. 

Robustness is considered implicitly in the algorithm a well. In the computation of 
the performance criteria (step 1) in general some model equations are involved. For 
the considered problem there are transfer functions with a proportional gain KP and a 
time constant TP of the plant. These parameters of the plant vary in a range [K0−∆K1,
K0+∆K2] and [T0−∆T1, T0+∆T2]. In the computation of Fuzzy membership functions 
(step 2) some typical values of K and T are used (e. g. KP∈{K0−∆K1, K0, K0+∆K2} and 
TP∈{T0−∆T1, T0, T0+∆T2}). The obtained membership functions are aggregated by a 
Fuzzy-AND-operator. By this measure the membership degree of µdist, µcom, µstab, µact

corresponds to the worst case which was caused by the variation of the plant 
parameters. 
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2.2 Optimization by Fuzzy Decision Making 

In the concept of Fuzzy Decision Making performance criteria and constraints are 
described as Fuzzy membership functions [8, 9]. The Fuzzy performance criteria are 
described Fuzzy goals µG1, ... , µGN and by the Fuzzy constraints are denoted by µC1, ... , 
µCM. Fuzzy goals and Fuzzy constraints are desired to have maximum degree of 
membership. Consequently the Fuzzy goals and Fuzzy constraints are connected by 
Fuzzy-AND-operators (e.g. min-operator) to get the Fuzzy decision µD. In the simplest 
case with only one Fuzzy goal µG and one Fuzzy constraint µC and with the min-
operator as Fuzzy-AND the Fuzzy decision µD is obtained by eq. (1) 

min),x()x()x( CGD =∧µ∧µ=µ          (1) 

Eq. (1) can be easily extended for the case of N Fuzzy goals µG1, ... , µGN and M 
Fuzzy constraints µC1, ... , µCM (eq. (2)). 

)x(...)x()x(...)x()x( CM1CGN1GD µ∧∧µ∧µ∧∧µ=µ          (2)  

The optimal decision x* is calculated by maximizing µD(x), where x is an element 
in the set of possible solutions X (eq. (3)). The algorithm is illustrated assuming for 
simplicity one Fuzzy goal and one Fuzzy constraint in Fig. 2.. 

)x(max)x( D
Xx

*
D µ=µ

∈
         (3)  

x

0
x*

Constraint
µC

Goal
µG

1

Decision
µD

Fig. 2. Illustration of the principle of Fuzzy Decision Making with min-operator as Fuzzy-
AND-operator 

The method of Fuzzy Decision Making is characterized by four properties which 
are of importance for a multi-objective control design: 

1. Constraints and goals are treated in an absolutely symmetrical way. 
2. As shown by equation (2) the algorithm is well suited for multi-criteria 

optimization problems. Further performance criteria can be added easily. 
3. It can easily be shown that values x which yield zero in any performance 

criteria µG or µC can not be the optimal decision x*. This property can be used 
to define "forbidden ranges" of x which corresponds to hard restrictions in 
non-Fuzzy optimization problems. 

4. The result will be pareto optimal. 
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2.3 Weighting of Different Performance Criteria 

In many cases the performance criteria are not of equal importance. Thus, a 
transparent weighting of the individual performance criteria seems to be useful. For 
the Fuzzy Decision Making algorithm (eq. (2), (3)) there are many ways to do this [8, 
9, 11]. It turned out that the weighting with multipliers λi, 0 <λI < 1 in connection 
with the min-operator is an especially transparent way to implement the weighted 
AND-connection [11]. In eq. (7) we do not distinguish between Fuzzy goals and 
Fuzzy restrictions, hence the performance criteria are denoted by µi(x). The smaller λi

is chosen, the more the i-th performance criteria µi(x) will be emphasized. The 
relative importance of two performance criteria µi, µk is represented by the ratio λi/λk.
For λi/λk→0 the criterion µi is much more emphasized than µk.

min,10),x(...)x()x( iNN11D =∧≤λ<µλ∧∧µλ=µ          (4)  

With eq. (4) the optimal decision x* (cf. eq. (3)) could be ambiguous if there are 
ranges with constant degree of membership in one or several performance criteria µi.
A non-ambiguous optimal decision is guaranteed if a correction term is added in eq. 
(4) which yields eq. (5) [11]. 

10min,,10,

termcorrection

)x(...)x()x(...)x()x( iN1NN11D <<ε<=∧≤λ<µ⋅⋅εµ+µλ∧∧µλ=µ         (5)  

3 Application to an Industrial Batch Process 

3.1 Plant Behaviour 

The proposed multi-objective control design concept has been implemented and 
applied to an industrial automatically controlled glass tube manufacturing plant [10] 
shown in Fig. 3.  (left). A glass cylinder is fed with constant speed into a furnace. It 
will be heated up to its softening temperature ϑ, and is pulled out with a controllable 
speed v. Simultaneously an inert gas is blown into the cylinder in order to create a 
difference pressure p. The controlled geometrical variables are the tube diameter D 
and the wall thickness W. A typical time plot of a production is shown in Fig. 3.  
(right). 

The process is characterized by the following difficulties: 
high complexity of system dynamics due to a highly nonlinear rheology,  
nonlinear coupled multi-variable system behavior with time varying, 
distributed parameters,  
large time varying dead-times caused by large sensor distances and 
changing pulling speed, 
stochastic disturbances caused by inhomogeneous material (cf. Fig. 3. , 
right), 
large drift disturbances caused by thermic effects during start, transient and 
end phases of the process (cf. Fig. 3. , right). 
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stationary phase end phase

time [min]

starting phase

pulling speed

pressure

diameter (normalized)

wall thickness (normalized)

Fig. 3. Scheme of a glass manufacturing plant (left) and time plot of a production (right) 

3.2 Process Model 

The process can be approximately descrbed by a hybrid model structure according to 
Wiener [1], which is characterized by a nonlinear static transfer function in sequence 
with a linear dynamic transfer function. In the following a linearized partial plant 
model is assumed which represents in the considered operating point a very realistic 
process response. Deviations of the transfer gain kM and of the time constant TM with 
respect to the real plant (kP, TP) are considered by error parameters ∆kM and ∆TM

which denote the relative deviation (cf. Table 1.). For ∆kM = ∆TM = 0 model and plant 
response are identical. Since transfer gain kp and time constant TP can vary 
considerably the value sets ∆kM = ∆TM = {−0.3, 0, 0.3} are used in the investigation. 
Thus, a model uncertainty of + 30 % is considered as regards the gain and time 
constant respectively. The error parameters ∆kM, ∆TM will be used to calculate robust 
control parameters (cf. section 3.5).  

3.3 Control Concept 

The control concept of the considered partial plant is based on a modified Smith 
predictor controller [13]. The control parameter optimization refers to the different 
control structures: 

1 Conventional Smith predictor for linear plant model and PI controller 
2 Control system with selective P loop and I loop. Thus, the low pass response 

of the I part is used for filtering stochastic disturbances while the P part fed 
back from the model output has mainly to guarantee stability. This structure 
is shown in, Fig. 4 the transfer functions are listed in Table 2.. 

gas pressure p

glass
cylinder

furnace

reaction
zone

tractor

glass tube

diameter D

wall thickness W

pulling speed v

sensor distance
→ delay time
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3 Smith predictor with a splitted model. In this case the static model part is 
used for feedback stabilization while the dynamic model part has mainly to 
minimize the control error. In this approach only a I controller is used. 

In chapter 4 only results of the optimization of structure 2 are presented. 

Table 1. Transfer functions and parameters of the plants and the models 

transfer function Parameters 

VZ1-model
sT1

k
)s(G

M

M
M +

= kM=1, TM=28 sec

VZ1-plant sT1
k

)s(G
P

P
P +

=
TP = (1+∆TM)TM

kP = (1+∆kM)kM

∆kM ∈ {-0.3, 1,1.3},
∆TM ∈ {-0.5, 1,1.5}

VZ2-model 2
M

M
M )sT1(

k
)s(G

+
= kM=1, TM=32 sec

VZ2-plant 2
P

P
P

)sT1(

k
)s(G

+
=

TP = (1+∆TM)TM

kP = (1+∆kM)kM

∆kM ∈ {-0.3, 1,1.3},
∆TM ∈ {-0.5, 1,1.5}

time delay )sTexp()s(G DD −= TD=LD/v

eI

GDGM

+

–

w

+

z

y

–

+

+

y^ +

GDGP

+

GC,I

y^

GC,P

eP+

–

+

+

GC

u

Fig. 4. Modified Smith predictor with selective P loop and I loop (control structure 2) 

3.4 Fuzzy Performance Criteria 

According to step 1 and 2 of the basic concept (cf. chapter 2.1) in the sequel the 
performance criteria are defined which correspond to the requirements of the 
optimization problem. In the treated problem these are the criteria disturbance 
rejection, command response, stability and actuation effort which are represented by 
functions or integrals Jdist, Jcom, Jstab, Jact. These functions are then transformed into 
Fuzzy goals µdist, µcom, µstab, µact which will be described in detail in the following 
sections. 
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Table 2. Transfer functions (TF) of the modified Smith predictor with selective P loop and I 
loop (control structure 2) 

Basic Controllers (s)G(s)G(s)G,
s
k

)s(G,k)s(G IC,PC,C
I

IC,PPC, +===

Command TF
DMPIC,MC

DPC
w G)GG(GGG1

GGG
w
y

G
−++

==

Disturbance TF 
D

DMPIC,MC

DMIC,MC
z G

G)GG(GGG1

GGGGG1

z
y

G
−++

−+
==

3.4.1 Disturbance Rejection 
In order to obtain a good disturbance rejection of the control system the disturbance 
transfer function Gz(ω) must have a good damping in the required frequency intervall 
[ω1, ω2] . In Fig. 5. a typical disturbance transfer function of the smith predictor is 
shown. It is characterized by well-damped band-ranges for |Gz(ω)| < 1 and disturbance 
amplifying band-ranges for |Gz(ω)| > 1.

Amplifiying of disturbance

Damping of disturbance

ω [rad/sec]

Disturbance Transfer Function of the Smith-Prädiktor

good
bad

Gz [dB]

Fig. 5. Typical disturbance transfer function of the smith predictor 

Since it is desired to shape |Gz(ω)| as negative and smooth as possible the 
performance index 

ω
ω∂
ω∂

⋅α+ω+ω=
ω

ω

><

>

d
|)k,k,(G|

|))k,k,(G(|log|))k,k,(G(|log)k,k(J
g

1

zz

Gzofcurvature
fortermpenalty

1|Gz|fortermpenalty

2
ipz

2

1|G|
2

ipz1|G|ipzipdist

        (6)  

is introduced. The 1st term of the integral function (6) describes the amplitude for 
|Gz| < 1. Positive amplitudes |Gz| > 1 are punished by the 2nd quadratic term. The 3rd

penalty term refers to the smoothness of |Gz(ω)|. The integration limits are set to 
ω1 = 2π/T1 and ωg = 2π/Tg with T1 = 100⋅Ts and Tg = 2⋅Ts where a sampling time 
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Ts = 2 sec is chosen (Shannon's limit frequency is denoted by ωg ). This limits 
correspond to the relevant frequency regime. The integration ist carried out 
numerically.

Jdist can be interpreted as a measure for the standard deviation σ  of the process 
output signal y which will complys with the well known relation [14]: 

2
yy

2
y y)0( −Θ=σ ,        (7)  

where )(yy τΘ  denotes the autocorrelation function und y  the mean value of y. 

)0(yyΘ  results from the transformation 

ωωω
π

=Θ
∞

d)(S)(G
1

)0( zz

2

0

zyy ,         (8)  

where Szz(ω) denotes the power density spectrum of the disturbance signal [14]. For 
white noise, this means Szz(ω)=const., eq. (8) has a similar structure as the 2nd term of 
eq. (6). 

As for big negative values of Jdist the disturbance rejection can be regarded as 
optimal and for for big positive values of Jdist as not accaptable, the Fuzzy criterion µdist

is defined by eq. (9) (cf. also Fig. 6.): 

)]
J

J)k,k(J
exp(,1min[)k,k(

2
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−
−=µ          (9)  

1

Jdist0J1

J2

1/e

µdist

Fig. 6. Fuzzy criterion for good disturbance rejection µdist

The parameters J1, J2 have been choosen to J1= −3, J2 = −6. It is easy to interpret 
the parameter values as Jdist corresponds with the mean value of |Gz| in [dB] (cf. eq. 
(6)).

3.4.2 Command Response 
In order to obtain good command response the amplitude of the command transfer 
function Gw(ω) for small frequencies has be approximately one, i.e. equal zero in 
logarithmic scale. Values log(|Gw(ω)|) > 0 correspond with overshooting and are 
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undesired as well as log(|Gw(ω)|) < 0 which corresponds with a slowly reaching of the 
setpoint. Hence the performance criterion Jcom is defined as the mean value of 
|log(|Gw(ω)|)| for small frequencies and has to be minimized: 

12ipw
12

ipcom min,d|))k,k,(G(|log
1

)k,k(J
2

1

ω≈ω→ωω
ω−ω

=
ω

ω

       (10)  

The integration limits ω1 = 2π/T1 and ω2 = 2π/T2 correspond with 
T1 = 100⋅Ts = 200 sec und T2 = 97.5⋅Ts = 195 sec. 

The command response can be regarded as optimal if Jcom (in dB-scale) is equal 
zero and it is not acceptable if Jcom is large. Hence the the Fuzzy criterion µcom is 
defined by eq. (11) (cf. also Fig. 7.). The parameter J1 has been chosen to J1 = 5 dB. 
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1
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0 J1

1/e

µcom

Fig. 7. Fuzzy criterion for good command response µcom 

b

1

max Re(si)0a

µstab

Fig. 8. Fuzzy criterion with respect to stability µstab

3.4.3 Stability 
For evaluating the stability the poles si (i = 1…N) of the closed control loop are of 
dominant importance. If all poles have a negative real part (Re(si) < 0, i = 1…N), the 
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control loop is stable. If one pole sk exists with Re(sk) = 0 and all other poles have a 
negative real part the control loop is at the stability border. If there exists one pole sk

with Re(sk) > 0 the control loop is instable [14]. 
Hence in the definition of a Fuzzy criterion with respect to stability µstab the 

maximal real part of the poles (max Re(si)) is considered. An optimal value a <0 is 
defined with µstab = 1 if max Re(si) < a. Also a minmal value b is defined with µstab = 0 
if max Re(si) > b. In between a und b the membership funktion is linear interpolated. 
Thus µstab is definded by eq. (12) (cf. also Fig. 8.). 
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The parameters a and have been chosen according the reachable stability as 
a = −0.06/sec and b = −0.02/sec. 

In the design of µstab it is of spezial importance that µstab = 0 if max Re(si) > b. As it 
was discussed above the algorithm of Fuzzy Decision Making guarantees the 
solutions kp, ki which yield max Re(si) > b and hence µstab = 0 are excluded. Hence a 
stable solution is provided. This transparent mechanism is an important advantage of 
the proposed aproach. 

3.4.4 Actuation Effort 
Due to reduce energy consumption and wear of the actuators a further aim is to 
achieve low effort of the actuators. Since in the given plant in the stationary phase the 
error signal is mainly of stochastic character the standard deviation of the actuator 
signal u has to be minimized. Corresponding to the discussion in section 3.4.1 this is 
achieved by the minimization of the integral of the transfer function of the substitue 
controller GC

* (eq. (13)). 
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GC

* is defined by 

)s(ê
)s(u

)s(G *
C =       (14)  

(cf. Table 2.). The minimization of Jact leads to small mean values of log(|GC

*(ω)|) 
which corresponds with low effort of the actuators. 

The Fuzzy criterion with respect to low effort of the actuators µact is defined in an 
analogous way as µdist (cf. section 3.4.1). If Jact << 0 the effort of the actuators can be 
regarded as optimal, this corresponds with µact → 1. If Jact>> 0 the effort of the 
actuators is high which coresponds with µact ≈ 0. Hence the definition of µact which is 
provided by (15) resp. Fig. 9. is plausible. 
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Fig. 9. Fuzzy criterion with respect to low effort of the actuators µact

The parameters J1, J2 have been chosen as J1 = −5, J2 = 5. The parameter values 
are not easy to interpret for this criterion. Hence in order to determine J1, J2 first the 
reachable range of Jact (i.e. inf Jact, sup Jact) has to be found out. 

3.5 Robustness 

Model based control structures naturally have the best performance if the model GM

exactly represents the plant GP, i.e. GM = GP. E.g. it holds for the command transfer 
function of the modified Smith predictor with selective P loop and I loop (c.f. Table 
2.): 

DMPIC,MC
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==        (16)  

The deviation of model and plant is described by the term (GP − GM). Only in the 
ideal case GP = GM the time delay is compensated. 

In the proposed optimization scheme the deviation of model and plant are 
modeled by relative error parameters ∆kM, ∆TM which describe the maximum and 
unknown deviation of gain and time constant of the plant (cf. Table 1.). 
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E.g. for a system of first order the plant with its uncertainties with respect to kP

and TP is modeled by by eq. (18) (c.f. Table 1.). 
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It would also be possible to include unknown model deviations of higher order, 
but for the given plant the order of the partial models of first and second order are 
good approximations. 
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With GP also the transfer functions Gz, Gw, Gu depend on ∆kM and ∆TM (cf. Table 
2.) and hence also the performance criteria µdist, µcom,. µstab, µact. Thus µdist, µcom,. µstab, µact

are functions of the controller parameters kP, kI and the unknown model deviations 
∆kM, ∆TM (eq. (19)).  
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      (19)  

The unknown model deviations ∆kM, ∆TM are considered by a Fuzzy-AND 
combination with representative values ∆kM ∈ {∆kM,i}, i=1,…N, ∆TM ∈ {∆TM,j},
j=1,…,M (eq. (20)). For the considered application {∆kM,i}, {∆TM,j} have been chosen 
as {∆kM,i} = {∆TM,j} = {−0.3, 0, 0.3}. 
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By the Fuzzy AND combination of the performance criteria it is achieved that 

dist
~µ , track

~µ , stab
~µ , act

~µ  are dominated by the worst effect of a model deviation, i.e. 

the smallest value of µdist, µcom, µstab, µact. With this "robust" performance criteria the 
Fuzzy decision µD (cf. eq. (4)) is calculated by eq. (21). 
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The smaller the weighting parameters λdist, λcom, λstab, λact are chosen the more is the 
corresponding performance criterion emphasized. For equal importance of the criteria, 
this means λdist = λcom = λstab = λact = 1, eq. (21) reduces to eq. (22). 
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The optimal parameters *
Pk , *

Ik  are computed corresponding eq. (3) by eq. (23) 
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4 Results 

In this chapter different results are discussed. In section 4.1 the influence of different 
weighting of the performance criteria is investigated. Section 4.2 discusses results 
with different requirements to robustness. In Section 4.3 the performance of the 
concept is shown by time plots of simulations with optimized parameters and 
heuristical chosen parameters. 

4.1 Weighting of the Performance Criteria 

One result of the optimization is shown in Fig. 10.. In the figures of the first row the 
Fuzzy performance criteria µdist, µcom, µstab, µact and the resulting Fuzzy decision µD are 
shown in dependence of the parameters kP, kI. In the second row the same plots are 
shown as a two-dimensional projection. In these figures the optimal parameters are 
marked with circles. In order to demonstrate the influence of the different emphsize of 
one performance criterion the weighting parameter regarding the criterion command 
response µcom has been varied in the range λcom = 1 … 0.1. The smaller λcom, the 
stronger is the emphasis on a good command response of the control loop. The result 
can be clearly seen as KP and KI increase with smaller values of λcom.

From Fig. 10. it can also be noticed that the performance criteria are partly 
contradictory. Given a stronger weighting on a good command response (i.e. 
increasing of µcom) a degradation of disturbance rejection and effort of the actuators 
(i.e. decreasing of µdist and µact) is the result. In this example the degree of stability is 
not contradictory to a good command response, so both membership functions µstab

and µcom are increasing. 

4.2 Different Robustness Requirements 

The parameters kp and kI of the of the modified Smith predictor with selective P loop 
and I loop (c.f. Table 2.) have been optimized for a large spectrum of time delay TD,
which varies from TD = 0 … 14⋅TP, where TP is the time constant of the plant. The 
results for a VZ1 model with different unknown model errors ∆kM = ∆TM ≡ ∆ are 
shown in Fig. 11.. For ideal correspondence of model and plant, i.e. ∆ = 0, KP and KI

do not depend on TD because of the ideal compensation of the time delay (cf. transfer 
functions in Table 2.). With increasing demand to robustness, i.e. increasing unknown 
model error ∆ both kP and kI are increasing and the Fuzzy performance index µD is 
decreasing. This result is caused by the fact that with small model error the model 
based controller has a better performance and hence needs lower gain.  

4.3 Process Performance 

Since in most industrial applications for safety and cost reasons it is almost 
impossible to compare the performance of different controller with exactly the same 
parameters and disturbances of the plant, some representative simulations based on a 
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very realistic plant model are presented. In Fig. 12. results are shown with heuristic 
parameters (left) and optimal parameters (right). An VZ1 model was assumed with 
time constant TP = 26 sec and time delay TD = 130 sec. The relative model error due to 
the internal model of the controller have been set to ∆kM = ∆TM= 30% which 
corrresponds to a big model deviation. An realistic noise disturbance has been added 
to the system input. The heuristic controller parameters are kP = 2.59, kI = 0.1, the 
optimal parameters kP = 0.36, kI = 0.014. 

disturbance rejection command response stability effort of the actuators Fuzzy Decision

λ

µdist, λdist=1 µ com, λcom=1...0.1 µstab, λstab=1 µact, λact=1 µD

µdist µcom µstab µact µD

1

0.1

Fig. 10. Optimization of the parameters of a batch process with big time delay (TD = 235 sec). 
The emphasis on the criterion "good command response" has been varied by λcom=1…0.1 

In the first row of the pictures the reference signal w, the system output with time 
delay y(t) and without time delay y(t−TD) are shown. In the second row the 
manipulated variable u(t) is plotted. From Table 3. is clearly seen that the simulations 
with optimal parameters yield better results than the simulation with heuristic 
parameters as the standard deviations of the error signal e (σe) and the manipulated 
variable u (σu) are much smaller. 

Table 3. Standard deviations of the error signal e and the manipulated variable u of the 
simulations of Fig. 12. (calculated from t = 500 … 1500 sec) 

 heuristic optimal 
σe

0.18 0.15 

σu
0.110 0.068 
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model error

model error

model error

Fig. 11. Optimal Parameters kP, kI in dependence of TD/TP with different unknown model errors 
∆kM=∆TM ≡ ∆ (TD: time delay, TP: time constantof the plant) 

5 Conclusions 

In the industrial process control system several, generally conflicting, requirements 
have simultaneously to be considered. In this paper a new concept based on the theory 
of Fuzzy Decision Making will be introduced in which the individual target functions 
will be expressed by Fuzzy membership functions which will be logically connected 
by an Fuzzy AND operator. The proposed Fuzzy-concept has been successfully 
applied to the optimal control design of a complex industrial glass manufacturing 
process. It has been shown that the implementing time of new controllers has been 
reduced and the product quality has been considerably improved. 
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Heuristic Parameters

Optimal Parameters

Fig. 12. Simulation results for a VZ1 model with heuristic parameters (left) and optimal 
parameters (right); TP = 26 sec, TD = 130 sec 
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Abstract. First-order Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy systems are characterized by a
multivariate fuzzy partition in the operating domain and a local affine function
within each fuzzy region. This fuzzy inference method presents some
undesirable properties in the regions where the membership functions of the
antecedent fuzzy partitions overlap. The output function of a SISO affine TS
system is in general a non-convex combination of the corresponding piecewise
affine functions and the local derivative of the output is not bounded by the
derivatives of the corresponding consequent affine functions. These
characteristics can influence negatively the stability and robustness of the
corresponding fuzzy system. In this paper, to overcome these drawbacks, SISO
affine TS models defined on trapezoidal fuzzy partitions are transformed into
equivalent zero-order TS models that are defined on triangular fuzzy partitions.
Moreover, to improve the smoothness and continuity order of the output
function, a B-spline convolution filter is applied to transform the corresponding
C0 triangular fuzzy partition into a C

m
 spline fuzzy partition (ϕ-spline fuzzy

partition). The obtained spline fuzzy partition preserves the output function in
the cores of the initial fuzzy intervals. This technique is directly generalized to a
MISO system by the corresponding tensor product. Some examples are given to
practically demonstrate the capability of the approach.

1   Introduction

Affine and linear functions are fundamental ingredients in the endeavours of scientists
and engineers. They constitute a powerful tool for the simple analysis and design of
dynamical systems.  Unfortunately, most of the real systems are nonlinear and cannot
be modelled using a single affine model for all operating conditions. The development
of new general systematic procedures for modelling non-linear systems will probably
be a key factor in the coming future of science and engineering.

A remarkable approach to identify non-linear systems is via composite local
modelling. A non-linear system can be represented by means of piecewise-affine
models. In order to ensure smooth transitions between the different regions, a set of
suitable fuzzy blending functions can be used.

The reference basic model selected in this paper is a MISO product-sum affine
Takagi-Sugeno model defined on trapezoidal fuzzy partitions (Ruspini partitions of
unity).  This approach is very simple, intuitively appealing and optimal in relation to
weighted mean-square error-like integral [7]. Although, some undesirable properties
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(shape-failures) of the global output function are obtained when the standard
computation method is applied.

Shape-preserving approximation schemes [4][9] usually means that where the
initial data increases or decreases monotonically, the approximation function f has the
same behaviour, f is convex (concave) over intervals where the data set is convex
(concave), and  f  has no more intersection points with an arbitrary straight line more
often than the corresponding control polygon. Last variation diminishing property
also implies that a convex polygon generates a convex curve.

Most of approximation methods try to preserve shape features inherent in the given
data such that convexity, monotony or variation diminishing properties. However,
standard affine TS system has no convex hull property and no variation diminishing
property. Since linear interpolation between functions may not be as intuitive as might
be expected [4], and in general, the average of two convex functions is not necessarily
convex and linear interpolation between functions is thus not shape preserving.

The quadratic output function of a univariate standard affine TS model, defined on
trapezoidal fuzzy partition, has no C1 continuity and it is a non-convex combination of
the corresponding piecewise affine functions [1].

R. Babuska et al. [1][2] have introduced an alternative interpolation scheme with
convexity and smoothness properties. The output function generated is smooth with
continuous derivatives, and the output function derivative is bounded by the slopes of
the corresponding affine functions. However, this approach requires the computation
of a piecewise rational smooth approximation function and the method can only be
applied to C0 convex or concave piecewise affine functions. Moreover, the
multivariate extension is not straightforward.

This paper presents a more general and easier approach based on an initial
transformation of a first-order TS system, defined on a tensor product of trapezoidal
fuzzy partitions, into a zero-order TS system, defined on an equivalent tensor product
of triangular fuzzy partitions. The obtained output is a C0 piecewise affine function.

To improve the smoothness and continuity order of the output function, an
additional even spline convolution filter is applied onto the corresponding triangular
partition of each input variable. The resultant fuzzy partition is piecewise polynomial
spline, called in this paper ϕ-spline.

An additional enlargement of the cores of the initial trapezoidal membership
function is also carried out to preserve the multilinear output function in the initial
cores of the original multidimensional trapezoidal fuzzy partition (obtained by the
tensor product of the corresponding trapezoidal membership functions). This way the
ulterior spline convolution filter applied (which reduces the antecedent membership
cores) restores the original cores of the initial multidimensional fuzzy partition.

These two transformations allow overcoming the mentioned drawbacks of the
conventional affine TS model.

The rest of the final paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews some
general definitions and terminology on fuzzy numbers and fuzzy partitions; Section 3
presents a trapezoidal/triangular transformation of multivariate affine T-S fuzzy
models; Section 4 reviews the fuzzification convolution; Section 5 describes the main
properties of ϕ-spline partitions; Section 6 describes an smooth shape-preserving
affine T-S model with continuous derivatives; Section 7 gives two application
examples and Section 8 adds some concluding remarks.
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2   Fuzzy Numbers and Fuzzy Partitions

To simplify the specification of a MISO fuzzy system it is advantageous to consider
multidimensional fuzzy sets defined by the corresponding multidimensional
membership functions  Rn → [0,1]. For convenience of ulterior development, we also
introduce the non-standard concept of multidimensional S-fuzzy set (signal fuzzy set)
defined as function: Rn → [0,∞).

One common way to extend one-dimensional membership functions to
multidimensional ones is via the corresponding tensor product:

A(u1,u2,...,un)  =  A(u1)  ×  A(u2)  ×...×  A(un)

A multidimensional fuzzy set A is normal when Height(A)=1. A multidimensional
normal convex fuzzy set is usually called in the literature multidimensional fuzzy
number or multidimensional fuzzy interval [8].

In this paper, for a more general consideration of multidimensional fuzzy numbers
we relax the normality condition and only maintain the convexity constraint.

To accomplish general functional transformations, we introduce the nonnormal
class (into the multidimensional S-fuzzy sets and S-fuzzy numbers) to designate those
ones with Height(A)≠1 (subnormal when 0≤Height(A)<1 and supernormal when
Height(A)>1).

For interest of ulterior development, we recall the following standard concepts [8]:

• Cardinality of fuzzy set A, on a multidimensional discrete domain U, is defined by

|A| = ∑
∈Uu

uA )(

• Volume of fuzzy set A, on a continuous multidimensional domain U, is defined by

|A| = ∫
U

duuA )(

In this paper we name a S-fuzzy set C-normal when its volume or cardinality is |A|=1.
Generally a set of linguistic terms is used in the antecedent description of a fuzzy

controller. These linguistic terms can be seen as qualitative values used to describe
fuzzy rules.

A set of M linguistic terms {A1, A2, ... AM} is defined in each one-dimensional
domain U of a given scalar variable u. It is generally required that the linguistic terms
satisfy the property of coverage, i.e. for each domain element is assigned at least one
fuzzy set Aj with nonzero membership degree.

For practical reasons, the linguistic terms are usually constrained to be normal or
subnormal fuzzy numbers. Also the model here considered, and presently in many
other fuzzy control models [2][5][10][11], imposes stronger conditions on the
linguistic terms used.

Ruspini-partition of unity {Aj} of a domain U is defined by the following
constraints

0 ≤ Aj(u) ≤1         ∀u∈U    1≤j≤M

M

 ∑
j=1

 Aj(u) = 1         ∀u∈U  
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∑
 u ∈ U

 Aj(u)   >  0     1≤j≤M

First equation is the standard membership constraint. Second equation means that
for each u, the sum of all membership degrees Aj(u) equals one. Third equation
implies that none of the fuzzy sets Aj(u) is empty.  This fuzzy segmentation of domain
U is also called fuzzy partition [1][8].

Basic univariate fuzzy partitions on a domain U are usually referred to the
corresponding sequence of knot points

a=t0< t1< ...< tM=b  with [a,b]∈U

• This sequence T=(t0,t1,...,tM) can specify a basic crisp partition, determined by a set
of M crisp intervals Π={C0,C1,..., CM-1} ={[t0,t1),[t1,t2),…,[tM-1,tM),} (Figure 1.a).

• An analogous knots sequence T can be used to specify a trapezoidal fuzzy partition
Π={C0,L1,C2,,L3,...,LM-2,CM-1} (Figure 1.b) composed by two interleaved sets of
membership functions:
1. The set of piecewise constant functions {Cj(u)=1} defined in the corresponding

even intervals (interpolation intervals) C={[t0,t1), [t2,t3), [t4,t5) ,… ,[tM-1,tM)}, and
2. The set of couples of piecewise linear affine functions {LUj(t)=t, LDj(t)=1-t |

t=(tj+1-u)/(tj+1-tj); (0≤t≤1)} defined in the corresponding odd intervals
(approximation intervals) L={[t1,t2), [t3,t4), [t5,t6),… ,[tM-2,tM-1),}

• The same previous sequence T can be used to define a triangular fuzzy partition
Π={L0,L1,L2,,L3,...,LM-2,LM-1} composed by a set of couples of piecewise linear affine
functions {LUj(t)=t, LDj(t)=1-t | t=(tj+1-u)/(tj+1-tj); (0≤t≤1)} defined in the
corresponding intervals {[t0,t1),[t1,t2),[t3,t4),…,[tM-1,tM)}.

An important parameter of a fuzzy partition is the overlapping factor ov, which is
the maximum number of membership functions with non-null membership degrees
among all the elements of domain U.

ov ({Aj}) =  

 
 max

 u ∈ U 

 ( 

 

 ∑
 1≤ j ≤M

 Aj(u)    )

      Fig. 1. Fuzzy partitions: (a) Crisp partition. (b) Trapezoidal fuzzy partition.
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where α denotes the ceiling function (smallest integer ≥ α). Usually the fuzzy
partitions considered must have a low overlapping factor, in order to limit the
computational complexity of the corresponding fuzzy system

Finally in this section we review one type of uncertainty measurement of special
interest for fuzzy partition characterization: degree of fuzziness.

 Any set that is not crisp has some degree of fuzziness that results from the
imprecision of its boundaries [8][12]. For measuring fuzziness of a fuzzy set, we can
use the function  f  to express the lack of distinction between the membership A(u)
and its complement 1-A(u):

∫ −−
)(

)50|21(
ASupp

du|.A(u)f(A) =

Analogously, it is possible to define the right and left fuzziness of a fuzzy number,
respectively delimited on the left and right bounds. For example, the corresponding
fuzziness of a normal trapezoidal fuzzy number B are [12]:

f (B)=(α+β)/2;    fl (B)=α/2;    fr(B)= β/2

where α and β are the bases length of  the corresponding left and right rectangular
triangles.

Therefore the global fuzziness of  fT of a trapezoidal fuzzy partition

Π={C0,L1,C2,,L3,...,LM-2,CM-1} can be easily computed by the addition of lengths of the
corresponding approximation intervals Lj:

fT ({C0,L1,C2,,L3,...,LM-2,CM-1})=(|L1|+|L3|+...+|LM-2|)/2

Fig.  2. Univariate output function of a standard affine TS controller
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In Section 4 a general convolution operator on a fuzzy partition that increases its
global fuzziness is introduced. This operator allows to easily specify and control the
related smoothness of the obtained fuzzy control surface.

3   Transformation of Affine T-S Fuzzy Models

A multivariate affine Takagi-Sugeno system rule, defined on a trapezoidal tensor
product fuzzy partition, can be specified (using homogenous coordinates) by a set of rf

first-order canonical rules {Ri }:

{Ri:   If   x is Ai   then  z = [ai bi] [x 1]T
 }

where x=(x1,...,xn) is the multivariate input variable Ai=Ai 1(x1)× ... × Ai n(xn) is the
multivariate trapezoidal fuzzy number of the i-th rule defined by means of the
corresponding tensor product of trapezoidal membership functions; z is the output
variable and [ai bi] are  the affine coefficients n+1-vector of the corresponding local
hyperplane (z = ai1 x1+ ai2 x2+  … +ain xn + bi).

Using product-sum inference, this standard aggregated MISO fuzzy model with
antecedent fuzzy partitions can be computed as

[ ][ ]T
1)(  )z( xaxx ii

Ri
i b

active

∑
∈

= α

where  αi(x) =Ai 1(x1) × Ai 2(x2)×…× Ai n(xn) is the firing degree of the corresponding
tensor product of trapezoidal membership functions of i-th rule, and Ractive is the set of
active rules. This model covers the domain of a non-linear plant with a set of local
affine models, and the whole description of plant is obtained as a weighed average of
the corresponding local models. The local affine functions are preserved in the
multidimensional cores of the corresponding tensor product of trapezoidal
membership functions.

This model presents shape-failures, as it is pointed out in [1][2]. A graphical
example of a piecewise quadratic C0 output function, obtained by means of a standard
univariate affine TS system, is shown in Figure 2.

In this section an equivalent triangular zero-order TS model is considered, in order
to obtain a shape preserving approximation of the corresponding piecewise affine
functions. The new multivariate system is specified by a set of rz = rf × 2n zero-order
canonical rules {Rj} corresponding to 2n corners of each core of the original
multivariate trapezoidal fuzzy numbers Ai:

{Rj:   If  x is Bj   then  z = cj}

where x=(x1,...,xn) is the original multivariate input variable, Bj=Bj 1(x1)× ... × Bj n(xn) is
a new multivariate fuzzy number of the j-th rule defined by means of the
corresponding tensor product of new triangular membership functions; z is the
original output variable and cj is a constant equal to the value of the original affine
function    z = ai1 x1+ ai2 x2+  … +ain xn + bi in the core of the corresponding triangular
tensor product.
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To obtain the new univariate equivalent triangular fuzzy partition for each input
variable, two triangles are derived for each initial trapezium. The cores of these
triangles are placed in the corners of the corresponding trapezium cores and the
support corners of these triangles are placed on the adjacent knots of the original
fuzzy partition (Figure 3).

The output function cj in the core of each tensor product of triangular membership
functions preserves the value of the original affine function. This scheme also
provides an additional multilinear interpolation function in the region where the
original trapeziums overlap. The output function of this equivalent C0 zero-order TS
model is given by

j
Rj

j c
active

∑
∈

= )(  )z( xx β

where  βj(x) =Bj 1(x1) × Bj 2(x2)×…× Bj n(xn) is the firing degree of the corresponding
tensor product of triangular membership functions of j-th rule, and Ractive  is the set of
active rules.

The C0 multivariate output function computed by this scheme is a interleaved
piecewise function composed by two kind of functions (Figure 4):

• Affine functions in the cores of the initial multivariate trapezoidal fuzzy partition
(interpolation regions), and

• Multilinear interpolation functions in the rest of the domain regions (approximation
regions).

In this paper, in order to increase the continuity order and smoothness of this
piecewise output function, a suitable B-spline convolution filter is considered. Next

C0          L1        C2          L3         C4        C5              C6               L7          C8

   (a)

   (b)

1

0

[a0,b0]         [a1,b1]         [a2,b2]            [a3,b3]                  [a4,b4]

A0           A1           A2               A3                    A4

1

0

    [c0]    [c1]    [c2]        [c3]          [c4]         [c5]     [c6]                   [c7]         [c8]        [c9]

    B0       B1        B2           B3          B4        B5         B6                     B7           B8  B9

Fig. 3. Example of transformation of a univariate trapezoidal fuzzy partition into an
equivalent triangular fuzzy partition
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section reviews the general properties and interpretation of a general fuzzification
convolution.

4   Fuzzification Convolution

This section introduces the concept of multivariate fuzzification convolution, which is
a generalization of the concept of fuzzification function [5][6][8]. This transformation
allows a global consideration of the fuzziness associated to the fuzzy input variables
and to the fuzzy antecedent terms of a TS system, and can also model an additional
smoothing output filter of a fuzzy controller.

The multivariate uniform fuzzification transform � is a spatially or shift invariant
transformation that applies a multivariate even fuzzification function Φ (even C-
normal S-fuzzy number) onto a multivariate fuzzy number f (normal or subnormal),
defined on a multidimensional continuous domain U, and gives a new multivariate
fuzzy number fφ defined by means of the following cross-correlation/convolution
operation

U U( ) ( ) * ( ) ( ) ( ) d ( ) ( ) d ( )Φ
Φ ∫ ∫= Φ = ⋅Φ − = ⋅Φ − =F f v f v f u u v u f u v u u f v

A Particular interesting case of fuzzification convolution is the multidimensional
Dirac impulse fuzzification transform �δ , normally called in the literature [5]
singleton fuzzification transform:

� δ (f)= δ * f = f

It is convenient to remark that, in general, the multivariate fuzzification transform
modifies, in general, the support and core of the corresponding fuzzy number, but it
preserves its volume and maintains the fuzzy partition as it is shown bellow.

Fig- 4. A transformed affine TS fuzzy system computed by a bivariate C0

piecewise output function composed by four affine cells and five bilinear cells.

[a0 b0 ]

[a1 b1 ]
[a3 b3 ]

[a2 b2 ]
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On the contrary, if a max-min operation [5] [8][12] is used to define an analogous
fuzzification transform (instead of sum-product), the corresponding operation
modifies the support but does not change the core of the corresponding fuzzy number,
and therefore it does not preserve the corresponding fuzzy partition.

Some important properties of the multidimensional fuzzification transform are:

• Partition of unity conservation. The fuzzification transform of a
multidimensional fuzzy partition ({Aj} j=1..M�� is another fuzzy partition, i. e.
partitions of unity are closed under fuzzification transform:

�Φ({Aj}) = Φ *{Aj} = {Φ *Aj} = {AΦ j}
Proof. It is a consequence of the distributive property of convolution operation

M

 ∑
j=1

 Φ *{Aj}= Φ ∗ 1 = 1      ∀u ∈ U

•
• Area preservation. The fuzzification transform preserves the volume of a

multidimensional fuzzy interval A
| A ∗ Φ| = | A |

Proof. It is a consequence of the commutative and distributive property of integral
operator

⌡⌠
U

FΦ(A)dv=⌡⌠
U

  ⌡⌠
U

Φ(u-v)A(u) du dv = ⌡⌠
U

  ⌡⌠
U

Φ(u-v) dv A(u) du = 1⋅ |A|     ∀u∈U

•
• S-Fuzzy numbers are closed with respect to uniform fuzzification transform.

The set of multidimensional S-fuzzy intervals is closed under the uniform
fuzzification convolution.
Proof.  Since spatially invariant fuzzification filtering preserves the convexity
property of a fuzzy interval.

•
• Smoothness of a uniform fuzzification transform. Uniform fuzzification

convolution is a smoothing transform: If Φ is spatially invariant and f and Φ have
smoothness of order m and n respectively (f∈Cm-2 and Φ∈Cn-2), then f∗Φ has
smoothness of order m+n  (f∗Φ∈Cm+n-2). Smoothness of order k means [2] that the
derivative of order k of the function becomes impulsive, and the differentiability
class Ck is the space of functions that are k times continuously differentiable.
Proof. Since the order of Fourier transforms F of f , Φ and f * Φ are respectively

F�f )=o(|s|-m);   F�Φ) = o(|s|-n);   F(f ∗ Φ) = o(|s|-(m+n))

hence the smoothness order of  f ∗ Φ is m+n  (its (m+n)-th derivative is impulsive)
and consequently  f ∗ Φ belongs to the class Cm+n-2.

  •
• Affine invariance. Affine functions are fixed points of fuzzification transform:

�Φ(a·u+b) = Φ(u) * (a·u+b) = a·u+b
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Proof. It is a consequence of the even and C-normal property of the fuzzification
function Φ(u) used. In each position of the corresponding filter window, the
corresponding average value, for two symmetrical points of this window, is equal
to the corresponding central value.  Note that this property is also maintained for a
general nonuniform or spatially variant fuzzification transform.

   •
In this paper, to solve the bound problem associated to every convolution

operation, a progressive linear reduction of the kernel support of the fuzzification
function is applied in the proximity of the limits of the domain.

A null window width on the limits of the domain interval eliminates the boundary
problems of the average window used. This is a natural specification in a fuzzy
context, because usually in practical applications, the extreme values of a variable can
be fixed without imprecision, and generally we have no continuity constraints in the
corresponding points of output control surface.

To conclude this section, we give three possible interpretations of
multidimensional fuzzification convolution:

1. As a cross-correlation between a multidimensional linguistic term A(.) and a
multidimensional fuzzy input variable  X(.). This provides a measure of matching
(X is  A) between the fuzzy term A and the fuzzy variable X.

X *A  (v) = <X(v), A(v)>

The computation of a multidimensional fuzzy proposition (X is A) is greatly
simplified during the execution time of the fuzzy algorithm when the fuzzification
transform is applied to the corresponding linguistic label during the compilation
time of the related fuzzy algorithm:

X *A  (v) = ( δx * ΦX )*A (v) = δx * (ΦX*A ) (v) = δX * AΦX  (v)

where  δ x (v) =δ(v-x)  and  x  is the centre of the fuzzy input X = ΦX = δ x * Φ.

2. As a multidimensional fuzzification operator with respect to a fuzzification
function ΦA(.) on a fuzzy number A(.).

ΦA*A (v) = <ΦA (u-v), A (u)>

Thus, it is possible to control the fuzziness degree of a fuzzy partition by means of
the corresponding fuzzification operator.

3. As a spatial convolution filtering (multivariate low-pass filter) of a
multidimensional signal z with the multidimensional smoothing function ΦZ.

ΦZ*z (v) = <ΦZ(v-u), z(u)>

Thus, the low-pass multidimensional window function Φ can be used for filtering
the output z of fuzzy controller. This local averaging has the effect of suppressing
the high-frequency variations while preserving the basic shape of z.

All previous fuzzification functions (ΦX,ΦA,ΦZ) can be combined in a global
fuzzification function Φ

Φ = ΦX∗ ΦA∗ΦZ
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taking into account the additive nature of  TS controllers and fuzzification transform
considered.

5   Univariate ϕ-Spline Partitions

Nonuniform univariate normal triangular fuzzy partitions are determined by a set of
knots, which defines the cores of the corresponding triangular membership functions.
These control points are distributed throughout each univariate input domain [a,b]∈U,
and define the  ordered set: a=t0= t1< t2< ...< tM = tM+1=b. A normal triangular fuzzy
number Bj

2  relative to the knot tj (1≤j≤M) is defined by:

Bj

2(u) ={ max(min((u-tj-1)/(tj-tj-1);(tj+1-u)/(tj+1-tj)) ; 0) }

This triangular fuzzy partition is also named nonuniform B-spline partition of order
2 (or degree 1) [3][4]. To add a uniform filter to the corresponding output function, a
uniform spline convolution filter can be applied on this triangular partition of unity.

In general, if an even B-spline filter Nm

 [σ] (m≥1) of order m and support length
ρ=m⋅σ is convolved with a nonuniform normal triangular fuzzy partition {Bj

2}:

Nm

 [σ]  ∗  {Bj

2} =  {Nm

 [σ]  ∗  Bj

2 }  = {Bj

m+2[σ]}

it gives a new fuzzy partition {Bj

m+2[σ]} that is called in this paper, ϕ-spline partition
of  order m+2 (Figure 5).

To solve the mentioned domain bound problem associated to every convolution
operation, a varying  (trapezoidal) kernel support length ρu can be used:

ρu/2 = min ( (u-a), -(u-b), ρ/2)

This function of convolution kernel support length is zero in the corners of the
corresponding domain interval.

The B-spline convolution filter used Nm

 [σ] determines the smoothness of the
related output function. This way the designer can initially obtain a normal triangular
fuzzy partition, which gives a non-smooth piecewise multilinear output function.
Furthermore, it is possible to add an even B-spline filter to provide a suitable
smoothness for the corresponding output function.

Properties . For each m≥0, regular ϕ-splines Bj

m+2[σ] of degree (m+1) and (m+2)-th
order have the following properties:

1. Support width: ||supp(Bj

m+2[σ])|| = ||supp(Bj

2)|| + m∗σ

2. Core width: ||core(Bj

m+2[σ])|| = 0;

3. Continuity class: {Bj

m+2[σ]}∈ Cm

4. Polynomial form: Bj

m+2[σ] are formed by piecewise polynomial
functions of degree m+1

5. Linearity preservation: If Bj

2(u) is defined by the knots (tj-1, tj, tj+1), then
Bj

m+2[σ] (u) is an affine function in the intervals:
(tj-1+mσ/2 , tj-mσ/2) and  (tj+mσ/2 , tj+1-mσ/2)
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Sketch of proof.  These properties are a direct consequence of general convolution
properties applied to nonuniform triangular fuzzy partitions.

6   Shape-Preserving Affine Takagi-Sugeno Model

If a smoother output function Cm is needed, an even B-spline fuzzification filter of
order m with support ρ=m⋅σ can be applied to each univariate triangular partition
(Figure 6). In this case a previous optional enlargement of each trapezium core can be
advisable in order to preserve the original affine functions in the corresponding initial
cores of the multivariate trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.

The improved shape-preserving affine Takagi-Sugeno system rule here considered,
uses the same original multivariate affine T-S rules

{Ri:   If   x is Ai   then  z = [ai bi] [x 1]T
 }

and transforms each univariate approximation interval Lk j =[t k j , t k j+1)  of each
univariate trapezoidal partition Πk ={Ck 0,Lk 1,Ck 2,,Lk 3,...,Lk M-2,Ck M-1} (defined in Section
2) into a narrower one L´k j =[tk j+ρk /2 , tk j+1-ρk/2), where ρk is the kernel support length
of the posterior B-spline filter applied on each univariate domain Uk (Figure 7).
Consequently, the cores of each univariate trapezoidal membership function are
originally enlarged.

The following hypothesis is assumed: (tk, j + ρk/2 ≤ tk, j+1 - ρk/2) for each original
univariate approximation interval Lki. Under this assumption the global transformation
(core enlargement and fuzzification convolution) preserves the affine functions in the
cores of the initial trapezoidal tensor products.

Fig. 5.  A nonuniform triangular ϕ-spline fuzzy partition {Bj

2} and a derived
nonuniform quadratic ϕ-spline fuzzy partition {Bj

3}
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Fig.  7.  Construction of a univariate ϕ-spline fuzzy partition from the original
univariate trapezoidal fuzzy partition by means of core enlargement, trapezoidal-
triangular transformation and additional B-spline fuzzification
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The new multivariate fuzzified triangular TS system derived from the previous
modified trapezoidal partition is specified by the corresponding zero-order canonical
rules {Rj}:

{Rj:   If  x is B´j   then  z = cj}

where x=(x1,...,xn) is the original multivariate input variable, B´j=B´j 1(x1)× ... × B´j n(xn)
is the new multivariate ϕ-spline fuzzy number of the j-th rule defined by means of the
corresponding tensor product of fuzzified triangular membership functions

B´j= B j ∗ Φ =  B´j 1(x1) ∗ Φ(x1) × ... × B´j n(xn) ∗ Φ(x1)

Fig.  6. Equivalent fuzzified triangular zero-order Takagi-Sugeno model.
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The output z is the same original output variable and cj is also a constant equal to the
value of the original affine function z = ai1 x1+ ai2 x2+  … +ain xn + bi in the core of the
corresponding triangular tensor product.

7   Examples

This section describes two particular TS systems, to show the characteristics of the
model considered. Both systems are specified by means of a set of affine functions
that are defined on the corresponding trapezoidal partition. The fuzzification function
applied is an even B-spline of order 1. Therefore the output functions obtained are
piecewise affine-quadratic function, which have a relative low computational
complexity.

Example of a SISO System

The first univariate affine T-S system considered is specified on a trapezoidal fuzzy
partition {A0, A1, ... , A5}  defined by the knot sequence T

T=(t0,t1,...,t9) = ( 0, 9, 21, 29, 41, 54, 66, 74, 86, 100)

The corresponding affine fuzzy rules are

R0: IF x IS A0 then  z =  0.10  (x-0) + 1.2

R1: IF x IS A1 then  z =  0.05  (x-15) + 3

R2: IF x IS A2 then  z = -0.10  (x-35) + 4

R3: IF x IS A2 then  z =  0.03  (x-60) + 1.4

R4: IF x IS A2 then  z =  0.10  (x-80) + 2.5

The fuzzification function applied is a univariate B-spline B1[9] of order 1 and
support length 9.

Figure 8 depicts the original trapezoidal fuzzy partition, the crisp piecewise affine
function, the output function C0 obtained using the standard affine TS procedure and
the output function C1 computed using the shape-preserving scheme previously
described.

Note that the shape-preserving output function has a local affine behaviour in the
core of the corresponding original trapeziums and gives a good smooth approximation
tin the rest of the domain.
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Fig.  8.   Comparison between the output functions of a SISO affine TS controller:
a) Standard method b) Shape-preserving method
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Example of a MISO System

The second system analyzed is a bivariate T-S system specified on a tensor product of
trapezoidal fuzzy partitions: {A10,A11}×{A20,A21} that are specified by the following
knots sequences:

T1 = (t10, t11, t12, t13) = (0, 80, 180, 250)

T2 = (t20, t21, t22, t23) = (0, 80, 180, 250)

The corresponding affine fuzzy rules are:

R0: IF x1 IS A10 and x2 IS A20 then  z =  2.5

R1: IF x1 IS A10 and x2 IS A21 then  z =  2.5

R2: IF x1 IS A11 and x2 IS A20 then  z =  2.5

R3: IF x1 IS A11 and x2 IS A21 then  z =  2.5 + 0.02(x1-150)+0.02(x2-150)

The fuzzification function applied is a bivariate B-spline tensor-product B1,1[40,40]
of order (1, 1) and support length (40,40).

A critical zone of the corresponding control surface is depicted in Figure 9.a,
where it is possible to appreciate some shape failures when the output function is
computed using the standard affine TS method. Figure 9.b shows the corresponding
output surface zone using the shape-preserving method proposed.
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Fig. 9.  Comparison between the output functions of a bivariate affine TS controller:
a) Standard method  b) Shape-preserving method
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8   Conclusions

This paper has introduced a shape-preserving affine Takagi-Sugeno controller that
facilitates the analysis and implementation of fuzzy systems. The described model
also allows to specify different fuzziness of a fuzzy system by means of the B-spline
fuzzification convolution considered.

Consequently a multivariate shape-preserving piecewise polynomial fuzzy
modelling can be built up on the basis of multidimensional trapezoidal partition and
B-spline fuzzification tools.
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Abstract. Meta-learning has been accepted, in the last five years, as a
proper machine learning research field. In this concrete area of interest,
the way in which different theories, each one produced either with the
same algorithm or with many of them, are merged to produce a more
accurate model has been the main topic. Now, new emerging techniques
got more to do with inductive meta-learning. It is the process of learning
from others learning experiences. This kind of learning imposes severe
requisites, from the point of view of the software system that would
support it. The purpose of this work is to show a software architecture
for this type of learning. The architecture will give recommendations for
building a system of this kind, that has to tackle with very precise but
difficult problems at a time.

1 Introduction

This section is devoted to offer, very briefly, an overview of meta-learning, i.e.
all the research work that has been or is being devoted to use the process of
automatic learning to learn from it. Surfing through the literature, we have
envisaged six different types of meta-learning in the whole machine learning
research community. Hybridization consist in that different learning techniques
are combined in a way in which each technique would attack the part of the
problem that best suits to its own features. A very good introduction to this
technique can be read in [7]. In Composite meta-learning local data theories
are produced but a global theory of data is needed. This is done by a few kinds of
models merging. The paradigmical example of this approach is the JAM system
[10]. Then comes Constructive meta-learning. It is called in this way in
a sense that it uses chuncks of all learning paradigms to design itself on-line,
depending on the learning task and the learning data set. This is precissely the
approach used in CAMLET [11]. Boosting and Bagging differ from composite
meta-learning in that in these techniques, the same classifier is applied repeatly
over the same data set. Boosting [5] works with a single type of classification
algorithm. Basically, it is an iterative process in which in each iteration a new
classifier is produced. In baggin [3] new classifiers are compound in parallel.
� Work partially supported by the European Comission through the project FEDER
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Each of them is built from a different bootstrap training data constructed from
the original data set. Then, as it is done in boosting, the final classifier is an
aggregation of all formerly constructed base classifiers. In Ranking methods
an ordered list of classifiers is created. This ranking will be used then to decide
which algorithm should be used to produce a hopefully reasonably good model.
In the work of [2], we can find a comparision on different ranking methods.
Inductive meta-learning uses as the main criteria for selecting a model the
predicted accuracy of the candidate model. There are many applications that
have proben to be successful in this new area. A good example is the work
of [1]. All these techniques require very special requisites, in order to develop a
software system that holds this kind of learning. In the next section, the software
architecture propossed to implement such kind of system will be introduced.

2 The Architecture

METALA (META-Learning Architecture) is a set of recommendations to build
a software system which affords massive production of learning experiments, and
the interaction of different learning paradigms, at the functional level. Its design
is based on four different layers [6], as is depicted in figure 1. Its main features
are the following:

– It is distributed: learning algorithms, as well as data sources, are transpar-
ently located in any machine through the Internet. There is a middleware
that offers distribution services and holds communication between all soft-
ware entities. This will depend upon the software technology used to im-
plement these architecture. However, three prototypes are being developed.
The first two are finished now, and are built using CORBA (Common Object
Request Broker Architecture) and RMI (Remote Method Invocation) respec-
tively. The third one is based on the MAS (Multi-Agent System) paradigm
and is currently being developed, in the context of this work.

– It is totally configurable: i.e. it is capable of designing the learning task,
in terms of the learning agents that will take part on it, and the learning
experiments each one will perform.

– It is extensible: there are software templates, that can be used to integrate a
new learning algorithm in the system, with a minimun programming effort.

– It is modular: in a sense that previously existing algorithms in the plat-
form can be used (even if they are in another remote agent) to build a new
(meta)learning algorithm, for example for boosting (see the section above).

In the following sections, we will describe each one of the layers appearing in
figure 1.

2.1 The O.O. Layer

The design of the O.O. (Object Oriented) layer is based on the UML (Unified
Modelling Language) notation. The use of METALA for implementing a software
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O.O.

MIDDLEWARE

METALA

AGENTS

Fig. 1. The four levels of the METALA architecture.

system should consist only in the understanding and implementation of interfaces
and interaction protocols included. The O.O. level covers the following design
topics:

– Data sources: in METALA, we have defined all that is related with data.
We give interfaces for generic data sources, different type of accesses to data
(secuential, random, n-fold), etc. We also give a complete design of what a
repository of sources should be.

– Learning algorithms: algorithms are seen in METALA as servicies. All induc-
tive paradigms that have been taken into account in the architecture (i.e.
neural network learning, decission tree and rules learning, inductive logic
programming, and genetic algorithms based learning) are organized in a hi-
erarchical fashion, and all of them must implement a concrete interface: the
so called LearningService interface. Once all different algorithms can be
managed in the same way, by means of that interface, they can be put to-
gether into a general repository. Designs for building such a repository are
also given.

– Theories: The idea of contemplating learning algorithms and theories in-
duced from data separately, is a central point of this architecture. That is
why, at the same time it has a hierarchy for algorithms, it also has another
hierarchy for models. Models are seen generically, in the context of this work,
as pieces of knowledge that are obtained from the combination (algorithm +
parameters + data) This pieces of knowledge can be shown to the user, in a
friendly way, or they can be made permanently saved, as results of learning
experiments. Of course, inferences can be made with the obtained models.

– Learning evolution: depending on the amount of data, and on the algorithm,
an induction process can take several hours, or even days to finish. It is
important, from both the perspective of the user and coopeating learning
objects, to have the capability of following the evolution of a learning exper-
iments. Different types of learning evolution have been defined and designed
in METALA for the four learning paradigms afore mentioned.
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– Learning experiments stuff: a learning experiment is a description of a learn-
ing session. It includes detailed description of data used, and how it has to
be accessed, the learning algorithm to use for that data, the values for the
corresponding configuration parameters of the algorithm, and so. All of this
is specified in the architecture.

The O.O. layer is the base for the building of this kind of system. This layer
is used then to build the following one, the Middleware layer.

2.2 The Middleware Layer

The architecture also pretends to follow a distributed computation mechanism
(i.e. a middleware) for all techniques mentioned in the former section.

In this layer, all topics covered are related with distributed computation. And
lessons have been learned from the use of CORBA and RMI for the implemen-
tation of two different prototypes. The two different middleware technologies
show a very important difference, from the perspective of METALA, and that
is that CORBA does not allow neither to pass objects by value as arguments in
function calls nor to return objects by value as results from function calls. This
is obviously caused by the mannner in which CORBA works. This technology
integrates code from different high level programming languages. However, RMI
does not (it only works with Java code) This issue is important in METALA as
it influence the following issues:

– Trainning data access: in one hand, if we use technology like CORBA for de-
veloping a METALA based system, trainning data must be allways accessed
remotely. This is good from a memory consumption perspective, in the side
of the client as it does not have to have all trainning data in the machine it
is located. However, if accesses to data are frecuent, or the chuck of data to
induce is very big, thit will lead to a poor performance. By using RMI, this
problem can be adressed more efficiently depending on the situation.

– Mobile code: it should possible in METALA to include learning algorithms
that can migrate from one repository to another. This feature is very impor-
tant in situations where we are talking about many megabytes of information
to analyse. Or even when the data transport network we have is not trusted
by us. In this situation, it is better for the algorithm to move to where the
data is in. This can only be adressed with RMI. Nowadays, this feature is
not included in METALA.

– Reuse of inductive algorithms implementation: METALA is an open archi-
tecture, in the sense that is should allow the integration of any algorithm
pertainning to one of the considered learning paradigms. If we use RMI for
that, only Java coded algorithm implementations can be integrated. Using
CORBA, it is possible to integrate implementations done in virtually all
most popular programming languages.
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Fig. 2. Agents architecture for METALA.

2.3 The Agents Layer

The agents level architecture is dedicated to the study of high level problems
related to (1) the management of tens of lerning servers and repositories, dis-
tributed across tens of computing machines, (2) the distribution of load in learn-
ing servers, to get the best possible response time for a learning request and (3)
management of multiple users, working at the same time in METALA. Agents
architecture can be seen in figure 2. In this figure, the following agents appear:

– DSA (Directory Service Agent): this agent is in charge of offering directory
services to the system. Through this service, an agent can subscribe to the
system. In this way, it is known for the rest of living agents. Once its ex-
ecution is finished, it can unsubscribe itself from the directory. As well as
directory related services, this agent acts as results repository (i.e. theories
plus theories related values like generalization errors and such). This agent
is the interface for the blackboard mechanism that support organization and
coordination for METALA agents. It should only exists one DSA for the
whole METALA system.

– DRA (Data Repository Agent): this agent manages access to learning data. It
offers services defined by means of a concrete UML interface
-DataRepository-. A DRA should exists in each machine in which inter-
esting data can be found. This agent must be told about which sources it
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has to manage, at launching time. Once all sources are validated by it, it
can subscribe to the directory, along with details about all sources that can
be accessed from it.

– MLA (Machine Learning Agent): offers learning services, and is located at
a single machine (this detail is important when load balancing problem is
addressed). This agent is the one that shows the highest level of autonomy
and reflection. The MLA is the agent that demands more CPU power and
primary memory availability. That is the main reason for incorporating a
mechanism by means of which evaluate its own capacity at a given moment.
Capacity must be understood in terms of new experiments that it is willing
to afford. Once a MLA is launched, it subscribes to the system, through the
DSA, along with its different learning services and features of that services.
The DSA maintains a load estimation that reflects its load, and it can be
used for load balancing. This is stored by the DSA, but updated by the
corresponding MLA.

– UA (User Agent): this is, basically, a collection of graphical interfaces and
functionalities. It interacts directly with the final user and acts in his behalf
at the system. An UA will exists for each connected user. From this UA,
all DRAs and MLAs that exist can be visualized and their features can be
seen. This agent offers the user the possibility to define new experiments,
edit already defined experiments, save them and executing then meanwhile
it offers the evolution of all experiments launched, and still running, by the
user. Once there are results available, the UA is capable of searching for the
best model found (if a single learning technique was used) or for the best
technique (if more than one technique was used in the same conditions).

The underlying organization and coordination mechanism is based on the
blackboard paradigm [4]. A LDAP based directory [8] has been used to imple-
ment the directory infraestructure that the DSA needs, to serve all its services.

Design of a MLA

In the architecture, the most important entity is the MLA, briefly described in
the section above. An

MLA can carry many learning algorithms with it (even only one). In this man-
ner the architecture can observate hierarchies of specialized agents depending on
the inductive paradigms they incorporate for learning. There are two differen-
tiated software parts in a MLA. The first one is related with the middleware,
and the second one is related with how the different algorithms are integrated
and managed, in the same MLA. This division appears clearly differentiated in
figure 3.

The following paragraph explains the main execution of a MLA. Once an
experiment is received, it is put into the Experiments Queue. In this structure,
experiments wait to be launched by the Dispatcher. When this module gets
the next experiment in the queue, it (1) obtains the access to the data, (2)
creates the learning object corresponding to the dessired learning algorithm, (3)
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Fig. 3. Architecture for a MLA.

passes the access to the algorithm, (4) passes the corresponding listeners to it
and creates a internal monitorization object for the experiment that is put into
the Experiments Monitor, (5) sets the algorithm parameters, and finally (6)
launches it into the Services Execution Pool in which the experiment starts
learning concurrently.

In section 2.1 experiments evolution was firstly mentioned. When a learning
request is done to a MLA, this request can not be blocking (i.e. it should finish
inmediatly). This must be done asynchronously. That is why the MLA uses
listeners mentioned in step (4) of the MLA’s loop. Listeners are located in the
client, and the object doing learning is in charge of making calls to the listener
object giving information about the evolution of the experiment. In this manner,
this information is received by the client that can follow all dessired experiments.

For some kind of experiments, it is possible that the MLA would need the
help of other MLAs. Think, for example, on an hybridization learning problem
(see section 1) in which different learning algorithms interact to arrange a theory
from data. This procedural knowledge must be coded inside the corresponding
meta-learning algorithm. It knows what learning services needs, but does not
know who to ask for them. Then it is when the Load Balancing Module comes
into play. The hybrid algorithm passes its request to that module, and it returns
the most suitable agents for that (in terms of best load balance). After that, the
algorithm can make the corresponding requests.

3 A Service for Massive Storage

Typical inductive meta-learning experiments do need to manage lots of data,
coming from realized experiments. Besides, there are typical services, related
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with distributed computing, as a white and yellow pages service that also need
mechanism to manage information about agents and services available in the
system, where are and how to access them. The architecture uses a hierchical
information model to represent all this data, from the conceptual point of view.
Talking about engineering details, an LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Pro-
tocol) type of protocol has been used in the development of the prototypes.

A directory based data repository is more suitable for a system as METALA,
than a simple relational database management system. In a directory, entities
are organized in a hierarchical way. A hierarchical organization is the natural
manner in which entities are arranged in METALA.

4 On Performance in the Architecture

In the Load balancing module of the MLA (see figure 3) there has to be a
concrete policy that rules the criteria by means of which an algorithm decides
the next agent that will execute an experiment. When a set of experiments are
ready to execute, the objetive is to finish them as soon as possible. To achive
that requeriment, we have all MLAs at our disposition. However, each MLA will
be situated on a different machine, and all these machines will show different
computational power and working load. We have here a load balancing problem
[9].

We have studied, and included, three different load balancing strategies in
the architecture. Those are a round-robin criteria, a statically weighted
workload based strategy and a dinamically weighted workload based
strategy.

The round-robin based criteria is based on the assumption that all machines
are of the same type and have the same working load. It works by obtainning,
from the DSA, the list of available MLAs, and the next experiment is assigned
to the next MLA in the list.

The second criteria assumes that hosts executing MLAs show different com-
putational power, but fixed working load. It works assigning a weight to that
server, that reflects, in some way, the computational power. This guides the ex-
periments assignment. Let a MLA be labeled as h. Then its weight shall be wh
and the workload of h, W would be obtained with

Wh = wh × eh,
being eh the number of experiments currently performed by h. Clearly, the more
computational power a host shows, the more smaller wh it should have. A pos-
sible set of wh values for the hosts we have used for experimentation appears in
table 1, in the rightmost column.

This computational power model can be visualiced with the figure 4. It can
be easily interpreted. For example, suposse that there are only two MLAs alive
in the system, in a concrete moment. Let these MLAs be the ones with w6 = 0.7
and w3 = 0.1. The two of them are idle. Suposse that a new experiment comes.
Notice that, in the x axis, at the point with x = 1, the workload for the MLA
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Table 1. Hosts running the different MLAs for time experiments.

Order Architecture O.S. RAM wh
1 SPARC II (Ultra 5) Solaris 7 128MB 0.4
2 Intel Pentium III Linux Red Hat 6.2 128MB 0.9
3 SPARC II (2Processors) Solaris 7 256MB 0.1
4 SPARC II (Ultra 10) Solaris 7 256MB 0.2
5 SPARC II (2Processors) Solaris 7 256MB 0.1
6 SPARC I (Ultra1) Solaris 7 64MB 0.7
7 Intel Pentium III Linux Mandrake 7.2 128MB 0.8
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Fig. 4. Evolution of all loads, depending on the experiments each MLA is working on
for the statically weighted strategy for load balancing.

labeled as 3 is smaller. Hence, the experiment would be assigned to it. Now, the
workload for the agent labeled as 3 is the one meassured at the point where x =
2 (as it is executing a new experiment). However, the following six experiments
would be assigned to it, because in the whole x range [1; 7], the workload of the
MLA labeled as 6 is never higher than the one of the MLA labeled as 3.

In the third criteria, all learning agents will launch in the system with the
same initial wh . Once a request of experiments is sent to the system, those
are distributed, in a round-robin fashion (i.e. all wh are the same). When all
experiments are done, times for each one of the experiments are requested from
the DSA and the wh are adjusted accordingly to the differences between them.
Formally, let S be defined as the set S = {e1, e2, . . . , en}. S represents a complete
learning session. The labels ei are the experiments that must be executed in that
session. Once S is defined by the user and launched into the user agent, and after
all experiments are done, ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are obtained, where ti is the elapsed time
since the experiment i has been sended to the pertinent MLA to the time in
which the MLA has finished with it.
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Then, each weight wh would be adjusted, for each experiment ej by means
of the expression

w′h = wh + wh ∗
(
−α+

2α(tj − tmin)
tmax − tmin

)

where ej is an experiment executed by the server h, tmin and tmax are the mini-
mum and maximum elapsed time for all experiments in S, and α is a parameter
that conditions the convergency speed for the adjustment.

In figure 5, concretly in plot (a) different elapsed times can be seen for differ-
ent loads of experiments and load balancing strategies (both round robbin -RR-
and statically weighted one -SW-). It can be noticed that the SW technique
takes more profit from new added servers than RR.

In plot (b) of the same figure, the evolution of elapsed time is depicted as
different learning sessions (of the same type) are executed, for the dinamically
weighted (DW) workload based strategy. After about 12 sessions are executed,
the system becomes almost stable at the minimun possible elapsed time. Pa-
rameter ff refers to the sensibility of maladjusted server time. Many experiments
have been produced, that show the convenience of applying each one of the tech-
niques depending on the system conditions. This has made possible a complete
study of behaviour, in respect to resources consumption, of cooperating MLAs.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

METALA is a software architecture that offers basic recommendations to de-
velop a software system, based on the MAS paradigm, to do meta-learning
experiments. It is extensible, as it allows an easy integration of new learning
algorithms, or new implementations of already integrated ones, into the system.
METALA specifications include machine learning experiments monitorization
and analysis of results, and it is defined as a multi-user environment. MET-
ALA provides with different load balancing strategies that allows an optimal
distribution of experiments, to exploit all servers available.

However, the load balancing issue is not enough studied yet. Experiments
must be done, simulating controlled workloads for each type of server (normal,
high end and desktop servers). Cost should be taken into account as well, in
situations in which CPU usage of concrete servers is more expensive than in the
rest.

Scalability issues, related with managing hundreds or thousands of agents
have not yet addressed. This problem should be addressed taking benefit of the
distributed nature of a directory, definning federations of agents and communities
of users working in these federations.

METALA agents are not so much intelligent yet. Currently, we are now
developing a new revision of the architecture, by means of a prototype that will
be developed on the basis of a MAS developing platform.
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Abstract. For signature verification, there can be a large number of features 
available in a signature and not all these features are of use as some even could 
be unfavorable for verification of particular signatures. Also, the large number 
of features imposes difficulty in comparing instances. This may be worsened if 
observed peculiarities between features could not be drawn to benefit the 
comparison process. Hence, to determine a personalized subset of features and 
allowing for the inclusion of heuristics in verification are prime factors to 
consider in the design of the verification model. In this novel approach, genetic 
algorithm determines the optimal personalized features for each subject and 
fuzzy logic transforms the heuristics conceived by a human verifier to rules that 
govern the behavior of the automated verification system. Experimental results 
are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of this scheme.  

1 Introduction 

Need for automated signature verification is fast becoming an important element in 
the fields of finance, commerce and security [1]. The proliferation of sophisticated 
handheld communication devices like personal digital assistance (PDAs) and digital 
cellular phones has supported the development of these modern applications and thus 
brought forth the possibility of having the task of signature verification automated. 

On-line signature verification is defined as the process that captures the actual 
production of the signature, its pen trajectory or dynamics, and then verifies its 
authenticity automatically. Traditional approaches to signature verification can be 
broadly classified into either a functional approach or a parametric approach. In the 
functional or time signal comparison approaches, signals captured from an 
instrumented pen or other devices are considered as mathematical functions whose 
values directly or indirectly constitute the feature set. In the parametric approach, 
specific parameters are computed from these time signals or  (x,y)  coordinates  
sequences  to  extract  features  and  these  features  are  used  to  construct  reference  
class  models  of  the  signatures [2]. In our approach to signature verification, the 
parametric approach was adopted because of its algorithmic simplicity and less 
memory storage requirements. 

There are two main aspects that must be tackled in the parametric approach to 
signature verification. One, to select the relevant features to constitute the final 
feature set for discrimination and two, to determine an effective way to compare a 
signature with its class model.  
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The selection of features is simply done by measuring statistical quantities from 
the alleged class model. Features with small deviations from its average value can be 
reckoned as prime features for verification [3]. However, this is not reliable as they 
may not necessarily be good candidate features. On the contrary it can be even 
detrimental to verification as it may be a feature that can be imitated with ease.  The 
existence of intra-personal variability complicates the matter even further. Thus, a 
system is considered to be feasible only if the system is insensitive to intra-personal 
variability, but sensitive to inter-personal variability [4], [5]. Earlier work has
proposed a personalized feature selection algorithm based on a kind of discrimination
power (DP) function of a feature [6], [5]. The methodology in [6] considered not only
the consistency of a feature but also the discrimination power of inter-personal
variations of the feature. To formulate this DP function, the mean and the deviation of
both a particular signer's signatures and the general persons' handwritings are used.
Experimental results yielded an average error rate of 4.82% for our own signature
database comprising of 1230 genuine signatures of 41 persons and 410 skilled
forgeries from 6 forgers. Major shortcomings of such methodologies are that the
personalized feature vector's dimension is predetermined and fixed, and further a
feature is included based on a figure of merit (discriminating power) calculated in
isolation.

Conventionally, a class of signature instances that is characterized by a fixed 
number of features may be represented in a multidimensional representation space. 
Statistical analysis generates the probability distribution of the instance vectors 
around its class centroid. A distance threshold is used to discriminate a genuine 
instance from a forgery. An instance is genuine if its distance measure falls within the 
threshold. This distance may be Euclidean or other distance measures [7], [8].  

In the proposed approach to signature verification, the problem of feature selection 
is formulated as an optimization problem. The object of optimization is to determine 
the type and the number of features constituting the feature subset for the signer that 
will maximize a suitably chosen discriminating function. Genetic algorithms (GA) 
can provide an effective solution for this kind of problem [9]. For comparison, fuzzy 
logic creates the possibility of including heuristic knowledge from the human expert 
in the verification of a signature. For example, a possible heuristic is to seek for 
observed consistencies in both the shape and the pen-dynamics when analyzing a 
signature instance. The reason being that it must be more difficult for forgers to 
imitate both shape and dynamics of the original signature simultaneously as compared 
to imitating either of the two aspects in isolation. Although similar in the way the 
logic ‘AND’ functions, fuzzy logic does this in a non-linear way. Taking a statistical 
view, this can be seen as a non-linear alteration in the distribution of the instances in 
the multidimensional space; and this sophistication is not possible for the 
straightforward distance-measure approaches mentioned. As a whole, the synergies 
between genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic make up the computational intelligence in 
verification system.  

2 Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 

On-line signatures may be captured using a variety of input devices. When one signs 
on a tablet, three types of information are captured: (i) the absolute coordinates x(n),
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y(n), n=1,…,nk, (ii) the end point coordinate corresponding to each stroke, (iii) the 
timing information tagged to each pair of (x, y) coordinates. 

The raw signature data hence captured is initially preprocessed so as to compensate 
for rotation and translation variances between different signature instances of a signer. 
The translation simply shifts the entire signature curve so that the centroid of the 
signature curve coincides with some reference point such as the origin of the 
coordinate frame [10]. The rotation is based on the idea of orienting the signature 
curve so that some reference line of the signature is parallel with the x-axis of the 
coordinate frame. The reference line chosen is the line connecting the starting point of 
the signature curve with the centroid of the signature. 

3 Feature Extraction 

The repertoire of features constitutes a total of 10 shape-related features and 14 
dynamics-related features as shown in Table I in the appendix. The No.1 to No.10 are 
shape-related features, and the No.11 to No.24 are dynamics-related features. They 
are selected from a larger set of candidate features based on their generally good 
potential for signature verification. 

4 Analysis of a Test Signature for Authenticity 

Figure 1 shows the overall verification process of the proposed system. The process is 
divided into three stages. 
Stage 1: The two sets of personalized features of a test signature are calculated and 
each feature is compared with its reference by a single-input, single-output and single 
rule system. The input is the normalized difference in feature value between a test 
signature and its reference and is given by,  

'

'

)(
i

ii mf
iDist

σ
−

= . (1)

fi is the value of the ith feature, mi' and σi' are the mean and standard deviation of this 
feature across the genuine training samples. The output of the system is a measure of 
the degree of similarity of the test signature's specific feature value against the 
reference expressed as a percentage.  This output is defined as the degree of match  
(DOM) of the feature. 
Stage 2: Since, not all the personalized features contribute equally in discriminating a 
genuine signature from a forgery; every personalized dynamic and shape feature is 
weighted accordingly to reflect its relative importance. In stage 2 the DOMs of the 
individual dynamic and shape features are appropriately weighted and combined to 
separately yield two quantities. Each of these two outputs, defined as the total degree 
of match (TDOM), separately quantifies the sum total weighted feature vector match 
of a test signature to the reference shape or dynamics personalized feature vectors. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of signature verification process 

In determining the weighting factors to reflect the relative importance of features, 
two aspects of a feature are considered. These two aspects are the ease with which the 
feature can be emulated and the other is the consistency or stability of the feature. As 
for ease of reproduction consider the velocity feature. In attempting to forge the 
signature of another we may feel that to forge a signature written faster is harder than 
a signature written slowly. By analyzing signatures written by a large number of 
people we may obtain an estimate of the general distribution of velocity for general 
handwriting for the group. If the location of the velocity feature for a specific signer 
obtained by sampling a number of signature instances is relatively higher than the 
velocity distribution obtained for the population of people (general persons' velocity 
distribution) we postulate that it is relatively difficult to emulate this velocity feature. 
A feature such as velocity is known as a type II feature, as the degree of difficulty 
emulating this feature is dependant on how far the individual's feature distribution lies 
to the right of the "general person's" feature distribution. For type I features what 
matter is the relative distance between the two feature distributions. The 10 shape 
features we extract are all of type I, and out of the 14 dynamics features, numbers 1 to 
3, and 5 to 10 are type I features, 4, and 11 to 14 are type II. 

The other aspect of a feature is its stability, which is a measure of the consistency 
of the feature values obtained over a sample of genuine signature instances of a 
signer. In particular, the smaller the standard deviation of the specific feature the 
better the feature is for verification. Now a type II feature's relative importance (RIM) 
is determined to reflect the above two aspects by: 
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Subscript i refers to the feature number and
σi: feature standard deviation of general handwritings,
σi': feature standard deviation of a signer's signatures,
mi: feature mean of general handwritings, and
mi': feature mean of a signer's signatures.

For a type I feature RIM is given by the absolute value of equation (2). The 
variance between RIMs of different features is very large and not suitable for direct 
inclusion as a weighting factor. A sigmoid function is used to map and hence 
normalize the RIM to a value in the range from 0 to 1, to obtain a measure of a 
feature's normalized relative importance (NRIM) as: 

)exp( i
i RIM1

1NRIM −+= . (3)

Finally, the weight of the ith feature is obtained by:

1
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k is the dimension of the optimal personalized shape or dynamic feature vector as the case
may be.

Stage 3: TDOM of shape aspect and the TDOM of dynamics aspect of the test signature
are analyzed by a two-input, single-output and multiple rules standard fuzzy system to give
an overall measure of authenticity for the test signature. This measure is defined as the
degree of authenticity (DOA) of the test signature and is output as a percentage.

5 The Computational Intelligence in the Verification System 

Given an entire set of features, a verification system must determine how the 
authenticity of a signature may be deduced. The important considerations are, how to 
select the features that enhances the discriminative power of a signer; and with the 
reduced set of features, how can a legitimate analysis be made. In our parametric 
approach to signature verification, the ‘intelligence’ in the verification model is made 
up of fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm. 

Fuzzy logic is a powerful tool for solving complex problems because of its ability 
to determine outputs for a given set of inputs without using conventional 
mathematical models. As Jain puts it [11], the basic motivation behind fuzzy set 
theory is the fact that the conventional methods had become so complex that 
researchers trying to apply them had to make a choice between a complex system and 
a complex tool. In our application, fuzzy logic gives the flexibility to include 
heuristics concocted by the human expert to affect the outcome from varying 
combination of input conditions. The observed relationships that exist between 
features are transformed into fuzzy rules. These relationships may bring about a 
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greater discriminative power as compared to their isolated evaluation. In selecting 
discriminative features, genetic algorithm can determine the type and the number of 
features to constitute the feature set for the signer that will maximize a suitably 
chosen discriminating function. In the next two subsections, the process and the 
rationalizations in the use of each of these computational methods is exemplified. 

5.1 Fuzzy Inference Systems 

In fig 1., the fuzzy systems have been implemented primarily in stages 1 and 3. In 
stage 1, the fuzzy system is a single input, single output and single rule Takagi-
Sugeno model shown in fig. 2. It effectively transforms a distance measure into an 
isolated percentage degree of match for different features. 

Distance

%

%

100

100

True

DOM

output

(b)

%

100

1 11

Match

input

(a)

Fig. 2. Single input, single output, and single rule fuzzy system.

In stage 3, the two dimensional (2D) fuzzy system takes in the ‘TDOM of shape’ 
and ‘TDOM of dynamics’ as its inputs. The output linguistic variable of the fuzzy 
block is the 'DOA of signature'. The shape TDOM and dynamics TDOM of the 
previous stage (stage 2) are the inputs to this system. 

The number of linguistic terms partitioning the input and output spaces is limited 
to the range three to nine. Too small a number would be insufficient to formulate 
sufficient rules, and a larger number computationally cumbersome [12]. The input 
linguistic variables 'TDOM of shape', and 'TDOM of dynamics' and the output 
linguistic variable 'DOA of signature' comprises of 5, 6 and 7 linguistic values 
respectively and their associated membership functions are as shown in Figure 3.  

It is reasonable to assume that a signature’s shape or image can be forged more 
easily than the pen dynamics of it. This is because of the ready accessibility of a 
person’s signature image. To emulate or forge pen dynamics the forger may have to 
witness the act of signing and to some extent be aware of the dynamic features 
extracted of the signature for verification. This domain knowledge is embedded in the 
choice of the scales chosen for the respective linguistic variables. In particular, it may 
be noted that the ‘False’ linguistic term maps a TDOM of 70% or lower for the shape 
TDOM input and 60% or lower for the dynamics TDOM input. In other words the 
shape aspect of a signature is dealt with more strictly than the dynamics. 

The fuzzy rule base used for inferring the overall DOA of a test signature based on 
the shape and dynamic features match is given in Figure 4. The assignment of the 
fuzzy rules embodies the heuristic that the lesser the degree of match of shape and/or 
dynamic aspect of a test signature the lesser the authenticity of the signature. 
Depending on the rules assigned, the final result could be biased or weighted more 
towards either the shape or the dynamics aspect. But it is suggested that it is not 
prudent to accentuate either one over the other too much, as it is more difficult for 
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forgers to imitate both the shape and dynamics of the genuine signature 
simultaneously than just imitate one aspect. If one aspect is accentuated too much, 
forgers could deliberately imitate this aspect making it easier for them. Hence the 
rules are crafted not to accentuate either of the two aspects over the other by a large 
margin. Effective non-linear weighting of the two feature aspects can be obtained 
through careful calibration of the fuzzy rules. 
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Fig. 3. Input/output membership functions of fuzzy 2D fuzzy system 

Fuzzy inference is based on Larson's method, as illustrated in Figure 5. Singleton 
fuzzification and mean of maximum (MOM) defuzzification is used. For the scenario 
illustrated in Figure 5 the defuzzified percentage DOA of test signature is: 
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The percentage DOA of the test signature hence obtained is classified as true or false by a
simple threshold operation.
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Fig. 4. Fuzzy rule base for stage 3 

With the fuzzy architecture in Figure 1 arranged in a hierarchical manner, the need 
for establishing a large rule-base is diminished. This in turn minimizes the risk of 
having unpredictable fuzzy outcome. The architecture also improves the robustness of 
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MT: Maybe True 

MF: Maybe False 

BF: Basically False 

F: False 

VF: Very False 
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the system as a whole. The reason being that if a different set of rules are to be 
established for different feature sets, the number of rule sets increases sharply with 
the number of features; and the requirements to store them can become impractical.  
In essence, the way in which the fuzzy architecture is constructed gives a valid rule 
set that generalizes well for different feature subsets. 
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Fig. 5. An example of fuzzy inference process for determining the degree of authenticity of a 
test signature 

5.2 Genetic Algorithms for Selection of Optimal Personalized Features 

A genetic algorithmic process determines the optimal personalized shape and
dynamic feature vectors of a signer. The personalized shape and dynamic reference
parameter models are formulated by calculating the average of the feature values of
the personalized feature types of both shape and dynamics as determined by the
genetic algorithm for genuine instances of a signature.

1 0 1111 0000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 6. bit coding of shape features onto a chromosome 

5.2.1 Genetic Coding of Feature Vectors 
GA is used to select both the optimal personalized shape and dynamic feature subsets.
In each case the feature vectors are binary encoded. Figure 6 shows the structure of
the chromosome representing the feature vector catering to a maximum of 10 shape
features. A binary '1' or a '0' in a cell indicates selection or de-selection of the feature
corresponding to the cell position. For example, the features defined by the shape
chromosome in Figure 6 are the shape feature numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7. A similar
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structure and encoding is used for the dynamics related feature chromosome, however
with a size of 14. This provides for a maximum of 14 dynamic features.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1001 0010 0000 0101 0100 1010 1011 0001 0000 0001 

Fig. 7. 4-bit coding of shape features onto a chromosome 

In the 1-bit coding of features, GA determines the optimal number of features for 
final discrimination. However we hypothesize that the exclusion of a feature entirely 
might cause the system to be vulnerable to illicit penetration by expert forgers due to 
the possibility of insufficient features. Thus, as an alternative, the 1-bit coding scheme 
may be replaced by a 4-bits coding scheme for shape features shown in Figure 7. 
These 4-bits numbers then become the weights that measure the relative importance 
of each feature. A weight of ‘1111’ would correspond to the maximum weight 
attainable for any feature while ‘0000’ corresponds to the minimum weight. Again, 
the dynamic features will have the same chromosome with the size of 14.

5.2.2 Genetic Algorithm 
After the initial chromosome population (shape or dynamics) is randomly generated,
genetic operations are applied to the current generation to evolve the next generation of
chromosome as follows:
Selection: Upon evaluation of fitness of each chromosome tournament selection is
performed. A number (usually called the tournament size, Tour) of individuals are chosen
randomly from the population and the individual with highest fitness from this group is
selected and reproduced as parent. This selection process is repeated N (population size)
times. Some chromosomes with lower fitness values would be deleted by this operation.
Crossover: Single-point crossover is performed with a given crossover probability on the
parent population hence selected to produce offspring. A crossover point is selected
randomly and the genes are exchanged between the parents about this point.
Mutation: In order to introduce variation to the population mutation is introduced as the
final step of reproduction. This involves the flipping of one or more binary bits (gene states)
with a low probability.
Reinsertion: The chromosome or individual with the best fitness value is reinserted in the
next generation. This process known as elitist selection guarantees that the best feature
vector survives, ensuring that the population never loose ground on fitness.
These genetic operations are repeated until a stop condition is met. Then the features
defined by the best chromosome of the last generation are the ones belonging to the
optimal personalized feature vector, dynamic or shape as the case may be. It is to be
noted that the dynamic and shape feature vectors are determined separately.

5.2.3 Fitness Function and Evaluation 
To evaluate the goodness of a chromosome, verification is carried out on n1 samples
of genuine and n2 samples of forged signatures of a person using the set of features as
defined by the chromosome. Now a chromosome’s fitness is calculated using the
following fitness function:
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D1i, is the TDOM for the ith genuine sample, and D2j the TDOM for the jth forgery sample.
FR is the false rejection rate and FA the false acceptance rate obtained for the total signature
samples (n1+n2) based on the shape and dynamic feature vectors alone.
It may be noted that the fitness value of a chromosome is based on how well it contributes
to the successful verification on two fronts. One is magnitude of the TDOMs the
chromosome gives rise to for both genuine and forgery samples. It is conjectured that larger
the TDOM that results for genuine samples and smaller the TDOM for forgery samples,
better the chromosome is. The other is that, obviously, smaller the false rejection and
acceptance rates (type I and II errors) that result, better the chromosome is. Hence the
fitness evaluation function is defined by adding the average of the TDOM for genuine
samples to the average of (100-TDOM) for forgery samples, each weighted by acceptance
rate and rejection rate respectively.
In the actual implementation a total of 10 genuine samples of each signature are used
for fitness evaluation. In view of the fact that skillful-forged signature samples are not
easily obtainable as compared to genuine ones in practice it is suggested that skillful-
forged signatures should not be used for fitness evaluation. In the implementation
random forgeries or other signers' signature samples (80 in this case) are used as
forgeries during fitness evaluation of a chromosome.

6 Signature Database and Results 

6.1 Database 

The database consists of 1230 genuine signatures from 41 persons and 410 forgeries 
from six forgers. For each signer, there are 30 genuine samples and 10 forgery 
samples generated by two different forgers. In collecting genuine signature samples 
the signer was allowed to get accustomed to signing on the tablet using the stylus 
before providing 30 genuine samples over three separate sessions. The sessions were 
spaced a few days apart and each time, 10 samples were collected. This approach of 
collection prevents the signer from being exhausted from continual signature 
production and at the same time takes into consideration the variance in signature 
production over time. At the end of each signature sample production, each signer 
was allowed to delete and redo the sample, if in the opinion of the signer the signature 
was not "OK".  

As for forgeries only skilled forgeries were taken into account. Each forger was 
shown all copies of the genuine signature samples of the 41 signers and allowed to 
forge 10 to 20 of these persons' signatures they thought they could forge. After 
permitting the forgers to practice as long as necessary, forgery samples were collected 
for each signature. Cash rewards were used to motivate the forgers. In the resulting 
database of signatures, the first 10 genuine samples of each signature were used to 
determine the optimal personalized shape and dynamic feature sets and the other 
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remaining 20 genuine samples plus the 10 forgeries were used for testing. At any 
stage there was no deletion of "problem signatures". 

6.2 Experimental Results 

Due to the unavailability of a common published signature database a direct 
comparison of various signature verification algorithms reported in the literature is of 
questionable value [2]. Further results reported are produced under disparate 
conditions [4]. Here we compare the proposed optimal personalized features selection 
algorithm using GA to a personalized features selection algorithm based on a kind of 
DP function proposed by the authors [6]. The same database and the same modeling 
and testing parts of it are used for the comparison of the two approaches. 
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Fig. 8. Error trade-off curves 

The parameters chosen for the GA algorithm are, tournament size of 3, crossover
probability of 0.95, mutation probability of 0.09, and a stop condition of 50
generations or a maximum fitness of 195. The experimental results on these two
systems are shown in Figure 8. Curve 1 in Figure 8 is the best error trade-off curve
between FR (False Rejects) rate and FA (False Accepts) rate for different thresholds
for the proposed verification system. The lowest average error-rate is 4.45%. Curve 2
in Figure 8 is the best error trade-off curve of the system based on the personalized
features selection algorithm using a kind of DP function [6]. The lowest average
error-rate of this system is 4.82%. It can also be seen that for any given threshold the
proposed system outperforms the other.
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7 Conclusion 

The hierarchical architecture that encompasses the computational logic of genetic
algorithms and fuzzy logic is an effective parametric approach to signature verification.
Genetic algorithms provide for the selection of a personalized feature vector based on the
discriminating ability of the feature vector as a whole rather than the individual features.
Use of fuzzy logic for determination of the authenticity of a signature as opposed to
distance measurements enables the inclusion of heuristics in signature verification.
Together, they personify the parameters of the verification model to yield good results with
moderate complexity.
In the future, it is envisaged to further improve on the performance by segmenting the 
signature into optimal segments and then determining the optimal feature subsets of 
these curve segments. 
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Appendix 

Table 1. Shape and dynamics related feature set 

No. Feature Name Method of Estimation

1 Height-to-width ratio Hw = Height / Width

2 Length-to-width ratio Lw = L / Width

3 Horizontal mean-min-difference Xcn = Xm - min(x(k))

4 Vertical mean-min-difference Ycn = Ym - min(y(k))

5 Left-to-right side ratio LR = (Xa-min(x(k)))/(max(x(k))-Xa)

6 Upper-to-lower side ratio UL = (max(y(k))-Ya)/(Ya-min(y(k)))

7
~10

Direction histogram St = card {θk :(l-1)π/2<θk≤lπ/2}/(K-1),
k=2,…,K, l=1,…,4

11 Total signature time T = tk - t1

12 Pen-down time )(
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nums

i
end ttTd −=

=

13 Pen-down time ratio Tdr = Td / T

14 RMS speed
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−
=

−

=

numsK

k

kv
numsK

V

15 RMS-min-difference of speed Vm-min = V-min(v(k))

16 Max-RMS-difference of speed Vmax-m = max(v(k))-V

17 Numr of positive x velocity NVxp = card {vx(k) : vx(k) > 0}

18 Num of negative x velocity NVxn = card {vx(k) : vx(k) < 0}

19 Num of positive y velocity NVyp = card {vy(k) : vy(k) > 0}

20 Num of negative y velocity NVyn = card {vy(k) : vy(k) < 0}

21 RMS centripetal acceleration
2/12
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2

1

×−
=

×−

=
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A

22 RMS tangential acceleration
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×−
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23 RMS acceleration
2/12

1

2)(
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1

×−
=

×−

=

numsK

k
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numsK

A

24 Maximum acceleration Maxa = max(A(k))

K is the total number of sample points of a signature instance; nums is the number of strokes; Xm,
and Ym are the mean values of the x, y data respectively; (Xa,Ya) is the centroid of the signature
curve; L is the curve-length of signature; card{A} denotes the cardinality (i.e. the number of
elements) of the set A.
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Abstract. This abstract describes the current research in the area of 
autonomously driving of a vehicle along different road courses [1]. The focus 
of this paper are two main aspects: firstly, parameters of the environment are 
being extracted from a video image coming from one single camera which is 
installed in or in front of the vehicle which is to drive along the road course; 
secondly, the incoming images from the camera need to be processed by a 
computer system that way, that not only Steering Commands for the vehicle are 
being generated (for accelerator / brake as well as the steering wheel) but the 
appropriateness of those Steering Commands is being constantly weighed and 
continuously improved over time. Consequently, the current work focuses on a 
system which is able to learn and to develop completely on its own the ability 
to steer different vehicles in different environments and combines research in 
the areas of Intelligent Image Processing, Machine Learning and Robotics. 

1 Introduction 

The current research as described above is split into two subsystems: Intelligent 
Image Processing and Machine Learning. Both subsystems are being described in 
detail further below, followed by the presentation of the experimental results so far. 

2 Intelligent Image Processing 

The first main aspect, as mentioned above, is the extraction of parameters describing
the environment which are being derived purely out of each Single Image of a single
installed camera. Consequently, no ultrasonic sensors, no information from a
speedometer or a compass system, no stereo cameras or no information from a GPS
system are being required as utilised in projects like [2].

The relevant information to be extracted out of any Single Image are the Road 
Mark Edges of the currently visible part of the road course based on the point of view 
from the vehicle. Several approaches have been proposed for finding the roadway in 
video-images. We have chosen an edge based approach because the task-relevant 
information is very concentrated in this image region; i.e. it can be extracted very 
rapidly. Using purely standard techniques like horizontal difference operators with 
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threshold would result in a Binary Image representing the shape of any object in the 
image; not only road marks but also objects next to the road like trees, bushes, etc. 
Additionally, any interconnection of the resulting pixels in a Binary Image to 
meaningful (i.e. task-relevant) objects leads to problems and the description of the 
current scene becomes typically very distorted. Therefore, we present a newly 
developed technique which takes into account the statistical properties of the object 
which has to be detected. 

In our case the method is tuned to describe the properties of road borders. The 
current system determines, whether any contrast differences in the incoming image 
may be representing Road Mark Edges and builds up information on where, within 
the Single Image, Road Mark Edges may be found and in which direction, in 
dependency of the position within the Single Image, the Road Mark Edge may point.  
The knowledge is supervisedly learned from a training set of images. After the 
learning phase this information is utilised to connect points which could belong to a 
Road Mark into extended chains in a speed optimal way by filtering out disturbances 
at the same time. 

To implement this intelligence, different Single Images are being analysed and 
Chaining Vectors, (vectors indicating in which direction Road Mark Edges are most 
probably oriented at that point) created and stored, resulting in a Vector Database. 
Since the Chaining Vectors vary from position to position within the Single Image, 
the Single Image is being divided in sub-areas called Tiles and each Tile is being 
processed individually. This allows to use different primary interconnection 
directions based on the actual location within the Single Image. 

For each Tile, a set of Chaining Vectors is being used which do represent several 
expected orientations of Road Mark Edges. Such Chaining Vectors are being 
displayed in Figure 1 and created prior to the runtime as follows:  

• Road Marks are marked manually in the Single Images of the training set.
• Each image is split into Tiles.
• The Tile of a Single Image is being split into its individual pixels with the

dimension nn× with n being an odd number.
• An algorithm now moves from pixel to pixel within the Tile and determines the

local direction and probability for an Road Mark. After generating this data the
chaining directions of each Tile are sorted by their probability. Thus, when
using this data structure for searching the next pixel within a Road Mark in the
action phase the most probable connections will be tested and found first.
These potential interconnections between pixels of a Road Mark are called
Chaining Vectors.

In order to apply the Chaining Vectors, the Single Image is being scanned 
horizontally for differences in contrast. In order to filter small distortions and based 
on the fact that Road Mark Edges are being expected in a more or less vertical 
orientation, an average is computed over several horizontal lines of the Single Image. 
This leads to a Binary image on which the Chaining Vectors are applied to connect 
edge pixels to Road Mark contours. This way Road Marks which obtain the 
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properties of the training set are most rapidly found. Those interconnections are being 
stored as being part of a Road Mark Edge and the result of such a processed Single 
Image is being referred to as a Situation Description. 

Other aspects being handled within the area of Intelligent Image Processing are the 
compensation of the perspective distortion which comes from the reduction from a 
three dimensional scene to a two dimensional Single Image as well as the reduction of 
redundancy when one Road Mark Edge is being detected several times by the image 
processing algorithm. 
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Fig. 1. Matrix elements of  one Tile and Chaining Vectors 

3 Machine Learning 

The second main aspect, as mentioned above, is the capability of our system to
improve quality of the issued Steering Commands over time. Several approaches have
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been undertaken to build a car which can drive autonomously. In order to cope with
such requirement, other research projects use a direct (short cut) connection between
image processing and a soft computing learning method e.g. a neural network. Such
approaches provide good results but only for as long as input pictures of the scene are
similar to the training pattern. In one project, this approach got enhanced by a multiple
neural network. But the dependency problem of the taught training patterns is inherent
to the neural network approach. Further developments like [3] and [4] are being done
with different variations but still suffer from those aspects of neural networks.

A completely different approach is being followed in research projects which use 
explicit modelling; but those systems are always in need for loading them with many 
parameters for the modelling process [5].  

The paradigm of this research is to avoid implicit learning (e.g. by a neuronal 
network) as well as explicit modelling. Instead, the system of this research learns how 
to act in certain situations by trial and error and building itself a set of Behavioural 
Patterns over time. A Behavioural Pattern is constituted by the description of the 
recorded situation, the generated Steering Commands from that time and a factor 
indicating the success of failure of this combination. Thus, we try to learn explicitly 
the relation between certain measurements and the reaction appropriate for the task. 
The system works in real time with continuous feedback from the environment and 
any such Behavioural Pattern is being continuously optimised. A complete protocol 
of all the Behavioural Pattern generated during a road course delivers the knowledge 
base for further actions. 

The difficulty of optimising such Behavioural Pattern stems from the fact, that the 
success or failure of any generated Steering Command may not be able to be 
calculated immediately. Only few situations in the environment deliver directly a 
response about the value of the actual behaviour. Our optimisation criterion is the 
time needed to drive a specific route i.e. we try to learn to drive as fast as possible. 
With this criterion in mind only after a completed round or time stop an evaluation of 
the Behavioural Pattern used in between can be performed. Such characteristic of 
delayed rewarding or punishing makes learning much more difficult. Speaking in 
general terms, the learning methodology being used for this research can be referred 
to as modified  Reinforcement Learning [6]. 

One crucial factor for any machine learning process is that input data are being 
prepared that way that it can be further processed. Consequently, the results from the 
Intelligent Image Processing which are so far the contours of the Road Mark Edges 
are being intersected with a grid of a certain size, resulting in position and angle of 
intersections between the contours and gridlines and further referred to as Abstract 
Complete Situation Description (ACSD). 

Based on the those ACSD’s a modified Nearest Neighbour (NN) Algorithm tries to 
find previously recorded ACSD’s which correspond to the ACSD of the actual 
situation. This NN-algorithm has a O(n log n) characteristic which allows to search 
within approximate 10000 Patterns in several milliseconds. Without such a rapid 
similarity recognition method a real-time realisation of our approach would not be 
possible. 
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The result of the NN-algorithm is being used by a Position Estimation algorithm to 
estimate the current position within a road course. The requirement for position 
estimation is defined as the need for information on how the ACSD’s of the further 
road might look like in order to gather as much information as possible for the 
machine learning algorithm and also as the need for  the possibility to measure times 
for road sections as a basis for any performance determination. 

The elements described so far result in a set of key information for a machine
learning algorithm: a parametric description of the actual situation, an estimated
position within the road course, and the records of previously driven road courses
similar to the actual road course. Additionally, the Steering Commands as well as the
time stamps available for each recorded ACSD implicitly contain the information on
the quality of any set of Steering Commands. The difficulty at this point is that there is
no direct link between the quality of a sequence of Steering Commands and any single
Steering Command; also the ACSD’s based on the actual Single Image and the
recorded ACSD’s and will usually not match identically but only match to some
extend. Those information on one hand but the leeway for interpretation on the other
hand spans the area for machine learning. As mentioned above, the current research is
oriented towards the area of Reinforcement Learning.

Due to the volume of information available for the machine learning algorithm, a
further clustering of those data is being done. At this point, the basic concept is that
the Steering Commands are being generated depending on the situation the vehicle is
in. A true situation, however, is not only captured by the information provided by the
ACSD’s but also by the Steering Commands active at each ACSD as well as a velocity
factor. Our definition of similarity is behaviour oriented i.e. similarity among
situations is defined that way in this project that the Steering Commands need to be
similar. This allows the clustering into a two-dimensional space based on the values of
direction (steering left, steering right) and acceleration (speed acceleration, speed
reduction).

The integration of the machine learning aspects into the subsystem of Learning 
System is planned that way that the clustering of situations is being done for the 
previously recorded ACSD’s at and around the identified location within the road 
course. Each situation within such clustering is then enriched with the information of 
the performance rating which has been done for the road section the situation was 
part of. Equally, the velocity factor valid at the time of recording is stored along with 
it’s corresponding ACSD. Such combination is then being referred to as Behavioural 
Patterns (i.e. policy). The optimisation of such Behavioural Patterns, therefore to 
calculate new Steering Commands for the current ACSD and velocity factor and also, 
even if only delayed, enriching it with a performance value,  is being expected to be 
done by means of Reinforcement Learning. This part of the concept, however, is 
currently under investigation and also still to be implemented 

4 Experimental Results 

The system is implemented in a simulation environment which allows very realistic
generation of the images along several routes. A second computer serves as an
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autonomous driver. On this machine the described software system is being
implemented.

Up to this point, the image processing section including the determination of 
Situation Descriptions for each Single Image is completed. Figure 2 shows the 
calculation of two different Situation Descriptions based on the same Single Image – 
one time with and one time without the usage of the described Chaining Vectors. It 
can be clearly seen that the usage of Chaining Vectors allows a less ragged 
approximation of the Road Mark Edges.  

Furthermore, the conversion into ACSD’s is also completed and several 
experimental runs with the driving learning system have been performed, also 
experimenting with different grid sizes (Figure 3). First experiments for estimating 
the position within a route show promising results (Figure 4). 

Fig. 2. Situation Descriptions calculated with and without Chaining Vectors 

The interpolation of the Behavioural Patterns to cope with unknown routes and the 
calculation of any success of issued Steering Commands of a certain Single Image are 
currently still under study and subject to further research. 
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Fig. 3. ACSD’s of one Single Image based on different grid sizes 
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Fig. 4. Estimated positions along a road course 
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Abstract. Reinforcement learning methods, surviving the control difficulties of 
the unknown environment, are gaining more and more popularity recently in the 
autonomous robotics community. One of the possible difficulties of the 
reinforcement learning applications in complex situations is the huge size of the 
state-value- or action-value-function representation [2]. The case of continuous 
environment (continuous valued) reinforcement learning could be even 
complicated, as the state-value- or action-value-functions are turning into 
continuous functions. In this paper we suggest a way for tackling these 
difficulties by the application of SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) methods 
[3], [4], [15], [26]. 

1  Introduction 

Reinforcement learning methods are trial-and-error stile learning methods adapting 
dynamic environment through incremental iteration. The principal ideas of 
reinforcement learning methods, the dynamical system state and the idea of „optimal 
return“ or „value“ function are inherited from optimal control and dynamic 
programming [1]. One common goal of the reinforcement learning strategies is to find 
an optimal policy by building the state-value- or action-value-function [2]. The state-

value-function ( )sV π , is a function of the expected return (a function of the 

cumulative reinforcements), related to a given state Ss ∈ as a starting point, 
following a given policy π. Where the states of the learning agent are observable and 
the reinforcements (or rewards) are given by the environment. These rewards are the 
expression of the goal of the learning agent as a kind of evaluation follows the recent 
action (in spite of the instructive manner of error feedback based approximation 
techniques, like the gradient descent training). The policy is the description of the 
agent behavior, in the form of mapping between the agent states and the 

corresponding suitable actions. The action-value function ( )asQ ,π , is a function of 
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the expected return, in case of taking action sAa ∈  in a given state s, and then 

following a given policy π. Having the action-value-function, the optimal (greedy) 
policy, which always take the optimal (the greatest estimated value) action in every 
states, can be constructed as [2]: 

( ) ( )asQs
sAa

,maxarg ππ
∈

= . (1)

Namely for estimating the optimal policy, the action-value function ( )asQ ,π  is 

needed to be approximated. In discrete environment (discrete states and discrete 

actions) it means, that at least 
∈Ss

sA  element must be handled. (Where sA  is the 

cardinality of the set of possible actions in state s.) Having a complex task to adapt, 
both the number of possible states and the number of the possible actions could be an 
extremely high value.  

1.1  Reinforcement Learning in Continuous Environment 

To implement reinforcement learning in continuous environment (continuous valued 
states and actions), function approximation methods are widely used. Many of these 
methods are applying tailing or partitioning strategies to handle the continuous state 
and action spaces in the similar manner as it was done in the discrete case [2]. One of 
the difficulties of building an appropriate partition structure is the anonymity of the 
action-value-function structure. Applying fine resolution in the partition leads to high 
number of states, while coarse partitions could yield imprecise or unadaptable system. 
Handling high number of states also leads to high computational costs, which could 
be also unacceptable in many real time applications.  

1.2 Fuzzy Techniques in Continuos Environment Reinforcement Learning 

There are many methods in the literature for applying fuzzy techniques in 
reinforcement learning (e.g. for „Fuzzy Q-Learning“ [9], [10], [11], [12], [6]). One of 
the main reason of their application beyond the simplicity of expressing priory 
knowledge in the form of fuzzy rules, is the universal approximator property [7], [8] 
of the fuzzy inference. It means that any kind of function can be approximated in an 
acceptable level, even if the analytic structure of the function is unknown. Despite of 
this useful property, the use of fuzzy inference could be strictly limited in time-
consuming reinforcement learning by its complexity problems [16], because of the 
exponential complexity problem of fuzzy rule bases [13], [3], [4]. Fuzzy logic 
inference systems are suffering from exponentially growing computational 
complexity in respect to their approximation property. This difficulty comes from two 
inevitable facts. The first is that the most adopted fuzzy inference techniques do not 
hold the universal approximation property, if the numbers of antecedent sets are 
limited, as stated by Tikk in [17]. Furthermore, their explicit functions are sparse in 
the approximation function space. This fact inspires to increase the density, the 
number of antecedents in pursuit of gaining a good approximation, which, however, 
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may soon lead to a conflict with the computational capacity available for the 
implementation, since the increasing number of antecedents explodes the 
computational requirement. The latter is the second fact and stated by Kóczy et al. in 
[16]. The effect of this contradiction is gained by the lack of a mathematical 
framework capable of estimating the necessary minimal number of antecedent sets. 
Therefore a heuristic setting of the number of antecedent sets is applied, which 
usually overestimates, in order to be on the safe side, the necessary number of 
antecedents resulting in an unnecessarily high computational cost.  E.g. the 
structurally different Fuzzy Q-Learning method implementations introduced [9], [10], 
[11] and [12] are sharing the same concept of fixed, predefined fuzzy antecedent 
partitions, for state representation. One possible solution for this problem is suggested 
in [6]. By introducing „Adaptive State Partitions“, an incremental fuzzy clustering of 
the observed state transitions. This method can lead to a better partition than the 
simple heuristic, by finding the best fitting one in respect to the minimal squared 
error, but still has the problem of limited approximation property inherited from the 
limited number of antecedent fuzzy sets. 

Another promising solution, as a new topic in fuzzy theory, is the application of 
fuzzy rule base complexity reduction techniques.  

1.3 Fuzzy Rule Base Complexity Reduction 

The main idea of application fuzzy rule base complexity reduction techniques for 
reinforcement learning is enhancing the universal approximator property of the fuzzy 
inference by extending the number of antecedent sets while the computational 
complexity is kept relatively low. 

Some reduction techniques are classified regarding their concept in [14] and [4]. A
fuzzy rule importance based technique is proposed by Song et al. in [20]. Another
recent method proposed by Sudkamp et al. [22] combines rule learning with a region
merging strategy.

Recently, several publications have applied orthogonal transformation methods for
selecting important rules from a given rule base, for instance, in 1999 Yen and Wang
investigated various techniques in [14] for possible fuzzy rule base simplification
techniques such as orthogonal least-squares, eigenvalue decomposition, SVD-QR
with column pivoting method, total least square method and direct SVD method. [21]
also proposes an SVD based technique with examples.

SVD based fuzzy approximation technique was initialized in 1997 by Yam [15],
which directly finds a minimal rule-base from sampled values. Shortly after, this
concept was introduced as SVD fuzzy rule base reduction and structure
decomposition in [3], [24], [25]. Its key idea is conducting SVD of the consequents
and generating proper linear combinations of the original membership functions to
form new ones for the reduced set. [3], [15] characterizes fuzzy functions by the
conditions of sum-normalization (SN), nonnegativenes (NN) and normality (NO), and
extends SVD reduction with further tools to preserve SN and NN conditions of the
new membership functions. It may have significant role if the purpose is not only
saving computational cost, but maintaining the fuzzy concept and having a theoretical
study of the reduced rule’s features.
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An extension of [14] to multi-dimensional cases may also be conducted in a similar
fashion as the higher order SVD reduction technique proposed in [3], [13], [15].
Further developments of SVD based fuzzy reduction [3] [15] are proposed in [13],
[18], [19], [23].

The key idea of using SVD in complexity reduction is that the singular values can 
be applied to decompose a given system and indicate the degree of significance of the 
decomposed parts. Reduction is conceptually obtained by the truncation of those 
parts, which have weak or no contribution at all to the output, according to the 
assigned singular values. This advantageous feature of SVD is used in this paper for 
enhancing the universal approximator property of the fuzzy inference by extending 
the number of antecedent sets while the computational complexity is kept relatively 
low. The complexity and its reduction is discussed in regard of the number of rules, 
which result simplicity in operating with the rules, in reinforcement learning methods. 

On the other hand, as one of the natural problems of any complexity reduction 
technique, the adaptivity property of the reduced approximation algorithm becomes 
highly restricted. Since the crucial concept of the Fuzzy Q-learning is based on the 
adaptivity of the action-value function this paper is aimed propose to adopt an 
algorithm [26] capable of embedding new approximation points into the reduced 
approximation while the calculation cost is kept.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the concept of 
Fuzzy Q-learning. Section 3 introduces the proposed Fuzzy Q-learning and dynamic 
partition allocation method. Section 4 examines various concepts of adaptation SVD 
based techniques, e.g. complexity reduction and approximation adaptation [26], for 
reinforcement learning. Section 5 gives two simple examples for the practical use of 
the proposed method.  

2 Reinforcement Learning 

For introducing a possible way of application of SVD complexity reduction 
techniques in Fuzzy Reinforcement Learning, a simple direct (model free) 
reinforcement learning method, the Q-Learning [5], was chosen.  

The goal of the Q-learning is to find the fixed-point solution Q of the Bellman 
Equation [1] through iteration. In discrete environment Q-Learning [5], the action-
value-function is approximated by the following iteration: 
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uiQ  is the 1+k  iteration of the action-value taking action uA  in state iS ,

jS  is the new observed state, juig ,,  is the observed reward completing the ji SS →

state-transition, γ  is the discount factor and [ ]1,0, ∈k
uiα  is the step size parameter 

(which can change during the iteration steps). 
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For applying this iteration to continuous environment by adopting fuzzy inference 
(Fuzzy Q-Learning), there are many solutions exist in the literature [6], [9], [10], [11], 
[12].

Having only demonstrational purposes, in this paper one of the simplest one, the 
order-0 Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference based Fuzzy Q-Learning is studied (a slightly 
modified, simplified version of the Fuzzy Q-Learning introduced in [9] and [6]). This 

case, for characterising the value function ( )asQ ,  in continuous state-action space, 

the order-0 Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System approximation ( )asQ ,
~

 is 

adapted in the following manner: 

If s is iS And a is uA Then ( ) uiQasQ ,,
~ = , UuIi ∈∈ , , (3)

where iS  is the label of the ith membership function of the n dimensional state space, 

uA  is the label of the uth membership function of the one dimensional action space, 

uiQ ,  is the singleton conclusion and ( )asQ ,
~

 is the approximated continuous state-

action-value function. Having the approximated state-action-value function ( )asQ ,
~

,

the optimal policy can be constructed by function (1): 

( ) ( )uiQi
Uu

,maxarg~
∈

=π , (4)

Setting up the antecedent fuzzy partitions to be Ruspini partitions, the order-0 Takagi-
Sugeno Fuzzy Inference forms the following approximation function: 
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where ( )asQ ,
~

 is the approximated state-action-value function )(, nni s
n

µ  is the 

membership value of the ni
th state antecedent fuzzy set at the n th dimension of the 

N  dimensional state antecedent universe at the state observation ns , )(auµ  is the 

membership value of the u th action antecedent fuzzy set of the one dimensional 

action antecedent universe at the action selection a  and uiii N
q

21
 is the value of the 

singleton conclusion of the uiii N...21
th fuzzy rule. 

Applying the approximation formula of the Q-learning (2) for adjusting the 
singleton conclusions in (5), leads to the following function: 
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where 1
...21

+k
uiii N

q  is the 1+k  iteration of the singleton conclusion of the uiii N...21
th

fuzzy rule taking action uA  in state iS , jS  is the new observed state, juig ,,  is the 

observed reward completing the ji SS →  state-transition, γ  is the discount factor 

and [ ]1,0, ∈k
uiα  is the step size parameter. The 1
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~
 action-values 

can be approximated by equation (6). 
The next problematic question of the Fuzzy Reinforcement Learning, as it was 

introduced in section 1.2, is the proper way of building the fuzzy partitions. The 
methods sharing the concept of fixed, predefined fuzzy partitions, like [9], [10], [11] 
and [12] are facing the following question: More detailed partitions are yielding 
exponentially growing state spaces (rule base sizes), elongating the adaptation time, 
and dramatically increasing the computational resource demand, while sparse 
partitions could cause high approximation error, or unadaptable situation. One 
possible solution for this problem is suggested in [6]. By introducing „Adaptive State 
Partitions“, an incremental fuzzy clustering of the observed state transitions. This 
method can lead to a better partition than the simple heuristic, by finding the best 
fitting one in respect to the minimal squared error, but still has the problem of limited 
approximation property inherited from the limited number of antecedent fuzzy sets. 

In this paper another dynamic partition allocation method is suggested, which is 
instead of adjusting the sets of the fuzzy partition, simply increase the number of the 
fuzzy sets by inserting new sets in the required positions.  

3 The Proposed Method 

The reinforcement learning method proposed in this paper can be divided to two main 
parts. The first is the reinforcement method itself. It is the direct (model free) Fuzzy 
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Q-Learning method as it was introduced in section 2 (order-0 Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy 
Inference based modification of the Fuzzy Q-Learning introduced in [9] and [6]).  

The second is the dynamic partition allocation method proposed in this paper. The 
main idea is very simple (see Fig.1. for an example). Initially a minimal sized (e.g. 2-
3 sets only) Ruspini partition built up triangular shaped fuzzy sets on all the 
antecedent universes (see Fig.1.a.). In case if the action-value function update is high 

( QQ ε>∆ ~
), and the partition is not too dense already ( ssd ε> ), and the actual 

state-action point is far from the existing partition members (see Fig.1.b.), than a new 
fuzzy state is inserted to increase the resolution (see Fig.1.d.). If the update value is 
relatively low (see e.g. Fig.2.), or the actual state-action point is close to the existing 
partition members (Fig.3.), than the partition is staying unchanged. The state insertion 
is done in every state dimensions separately (in multidimensional case it means an 
insertion of a hyperplane), by interpolating the inserted values from the neighbouring 
ones (see Fig.1.e. and Fig.4. as a two dimensional example). Having the new state 
plane inserted in every required dimension, the value update is done regarding to the 
Fuzzy Q-Learning method as it was introduced in section 2, by the equation (7). (See 
e.g. on Fig.1.c,d, or Fig.4.d.) 

The proposed dynamic partition allocation method has the property of local step-
by-step refinement in a manner very similar to the binary search. It can locate the 

radical positions of the value action function with the precision of 
k

i
ski

s

d
d

2
=+  in k

steps (where i
sd  is the starting precision). 

The main problem of the proposed simple dynamic partition allocation method is 
the nondecreasing adaptation manner of the antecedent fuzzy partitions. In some 
situation, it could mean rapidly increasing partition sizes. Moreover, these cases also 
lead rapidly growing, or at least nondecreasing computational resource demand. 

For retaining the benefits of the dynamic partition allocation and maintaining the 
overall computational resource demand low, in this paper, the adoption of Higher 
Order SVD [13] based fuzzy rule base complexity reduction techniques and its fast 
adaptation method (see in section 4.2 and 4.3) is suggested. The application of the fast 
adaptation method [26] gives a simple way for increasing the rule density of a rule 
base stored in a compressed form directly (see section 4.2 and 4.3, equation (9) and 
[26]). Providing an economic sized structure for handling continuously increasing and 
varying rule bases, which is so typical in reinforcement learning. 

4 SVD Based Complexity Reduction 

The essential idea of using SVD in complexity reduction is that the singular values 
can be applied to decompose a given system and indicate the degree of significance of 
the decomposed parts. Reduction is conceptually obtained by the truncation of those 
parts, which have weak or no contribution at all to the output, according to the 
assigned singular values. This advantageous feature of SVD is used in this paper for 
enhancing the universal approximator property of the fuzzy inference by extending 
the number of antecedent sets while the computational complexity is kept relatively 
low. The complexity and its reduction is discussed in regard of the number of rules, 
which result simplicity in operating with the rules, in reinforcement learning methods. 
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4.1 Definitions 

In this section some elementary definitions and concepts utilized in the further 
sections will be introduced. With respect to the notation, to facilitate the distinction 
between the types of given quantities, the notation will be reflected by their 
representation: scalar values are denoted by lower-case letters ,...},,...;,{ βαba ;

column vectors and matrices are given by bold-face letters as ,...},{ ba and ,...},{ BA
respectively, matrix 0 contains zero values only; tensors correspond to capital letters 

as ,...},{ BA . The transpose of matrix A  is denoted as TA . Subscript is consistently 

used for a lower order of a given structure. E.g. and element of matrix A  is defined 
by row-column number ji,  symbolized as jiji a ,,)( =A . Systematically, the i -th 

column vector of A  is denoted as ia , i.e. ][ 21 aaA = . To enhance the overall 

readability characters ,..., ji  in the meaning of indices (counters), ,..., JI  are reserved 
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to denote the index upper bounds, unless stated otherwise. NIII ×××ℜ 21  is the 
vector space of real valued )( 21 NIII ××× -tensors. Letter N  serves to denote the 

number of variables. Letter k  has special role and it is: Nk ...1= , nk ≠ .

Definition 1. (n-mode matrix of tensor A ) Assume an N -th order tensor 
NIIIA ×××ℜ∈ 21 . The n -mode matrix 

JI
n)

nA ×ℜ∈( , ∏=
k

lIJ  contains all the 

vectors in the n -th dimension of tensor A . The ordering of the vectors is arbitrary, 

this ordering shall, however, be consistently used later on. jn )( )(A  is called an j -th 

n -mode vector. 

Note that any matrix of which the columns are given by n-mode vectors jn )( )(A

can evidently be restored to be tensor A .

Definition 2. (tensor interval) Assume N -th order tensors NIIICBA ×××ℜ∈ 21,, .

BCABAC ttt ≤≤⇔∈ ],[ , where 
NN iiiiiiNt baiiiBA

2121
:21 ≤∀⇔≤

Definition 3. (n-mode sub-tensor of tensor A ) Assume an N -th order tensor 
NIIIA ×××ℜ∈ 21 . The n -mode sub-tensor α=ni

A  contains elements 

Nnn iiiiia ,,,,,,, 1121 +− α .

Definition 4. ( n -mode matrix-tensor product) The n -mode product of tensor 
NIIIA ×××ℜ∈ 21  by a matrix nIJ×ℜ∈U , denoted by UnA×  is an 

)( 1121 Nnn IIJIII ××××××× +− -tensor of which the entries are given by 

BA n =× U , where )()( nn AB ⋅= U . Let NNA UUU ××× 2211  be noted for 

brevity as n

N

n
A U

1=
⊗ .

There are major differences between matrices and higher-order tensors when rank 
properties are concerned. These differences directly affect the way an SVD 
generalization could look like. As a matter of fact, there is no unique way to 
generalize the rank concept. In this paper the description is restricted to n  mode rank 
only.  

Definition 5. ( n mode rank of tensor) The n  mode rank of A , denoted by 

)(ArankR nn = , is the dimension of the vector space spanned by the n  mode 

vectors as )()( )(nn ArankArank = .
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Theorem (N-th Order SVD or HOSVD) Every tensor NIIIA ×××ℜ∈ 21  can be written 

as the product n

N

n
SA U

1=
⊗= , in which ][ ,,2,1 nInnn N

uuuU =  is a unitary 

)( NN II × -matrix called n-mode singular matrix. Tensor NIIIS ×××ℜ∈ 21  of which 

the subtensors α=ni
S  have the properties of all-orthogonality (two subtensors α=ni

S

and β=ni
S  are orthogonal for all possible values of α,n  and β , when βα ≠ ) and 

ordering: 0...21 ≥≥≥≥ === nnnn Iiii SSS  for all possible values of n .

See detailed discussion and notation of matrix SVD and Higher Order SVD 
(HOSVD) in [13]. 

4.2 SVD Based Fuzzy Rule Base Complexity Reduction 

Since the state action value function is approximated by an order-0 Takagi-Sugeno 
Fuzzy Inference method this section is intended to provide a brief survey of the 
fundamentals in SVD based fuzzy rule base reduction techniques, which are proposed 
in [3], [4], [13], [15].  

The calculation complexity of (5) explodes with values NJJJ ,, 21 , in this 

regards, for comprehensive analysis and exact theorems, see [16]. Decreasing the 
upper bound of the indices in the sum operator of (5), namely the number of 
antecedent sets, leads to the initial idea of calculation reduction. Formula (5) can be 

equivalently written in tensor product form as: n

N

n
N Bxxxf m

1
21 ),,,(

=
⊗= , where 

tensor NJJJB ××ℜ∈ 21  and vector nm  respectively contain elements 
Njjjb

21
 and 

)(, nnj x
n

µ . This reduction can be conceptually obtained by reducing the size of 

tensor B  via Higher Order SVD (HOSVD). According to the special terms in this 
topic, the following notation has emerged [3], [4], [13]: 

Definition 6. (Exact / non-exact reduction) Assume an N -th order tensor 

NIIIA ×××ℜ∈ 21 . Exact reduced form n

N

n

rAA U
1=

⊗= , where „r“ denotes „reduced“, 

is defined by tensor 
r
N

rr IIIrA ×××ℜ∈ 21  and basis matrices 
r
nn II

n
×ℜ∈U ,

n
r
n IIn ≤∀ :  which are the result of HOSVD, where only zero singular values and 

the corresponding singular vectors are discarded. Non-exact reduced form 

n

N

n

rAA U
1

ˆ
=

⊗= , is obtained if not only zero singular values and the corresponding 

singular vectors are discarded. 
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The above properties directly lead to the following fundamental concept of. 

Method 1. (exact SVD based fuzzy rule base reduction) The SVD based fuzzy rule 
base reduction transforms equation (5) to the form of: 

∏
=

=
rrr

N

Nn

JJJ

jjj

N

n

r
jjjn

r
njN bxxxxf

321

21

21

,,,

,,, 1
,21 )(),,,( µ ,

(8)

where n
r
n JJn ≤∀ :  is obtained as the main essence of the reduction. 

The reduced form is obtained via HOSVD capable of decomposing B  into 

n

N

n

rBB U
1=

⊗= . Having 
r
N

rr JJJrB ××ℜ∈ 21  and its singular vectors the reduced form 

is determined as: r
n

N

n

r
N Bxxxf m

1
21 ),,,(

=
⊗= , where nn

r
n Umm = . Equation (5) 

is an equivalent of (8) that is the starting point for theoretical developments of this 
topic.  

Remark 1. Note that, the obtained functions may not be interpretable as antecedent 
fuzzy sets. In order to obtain functions which can be antecedent fuzzy stets, further to 
have Ruspini partition, sum-normalization (SN), nonnegativenes (NN) and normality 
(NO) transformation techniques are developed to HOSVD algorithm in [3], [4], [13]. 

Remark 2. The error controllable advantage of the reduction technique is conceptually 
obtained by the truncation of non-zero singular values. The error bound of 

),,,(ˆ
21 Nxxxf  can be estimated during the execution of the SVD reduction 

algorithm. Note that, the final error of ),,,(ˆ
21 Nxxxf  depends on the type of the 

antecedent functions applied. Typical practical cases are analysed in [4]. 

4.3 Adaptation of SVD Based Approximation  

One of the natural problems of any complexity reduction technique is that the 
adaptivity property of the reduced approximation algorithm becomes highly 
restricted. Since the crucial concept of the reinforcement learning is based on the 
adaptivity of the action-value function, in this paper the „fast adaptation of SVD 
based approximation“ (introduced in [26]) is suggested to adopt for reinforcement 
learning. This fast adaptation method, directly adapts the reduced approximation by 
replacing, or embedding new approximation points. The ability of embedding new 
approximation points provides the practical applicability of the proposed dynamic 
partition allocation method.  

Therefore, the application of the fast adaptation method in the proposed 
reinforcement learning structure is twofold. On one side, it helps the dynamic 
partition allocation by increasing the rule density. On the other side, by the 
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replacement of the previously fetched and modified values serves the adaptation of 
the approximated action-value function. 

Consequently the key idea of the proposed reinforcement algorithm is to insert a 
set of new rules, for instance A , into the existing rule base B . As it is already 
discussed, in order to avoid complexity problems, the reduced form of B  (namely 

rB ) is utilised. This, hence, means that the embedding of the new rules contained in 

A  should directly performed on rB . One more important constraint should be 
emphasised here. In order to fix the complexity of the rule base only those in 

formation of the new rules should be inserted into rB  which do not increase the size 

of rB . Actually this is equivalent to the key idea of the fast adaptation introduced in 
[26]. More precisely in regard of the following algorithm, only those sub-tensors of 

A  are embedded into rB , which are linearly dependent from rB  [26]. Since the 

elements in rB  are fixed, no SVD is needed during embedding, which offers a 
chance to develop a fast algorithm to adapt HOSVD. Here an elementary step of the 
idea is discussed when the rule base is being increased in an arbitrary dimension n. 

Method 2. ( n  mode fast adaptation [26]) Assume a reduced rule base defined by 

tensor 
r
N

rr JJJrB ×××ℜ∈ 21  and its corresponding matrices 
r
nn JJ

n
×ℜ∈Z  resulted 

from B  by HOSVD. Furthermore, let Nnn JJIJJJA ×××××× +−ℜ∈ 1121  be given, that 

has the same size as B  except in the n -th dimension where I  may differ from nJ .

The localized error threshold of the adaptation is defined by ∇ .

The goal is to determine the reduced form rE  of extended rule base E  defined by 

tensor [ ]nABE ''= , where E′  contains the selected n  mode sub-tensors of E

according to the given error threshold ∇  as  

UZ nk

N

k

rBE ×⊗=
=1

'ˆ ,
(9)

and Nnn JJIJJJA ×××××× +−ℜ∈ 1121 ''  contains the selected n  mode sub-tensors of A  and lets 

the corresponding sub-tensors maxmin/'T  selected from the corresponding maxmin/T .

For brevity let ]''[' maxmin TT=∇ . [ ] r
nn JIJ

n
×+ℜ∈= )'(VZU , II ≤' , where 

V  is determined to fulfil (9) subject to '''ˆ ∇∈− tEE .

Method 2 has built-up from the following two algorithms: 

Algorithm: ( n -mode high order d  way defective projection to a given basis [26])
This algorithm defectively projects, according to threshold ∇ , a given tensor 

Nnn JJIJJJA ×××××× +−ℜ∈ 1121  in dimension n to basis 
r
nJI

n
×ℜ∈Z . The 

result is nn
pAA Z×='ˆ , where Nddd JJJJJJA ×××××× +−ℜ∈ 1121 '' , which may 
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be defective in the specified dimension d , dd JJ ≤' , and consists of selected d -

mode sub-tensors of A . The projection is done by the above defined defective matrix 

projection to yield: '' )()( ∇∈− tn
p
nn AAZ  under the condition of projection as 

)()()( ''' ntnnn AA ∇∈−P , where +⋅= nnn ZZP . From the point of calculation, the 

condition is actually checked vector by vector as: 

')(')(')( )'()'()'( intininn AA ∇∈−P . Important step is here, in high order case, that 

not only those vectors are ignored which do not satisfy the above condition of 
projection, but all vectors contained in a d -mode sub-tensor of A , where at least one 

vector exists not holding the condition of projection. The resulted p
nA )(  projected 

from the remaining vectors can be restored to be tensor pA . The size of 'A  may 
differ from A  only in dimension d. The size of 'A  can be defined by removing the 
cancelled sub-tensors from A . ')(')(')( )'()'()'( inininn HAA =−P  can be restored to 

be tensor 'H , like in the case of 'A . Let tensor nH  with the size of A  be generated 

via extending 'H  with zeros and be called as n  mode projection error.  

Having the above Algorithm, the first step of Method 2 is the following: Repeating 

the k -mode high order n -way defective projection to basis 
r
kk JJ

k
×ℜ∈Z  which 

results in k

N

k

pAA Z
1

'ˆ
=
⊗= , where Nnn JJIJJJA ×××××× +−ℜ∈ 1121 '' and n -mode 

sub-tensors of 'A  are selected from among the n -mode sub-tensors of A . The 
cumulated error obtained by the defective matrix projection in each k -th step is 

⊗=
−

≠=k
k

k

nhh
kk HS Z

1

,1
'' . As a matter of fact, the tolerance criteria of the condition 

of projection should be corrected in each step by kS . The last step of Method 2 is the 

inverse of the previous step:  

Algorithm: ( n -mode high order defective basis [26]) Assume given tensor rB  with 
r
kk JJ

k
×ℜ∈Z  as the reduced form of B  by HOSVD; corrected error threshold ∇

and
r
N

r
n

r
n

rr JJIJJJpA
×××××× +−ℜ∈ 1121 '

 as a result of the first step of Method 2. 

This algorithm determines defective basis 
r
nn JIJ ×+ℜ∈ )''(U  in such a way that 

''''
1

∇∈−×⊗
=

tnk

N

k

r EB UZ , where [ ]nABE '''' = . In other words 
r
nJI ×ℜ∈ ''V  is 

determined here which fulfills: ''''
1

∇∈−×⊗
=

tnk

N

k

r AB VZ , where ''A  is created 
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from 'A  according to the condition of projection like 'A  is created from A . Applying 

n -order defective projection of T
)( )( r

nA  to basis T
)( )( r

nB  accordingly to error of 

nST ''−  to find TT
)(

T
)( )()ˆ( V⋅= r

n
r
n BA  leads to the solution where the rows of r

nA )(

are selected from among the rows of P
nA )( . Consequently, V  is obtained that shows 

the linear dependence between the rest of pA  and rB . The final step is, hence, to fit 

the new basis as: =
V

Z
U n . The required antecedent sets are defined as: kk

r
k Zss =

and the new basis is Uss n
r
n = .

The more detailed description of the fast adaptation algorithm is given in [26] 

5 Practical Use of the Proposed Reinforcement Technique 

For introducing the proposed application way of SVD based fuzzy rule based 
approximation techniques in reinforcement learning, two simple application examples 
were chosen. 

The first is a simple, for the sake of visualisation of the action value (Q) function, a 
one dimensional state-space system characterised by the following state-transition 
function (10): 

( )kkk ass +⋅=+ 21 , (10)

where [ ]1,1−=∈ Ss  is the one dimensional state and [ ]2.0,2.0−=∈ Aa  is the 

action. 
The reward is calculated in the following manner:  

[ ] 01.0,1.01 =−∈= relsesiffr (11)

The second example is the well known cart-pole balancing application 
characterised by the following state-transition functions (12,13): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )2

2

cos

/cossincossin

ϕ
ϕϕϕϕϕϕ

⋅−+
⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅+⋅−=

mmM

lbgmlmxbf
x PC

(12)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) lmMlm

lmmlbgmMxbf PC

⋅+−⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅−⋅⋅+−⋅⋅−= 2

2

cos

sincos/sincos

ϕ
ϕϕϕϕϕϕϕ

(13)

where x is the position of the cart, ϕ  is the angle of the pole, f is the actuating force, 

m is the mass of the pole, l is the length of the pole, M is the mass of the cart, g is the 

gravity acceleration, Cb  is the friction coefficient of the cart, Pb  is the friction 

coefficient of the pole. 
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The reward in the cart-pole balancing example is calculated in the following 
manner:  

[ ] 00025.0,0025.01 =⋅⋅−∈= relseiffr ππϕ (14)

The first experiment is related to the efficiency of the proposed dynamic partition 
allocation method, and based on the first application example (see results on fig.5). 
Fig.5.b is introducing the two basic problems of fixed partition. The lack of universal 
approximator property in case of rough partition and the difficulties of adaptivity. 
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Fig. 5. First application; dynamic and fixed partition allocation (k is the iteration number, Size: 
[S,A] set numbers) 

The second experiment is related to the efficiency of the proposed SVD based 
complexity reduction and approximation adaptation (fast adaptation method). This 
experiment is based on the first and second application example (see results on fig.6. 
and fig.7.). In case of the first example application fig.5.a. introduces three stages of a 
20000 step iteration. On fig.6.a. the same iteration process turns the action-value rule 
base to reduced form at the iteration step 5000, by applying the Method 1 of section 
4.2. From this step the iteration is continuing up to 20000 iterations using the fast 
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adaptation method (Method 2 of section 4.3.). Fig.6.b. is the same experiment as 
fig.6.a., except the turning the reduction is done earlier at the step 1000. 
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Fig. 6. First application; the effect of SVD based complexity reduction and approximation 
adaptation, where k is the iteration number and Size is the size of the reduced (Br as it is stored) 
and the extended (B as its used) action-value rule base (e.g. Size:[14-126,14-15] means, that the 
original 126x15 sized action value rule base is stored and adapted in a 14x14 reduced format). 

Performing the second experiment on the second example application gives very 
similar results. The main difference is the poor scaling of the universes. Most of the 
reinforcements are gained in a very small area of the state space. Fixed partition state 
descriptions could have difficulties in case of inappropriate universe scaling, while 
the proposed dynamic partition allocation method simply overcome the situation. 

As the main conclusion of the second experiment, it seems that in many cases the 
action-value function is considerably reducible. Moreover due to the fast adaptation 
method this reduction can be performed in an early stage of the adaptation and the 
iteration steps can be continued on an economic sized structure. 
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Fig. 7. Second application; the effect of SVD based complexity reduction and approximation 
adaptation, where k is the iteration number and Size is the size of the reduced (Br as it is stored) 
and the extended (B as its used) action-value rule base (e.g. Size:[16-37,16-43,15-15] means, 
that the original 37x43x15 sized action value rule base is stored and adapted in a 16x16x15 
reduced format). 

6 Conclusions 

One of the possible difficulties of the reinforcement learning applications in complex 
situations, is the huge size of the state-value- or action-value-function representation 
[2]. The case of continuous environment reinforcement learning could be even 
complicated, in case of applying dense partitions to describe the continuous universes, 
to achieve precise approximation of the basically unknown state-value- or action-
value-function. The fine resolution of the partitions leads to high number of states, 
and handling high number of states usually leads to high computational costs, which 
could be unacceptable not only in many real time applications, but in case of any real 
(limited) computational resource. As a simple solution of these problems, in this 
paper the adoption of Higher Order SVD [13] based fuzzy rule base complexity 
reduction techniques and its fast adaptation method [26] is suggested. The application 
of the fast adaptation method [26] gives a simple way for increasing the rule density 
of a rule base stored in a compressed form directly. To fully exploit this feature, a 
dynamic partition allocation method is also suggested. 

Based on the application examples, the main conclusion of this paper is the 
reducibility of action-value function. It seems that in many cases the representation of 
the action-value function is considerably reducible. Moreover due to the fast 
adaptation method this reduction can be performed in an early stage of the adaptation 
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and the iteration steps can be continued on an economic sized action-value function 
representation. 
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Abstract. The world currently faces the new wave of industrial civilization, 
that is regarded as the changes caused by the Revolution of Information 
Technology (IT).  This study is conducted to clarify how a mobile phone (MP) 
and the Internet through personal computer (IPC) have been actually used.  We 
also examine what kind of interface (input device) is preferred by the elderly, 
by using a questionnaire regarding the IT equipment.  This study adopts not 
only the χ2 test but also the rough set analysis.  As a result of the rough set 
analysis and χ2 test, those who were interested in a MP preferred, Japanese kana 
syllabary (JKS) the most.  The rough set analysis also discovered the facts that 
those interested in the keyboard had a preference for the IPC and also that those 
interested in the JKS and the speech preferred a MP.  We can conclude that the 
complementary use of the rough set analysis and χ2 test bring more powerful 
knowledge discovery.   

1   Introduction 

The world currently faces the new wave of industrial civilization, that is regarded as 
the changes caused by the Revolution of Information Technology (IT).  The Japanese 
government announced their national scheme called “The IT Strategies” in November 
2000, and the official white paper on communication published in 2000 describes that 
the strategies have had strong influence even on most households.    

For example, the IT equipment such as mobile phone (MP) and the Internet have 
been widely accepted by the consumers.  However, the instructions for use are 
complicated and the actual rate of use is not necessarily high.  It is particularly true 
among the elderly, the number of whom has been increasing.  In fact, by the year 
2020, the proportion of 65-year-old and over people is projected to comprise 26.9 % 
of the Japanese population. 

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 749–754, 2001.
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This study is conducted to clarify how a MP and the Internet through personal 
computer (IPC) have been actually used.  We also examine what kind of interface 
(input device) is preferred by the elderly, by using a questionnaire regarding the IT 
equipment. 

We normally use only the method of χ2 test to analyze the relationship between 
two.   However, this study adopts not only the χ2 test but also the rough set analysis 
[1] which employs the concepts of certainty and coverage, so that we can compare the 
results from these two methods. 

2   Subjects and Methods 

The survey was done in December 2000 and January 2001.   The study sample was 
forty women, 70-89 years of age (78.5±4.5), who lived in their own houses in Y 
Town near Himeji City, Hyogo, Japan.   This study was limited to women, however, 
we intend to extend the survey to involve men as well in the future. 

We carried out a questionnaire which included the following three categories: the 
frequency in the current use of a MP, the possible needs in the use of a MP and the 
IPC in the future, and the most preferred input device including keyboard, touch 
screen, Japanese kana syllabary (JKS) and speech recognition (speech) for the IPC.   

Our analysis method is as follows:  
Step (1) employ questionnaire. 
Step (2) calculate the frequency in the current use of a MP and the IPC. 
Step (3) calculate the frequency in the future needs in a MP and the IPC. 
Step (4) calculate the most preferred input device for the IPC 
Step (5) classify the subjects into three groups according to the future needs in a 

MP and the IPC, and the most preferred input device for the IPC 
Step (6) use the data of rough set analysis obtained in Step 5. 
Step (7) use the data of χ2 test obtained in Step 5.   The magnitude of the 

relation is evaluated by the odds ratio (OR) [2].  

1) Rough set theory 

The decision algorithm by the rough set theory is given below: 

if (future need, yes) then (input device, +) 
For example, 
Certainty = If (MP, yes) then (keyboard, +) 
Coverage = If (keyboard, +) then (MP, yes) 

It was pointed out by Pawlak [1] that the rough set theory offers new insight into 
Bayes’ theorem.   The look on Bayes’ theorem offered by the rough set theory is 
completely different to that used in the Baysian data analysis philosophy.   It does not 
refer either to prior or posterior probabilities, inherently associated with Bayesian 
reasoning, but it reveals some probabilistic structure of the data being analyzed.   It 
states that any data set (decision table) satisfies total probability theorem and Bayes’ 
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theorem.   This property can be used directly to drawing conclusions from the data 
without referring to prior knowledge and its revision if new evidence is available [3]. 
Pawlak [1] proposed a new form of Bayes’ theorem.   The strength of decision rules is 
computed from the data or it can be also a subjective assessment.   This formula gives 
new look on Bayesian method of inference and also simplifies essentially 
computations. 

2) χχχχ2 test 

χ2 value=(a+b+c+d)(ad-bc) 2/(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d) 
OR = ad/bc 

Table 1. The Contingency Table.   

keyboard  
+ - 

 
total 

yes a b a+b Mobile 
Phone no c d c+d 

total a+c b+d a+b+c+d 

3   Results and Discussion 

The frequency in the current use of a MP was 10.0% and nobody used the IPC. 
However, 60.0% of the subjects recognized their future needs in a MP and 27.5% in 
the IPC.  In terms of the most preferred input device for IPC, the keyboard was 
selected by 15.0% of the subjects, the touch screen by 40.0%, the speech by 15.0%, 
and the JKS by 30.0%.   

Figure 1 shows the results of the keyboard as an example, which are obtained in 
Steps 6 and 7.   

Certainty = 4/24 = 0.167 
Coverage = 4/6 = 0.667 
χ2 value = 10,240/78,336 = 0.13 
OR = 1.4 

The certainty factor leads to the following conclusion: 16.7% of the subjects who 
selected a MP preferred the keyboard.   On the other hand, the coverage factor leads 
to the following conclusion: 66.7% of the subjects who preferred the keyboard 
selected a MP.   Table 2 shows that the results of all the input devices, which are 
obtained in Steps 6 and 7.   As a result of the rough set analysis, those who were 
interested in a MP and the IPC preferred JKS the most.  They also preferred the 
keyboard.   χ2 test, on the other hand, showed a result that there was a significant 
relation between a MP and JKS (χ2 = 3.89, OR=5.0: p<0.01).  The test also indicated 
that the touch screen had a significant relation with a MP (χ2 = 9.18, p<0.01) and the 
IPC (χ2 = 8.84, p<0.01).  However, ORs were 0.12 respectively, and it means that 
those interested in a MP and the IPC did not prefer the touch screen.   In addition, the 
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rough set analysis discovered the facts that those interested in the keyboard had a 

preference for the IPC and also that those interested in the JKS and the speech 

preferred a MP.  It is thus obvious that the rough set analysis enabled us to obtain 

more knowledge. 

We found that the complementary use of the rough set analysis and χ2
test bring 

more powerful knowledge discovery. 

4   Conclusions 

This study was conducted to examine what kind of interface (input device) is 

preferred by the elderly, by using a questionnaire regarding the Information 

Technology equipment.   As a result of the rough set analysis and χ2
test, those who 

were interested in a MP preferred JKS the most.  The rough set analysis also 

discovered the facts that those interested in the keyboard had a preference for the IPC 

and also that those interested in the JKS and the speech preferred a MP.   We found 

that the complementary use of the rough set analysis and χ2
test bring more powerful 

knowledge discovery. 

1, 19, 

23, 24 

26
n=4 

preference for keyboard 

interest in the Internet 

2, 8, 11, 12, 

27, 29, 31, 

33, 34, 35, 

36, 37, 39, 

40

9, 13, 14, 16, 

21, 28 

32
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 15, 17, 

18, 20, 22, 25, 30, 38 

no preference/interest in keyboard,

mobile phone or the Internet 

interest in mobile phone 

n=1 

n=1 

n=6 

n=14 

n=14 

Fig. 1. Relation between IT equipment and input device using the rough set analysis.

This represents the results of the keyboard as an example.
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Table 2. Relation between IT equipment and input device using the rough set analysis and 

χχχχ2 test.  This represents the results of all the input devices.

Rough set analysis χ2 test 
Decision rules 

Certainty Coverage χ2 value Odds ratio 

1) If (mobile, yes) then (keyboard, +) 0.167 0.667 0.13 1.4 

2) If (Internet, yes) then (keyboard, 

+)
0.263 0.833 3.64 7.14 

3) If (mobile, yes) and (Internet, yes) 

then (keyboard, +) 
0.222 0.667 1.34 2.86 

4) If (mobile, yes) then (touch 

screen, +) 
0.208 0.313 9.18** 0.12 

5) If (Internet, yes) then (touch 

screen, +) 
0.158 0.188 8.84** 0.12 

6) If (mobile, yes) and (Internet, yes) 

then (touch screen, +) 
0.167 0.188 7.42** 0.14 

7) If (mobile, yes) then (JKS, +) 0.417 0.833 3.89** 5.0 

8) If (Internet, yes) then (JKS, +) 0.421 0.667 2.53 3.1 

9) If (mobile, yes) and (Internet, yes) 

then (JKS, +) 
0.444 0.667 3.25 3.6 

10) If (mobile, yes) then (speech, +) 0.208 0.833 1.60 4.0 

11) If (Internet, yes) then (speech, +) 0.158 0.500 0.02 1.1 

12) If (mobile, yes) and (Internet, 

yes) then (speech, +) 
0.167 0.500 0.07 1.3 

JKS = Japanese kana syllabary.  speech = speech recognition.  **: p<0.01 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to introduce the notion of fuzzy
limit within the fuzzy analysis developed in the concept of fuzzy nearness
relation. The main results concern the corresponding calculus.

1 Introduction

Fuzzy analysis of crisp real-valued functions in the concept of continuity mea-
sures has been studied in the papers by Burgin [1], [2], Burgin and Šostak [3]
and by Janǐs [7], [10]. ‘Fuzzy limits’ within this concept have been introduced
by M. Burgin in [2]. In this paper the notion of ‘r-limit’ is introduced and it is
shown that a function f has the r-limit at a point x if and only if it is bounded
in some neighbourhood of x (c.f. Proposition 3.5 in [2]).

The book by Diamond and Kloeden [4] is also devoted to the topic of fuzzy
analysis. This book is based mainly on Hausdorff Metric and multifunctions
(set-valued functions) – their differentiability and integrability and the results
concern fuzzy functions.

The concept of fuzzy analysis of crisp real-valued functions, based on the
notion of ‘fuzzy nearness relation’ has already been studied in the papers by
Dobrakovová [5], [6], Janǐs [8], [9] and Kalina [11], [12], [13]. The notion of fuzzy
nearness relation has been introduced in [11] and further developed by V. Janǐs
in [8] and by J. Dobrakovová in [5], [6]. In the above mentioned papers by Janǐs
and by the author of this article, fuzzy nearness based derivatives have been
introduced and studied. However, a general notion of fuzzy limit based on fuzzy
nearness relations has still been absent. The main aim of this paper is to fill this
gap.

2 Fuzzy Limits

First, let us recall the notion of fuzzy nearness relation.

Definition 1 Let N : � × � → [0; 1]. We say that N is a relation of fuzzy
nearness iff the following holds:

1. xN z = 1⇔ z = x
2. xN z = zNx
� Supported by VEGA grants 1/7146/20 and 1/7076/20.
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3. for each x, z, s, t if x ≤ s ≤ t ≤ z then sN t ≥ xN z.
4. for each x ∈ � there holds limt→±∞ xN t = 0
5. for all α ∈]0; 1] and all x ∈ � there exist unique xα > x and x−α < x such

that xNxα = xNx−α = α.

In the following X and Y will always denote fuzzy nearness relations con-
nected with the x- and y-axes, respectively and xα and x−α will denote the
uniquely given points from the above definition, which are near to x at the level
α w.r.t. X .

Definition 2 We say that f has an α-limit at x w.r.t. (X ;Y) iff

f(x−α) Y f(xα) ≥ α. (1)

Roughly speaking, a function f has an α-limit at x0, if the values of f at
points, which are near to x0 at the level α, are ‘near to each other’.

Definition 3 We denote

X lim
z→x f(z) =

[
lim inf
α↗1

min{f(x−α); f(xα)}; lim sup
α↗1

max{f(x−α); f(xα)}
]
. (2)

We say that f has the fuzzy limit at x w.r.t. X iff there exists a Y and an α0
such that for all α > α0 f has the α-limit at x w.r.t. (X ;Y).

I.e. fuzzy limit is an interval (possibly one-point). It can easily be shown that
for any fuzzy nearness relations X1, X2 and any real-valued function f

X1 lim
z→x f(z) = X2 lim

z→x f(z).

On the other hand, in general, the existence of the fuzzy limit depends on the
fuzzy nearness relation X .

Comment. Let us take a point x0 and a fuzzy nearness relation X . Then the
following holds

df

dX (x0) = X lim
z→x0

f(z)− f(x0)
z − x0

,

where df
dX (x0) is the fuzzy derivative of f at x0 w.r.t. X , which is defined in [12].

Example 1 Consider the function f1 given by

f1(x) =




1, for x > 0
0, for x = 0
−1, for x < 0

Then for any fuzzy nearness relation X
X lim
z→0

f1(z) = [−1; 1],

but since f1(0α) = 1 and f1(0−α) = −1 for any α ∈]0; 1[, f1 has no fuzzy limit
at 0. ��
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Example 2 Consider the function f2 given by

f2(x) =
{

1, for x being rational
−1, for x being irrational.

Then for any fuzzy nearness relation X
X lim
z→0

f2(z) = [−1; 1].

If we take X such that

u X v = 1−min{1; |u− v|} (3)

holds, then f2(0α) = f2(0−α) for any α. Hence [−1; 1] is the fuzzy limit of f2 at
0 w.r.t. X .

If we take the fuzzy nearness relation X2 such that

0 X2 u =
{

1−min{1;u} if u ≥ 0
1−min{1;

√
2|u|} if u < 0,

then for all rational α there holds

f2(0α) = f2(1− α) = 1, f2(0−α) = f2

(
α− 1√

2

)
= −1,

hence f2 has no fuzzy limit w.r.t. X2. ��

Example 3 Consider the function f3 given by

f3(x) =
{

sin
( 1
x

)
, for x 
= 0

0, for x = 0

Then for any fuzzy nearness relation X
X lim
z→0

f3(z) = [−1; 1].

The function f3 yields the following

f3

(
1
xk

)
=




1, for xk = 2
kπ , k being odd positive integers

−1, for xk = 2
kπ , k being odd negative integers

0, for xk = 2
kπ , k 
= 0 being even integers

If we take X defined by Formula 3, then for βk = 1− 2
kπ , k being odd naturals,

there holds
f3(0βk) = 1, f3(0−βk) = −1.

Hence f3 has no fuzzy limit at 0 w.r.t. X .
On the other hand, if we choose X3 such that

0 X3 u =
{

1−min{1; 100u}, for u > 0
1−min{1; 100v}, for v > 0 and u = −v

1−vπ
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then

0α =
1− α
100

, hence
1

0α
=

100
1− α

0−α =
α− 1

100− (1− α)π
, hence

1
0−α

= π − 100
1− α

I.e.
f3(0−α) = sin(π − 0α) = sin(0α) = f3(0α)

and the existence of the fuzzy limit of f3 at 0 w.r.t. X3 follows. ��
Comment to the examples. The function f1 is continuous at each point except
of 0, but the left- and right-hand side limits (crisp) at 0 do not equal to each
other. The function f2 is discontinuous at each point, but for each sequence of
points {xi} ↗ 0 such that limi→∞ f2(xi) does exist, there exists a sequence
{x̂i} ↘ 0 such that

lim
i→∞

f2(xi) = lim
i→∞

f2(x̂i) (4)

The function f3 is similarly to f1 continuous at each point except of 0, but
there exist sequences of points {xi} ↗ 0 and {x̂i} ↘ 0 such that Formula 4
holds for f3.

Lemma 1 Let f be any real-valued function and X any fuzzy nearness relation.
Then f has a limit (crisp) at some point x0 iff f has the fuzzy limit at x0 w.r.t.
X and the fuzzy limit is a one-point interval.

Proof. It follows from the fact that

lim inf
x→x0

f(x) = lim inf
α↗1

min{f(x−α); f(xα)} =

lim sup
α↗1

max{f(x−α); f(xα)} = lim sup
x→x0

f(x)

and this (c.f. Formula 2) implies the assertion in question. ��
Before turning our attention to the calculus we define the multiplication and

addition of intervals by

[a1; b1] ∗ [a2; b2] = (5)
[min{a1 ∗ a2; a1 ∗ b2; b1 ∗ a2; b1 ∗ b2}; max{a1 ∗ a2; a1 ∗ b2; b1 ∗ a2; b1 ∗ b2}]

where ∗ means the multiplication and addition, respectively.

Theorem 1 Let f and g be any functions having their fuzzy limits at a point
x0 with respect to some fuzzy nearness relation X such that

±∞ /∈ X lim
z→x0

f(z) & ±∞ /∈ X lim
z→x0

g(z).

Then also f · g, f + g and k · f have fuzzy limits at x0, where k ∈ � and there
holds
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a. X limz→x0(f(z) · g(z)) ⊆ X limz→x0 f(z) · X limz→x0 g(z)
b. X limz→x0(f(z) + g(z)) ⊆ X limz→x0 f(z) + X limz→x0 g(z)
c. for any k ∈ � there holds

X lim
z→x0

k · f(z) = k · X lim
z→x0

f(z).

Proof. Since f and g have their fuzzy limits at x0, there exist some fuzzy nearness
relations Yf and Yg such that Formula 1 holds for f , g and Yf , Yg, respectively.
Denote

X lim
z→x0

f(z) = [af ; bf ]

X lim
z→x0

g(z) = [ag; bg].

Further denote

τf (α) = inf{γ > 0; (∀β ∈ [α; 1[)(γ > |f(xβ)− f(x−β)|} (6)
τg(α) = inf{γ > 0; (∀β ∈ [α; 1[)(γ > |g(xβ)− g(x−β)|}

We will show that

lim
α↗1

τf (α) = lim
α↗1

τg(α) = 0. (7)

For any α there exists an n such that we can construct a sequence of points
{zi}n+1

i=0 for which

z0 < af = z1 < z2 < . . . < zn−1 < bf ≤ zn < zn+1 & zi Yf zi+1 = α

holds. Put εf = max0≤i≤n(zi+1−zi). Then Property 3 of fuzzy nearness relation
(Definition 1) implies

τf (α) ≤ 3εf

and hence Formula 7 follows for f . Similarly we could treat also the function g.
In order to prove the existence of fuzzy limits for product, addition and multi-

plication by constants, it is enough to choose fuzzy nearness relations Ya, Yb, Yc,
respectively, such that

u Ya v =



α, if |u− v| = τf (α) · τg(α)
1, if u = v
0 otherwise

u Yb v =



α, if |u− v| = τf (α) + τg(α)
1, if u = v
0 otherwise

u Yc v =



α, if |u− v| = k · τf (α)
1, if u = v
0 otherwise

The inequalities a., b., c. are implied by Formulas 2 and 5. ��
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Theorem 2 Let f has a fuzzy limit at a point x0 w.r.t. some fuzzy nearness
relation X . Denote

[a; b] = X lim
z→x0

f(z)

and assume −∞ < a ≤ b < ∞. Let g : � → � be Lipschitz, i.e. |g(s) − g(t)| ≤
L|s− t| for some L > 0. Then f ◦g has fuzzy limit at x0 w.r.t. the fuzzy nearness
relation X and there holds

X lim
z→x0

g(f(z)) ⊆ [inf{g(s); s ∈ [a; b]}; sup{g(s); s ∈ [a; b]}]

Proof. Defining τ(α) for α ∈]0; 1[ by Formula 6 we can find a fuzzy nearness
relation YL such that

u YL v =



α, if |u− v| = L · τ(α)
1, if u = v
0, otherwise.

Since g is Lipschitz, it is straightforward that

g (f(x−α)) YL g (f(xα)) ≥ α
holds for all α ∈]0; 1[ and hence f ◦ g has its fuzzy limit at x0 and there holds

X lim
z→x0

g(f(z)) ⊆ [inf{g(s); s ∈ [a; b]}; sup{g(s); s ∈ [a; b]}]
��

Corollary 1 (Corollary to Theorems 1 and 2) Let f, g have fuzzy limits at a
point x0 w.r.t. X and let

0 /∈ X lim
z→x0

g(z).

Denote
[a; b] = X lim

z→x0
f(z), [c; d] = X lim

z→x0
g(z)

and assume −∞ < a ≤ b <∞ and −∞ < c ≤ d <∞. Then f
g has a fuzzy limit

at x0 w.r.t. X . Its value can be estimated by

X lim
z→x0

f(z)
g(z)

⊆
[
min

{
a

c
;
a

d
;
b

c
;
b

d

}
; max

{
a

c
;
a

d
;
b

c
;
b

d

}]

Proof. Function 1
x is Lipschitz in any interval [a; b] such that 0 /∈ [a; b]. Since g

has the fuzzy limit at x0, by Theorem 2 there exists the fuzzy limit

X lim
z→x0

1
g(z)

⊆
[
min

{
1
c
,

1
d

}
; max

{
1
c
,

1
d

}]

and by Theorem 1a there exists the fuzzy limit of f
g = f · 1

g at x0 w.r.t. X and
there holds

X lim
z→x0

f(z)
g(z)

⊆
[
min

{
a

c
;
a

d
;
b

c
;
b

d

}
; max

{
a

c
;
a

d
;
b

c
;
b

d

}]

��
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Abstract. A handwritten digit recognition system was used in a demon-
stration project to visualize artificial neural networks, in particular Ko-
honen’s self-organizing feature map. The purpose of this project was to
introduce neural networks through a relatively easy-to-understand appli-
cation to the general public. This paper describes several techniques used
for preprocessing the handwritten digits, as well as a number of ways in
which neural networks were used for the recognition task. Whereas the
main goal was a purely educational one, a moderate recognition rate of
98% was reached on a test set.

1 Introduction

Handwritten digit recognition is already widely used in the automatic process-
ing of bank cheques, postal addresses, etc. Some of the existing systems include
computational intelligence techniques such as artificial neural networks or fuzzy
logic, whereas others may just be large lookup tables that contain possible real-
izations of handwritten digits.

Artificial neural networks have been developed since the 1940s, but only the
past fifteen years have they been widely applied in a large variety of disciplines.
Originating from the artificial neuron, which is a simple mathematical model of
a biological neuron, many varieties of neural networks exist nowadays. Although
some are implemented in hardware, the majority are simulated in software.

Artificial neural nets have successfully been applied to handwritten digit
recognition numerous times, with very small error margins, see e.g. [2] and [4].

The work described in this paper does not have the intention to compete
with existing systems, but merely served to illustrate to the general public how
an artificial neural network can be used to recognize handwritten digits. It was
part of NeuroFuzzyRoute in the Euregio, an exposition in the framework of the
world exposition EXPO2000 in Hannover.

2 Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks, usually called neural networks (NNs), are systems
composed of many simple processing elements (neurons) operating in parallel

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 762–771, 2001.
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whose function is determined by network structure, connection strengths, and
the processing performed at computing elements or nodes [1] (other definitions
can also be found). NNs exist in many varieties, though they can be categorized
into two main groups, where the distinction lies in the learning method:

– supervised learning: the network is trained with examples of input and de-
sired output;

– unsupervised learning: the network tries to organize the input data in a
useful way without using external feedback.

In this work, a Kohonen self-organizing map [3] is used, which learns with-
out supervision. The labeling stage is supervised, however, because digit class
information is used to label the neurons. The Kohonen network is ideal for
demonstrating how information can be stored in a neural network, as the in-
formation in the neurons has the same easy-to-interpret format as the input,
namely 2-dimensional images of (parts of) numerals.

2.1 Learning

In the learning stage, the network is trained to recognize (parts of) handwritten
numerals. This is done by first initializing the network and then repeatedly offer-
ing input patterns, determining the winning neuron and adjusting the neurons’
feature vectors (see [3] for a more detailed description).

Initialization The self-organizing map consists of N × N neurons laid out in
a rectangular grid. Each neuron contains (basically is) a randomly initialized
feature vector with as many elements as the number of inputs, i.e., M × M ,
being the size of the (binary) image that contains (part of) a numeral. The
lateral distance between two neurons is the shortest distance between them in
the map, usually defined along a straight connecting line or along the gridlines.
Depending on the lateral distance between two neurons, they can be either inside
or outside each other’s neighborhood. The neighborhoods are important for the
adjustment of the feature vectors during learning.

Finding the Winning Neuron One by one, training input patterns are offered
to the network. For every neuron, the difference (usually Euclidian distance)
between its feature vector and the input vector is calculated. The neuron with the
smallest difference is then the winning neuron for that particular input example.

Vector Adjustment The winning neuron’s feature vector is then adjusted in
such a way that the difference with the input example decreases. This is also
done for the neurons in the winning neuron’s neighborhood, though the larger
the lateral distance from the winning neuron, the smaller the adjustment. Often
the neurons directly outside the winning neuron’s neighborhood are adjusted
in the opposite direction. The rate of adjustment as a function of the lateral
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lateral

distance

adjustment

rate

Fig. 1. Illustration of a Mexican hat function

distance to the winning neuron has the shape of a Mexican hat, as can be seen
in Fig. 1. Over time, this hat is shrinking both horizontally (the neighborhood
is getting smaller) and vertically (the adjustments are getting smaller), until the
learning finishes.

2.2 Labeling

Before the network can classify unknown digits, the neurons need to be labeled.
This happens after the learning stage has finished. Several ways of doing this
are possible, some of which will be explained below. Once the neurons have been
labeled, an unknown handwritten digit can be offered to the network. The label
of the winning neuron then serves to classify the unknown digit.

Majority Voting Every neuron is assigned a number of counters, one counter
for each digit class. Then, from every digit class an equal number of examples is
offered to the network. Every time a neuron is the winning neuron, its counter
for the corresponding digit class is incremented. After all examples of all classes
have been offered, each neuron is labeled according to the class for which its
counter was the highest. For example, if a neuron was winning neuron for seven
instances of “5”, two instances of “6”, and never for the remaining digit classes,
it will be labeled “5”.

Neurons that never were the winning neuron, or for which the above method
leads to ambiguities (e.g., as often winner for “5” as for “6”), can be labeled
according to the labels of the neighboring neurons using majority voting. This
may be done because of the topology preserving property of the self-organizing
map: neighboring neurons contain similar information. Alternatively, neurons
not labeled in the first round can be labeled “unknown.”

Minimum Average Distance Instead of simply incrementing the class coun-
ters for winning neurons, more unambiguous labels can be obtained by minimum
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average distance labeling. In this method, every time an example digit is offered
to the network, the corresponding class counters for all neurons are increased by
the lateral distance of the neuron to the winning neuron (analogous to the pre-
vious method, we use the term “counter” here, even though instead of counting
occurrences we now accumulate distances). After all example digits of all classes
have been presented, the average distances are calculated by dividing the class
counters by the number of example digits for that class. For every neuron, the
class with the smallest average lateral distance to the winning neuron forms the
label. Neurons that never win but that are close to a winning neuron most of
the time, will automatically be labeled accordingly.

Minimum Average Difference Yet another labeling method is labeling by
minimum average difference. This method is very similar to the labeling by min-
imum average distance, but instead of accumulating the lateral distances to the
winning neurons, we now accumulate the differences between the presented ex-
amples and the neuron’s feature vector for each neuron. Again, after all example
digits of all classes have been presented, the average differences are calculated
by dividing the class counters by the number of example digits for that class.
For every neuron, the class with the smallest average difference forms the label.

3 Handwritten Digit Recognition

3.1 Preprocessing

As digitized numerals may originate from a range of sources, it is important to
make sure that all digits are preprocessed so as to eliminate extra problems due
to non-class-specific differences in size, shear, line thickness, background and
digit colors, resolution, etc. A few techniques to minimize these differences are
discussed below.

Deskewing To help compensate for different handwriting styles (with different
slant), digits that are slanting to the left or to the right are deskewed to put
them all upright or to at least make them slant under the same angle. For some
examples, see Fig. 2.

The deskewing process works as follows: first, an imaginary line is drawn
through the digit so that the total of the horizontal distances from all digit
pixels to this line is minimized in a least-squares sense. The imaginary line can
be described by x = ay + b, where x and y are the horizontal and vertical
pixel index, respectively, and a and b are line parameters. Then a side slip is
performed: the pixels that form the digit are horizontally shifted to the left or to
the right, while keeping their positions relative to the imaginary line constant.
This is done in such a way that the imaginary line becomes vertical, with the
digit effectively in an upright position. In formula: xnew = xold − ay for every
pixel, resulting in the new line x = b. If the slant is removed by rotation, the
recognition problem is likely to become more difficult, due to increased variation
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Fig. 2. Two examples of deskewing: (a) and (d): left and right leaning digits, resp.;
(b) and (e): deskewed by side slip; (c) and (f): deskewed by rotation

among numerals from the same category. This may become clear by looking at
Figs. 2c and 2f.

Thinning To overcome problems related to differences in the line thickness
of the written characters, the digit images are thinned to a thickness of one
pixel. This can lead to undesired side-effects, such as spurs, as can be seen from
Fig. 3b. To correct for this, one can remove spur lines of up to a certain length
from the resulting thinned image (Fig. 3c). A negative side-effect of this pruning
process is that end-lines that are actually part of the digit are shortened. The
length of these digit parts is usually still long enough for correct recognition of
the digit, so that the benefits of the thinning process far outweigh the negative
sides. Algorithms exist that try to correct for this ; however, the need for pruning
can be avoided by smoothing the handwritten digit image before thinning, as
seen in Figs. 3d and 3e. Moreover, this method results in an overall smoother
thinned image.

Resizing Differences in digit size are due to different image resolutions and
handwriting styles. To minimize the effect of these differences, all digits are
resampled/rescaled to the same size in pixels, before being fed to the recognizer.

Smoothing Some acquisition methods may cause small artifacts on the digit’s
edges. These are removed by a smoothing operation. Some preprocessing tech-
niques, including deskewing and resizing, may cause similar artifacts, so smooth-
ing may be useful between several stages of the preprocessing. Effective smooth-
ing can be accomplished by filling tiny gaps in both the foreground and the
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Fig. 3. Sequence a-b-c shows the thinning and pruning process; sequence a-d-e shows
an alternative: smoothing and thinning without pruning

(a) a gap in the black background (b) not a gap

Fig. 4. Illustration of how 5 can be significantly more than 3 but 6 not significantly
more than 2 (see Sect. 3.1, Smoothing)

background. Filling a gap is nothing more than changing the foreground color of
a gap pixel to the background color or vice versa. Tiny gaps in the foreground
are background pixels with significantly more neighboring foreground pixels than
neighboring background pixels. Tiny gaps in the background are defined in a sim-
ilar way and can in fact also be seen as tiny foreground protrusions. The term
“significantly more” cannot be defined as a simple number, but depends on the
layout of the pixel neighborhood. For example, in the layout of Fig. 4a, 5 is
significantly more than 3 and the central pixel can be safely smoothed away,
whereas in the layout of Fig. 4b, 6 is not significantly more than 2 as the cen-
tral foreground pixel cannot be smoothed away without breaking the foreground
connectivity.

4 Network Configurations

4.1 Two NNs in Series

In this setup, one Kohonen map is trained with digit fragments, and another is
trained with the ordering information in the trained first map. The idea is that
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particular combinations of digit fragments are characteristic for a particular
digit class; the first network identifies fragments, i.e., not digits, and the second
network identifies combinations of fragments, i.e., digits. The second network
will need to be labeled in order to be able to classify unknown digits. The first
network remains unlabeled. Suppose the digit fragments are M ×M pixels in
size, then the first network (say N ×N neurons), will have M ×M inputs, being
the pixel values of the digit fragments, meaning that the vectors stored in the
neurons have a length of M ×M . The second network will then have N × N
inputs, one for every neuron in the first network. Per digit, for every neuron in
the first network is recorded for how many digit fragments that neuron was the
winning neuron. These totals are input to the second network.

4.2 Template Matching Instead of NNs

Another method for the recognition is to create a template for each digit and to
compare unknown digits to these templates to find out which template matches
closest. One way of creating such templates is by calculating an average digit
from an example set for each digit class.

4.3 Ten NNs in Parallel

In this setup, ten networks are trained for one digit class each. Thus, the net-
works are pre-labeled. They are trained with digit fragments (as before without
location information). For the recognition stage, several methods are available,
two of which are discussed below. In the special case that the networks consist of
only one neuron each and the digit fragments actually contain the whole digit,
this method is similar to the template matching method of Sect. 4.2 with the
difference lying therein that creating the templates is now realized by training
the networks, rather than calculating the average digits directly.

Minimum Distance Classification For classifying an unknown digit, (frag-
ments of) that digit are offered to all ten networks, and per network the (Eu-
clidian) distances between the winning neurons and the fragments are totaled
over all fragments. Then, the label of the network with the smallest total dis-
tance gives the class of the unknown digit. In general, all ten networks will have
equal numbers of neurons. If this is not the case, the total Euclidian distance is
divided by the number of neurons to find the network with the smallest average
distance.

Label Classification With label classification, (fragments of) the unknown
digit are also offered to all ten networks, but now we are only interested in
which network has the winning neuron with the smallest distance to a fragment,
measured over all networks. This network is then called the winning network
for that fragment. Finally, the label of the most frequently winning network,
measured over all fragments, gives the class of the unknown digit.
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4.4 Fragmented Digits vs. Whole Digits

Digit Fragments The idea to use fragments of digits rather than the whole
digits, originates from the idea that for a specific digit class, digits as a whole
show more variation than individual fragments that are characteristic for that
class. When using fragments however, a decision needs to be made whether to
include any position information or not. For the purpose of demonstrating the
working of a Kohonen self-organizing map, the organization of the fragments is
expected to be easier to understand if positional information is left out.

Whole Digits When using whole digits as inputs to the networks, what actually
happens depends on the training method and the network architecture. With ten
small networks, the networks basically store representative examples of the digits
during the training stage. These are derived from the example set, although the
stored examples are usually not present in the example set themselves, as the
network tries to store generalizations of the example digits it receives at its
inputs. The networks are pre-labeled and only trained with examples from their
respective digit classes.

With one large network, all ten classes of digits are offered to the network
during the training stage. The network will then store representative examples
of all digits. Depending on the actual size of the network, more complicated
numerals or numerals that can appear in several distinctive forms may cause
the network to store more examples of that digit class than of another, simpler,
class (e.g., consider the class “2”, which can be written in very different ways,
and the class “0”, which most people write in much more similar ways, as can
also be seen in Fig. 5).

5 Results

As the goal was a reasonably well working handwritten digit recognizer for
demonstration purposes, and due to very limited time constraints, only a small
number of experiments have been conducted to enable comparison between the
various configurations. An existing set of handwritten digits with 25 digits per
class was used. This set, shown in Fig. 5, was split into a training set of 15(×10)
examples and a test set of 10(×10) examples. Previous research ([5] and others)
had yielded a maximum 92% correct classification score (percentage correctly
recognized digits) on the same test set. Using digit parts, this number now in-
creased to 98% (see Table 1), which was considered sufficient for use in a demon-
stration. In these experiments, one network was used for each digit class, in total
10 networks. The size of the networks was the same for all 10 networks: 5×5 and
7×7 in two series of experiments. The size of the digits after preprocessing varied
between 5×5 and 50×50 pixels and the size of the digit fragments varied between
3×3 and 25×25 pixels. Some results are shown in Table 1. In this table, the best
classification results over a range of fragment sizes are shown for a selection of
digit sizes, using minimum distance classification (as described in Sect. 4.3).
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Fig. 5. Set of handwritten digits used for training (top) and testing (bottom)

A few experiments were conducted using whole digits rather than fragments.
Results of these experiments are shown in Table 2. Per digit class one net-
work was used, and classification was done by minimum distance as described
in Sect. 4.3. Shown are the performances (on the test set) per digit size for two
network sizes. The results are worse than in the experiments with fragmented
digits, but strong conclusions cannot be drawn due to the limited number of
experiments.

6 Digit Recognizing Demonstration

A continuous presentation has been installed at the Da Vinci Techno Activity
Center in Enschede, the Netherlands, where visiting children and adults can
learn more about technology. The presentation consists of a slide show explaining
the whole Kohonen system of learning and recognizing, and a writing pad with
display where visitors can write a digit and see the NN outcome. This NN is
the same one that scored best in the experiments: 98% correct recognition rate,
see Table 1. In the slide show, a set of unclassified digit fragments is shown
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Table 1. Results of experiments with fragmented digits

network digit size [pixels]
size 5×5 10×10 15×15 20×20 25×25
5×5 73% 93% 98% 94% 93%
7×7 73% 90% 92% 86% 82%

Table 2. Results of experiments with whole digits

network digit size [pixels]
size 5×5 10×10 15×15 20×20 25×25
5×5 63% 82% 91% 92% 93%
7×7 70% 83% 92% (not used)

to give people also a chance to determine what digit the fragments come from.
The whole presentation was part of “NeuroFuzzyRoute in the Euregio,” an
exposition in the framework of the world exposition EXPO2000 in Hannover.

Unfortunately, the digits written by visitors of the techno activity center have
not been recorded, nor is anything known about the recognition rate. However,
visitors have reacted enthusiastically to the hands-on demonstration.

7 Conclusions

This paper shows that a Kohonen self-organizing map can be used to recognize
digits when given those digits in fragments without positional information. The
Kohonen self-organizing map and the handwritten digit recognition have also
proven to be a good neural network architecture and application for the purpose
of introducing and demonstrating neural networks to the general public.
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Abstract. Conventional neural networks work by changing the synaptical 
weights between their neurons. New neural nets (NNN) are presented, using the 
recording of temporal sequences of activity, generated by various patterns in 
chains of neurons, to store and reproduce those patterns. In a biological 
hypothesis, recording of temporal sequences of activity could be done by 
nucleic acids, each base triplet encoding a certain degree of activity. The 
specific properties of nucleic acids would enable those systems to perform an 
associative data processing. Hybridization-processes will select memory-strings 
with similar sequences, using the high affinity between homologous 
complementary strings. Using selected homologous memory-strings, the neural 
chain is able to give an associative „answer“ to a presented pattern. Many 
neural chains, working together, will form a NNN. To demonstrate their 
potential, the results of a preliminary study are shown, concerning the 
occurence and  treatment of aphasic symptoms in NNN after a network-lesion. 

1 Introduction 

New neural networks (NNN) work on a new principle (firstly described by Fink[1] for 
the storing and reproduction of patterns in acoustics). They use the recording of 
temporal sequences of activity in neural chains to store, compare and reproduce 
patterns of activity in neural chains. Many neural chains work together, forming a 
NNN. This paper consists of two main parts: First, the functional principle of NNN is 
explained. In the second part the results of a little study are shown, the NNN working 
as pattern-associator, in which aphasic symptoms occur after an extended lesion of the 
net, the post-lesional performance of the net being improved by new learning under 
various conditions.  

2 Functional Principle 

2.1 Basic Units and Procedures 

NNN consist of chains of n neurons. Recurrent connections connect the neurons of 
each chain. The neurons of each neural chain shall be numbered 1-n, they work 
synchronously. For purpose of learning, all neurons will give their activity 
centripetally towards neuron 1 to their next-neighboured neuron. Iterating this 
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procedure, the original pattern of activity will wander step by step along the neural 
chain in direction to neuron 1. Neuron 1 is working as the memory neuron of the 
chain. It first records at the beginning its own original state of activity, then the 
sequence of activity, it will receive from the other neurons. After n iterations of this 
procedure, neuron 1 will have got a complete record of the original activity-pattern. 
Recording will be done in computer-simulations quite easily, forming an according 
string of values.  

For pattern reproduction, the connections of the neurons, used for learning, are 
inhibited, the system now working centrifugally, activity transported towards neuron 
n. Neuron 1 will select a memory-string, transduce its sequence (beginning at the end 
of the string; „last in, first out“) into the according sequence of activity, which it will 
send step by step to neuron 2. In perfect reversal of the learning procedure, the 
original pattern of activity will exactly arise in the neural chain again, without any 
loss of information.  

The memory-neuron will be able to perform associative data- or pattern–
processing. 

If a pattern A will be presented to the neural chain, an according memory-string A 
will be produced. Neuron 1 will compare this actual memory-string A to any other 
memory-strings, formed („learned“) earlier. The memory-string X of the long-term 
memory, showing the least differences to string A will be chosen, the associated 
pattern X reconstructed in the neural chain. By such a working cycle, the neural chain 
will be able to give an associative answer to a presented starting pattern. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the process of associative completion of a presented pattern 
by a short neural chain of four neurons. 

2.2 The Neural Net 

Many neural chains may form a NNN: They cover the surface of the NNN, obeying 
specific rules of distribution. Such a rule may be a random-distribution as in the 
study, shown below, it might also be a specific mathematical function, for example a 
fractal function like the squaring of complex numbers[2]. 

The NNN consists of many neural columns. Several neurons, belonging to 
different neural chains, are accorded, due to their localization in the net, to a certain 
neural column. At the beginning, all neurons of a neural column show the same state 
of activity, reflecting the activity of the entire column. After the process of producing 
memory-strings in all neural chains, comparing them to the strings of the long-term 
memory and chosing those to produce a senseful pattern in each neural chain, the 
neurons of a neural column show different states of activity, because each neural 
chain will decide autonomously between the possible patterns and they might come to 
different decisions. Each neural chain is making thus a proposal, a hypothesis, about 
the most sensible pattern to the net. These proposals will then be „discussed“ within 
the neural column. The neural columns decide according to certain rules, which state 
of activity they will represent as a consequence of the activity of their particular 
neurons. One rule might be the majority decision: A neural column will be set active 
at the end of a working cycle, if the majority of its neurons will be active. Another 
rule might set a column active, if any of its neurons will be. The degree of freedom of 
association between the patterns may be regulated by those rules, depending on the 
tasks, the neural net is applied to perform. 
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Fig. 1. (From above to below:) Learning of two patterns A and B (Forming according 
intracellular memory-strings by neuron 1). A new pattern C is presented, the according 
memory-string C will be compared with string A and B. String A shows the most homologous 
sequence(differing at only one position), so it will be selected for pattern reconstruction in the 
neural chain, pattern A representing the associative answer of the neural chain to pattern C.  

Exercise of certain patterns could be represented by multiplying the according 
memory-strings, improving their chance to be selected in the associative process. 
Memory-strings, which proved to be unuseful could be eliminated. The value of an 
emotional rating could also be generally attached to a memory-string, supporting the 
memory- neuron in its task to select the most sensible and useful string. 

2.3 The Biological Hypothesis 

In biological systems, the recording of temporal sequences of activity in neural chains 
or neural circuits could be done hypothetically by forming a molecular string, for 
example a string of a nucleic-acid, in which each base triplet would encode a certain 
degree of activity. These nucleic-acid-strings, or even better their complementary 
strings, work as memory-strings, representing the intracellular long-term memory. 
They could easily be stored in biological neurons and be used to reproduce the 
according patterns in the neural chain any time later. 

Comparison of different memory-strings in the process of developping an 
associative answer of the neural chain to an actual pattern could be done very 
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elegantly by detecting the memory-string with the most homologous sequence, using 
the high affinity of homologous complementary strings of nucleic acids. The 
complementary, best fitting string will be choosen to reproduce its according pattern. 

Of course, this whole process is very hypothetical, but all means, neurons need to 
perform, are not far from being achievable. We know about neural circuits[3] with 
recurrent connections[4], transformation of extra- into intracellular signals, the 
involvement of the genetic apparatus of the cells into this signal pathway. 
Consolidation of long-term memory needs gene-expression, the signal-pathway 
leading directly from the cell-membrane into the nucleus, mediated by waves of 
Calcium-cascades wandering along the endoplasmatic reticulum, finally interacting 
with the Desoxyribo-Nucleic-Acid (DNA) by CREB-Proteins (cAMP-responsive-
element-binding-proteins)[5]. We know, that wide parts of the DNA of the cells do 
not determine sequences of proteins. Might these parts work as „songbook“, 
providing the possible rhythms of activity of neurons or neural chains? At least in 
simple organisms we could imagine the limited ways to react to sensory-inputs might 
be determined by the sequence of the DNA, treasuring well adapted possible rhythms, 
others having been eliminated during the course of the evolution. This model could 
explain the observation of inherited behavioural reactions[6,7]. An experimentum 
crucis might be, whether various sequences of nucleic-acids may cause different 
rhythms of neural activity. 

3 A Preliminary Study 

To test the practical applicability of those networks, a short study could be useful. It 
has been designed to show, how NNN will react to extended lesions and if such tests 
could work as a model for the occurence and possible treatments of aphasic symptoms 
in patients, suffering an ischemic stroke or another lesion of speech-relevant areas of 
the brain. 

3.1 Methods and Materials: 

The quadratic net is covered by  100x100 neural columns. 32200 neurons form 4600 
neural chains, each consisting of 7 neurons. These neurons are randomly distributed 
over the neural net. After the randomization, 0 to n, in average about 3 neurons 
belong to each neural column. For better visualization of  the data processing, the net 
is divided into two parts, an input-(consisting of 7000 neural columns) and an output-
region (containing 3000 neural columns)(Figure 2).  

One working cycle of the net consists of a)presentation of a pattern, b) producing 
the according memory-string, c) choosing the most homologous string, learnt earlier, 
d) reproduction of an associative pattern, using the choosen memory-string, e) 
decision of each neural column, whether it will be set active on base of the state of 
activity of their neurons.  

The final pattern will be taken as starting pattern of the next working cycle, until 
the fifth working cycle will be finished. Then the reaction of the net will be measured 
by the number of active neural columns in the different areas of the output-region of 
the net. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of the network.Left: 2 neural chains are shown exemplarily (random- 
distribution of the 7 neurons of each chain). Right: division of the net into two parts: the input-
region (upper part) and the output-region, in which 6 signal bars are correlated to the six 
starting patterns, illustrating the decision of the net between the patterns. 

Six different signs are presented to the input region, associated with specific 
signal-bars in the output-region. (The signal-bars (each consisting of 500 neural 
columns) allow to measure the „answer“ of the net under various conditions, if any 
pattern is presented to the input region).  

 

 

Fig. 3. 6 starting patterns, (signs in the input region correlated with the according signal bar in 
the output-region). (Active neural columns indicated by black colour, scale reduced). 

As base of the long-term memory, the according memory-strings are produced. 
Then several experiments, investigating the reaction of the network under various 
conditions are performed: 
1) The six different signs are presented to the input-region, combined with the 

associated signal bars in the output-region.  
2) The six different signs are presented only to the input-region. The net produces 

according memory-strings and compares them with the stored strings. After the 
reproduction of the patterns, according to the selected strings, the activities in the 
signal bars show, to which degree the presented pattern is correctly recognized by 
the net. 

3) The patterns are presented to the net in the same form like in experiment 2, but 
incompletely. A large elliptic region(2131 neural columns) in the middle of the 
input-region will show no activity at the beginning. The neural network is intact.  

4) A lesion is produced: The neurons of the elliptic region of experiment 3 are set 
out of order. The reaction of the net after this lesion is studied, the patterns are 
presented as in experiment 3. 
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5) First, the learning procedure of experiment 1 is repeated, now under the condition 
of the lesioned net. The according memory- strings are available to the long-term 
memory of the memory-neurons. After this learning procedure, experiment 4 is 
done again. 

6) Like in experiment 5, the six signs are learnt again like in experiment 1 and 5, in 
this case each sign combined with an additional pattern in the input-region. 
Afterwards, the input-part of these combined patterns is presented to the network, 
which is furtherly lesioned as in experiments 4 and 5. 

3.2 Results  

The activity of the neural columns, belonging to the separated regions of the different 
signal bars, enables us to measure and visualize the performance of the net in the 
course of the various experiments very satisfyingly. The six different signs, some of 
them being quite similar, are very well recognized and reproduced by the intact net, 
even if they are presented incompletely.  
 
 

 

Fig. 4. completion of a pattern, presented incompletely. Correct activation of the neurons of the 
according signal-region. 

 
A severe loss of performance we observe after the extended lesion in experiment 4-6. 

Most neural chains are affected by the lesion, because the lesion concerns about 
one fifth of the whole net. The neural chains are interrupted at various positions. The 
memory-strings, produced under these conditions, differ from the strings, associated 
to the same patterns in the intact net. Therefore wrong patterns are associated to the 
presented patterns. The result is a paraphasia, as we know from people with aphasia, 
having suffered an apoplectic insult. 

Experiments 5-6 will simulate to some degree the treatment of the aphasia by 
logopedia. Under the condition of the lesioned net, the original learning is repeated. 
By this new learning after the lesion, the paraphasia is minimalized. This, because the 
memory-strings reflect now again the correct association of signs in the input-region 
with the corresponding signal-bars in the output-region under the conditions of the 
lesioned net. The performance will not reach the richness of activity of the intact net 
again, but the recognition of patterns will be improved, being correct in most cases.  
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Fig. 5. Memory strings produced by the intact net (left) and by the lesioned net (right). The 
memory-strings are shown for the six patterns (lines), for the first 20 neural chains(rows). We 
may see the remarkable loss of activity, encoded after the lesion. The neural chains,(which 
cannot know,that there had been a lesion),necessarily will accord those strings to wrong 
patterns, because such strings would encode for quite different input-patterns in the intact net.   

Fig. 6. Occurence of Paraphasia, caused by the lesion (grey elliptical region) of the net. The 
neural chains decide in their majority, that the input pattern, presented to the input region would 
be just a blank field (104 neural columns set active in the corresponding signal-region). The 
memory-strings show so little activity, that they would be produced in an intact net by minimal 
sensory input. Therefore the decision of the neural chains is reasonable but paraphasic. 

An additional remarkable improvement of the performance of the net may be 
achieved by combining additional specific patterns to the original patterns in the input 
region. More neurons of the input region will now participate in the process of 
differentiation. The memory-strings show more structures, which enable the memory-
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neurons to differentiate to a wider extent between the different strings. In logopedic 
therapy we know a similar procedure as cued memory, associating words or phonems 
with additional visual or auditive stimuli. 

 

Fig. 7. Repeating the experiment, shown in figure 8 after new learning of the patterns by the 
lesioned net. There is still little activity(most neural chains severely damaged), but the decision 
of the net is correct again. 

Fig. 8. Example, simulating cued memory: The lesioned net will learn the patterns again, now 
combined with additional specific patterns in formerly not used parts of the input-region. The 
performance of the net is furtherly improved by this technique. 

4 Conclusions 

The presented neural nets work on a new base. They use the temporal sequences of 
activity in neural chains to produce corresponding memory-strings „intracellularly“ in 
the memory-neurons of the chains. These strings represent the long-term memory. 
Comparison of the sequences of the memory-strings will enable the neural chains to 
produce sensible answers to any presented patterns. In the network, the neurons of 
each neural column will „discuss“ these proposals, determining, for instance by rule 
of majority, the resulting activity of each neural column. Several iterations of this 
working cycle will lead to the final associative answer of the entire net to a presented 
pattern. The combined action of all neural chains in a self organizing process will 
enable these neural nets to perform all tasks, conventional neural nets are able to do. 
The performance of the net is demonstrating some advantages of this new kind of 
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neural networks: The learning of patterns will be done at only one presentation, the 
structures of the chains and the whole net remain unchanged by the learning process. 
At least on the level of the neural chains, several learned patterns will not interfere in 
pattern reproduction. If a memory-string is selected, the accorded pattern will be 
reconstructed perfectly in the neural chain, whereas in conventional neural networks, 
the other patterns are activated to some degree too, with the need to develop 
sophisticated inhibitory techniques to minimalize this principal effect in neural nets, 
encoding patterns by changing synaptical weights. These new neural nets learn and 
reproduce patterns without any changing of synaptical weights.  

Fig. 9. Diagram, showing the results of different experiments. Each time pattern „B“ is 
presented, showing the correct recognization by the intact net in case of complete or incomplete 
presentation to the input-region(two sets at the left), occurence of paraphasia caused by the 
lesion of the net (middle), paraphasia disappearing after new learning under the conditions of 
the lesioned network, further improvement by the technique of cued memory(right data-set).  

They are easy to handle, fast, and offer some concise advantages to conventional 
neural nets. Hypothetically they may be of biological relevance. Further studies may 
improve our understanding of the different ways, neural nets may use to perform data-
processing. 
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Abstract. General idea of the paper is comparison of different reasoning
methods, which may be used in some types of fuzzy models. Different
triangular norms and defuzzification methods were used. It is shown
that many reasoning methods give similar results. However, many of
them are not very reasonable. Some simple theorems about functions
approximated by models are presented. Special attention is applied to
modeling of physical processes. Examples of models used in reality are
presented. Some of them are build as modifications of Takagi-Sugeno
model introduced earlier by author.

1 Introduction

There are many classes of fuzzy models. One of possible classification was given
by Pedrycz [10]. He arranged model categories in order of an increased level of
structural dependencies. The least structured category appears first on the list

– tabular representations
– fuzzy grammars
– fuzzy relational equations
– fuzzy neural networks
– rule based models
– local regression models
– fuzzy regression models

In the paper, analyze of this categories is performed from point of view of possi-
ble applications in modeling of physical processes. Fuzzy grammar [9] models are
used for describing time series and signal classifiers. Fuzzy relational equation
models were largely studying by Pedrycz, Nola, Hirota, and some others mainly
from theoretical point of view. It seems that these models are good for system
identification. Tabular, rule based, and local regression models are studying in
the paper. Most popular reasoning: Mamdani [8], Larsen [7], Tsukamoto [13],
and Takagi-Sugeno [12] are considered. Special attention is applied to inference
methods used during approximate reasoning to obtain good results. General-
ized Mamdani and generalized Larsen reasoning are used with different triangu-
lar norms and some other operations. Comparison of results obtained for some
models of physical processes are presented.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 782–790, 2001.
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2 Description of Models

2.1 Tabular Models

Tabular model has a form of a table, where basic relations between linguistic
labels of inputs and outputs are presented. Relations describing dynamics of sin-
gle input single output (SISO) system of first order may be presented as a single
table. Rows and colons denote linguistic values of input and derivative of input.
In the table are placed linguistic values of output. The model is very popular
in fuzzy modeling and control. It may presents, for example, fuzzy controller of
proportional-derivative (PD) type.

Tabular model may be suitable for physical processes, especially when we
have no much information about process behavior. Example, steam boiler may be
described by quantity of supplied water and fuel, temperature and pressure inside
of boiler and quantity of outgoing steam. Using linguistic values small, medium,
large, low, medium, high steady-state behavior of boiler may be described. But
good description of dynamics requires knowledge about time constant and may
be other parameters, so requires analytical description of process. Tabular model
is suitable also for simple discrete systems.

Some theoretical and practical results obtained in fuzzy control area [2] [3],
and examples presented in the paper show that general Mamdani reasoning,
where operations minimum and maximum were replaced by different triangular
t-norms and s-norms, is good for this type of model. Moreover, for different tri-
angular norms the results are similar, so it is not very important what pair of
norms is used during reasoning. Also the results are identical if rules are used in
aggregated form or not. Consider now a simple example of a function y = f(x)
with saturation describing by seven rules
R1: if x is PL then y is PL
R2: if x is PM then y is PM
R3: if x is PS then y is PS
R4: if x is ZE then y is ZE
and symmetrically for negative values. If Mamdani, Larsen, Tsukamoto or Takagi-
Sugeno model is used then rule weights equals to membership value µ{.}(x) of
x for respective set {.}. Height, areas, and gravity defuzzification methods are
weighted means

y =
∑

i yi wi∑
i wi

(1)

Also Tsukamoto model use weighted mean. Suppose that membership func-
tions µ{.}(x) have symmetrical triangular shape with trapezes at the end of
universum [-10,10]. Thus, membership is linear function µ{.}(x) = aix + bi
where ai, bi are constant in some regions. If height defuzzification method is
used then values yi are independent on weight wi, except trapezes. So, y =∑
yi(aix+ bi)/

∑
(aix+ bi). Similar situation is observed for Larsen model. The

results are presented in the Fig. 1. Generally, a theorem may be easy proofed.
Theorem 1
Suppose that membership functions are symmetric and described in different
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regions by polynomials of n-th order. If Mamdani or Larsen models are used
with height defuzzification method then models are described piecewise by ratio-
nal functions

y =
anx

n + an−1x
n−1 + . . .+ a0

bnxn + bn−1xn−1 + . . .+ b0
(2)

Now, consider Tsukamoto method. Let similarly µ{.}(x) = aix + bi. Functions

Fig. 1. Mamdani model with height defuzzification, logic (left), Yager (right) opera-
tions

µ{.}(y) = ci | y | and values yi = µ{.}−1(wi) = wi/ci. So, y = [
∑

(aix +
bi)2/ci]/

∑
(aix+ bi). Generally, one obtains theorem.

Fig. 2. Mamdani (left) and Larsen (right) models with area defuzzification and logic
operations

Theorem 2
If membership functions are symmetric and described in different regions by poly-
nomials of n-th order and Tsukamoto model is used then model is described
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piecewise by rational functions

y =
anx

2n+ a2n−1x
n−1 + . . .+ a0

bnxn + bn−1xn−1 + . . .+ b0
(3)

Finally, consider Mamdani and Larsen models with areas and gravity methods.
For symmetrical triangular shapes values yi are constant but areas Si depend
on the weights wi in square Si = A(1 − wi/2)wi . Thus, for areas method
y =

∑
Siwi/

∑
Si =

∑
Ayi(aix+bi)[1− (aix+bi)2/2]/

∑
A(aix+bi)[1− (aix+

bi)2/2]. General dependence is more complicated. An example is presented in
the Fig. 2. Two other examples of Mamdani and Tsukamoto models are shown
in the Fig. 3. Comparison of models with Mamdani, Larsen and Tsukamoto

Fig. 3. Mamdani model with gravity defuzzification (left) and Tsukamoto model (right)
both with algebraic operations

reasoning with different triangular norms and defuzzification methods shows that
choice of triangular norm has no big influence on the result, curves obtained are
very similar. Grater influence has defuzzification method, especially when height
method is compared with areas and gravity. Mamdani and Larsen models give
similar results. Tsukamoto model is different.

Some interesting results concerning equivalence of approximated reasoning
using different interpretation of fuzzy if-then rules and aggregation problem are
presented in [6].

Sometimes one uses Wang model. It was proofed, (Wang theorem [14]) that
any continuous function may be exactly approximated by fuzzy tabular model
with gaussian membership functions for input and consequences. Gaussian func-
tions are not very convenient to use and may have nothing common with physical
process behavior.

If we have some knowledge about functional relations between process vari-
ables it is better to use Takagi Sugeno model.
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2.2 Rule-based Models

This type of models is the most popular. This approach to modeling seems more
general. The rules may contain heterogeneous form, and different statements
Rules can be graduated by word quantifiers. Complex analyze is impossible,
because of possible system and rules diversity.

It seems that rule based models are good for situations where non numerical
values are expected as decision or model output, example possibility that output
take some linguistic value. It may describe some sociological, medical and other
decision problems.

An example of model supporting human decision for personnel selection in
tourist agency is presented below. Suppose that chief of agency looks for a can-
didate, which can work as a guide. The candidate ought to:

– known at least two languages among English, French, German, Spain in very
high level

– known history and geography of a region in high level
– know-how to use telefax, xserox, computer
– have pleasant sight at least in satisfactory level
– be responsible and patient in high level
– be able to resolve unexpected problems at least in medium level
– ................

Let the candidate fulfill each feature with some level. For example he has a
note from an exam or something like this. There are several candidates. Who is
the best? Any numerical value of the candidate feature can be treated as fuzzy
number with membership µC(x). Any requirement can be described by fuzzy
set with membership µR(x). Overlapping membership functions it is possible to
find level l = max{min[µC(x), µR(x)]} of feature satisfaction. Finding weighted
sum

∑
wili, where wi are weight of i− th feature choused before, it is possible

to find the best candidate. Other good solution is put l = max[µC(x)µR(x)].

2.3 Local Regression Models

This models are the best if we have some, may be not exact, mathematical de-
scription for physical process. However, the model can be used also without this
knowledge. Takagi-Sugeno model may be considered under some conditions [15]
as universal approximator. Very popular is Takagi-Sugeno-Kang model (TSK)
[11] use linear functions as local approximations. Author experience shown that
using other than linear functions, example polynomials of second order, with-
out real knowledge of local system behavior, not gives better approximation.
Contrary, the results can be considered as bad, i.e. not justified by any reason.
Modification of TSK model
The TSK model may describe sufficiently well any continuouse function y =
f(x1, x2, ..., xn). However, the model has one very important inconvenience. Sup-
pose that model describe a function y = f(x) and is composed with two rules
if x is Small then y = a1x+ b1
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if x is Large then y = a2x+ b2
If conventional triangular or trapezoidal functions are use for membership func-
tions of fuzzy sets of x, here for Large and Small, see Fig. 4 (left), then non
expected effect arise, see Fig. 4 (right) and 5, and [1]. In intermediate region
parabolic distortion appears. Thus, the model is worth than conventional crisp
model with two linear functions and two separated regions. Of course, it is pos-

Fig. 4. Membership functions for x (left), TSK model and chord (right)

sible use conventional spline convolution model for better approximation, but it
is complicated. Author proposed in [4] some simple modification of TSK model
which can avoid inconvenience of TSK model. Suppose that we have some exper-
imental data forming two straight lines with different slopes and an intermediate
region. TSK model gives function g(x). Two lines in separate regions may be
joined directly in intermediate region by chord line c(x), but this solution is not
very good. However, is is possible find better solution. In intermediate region
the weighted mean

u(x) =
g(x) + λc(x)

1 + λ
(4)

can be taken as model value, where λ is a constant choosed experimentally for
good approximation of the data. The result is shown in the Fig. 5. The data
represent strange effect of optical property relaxation observed in chalkogenide
viteouse semiconductor glasses after gamma irradiation [5].

Very interesting property of Takagi-Sugeno model is possibility of knowledge
discovering. If mathematical description of some phenomena is known, building
this model for unknown process we may verify what phenomena are observed
in this process. Presented example shown that two effects are discovered using
model built for relaxation process of optical properties in chalcogenides. After
gamma irradiation along the time T elapse transparency of semiconductor glass
changes in accordance with two different lows. Membership functions of the
model give appropriate regions for the lows.

2.4 Fuzzy Regression Models

Sometimes it is not possible to introduce in the model all variables, which have
influence on physical process. Simply, these variables are not measured or are not
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Fig. 5. TSK model without modification (left) and after modification(right)

possible to measure. However, the model must take often in consideration influ-
ence of these variables. An example of such situation may be sintering process. It
depends on actual total mass of details in the furnace, ambient temperature not
possible to preview many days before etc. Reasonable solution is to build fuzzy
regression model where conclusion is a fuzzy number or fuzzy function or/and to
build fuzzy-probability model where conclusion is random variable or function.
In this way additional uncertainty may be introduced.

Numerical considerations concerning inference method are limited to an ex-
ample of model of sintering process. Different components, as Cu, MnS, C
(graphite), StZn are added to iron powder. Exact description of physical and
chemical changes during sintering is unknown, because of their complexity. Thus,
mathematical model can not be built. Main task of model was preview geomet-
rical changes of detail dimensions after sintering process, taking in consideration
proportion of powder components, temperature in sintering zone of the furnace,
velocity of tape transporting details in the furnace, and initial density of pressed
powder. It was impossible to gathered data in special way. Production process
can not be interrupted. However, some specimens with different components were
prepared and put in the furnace together with produced details. Thus, some data
for the model were very difficult to compare, and results were sometimes dis-
crepant. First, rule-based model was built. Mamdani and Larsen methods are
compared. After, modified Takagi Sugeno model is proposed and accepted. The
rules have form
if Cu is S and C is S then ∆h = f1(Cu , C , σ1)
if Cu is S and C is M then ∆h = f2(Cu , C , σ2)
...................................
if StZn is S then ∆h = f10 (StZn , σ10)
...................................
if Temp is L and Time is L then ∆h = f17 (Temp , T ime , σ17)
where ∆h describes changes of any parameter, example the height of detail, vari-
ables Cu, C , StZn, ... contents of the powder components, and variables Temp,
Time the temperature and time in sintering zone of the furnace. Variables σi
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have a special task. Functions fi are fuzzy functions. Its values are fuzzy num-
bers with trapezoidal shapes of membership functions. Value σi desribe width
of trapezes, so it describe uncertainty. It is approximate model of the process.
Any rule may be considered as multidimensional cloud with different density.
Example of this fuzzy surface is presented in the Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Example of fuzzy surface for rule 1. Stars represent center value of fuzzy num-
bers, points minimal and maximal values

3 Conclusion

Physical processes may be modeled in two ways depending on knowledge of
mathematical relations between process variables. Without any knowledge, rule-
based fuzzy Mamdani and Larsen models or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy regres-
sion model with linear functions can be build. In many types of models Mamdani
reasoning with logic operation (minimum and maximum) is used. Author expe-
rience shows that also other triangular norms, ex. algebraic operations, can be
used with success. However, many operations give similar results. In the paper
only a few examples are presented, but author have tried many other triangular
norms. Larsen reasoning is underestimated. It gives also good results and often
is easier in numerical applications then Mamdani. If we have some knowledge
in the form of functional dependencies for relations between variables, we may
use these functions as conclusions in some rules in Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy regres-
sion model. Theoretically it is the best solution in this case, but practically it is
difficult to find the best shape of membership functions, so estimation of model
parameters is complicated. If standard triangular or trapezoidal shape for mem-
bership functions is used then strange effect arises in intermediate regions, shown
as example presented in the paper. Therefore, author proposed new solution for
Takagi-Sugeno model. In intermediate region weighted mean of standard model
and chord joining ends of intermediate region is introduced.
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Abstract. Learning fuzzy rule-based systems can lead to very useful 
descriptions of several problems. Many different alternative descriptions 
can be generated. In many cases, a simple rule base similar to rule bases 
designed by humans are preferable since it has a higher possibility of 
being valid in unforseen cases. Thus, the main idea of this paper is to 
define a minimal cost function and to generate minimal knowledge bases. 
Furthermore, this paper shows similarities between the generation of 
fuzzy systems and the generation of boolean functions on the base of 
minimal cost functions and it proposes criteria to learn human reasoning 
fuzzy rules. 

1 Introduction 

f i z z y  control plays a major role in control theory of the past decade. It is based 
on fuzzy reasoning which imitates human reasoning procedures by using fuzzy 
linguistic variables, fuzzy sets, fuzzy modus ponens and e.g. the compositional 
rule of inference. On one hand fuzzy systems are designed by experts. On the 
other a lot of scientists try t o  generate fuzzy systems i.e. fuzzy sets and/or fuzzy 
rules on the base of 110 data with e.g. neural networks, genetic algorithms or 
self-made algorithms [l-31. This is the functional approach to fuzzy systems. 
The main advantage of these approaches is the improved I /O behavior com- 
pared to fuzzy systems designed by experts. The drawback of these functional 
approaches is the limited usability as an  approximation of the human reasoning 
procedure. To overcome this problem Cheong et. a1 [4,5] use very simple sys- 
tems (triangular membership functions, 50% overlap of the membership func- 
tions) to generate interpretable fuzzy rules. This paper presents some remarks on 
the combination of functional approaches e.g. genetic algorithms together with 
fuzzy reasoning systems for fuzzy control. Besides the I /O behavior, this paper 
explains so called structural parameters [6] and the usage of this parameters in 
functional approaches. One of the parameters is the fuzzy rule based entropy 
and some operations are "similarity", 'Luniversality" and 'Lsingularity'l of mem- 
bership functions. Paying attention to  these internal parameters helps t o  close 
the gap between fuzzy reasoning and functional approaches. Furthermore, the 
large tuning period, the significant amount of wasted resources and a structure 
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A2: unity MF
A1, A3, A4: similar MF
B3, C6: zero MF

R1: If x1 is A1 AND x2 is B1 THEN y is C1
R2: If x1 is A2 AND x2 is B2 THEN y is C2
R3: If x1 is A3 AND x2 is B3 THEN y is C3
R5: If x1 is A4 AND x2 is B4 THEN y is C4
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R6: If x1 is A6 AND x2 is B6 THEN y is C6
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Abstract. Traditional Bayesian decision analysis is based on probability
theory and utility theory. However, expected utility model can be derived
also in the other models proposed to quantify someone’s belief. We shall
deal only with the transferable belief model. The purpose of this paper
is to introduce a new class of graphical representation to simplify the
decision process.

1 Introduction

The main objective of decision analysis is to help the decision maker to select an
appropriate decision alternative in the face of uncertain environment. Traditional
Bayesian decision analysis is based on probability theory and utility theory. Ex-
pected utility model can be derived also in the other models proposed to quantify
someone’s belief. But Bayesians have convincingly showed that if decisions must
be ”coherent”, our belief over the various outcomes must be quantified by proba-
bility function. We shall deal only with the transferable belief model ([6]) and use
a pignistic probability function to compute the expected utility of each decision
alternative.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new class of graphical represen-
tation to decompose the expected utility function.

2 The Transferable Belief Model

The transferable belief model ([6]) is a mathematical, idealized model that sets
out to represent someone’s belief. This model claims that beliefs are quantified
by a single number (bel).

The transferable belief model is based on a two – level model:

– a credal level where beliefs are entertained, combined, and updated
– a pignistic level where beliefs are used to take decisions (from pignus, a bet

in Latin).
� This work has been supported by the grant No. 2/1102/21 of the Scientific Grant

Agency of Ministry of Education of Slovak Republik and Slovak Academy of Sciences.
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At the credal level beliefs are quantified by belief functions.
In any modeling the uncertainty, it is required that a method should be

provided for making decisions. However, decision making requires that we use a
probability function to compute the expected utility of each decision alternative.
This means that when we make decisions, our uncertainty at the pignistic level
has to be quantified by a probability function. Thus, belief held at the credal
level must induce a probability measure at the pignistic level. That probability
measure is then used to compute the expected utilities.

2.1 Belief Functions

Definition 1. Let Ω be a nonempty finite set called the frame of discernment.
The mapping bel : 2Ω → [0, 1] is an (unnormalized) belief function if and only if
there exists a basic belief assignment (bba) m : 2Ω → [0, 1] such that:

1.
∑
A⊆Ωm(A) = 1,

2. bel(A) =
∑
B⊆A,B �=∅m(B),

3. bel(∅) = 0.

Those subsets such that m > 0 are called the focal elements. A belief function
is normalized if m(∅) = 0, in which case bel(Ω) = 1. A vacuous belief function
is a belief function such that m(Ω) = 1 and m(A) = 0, for all A �= Ω, and it
represents total ignorance.

The value bel(A) quantifies the strength of the belief that event A occurs.
The value m(A) , on the other hand, represents the part of belief supporting
the fact that A occurs but cannot support any event more specific than A. This
part of belief is allocated to A (and A alone) because it cannot support any
more specific event (due to a lack of information). Note that m is not the direct
counterpart of a probability distribution function p. Both bel and P are defined
on 2Ω , but m is defined on 2Ω whereas p is defined on Ω.

Consider two distinct pieces of evidence on Ω represented by m1 and m2.
The belief function m12 = m1 ⊕ m2 that quantifies the combined impact of
these two pieces of evidence is obtained by the (unnormalized) Dempster’s rule
of combination. Its computation is as follows:

∀A ⊆ Ω, m12(A) = (m1 ⊕m2)(A) =
∑

B∩C=A

m1(B)m2(C).

2.2 The Pignistic Probability Function Derived
from a Belief Function

To map belief functions onto probability functions, many transformations ex-
ist. Smets ([5]) requires that the pignistic transformation satisfies the following
assumptions.

Proposition 1. Let F be a finite set and let belF be a belief function defined on
F. Let BetPF be a probability function on F. For all ω ∈ F

BetPF (ω) = ΓF (belΩ)(ω). (1)
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The function ΓF is called the pignistic transformation.

Evaluation of BetPF (A) for A ⊆ F is obtained by adding the probabilities
BetPF (ω) for ω ∈ A.

Proposition 2. Let bel1 and bel2 be two belief functions on the frame of discern-
ment F. Let ΓF be the pignistic transformation that transforms a belief function
over F into a probability function BetPF over F. Then ΓF satisfies, for any
α ∈ [0, 1],

ΓF (αbel1 + (1− α)bel2) = αΓF (bel1) + (1− α)ΓF (bel2) (2)

Proposition 3.
BetPF (Ω) = 1.

Proposition 4. Let R be a permutation function from F to F. The pignistic
probability given to the image of A ⊆ F after permutation of the elements of F is
the same as the pignistic probability given to A before applying the permutation:

BetPF∗(R(A)) = BetPF (A), ∀A ⊆ F,

where BetPF∗ is the pignistic probability function on F∗ after applying the per-
mutation function.

Proposition 5. The pignistic probability of an impossible event is zero.

Proposition 6. If belF happens to be a probability function P defined on F,
then ΓF (P ) = P .

Under these ssumptions, it is possible to derive uniquely ΓF . The pignistic
transformation is as follows.

Theorem 1. Let belF be a belief function on space F and mF its related bba.
Let BetPF = ΓF (belF ). The only solution BetPF that satisfies the above propo-
sitions is:

BetPF (ω) =
∑

A:ω∈A⊆F

mF (A)
|A|(1−mF (∅)) , ∀ω ∈ F,

where |A| is the number of elements of Ω in A, and

BetPF (A) =
∑
ω∈A

BetPF (ω), ∀A ⊆ F.
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2.3 Independence and Non-interactivity
in the Transferable Belief Model

The concept of (conditional) independence for variables has not been widely
treated in belief-functions theory. ([1]) investigated some ways to define in-
dependence relationships between variables when uncertainty is expressed un-
der the form of belief functions. The main problem is stated as follows: let X
and Y be two (logically independent) variables taking their values on the sets
X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} and Y = {y1, y2, ..., yn}, respectively. Consider a belief func-
tion, representing a global piece of knowledge about the variables X and Y, on
the Cartesian product W = X × Y . Then, we want to define the concept of
non-interactivity and independence between X and Y.

Definition 2. Given a bi-dimensional belief functions bel on W associated to its
basic belief assignment m, the variables X and Y are said to be non-interactive
with respect to mW if and only if:

mW (w) = mX(A)mY (B), w = A×B,A ⊆ X,B ⊆ Y,
otherwise mW (w) = 0, where mX and mY are the basic belief assignments ob-
tained by the marginalization of mW on X and Y, respectively.

By analogy to stochastic independence for the probabilistic case, we can
define belief function independence - that we call ”doxastic independence” as
follows:

Definition 3. Given a bi-dimensional belief functions belW on W = X × Y
associated to its bba mW , the variables X and Y are said to be doxastically
independent with respect to mW if and only if:

1. mY (B|A) = mY (B), ∀A ⊆ X, ∀B ⊆ Y , where mY (B|A) it the condi-
tional belief function over Y obtained by the Dempster’s rule of conditioning,
and

2. if X and Y are doxastically independent with respect to both m1 and m2,
then X and Y are doxastically independent with respect to m1⊕m2 obtained
by applying Dempster’s rule of combination on m1 and m2.

3 Expected Utility Networks with Pignistic Probabilities

Modularity in AI allows concise representation of otherwise quite complex con-
cepts.In recent years the fact has been proven that reasoning about probabilities
and utilities together requires more than simply gluing together a representa-
tion of utility and one of probability. Strategic inference - the reasoning process
which underlies rational decision-making - involves the computation of condi-
tional expected utilities, which may not have a modular representation even if
probabilities and utilities, taken separately, do.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new class of graphical representa-
tion, expected utility networks with pignistic probabilities (EUNPP).The basic
idea is inspired by [3].
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EUNPPs are undirected graphs with two types of arc, representing pignistic
probability and utility dependencies, respectively. The representation of utilities
is based on a notion of conditional utility independence, and is defined in analogy
with its probabilistic counterpart.

What is important about conditionally independent decisions is that they
can be effectively decentralized: a single, complicated agent can be replaced by
simpler, conditionally independent sub-agents, who can do just as well.

3.1 Conditional Independence
of Pignistic Probabilities and Utilities

Strategic inference typically involves computation of the expected utilities for
alternative plans of action, and hence what is really important is the ability
to decompose the expected utility function. Therefore, we propose a notion of
conditional utility independence.

Let {Xi}i∈N (N = {1, ..., n}) be a finite, ordered set of random variables.
We assume that they may take only finitely many values. Let x0 = (x0

1, ..., x
0
n)

be some arbitrary given realization which will act as the reference point. A
joint realization x = (x1, ..., xn) represents a (global) state or outcome. For any
M ⊂ N , we denote by XM the set {Xi}i∈M . Let p be a strictly positive pignistic
probability measure defined on the Boolean algebra A generated by XN , and let
u be a (utility) function which assigns to each state x a positive real number.
We assume that the decision maker’s beliefs and preferences are completely
characterized by (p, u), and that p represents the decision maker’s prior beliefs,
and that for any two pignistic probability measures p’ and p”, p

′ 	 p
′′

( p’ is
preferred to p”) if and only if Ep′ (u) > Ep′′ (u), where Ep(u) =

∑
x u(x)p(x).

Finally, let

q(xM |xN−M ) =
p(xM , xN−M )
p(x0

M , xN−M )
.

The interpretation of q tells us how the pignistic probability changes when the
values of XM are shifted away from the reference point, while the values of
XN−M are held fixed at xN−M .

We can define also a corresponding comparison operator for utilities:

w(xM |xN−M ) =
u(xM , xN−M )
u(x0

M , xN−M )
.

One way to interpret w is as a measure of the intensity of preference for xM
(with respect to the reference point) conditional on xN−M .

Suppose that q(xM |xN−M ) only depends on xK , where K ⊂ N −M , but not
on xN−M−K . This is possible to express by defining new quantities q(xM |xK) =
q(xM |xN−M ), where the conditions xN−M−K are dropped. We can call this
notion p-independence; it corresponds to conditional probability independence
whenever it is defined.

A corresponding notion of conditional utility independence (u - indepen-
dence) is defined accordingly. Suppose that w(xM |xN−M ) depends on xK , but
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not on xN−M−K . In that case , we again define new quantities w(xM |xK) =
w(xM |xN−M ), and say that XM is u-independent of XN−M−K given XK .

We can define an expected utility network as an undirected graph G with
two types of arc, representing pignistic probability and utility dependencies,
respectively. Each node represents a random variable (say, Xi), and is associated
with two positive functions, q(xi|xP (i)) and w(xi|xU(i)), where P(i) denotes the
set of nodes directly connected to Xi via probability arcs, and U(i) denotes the
corresponding set of nodes directly connected to Xi via utility arcs.

3.2 Conditional Expected Utility

Suppose now that A and B are controllable variables, in the sense that their
values can be freely set by the decision maker. A rational decision maker will
want to choose values of A and B which maximize expected utility; hence, for
each assignment (a, b), the decision maker should compute the corresponding
expected utility, and identify an optimal decision. Clearly, the decision process
becomes quite cumbersome when there are many decision variables. To reduce
its complexity, we seek conditions under which the expected utility calculations
can be conveniently decomposed.

Definition 4. The utility of an event is the expected utility of the event, condi-
tional on the event being true. Formally,

u(E) =
∑
x∈E

u(x)p(x|E).

Corollary 1. For any nonempty E ∈ A and for any non-empty, finite partition
{Ek} of E

u(E) =
∑
k

u(Ek)p(Ek|E).

It is natural to normalize the utility measure around certain values, just as
probabilities are normalized to lie between zero and one. Hence, we require that
u(True) = 1, where True denotes the tautological event, or the entire universe.

Bayes’ rule does not hold for utilities, but a modified version of it does:

u(F |E) =
u(E|F )u(F )

u(E|F )u(F )p(F |E) + u(E| − F )u(−F )p(−F |E)

Note that conditional utility depends among other things, on conditional pignis-
tic probabilities.

3.3 Conditional Expected Utility Independence

Definition 5. Two events, E and F, are said to be conditionally expected utility
independent given a third event G if

u(E ∩ F |G) = u(E|G)u(F |G).
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The very important result is :

Theorem 2. p- and u- independence jointly imply conditional expected utility
independence.

Hence, the graphical structure of expected utility networks can be exploited
to identify conditional expected utility independencies: node separation with
respect to both the utility and pignistic probability subgraph implies conditional
expected utility independence. The upshot is that, conditional on A, decisions
regarding B and C can be effectively decomposed: if both B and C contain
variables which are under the control of the decision maker, it is not necessary
nor useful to possess information about C in order to decide on B, and vice versa.
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Abstract. Crime rates differ between types of urban district, and these 
disparities are best explained by the variation in use of urban sites by differing 
populations. A database of violent incidents is rich in spatial information and 
studies have, to date, provided a statistical analysis of the variables within this 
data. However, a much richer survey can be undertaken by linking this database 
with other spatial databases, such as the Census of Population, weather and 
police databases. Coupling Geographical Information Systems (GIS) with 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) offers a means of uncovering hidden 
relationships and trends within these disparate databases. Therefore, this paper 
outlines the first stage in the development of such a system, designed to 
facilitate the prediction of crime hot spots.  For this stage, a series of Kohonen 
Self-Organising Maps (KSOM) will be used to cluster the data in a way that 
should allow common features to be extracted. 

1 Introduction 

Techniques for visually displaying crime location have changed a great deal from the 
time when hand drawn sketches and pin maps were commonplace.  The advent of 
computers and the availability of desktop mapping software have advanced the 
analytical process, allowing efficient generation of virtual pin maps depicting crime 
incidents. A logical step beyond visualisation and analysis of trends and patterns is 
the development of a predictive system capable of forecasting changes to existing hot 
spots and the evolution of new ones.   

Crime prediction in criminological research has been established for a number of 
decades [1, 2, 3], although its foundation within a geographic and GIS context is still 
in its infancy.   

As predictive crime analysis is a new research area, very little literature currently 
exists. Olligschlaeger provides an overview of existing forecasting techniques, 
concluding the time, level of user interaction and the expertise that each demands 
would be unrealistic for implementation in an operational policing environment. [4] 
In addition, the inherent inflexibility and inability to dynamically adapt to change 
would compromise their viability in policing.  ANN’s are presented as one technique 
that offers minimal user interaction in addition to dynamic adaptability, and thus a 
potential operational forecasting solution. 
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1.1 Potential for Crime Prediction by the Police 

A recent survey [5] has highlighted the uptake and use of computer based crime-
mapping technologies by British Police Forces. Computerised mapping technologies 
are rapidly becoming a vital prerequisite for visualisation of incident distributions and 
assisting in both the identification/allocation of resources and production/evaluation 
of policing strategies.  The ability to efficiently generate simple maps to depict crime 
location and densities can be used directly to inform police officers and policing 
strategies, therefore maximising effectiveness and potential.  A recent report 
published by the Home Office [6] has underlined the importance of geographic data 
for analysis and interpretation of crime at the local level.  In addition, the Chief 
Constable of Kent County Constabulary notes that “over the last few years, police 
activity has shifted its centre of balance away from the reactive investigation after 
events, towards targeting active criminals on the balance of intelligence”. [7] 

A natural step beyond visualisation and analysis of past and current incidents is 
the prediction of future occurrences, thus providing an early warning system for the 
Police. [4] Prediction can help prevent crime in that it facilitates the optimal 
allocation of limited resources. Prevention might be better than cure, but in the real 
world, very often, this is under financial constraints. The development of tools for 
prediction can thus help prevent crime and maintain optimal operational costs. 

Prediction requirements for the police have been classified into three main 
categories according to the period of time involved [8]:  

• Short-term (tactical deployment); 
• Medium-term (resource allocation); 
• Long-term (strategic planning). 

 
The focus for crime forecasting lies with short-term models as police tend to 

respond to existing and emerging crime patterns on relatively short time-scales for 
example on the basis of daily, weekly and monthly figures. [9] This paper details a 
potential prediction framework for short-term, tactical deployment of police 
resources. The framework will allow identification of risk factors from which 
probabilities of criminal activity (specifically emergence of hot spots) can be derived 
and the necessary resources deployed. 

1.2 COPDAT 

The Crime and Offender Pattern Detection Analysis Technique (COPDAT), outlined 
in this paper, offers a potential framework that can be applied to geographic 
prediction.  COPDAT entails the implementation of a GIS, integrating various spatial 
databases to analyse and map the identified trends. 

2 Methodology 

The volume of crime is insufficient to accurately predict an offence (in terms of 
location and time) when extrapolating from past offences.  Therefore, in the proposed 
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system, the type of crime predicted to take place within a particular time-window is 
supplemented by a separate prediction of the likely vulnerable areas for the same 
epoch. In addition, it would seem prudent to have the facility in a finished system to 
allow information based on police intelligence and experience to be built into the 
predictive model. The idea is to enhance current police predictive capabilities not 
replace them. 

The spatial framework for the prototype COPDAT conforms to police sector 
boundaries for Cardiff (the capital city of Wales in the United Kingdom), whereby the 
volume of crime is sufficient to derive accurate predictions. 

2.1 Data Sets 

The accurate forecasting of the temporal-geography of crime (where and when a 
crime is likely to take place) would be of immense benefit, for accurate prediction if 
acted upon should lead to effective prevention. However, crime prediction frequently 
relies on the use of data appertaining to past perpetrators and/or past victims. Such 
data is therefore subject to legal and ethical restriction on its use, resulting in an 
ethical conundrum [10]. Therefore, the prototype COPDAT involves the use of only 
two central data sets - one pertaining to crime and the other providing contextual 
information. 

2.2 GIS Techniques 

Visual inspection of the various spatio-temporal data sets is a vital pre-requisite in 
assimilating an understanding of fundamental relationships and trends.  The GIS is 
used as a tool to conduct this basic pattern analysis, including cluster and hot spot 
techniques. 

2.3 Artificial Neural Network Techniques 

ANN models provide a mechanism through which the various spatial, non-spatial and 
temporal data sets can be analysed to identify patterns and trends previously 
undiscovered.  Identification and consolidation of such trends and patterns between 
the various data sets allows generalisation and subsequent prediction of future events 
and scenarios based upon that generality.  For example, identifying that a specific 
kind of crime is likely to occur in a certain location type under a given set of ambient 
conditions allows future incidents to be predicted.   

The resultant of this scenario can be to produce a spatial probability matrix 
encapsulating a risk assessment of the study area. The spatial probability matrix can 
be directed to the GIS for visualisation in the form of a thematic contour map 
differentiating different areas with respect to their potential risk.  In essence, the 
ultimate goal of the COPDAT is to learn decision criteria for assigning risk levels to 
new and future situations.  This, for example, may involve identifying and predicting 
areas most at risk during a hot summer bank holiday football match in the City.  
Provision of such information is of obvious interest and of operational benefit to the 
police in terms of both resource allocation and policing strategies. 
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Data decoding Data Processing

OUPUT
Rule Abduction

Pre-processing

 

Fig. 1. Data preparation process in relation to ANN processing 

2.4 Data Preparation and Processing 

Data representation and structuring is of key importance in the production of a robust 
predictive model.  It has been show in previous neural network studies that a certain 
level of pre-processing of the raw data is advantageous to model accuracy, efficiency 
and stability.  This approach subsequently requires a certain level of post-processing 
in order to generate the required output values (illustrated in Fig. 1. ). 

2.5 Data Pre-processing 

First, the data will undergo systematic and comprehensive analysis.  This is followed, 
where necessary, by converting the data into an alternative representation more suited 
for input into an ANN.  This sequential process can be broken down to a series of 
discrete stages: 

• Format conversion and integration; 
• Error detection and editing; 
• Data reduction, transformation and generalisation. 

The final stage in the pre-processing is of critical consequence in terms of a 
successful ANN implementation.  The process of feature extraction and encoding of 
such characteristics impacts upon the ANN’s ability to learn and assimilate 
relationships between salient variables and hence its accuracy in prediction.  This 
process can be further decomposed into three distinct procedures: 
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1. Transformation and scaling may include:  
• Applying a mathematical function (e.g. logarithm or square) to an input; 
• Scaling the different inputs so that they are all within a fixed range can 

greatly effect the reliability of an ANN system. 
2. Reduction of relevant data includes simple operations such as filtering or 

taking combinations of inputs to optimise the information content of the data.  
This is particularly important when the data is noisy or contains irrelevant and 
potentially erroneous information. 

3. Encoding of identified features for input to the ANN. The data types include a 
range of data categories (discrete, continuous, categorical and symbolic), each 
to be handled and represented in an explicit manner. 

2.6 Clustering Using a Kohonen Self Organising Map 

Temporal, spatial and incident data will be clustered using a series of KSOM.   These 
clusters, whose data share the same characteristics, will form the basis for rule 
abduction. (Note, deduction is where the effect is deduced from the cause - for 
example, ‘the burglary was committed because the house was left unlocked.’ 
Abduction is where the cause is gleaned from analysing the effect – for example, ‘sun 
and alcohol often causes socially unacceptable behaviour’.) 

An unsupervised network, such as the Kohonen Self Organising Map (KSOM), 
organises itself in such a way as to represent classes within a data set.  The 2-D 
KSOM allows classes to be visualised on a feature map, in which similar inputs are 
spatially clustered. Fig. 2.  shows a typical 2D KSOM along with an abridged 
algorithm (Note, the number of nodes are arbitrarily selected for example purposes). 

Each output node on the KSOM contains a vector of length ‘j’, where ‘j’ is equal 
to the number of input attributes. Before training begins, the network is placed into an 
initialised state, i.e. the directions of the vectors in each node are randomised. 
Training involves passing an input vector into the network through the input nodes. 
Each node on the KSOM is then compared with the input vector, and the closest node 
is then changed to be more like the input vector. Neighbouring nodes also become 
more like the input vector. Iterating this process achieves clustering of similar input 
vectors in Euclidean space. 

2.7 An Overview of the Methodology 

The methodology uses a KSOM to find clusters in the input vectors and then the data 
from each cluster is used to train a separate MLP network.  The advantage of using 
the KSOM for this application is that it can identify clusters within the parent dataset 
that are difficult to identify using simple sort procedures. Fig. 3.  gives an overview of 
the method.  A dataset containing the required elements of the vector v is passed 
through the KSOM during the training stage and allowed to develop into clusters.  
After training, the clusters are inspected and the primary clustered features used to 
describe the sub-datasets. These sub-datasets are then used as the basis for rule 
abduction.  
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Output Nodes

Input Vector

Number of
Bedrooms

Number of
Bathrooms

Garage

Algorithm

4 2 1

4 2 0

• For each node, calculate the distance
from the input vector ( Distance =
| 4 - 4 | + | 2 - 2 | + | 1 - 0 | ).

• Update the node that is nearest to the
input vector together with nodes in
the neighbourhood.

• Repeat for each input vector.

Nearest Node

6 | 1 | 5 6 | 6 | 6 5 | 5 | 5

3 | 1 | 5 5 | 9 | 4 6 | 7 | 8

6 | 7 | 3 4 | 4 | 5 4 | 2 | 0

 

Fig. 2. A Kohonen Self Organising Feature Map 

 

Kohonen M ap

Dataset

Data subsets
 

Fig. 3. Using a KSOM to partition a dataset 

However, two fundamental problems need to be resolved before this method can 
be of any use.  First, the problem of separating adjacent clusters, and second, the 
desire to proceed to the abduction phase only using ‘good’ clusters (see Fig. 6. ).   
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The first problem has been recognised in other studies and some guidelines have 
been provided. [11] In essence, the problem lies in the attribution of boundary nodes 
to a specific cluster Fig. 4.  provides an example of a KSOM output with adjacent 
clusters. There appear to be four classes within the dataset, but there are regions of 
uncertainty relating to the boundaries of each cluster. (The Digits in each node show 
the number of vectors mapped to that node.)  

 

0 0 0 16 2 14 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 13 34 56 34 18 15 3 0 0 0

0 15 68 99 45 21 11 0 0 0 0 0

0 18 45 56 18 7 11 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 7 0 0 21 34 19 5 0 0 0

0 12 7 21 17 34 47 12 0 9 0 0

0 11 29 34 0 9 8 0 12 34 17 0

0 13 34 52 16 0 10 28 35 60 34 0

20 50 112 89 49 5 0 5 18 39 3 0

0 13 35 45 34 0 0 0 0 10 0 0

0 3 0 23 18 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

67Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 4

Cluster 3

 

Fig. 4. An example trained kohonen self organising feature map 

To overcome this problem a simple method of identifying class boundaries or 
discriminants can be used, which relies on the fact that a KSOM clusters primarily on 
binary features.  For example, if the type of crime is represented using binary inputs, 
the KSOM will tend to cluster records according to this attribute.  Boundaries 
between adjacent clusters on a 2D map can then be found by inspecting the records 
mapped to each node and grouping together nodes that contain the same classification 
values.  However, this level of clustering can be achieved using a multi-level sort 
procedure.  In essence, the binary representation of the data will dictate the make-up 
of the resulting clusters and more importantly the homogeneity of the data sets.  

If the data are represented using continuous inputs, the clusters formed by the 
KSOM would provide more generalised classes which would be difficult to achieve 
using a sort procedure.  However, the inspection method would no longer identify 
class boundaries, as the similarities between records would not always be apparent.  
Clearly, before meaningful training data sets can be formed, the problem of 
discerning effective class boundaries in a KSOM must be addressed.  Ideally, the 
network adaption rule should cluster similar inputs and clearly distance individual 
clusters.  Zurada [12] explains “One possible network adaption rule is: A pattern 
added to the cluster has to be closer to the centre of the cluster than to the centre of 
any other cluster”.  Using this rule, each node can be examined and the distance from 
the surrounding centroids can be calculated. (A centroid is taken to be a node, outside 
any known cluster boundaries, that has the largest number of input vectors mapped to 
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it.) The subject node can then be added to the nearest cluster.  Fig. 5.  illustrates a 
hypothetical situation where it is unclear where to draw the boundaries around 
clusters on a KSOM. 

 

0 0 0 16 2 14 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 13 34 56 34 18 15 3 0 0 0

0 15 68 99 45 21 11 0 0 0 0 0

0 18 45 56 18 7 11 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 7 0 0 21 34 19 5 0 0 0

0 12 7 21 17 34 47 12 0 9 0 0

0 11 29 34 0 9 8 0 12 34 17 0

0 13 34 52 16 0 10 28 35 60 34 0

20 50 112 89 49 5 0 5 18 39 3 0

0 13 35 45 34 0 0 0 0 10 0 0

0 3 0 23 18 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

67Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 4

Cluster 3

7

21

21

1118

 

Fig. 5. An Example KSOM 

By simply calculating the Euclidean distance of the subject node from the two 
centroids, the subject node can be assigned to the closest cluster. However, in this 
application, which aims to generate useful training data sets, the formation of a class 
boundary for Cluster 1 (including the subject node) may dramatically increase the 
variance of the training data. This increase will reduce the potential accuracy of the 
model. In the example, it may have been better to exclude the subject node from 
either of the clusters, and deem the vectors mapped to the subject node as either being 
outliers or a separate cluster.     
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(a) (b) 
(a) An Example of a Good Input Cluster.  

A one-to-one relationship can be 
established and hence Input Space is 
homogeneous 

(b) An Example of a Bad Input 
Cluster.  Two or more identical 
vectors in the Input Space map to 
different vectors in the Output 
Space. Hence, the Input Space is 
not homogeneous. 

Fig. 6. Example cluster mappings from input to output space 
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In addition to identifying boundaries around input clusters, it is also important for 
this application to match input clusters to appropriate output clusters. In terms of 
criminal activity, if, for example, the KSOM has clustered crimes from two different 
locational areas, it is reasonable to expect these crimes to have similar characteristics. 

Fig. 6. (a) illustrates a cluster of similar input vectors. When the corresponding 
data in output space is examined, all the examples describe similar output values.  
Conversely, Fig. 6. (b) shows a situation where the data can only be modelled using 
two or more functions.  The problem now is to estimate the ‘usefulness’ of a given 
cluster.  There are a number of options available of which the following are the most 
useful: 

• Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP) Model [13] 
• Class Entropy [14] 
• R2 Almy [15] 
• Gamma Test [16] 

 
For classification problems, Class Entropy can be used to decide if input clusters 

are homogenous with respect to output clusters.  For example, Quinlan’s C4.5 and 
C5.0 [17] uses Class Entropy to segment the input space until each segment points 
toward a single class in output space.  However, this approach is not applicable for 
regression problems such as this one and this rules out the use of class entropy.   

A quick and easy estimate of the susceptibility of a dataset for function induction 
can be achieved by executing a multiple regression analysis on the data and use the R2 
value to discern trainable clusters.  This technique is useful for data where the 
function is known to be linear. However, this is not known to be true for crime 
analysis data. 

 
The Gamma Test.  The Gamma test attempts to estimate the best mean square error 
that can be achieved by any smooth modelling technique using the data. If y is the 
output of a function then the Gamma test estimates the variance of the part of y that 
cannot be accounted for by a smooth (differentiable) functional transformation. Thus 
if y = f(x) + r, where the function f is unknown and r is statistical noise, the Gamma 
test estimates Var(r). 

Var(r) provides a lower bound for the mean squared error of the output y, beyond 
which additional training is of no significant use. Therefore, knowing Var(r) for a data 
set allows prediction beforehand of what the MSE of the best possible neural network 
trained on that data would be.  The Gamma test provides a method of determining the 
quality of the data stratification - a good stratification technique will result in a low 
value of Var(r) for each subset. Interpreting the output from the Gamma test requires 
considerable care and attention.   

The least squares regression line provides two pieces of information.  First, the 
intercept on the Gamma axis is an estimate of the best MSE achievable by any smooth 
modelling technique.  Second, the gradient gives an indication of the complexity of 
the underlying smooth function running through the data.   

The Gamma test may estimate a very low MSE but unfortunately show a high 
level of complexity that could be difficult to accurately model.  It is easier to see this 
situation when the output from the Gamma test is presented graphically. 
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(a) High noise (large Γ value) and 

high complexity (steep gradient) 
(b) High noise (large Γ value) 

and low complexity (flat gradient) 
  

  
(a) Low noise (small Γ value) and 

high complexity (steep gradient) 
(a) Low noise (large Γ value) and 

low complexity (steep gradient) 

Fig. 7. Interpreting the output from the Gamma Test 

A hypothetical example with high noise content and high complexity is shown in 
Fig. 7. (a); high noise and low complexity Fig. 7. (b); low noise and high complexity 
in Fig. 7. (c); and, finally, low noise and low complexity (the desired outcome) in Fig. 
7. (d). In summary, for this methodology to be successful, the following is required: 

• class boundaries must be identified around clusters formed by the KSOM 
over the input space that exclude outliers and nodes from neighbouring 
clusters, and; 

• only ‘good’ clusters (illustrated in Fig. 6. ) should go on to form training data 
sets for subsequent back propagation models. 

  
A Detailed Look at the Methodology. The Gamma test can be used at a number of 
abstraction levels within the KSOM stratification method:   

• Cluster level; 
• Node Level; 
• Record Level. 
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Data stratification is achieved at cluster level or at node level, depending on the 

ease at which cluster boundaries can be determined.  The record level gives an 
indication of outliers. 

 
Cluster Level Analysis. This can be achieved thus: 

Identify Cluster boundaries in KSOM   
For every cluster 
 Place records mapped to cluster into a file 
 Apply Gamma test to data in the file 
 If Var(r) <= some Threshold then  
             Use data file as the training set for a MLP 

 else  
  Process at Node Level 
 Endif 
Next Cluster 
 
This level of abstraction is the least computationally intensive as it only requires 

one pass of the Gamma test for each cluster.  The disadvantage with this method is 
that it is often difficult to identify boundaries manually.  In this case the Gamma test 
should be applied at the Node level. 

 
Node Level Analysis.  At this abstraction level, the methodology attempts to identify 
useful clusters by selecting a centroid and adding neighbouring nodes - where the 
addition of a node increases the variance significantly it is subsequently removed.  
This process iterates until the cluster size is maximised within a specified variance 
threshold. This algorithm identifies useful clusters on a 2D KSOM. This is achieved 
thus: 

 
number_of_clusters:=0 
While there are nodes to cluster 
  number_of_clusters : = number_of_clusters + 1 
  Select the unclustered node with the largest record count 
  Apply Gamma test to  the data in the selected node 
  If Var(r) <= Threshold then  
   nodes_of_interest := None 
   (cluster includes only the data from selected node) 
   For each unclustered node next to selected node 

Add data from unclustered node to the cluster  
Run gamma test on cluster 

 If Var(r) <= Threshold then  Add node number to nodes_of_interest 
 else  Remove data from the unclustered node from the cluster 

  While nodes_of_interest <> None 
    Select c_node from nodes_of_interest 
   Remove c_node from nodes_of_interest 

    For each unclustered node immediately surrounding c_node   
Add data from unclustered node to the cluster       
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Run gamma test on cluster 
If Var(r) <= Threshold then  Add node  to nodes_of_interest 
else  

Remove data from the node from cluster 
 Record the boundaries of this cluster 

else Process at Record Level 
 

The boundary detection algorithm for a 1D KSOM is very similar except 
neighbouring nodes are selected progressively further away from the left and the right 
of the centroid node. This level of analysis is more computationally intensive the 
cluster level analysis, as it require m*!ni passes of the Gamma test, where ‘i’ is the 
number of nodes investigated for cluster ‘n’ for a KSOM containing ‘m’ clusters. If 
using either the cluster level analysis or the node level analysis, useful clusters have 
been identified, it is then possible to train an independent MLP on each subset.  The 
KSOM is then used to select the appropriate MLP on which to predict the value of a 
previously unseen example.  The resulting system is closely related to a panel 
judgement system.  However, if both methods have still resulted in poor training sets 
(useless clusters) then the analysis is taken to the most detailed abstraction level, that 
is the record level. 

 
Record Level Analysis.  The record level analysis is the most computationally 
intensive.  The purpose of this level of the methodology is to identify data subsets 
from examples that have mapped to the same node on the KSOM.  This facilitates 
extraction of outliers from a data set as well as giving some indication as to the 
examples that require additional features. The algorithm developed for this level of 
analysis is very similar to that shown for the node level analysis.  However now, sets 
of records are iteratively analysed using the Gamma test.  This is achieved thus: 

 
For each node in the KSOM 
 Apply Gamma test to estimate the variance for the data in node 
 If Var(r) > Threshold then 
  For each record at node 
   Remove record from data set  
   Apply Gamma test to estimate the variance for the data in node 
   If New Var(r) < Previous Var(r) then Mark record as outlier    

    else Add record back into data set  
 else Proceed at Node Level 
 
This level of analysis will identify the need for additional features and highlight 

records that may be classed as outliers. 

2.8 Post-processing  

Natural language rules will be derived from each ‘good’ cluster found by the KSOM.  
Each rule will represent a broad and generic definition (that with time can be fine 
tuned) of a specific sub-model that can be applied to best predict crime, for example: 

 
 for Centre of City 
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 if Weather includes Wet 
and Day is Friday 
and Time is Night 
then Problems will include inside pubs (probability 0.9)  
 
for Centre of City 
if Weather includes Dry 
and Day is Friday 
and Time is Night 
then Problems will include inside pubs (probability 0.4) 
 
for Centre of City 
if Weather includes Dry 
and Weather includes Warm 
and Day is Friday 
and Time is Night 
then Problems areas will include outside pubs (probability 0.9) 
 
These rules together with other determining factors (including temporal 

information such as the day, time and prevailing weather) are then directed to the GIS 
for production of a thematic crime risk contour map.  When used in a predictive 
manner, the GIS can provide an important visual reference for analysing the relative 
impact of multiple factors on crime levels in a given area.  

3 Implementation Details 

A series of KSOMs will provide the mechanism for classifying the heterogeneous 
nature of crime and criminal activity in a spatial, temporal and contextual framework.  
The assumption that there is a single simple linear relationship between the various 
factors is unrealistic and misplaced.  In the light of this, a valid approach to assimilate 
an understanding of crime and criminal activity is to dissemble it into its 
homogeneous components for independent analysis. This analysis can be used to 
generate a series of rules and generalisations that can be utilised in a predictive 
capacity at a broader heterogeneous level. 

The KSOM provides an unsupervised technique, through which this stratification 
process can be automated, resulting in the formulation of homogeneous clusters 
(illustrated in Fig. 8. ).  Where clusters are not clearly delineated it maybe necessary 
to calculate a function such as the Euclidean distance or Gamma test [19, 20] in order 
to assign output to specific clusters.  

The user will be able to present the trained suite of KSOMs, in the COPDAT, with 
structured scenarios from which probabilities and vulnerabilities of criminal activity 
will be derived and presented to the user via spatial thematic representations.  Using 
standard GIS functionality, the user could subsequently overlay additional 
information, which may for example involve identification of specific localities, 
(street names, building etc) for deployment of resources. 
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Fig. 8. Proposed COPDAT Hybrid System 

4 Summary & Benefits 

Coupling the predictive capabilities provided by the proposed COPDAT model with 
existing GIS techniques would enable law enforcement agencies to more effectively 
evaluate resource and tactical policies. Crime mapping and analysis using COPDAT 
will potentially facilitate research, assist with offender management and monitoring, 
and enable community planners to develop policy and forecast future needs for public 
safety resources.  Provision of such facilities will rely upon use of multiple data 
sources and be dependent upon the use of pre-defined data processing and encoding 
techniques that will require new standards and techniques to be integrated into current 
practices. The Chief Constable of Kent County Constabulary raises this point in 
respect to police intelligence noting that “this process is only possible if we can mix 
and match information across the board. To this end, it is essential that common 
standards and discipline attach to the intelligence process.“  [7] 

This paper outlines a potential framework that can be expanded to model and 
predict a broader variety of crimes based upon a larger mixture of criminal and 
contextual data sets and a common schema for crime prediction. 
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Abstract. Our main results:
1. The description of all ∨-distributive triangular norms of lengths 2

and 3
2. Theorem 3.7 which establishes a connection between direct decom-

positions of infinite ∨- distributive triangular norms on a lattice L
and direct decompositions of the biggest element of L.

3. Theorem 4.3 which establishes a connection between direct decom-
positions of infinite ∨-distributive triangular norms on a lattice L
and comaximal families in L.

1 Introduction

Triangular norms were introduced by Schweizer and Sklar [1] and have obtained
useful applications in Fuzzy Logic Theory and Fuzzy Mathematics [2, 3, 4, 5]. It
is an interesting problem − a description of all ∨-distributive triangular norms of
small lengths. The present paper is devoted this problem. In this paper we also
investigate a connection between direct decompositions of infinite ∨-distributive
t-norms on a lattice L, direct decompositions of the biggest element of L and
comaximal families in L. In particularly, we obtain a solution of a problem that
was formulated in [5] as an open problem.

2 The Description of All ∨-Distributive Triangular
Norms of Lengths 2 and 3

Definition 1. [4]Let (L,≤) be a complete lattice with top and bottom elements
1, 0 correspondingly, then a triangular norm (t−norm, for shortness) is a func-
tion satisfying the following properties:

(1) T (x, y) = T (y, x) ,∀x, y ∈ L (commutativity),
(2) T (T (x, y) , z) = T (x, T (y, z)) ,∀x, y, z ∈ L (associativity),
(3) x ≤ y ⇒ T (x, z) ≤ T (y, z) ,∀z ∈ L (monotonicity),
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(4) T (x, 1) = x,∀x ∈ L (neutral element).

Definition 2. A t−norm T on a lattice L is called ∨−distributive if

T (a ∨ b, c) = T (a, c) ∨ T (b, c) .

A t−norm T on a lattice L is called infinite ∨−distributive if

T

(
a,∨
Q
bτ

)
= ∨

Q
T (a, bτ )

for all a, bτ ∈ L, τ ∈ Q.
Let L be a lattice and d (L) be the length of L [6]. Let T be a triangular norm

on L. d (L) is called the length of T .

Definition 3. Triangular norms T on a lattice L and P on a lattice M are
called isomorphic if there exists a lattice isomorphism H : L −→ M such that
H (T (a, b)) = P (H (a) , H (b)) ,∀a, b ∈ L.

Let A = {0, 1}, 0 < 1, be a chain of the length 1 and A∗ (., .) be the ∨-
distributive t−norm on A, defined by A∗ (x, y) = x∧y,∀x, y ∈ A. Every t−norm
of the length 1 is isomorphic to the t−norm A∗.

Let B = {0, p, 1},0 < p < 1, be the chain of the length 2 and, i = 1, 2, be the
∨−distributive norms, defined by as follows:

(b1) B∗1 (1, x) = x,∀x ∈ B,, and otherwise B∗1 (x, y) = 0.
(b2) B∗2 (x, y) = x ∧ y,∀x, y ∈ B.

Let A∗ × A∗ be the direct sum of A∗ and A∗. A∗ × A∗ is a ∨−distributive
t−norm on a lattice A×A.

Theorem 1. There exist only three non-isomorphic ∨−distributive t−norms of
the length 2. They are the following: A∗ ×A∗, B∗1 and B∗2 .

Let C be a lattice {0, a, b1, b2, 1},0 < a < b1 < 1, a < b2 < 1, a = b1 ∧ b2,
b1 ∨ b2 = 1, and C∗ (x, y) = x ∧ y,∀x, y ∈ C.C∗ is a ∨−distributive t−norm on
C.

Let D be a chain {0, β, α, 1},0 < β < α < 1, and D∗i (., .), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
be ∨ −distributive t−norms on D, defined by as follows:

(d1) D∗1 (x, y) = x ∧ y,∀x, y ∈ D ;
(d2) D∗2 (β, β) = 0 and otherwise D∗1 (x, y) = x ∧ y ;
(d3) D∗3 (β, α) = D∗3 (β, β) = 0,and otherwise D∗3 (x, y) = x ∧ y ;
(d4) D∗4 (α, α) = β and otherwise D∗4 (x, y) = x ∧ y;
(d5) D∗5 (α, α) = β, D∗5 (α, β) = D∗5 (β, β) = 0 and otherwise D∗5 (x, y) = x ∧ y.
(d6) D∗6 (1, x) = x,∀x ∈ D, and otherwise D∗6 (x, y) = 0.
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Let E be a lattice {0, p1, p2, b, 1}, 0 < p1 < b < 1, 0 < p2 < b, p1 ∧ p2 = 0,
p1∨p2 = b, and E∗i (., .), i = 1, 2, 3, be ∨−distributive t−norms on E, defined

by as follows:
(e1)E∗1 (x, y) = x ∧ y,∀x, y ∈ E;
(e2)E∗2 (1, x) = x and otherwise E∗2 (x, y) = 0;
(e3)E∗3 (b, b) = p1, E

∗
3 (b, p2) = E∗3 (p2, p2) = 0 and otherwise E∗3 (x, y) =

x ∧ y.
Let S be a non-empty set,|S| > 2 ( |S| is a cardinal number of S), and FS

be the lattice {0, pτ (τ ∈ S) , b, 1}, 0 < pτ < b < 1,∀τ ∈ S , pα ∧ pβ = 0 and
pα ∨ pβ = b,∀α �= β.

Let F ∗S be the ∨−distributive t−norm on FS , defined by as follows:
F ∗S (1, x) = x,∀ ∈ FS , and otherwiseF ∗S (x, y) = 0.

Proposition 1. The following ∨−distributive t−norms of the length 3 are non-
isomorphic:

(1) A∗ ×A∗ ×A∗ ;
(2) A∗ ×B∗1 ;
(3) A∗ ×B∗2 ;
(4) C∗;
(5) D∗i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ;
(6) E∗i , i = 1, 2, 3;
(7) F ∗S ;F ∗S and F ∗Q are isomorphic iff |S| = |Q|.

Theorem 2. An arbitrary ∨−distributive t−norm of the length 3 is isomorphic
to one of the ∨−distributive t−norms, given in proposition 2.5.

Connections between direct decompositions of triangular norms on a lattice,
direct decompositions of the neutral 1 of L and comaximal families in L are
very important to describe of all ∨−distributive t−norms of the lengths 2 and
3. Therefore we will give the following subjects.

3 Direct Decompositions of a Triangular Norm on a
Lattice

Let {aτ : τ ∈ Q} be a subset of L and α ∈ Q. Put

Q (α) = Q/ {α} , aα = ∨
τ∈Q(α)

aτ .

Definition 4. A subset {aτ : τ ∈ Q} is independent if aα �= 0 and aα ∧ aα = 0
for all α ∈ Q.

Definition 5. A subset {aτ : τ ∈ Q} is a decomposition of the neutral 1 of L if

∨
α∈Q

aα = 1.
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Theorem 3. Let T be an infinite ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L and
{aτ : τ ∈ Q} be a decomposotion of the neutral 1 of L. Then the following con-
ditions are equivalent:

(i) {aτ : τ ∈ Q} is independent;
(ii) aα ∧aβ = 0 for all α �= β ;

(iii) T (aα, aβ) = 0 for all α �= β.

Remark 1. But the implication (iii) ⇒ (i) is not true if T is not an infinite
∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L.

Definition 6. A subset {aτ : τ ∈ Q} is a direct decomposition of the neutral 1
of L if ∨

τ∈Q
aτ = 1 and {aτ : τ ∈ Q} is independent.

Definition 7. Let a ∈ L. A subset {x ∈ L : x ≤ a} is a principal ideal of L.

Definition 8. Let T be an infinite ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L. L is
a direct product of a family {Lα : α ∈ Q} of principal ideals Lα if:

(i) For any x ∈ L there exists the unique family {xα : α ∈ Q}, where xα ∈ Lα
, such that x = ∨

α∈Q
xα. In this case we write x ≈ {xα : α ∈ Q}.

(ii) If x, y ∈ L, x ≈ {xα : α ∈ Q}, y ≈ {yα : α ∈ Q} then:

x ∨ y ≈ {xα ∨ yα : α ∈ Q}
x ∧ y ≈ {xα ∧ yα : α ∈ Q}

T (x, y) ≈ {T (xα, yα) : α ∈ Q} .
In this case we write L =

∏
Q

Lα and call that the t−norm T of L is a direct

product of t−norms Tα of Lα, α ∈ Q, where Tα = T ↓ Lα.

Remark 2. A definition of a direct product of two t−norms has given in [5].

Theorem 4. Let T be an infinite ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L and
{Lα : α ∈ Q} be a family of principal ideals of L, where, Lα = {x ∈ L : x ≤ aα} ,
α ∈ Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) T is a direct product of a family {Tα : α ∈ Q} of infinite ∨−distributive
t−norms on a lattice Lα, α ∈ Q, where Tα = T ↓ Lα.

(ii) {aα : α ∈ Q} is a direct decomposition of the neutral element 1 of L.

Corollary 1. (1)Let T1, T2 be a continuous ∨−distributive t−norms on [0, 1].
Then T1 × T2 is a continuous ∨−distributive t−norm on [0, 1]2.

(2)Conversely, let T be an arbitrary continuous ∨−distributive t−norm on
[0, 1]2. Then T is a direct product of continuous t−norms T1, T2 and on [0, 1].

Remark 3. This corollary is a solution of the problem that was formulated in [5]
as an open problem.
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4 Comaximal Elements and Direct Decompositions
of the Neutral

Definition 9. A family {bα : α ∈ Q} is pairwise comaximal if bα �= 1 for all
α ∈ Q and bα ∨ bβ = 1 for all α �= β.

Theorem 5. Let T be an infinite ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L and
{aτ : τ ∈ Q} be a decomposotion of the neutral 1 of L. Put

bα = ∨
β∈Q(α)

aβ .

Then {bα : α ∈ Q} is a pairwise comaximal family in L and

∧
α∈Q

bα = 0, aα = ∧
β∈Q(α)

bβ .

Theorem 6. Let T be a ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L,
{bi : i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}} be a pairwise comaximal family in L and

n∧
i=1
bi = 0.

Put aj = ∧
i∈Q(j)

bi. Then {ai : i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}} is a direct decomposotion of

the neutral 1 of L and bi = ai for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.
Theorem 7. Let T be an infinite ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L such
that the supremum of atoms of L is equal to 1. Then T is a direct product of a
Tα,α ∈ Q such that Tα is isomorfic to A∗ for all α ∈ Q.

Definition 10. [6]. An element m ∈ L is maximal if m ≤ a ≤ 1 ,a ∈ L
implies that m = a or a = 1.

Theorem 8. Let T be a ∨−distributive t−norm on a lattice L such that there
exists a family {b1, b2, ..., bn} ⊂ L of maximal elements bi satisfying the condi-
tion

n∧
i=1
bi = 0. Then T is a direct product of a family {Ti : i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}} of

∨−distributive t−norms on a lattice Li, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} such that Ti is isomor-
phic to A∗ for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of experiments of usage of LSA for 
analysis of textual data. The method is explained in brief and special attention is 
pointed on its potential for comparison and investigation of German literature 
texts. Two hypotheses are tested: 1) the texts by the same author are alike and 
can be distinguished from the ones by different person; 2) the prose and poetry 
can be automatically discovered.

1 Introduction 

One of the most interesting text features is the text variance. There are always several 
ways to express the same thought and the authors are forced to choose between 
different syntactic constructions, synonyms and terminology according to the 
intended audience and the impact the text must produce. Furnas, Landauer, Gomez 
and Dumais have shown in [8] that people use the same words to describe the same 
subject 10-20% of the time. 

Authors make their choices according to both the specific text intention and their 
own subjective preferences. These (denoted as style) are consistent (along the text or 
all the author’s oeuvres) and easy to discover for humans but very hard to describe 
and measure. Researchers in statistical stylistics have concentrated at word-based 
statistics (word length, word length distribution, long words count, type/token ratios, 
see [15]), text-based statistics (sentence length, clause complexity, see [12,14]) and 
statistics based on specific items (pronouns counts, presence/absence of 
contractions/amplifiers, relative frequency of specific verbs: e.g. seem, appear etc., 
see [2,11]). We go different way: Our purpose here is to study the possibilities of 
using a classic semantic analysis method without additional tuning for automatically 
discovery of the texts from the same author and to discriminate between prose and 
poetry. 

2 Latent Semantic Analysis 

The Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a powerful statistical technique for indexing, 
retrieval and analysis of textual information used in different fields of the human 
cognition during the last  decade. The method is fully automatic and does not use any 
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preliminary constructed dictionaries, semantic networks, knowledge bases, conceptual 
hierarchies, grammatical, morphological nor syntactic analysers, etc. The general idea 
is that there exists a set of latent dependencies between the words and their contexts 
(phrases, paragraphs and texts). They both are represented in the same semantic 
space. The identification and proper treatment of the latent dependency permits LSA 
to deal successfully with the synonymy and partially with the polysemy, which are the 
major problems with the word-based approaches. 

LSA is a two-stage process and includes education and analysis of the indexed 
data. During the education phase LSA performs an automatic document indexing. The 
process starts with the construction of a matrix X whose columns are associated with 
documents, and the rows with terms (words or key-phrases). The cell (i,j) contains the 
occurrence frequency of term i  in document j. The matrix X is then submitted to 
singular value decomposition (SVD) which gives as a result three matrices T, D 
(orthonormal) and S (diagonal), such that X=TSDt. Most of the rows and columns of 
T, S and D are removed in a way that the matrix X′=T′S′D′ is the least squares best-fit 
approximation of X. This results in the compression of the source space in much 
smaller one where we have only a limited number of significant factors (generally 
between 50 and 400). Thus, each term or document is associated a vector (column in 
the D′S′ matrix) of reduced dimensionality, e.g. 100. It is possible to perform a 
sophisticated SVD, which speeds up the process by directly finding the truncated 
matrices T′, S′ and D′, see [1]. 

The second phase is the analysis phase. Most often this includes the study of the 
proximity between a couple of documents, a couple of words or between a word and a 
document. A simple mathematical transformation permits to obtain the vector for a 
non-indexed text. The proximity degree between two documents can be calculated as 
the dot product between their normalised LSA vectors. The usage of other measures is 
also possible, e.g.: Euclidean and Manhattan distances, Minkowski measures, 
Pearson’s coefficient etc. [3,13,16,21]. 

3 Experiments 

The experiments were performed on German literature texts we collected on the Web 
mainly from the following sites [22,23,24]. The file contents were carefully 
investigated and all index and biographic files were removed. The remaining files 
were pre-processed and the HTML tags were discarded. The remaining files were pre-
processed and the HTML tags were discarded together with the headers, footers and 
editors’ comments leaving just the plain text. We thus obtained the following oeuvres, 
grouped by author: 
� Theodor Fontane: Effie Briest (181), Der Stechlin (241), Der Schach von 

Wuthenow (92) 
� Johann Wolfgang von Goethe: Faust (104), Die Wahlverwandtschaften (152), Die 

Leiden des jungen Werthers (67), Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre (182) 
� Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel: Phänomenologie des Geistes (90) 
� Heinrich Heine: Buch der Lieder (245), Neue Gedichte (870) 
� Franz Kafka: Erzählungen (29), Der Prozeß (126) 
� Karl May: Vinnetou I, II, III (147) 
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Since LSA tries to capture the mutual dependencies between the words and their 
contexts it is of crucial importance to provide contexts of reasonable size. Usually, 
when indexing small documents they are passed as they are since it is best to work on 
the whole document. It is clearly not the case here and we decided to split the 
documents into chunks of almost equal size. We experimented with different chunk 
sizes: 1,2,4,8 KB and finally chose 4 KB as most appropriate. The files for each novel 
were concatenated (if more than one) and split into almost equal parts of 
approximately 4 KB (In fact the chunk size varies since we do not split the sentences). 
There are two exceptions: the Goethe and Heine poems were left intact, one poem per 
file as they originally were. 

The words met in just one document were removed since they cannot contribute to 
the proximity, thus reducing the total different non-stop word forms considered from 
72141 to 34191. Someone would argue that these are exactly these words which are 
characteristic of a text and hence carry important information. This is true in case we 
want to assign a text a subject category but are of no particular sense when we want to 
measure similarity between texts using cosine measure. 

After the frequency matrix X (2191 × 34191) was built, we divided each row by its 
entropy and just then performed SVD. [3,5,6,7,13,16] No other words (e.g. stop 
words) were removed since their frequency of usage could be characteristic for a 
specific author and thus contribute to the document proximity (Nevertheless the 
entropy weights them appropriately). No word stemming was performed for the same 
reasons. 
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Fig. 1. Choice of similarity measure 

A crucial moment when using LSA is the correct choice of dimensionality. Figure 
1 shows the top 250 singular values sorted in descending order. The curve goes 
straight down and then flattens. Intuitively we have to cut the singular values just in 
the place where the curve behaviour changes. If we cut further we lose important 
information and if we keep more values we start modelling the noise. 

We performed two different space reductions: to space with dimensionality 25 and 
100. For each of these cases we calculated the dot product between the normalised 
vectors for all the document couples. The corresponding correlation matrices 
(2191×2191) were almost identical. Fig. 2 and 3 show the results in 5 different 
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colours for the five correlation intervals: 87,5-100%, black colour; 75-87,5%, dark 
grey; 62,5-75%, grey; 50-62,5%, light grey; 0-50%, white. 

A well-known feature of LSA is that it maps the semantically related texts next to 
each other in the vector space. Thus, in our particular case the chunks from the same 
oeuvre are expected to be more similar to each other than those from different 
oeuvres. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Correlation matrix map: (vector space dimension 100) 

There are several dark squares on the main diagonal, which are clearer on figure 2 
than on figure 3 because of the choice of a bit more appropriate vector dimensionality. 
Let’s look at Fig.2 in more details from the upper left towards the down right corner 
skipping the region in the black square. There are several squares (clusters) and 
Fontane forms the first one we can see. This is a monolith black block with some 
artificially added white lines whose function is to separate Effie Briest (181), Der 
Stechlin (241), and Der Schach von Wuthenow (92), which follow in this order (file 
counts put in parentheses). The latter is distinguishable and forms a small internal 
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sub-square. The other two oeuvres can be distinguished only thanks to the artificial 
white line. Thus, the oeuvres by Fontane form a good cluster. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Correlation matrix map: (vector space dimension 25) 

The following small black square represents the Goethe’s Faust (104). The smooth 
one just after it has three sub-squares, the first of which corresponds to Die 
Wahlverwandtschaften (152). The second one is split again into two smaller ones 
corresponding to Die Leiden des jungen Werthers (67) and Wilhelm Meisters 
Lehrjahre (152). While each of the last 3 oeuvres forms a well-separated cluster it is 
normal to expect lower proximity level between texts from different oeuvres. What 
remains unclear is why Faust, although being written by the same author, is so 
different. The answer is because of the dictionary differences between prose and 
poetry. 

At the end of the previous square there is a small dark cluster not very well 
separated from the previous ones and representing the Hegel’s Phänomenologie des 
Geistes (90). Looking at figure 3 we can see that although it is very similar to the last 
three Goethe texts their internal proximity is a bit higher. Thus, we can separate the 
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texts by the two authors. We attribute the high proximity level between the Goethe’s 
and Hegel’s prose to the fact that they lived in the same historical époque. The same 
applies in fact to Fontane: looking at the big smooth out-of-diagonal squares we can 
see the relatively high correlation between the three authors. 

The following almost monolith black square contains the Heine’s poems: Buch der 
Lieder (245) and Neue Gedichte (870). Looking at the out of diagonal elements we 
can see the high proximity level with the Goethe’s poem Faust. This must be due 
mainly to the similar poetic structure. Looking at figure 2 we can see that we are still 
able to distinguish Goethe’s and Heine’s poems. 

Let us look now at the last big smooth square. It contains the oeuvres by Kafka, 
May, Keller, Nietzsche and Rilke, in that order. Although it seems difficult for LSA 
to separate some of them we can distinguish each author from the picture. The darker 
sub-rectangle in the middle is the Karl May’s Vinnetou (147). The texts before May 
belong to Kafka’s Der Prozeß (126) and Erzählungen (29). The Der Prozeß (126) can 
be discovered as a very small (just 29 files) sub-rectangle at the beginning of the 
smooth one.  

Looking carefully one can see a bit bigger small (just 45 files) sub-rectangle just 
after May: this is the Keller’s Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe (45). Then follow two 
easier to discover and much bigger sub-rectangles corresponding to Nietzsche’s Also 
sprach Zarathustra (179) and Rilke’s Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brigge 
(126).  

Here we can see again a high semantic proximity between the whole last smooth 
rectangle and Fontane, Goethe’s prose and Hegel. Investigating the texts one can see 
that all these are prose while the Goethe’s Faust and Heine’s oeuvres are poetry. 
Thus, we discovered a very good separation between the poetry and the prose among 
all the texts considered. This gives a strong support for our second hypothesis. 

What about the first hypothesis, it seems to hold when comparing the different 
authors but the judgement whether a particular text belongs to a particular author 
seems much more difficult. This result is a bit surprising for us since the other 
researcher experiments on English and Bulgarian (as well as recent experiments on 
Russian) text collections showed much stronger support for the first hypothesis 
[19,20]. The problem may be the mixture of prose and poetry we made here: they 
seem to be very different one from another for this particular text collection, which 
results in rise of the inner group correlation level harming the support for the first 
hypothesis. Another problem may be the disproportion of the chunk counts for the 
different authors.  

4 Discussion 

As we saw, the different dimensionality reductions reveal different kinds of 
correlation between the texts. The higher dimensionality matrices show that the texts 
from the same author are more alike and tend to form separate clusters. When we 
perform a further reduction we obtain just two classes: the prose and the poetry.  

This is consistent with our previous experiments for English, Russian and 
Bulgarian literature. In general the highest dimensionality matrices show that the texts 
from the same oeuvre are more alike and tend to form separate clusters. In case the 
dimensionality is high enough some internal clusters can be discovered inside the 
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same oeuvre. When a further reduction is performed the oeuvres by the same author 
lose their differences and each author tends to obtain its own cluster (in fact two 
clusters must be expected if the author is represented by both prose and poetry, as 
happened above). When we perform a further reduction we obtain just two classes: 
the prose and the poetry.  

5 Conclusion 

The experiments performed show that in the general case the selected German authors 
can be distinguished using LSA but it seems to be hard for some of the authors. On 
the other hand the selected texts give a strong support for the hypothesis that the prose 
and poetry can be automatically discovered. 

6 Future Work 

Additional experiments on new (possibly different language) corpora with new 
authors have to be performed in order to justify the results obtained and to better 
study all the factors (e.g. époque, internal oeuvre/author substructure) influencing the 
text proximity when using LSA.  

An interesting possibility is to combine and compare the semantic proximity with 
the traditional stylistic statistics methods used by [4,10,11,12,14,15]. 
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Abstract. This paper examines some possibilities of improving the CORA 
classification algorithm developed by M. Bongard in sixties. The algorithm is 
based on finding  features of objects one needs to classify. The theoretical part 
of this study explains two main shortcomings of the CORA classification 
algorithm: (1) the algorithm rejects features that at least once appear in the 
opposite class and thus loses potentially valuable information; and (2) the 
algorithm has extremely large learning time that can be due to the 
“combinatorial explosion”. The study suggests two methods to overcome these 
difficulties and to improve the algorithm: (1) the method of relatively good 
features and (2) the method of sequential covering. The experimental results 
demonstrate that both the methods suggested ensure a sufficient algorithm 
performance’s improvement as compared to the classic Bongard algorithm 
implementation. Best results are achieved when both methods are combined 
and sufficiently improve the classification precision and reduce learning time. 

1 Introduction 

The main task of this paper is to study the CORA classification algorithm, in more 
detail. Besides, it is necessary to try to explain possible shortcomings of the algorithm 
so as to improve its execution. This algorithm seems very promising as its 
implementation is rather simple but decision rules (concept generalizations) obtained 
as a result of its execution are easy to interpret for a human being in contrast to 
artificial neural networks. 

2 Generalization by Features  
in Bongard's CORA Classification Algorithm 

Let us consider the Bongard method, or CORA algorithm. The essence of the 
algorithm is as follows. The solution of the classification task is based on two 
procedures: learning and examination which are repeated in the course of 
generalization as many times as needed. In the course of learning a set of training 
examples is used that contains examples belonging to a concept to be generalized and 
also counter examples that do not belong to the concept in question. Learning results 
in the development of a decision rule, which is able to indicate whether a particular 
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example belongs to the generalized concept in question, or not. After a decision rule 
has been developed according to the training set, a stage of examination starts. At this 
stage, the system is presented a set of examples which certainly contains other 
examples that differ from those in the training set. If  the decision rule demonstrates 
an acceptable quality of examination set classification in the course of examination, 
then the procedure of learning is considered to be finished. Otherwise, the decision 
rule is updated additionally processing a new complemented set of training examples 
or the same set.  

The CORA-3 algorithm in Bongard's realization [1] is as follows. 

Learning Algorithm 
1. Three columns are taken from a matrix of training examples. It is then checked 

if the columns contain a combination of zeros and ones that is no less than K times 
met in vectors of one class and is never met in vectors of the other class. If a 
combination of this kind has been found, then the combination of zeros and ones 
available in these three columns will be called a feature. The examples that contain 
this combination of zeros and ones in the corresponding columns will be called 
examples of which this feature is characteristic. Features A and B are assumed to be 
equivalent if they are characteristic of the same examples. Feature A is stronger than 
feature B if it is characteristic of all the examples to which feature B is characteristic 
and also to some other (or at least to one) examples. It is clear that each feature 
characterizes objects of only one class. 

2. The feature found is compared to all those found before. If this feature turns out 
to be stronger than any other feature found before, it is written in the place of the 
weakest feature. If some feature found before is stronger or equivalent to the new one, 
then the new feature is rejected. If none of these relationships holds, the new feature is 
written in a new place if there is such. 

3. Similarly all column combinations taken by three are checked. 

Additional Learning Algorithm 
Let us call the number of features characteristic to the given example the number of 
votes, which this example has collected. Those features that in the end of Step 3 have 
collected no more than n votes will be called lagging features. The number n can be 
set different for each class depending on the situation. 

4. Additional learning is a stage of learning the transition to which occurs not 
automatically but by a command. When additional learning is performed, K can be 
changed. Features characterizing no less than K lagging features will be called 
additional features.  

5. Selection of additional features is performed according to Steps 1-3. 
6. If the features selected have filled up the memory (64 features for each class in 

Bongard's realization), then learning is finished. Otherwise, the operator may return to 
Step 4 ( with new K and n) or stop at the result achieved. 

7. The result of learning can be stored in the external memory. 

Recognition Algorithm 
8. Before recognition, either training has to be performed or learning results have 

to be read from the external memory (see Step 7). 
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9. When recognition is executed, it is checked how many features voting in favor 
of one or other class characterize the example being recognized. The example is 
classified in accordance with the majority of votes. 

3  Cross Validation Method  
to Determine the Accuracy of Classification 

The problem is stated as follows. How to test the accuracy of various classification 
methods so as the testing would be objective, the results would be accurate and would 
not be based on only two attempts and one could objectively compare different 
methods with each other? How large a training set and testing set should be? How 
many times one should perform training and testing to make the result statistically 
validated? The cross validation method seems to be most suitable for this purposes. 
This method is considered among researchers [5] as sufficiently objective to evaluate 
the accuracy of classification. The essence of the method is as follows. The whole set 
of examples is intermixed with the help of random number generator and separated 
into k nearly equal parts. Each of these k parts is in sequence employed as testing 
examples provided the classification algorithm learning was performed beforehand 
using those examples that are not contained in current testing example part. 

According to various authors [5], it is most optimal to employ k=10. At this, an 
optimal relationship between the number of examples of a training set and of a testing 
set is ensured. In this case the method is called “10-fold cross validation”. 90% of 
examples are used as a training example set, 10% of examples are employed as a 
testing example set and the cross validation process as a whole consists of 10 
iterations. At each iteration, different 10% are taken for a testing set. An average error 
over those 10 iterations is called classification error. 

4 Introduction of the Method of Relatively Good Features 

In Bongard' s realization, a conjunction is sought that can no less than K times be met 
in vectors of one class and is never met in vectors of the other class. Due to this, the 
algorithm rejects those features that at least once appear in another class and thus 
loses potentially valuable information. It may be worth softening this strict 
requirement. For example, Gelfand and Guberman (1976) in the paper [2] dealt with 
the determination of earthquake epicenters describe an approach similar to CORA in 
which the conjunction is relatively frequently met in one class and is relatively 
infrequently met in the other class. An approach of this kind should be effective when 
classifying new objects, the error on the training set vectors, however, would increase. 
Let us call it a method of relatively good features. The method can be introduced as 
follows. In addition to an ordinary threshold K, which determines the minimal number 
of examples that the conjunction found must describe, threshold Ko is set that 
determines the maximal number of examples of the opposite class, which may be 
described by the conjunction, found. It is clear that Ko << K should hold. A real 
employable value of Ko has to be found experimentally. 
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5 Introduction of the Method of Sequential Covering 

Practical experiments with the CORA classification algorithm show its essential 
shortcoming. The algorithm has an extremely large learning time especially if the 
number of attributes and the length of conjunction is large that can be due to the 
"combinatorial explosion". The reason for this is the following. The CORA algorithm 
searches for attribute combinations. If the conjunction length is L but the number of 
attributes is N, then the algorithm has to examine 

)!(!

2!

LNL

N L

−∗
∗  (1)

possible conjunctions. Moreover, it has also to examine possible conjunctions each of 
which is searched for over all training set examples. It is possible to reduce the 
number of operations indirectly, i.e. the above formula is valid, however, the number 
of  training set examples in which new conjunctions has to be sought can be reduced 
as well as the number of conjunctions found and, hence, the number of conjunctions 
to be analyzed. This can be achieved by introducing the so-called sequential covering 
method described in [4] where its application to IF-THEN rule generation is 
presented. The essence of this method is as follows. While analyzing a training 
example set, the algorithm learns one rule. It then excludes from the training example 
set all the examples this rule describes. After that, when examining the training set 
examples remained, the algorithm learns the second rule and again excludes from the 
training example set all those examples, which are described by this rule. The process 
continues in iteration until all the examples are excluded from the training example 
set and the rules that cover all the examples are learned.  

This method slightly modified can be adapted to the CORA algorithm. The original 
sequential covering method excludes examples provided they are described only once. 
This does not fit the CORA algorithm since it contradicts to the principles of 
additional learning according to which the examples that have collected less than n 
votes are considered as lagging and therefore additional learning has to be performed 
to enable them to collect the votes missing. Due to this the authors of this paper 
propose to combine these principles and to exclude examples out of the training set 
when they have collected a specified number of votes, n. This will allow one to reject 
the stage of additional learning at all by transferring its functions to the sequential 
covering method thus gaining extra time saving. In this way the sequential covering 
method is "fused" with the stage of additional learning and is naturally involved in the 
ordinary learning process of the CORA algorithm thus simplifying this algorithm and 
at the same time improving its quality and operation speed. 

6 Description of Learning and Testing Sets 

The experiments have been performed on the basis of example sets taken from the 
UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories available in 
the Internet [6], [7]. 

The sets of examples located at this address are well known and cited by many 
authors. Each of the example sets displays real case studies. The present study 
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employs example sets from two knowledge areas: (1) USA Congress voting results 
and (2) Tic-tac-toe game. Below one can find a detailed information on each of the 
sets. 

1. USA Congress voting results. The file employed was house-votes-84.data. In the 
congress voting database, each voting case has 16 binary attributes that represent the 
answers to 16 questions and a class that shows which party has won in voting (0 – 
democrats or 1 – republicans). 232 examples were used. In 124 cases of them 
democrats have won (class 0) but in 108 cases republicans have won (class 1). In 
what follows this database will be called Votes. 

2. Tic-tac-toe game. The file employed was  tic-tac-toe.data. The database includes 
all the 958 positions possible for this game. It is assumed that the crosses go first. If 
the crosses win, then an example belongs to class 1, if they loose or in the case of 
drawn play it belongs to class 0. To describe the state of each game square, binary 
combinations of two attributes were employed as follows: 01 - there is a cross in the 
square; 11 - there is a naught in the square; 00 - the square is empty. Hence, after the 
encoding each database example was described by 18 attributes. In what follows this 
database will be called Tic-tac-toe. 

7 Experiments Performed  
with the CORA Classification Algorithm 

In all further experiments, the author's own software program CORA was used to 
implement the CORA classification algorithm. To check the classification accuracy in 
all the experiments, the cross-validation method was used and also the learning time 
spent was measured. 

7.1 Determination of Optimal Learning Parameters 

The purpose of this experiment is to test the efficiency of the algorithm at different 
conjunction lengths and different minimal values of threshold K , to determine which 
conjunctions should be given priority when making selection of conjunctions: those 
of shorter length or those of larger length as well as to find optimal learning 
parameters for the given example set. 

During the experiment different conjunction lengths were examined, first from 1 
through 2 and finally from 1 through 5. The values of threshold K from 10 through 50 
with step 10 have been tested. It was also examined which conjunctions should be 
given priority when making selection of conjunctions: those of shorter length or those 
of larger length (for example, 1-5 means that priority is given to shorter disjunctions 
whereas 5-1 means that priority is given to longer disjunctions). In total, 40 
experiments have been performed with the example set Votes at different values of 
the above parameters (see Table 1). 

Each row of this table represents the results obtained at 10 training and testing 
iterations performing cross-validation. The shaded row denotes a variant (No.34) with 
optimal learning parameters: a low error level is achieved within short learning time. 
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The same experiments have been performed with the Tic-tac-toe example set (see 
Table 2). 

Table 1. Determination of optimal parameters. Example set: Votes 

No. 
Conjunction 

length 
Minimal 

threshold K Error (%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions 

Average time 
(s) 

1. 1-2 10 10.870 15.4 0.0 
2. 1-2 20 10.870 12.2 0.1 
3. 1-2 30 10.870 10.1 0.0 
4. 1-2 40 10.870 8.9 0.1 
5. 1-2 50 10.870 5.1 0.0 
6. 1-3 10 5.652 45.1 1.9 
7. 1-3 20 6.087 26.6 1.1 
8. 1-3 30 6.087 19.8 0.7 
9. 1-3 40 7.391 14.5 0.5 
10. 1-3 50 10.000 7.6 0.4 
11. 1-4 10 4.348 82.3 21.7 
12. 1-4 20 4.783 41.6 7.9 
13. 1-4 30 5.217 31.6 4.2 
14. 1-4 40 5.217 20.1 2.8 
15. 1-4 50 8.696 8.1 2.1 
16. 1-5 10 4.348 103.6 104.2 
17. 1-5 20 4.783 52.5 33.8 
18. 1-5 30 5.217 39.9 14.8 
19. 1-5 40 5.217 24.3 12.4 
20. 1-5 50 8.696 8.3 10.6 
21. 2-1 10 10.870 16.3 0.1 
22. 2-1 20 10.870 13.1 0.1 
23. 2-1 30 10.870 10.9 0.0 
24. 2-1 40 10.870 9.6 0.0 
25. 2-1 50 10.870 5.5 0.0 
26. 3-1 10 5.652 54.0 7.8 
27. 3-1 20 6.087 33.4 3.7 
28. 3-1 30 6.087 24.7 1.7 
29. 3-1 40 7.391 18.0 0.8 
30. 3-1 50 10.000 10.1 0.4 
31. 4-1 10 4.348 90.4 131.9 
32. 4-1 20 4.348 47.5 40.1 
33. 4-1 30 4.783 35.5 15.7 
34. 4-1 40 4.783 24.2 5.5 
35. 4-1 50 8.696 11.3 3.4 
36. 5-1 10 4.348 110.3 861.8 
37. 5-1 20 4.783 57.5 235.5 
38. 5-1 30 3.913 43.3 78.8 
39. 5-1 40 4.783 27.1 25.9 
40. 5-1 50 8.696 12.4 15.7 
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Table 2. Determination of optimal learning parameters. Example set: Tic-tac-toe 

No. 
Conjunction 

length 
Minimal 

threshold K Error (%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions 

Average time 
(s) 

1.  1-2 10 100.000 0.0 0.2 
2.  1-2 20 100.000 0.0 0.2 
3.  1-2 30 100.000 0.0 0.2 
4.  1-2 40 100.000 0.0 0.2 
5.  1-2 50 100.000 0.0 0.2 
6.  1-3 10 26.316 31.1 2.3 
7.  1-3 20 29.579 14.2 2.1 
8.  1-3 30 32.211 11.4 2.0 
9.  1-3 40 50.421 4.9 2.0 
10.  1-3 50 61.263 2.1 2.0 
11.  1-4 10 9.474 351.5 133.9 
12.  1-4 20 7.053 175.9 37.7 
13.  1-4 30 9.789 120.5 25.2 
14.  1-4 40 32.105 44.5 17.9 
15.  1-4 50 58.211 5.6 16.0 
16.  1-5 10 10.947 1150.1 4337.3 
17.  1-5 20 4.316 477.5 780.1 
18.  1-5 30 6.316 303.7 284.1 
19.  1-5 40 27.895 104.1 123.9 
20.  1-5 50 57.789 10.0 95.0 
21.  2-1 10 100.000 0.0 0.2 
22.  2-1 20 100.000 0.0 0.2 
23.  2-1 30 100.000 0.0 0.2 
24.  2-1 40 100.000 0.0 0.2 
25.  2-1 50 100.000 0.0 0.2 
26.  3-1 10 26.316 31.1 2.3 
27.  3-1 20 29.579 14.2 2.1 
28.  3-1 30 32.211 11.4 2.1 
29.  3-1 40 50.421 4.9 2.1 
30.  3-1 50 61.263 2.1 2.0 
31.  4-1 10 9.474 351.5 159.9 
32.  4-1 20 7.053 178.6 45.4 
33.  4-1 30 9.789 125.4 30.0 
34.  4-1 40 32.105 48.5 20.5 
35.  4-1 50 58.211 12.4 17.2 
36.  5-1 10 10.947 1150.1 5612.4 
37.  5-1 20 4.316 477.7 1246.4 
38.  5-1 30 6.316 303.9 488.6 
39.  5-1 40 27.895 106.6 207.9 
40.  5-1 50 57.789 22.6 141.0 

 
For this example set, variant No.13 is considered as optimal. 
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7.2 Experiments with Additional Learning 

After optimal parameters for initial learning have been determined, experiments with 
additional learning can be performed. In this experiment series a threshold for 
additional learning is varied so as to find its optimal value for the both example sets 
(see Table 3 and 4). 

 

Table 3. Experiments with additional learning. Example set: Votes 

No. Conjunction 
length 

Minimal 
threshold K 

Threshold 
for 

additional 
learning 

Error (%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions

Average 
time (s) 

1.  4-1 40 35 4.348 30.6 8.2 
2.  4-1 40 30 4.348 35.8 8.9 
3.  4-1 40 25 4.348 39.0 10.9 
4.  4-1 40 20 4.348 46.0 12.7 
5.  4-1 40 15 4.348 61.8 17.8 
6.  4-1 40 10 3.913 88.0 31.9 
7.  4-1 40 5 4.348 126.1 83.5 

 

Table 4. Experiments with additional learning. Example set: Tic-tac-toe 

No. Conjunction 
length 

Minimal 
threshold K 

Threshold 
for 

additional 
learning 

Error (%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions

Average 
time (s) 

1.  1-4 30 25 6.421 149.7 47.7 
2.  1-4 30 20 7.053 175.9 53.3 
3.  1-4 30 15 7.684 246.1 81.6 

 
For the Votes set, the additional learning threshold 10 turned out to be optimal but 

for the Tic-tac-toe set it was 25. 

8 Experiments with the Modifications of the CORA Algorithm 

The task of this experiment series is to find out whether the introduction of 
modifications of the standard CORA algorithm was useful. 

8.1 Experiments with the Relatively Good Features Method 

These experiments were performed to test the efficiency of the relatively good 
features method. In the experiments the maximal number of examples of the opposite 
class, Ko, which each conjunction found can describe was varied (see Table 5 and 6). 
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Table 5. Experiments with the relatively good features method. Example set: Votes 

No. 
Conjunction 

length 
Minimal 

threshold K 
Maximal 

Ko Error (%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions

Average 
time (s) 

1.  4-1 40 1 3.043 29.8 13.6 
2.  4-1 40 2 4.783 43.1 21.3 
3.  4-1 40 3 6.087 42.4 31.7 

Table 6. Experiments with the relatively good features method. Example set: Tic-tac-toe 

No. 
Conjunction 

length 
Minimal 

threshold K Maximal Ko Error (%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions

Average 
time (s) 

1.  1-4 30 1 11.185 208.4 50.4 
2.  1-4 30 2 9.895 227.3 69.7 
3.  1-4 30 3 9.158 236.7 86.3 
4.  1-4 30 4 12.737 281.3 91.8 
5.  1-4 30 5 21.263 365.7 132.7 

 
It can be seen that for the Votes training example set Ko=1 turned out to be optimal 

but for the Tic-tac-toe set it was equal to 3. 

8.2 Experiments with the Sequential Covering Method 

Let us perform experiments to test the efficiency of the sequential covering method. 
In these experiments the number of votes, n, at which examples are excluded out of a 
training set will be changed (see Table 7 and 8). The shaded rows represent the three 
best results in each set. 

Table 7. Experiments with the sequential covering method. Example set: Votes 

No. Conjunction 
length 

Minimal 
threshold K 

Number of 
votes n 

Errors(%) 
Average 

number of 
conjunctions 

Average time 
(s) 

1.  1-4 20 20 4.783 41.3 7.5 
2.  1-4 20 15 4.783 39.9 6.6 
3.  1-4 20 10 4.348 33.9 4.2 
4.  1-4 20 5 3.913 20.8 1.4 
5.  1-4 15 20 4.348 54.9 11.4 
6.  1-4 15 15 4.348 48.2 9.3 
7.  1-4 15 10 3.913 43.5 4.8 
8.  1-4 15 5 5.217 25.2 1.4 
9.  1-4 10 20 3.913 73.6 18.4 
10.  1-4 10 15 3.478 64.3 14.3 
11.  1-4 10 10 3.913 52.2 6.5 
12.  1-4 10 5 5.217 29.3 1.6 
13.  1-4 5 20 3.913 108.4 37.9 
14.  1-4 5 15 3.913 85.1 27.5 
15.  1-4 5 10 7.826 55.1 8.1 
16.  1-4 5 5 11.739 22.2 2.2 
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Table 8. Experiments with the sequential covering method. Example set: Tic-tac-toe 

No. 
Conjunction 

length 
Minimal 

threshold K 
Number of 

votes n 
Percentage 
of errors 

Average 
number of 

conjunctions

Average 
time (s) 

1.  1-4 20 20 6.737 167.1 34.2 
2.  1-4 20 15 6.842 157.6 31.7 
3.  1-4 20 10 6.421 131.8 26.1 
4.  1-4 20 5 6.842 83.5 18.7 
5.  1-4 15 20 7.684 210.8 45.9 
6.  1-4 15 15 7.684 197.8 40.8 
7.  1-4 15 10 6.737 165.8 31.4 
8.  1-4 15 5 6.211 102.9 20.3 
9.  1-4 10 20 9.053 291.1 78.0 
10.  1-4 10 15 8.842 255.1 61.8 
11.  1-4 10 10 7.789 214.8 43.9 
12.  1-4 10 5 5.684 131.3 24.6 
13.  1-4 5 20 9.684 422.4 154.0 
14.  1-4 5 15 9.053 371.3 114.1 
15.  1-4 5 10 7.579 273.2 74.8 
16.  1-4 5 5 6.526 165.7 35.2 

8.3 Experiments with a Combination of Both Methods 

The task of these experiments is to test the efficiency of a simultaneous introduction 
of the method of relatively good features and the sequential covering method. In these 
experiments the maximal number of examples of the opposite class, Ko, which each 
conjunction found can describe and the number of votes, n, at which examples are 
excluded out of a training set were varied (see Table 9 and 10). 

Table 9. Experiments with a combination of both methods. Example set: Votes 

No. Conjunction 
length 

Minimal 
threshold 

K 

Number of 
votes n 

Maximal 
Ko 

Error 
(%) 

Average 
number of 

conjunctions 

Average 
time (s) 

1.  1-4 20 5 1 4.783 18.0 0.9 
2.  1-4 20 5 2 4.783 16.7 0.8 

3.  1-4 20 5 3 3.478 15.7 0.7 
4.  1-4 20 5 4 4.783 13.8 0.7 
5.  1-4 20 5 5 10.000 11.2 0.7 
6.  1-4 15 10 1 3.478 32.6 1.1 
7.  1-4 15 10 2 4.348 28.9 0.9 
8.  1-4 15 10 3 4.348 26.6 0.8 
9.  1-4 15 10 4 3.043 20.6 0.8 
10.  1-4 15 10 5 7.391 16.6 0.7 
11.  1-4 10 15 1 3.913 53.3 1.7 
12.  1-4 10 15 2 21.739 21.9 1.2 
13.  1-4 10 15 3 11.304 28.0 0.9 
14.  1-4 10 15 4 12.174 23.3 0.9 
15.  1-4 10 15 5 17.391 25.5 0.8 
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Table 10. Experiments with a combination of both methods. Example set: Tic-tac-toe 

No. 
Conjunction 

length 

Minimal 
threshold 

K 

Number 
of votes n

Maximal 
Ko 

Error 
(%) 

Average 
number of 

conjunctions 

Average 
time (s) 

1.  1-4 20 10 1 6.737 147.5 26.8 
2.  1-4 20 10 2 5.263 133.8 25.1 
3.  1-4 20 10 3 5.474 147.5 24.5 
4.  1-4 20 10 4 6.632 164.9 25.6 
5.  1-4 20 10 5 8.632 177.5 24.0 
6.  1-4 15 5 1 7.158 110.1 17.7 
7.  1-4 15 5 2 5.474 110.8 16.4 
8.  1-4 15 5 3 10.211 103.0 15.0 
9.  1-4 15 5 4 17.474 91.6 13.3 
10.  1-4 15 5 5 21.368 80.5 11.8 
11.  1-4 10 5 1 6.842 137.5 19.9 
12.  1-4 10 5 2 12.000 110.3 18.7 
13.  1-4 10 5 3 23.579 80.8 17.1 
14.  1-4 10 5 4 31.789 54.9 14.5 
15.  1-4 10 5 5 39.368 36.5 12.9 

 
 
 
 
The experimental results show that better success was achieved when both CORA 

algorithm modifications suggested were combined. As a result of this combination, 
both the classification error and learning time were reduced. 

Figures 1 and 2 present a summary of the experimental results. 

9 Analysis of the Results and Conclusions 

The theoretical part of this study explains two main shortcomings of the CORA 
classification algorithm: (1) the algorithm rejects features that at least once appear in 
the opposite class and thus loses potentially valuable information; and (2) the 
algorithm has extremely large learning time that can be due to the “combinatorial 
explosion”. The study suggests two methods to overcome these difficulties and to 
improve the algorithm: the method of relatively good features and the sequential 
covering method. 

The experimental part of the study presents the experiments performed to examine 
the usefulness of those methods introduction and also checks their efficiency. The 
experiments performed made use of example sets from two knowledge areas: (1) 
USA Congress voting results forecasting (232 examples), and (2) Tic-tac-toe game 
(958 examples). The experimental results demonstrate that both the methods 
suggested ensure a sufficient algorithm performance’s improvement as compared to 
the classic Bongard algorithm realization. Best results are achieved when both 
methods are combined and sufficiently improve the classification precision and 
reduce learning time. 
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Fig. 1. Summary of experimental results for the Votes example set. 

Summary of results for the Tic-tac-toe example set
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Fig. 2. Summary of experimental results for the Tic-tac-toe example set. 
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Abstract. This paper introduces a system that has been developed for the 
selection of cutting parameters of turning operations from the machinability 
data handbook by using Fuzzy Logic (FL) approach. Main objective of the 
system is to get rid of the manually input-output oriented handbook, so 
selection of cutting parameters is made by a user-friendly intelligent system. 
This system is visual and menu oriented; also usage of the system is very 
simple.  
 
Key Words: Cutting Parameters, Fuzzy Logic, Computer Aided Selection, 
Artificial Intelligence. 

1 Introduction  

Artificial Intelligence (AI), is a new and rapidly developing field of computer science. 
It deals with computers performing humanlike functions such as reasoning and 
interpretation. Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a tool of AI that is gaining popularity in recent 
years. It based on the observation that people make decisions based on imprecise and 
non-numerical information fuzzy models or sets are mathematical means of 
representing vagueness and imprecise information, hence the term fuzzy. These 
models have the capability of recognizing, representing, manipulating, interpreting 
and utilizing data and information that are vague and lack certainty. Linguistic 
examples are: a few, almost, all, more, less, very important, good, poor, appropriate, 
acceptable, etc [1]. The basic idea behind the FL is quite simple. An exact rule or law 
cannot be defined for each possible problem. For these cases, humans approximate 
well solutions to the problems. This approximation is possibly due to the flexibility in 
the definition of the words that constitute the rules. Hence, human logic is very 
flexible. FL simulates this human logic using a mathematical model.  

One of the usage areas of fuzzy logic is the machining science. The machining of 
metals is a complex physical process, which is influenced by a large number of 
factors (cutting parameters or conditions). The success of a machining operation 
depends on the correct choice of these parameters. It has been realized that the proper 
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selection of machining conditions as the cutting speed, the feed, and the depth of cut 
in turning has a substantial impact on the overall machining performance which may 
be assessed in terms of machinability parameters like surface finish, tool-wear rate, 
dimensional accuracy, cutting power and chip breakability etc.[3]. Also a proper 
selection not only reduces the machining cost (by means of extended tool life, 
increased material removal rate, reduced down time and reduced inventory), but also 
improves the product quality (better surface finish and tighter dimension tolerance). It 
can be argued that it may be the best investment per capital for improving machining 
operations [4]. 

This paper presents a system that has been developed to obtain the cutting 
conditions (cutting speed, depth of cut and feed rate), for any selected material. With 
the selection of material type, and the hardness value of the material in terms of 
Brinell Hardness Number (BHN), selecting the cutting tool type and depth of cut, the 
program runs based on the Fuzzy Logic model to determine the cutting speed value. 
The model has used for five fuzzy sets in triangular shapes, five fuzzy experts rules, 
and centroid defuzzification method. Execution of the system gives the cutting speed 
value and the feed value that also have been displayed on the screen.   

2 Machinability Data Handbook’s Approach 

The Machining Data Handbook [6] provides starting recommendations for important 
machining situations in an effort to help personnel with material removal processes. 
The condensed and integrated source of machining information is useful to 
manufacturing, process, industrial and method engineers, NC programmers, etc. Data 
were obtained from the recommendations of metal producers, machine tool 
manufacturers and cutting tool and cutting fluid manufacturers, as well as from 
handbooks, machinability reports and miscellaneous literature on machining. The 
machining data obtained from industry were generally those that are currently being 
used in production operations [5]. 

  In the Machinability Data Handbook, workpiece material hardness and 
recommended cutting speeds are given in ranges, as shown in Table 1. Also the 
handbook approach is presented graphically in Fig. 1 for different types of cutting 
tool materials. All the cutting speed values and hardness values are given in certain 
ranges, and approximately for the same material hardness, the handbook gives two 
different cutting speed values, means that, there are an ambiguity and vague relations. 
Therefore, determination of a certain cutting speed value corresponding to a given 
hardness value is very difficult. It is a deficiency in using the handbook especially for 
an unskilled operator, which is not experienced in his job too much.  

In the handbook, material type with its recommended cutting conditions is firstly 
selected. The cutting speed values are given in ranges and the operator can select any 
cutting speed value between these cutting speed ranges, according to the specified 
workpiece material hardness, depth of cut, feed rate, cutting tool type and workpiece 
material. The selection of the operator will be straight forward or at the middle of the 
given range. Therefore, to obtain the correct cutting speed value between the 
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specified ranges will be a chance and any wrong selection may lead poor cutting 
conditions result with poor surface quality, because the cutting speed has an 
important effect on the cutting conditions.    

Table 1. Recommended cutting speed ranges and feed rates for different cutting tools. 
(Material: carbon steels, wrought, medium carbon, 1 mm depth of cut, hardness range: 125 
BHN-425 BHN)  

Tool Material Depth of 
cut  

(mm) 

Speed 
range 

 (m/min) 

Feed 
(mm/rev) 

 1 18-43 0.18 
High speed steel 4 14-35 0.40 

(ISO S4, S5) 8 11-27 0.50 
 16 15-21 0.75 
 1 87-140 0.18 

Carbide tool, uncoated 4 69-110 0.50 
(brazed, ISO P10-P40) 8 55- 84 0.75 

 16 53-66 1.00 
 1 95-180 0.18 

Carbide tool, uncoated 4 76-140 0.50 
(indexible, ISO P10-

P40) 
8 60-110 0.75 

 16 69- 84 1.00 
 1 145-260 0.18 

Carbide tool, coated 4 90-170 0.40 
(ISO CP10-CP30) 8 76-135 0.50 

 16 - - 
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 Fig. 1. Recommended cutting speed ranges for different cutting tool materials at 1mm
depth of cut machining data handbook 
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If wrought medium carbon steel with the workpiece material hardness is about 250 
BHN, cutting tool type is High Speed Steel (HSS), and the depth of cut is 1 mm, so 
speed range will be 18-43 m/min. Under the specified cutting conditions, an unskilled 
operator may select the cutting speed approximately 30 m/min. This type of selection 
is straight-forward, means that the operator escapes from boundaries for making any 
mistakes. But, this person can select 43 m/min for fast cutting or 18 m/min for low 
cutting, but in this case, the user must consider some other machining parameters 
such as surface roughness, tool wear etc. When this selection is made by an expert 
operator, the machining parameters such as material hardness, surface roughness, tool 
wear etc. are considered, and then selection is made more preciously. If the material 
hardness is hard, then an expert’s selection will depend upon his experience such 
that: “Cutting speed must be low and also feed rate must be small since surface 
roughness and tool wear are strictly depends upon mainly these two parameters”. If 
the material hardness is soft then the expert’s selection will depend on the rule 
“cutting speed must be high and feed rate must be high”.    

So, the aim of this study is to eliminate the deficiencies of the machining data 
handbook approach and to get rid of the manually input-output system of the 
handbook. In the developed system, a definite cutting speed value is determined 
instead of the range by using fuzzy-expert rules, under the conditions of specified 
cutting tool, feed rate, depth of cut and hardness range values.  

3 Methodology of the Fuzzy Logic  
to the Selection of Cutting Parameters 

3.1 Forming of Fuzzy Sets 

In the Handbook, the cutting speed is selected according to workpiece material 
hardness. For the cutting speed determination, it is essential that all the relevant 
factors must be considered for any particular application. There are a large number of 
factors, but to consider all of them is difficult therefore cutting tool type, depth of cut, 
feed rate are considered as constant. In this study, material hardness is the input into 
the system and cutting speed is the output for any specified material type. 

Fuzzy sets are used for fuzzifiying processes. The main aim of the fuzzification is 
to provide a convenient way to create fuzzy relations between input and output 
variables. In fuzzification operation, more than one fuzzy set are formed. Linguistic 
variables (or fuzzy expressions) are also used in this operation. Table 2 includes the 
fuzzy sets of the input (material hardness) and output (cutting speed) of the selection 
system. 

Five fuzzy expressions are extracted and used for both the input and the output. 
By using these fuzzy sets, input material hardness and output cutting speeds are 
classified. Number of these sets is dependent on the system behavior; the choice of 
the number of sets has an essential influence on how fine a control can be obtained 
[2,5]. 
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Table 2. Fuzzy sets (fuzzy expression or linguistic variables) 

Material Hardness Cutting Speed 
Very Hard (VH) Very Low (VL) 

HArd (HA) Low (LO) 
MeDium (MD) MeDium (MD) 

SOft (SO) High (HI) 
Very Soft  (VS) Very High (VH) 

3.2 Fuzzification 

Besides fuzzy sets, the membership functions are absolutely dependent upon the 
system behavior. There are different types of membership functions (triangular, 
trapezoidal, z-shaped, s-shaped etc.) but the most used one is the triangular 
membership function, which is also used in this study, since it is simply formed, and 
also it is proper for this type of operation [2,5].  

Each fuzzy set has members. The members of fuzzy sets are arranged in linearly 
and equally spaced. The handbook values of medium-carbon wrought steel have a 
hardness range of 125-425 BHN and cutting speed range of 18-43 m/min. The 
members of the fuzzy sets for this material are linearly and equally spaced as shown 
in Table 3, after that the members of fuzzy sets are represented by using the triangular 
membership functions (trimf). Membership functions regarding to the material 
hardness and cutting speed membership functions with their ranges are presented in 
Fig. 2 as an input and output membership functions.     

Table 3. Members of fuzzy sets 

Fuzzy Sets  Members Fuzzy Sets  Members 
Very Soft : 125-200 Very Low : 18-24.25 

Soft : 125-275 Low : 18-30.50 
Medium : 200-350 Medium : 24.25-

36.75 
Hard : 275-425 High : 30.50-43 

Very Hard : 350-425 Very High : 36.75-43 

3.3 Extracting the Fuzzy-Expert Rules 

Fuzzy rules (IF-THEN) are the interface between input and output relations. The 
fuzzy rules of this type of cutting conditions selection system must be same as the 
behavior of an expert operator. Utilization of the IF-THEN rules is very simple in 
fuzzy logic.  

In turning operations, when the material hardness and cutting speed are 
considered, five general rules are extracted as follows [5]: These rules use fuzzy 
expression such as soft, high, etc., which directly relate to the actions of the lathe 
operator. The rules are constructed in the form of fuzzy conditional statements.   
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Rule1:   IF Material is VeryHard THEN Speed is VeryLow. 
Rule2:   IF Material is Hard THEN Speed is Low. 
Rule3:   IF Material is Medium THEN Speed is Medium. 
Rule4:   IF Material is Soft THEN Speed is High. 
Rule5:   IF Material is VerySoft THEN Speed is VeryHigh. 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Input and output membership functions for medium carbon wrought steel 

(a) Cutting Speed Membership Functions and Their Ranges.

1
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3.4 Defuzzification 

Defuzzification is the reverse of the fuzzification process. The fuzzified subjects are 
defuzzified for obtaining the precise quantity. Lots of defuzzification methods 
(Centroid, mean of maxima, weighted average etc.) exists but among these methods, 
the one which commonly used is the Centroid Method [2,5]. First of all, fuzzy sets 
that contain the input as a member with any membership value are determined then 
according to these fuzzy sets, the fuzzy rules are employed. The medium carbon steel 
membership functions that is presented in Fig. 3 for the 125-425 BHN hardness 
range. If the workpiece material hardness is given as 300 BHN, which is shown in the 
formed fuzzy sets, the input has one membership value for each fuzzy set that 
contains the input. One of them is the 0.8 rate by the medium fuzzy set and the other 
is 0.3 rate of hard fuzzy set between [0,1]. This means that, workpiece material in 
consideration is hard at a rate of 0.3 and medium at a rate of 0.8. The workpiece 
material at 300 BHN can be considered both hard and medium hardness rates. 
 

0

1
Very Soft Soft Medium Hard Very Hard

125 200 275 350 425

µ

0.3

0.8

BHN

Fig. 3. Membership Values of a 300 BHN Material in Fuzzy Sets. 

 
By using these two rates as 0.8 and 0.3, with the fuzzy expert rules: 
 
Rule2: IF Material is Hard THEN Speed is Low. 
Rule3: IF Material is Medium THEN Speed is Medium. 
 
The output precise values are evaluated as shown in Fig. 4. The intersection of the 

lines at the membership values of material hardness is extended until the lines cut the 
membership values of cutting speeds by considering the above 2 and Rule 3. The area 
under the extension lines is obtained for the defuzzification of fuzzy members as 
shown in Fig. 5. By using the shaded area, cutting speed value will be obtained as a 
precise quantity for workpiece materials by using the centroid method.     
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Material Hardness

0

1

Cutting Speed

0

1
VS SO MD HA VH VL LO MD HI VH
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BHN m/min

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the Rules for Obtaining the Output Precise Value. 
 

18 36.75

0.3

0.8

28.58

 
Fig. 5. Precise Quantity Obtained from Output Area. 

4 Comparisons of Membership Functions  

4.1 Triangular and Trapezoidal Membership Functions  

The triangular membership function and trapezoidal membership function are the 
most usual membership functions. Therefore, in this study, to see the effect of 
membership functions on the cutting speed results, a wrought, medium carbon steel, 
with 1 mm depth of cut and High Speed Steel (HSS) tool are selected. The cutting 
speed results are obtained by using the triangular membership and trapezoidal 
membership functions.  

The cutting speed results obtained by using the triangular and trapezoidal 
membership functions are presented with the cutting speed results taken from 
handbook as seen in Fig. 6 and 7 respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steel, wrought, Medium
Carbon at 1mm d.o.c using HSS Tool, Handbook and Triangular

Membership Function Results
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Fig. 7. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steel, wrought, Medium Carbon
at 1 mm d.o.c using HSS Tool, Handbook and Trapezoidal Membership

Function Results
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 For the same material and cutting tool type, fuzzy cutting speed results obtained 
using these two different membership functions with the cutting speed results 
obtained from handbook are also presented in Fig. 8. As it is seen from these figures, 
there are no big differences between these cutting speed results. But, triangular 
membership function’s results are more reliable than trapezoidal membership 
function results, because trapezoidal membership function approach gives same 
cutting speeds in a range for different hardness values as in the case of handbook 

Fig. 6. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steel, wrought, Medium Carbon at 1mm d.o.c using 
HSS Tool,  Handbook and Triangular Membership Function Results 

 

Fig. 7. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steel, wrought, Medium Carbon at 1 mm d.o.c using 
HSS Tool, Handbook and Trapezoidal Membership Function Results 
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cutting speed results. For example, for 125 BHN and 150 BHN values, trapezoidal 
membership function gives 40.5 m/min cutting speed for both hardness values, but 
triangular membership function gives 40.5 and 38.58 m/min cutting speeds 
respectively. 
 

Fig. 8. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steel, wrought, Medium Carbon at 1
mm d.o.c using HSS Tool, Triangular and Trapezoidal Membership Functions
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Another important point obtained from the Fig. 6-8 is that, at low hardness values, 

the cutting speed obtained by fuzzy logic is smaller than the handbook speed values 
(handbook speed value= 43 m/min, fuzzy speed= 40.5 m/min) and at high hardness 
values the fuzzy cutting speed is greater than the handbook cutting speed values 
(handbook= 18, fuzzy speed= 20.5). There is a contradiction between the fuzzy speed 
values and handbook values, because as the hardness increases the speed must be 
reduced or vice versa. But in the handbook, these cutting speed values are the starting 
recommended values. Therefore the cutting speed results obtained by using Fuzzy 
logic can be tolerated at proper conditions.   

4.2 Comparison of Gaussian and Triangular Membership Function  
and the Effect of Number of Fuzzy Sets on Cutting Speed Results   

The effect of changing membership functions between the triangular and gaussian has 
been investigated. Again, a wrought, medium carbon steel with 1 mm d.o.c and HSS 
tool is selected. The cutting speed results obtained from the handbook and fuzzy 
cutting speeds are illustrated in Fig. 9-12. There is no much more difference between 
triangular and gaussian membership functions.  

Fig. 8. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steel, wrought, Medium Carbon at 1 mm d.o.c using 
HSS Tool,  Triangular and Trapezoidal Membership Functions Results 
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Fig. 9. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steels,wrought medium carbon
at 1 mm d.o.c using HSS tool, Handbook, 3Mbf (Trian) and

3Mbf(Gauss) Results
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Also the effect of numbers of membership functions on the cutting speed values has 
been investigated. The fuzzy cutting speed results using HSS tool, 1 mm depth of cut 
and the fuzzy set numbers for 3, 5, and 7 are obtained for medium carbon steel, and 
compared with handbook cutting speed results. The results obtained are illustrated in 
Fig. 9-11. If the numbers of fuzzy sets is 3, the results are much more deviate from 
the handbook cutting speed values, so they are not recommendable values. If the user 
examine the fuzzy set results taken with 5, and 7 numbers as shown in Fig. 10-11, 
that fuzzy cutting speed values are too closely to each other and in the range of 
handbook results. Therefore, using the 3 numbers of fuzzy set is not suitable, at least 
it must be 5 or greater than 5. As the number of fuzzy set increased the cutting speed 
results much more approaches to the handbook cutting values but it brings together 
too much complexity for the application of fuzzy rules. 

Fig. 9 Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steels,wrought medium carbon at 1 mm d.o.c using
HSS tool, Handbook, 3Mbf (Trian) and 3Mbf(Gauss) Results 

 

Fig. 10. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steels,wrought medium carbon
at 1 mm d.o.c using HSS tool, Handbook, 5Mbf (Trian) and 5Mbf(Gauss)
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Fig. 10. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steels,wrought medium carbon at 1 mm d.o.c using 
HSS tool, Handbook, 5Mbf (Trian) and 5Mbf(Gauss) Results 
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Fig. 11. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steels,wrought medium carbon
at 1 mm d.o.c using HSS tool, Handbook, 7Mbf (Trian) and

7Mbf(Gauss) Results
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 Fuzzy logic based cutting speed values for all the numbers of membership 
functions as 3, 5, and 7 is presented in Fig. 12. The cutting speed values taken from 
the handbook are also presented on the same figure. For all other results based on 
fuzzy logic are taken under the consideration of 5 fuzzy sets, triangular membership 
function, if-then fuzzy rules and centroid defuzzification method.        

 
 

 

Fig. 12. Fuzzy Cutting Speeds for carbon Steel, wrought medium carbon
at 1 mm d.oc using HSS Tool, Handbook, 3,5, and 7 mbf Results
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Fig. 11 Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Carbon Steels,wrought medium carbon at 1 mm d.o.c using
HSS tool, Handbook, 7Mbf (Trian) and 7Mbf(Gauss) Results 

 
 

Fig. 12  Fuzzy Cutting Speeds for carbon Steel, wrought medium carbon at 1 mm d.oc using 
HSS Tool,  Handbook, 3,5, and 7 mbf Results 
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5 Comparisons of Defuzzification Methods 

5.1 Comparison of Fuzzy Cutting Results Obtained from Centroid  
and Mean of Maxima Defuzzification Methods 

For the defuzzification of fuzzy results, the centroid defuzzification is used, but to see 
the effect of defuzzification method on the cutting speed values, the Mean of Maxima 
defuzzification method is also applied for the same material type and same cutting 
conditions, as shown in Fig. 13. The cutting speed results obtained by using mean of 
maxima defuzzification method shows that the starting and ending fuzzy cutting 
speed values are exactly the same with the handbook cutting speed values. Also as it 
is seen, as the hardness values are increased the cutting speed values are decreased in 
between the ranges. 

In Fig. 14, the fuzzy cutting speed values obtained by using mean of maxima and 
centroid defuzzification methods are compared with the handbook cutting speed 
values. As it is seen from this figure the cutting speed values at the start and end 
hardness (125 BHN and 325 BHN) points are exactly same with the handbook results 
and the results obtained by mean of maxima defuzzification method. There is a small 
difference between the cutting speed results at the start and end hardness points 
obtained by using the centroid and mean of maxima defuzzification methods. In 
between the 150 BHN and 300 BHN cutting speed values obtained by handbook, 
mean of maxima defuzzification method and centroid defuzzification method are not 
too much differ, they have nearly same cutting speed values.     

Fig.13. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Alloy Steel, Low Carbon at 1 ,4, 8 and
16 mm d.o.c using HSS Tool by using Mean of Maxima Defuzzification

Method
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Fig. 13. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Alloy Steel, Low Carbon at 1 ,4,  8 and 16 mm d.o.c using 
HSS Tool by using Mean of Maxima Defuzzification Method 
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Fig.14. Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Alloy Steel,Low carbon at 1 mm
d.o.c using HSS Tool Comparison between Centroid and Mean of

Maxima defuzzification method
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6 Fuzzy Logic Based System for Cutting Parameters Selection  

The system, called as CAS-CUPFUL (Computer Aided Selection of CUtting 
Parameters by using FUzzy Logic) has been developed in MATLAB Fuzzy Logic 
Toolbox and Matlab Programming Language, to facilitate automatic selection of 
cutting speed for known cutting tool, depth of cut, and hardness of material to be cut. 
With the entering of material type, the program starts searching the material data from 
a matrix data file until to obtain the properties of the given material. Next, it takes the 
material hardness range, cutting speed range and feed rate for the considered material 
types. From these data, the triangular membership functions for each fuzzy sets, if-
then rules, and centroid type defuzzification are evaluated, and the cutting speed is 
determined. 

For this research twelve material types are considered, as Free Machining Steel, 
Tool Steel, Alloy Steel, High Strength Steel, Malleable Cast Iron etc., for different 
types of tools as High Speed Steel, Carbide uncoated brazed, Carbide uncoated 
indexible, Carbide coated tools, and four depths of cut as 1 mm, 4 mm, 8 mm, and 16 
mm. 

Using the software of Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, calculations have been 
carried out to obtain the cutting conditions in terms of cutting speed, feed for different 
types of cutting tool materials. The system also determines the relationship between 
the hardness value of the material and the cutting speed.       

Simplified flowchart of the developed system is given in Fig. 15. In that system, 
assigning operations are made from the data file. Also Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) 
is mentioned in the flowchart, this system is the main module of the Fuzzy Logic 
Toolbox. All fuzzy operations (fuzzification, fuzzy rules and defuzzification etc.) are 
performed in that system.      

Fig. 14 Fuzzy Cutting Speed for Alloy Steel,Low carbon at 1 mm d.o.c using HSS Tool 
Comparison between Centroid and Mean of Maxima defuzzification method 
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Fig. 15. The simplified flow chart of the developed system. 
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6.1 Execution of the CAS-CUPFUL 

CAS-CUPFUL is executed under MATLAB Package Programming Language. When 
the system is executed, an opening screen including a user-friendly pull-down, 
listbox, pushbuttons, editable text and static texts menu are immediately displayed on 
the monitor as shown in Fig. 16.   

 The opening screen of CAS-CUPFUL has four menus (a listbox, an editable text 
and two pop-menus), three pushbuttons and four static texts. They can be selected by 
the use of mouse when the mouse pointer is moved on menu environment 
(highlighting or pushing on the buttons) and hardness value is given by editing from 
the keyboard. By pushing first pop-up menu by the mouse, cutting tool types can be 
easily selected by highlighting, also by pushing another pop-up menu by the mouse; 
depth of cut value can be easily selected by highlighting. Besides, by using Your 
Materials Hardness Range push-button, hardness range of the selected material can 
be seen on the static text. OK push-button is used for executing the program after all 
selection is made and entering the hardness value of the selected material from the 
editable text button. Close push-button is used ending of the program and it also close 
the menu window.          

 

 
 

Fig. 16. Menu oriented window of the CAS-CUPFUL on the opening screen 
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Also, the system menus contain some pull-down menus, which are generated by 
the MATLAB automatically. These are File, Edit, Window and Help menu. But they 
do not affect the program, since they are independent with the system menu.  

7 Conclusion 

The scope of this work is the computer-aided selection of cutting parameters by using 
fuzzy logic. The selection operation has been performed by using fuzzy logic. By 
means of this system, the handbook’s conventional approach is eliminated. Instead of 
handbook approach, The FL appearance is more flexible, effective and reliable for the 
solution of complex problems and more tolerant for imprecise data. In application of 
FL method, one input (material hardness) and one output (cutting speed) were used as 
in the case of the handbook. Five fuzzy sets for both input and output were used since 
five fuzzy sets are better or appropriate than less or more than that number. These 
fuzzy sets were expressed by triangular membership function. Five expert rules were 
used as an interface between input and output; extracted expert rules imitate the 
behavior of an expert operator. At the end of these fuzzy operations, centroid 
defuzzification method is used for obtaining precise value. This method is suggested 
and its results are more reliable then the others.  The results are compared with the 
cutting speeds obtained from the handbook approach. The developed system is menu 
oriented and inputs can be given from menu window and outputs are presented on the 
same menu instantly. The strategy and action of the skilled operator when selecting 
the cutting speed and feed for a given material can be described by the theory of 
fuzzy sets, as his/her strategy and action are based on intuition and experience. The 
relationship between a given material hardness and the recommended cutting speed 
can be described and evaluated by the theory of fuzzy sets. 
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Abstract. The suitability of pattern recognition for process monitoring of 
chemical plants is discussed. Experiments in a miniplant, a pilot plant and 
simulation studies are carried out. While selecting the required test series of 
process variables when giving training for neural networks, one tries to use 
generalized forms of description to illustrate the system in question. It is 
therefore possible to combine data records originating from various sources. 
Thus, on the one hand, non-conforming operating conditions have to be 
simulated in a laboratory or technical system. On the other hand, simulation 
results might also be used to provide training on neural nets. This combination 
in the utilized data material permits you to dispense with preparing new 
physical-chemical models for each data-driven model. The prepared tool is 
subsequently used as a prototype for hydrogenation in a production system.
  
Keywords: neural networks, process monitoring, process control system, fault 
diagnosis, early detection, exothermic reaction, semibatch process 

1 Introduction 

Intensified international competition forces the chemical and pharmaceutical industry 
to reorient itself strategically. Lean Management, shorter development times and 
growing productivity as well as environmental safety factors are decisive for their 
success. Optimized production and marketing processes and consistent customer 
orientation are the prerequisites for making one’s mark in the marketplace. 
Controllers and control strategies play a key role in fulfilling marginal conditions for 
safety and industry. Intelligent components can be used as an addition to an existing 
process control system here. They are intended to make the assessment of current 
operating parameters or of those expected in the near future precisely, in order to 
simplify operator decisions with consequences that can be wide-ranging. Hence it is 
necessary to develop a process to evaluate current operation conditions, and to link 
this in the near future with a method for predicting process variables in a second step. 

Before the neural based pattern recognition methods can used they require a so 
called training during which the process behaviour is taught. In certain circumstances 
operating states and transient phenomenon of non environmentaly acceptable process 
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courses have to be offered. But it is impossible to bring about this in industrial scaled 
plants. Therefore the operatability of the prototype of the developed tool must be 
demonstrated for experimental inaccessible regions via simulation studies, using the 
in chemical industry widely-used semibatch operational mode. A successful 
application to a complex hydrogenation process allows the conclusion that the pattern 
recognition method is transferable to other process types and plants. Fraunhofer 
UMSICHT develops the described prototype based on neural nets in cooperation with 
the institute of Safety Research in the Research Center Rossendorf and the Degussa 
AG in four steps: 

1 Feasability study of pattern classification at a lab scale semibatch process  
2 Transfer of the procedure from lab scale to pilot scale 
3 Transfer to an industrial two-phase process via simulation studies 
4 Application of the prototype to pharmaceutical works 

By following these steps the pattern recognition methods are used in different 
plants regarding scale and reaction system. The drafted use of neural nets 
complement on one another and show a robust way directly to industrial application. 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Strategy to develop an industrial application of the process monitoring system 
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2 Strategy of Data Management and State Classification 

Pattern recognition, for example statistical methods, fuzzy logic, and neural networks, 
are more and more used for qualitative state classification in technical plants in the 
form of computer assisted monitoring systems [1]. Fig. 2 shows the general principle 
of the monitoring system for chemical plants, which is based on neural networks. An 
artificial neural network consists of a large number of neurons or arithmetic elements 
that are arranged in a net with an input layer, one or several hidden layers and an 
output layer. The connection weights determine the response of the network and they 
must be adjusted for the respective classification task. This is done during a learning 
phase in which the neural network is trained with process- and plant-data of normal 
operating states as well as of faulty operating states. Apart from the presentation of 
the modified data vectors (characteristic feature vectors) to the input layer, the expert 
knowledge in form of result vectors is presented to the output layer during the 
training phase. After the training only the inputs are available to the application of the 
system. On this basis the neural network provides the classification. 

In terms of geometry the training corresponds to subdividing the generally high 
dimensional characteristic space in a way that all feature vectors which represent a 
condition class exclusively fall in one of these subspaces. The quality of the 
classification result depends on the selection of the network type, the optimal 
topology of the network and on using qualified, class specific characteristics. As input 
values for the neural network measurement results (19 measurement points) are used 
that are directly extracted from the process. 17 different classes of operation states are 
distinguished such as dosing error, cooling-breakdown, violent release of heat 
(exothermal) [2]. This presetting is binary. But the prognosis of the neural net is 
allowed to be a floating point value for each class. 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Application of a neural network trained with an large dataset (off-line). Preparation
of classification-results of the network during the operation of the plant by the process control
system. 
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The advantage of the data-driven structural principle is that only less »inside« 
knowledge about the observed process has to be known. Only observations and 
experiences are solely trained and recognized and assigned even in complex patterns 
by the recognition tool. But also it is necessary to offer conditions and transients of 
undesirable process conditions so that the system can reliably identify these 
conditions and transients later on. Such conditions might be hard to bring about with 
a real production process. Therefore process simulation (Fig. 3) is used for the 
validation of the pattern recognition system before the neural pattern recognition 
process is used in the real plant for the first time. The simulation allows the 
intercourse with disorders and therefore without any risk. Apart from that important 
boundary situations can be tried out and evaluated reliably [3]. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Teaching phase using simulated process data instead of measured data. The results (of 
classification) can be visualized by the process control system. 

3 Investigations at Lab Scale  

The described strategy is tested with a reference process. The continuous with 
Sulphuric Acid catalyzed esterification of Acetic Anhydride with Methanol to 
Methylacetate and Acetic Acid [7] was chosen. The essential part of the experimental 
plant is a reaction calorimeter with pressurized reactor. The plant includes a catch-
tank, scales and additional heating and control devices. Time-courses of selected 
measured variables for the used system of medium and reaction by impression 
disorders are determined by the help of experiments in a miniplant (lab scale). At first 
the experiment is tested with the process simulator to avoid the damage of the plant. 
There are scenarios like total cooling-breakdown, stirring-breakdown or missing 
dosage of an educt. The dynamical simulation takes the engineering components into 
account as well as all measurement points and the control circuit. Differential-
algebraic systems originate from disposing of bland sheets of material and energy for 
the process components. They are combined in a system of equations and resolved 
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simultaneously by the help of numerical methods. The process simulator is verified 
by experimental test series to guarantee the accuracy of the prognosis. 

The measured variables of the specific perturbed operational mode (semibatch and 
continuos stirred tank reactor), which result of simulation studies (4) and 
experimental investigations (1), are combined in a database (6). An allocation of 
measurements to the different operating states results from the off-line classification 
(5). Every possible state of the process can be characterized by one or more classes. 
The aim of the investigations was to demonstrate and to evaluate the capability of 
different neural nets (2) concerning state assessment (3) based on current process data 
of the real plant. Thought has been given to various boundary conditions like 
operational mode and available data for training and test. The best results have been 
achieved in case of feedforward nets with the RPROP-algorithm [5]. 

 

Fig. 4. Field-tested strategy to use experimental and simulation data together in order to train 
neural nets. 

The operability of the methodology has been demonstrated on the basis of the 
neural network to the identification as directed and non-directed operation of 
condition. The results with the neural network are almost identical with the experts-
presetting. They correctly reproduce the physical-chemical context and thus confirm 
the potential of neural networks in this domain. A neural network trained with 
simulations of critical operating modes and with normal operating modes in the real 
environment can even recognize critical operating modes in the real environment 
taught only by simulation. The network can be pre-trained with simulations before it 
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is used for diagnosis in the real plant. Critical operating modes do not have to be 
generated in the real environment to use this technology in a successful way. Based 
on the simple type of network respectively construction the necessary formulas of 
calculation can be easily transformed in a program-module. Then they can be 
integrated in available process control systems. The neural network shows a good 
behavior of real-time at the forecast by reason of its tight construction. For an 
acceptable accuracy to the prognosis some hundred training cycles are necessary. 
This is dependent on the algorithm of training.  

4 Application at Pilot Plant 

The scale-up from lab scale to pilot plant scale is a major supposition for the 
acceptance of the pattern recognition methods and the industrial application of this 
technology. The use of miniplants to train neural nets has to be checked before 
utilized in a large scale. One sub-ordinate target is to provide a prototype that is easy 
to apply to the pilot plant. Thus, the substantial awareness of the measurement points 
in the production plant and the structure of the monitoring tool can be obtained. In 
this first developement stage the scale-up to the pilot plant takes place without 
changing the reaction system and the process type.  

After the final shutdown of the FIRES plant at the Joint Research Center in Ispra / 
Italy in 1996 the pilot plant at Fraunhofer UMSICHT is one of the few explosion 
proofed R&D installations in which investigations with heated, reactive systems can 
be carried out. The pilot plant (reactor volume 65 litres) is equipped with an industrial 
process control system to operate and observe the process. The implementation of the 
operator assistance system can take place very practically [6].  

Overall 100 experiments of the disturbed and undisturbed semibatch process in the 
pilot plant are carried out. The main focus was directed to the isoperibol and 
isothermal operational mode. Methanol and the catalyst were placed in the vessel. 
The Acetic Anhydride was dosed into the vessel during a period of up to two hours. 
Due to the released heat of reaction the temperature rose up to a certain value which 
was hold up to the end of dosing respectively reaction after the dosing was started. 

4.1 Specification with Characteristic Numbers 

In order to get a compressed and most possible universal description of the process 
data, a dimensionless representation was chosen. The used formulation goes back to 
the off-line safety view of semibatch processes [7]. In the following this method is 
enhanced to the monitoring of running processes. The generation of characteristic 
numbers is a kind of preprocessing and is based on an energy balance around the 
reactor and the cooling circuit. The usage of heat balances is obvious because the 
process control systems of every plant register temperatures, mass flux an pressure 
signals. But the measuring equipment to make an on-line analysis (FTIR) is too 
expensive and is mostly not installed at production plants. After installation of this 
preprocessing the undisturbed semibatch processes can be traced in a so called phase 
plot (Fig. 5). Deviations of the expected process course can be identified and located. 
The results of this strategy are quite good and show the suitability for use in chemical 
engineering in a pilot plant scale (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5. Family of characteristics of undisturbed semibatch processes. The transformation in the 
non-dimensional form occurs on-line during the running process. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Inverse transformation into measurement space allows to visualize the measurements 
and the monitoring result. In this figure the reactor temperature together with a normalized 
mixing fault is shown. The diagrammed semibatch process includes two faults which were 
mapped to the normalized mixing error.  
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4.2 Time-Series Prediction with RBF 

Numerous experiments on a technical scale were carried out under modified 
conditions to create a database for off-line training for neural nets. Neural network 
training with RBF nets has been carried out and successfully tested in the second step. 
During the preparation of data material and the combination into the training set a 
sliding window of five measurement samples come out on top (Fig. 7).  

The dimensionless process time, the accumulation and temperature with five time-
dependent values are combined to the net input. For classification and prognosis the 
distance between the sampling points is not equal but rather shorter up to the current 
value. In order to value the time-series prediction training sets and test sets were 
created out of real world data with a prediction horizon of 10% of the process time. 

 

Fig. 7. Sliding window technique for time series prediction. 

 

Fig. 8. Temperature prognosis for diverse pertubed process courses of the pilot plant operating. 
The prognosis horizon of the RBF net with 50 neurons is 3 min. 
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This demonstrated that extremely accurate predictions for process variables are 
possible within a technical operation, if the prognosis horizon does not exceed a 
maximum of 6% of the process time. The neural net based filter for interpreting the 
actual measurements were successful tested at the running pilot plant. The monitoring 
tool was integrated to the process control system which was necessary to prepare it 
for an industrial application. 

4.3 Self Organizing Maps 

The Kohonen-Maps also well known as Self Organizing Maps (SOM) were primarily 
developed to visualize high dimensional data spaces. Today SOMs are used for data 
preparation, modeling and classification [8]. In order to improve the interconnections 
between measured variables and to detect commanding measurement points the SOM 
can be of great use. This paper follows the two ideas: 

1. The recorded measurement data of numerous succeeded semibatch 
experiments solely are normalized utilized to apply to a SOM. Since close-
by points in the entry will be close-by points at the map, with temporal 
progression of the process a characteristical track can be kept. Discrepancies 
in operation are shown as traces leaving the general pathway. 

2. In addition to the first method a classification of the operating states is
undertaken manual and the data series of deranged process-sequences are
called in the SOM-training. According to the issue of the feature map the
neurones are compared solitarily with the data-points. A neuron is attributed
by class-characteristic, to which the majority of the collated data-points
belongs to. 

Summarizing the second method a total-units-chart (U(nit)-matrix) is sketched, on
which is registered the term of the event category assigned to the neurones instead of
the potential-palette. In the case that classification upholds topology, at the chart
insular regions for every class can be observed. A recently measured data-vector is
assigned to that class containing the most contiguous neuron. For preparation of an
attribute-chart according to method number one measurement data are standardized
linear. Only the data of the reference-runnings are utilized for calculation of SOM.
Afterwards each experiment is registered as a trajectory in a diagram. The figures
show the unit-matrix (U-Matrix), which mirrors the vicinity-relations as well,
containing the neurones, represented as hexagonal arrays. The gradation of the
neuron-colour represents a kind of potential-relation: dark sectors graph a culmination
of data, bright sectors reflect their boundaries. Trajectories of the reference-
experiments do not process across bright regions. 

Only at undisturbed experiments the intervals between the marks are well
isochronous. Suddenly occuring events, such as the breakdown (complete failure) of
the reactor-stirrer, indicate itself firstly vague in an irregular foreward- and backward-
moving upon a curve. At the wear off-phase of the disturbance the intervals between
the marks differ very strong. Overlappings of the trajectory (cooling- and dosing-
breaks) take place. Comparison of the different scaling-methods reveals that the
topology-error at logarithmic scaling is most inferior. This depicts the best separation
of the classes. The advantage in using of selforganizing feature-charts rests on the
simplicity of their use at technical processes. Practically the crude data can be taken
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over for calculation of the chart, since necessary standardization can be executed
automatically by the software. The lowest topology-error turns the balance towards
one of the two forms of standardization. Utilizing the second method at success a
correlation between the classes and the incidental data may be made, which can be
analysed in both directions: As well as the membership of an unclassified data-vector
to a class may be red off the range of values of unique measurands can be indicated
depending on the investigated condition-class. However for success the technique’s
infirmity is the essential condition, that the classes must be separated from each other
in fact. They are not allowed to overlap heavily. Hence raised demands are formed at
the process-regulation and the formulation of incident-classes. Oscillations around the
operating-point excited by regulative interventions, which melt the boundary between
the expected and non-expected range. This is a result of the cause-oriented
classification in opposition to an effect-oriented formulation.

5 Application at Hydrogenation Plant 

In another workstep the application area of the monitoring-tools is extended by
dynamic simulation upon a two-phase process in production-scale. Today two-phase
driven semibatch-processes, containing gas phase and liquid phase, are mostly used in
the chemical industry. For example hydrogenations belong to these processes. Among
to the very exothermic reactions proceeding in the liquid phase also the influence of

Fig. 9. In this figure the trajectories of two semibatch processes are shown (left experiments on
reference (left: reference, right: disturbed process) . In addition to the trajectories there are
numbers from 1 to 10 in the feature map to mark the process time equally spaced. 
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the phase equilibrium and the transport of the substance between gas phase and liquid
phase is relevant. A reaction-system, difficult to predict and strongly non-linear,
results of the exothermic character of the reaction, the complex transport-processes of
the substance, and the effects of the phase equilibrium. By using a model of a
production-plant (Fig. 11), validated with real process-data, simulation runs for
training and testing of the neural networks may be realized.  

 
 

Fig. 10. U-matrix of the simulation runs shown as a class membership of the neurons. 

 
 
 
As several events may be studied in a detailed way with passable expense, a wide

understanding regarding to the consequences of potential failures and the quality of
the classification-events is expected of the plant-operator (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11. Simulation of Hydrogenation Process using WinZPR 

Fig. 12. Exemplarily results of an typical hydrogenation simulation run using WinZPR. 

As last workstep the prototype of the process monitoring tool will be utilized in a
pharmaceutical plant of the Degussa AG in order to apply it during the running
production-process. The declarative-ability and the essential expense for pattern
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recognition with neural nets for process-monitoring shall be valuated. In addition
methods and tool shall be developed which allow an ergonomic and intuitive use of
this detection-system. It will be reached by integration of the monitoring-function into
the look-and-feel of the process control system (SIMATIC PCS-7). The development
of the prototype of equipment condition monitoring system basing on neural networks
is the target of this step. This technique, tested in over day operation in a production-
plant, shall be upgraded to a tool for operator-support available for the chemical
industry.

6 Final Remarks 

By the use of the multiple-stage strategy, the monitoring based on neural networks 
becomes applied to different plants regarding the scale of the plant and the reactive 
system. Solutions of subtasks at the application of neural networks for monitoring 
plants complete each other and show a safe way towards industrial use.  

During the running process neural networks yield parameters, which are not 
determinable by measurement or only rudimentary determinable by samples, and thus 
are available only at off-line mode (model-based measuring). Processes, difficult to 
observe, can be optimized concerning the conduction-strategy, regarding the quality, 
and costs by data, made available by neural networks. By further development and 
transmission of this method to real, multiphase processes in a chemical plant 
prerequisites become created, for optimal realization of complex chemical processes 
knowing the parameter limits. The developed tool is applicable for batch- or 
semibatch processes. Therefore it becomes exemplarily installed and tested at the 
production process. It shall become utilizeable everywhere for small and medium 
chemical production. 
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Abstract. The paper proposes a fuzzy event-tree analysis of electric power 
protection system reliability. The elaborated analysis proposes a new algorithm 
used for fuzzy event-tree calculation. On this purpose a fuzzy logic system 
(FLS) was elaborated. The proposed SLF has got, as an output element, the 
electric-power protection system "Safety" instead of the usually "Risk" 
parameter, used in engineering applications (with, or without fuzzy logic 
elements). In the paper the FLS output is used for independent analyzing of an 
electric power protection system. But it is elaborated for a complex analysis 
including the power system connected with its protection system. An efficient 
software toll FETA (" Fuzzy Event-Tree Analysis"), for independent analyzing 
of an electric power protection system "Safety", was built. It is able to compute 
"General Safety" fuzzy conclusion about the analyzed system and also the 
General Safety Degree index.  

1 Introduction 

Fuzzy logic provides an intuitively appealing way of handling the uncertainty, by 
treating the probability of failure as a fuzzy number. This allows the analyst to specify 
a range of values with an associated possibility distribution for the failure 
probabilities. If we associate a triangular membership function with the interval, we 
assume that the analyst has "more confidence" that the actual parameter lies near the 
center of the interval than at the edges. Using fuzzy numbers for the verbal statements 
of an event probability means fuzzy probability event evaluation [5], [8], [2]. 

A first direction in safety analysis [5] uses fuzzy-set logic to account for 
imprecision and uncertainly in data while employing this analysis. This means: 1) 
uncertainty in the probability of failure, and 2) verbal statements for the probabilities 
and consequences such as low, moderate and high for the impact of certain sequences 
of events such as normal, alert and abnormal. In this case, for a simple 2-component 
parallel system, let ~

PA  ("low") and ~
PB  ("high") be the component fuzzy failure 

probability. Then ~Psys  will be the fuzzy probability ~ ~
PA PB×  illustrated in fig.1a. 

A second direction in safety analysis [5] uses a linguistic variable to evaluate the 
fuzzy failure probability. The linguistic values that can be assigned to the variable, 
called its "term sets", are generally defined as fuzzy sets that act as restrictions on the 
base values that it represents. Each of these fuzzy sets means a possibility distribution 
over the domain of the base variable. For example (fig. 1.b) "probability of failure" 
might be a linguistic variable whose values are from the set "remote" ("r"), "low" 
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("l"),"high" ("h") and very high ("vh"). Fuzzy failure probability of the simple 2- 
component parallel system ~

Psys will be the fuzzy probability ~ ~
PA PB×  illustrated in 

fig.1.b [6]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Fuzzy failure probability evaluation: verbal statement (a), linguistic variable (b). 

The paper uses the linguistic variable in fuzzy failure probability evaluation, 
because this concept is coupled with the possibility theory, which becomes an 
especially powerful tool for working with uncertainly.  

2  A Fuzzy Fault-Tree Analysis  
for Electric Power Protection System 

Event-trees examine sequences of events and their probability of occurrence. They 
start with some initiating event (say a failure of some kind) and then develop the 
possible sequences of events into a tree. For example; is the failure detected?, does a 
safety relay activate? etc. The result at the end of each chain of events is then 
determined and the probability of each result calculated from the probabilities of the 
events in sequence leading to it. 

The procedure for analyzing a fault tree is precise, but the probabilities on which 
the methodology is based often are not [2], [1], [7]. So the fuzzy probabilities are used 
in the analysis of an event- tree, for the electric- power protection system. 

Usually the fuzzy event-tree analysis, has the following steps: 
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−  fuzzy "failure" probability and fuzzy "function" probability evaluation, for all 
reliability block diagram elements; 

− fuzzy "occurrence" probability for each path (sequence of events ) of the tree; 
− fuzzy " consequence" on power system evaluation, after the events sequence 

achievement; 
− fuzzy "risk" on power system for each path of the tree evaluation, depending on the 

path "occurrence" and path " consequence"; 
− the tree-paths hierarchy establishing, depending on the path " risk". 

The fuzzy probability of an event can be put into following subcategorizes based 
on the range of probability: 

− very high probability: Pvh > 0.9; 
− high probability: 0.8 < Ph < 0.9; 
− moderate probability: 0.4 < Pm < 0.8; 
− low probability: 0.1<  Pl < 0.4; 
− very low probability: 0.0 < Pvl < 0.1. 

The fuzzy probability of an event can be evaluated in one of the forms expressed in 
fig. 1. This paper uses the form from fig. 1b 

 In order to see which one of the outcome has the highest possibility some 
applications rank the outcomes on the basis of the maximum probabilities associated 
with outcomes, or on the basis of the probabilities having maximum grade of 
membership in the fuzzy probabilities. But both of these approaches may lead to 
improper ranking of the outcomes. The proper approach of the different outcomes is 
to consider both the maximum probability, associated with various outcomes and the 
grad of membership of the rating [5]. 

Let the fuzzy probability of each outcome be iP
~

. The possible outcome fuzzy set is 

noted iC
~

. The fuzzy risk of each outcome is; 

 

n,i,C
~

P
~

R
~

iii 1=×=   (1) 

The tree - paths ranking evaluation is not enough for the electric - power protection 
system reliability calculation. A methodology to compute a quantitative index 
"General Safety Degree" (GSFD), for this kind of system, was developed in [3]. For 
electric power protection system safety evaluation the next algorithm is proposed 
(fig.2): 

1. linguistic variables for the fuzzy logic system (FLS) parameters construction; 
2. FLS inputs "Occurrence" (OC) and "Severity" (SV) evaluation;  
3. FLS rule base evaluation and FLS outputs tree - paths " safety" (SF) evaluation; 
4. fuzzy general conclusion "General Safety" (GSF), for all tree - paths, evaluation; 
5. GSF defuzzification and "General Safety Degree" (GSFD) crisp value calculation. 
6. FLS rule base proposal; 
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Fig. 2. The steps of the fuzzy event tree analysis. 

3 Results 

For the fuzzy event- tree analysis of an electric- power protection system, an adequate 
software tool FETA (Fuzzy Event-Tree Analysis) was created. For an electric 
generator (EG) protection system and an electric transformer (ET) protection system, 
the GSFD index presented in fig.3 are computed. The EG-protection system is 
sensible to the following failure types: low tension level (LT), negative power flow 
(NPC), external short-circuits (ESC), over-voltage (OV). The ET -protection system 
is sensible to the following failure types: external short-circuits (ESC), internal short-
circuits (ISC) and over-voltage (OV). 
 

 

  
                                   a                                                                 b 

Fig. 3. GSFD index for an electric generator-protection system (a) and for an electric 
transformer-protection system (b). 
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4 Conclusion 

Using fuzzy probabilities an adequate fuzzy event- tree analysis of electric power 
protection system reliability, was proposed.  An algorithm, using a fuzzy logic system 
was elaborated. An efficient software toll FETA (" Fuzzy Event-Tree Analysis" ), for 
independent analyzing of an electric power protection system "Safety", was built. It is 
able to compute " General Safety" fuzzy conclusion about the analyzed system and 
also the General Safety Degree index. 

The proposed SLF uses as an output element the electric- power protection system 
"Safety" instead of the usually "Risk" parameter, used in engineering applications 
(with, or without fuzzy logic elements).  
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Abstract. The paper focus on the methodology to elaborate a fuzzy logic 
system (FLS) used in safety analysis of an electric power protection system. 
The in FLS parameters Occurrence and Severity and the out FLS parameter 
Safety are proposed. Also an adequate rule based was elaborated. For safety 
analysis is used the event-tree method. To elaborate the event tree and to use 
the proposed FLS on each part of the tree, a software tool "Fuzzy event-tree 
analysis" (FETA) was created. We can obtain a "Safety" fuzzy set on each path 
of the tree. All the evaluated "Safety" fuzzy sets are introduced in an algorithm 
to elaborate the "General Safety" of the system. 

1 Introduction 

Fuzzy - set logic is used to account for imprecision and uncertainty in data while 
employing a safety analysis. The fuzzy event-tree allows the use of verbal statement 
for the probabilities and consequences, such as very high, moderate and low 
probability [5], [2]. An original fuzzy logic- system enables us to analyse the 
qualitative evaluation of the event -tree. The technique allows us to develop a fuzzy-
event algorithm and to gain quantitative results, as "General Safety Degree" 
associates to all the paths in the tree. The paper focuses on the proposed fuzzy logic 
system. The application of fuzzy event-tree algorithm is further demonstrated by 
using an electric power protection system, to assess the viability of the method in 
complex situation. 

2 A Fuzzy Logic System for the Event-Tree Analysis 

The event-tree, associated to the analysed electric power protection system, allows us 
the system reliability computing. Event-trees generally examine sequences of events 
and their probability of occurrence.  

The probabilities used in an event-tree analysis are not precise [1], [2], [6]. So we 
use the fuzzy probabilities in the analysis of an event- tree, for the electric power 
protection system safety evaluation. An adequate fuzzy logic system (FLS), presented 
in fig.1, is proposed. 

The elaboration of the FLS needs the next steps: 

• in and out FLS parameters was established; 
• in and out membership functions connected to the FLS parameters was developed; 
• the FLS rules were proposed. 
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The FLS in parameters are the OCCURRENCE of the path tree event, the 
DETECTABILITY of the path tree event and the SEVERITY of the path tree event. 
The FLS out parameter is SAFETY of the analysed system according to the path tree 
event. 

 

Fig. 1. FLS associated to the fuzzy event tree analysis 

The fuzzification process of FLS in parameters uses the linguistic variables. These 
are elaborated with the proposed FLS in membership functions. The deffuzification 
process uses a linguistic variable elaborated with the proposed FLS out membership 
function. 

How the Occurrence linguistic variable and the Severity linguistic variable were 
elaborated is presented in table 1, respectively table 2. The Occurrence uses five fuzzy 
sets: very low (vl), low (l), moderate (m), high (h) and very high (vh), developed 
according to the failure probability. 

Table 1. Occurrence FLS in parameter elaboration 

Rank Occurrence  Effects Failure probability 
  

1 
Very low 

" vl " 
Failure not possible  

< 1 of 105 

2 
3 

Low 
" l " 

Low failure rate 1 of10000 
1 of 4000 

4 
5 
6 

 
Moderate 

" m " 

 
Seldom failures 

 
1 of 1000 

1 of 80 

7 
8 

High 
" h " 

Usual failures 1 of 40 
1 of 20 

9 
10 

Very high 
" vh " 

Very possible failure 1 of 8 
1 of 2 

 

Severity FLS in parameters is ranked according to the failure effect associated to 
the path tree event. It uses five fuzzy sets: very low (vl), low (l), moderate (m), high 
(h) and very high (vh), developed according to the failure effects. 

IN
membership
functions

OUT
membership
functions

RULES

FUZZIFICATIO N

DEFUZZIFICATION

RULES

EVALUATION

Occurrence FUZZY occurrence

Detectability FUZZY detectability

Severity

FUZZY conclusion Safety

FUZZY severity
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Table 2. Severity FLS in parameter elaboration 

Rank Severity Effects 
 

1 
Very low 

" vl " 
Minor failure. Not real effects of system performance 

2 
3 

Low 
" L " 

Small deterioration of system performance 

4 
5 
6 

 
Moderate 

" m " 

Perturbation in system functions 

7 
8 

High 
" h " 

High degree of perturbation in system functions, but it 
still works 

9 
10 

Very high 
" vh " 

The failure affects the system function 

The rules base gives the FLS out parameter Safety for each one of the FLS in 
parameters combination. The rules, presented in table 3, have the following statement: 

If the Occurrence is "low" and the Severity is "high" then the Safety is "moderate". 

Table 3. Rules base 

    Severity    
  " vl"  " l " " m " " h " " vh " 
 " vl " - (1)"vh" (2)"h" (3)"im" (4)"m" 
 " l " - (5)"h" (6)"im" (7)"m" (8)"l" 
 " m " (9)"im" (10)"im" (11)"m" (12)"l" - 

Occurrence " hî " (13)"hî" (14)"m" (15)"im" (16)"m" - 
 " vh " (17)"vh" (18)"vh" (19)"h" (20)"im" - 

The defuzzification of the fuzzy conclusion Safety, associated to each path tree 
event, gives a crisp value of the FLS conclusion. In order to obtain a General fuzzy 
conclusion for all the paths of the tree, an algorithm was elaborated [3]. Its 
deffuzifications gives the General Safety Degree (GSFD) of the electric power 
protection system. 

3 Example 

An adequate software tool FETA (Fuzzy Event-Tree Analysis) was created for the 
fuzzy event-tree analysis of an electric power protection system. The electric 
transformer-protection system from a naval power plant is sensible to the following 
failures types: external short-circuit (ESC), internal short-circuit (ISC) and over-
voltage (OV). 

Fig. 2 shows the fuzzy event-tree for the protection system in the external short-
circuit case. The system is composed by two fault detector FD1, FD2, associated with 
the relays R1, R2 and trip signal TS1, TS2 respectively. Given that a fault occurs on the 
transformer, it is desired to evaluate the probability of successful operation of the 
protection system. Generally electric power protection system involve the sequential 
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operation of a components and devices set. Event- tree are particular useful because 
they recognise the sequential operational logic of a system. Starting with initiating 
fault IF, very low probability is considered for it, because the transformers are rigid 
systems with no moving parts, thus generally the failure rate for them is very low (the 
operational rate is very high, noted “Vh” in the event tree). The fault detecting system 
consists of current transformers, and high impedance relays, where from experience 
they are reliable, except in case of faults with high currents (the failure rate is 
moderate, noted “m” in the event tree). The relay/ trip signal device, consists of relay, 
trip coil, pneumatic systems, along with many moving parts, thus high probability (h) 
is assumed for its successful operation. Finally, since high technologies have been 
used in design and manufacturing of the circuit breakers CB, the probability of their 
successful operation is considered to be very high (the failure rate is low, noted “l” in 
the event tree). 

 

Fig. 2. Fuzzy event tree for the ESC failure type 

Table 4. Fuzzy event-tree analysis for the electric transformer-protection system results 

Failure Paths          Possibilities   
Type number Frequency General  Safety 

General 
Safety 
Degree 

 
ESC 

 
25 

 
s 1.00000; m 0.50340 

im 0.3841;î 0.9630; 
 fî   0.5753 

 
9.07685 

 
OV 

 
25 

 
s  0.61268; m. 0.9862 

im 0.3483; î 0.9729  
fî   0.5189 

 
9.05137 

 
ISC 

 
139 

 
s   1.00000; m 0.0222 

im 0.3655; î 0.9945 
fî   0.9468 

 
9.01031 

 Global Severity Possibilities: 
                                     im : 0.05304 ; 

         Global Severity Degree: 

 
î : 0.7365 ;   fî : 0.78830 ; 
 9.06945 

 

IF

m

m

l

l

m
m

l
l

h

V h

h

V h
V h

V h
V h

V h
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The result of the fuzzy event-tree analysis for the electric transformer-protection 
system are presented in table 4. The path number is the same, 25 paths for ESC and 
OV failure type, but is very large for ISC failure type. Also the General Safety Degree 
is the smallest for the ISC failure type. These results confirm the ISC failure greatest 
severity of all the failure types. The Global Severity for the protection system takes 
account of the Frequency fuzzy number associated to each of the failure type. 

4 Conclusions 

The proposed methodology for the safety analysis of an electric power protection is 
an adequate one. The elaborated fuzzy logic system (FLS) used in safety analysis is 
able to create the Severity output for each path of the event-tree associated to the 
protection system of each failure type. To elaborate the event tree and to use the 
proposed FLS on each part of the tree, a software tool "Fuzzy Event-Tree Analysis" 
(FETA) was created. All the evaluated "Safety" fuzzy sets are introduced in an 
algorithm to elaborate the fuzzy "General Safety" of the protection system for each 
kind of failure type. The fuzzy "Global Safety" for the electric transformer protection 
system is computed using the FETA software. 
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Abstract. A central algorithm in rule-based expert systems is the pattern 
matching among rule predicates and current data. Systems like OPS5 [1] and its 
various derivatives use the RETE algorithm for this function. This paper 
describes and analyses augmentations of the basic RETE algorithm that are 
incorporated into an experimental fuzzy expert system shell FuzzyCLIPS [2,3] 
which contains the capabilities of handling fuzzy concepts and reasoning. The 
new concept of fuzzy RETE network allows all fuzzy rules, with the same 
linguistic variable, to be activated whenever fuzzy evidence concerning that 
variable is asserted into to the working memory. The  paper presents a 
mechanism allowing fuzzy evidence to be aggregated when fuzzy inferences 
are made about the same fuzzy variable by different rules. 

1  The RETE Algorithm 

The RETE algorithm [4] is an efficient way of performing repeated pattern matches. 
The basis of this match algorithm is a structure called a RETE network, a data-flow 
graph with designated input and output nodes. Tokens representing changes to the 
working memory are sent into the input nodes and from the output nodes emerge 
tokens describing changes to the conflict sets. A RETE network has saved state that 
reflects all the tokens that have passed through it. The state of the network represents 
all the instantiations and partial instantiations according to the current state of 
working memory. After building such a network, it is possible to use its output to 
update conflict set incrementally. 

A RETE network is made from the LHS’s of all the productions. It contains two 
kind of nodes, alpha and beta. Both node types act as filters, performing tests on 
incoming tokens, and sending on only those tokens that pass the test. The alpha nodes 
occur at the beginning of the network and perform tests on individual facts. The final 
alpha nodes in the tree send their output to beta nodes, which perform the interfact 
tests. Beta nodes have two inputs, so each represents join which tests for consistent 
variable bindings between condition elements.  

In the RETE network each condition element of the rule is represented by a 
sequence of tests, each test corresponding to one alpha node. The join beta node holds 
the test on the variable that is shared by two condition elements of the rule.  
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2  Fuzzy RETE Network 

This section presents an algorithm for dynamically adding new patterns, which 
represent fuzzy data, to existing RETE network in a way that shares tests and exploits 
previous match results where feasible [5]. 

Rule evaluation depends on whether or not antecedents or consequences of the rule 
contain linguistic variables [6,7]. Three types of rule can be distinguished: CRISP_, 
FUZZY_CRISP, and FUZZY_FUZZY. If the antecedent of the rule does not contain 
a linguistic variable, then the type of rule is CRISP_  regardless of whether or not a 
consequence contains a linguistic variable. If only the antecedent contains a linguistic 
variable, then the type of rule is FUZZY_CRISP. If both antecedent and consequence 
contain linguistic variables, then the type of rule is FUZZY_FUZZY. 

In this section the rule of the form

if A then C

where A is an antecedent and C is a consequence will be considered. Both antecedent 
and consequence can have only a single pattern. The method of handling rules, which 
contain many patterns in the antecedent or consequence, is described in [2, 3]. 

The inference mechanism realizes a generalized  modus ponens rule. It may be 
described as follows. 

if A then C  CFr

A'  CFf

---------------------- 
C'  CFc

where:
 CFr is an uncertainty of the rule 
 CFf is an uncertainty of the fact 
 CFc  is an uncertainty of the conclusion 

If the type of rule is CRISP_, then A' must be equal to A in order to apply this rule. 
In that case the conclusion C' is equal to C, and

CFc  = CFr  * CFf (1)

where  *  denotes fuzzy numbers multiplication [8]. 

The modifications made to standard RETE network affects only rules with fuzzy 
antecedents. For fuzzy antecedents two alpha nodes are generated. All antecedents 
with the same fuzzy object share these nodes. First node is a single field node and it 
represents the name of linguistic variable. The second node is multi-field variable 
node, which matches all possible values of linguistic variable. The values of fuzzy 
objects appeared in fuzzy antecedents of LHS are attached to appropriate beta nodes. 

To illustrate the organization of fuzzy RETE network, consider the following 
example where we have shown the condition elements of two rules: 

(defrule r1
(speed very fast)
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=>
( . . . )

)

(defrule r2
(speed slow)

=>
( . . . )

)

When a new working memory element (e.g. (speed medium)) is asserted into the 
working memory, the WME becomes a token that traverses through the fuzzy RETE 
network (shown in Fig 1) and, subsequently, may be propagated to find out which 
rules can be activated. 

If the type of rule is FUZZY_CRISP, then A' must have the same fuzzy object as A
in order to apply this rule. Values of a fuzzy object in A and A' represented by fuzzy 
sets Fa  and Fa

' do not have to be equal. In that case the conclusion C' is equal to C,
and

CFc  = CFr  * CFf * S (2)

where S is a measure of similarity  between fuzzy sets Fa  and Fa'.

SINGLE
(LV speed)

MULTIFIELD

End of pattern 

activation rule r2 activation rule r1 

M.(slow)
(attached)

M.(very fast)
(attached)

(speed medium)- WME

Fig. 1. Fuzzy RETE network for rule r1 and r2 
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The measure of similarity is based upon the measure of possibility P and the 
measure of necessity N. It is calculated according to the following formula [9] 

S
P F F iff N F F

N F F P F F otherwise
a a a a

a a a a

=
>

+ ∗
( | ' ) ( | ') .

( ( | ') . ) ( | ')

05

05

(3)

where

P Fa Fa u u
u U

F Fa a
( | ' ) max(min( ( ), ( )))'=

∈
µ µ (4)

and

N F F P F Fa a a a( | ' ) ( | ' )= −1 (5)

Fa  is the complement of Fa .

The extended inference engine of FuzzyCLIPS uses the value of fuzzy set attached 
to appropriate beta node to calculate the measure of similarity  between rule 
antecedent and matching fact  in the case of FUZZY_CRISP rule. 

If the type of rule is FUZZY_FUZZY, then it was shown in [6] that the fuzzy 
relation connects the antecedent and consequence of such a rule 

R F Fa c= × (6)

where:
Fa is a fuzzy set denoting the value of the fuzzy object of the antecedent, 
Fc is a fuzzy set denoting the value of the fuzzy object of the consequence. 

The algorithms for forming this relation can be found in [10].  

The calculation of conclusion is based upon the compositional rule of inference 
[6], which can be described as follows:  

F F Rc a' '= (7)

where Fc' is a fuzzy set denoting the value of the fuzzy object of the conclusion. 
     The certainty factor of the conclusion is calculated according to (1). 
    For the FUZZY_FUZZY type rule the attached fuzzy set in beta node is used to 

make inference based upon the compositional rule of inference. 

3  Global Contribution 

In a crisp expert system there is never any need to re-assess the facts in the system -
once they exist, they exist (unless certainty factors are being used, then certainty
factors are modified to account the new evidence and checked if they are larger then a
threshold value). But in fuzzy expert systems, refinement of a fuzzy fact may be
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possible [2,11]. Consequently, the fact concerning fuzzy variable is potentially useful
for every rule whose LHS contains this fuzzy variable, and every value of a fuzzy
variable may be repeatedly reevaluated. Thus, in the case where the fact concerning a
linguistic variable is asserted as a result of performing the RHS action of a rule, this
fact is treated as giving contributing evidence about the fuzzy variable (it contributes
globally). If information about that fuzzy variable has already been asserted then this
new evidence (or information) about the fuzzy variable is combined with the existing
information about the fuzzy variable. There are many readily identifiable methods of
combining evidence. In FuzzyCLIPS the new value of the fuzzy fact is re-assessed in
accordance with the formula

),max( '
ffg FFF µµµ = (8)

where µFg is the new value of the linguistic variable, µFf is the membership function of 
the existing value of the linguistic variable, and µF’f is the membership function of the 
linguistic variable to be asserted. 

Example. Consider the following three rules: 

(defrule Rule-1
(X A)

=>
(Y B)

)
(defrule Rule-2

(X A')
=>

(Y B')
)
(defrule Rule-3

(Y B)
=>

(Z C)
)

Assuming that the working memory contains the fact (X  A) and that the 
compositional rule of inference is implemented  as a sup-min composition it is easy to 
see that the final conclusions derived for the values of Y and Z do not depend on the 
order of rules being fired. Let us now examine how the FuzzyCLIPS carries out fuzzy 
reasoning. The fact (X  A) enables Rule 1 and Rule 2 to be activated (put on the 
agenda). Of course we assume that terms A and A' associated with the linguistic 
variable X have overlapping membership functions. In the next step (does not matter 
which conflict resolution strategy is applied) Rule1 or Rule 2 fires. After any of this 
rule fired, the fact (Y  B) or (Y  B'') would be asserted into the working memory. This 
new fact would enable Rule 3 (we assume that terms B and B'' of the linguistic 
variable Y have overlapping membership functions). Now we have Rule 1 (or Rule 2) 
and Rule 3 on the agenda. In the next steps the dictates of fuzzy logic are not violated 
as the final conclusions derived for the values of Y and Z will not depend on the order 
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of rules being fired. Let us assume that MEA strategy of conflict resolution is applied 
and the Rule 3 fires first. As a result the fact concerning the value of linguistic 
variable Z ( equal to C if Rule 1 had already fired) would be asserted into the working 
memory. Now it is time for Rule 2  (or Rule 1) to fire. After this rule fired, the fact 
concerning the new value of linguistic variable Y refines the existing value of this 
variable in the working memory according to global contribution. Updating the value 
of linguistic variable Y enables Rule 3 again. After Rule 3 fired for the second time, a 
''global contribution'' concerning the linguistic variable Z is performed. The final 
values of linguistic variables Y and Z are equal to those obtained if the order of firing 
rules would be 1, 2, and 3. 

4  An Example 

In what follows, we will concentrate on the example and show that the final 
conclusions do not depend on the order of rules to be fired.  

Fact-1 (position NW)

(defrule rule-1
(position NW)

=>
(distance medium)
(angle close-to-20)

}

(defrule rule-2
(position NNW)

=>
(distance long)
(angle close-to-30)

}

The position, distance, and angle are linguistic variables. Assume that the depth-first 
strategy is selected for conflict resolution, meaning that rule matched with the most 
recent facts will fire first. After Fact-1 have been asserted into the working memory to 
start the inference engine, rule-1 and rule-2 will be activated and placed in the agenda. 
Assume that rule-2 is fired first. The firing of this rule cause the fact concerning the 
value of the linguistic variables distance and angle to be asserted into the working 
memory with the appropriate values. Fig. 2 illustrates the inference process resulting 
from the firing of rule-2.  

Current agenda: rule-1.The  rule-1 is fired next. As a result the facts concerning the 
value of the linguistic variables angle and  distance will be updated  to those present 
in the working memory by the global contribution procedure. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
inference process resulting from the firing of rule-1. Current agenda: empty. The 
inference process is complete. The results are equal to those obtained if the order of 
firing rules would be 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the membership functions calculations for the linguistic 
variables angle and distance in the first cycle of the inference engine. 

5  Concluding Remarks 

The extension of RETE matching algorithm presented here contains the capability of 
handling fuzzy patterns by RETE network. This allows any mix of fuzzy and normal 
terms, and uncertainties in the rules and facts of an expert system.  

In this paper we described a way the FuzzyCLIPS addresses the issue of allowing 
fuzzy evidence to be aggregated when fuzzy inferences are made about the same 
fuzzy variable by different rules when an expert system works in the fuzzy logic 
controller regime.  

The efficiency of pattern matching rapidly decreases as the number of working 
memory elements increases. This is because the cost of join operations performed in 
the match process is directly proportional to the square of the number of working 
memory elements. Moreover inappropriate ordering of conditions generates a large 
number of intermediate data, which increases the cost of subsequent join operations. 
To increase the performance of fuzzy pattern matching an optimization algorithm to 
determine efficient join structures for fuzzy Rete network is being contemplated. 
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Abstract. The paper proposes a method for expressing the matching degree of 
two arbitrary intervals through a fuzzy relation having the properties of 
reflexivity and symmetry. This method could be useful in situations when one 
has to compare two entities whose attributes are expressed through intervals 
and give a measure of their matching degree. Such a real world situation occurs 
in the mechanical engineering, namely in the steel selection process, when the 
designer has to determine the steels that are equivalent to a given one. This 
situation is described, as an application, in the final part of the paper. 

1 Introduction 

Classic logic operates with assertions that can be only "TRUE" or "FALSE". Usually
1 denotes "TRUE" and 0 denotes "FALSE". However, there are numerous situations
when a TRUE/FALSE conclusion can not be drawn. Fuzzy Sets Theory and Fuzzy
Logic can be used to represent different linguistic degrees of truth.

For the following discussion, some well-known definitions [3], [4] must be
reviewed.

Definition 1. A fuzzy set F on U is a mapping F : U → [0, 1].

Remark. U is the universe of discourse and F(x) ∈ [0, 1] is said to be the membership
degree of x in the set F.

Definition 2. Let U and V be two arbitrary sets and U × V their Cartesian product. A
fuzzy relation (in U × V) is a subset R of U × V .

Remark. When U = V (the relation is defined between elements of the same universe),
R is said to be a fuzzy relation in U.

Definition 3. Let R ⊆ X × Y and S ⊆ Y × Z be two fuzzy relations. The composition of
the given fuzzy relations, denoted R S is the fuzzy relation
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( ) ( ) ( )( )z,yS,y,xRminsupz,xSR
Yy∈

= (1)

Definition 4. Let R ⊆ X × Y be a fuzzy relation and α ∈ [0, 1]. The α-level of R is

( ) ( ){ }αα ≥×∈= y,xR|YXy,xR (2)

Definition 5. A relation of similitude R in the universe U is a fuzzy relation with the
following properties:

1) reflexivity: R(x, x) = 1, x ∈ U

2) symmetry: R(x, y) = R(y, x), x,y ∈ U

3) transitivity: R R ⊆ R ,
that is ( ) ( ) ( )( )z,yR,y,xRminsupz,xR

Uy∈
≥ x,z ∈ U

(3)

(4)

(5)

The relation of similitude is an extension to Fuzzy Sets Theory [3] of the classical
relation of equivalence; it aims to model and evaluate the "resemblance" to each other
that could exist between members of a universe of discourse.

If the universe U is finite, U = {x1, ..., xn}, a fuzzy relation R can be described
through a n × n matrix AR = (aij) i,j = 1,...,n. The elements aij express the relation between
the corresponding pairs of members of the universe U. They have the property 0 ≤ aij

≤ 1. If R is reflexive, then aii = 1, i = 1, ... , n. If R is symmetrical, then aij = aji, i,j =
1,..., n.

A classical relation of equivalence allows the partition of the universe in classes of
equivalence. In case of (fuzzy) relations of similitude, the definition of corresponding
classes of similitude in possible, but problems rise in handling them, because classes
of similitude can overlap, unlike classes of equivalence that are disjoint. Moreover,
when defining a fuzzy relation of similitude in a real world application, it is quite
difficult to fulfil the property of transitivity. In [3] was introduced a way to define a
(fuzzy) relation of similitude as the limit of a sequence of fuzzy relations.
Corresponding classes of similitude can be then defined. The departing point is a
reflexive and symmetrical fuzzy relation. In practice this relation must be defined in a
convenient way.

In section 2 a method is proposed to express the matching degree of two arbitrary
intervals through a fuzzy relation having the properties of reflexivity and symmetry.

A frequent problem in mechanical engineering design and manufacturing is the
replacement of a steel in current use, with an equivalent one, that is another steel
having the same behaviour in the given context. Production costs or availability can
lead to such a problem. It can not be expected to find another one having identical
features, so the search must focus on detecting a replacing steel which is "as close as
possible" to the former. This leads to the idea of defining a degree of equivalence of
two steels. The definition of a degree of equivalence is needed because one can not
always give a precise, "yes/no" answer to the question: "are steels X and Y
equivalent?" The fuzzy relation defined in section 2 was applied in building a method
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to determine the chemical equivalence of two steels and the degree of this
equivalence. This method is described in section 3 of the paper.

2 Fuzzy Relation for Comparing Intervals 

Literature provides numerous methods for comparing intervals. The following
approach is based on geometrical remarks regarding the two partial aspects of the
topic: the length comparison and the measure of concentricity. Each of them leads to a
reflexive and symmetrical fuzzy relation. The overall measure of intervals matching is
obtained by combining the two partial ones. Each of these partial measures can also be
used separately wherever necessary.

2.1 Matching 

Let [a, b] and [c, d] be two intervals that must be compared in order to compute a
measure of their matching. Let this matching degree be denoted

match([a, b]; [c, d]).
The aim is to define match as a non-dimensional measure having the following

properties:

1) 0 ≤ match([a, b]; [c, d]) ≤ 1 where
match([a, b]; [c, d]) = 0 means no matching at all
match([a, b]; [c, d]) = 1 means a perfect match, iff a = c and b = d.

2) match([a, b]; [a, b]) = 1 (reflexivity)

3) match([a, b]; [c, d]) = match([c, d]; [a, b]) (symmetry)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

The matching degree is calculated as a product of two partial measures:

match([a, b]; [c, d]) = round([a, b]; [c, d]) ⋅ conc([a, b]; [c, d]) (11)

The component round([a, b]; [c, d]) is the measure of the degree in which the
lengths of the two intervals match; the name round stands for roundness. The second
component, conc([a, b]; [c, d]), expresses the degree of concentricity of the intervals.
These two are defined further on.

2.2 Roundness 

In relation (11), round denotes the roundness of a rectangle whose sides have the
lengths b - a and d - c, respectively. The measure roundness of some shape was used
[2] in literature, within image processing applications. For two dimensions this
measure is defined as follows.

Let R be a two-dimensional (2D) region. The roundness of region R can be
computed using the following procedure:
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• consider a reference circle C2D having
- centre in the centre of gravity of region R ;

- radius
( )

π
Rarea

r =

• compute

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

∩+∩
−= 01 22

2 ,
area

CareaCarea
maxRroundness DD

D R
RR

• normalise to the interval [0, 1]

(12)

(13)

Fig. 1. Computation of the roundness of rectangle ABCD 

When the region R is a rectangle, denoted ABCD, a few special cases appear,
which are shown in figure 1 where the angles EGP∠=1α and JGQ∠=2α were

denoted. There are two more cases that correspond to figures 1a and 1b, in which AB
> BC, but the lines of reasoning are the same. In figure 1c is shown the special case
when the rectangle ABCD is a square; as it can be expected, this is case of maximum
roundness.

Denoting roundness(ABCD), the roundness of the rectangle ABCD and also
denoting

( ) ( )
( )ABCD

ABCDABCD
area

CareaCarea
X DD ∩+∩= 22 (14)

the relation (13) for the roundness becomes:

roundness(ABCD) = max(1 - X, 0) (15)

According to figure 1, two distinct cases appear.

Case a (figure 1a)

( )ABCD∩DCarea 2 = ( )EFParea⋅2 (16)

b) c)a)

A

D

A BB

D C C

G
G

α1
P

E

F

HJ

α2

L

K

D

E

A

C

F

B

α1
P G

K

L

Q
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( )ABCD∩DCarea 2 = area(ABCD) - area(C2D) + 2⋅area(EFP) (17)

( )
( )ABCD

EFP
area

area
X

⋅= 4
(18)

( ) ( ) ( )111 ααα
π

cossin
area

area −= ABCD
EFP (19)

( )111

4 ααα
π

cossinX −= (20)

Case b (figure 1b). Similar calculations lead to

( )222111

4 αααααα
π

cossincossinX −+−= (21)

Then, α1 and α2 must be computed

( ) ( ) p
areaCradius

cos
D

πππα
2

1

22
1 =

⋅
====

BCAB
AB

ABCD
GP

GP
EG
GP (22)

where
BC
AB=p (23)

Thus,

= parccos πα
2

1
1

(24)

and, through similar calculations,

=
p

arccos
πα

2

1
2

(25)

From table 1, where a few computed values of roundness are listed, some
conclusions can be drawn:

i) the roundness(ABCD) becomes zero when its longer side becomes
approximately five times bigger than the shorter one;

ii) roundness(ABCD) reaches its maximum, roundness(ABCD) ≈
0.818908, for the square; the normalisation in [0, 1] is shown in the last
column of table 1.

Another important conclusion comes from relations (20), (21), (24) and (25):

iii) roundness(ABCD) depends only on the ratio between the height and
width of the rectangle.
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Table 1. Computed values of the roundness of a rectangle and their normalised values

p = AB/BC 1/p α1 (rad.) α2 (rad.) round normalisation

0.2 5 1.163277 0 0 0

0.210526 4.75 1.152035 0 0.006183 0.00755047

0.666667 1.5 0.761791 0 0.665968 0.81323948

0.785398 1.273239545 0.667457 0 0.769158 0.93924826

0.8 1.25 0.655628 0.135515 0.778422 0.9505613

1 1 0.48166 0.48166 0.818908 1

1.25 0.8 0.135515 0.655628 0.778422 0.9505613

1.27324 0.785398163 0 0.667457 0.769158 0.93924826

1.5 0.666666667 0 0.761791 0.665968 0.81323948

4.75 0.210526316 0 1.152035 0.006183 0.00755047

5 0.2 0 1.163277 0 0

The component round([a, b]; [c, d]) in relation (11) will be expressed using the
roundness of the rectangle that has the two dimensions equal to the lengths of the
compared intervals, [a, b] and [c, d] respectively. Conclusion iii) drawn before is
important because it shows the symmetry of round([a, b]; [c, d]). The other property
of round([a, b]; [c, d]) must be reflexivity. It comes from ii) and the consequent
normalisation, which entails round([a, b]; [c, d]) = 1 iff a = c and b = d. This is why a
normalisation in [0, 1] of roundness was necessary.

2.3 Concentricity 

The other element in the calculation of the matching degree (11) is the concentricity
of the two intervals from each other, conc([a, b]; [c, d]). The concentricity is
determined by the centres of the intervals. In figure 2, some cases are shown. The
intervals are placed on the real-number axis, in its positive region. This doesn't restrict
the generality, and corresponds to the application that will be discussed later. The
centres of [a, b] and [c, d] have the co-ordinates m and m', respectively.

To express the concentricity, the points shown in figure 3 were placed in a
Cartesian system of co-ordinates. The points A, B and C, D are placed on Oy as if the
intervals [a, b] and [c, d] were represented on the vertical axis. Again, the two
intervals were assumed to be in the positive region of the axis, but this doesn't affect
the generality.

Denoting lab = b - a the length of interval [a, b] and lcd = d - c the length of [c, d],
for the points in figure 3, the following relations and co-ordinates are defined:

lab = b - a = yB - yA lcd = d - c = yD - yC

A (0, yA) B (0, yB) A' ((lab + lcd)/2, yA) B' ((lab + lcd)/2, yB)
C (0, yC) D (0, yD) C' ((lab + lcd)/2, yD) D' ((lab + lcd)/2, yD)
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Fig. 2.  Different positions of the centres of two intervals 

O' (0, (yA + yB)/2) M' ((lab + lcd)/4, (yC + yD)/2)

Having defined the points shown in figure 3, the concentricity conc, is defined as
the cosine of δ = ∠MO'M'.

conc([a, b]; [c, d]) = cos δ (26)

Elementary calculations lead to

δ
δ

21

1

tg
cos

+
= , where ( ) ( )[ ]BADC

cdab

yyyy
ll

tg +−+
+

= 2δ (27)

Relation (27) should be used to compute the concentricity of the compared
intervals.

O'

A

B

C

D

M

M'

B'

D'

C'
A'

δ

O

a)

b)

c)

[a, b] ≠ [c, d], m ≠ m'

[a, b] ≠ [c, d], m = m'

[a, b] = [c, d], m = m'

ma bO

m' dc

ma bO

c m' d

ma bO

c m' d

Fig. 3. Construction of the angle δ that expresses the concentricity of two intervals
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Concentricity conc([a, b]; [c, d]) = cos δ has the following properties:

i) 0 < conc([a, b]; [c, d]) ≤ 1

ii) conc([a, b]; [a, b]) = 1

iii) conc([a, b]; [c, d]) = conc([c, d]; [a, b])

iv) conc([a, b]; [c, d]) = conc([a, b]; [c-α , d+α])

Property i) shows the normalisation of conc, in [0, 1]. Property ii) shows the
reflexivity of conc, which means that when the current interval is equal to the
reference one, conc is equal to 1. Property iii) shows the symmetry of conc that is,
when computing the concentricity of two intervals, it doesn't matter which one is the
reference.

As well, from ii) and iv) can be concluded that concentricity is equal to 1 for any
two intervals that have the same centre (m = m' in figure 2). It means that conc is not
sufficient to express the whole matching degree between two intervals; it must
participate together with round in the valuation of the matching degree.

3 The Equivalence Degree of Two Steels 

The selection of the most appropriate steel in a certain mechanical design situation is a
complex decision task. The technical features of a wide collection of steels must be
examined to reach the best solution. Information technology is useful in making such
an investigation because it helps processing the great amount of data involved. The
usual approach, from this point of view, is the utilisation of a database that stores, for
different steel types, the technical features: chemical composition and mechanical
properties. The database is searched using appropriate criteria, which leads to the
selection of a set of steels that match, in different degrees, the requirements imposed
within the project. This solution saves time and effort, but it has some drawbacks.
Most of them come from the lack of exact methods for stating the search criteria, and
from the vagueness naturally involved in the linguistic evaluations that any human
expert handles. An identification of some of these drawbacks was made in [1] where is
suggested a query method based on Fuzzy Sets Theory that should improve the
searching process.

As stated in the introductory section, another frequent problem in mechanical
engineering design and manufacturing is the replacement of a steel in current use, with
an equivalent one, that is another steel that should have the same behaviour in the
given context. Such a replacement could be necessary for availability or cost reasons.
One the one hand it can not be expected to find a steel with identical features with the
original one. One the other hand, in the technical literature of the domain, there is not
a precise definition of the notion of steel equivalence, even though this concept is
often used. Moreover, it's explicitly stated that steel equivalence is rather a vague
notion which would be used according to the designer's experience. In this section is
proposed a method for computing the degree of equivalence between two steels. Such
a measure should provide a means to estimate the best decision to make for the
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replacement of the original steel with another one. This approach is only from the
point of view of chemical composition. The other main group of characters that define
a steel type regards the mechanical properties. There are many features in this group
that can be treated in a similar way. However, since a part of them require a specific
treatment, for the sake of simplicity, the discussion will be restricted on the chemical
composition.

The technical features of steels are stored in a database: there is a record for each
stored steel. These features are stored in form of values or intervals. Tacking the
chemical composition, in the record structure there is a pair of fields that store the
minimum and the maximum percentage for each chemical element that might appear:
C-min, C-max, Mn-min, Mn-max, Si-min, Si-max, etc. The problem of finding, for a
given steel, all the other steels in the database that have an equivalent chemical
composition, means to detect the ones that contain the same chemical elements, in
approximately the same minimum-maximum percentages, respectively.

Remarks. a) The word "approximately" was highlighted because it expresses a vague
measure that must be quantified, in order to be automatically processed. b) Further on,
the given steel will be named "the reference steel", and steel in the database, for which
the degree of matching with the reference steel must be computed, will be named "the
current steel".

The elementary step in computing the degree of matching between the reference
steel and the current steel is the calculation of degree of matching of two intervals that
refer to the percentage of some chemical element: the min-max interval expressing the
percentage of the element in the chemical composition of the current steel, and the
corresponding min-max interval in the reference steel.

Applying the method that was described in section 2, a matching degree between
the corresponding intervals from the reference steel and the current one can be
computed. Following this idea, the proposed method performs the following tasks:

1) Through a first filtering, selects those steels from the database, that
contain the same chemical elements as the reference steel.

2) For each chemical element in a selected steel, computes a matching
degree between the respective min-max interval, and the corresponding
one from the reference steel.

3) Combines all the matching degrees computed in step 2, giving an overall
matching degree of the currently examined steel with the reference steel.

Example. In its actual state, the used database includes around 6000 steels from 20
countries. Let the reference steel be the Romanian one AUT 40MN. The chemical
composition of this steel type is shown in the first line of table 2. The problem is to
find the equivalent ones in the database.

In step 1, from the database were selected all the steels that have the same chemical
elements as AUT 40MN. A list of 972 steels resulted.

Since this list is too large, the designer decided to restrict it to the types that contain
the given chemical elements in percentages that exceed by 100% the both sides of
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each min-max interval in the reference steel. These values are shown in the second
line of table 2. It has been considered that restriction do not affects the correctness of
the process since the matching degrees of the corresponding intervals remain in a
reasonable range.

Table 2. Chemical composition of the reference steel and the selection criteria 

Country Type C-min C-max Mn-min Mn-max Si-min Si-max

ROM AUT 40MN 0.35 0.45 1.2 1.6 0.15 0.35

criteria: ± 100% 0.25 0.55 0.8 2 -0.05 0.55

The resulting list has 43 steels and is shown in table 3. Each of them was given an
identification number ID from 0 to 42. The reference steel, the Romanian type AUT
40MN is shown in line 36.

Among the steels selected in step 1, there are those having a satisfactory degree of
equivalence with the reference. Their identification is to be performed in the following
two steps.

In Step 2 were computed the matching of the intervals [C-min, C-max], [Mn-min,
Mn-max], [Si-min, Si-max] from the reference steel to the corresponding ones in the
list obtained in step 1. These fuzzy measures were combined in step 3 giving the
overall equivalence degree of each selected steel to the reference AUT 40MN. For
this combination the multiplication operator was used and the results are shown in
table 4.

Sorting table 4 by the column equivalence in descending order, the designer would
find on the top of the final classification the "nearest" steels to the reference. A brief
examination of table 4 shows that steel number 42 (that is ASTM 1541H, produced in
USA) has the highest level of equivalence (0.87) with the reference AUT 40MN.

The procedure in step 3 can be further refined and the list resulted in step 2
(containing the matching degrees of all the intervals with the corresponding ones in
the reference steel) can be viewed as a Multi-Attribute Decision Model (MADM)
problem [6]. Within this framework the designer can consider levels of importance of
different chemical elements in the steel composition. Using, for example, the Saaty's
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [5] the designer can assign different levels of
(subjective) importance to the chemical components and make a classification with
respect to these levels.

Following the concept of relation of similitude that was mentioned in section 1 and
applying a procedure that was described in [3], classes of similitude of different levels
were determined for the set of 43 steels. However, from engineering point of view the
result is debatable and further investigations are necessary.
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Table 3. Steels resulted from the database querying process 

ID Country Type C-min C-max Mn-min Mn-max Si-min Si-max

0 AUS XK1145 0.42 0.49 1.35 1.65 0.1 0.35
1 AUS XK1145 0.42 0.49 1.35 1.65 0.1 0.35
2 AUS XK1335 0.33 0.38 1.4 1.7 0.1 0.35
3 AUS K1340 0.38 0.43 1.6 1.9 0.1 0.35
4 AUS XK1340 0.38 0.43 1.4 1.7 0.1 0.35
5 AUS XK1345 0.43 0.48 1.4 1.7 0.1 0.35
6 DEU 36MN5 0.32 0.4 1.2 1.5 0.15 0.35
7 ESP 36MN6 0.33 0.4 1.3 1.65 0.15 0.4
8 ESP 35MNS6 0.33 0.39 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4
9 ESP 45MNS6 0.41 0.48 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4

10 ESP 35MN5DF 0.32 0.39 1.1 1.4 0.15 0.4
11 ESP 46MN4 0.42 0.5 0.9 1.2 0.3 0.5
12 FRA 35M5 0.32 0.38 1.1 1.4 0.15 0.35
13 FRA 40M6 0.37 0.43 1.3 1.7 0.15 0.35
14 FRA 35MF6 0.33 0.39 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4
15 FRA 45MF6.1 0.41 0.48 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4
16 FRA 45MF6 0.41 0.48 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4
17 GBR 120 M 36 0.32 0.4 1 1.4 0.1 0.4
18 GBR 135 M 44 0.4 0.48 1.2 1.5 0.1 0.4
19 GBR 150 M 36 0.32 0.4 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4
20 GBR 150 M 40 0.36 0.44 1.3 1.7 0.1 0.4
21 GBR 212 M 36 0.32 0.4 1 1.4 0 0.25
22 GBR 212 A 42 0.4 0.45 1 1.3 0 0.25
23 GBR 216 M 44 0.4 0.48 1.2 1.5 0 0.25
24 GBR 216 M 36 0.32 0.4 1.3 1.7 0 0.25
25 GBR 225 M 36 0.32 0.4 1 1.4 0 0.25
26 GBR 226 M 44 0.4 0.48 1.3 1.7 0 0.25
27 HUN MN2/MN2E 0.33 0.4 1.3 1.65 0 0.4
28 ITA CF35SMN10 0.32 0.39 1.35 1.65 0 0.3
29 ITA CF44SMN28 0.4 0.48 1.35 1.65 0 0.3
30 ITA CF44SMNPB28 0.4 0.48 1.35 1.65 0 0.3
31 ITA GC 37 0.34 0.4 0.9 1.2 0 0.5
32 JPN SMN 433(H) 0.29 0.36 1.15 1.65 0.15 0.35
33 JPN SMN 438(H) 0.34 0.41 1.3 1.7 0.15 0.35
34 JPN SMN 443(H) 0.39 0.46 1.3 1.7 0.15 0.35
35 RCS 13141 0.27 0.35 1.2 1.6 0.17 0.37
36 ROM AUT 40MN 0.35 0.45 1.2 1.6 0.15 0.35
37 SWE 1957 0.32 0.39 0.9 1.4 0.15 0.4
38 SWE 2120 0.38 0.45 1.1 1.4 0.1 0.4
39 USA ASTM 1335 0.33 0.38 1.6 1.9 0.15 0.35
40 USA ASTM 1340 0.33 0.43 1.6 1.9 0.15 0.35
41 USA ASTM 1345 0.43 0.48 1.6 1.9 0.15 0.35
42 USA ASTM 1541H 0.35 0.45 1.25 1.75 0.15 0.35
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Table 4. The results of computing the equivalence degrees of the steels in the database with
the reference steel AUT 40MN

ID Equivalence ID equivalence ID equivalence
0 0.38 15 0.43 30 0.35
1 0.38 16 0.43 31 0.10

2 0.24 17 0.41 32 0.40

3 0.22 18 0.50 33 0.66

4 0.37 19 0.52 34 0.66

5 0.21 20 0.69 35 0.42

6 0.62 21 0.32 36 1.00

7 0.56 22 0.16 37 0.34

8 0.38 23 0.39 38 0.45

9 0.43 24 0.40 39 0.15

10 0.37 25 0.32 40 0.38

11 0.13 26 0.40 41 0.13

12 0.31 27 0.34 42 0.87

13 0.65 28 0.29

14 0.38 29 0.35

4 Conclusion 

A reflexive and symmetrical fuzzy relation for comparing the matching degree of two
intervals was proposed.

The partial components of the proposed relation refer respectively to the lengths
and concentricity of the given intervals. They are also symmetrical and reflexive fuzzy
relations and can be used separately if needed.

The defined fuzzy relation was applied to define a degree of chemical equivalence
of steels. Practical experiments showed this method as a convenient way to evaluate
the chemical equivalence of steels.

The method of determining equivalence of steels can be refined by using the Multi-
Attribute Decision Model. Existing procedures can be used to assign weights that
represent levels of importance of different chemical elements.
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Abstract. Tomographic procedures use multiple straight rays, running through 
or originating from any point P of a structure to many detector elements at the 
periphery. The measured specific values, are used to reconstruct the structure 
virtually by tracing the according rays back. In Fractal Neural Nets, whose 
connectivistic architecture is reflecting fractal functions, especially the squaring 
of complex numbers, we get the connections ordered in form of binary trees. 
Activation of any neuron will successively cause a wave of activities spreading 
over the net, approaching to the periphery. There, neurons may work as detector 
elements, recording the arriving sequence of activity in form of memory-
strings. These memory-strings could be used any time later to activate the net in 
reversed direction to reconstruct the original pattern by a process, related to 
tomography, just not being based on straight continous rays, but on saltatory 
retracable sequences of neural activations.  

1 Introduction 

Fink[1] has shown a new principle for acoustic media: If a sharp impulse is activating 
at a certain point P a water-surface or the surface of a silicium waver, it is possible to 
record at any other point R of the surfaces the sequence of the amplitudes of the 
interfering  and reflected waves. This record may be used to reactivate the surface at 
point R reversely (Sending the last received amplitudes at first to the surface). The 
resulting waves will first spread circular over the surface, be reflected at the edge, 
interfere and quite astonishingly finally will run together at the original point P , 
causing there a sharp impulse again. Thus the original activation-pattern is 
reconstructed on the surfaces. This principle may be used to perform a new kind of 
data-processing in neural nets, based on neural chains[3,4]. Temporal sequences of 
activations in chains of neurons may be recorded. These records allow to reconstruct 
the original pattern in the neural chain by reversed activating of the chain. Fractal 
Neural Nets do not need to wire the neurons of the chains directly, because very 
elegantly these chains arise functionally, due to the specific structure of connectivity, 
determined by fractal functions. This shall be shown in this paper. 

2 Architecture and Dynamics of Fractal Neural Nets 

Fractal algorithms may determine the macroarchitecture of fractal neural networks[2]. 
The beautiful fractals of Julia sets and the Mandelbrot set are generated by the 
iteration of function: f(z)=c+z². In its basic form , c set zero, it describes the squaring 
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of complex numbers. This function f(z)=z² is the base for all examples of neural nets, 
presented in this paper.  

 
Fig. 1. Tomography uses multiple rays running through or originating from any point P to 
detectors D at the periphery. Their course has to be reversible, but not necessarily only 
straight(left), but may also be curved, spiralic or even saltatory (right).The saltatory principle is 
realized in fractal neural networks. 
 
 

In a simple model, neurons cover a round plane, representing the region of the 
complex plane within the unit circle. All neurons z send their axon to a subsequent 
neuron located at z² and to the two neurons at  - z1/2  and  + z1/2  (the two square roots 
of z). All connections should be recurrent, the neurons be working synchronously. 
The axons of the neurons will follow the course of the trajectories of the function 
f(z)=z² . Using the opposite direction by the recurrent connections, the course of the 
neural activity will represent the reversed function f(z)=+- z1/2 . Based on the 
geometrical interpretation of the squaring of complex numbers[6] we get a system of 
segments of logarithmic spirals, shown in figure 2 for the two quadrants with positive 
imaginary coefficients, leading from the neurons at any point z to the neuron at the 
according point z². 

The result will be a macroarchitecture built by many interwoven binary trees[2].  
Activation of any neuron z will activate three neurons. First, the neuron at z².  
Using the reversed direction, f(z)=+- z1/2 , the two neurons, representing the square 

roots, will be activated and activate their own square-root-neurons and neuron z in the 
next step. Thus, step by step, an exponentially growing crowd of neurons, 
approaching the unit circle, will be activated. All neurons (or only some specialised in 
the periphery) should be able to record the sequence of activity, they will receive step 
by step in the sequence of n iterations. The storage-neurons just „listen“ to the net, 
like microphones, recording the incoming  „waves“ of neural activity digitally on  
“tapes“, the memory-strings. According to the principles shown by Fink[1], the 
storage-neurons use the „tapes“ (the memory-strings). In computer simulations, these 
memory-strings are just strings of values, in biological systems, they could be 
molecular strings[4]. They may playing these „tapes“ reversely („last in, first out“), to 
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reactivate the net. After n iterations again, the original activation pattern in the net 
will be reconstructed.  

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Left: Trajectorial system of axons leading counterclockwise from any point z  to z² 
.Right: Binary tree formed by functions f(z)=z² and f(z)=+-z1/2. (Please notice the different 
scales) 

3 Examples of Fractal Neural Nets 

3.1 Methods and Materials 

As examples of fractal neural networks two nets are presented: 
Net I: consisting of about 31410 neurons, covering a circular layer, representing the 
unit circle of the complex plane. Each neuron is of quadratic shape, each side 
measuring 0.01.  The temporal sequence of activity will be stored by 704 neurons 
near the periphery(Fig.3). Learning is done with the function f(z)=+-z1/2 . The activity 
spreading out from an active neuron will reach several storage-neurons at different 
iterations. In the computer program all coordinates, which will be hit in the course of 
8 iterations, starting at any neuron, are calculated. After each calculation of these 
coordinates it is proved, whether a storage-neuron will have been hit. In this case, the 
storage-neuron will record this hit. Countering the hits at each iteration, they form the 
memory-strings. Calculating the coordinates, to which activity will be projected, it is 
assumed, that there will be no errors by rounding. (Assuming, the neurons could do a 
perfect topolographic representation of intermediate values by means of the 
overlapping trees of their axonal and dendritic endings, making up a quasi-continuum 
of synaptical contacts).  

Reconstruction of patterns will work with function f(z)=z². A problem arises: The 
memory-strings provide no information, at which part of the input region the storage-
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neuron originally has been hit. Reconstruction starts with the central coordinates of 
the storage-neuron. To compensate this error to some degree, in the presented 
illustrations, not only the neuron, directly hit in the course of iterations, will be 
activated, but also all its directly neighboured neurons. 

 

Fig. 3. Learning of a pattern (Net I): Activity is spreading over the net, starting from active 
neurons (left), approaching the periphery of the unit circle, at last arriving at the storage 
neurons, which record the according sequences of activity. 

 

Fig. 4. (Net I) Successive steps of pattern reconstruction. The storage neurons (above, left) use
the recorded memory string to activate their subsequent neurons (according function f(z)=z²)
reversely. After 6 steps, the original pattern will be reconstructed. 
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Net II: it is formed by 4970 chains, each consisting of  7 neurons. The neurons are 
regarded to be fixedly wired within the chains. This makes sure, that each neuron will 
activate only one neighboured neuron in each direction of the chain. Thus, any 
projection-errors will be avoided.  

In both examples, neurons work synchronously.  One working cycle of the nets 
consists of a) producing a memory-string, b)comparing this to the strings of the long-
term memory, c)choosing the most-homologous string, d) taking this string to 
reconstruct the according pattern, which will work as starting pattern again. To 
perform pattern completion, two working cycles are completed. 

Q-basic has been used as programming language for all programs. 
 
 

Fig. 5. (Net II) Three of 4970 neural chains, each consisting of 7 neurons (the circles only mark 
by their centre the position of each neuron in the chains. Coordinates of the storage-neurons are 
indicated. In the middle of the structure a region of high density of neurons is resulting. Right: 
Examples of different memory-strings.  

3.2 Results 

Both presented nets are able to store and to reproduce patterns by the described 
processes. By comparison and associative selection of similar memory-strings[4], 
these nets are able to perform associative processing of patterns. As an example, the 
completion of a pattern by net II is shown. Net II with its directly wired neurons is 
favourable to perform this task, because its structure is avoiding errors in the 
reactivation of the net as they occur in Net I. Nevertheless it should be not too 
difficult, to minimize these projection-errors in nets like Net I, considering the 
convergence and divergence of structures in the course of iterations. In both examples 
little use is made of the fact, that in the centre of the nets a region of high density of 
neurons with small sizes is showing up. In this region, the nets are able to perform 
high resolution and sharp discrimination between patterns, because nearly all storage 
neurons will get information about this area and may take part in the associative 
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pattern-processing. This area remembers (occasionally?) to the the Macula densa in 
the human retina, with its high resolution compared to peripheral regions. 

Especially in Net I, the remarkable projection-errors will be minimized near the 
centre, because of the convergence of the projecting trajectories in this region. 

 

Fig. 6. Completion of a pattern, (one of 5 learnt earlier), presented incompletely (left), 
within two working cycles of Net II. 

The structure of both networks is biomorph, the logarithmic spiral being a pattern, 
very often resulting in processes of growth. Especially the strictly topographic 
projections resemble to the somatotopic organization of biological nervous systems. 

Recording in biological cells could hypothetically be done by nucleic-acids (RNA 
or DNA or other molecular strings), each triplet of nucleotides representing a certain 
degree of activation [3,4].  

Because of the disseminated storage of information and the quantity of different 
ways, which are used for pattern reproduction, these nets are quite well protected 
against local lesions. The memory-function gets by that point some holographic 
characteristics. We also may receive a complete pattern, even if we use only a part of 
the memory-neurons for pattern reproduction. Resolution and contrast will be 
lowered, but the general stucture of the pattern will be reconstructed (results not 
shown). Recording the sum of activations, arriving at storage-neurons at any time, 
even storing and reconstructing of changing patterns should be realizable, in this case, 
the neurons may even work asynchronously. 

Advantageously, each pattern will be learned at one presentation, the structure of 
the net remains unchanged, because learning does not affect the synaptical 
connections of the net. The synapses are involved in these nets to guarantee a correct 
topographic projection by the fine resolution of their projections, made available by 
the overlapping trees of their axonal and dendritic endings. Synaptical learning might 
be involved in optimization of often used pathways. 

These fractal neural nets differ clearly from neural nets used in fractal image 
compressing,. For image compression, the structure of the neural net is determined by 
the structure of the image[5]. Similar areas of the image will be projected onto 
another in an iterative process. In contrast, in the presented fractal neural nets, the 
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structure may not be changed according to the various patterns, but will be suitable 
for all patterns. 

4 Conclusion 

Storing and reconstruction of activation patterns in the presented fractal nets 
correspond to principles of computer-tomography, just not using straight rays, but 
saltatory sequences of neural activities, spreading over the neural plane. These 
sequences may be used to store, compare and reconstruct the patterns of activity. 

Fractal neural nets, based on these principles, may perform an effective data-
processing. 

 Simulations show the applicability of the described processes, which may even 
give us some new ideas about the function of biological neural networks. 
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Abstract. This contribution present a new approach for ultrasound im-
age segmentation, based on the fuzzy theory. The segmentation is per-
formed on the 2D envelope of radiofrequency (RF) signals instead of the
B-mode image. The segmented image is then used to create the sector
image.

1 Introduction

The automatic segmentation of ultrasound (US) images is very difficult task,
which has not been resolved yet. This is caused by its very poor quality, i.e.
low contrast, low signal to noise ratio and presence of speckles. The impact of
these properties cause, that the classical method (like 2D convolution operators)
cannot be used for the object detection or image segmentation. Therefore some
advanced methods have to be utilized for this objective. One of these method is
fuzzy based thresholding [1,2]. The presented method should therefore contribute
to solve this difficult task.

2 US Signals

The final 2D images (B-mode images) are the output of standard procedure,
which consists of several steps as shown in Fig. 1:

1. A finite number of 1D RF signals are measured from the output of the
ultrasound probe. This set of 1D signals (A-scans) is stored in a matrix.

2. The envelope of each RF signal is detected.
3. The data reduction is performed (e.g. downsampling).
4. The magnitude compression is performed (e.g. logarithmic function).
5. The set of these envelopes is converted from polar to rectangular grid (e.g.

linear interpolation) and the B-mode image is obtained.

The segmentation is usually performed in the resulted B-mode image in 2D.
But it is clear, that the previous processing is nonlinear and also some infor-
mation loss occurs. Therefore we focused in processing the envelope of the RF
signal and the result was then converted to rectangular grid to create the sector
segmented image.

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 924–929, 2001.
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Fig. 1. Processing of the US signals

3 Fuzzy Segmentation

Fuzzy segmentation brings new look on the pixel classification problem. We
want to find some optimal pixel representation according to the a priori known
membership function, e.g. S-function[1]. This function is defined by these three
parameters - the inflection point b and begin and end of the fuzzy region - a, c
(see Fig. 2 ).

When we are looking for these optimal values, we have to determine some
criteria, according which, the values are optimal. We have used fuzzy entropy
that is defined as [1]

H(A, a, b, c) = − 1
log2N

N∑
i=1

P (Ai, a, b, c)log2P (Ai, a, b, c), (1)

where a, b, c are the S-function parameters, N is a number of sets, to which
the pixels are classified and Ai represents particular fuzzy sets. For example if we
want to classify the pixels to the three sets, then (Ai,A2,A3)=(dark, gray, white).
For binary classification only the two sets are used. The value P () represents the
probability of fuzzy event based on the membership function. Hence, before this
value is evaluated, the histogram of gray values has to be determine. We would
like to have maximal fuzzy entropy, when the N and Ai is given.
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Fig. 2. Determination of the threshold values.

Ones the values a, b, c are assessed, the thresholds for image segmentation
can be determine from the boundaries between the particular fuzzy sets (see
Fig. 2).

4 Optimization

Because the optimization task has three degrees of freedom, some optimization
algorithms have to be used. We have used the genetic algorithm (GA) with
binary value representation[1,3].

The GAs takes an inspiration from nature. Each sought values is a part of
chromosomes and a new values (possible solution) are generated by crossovers
and mutations from the elit ones. Some parameters need to be defined for GA:

– object function is a measure of fitness for each chromosomes.
– maximal number of generations.
– population size is the number of chromosomes in each generation.
– probability of crossover Pc represents probability with which will two chro-

mosomes cross. This operation is performed if some random number is below
Pc.

– probability of mutation Pm represents probability of changes 0 to 1 or 1 to
for each element in chromosome. Mutation is performed if coming random
number is below Pm. Next random number then indicate the mutation po-
sition.

When the optimization is running, we must ensure, that the new chromo-
somes always will satisfy the condition 0 ≤ a < b < c ≤ 255. The best fitness is
shown on the Fig. 3 as a function of generation.
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Fig. 3. The best fitness values during the optimalization.

5 Experimental Results

The method described above was used for segmentation of ultrasound images by
processing the envelope of the RF signals. The result, i.e. the thresholded image
was converted to rectangular grid.

Fig.4 shows a tissue of the pig heart and Fig.5 its binary representation
obtained by the optimal thresholding. We can see, that some objects appear
more visible than in the original image. Fig.6 shows the 5-level thresholded
image and therefore more details are visible. The object borders could be better
marked than in the original image.

6 Conclusion

The presented method offers simple and formalized approach to ultrasound im-
age segmentation based on fuzzy entropy maximization. We can choose the num-
ber of levels, the type of membership function and also the definition of fuzzy
entropy. Also this approach is novel, because we are working with the envelope
of the RF signals and the result is converted to the sector image.
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Fig. 4. Original ultrasound image.

Fig. 5. Binary representation of the ultrasound image.
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Fig. 6. 5 level representation of the ultrasound image.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce Lazy Decision Making which is
a framework for dynamic decision making under uncertainty. The key
idea is to start with an imprecise description of the agent’s knowledge
concerning the state of nature (by means of a set of probability distribu-
tions) and to successively refine this description (i.e., the corresponding
set) until a “good” decision can be made.
The crucial point about this scheme is that the refinement has not to
be done in an arbitrary way (which might be extremely inefficient). The
algorithm assists the agent by providing him hints on the effect of a
refinement of the constraints in question hence guiding him in making
the relevant things more precise.

1 Motivation

Following the most common approach of decision making under uncertainty
(see [1, 8, 6]), the agent’s knowledge is represented by means of a probability
distribution (defined on the set of states of nature). However, since in many cases
it is almost impossible to obtain the necessary probabilities, an approach using
sets of probability distributions – which are called partial probability information
(ppi for short) – is more flexible (see [3]).

In this paper we introduce a framework for dynamic decision making based
on partial probability information which we denote by Lazy Decision Making.
The key idea is to start with a quite vague description of the agent’s knowledge
and to successively make this description more precise until a “good” decision
can be made. This refinement is not done in an arbitrary way, the agent is
supported by some measures. Hence, only the relevant parts of the description
need be refined.

We start with a short introduction to classical decision making under uncer-
tainty (Section 2) and decision making based on partial probability information
(Section 3). Next, we introduce Lazy Decision Making (Section 4) and try to
illustrate its key elements. However, due to the restricted space we can only
address selected topics. The paper closes with a short summary and an outlook,
in which we point to topics that are still under research (Section 5).

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 930–936, 2001.
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2 Decision Theory

The aim of prescriptive decision theory is to assist agents in the demanding
question how decisions should be made as a matter of rationality (see [1, 8,
6]). An agent, which is supposed to act “rational”, has to chose exactly one
alternative from a given set of alternatives A. Hence the problem lies in the
ranking of the alternatives.

In this paper we exclusively investigate decision making under uncertainty,
since this branch of decision theory is the origin of Lazy Decision Making.1

The most important aspect of decision making under uncertainty is, that the
“utility” of an alternative depends on the state of nature which is uncertain. For
any possible state s ∈ S (where S denotes the set of possible states of nature)
and any alternative a ∈ A, the utility u(a, s) ∈ R of a given s is assumed to be
known. If both the set A and S are finite, the values u(a, s) can be represented
by means of a matrix, the so-called decision matrix.

In decision making under risk, the knowledge of the agent concerning the
state of nature is described by means of a probability distribution π : S → [0, 1]
on the set of states (i.e.,

∑
s∈S π(s) = 1). Note, that subjective probabilities are

permitted (and frequently used). If the agent accepts some well known (and,
what is more important, well established) axioms – the so-called axioms of ra-
tional choice (see [14, 7]) – and if the utility function u fulfils some specific
properties, then it can be proved that the agent should rank the alternatives
according to their expected utilities

∑
s∈S π(s)u(a, s) (for a ∈ A). This result is

the famous Bernoulli theorem.
In decision making under ignorance it is assumed that the agent exclu-

sively knows S but has no further knowledge concerning the state of nature.
For this somewhat pathological case, many heuristics have been proposed. E.g.,
following the Maximin rule, the agent should chose an alternative a ∈ A that
maximises the worst-case utility, i.e. min{u(a, s) | s ∈ S} (or – more general –
inf{u(a, s) | s ∈ S}).2 However, in the case of ignorance there is no such convinc-
ing justification as there is in the risk-case for the Bernoulli principle.

3 Static Decision Making Based
on Partial Probability Information

Many important situations seem to be “between” risk and uncertainty: The
agent does not know exact probabilities but has “some” knowledge concerning
the state of nature. (E.g., he could know that state s1 is more likely than state
1 However, there are also applications of Lazy Decision Making in other branches

of decision theory like in multiple attribute decision making and in group decision
making (see [11]).

2 Other frequently used heuristics include the Maximax rule (the agent maximises the
best-case utility sup{u(a, s) | s ∈ S}), the Hurwicz principle (a “linear” combination
of the Maximin and Maximax rule) and the Laplace rule (where it is assumed that
all states are equally probable, i.e. have probability 1/n). See [15, 2, 6] for details.
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s2.) Very frequently, this case is mapped to a decision making problem under
risk by simply estimating the lacking probabilities. However, this does not really
meet the situation and is some kind of a temporary solution which can lead to
awkward decisions.

A quite versatile solution to this problem is to employ partial probability
information (ppi for short, see [3]). A ppi is a set of probability distributions
defined on the set of states S, i.e., a subset of the so called probability simplex

V = {π : S → [0, 1] |
∑
s∈S

π(s) = 1}.

A ppi should be used to represent the set of all probability distributions that
are consistent with the agent’s knowledge.

By means of some examples we would like to show how ppi’s can be applied
in practical settings. In the following we assume that s1, s2 ∈ S.

(1) The ppi P1 = {π ∈ V |π(s1) ≥ π(s2)} perfectly meets the situation where
the agent is convinced, that s2 is at most as likely as s1. Hence it describes
a comparative probability information.

(2) The ppi P2 = {π ∈ V |π(s1) ∈ [0.1, 0.3]} can be used when the agent has
the opinion that the (maybe subjective) probability of s1 is between 0.1 and
0.3. Thus, an interval probability is described.

(3) Ppi’s can easily be combined. E.g., P3 = P1 ∩ P2 can be used when (1) as
well as (2) holds.

Static decision making based on ppi is quite versatile since it covers many
important special cases. E.g., decision making under risk and uncertainty as
well as comparative probabilities, interval probabilities and Dempster-Shafer
theory of evidence3 is contained.

Kofler and Menges have shown (see [3, 4]), that in a decision making
problem with ppi P , the agent should chose an alternative a ∈ A that maximises

inf{
∑
s∈S

π(s)u(a, s) |π ∈ P}.

This rule is called the MaxEinf -principle. However, there are other heuristics that
also seem to have some reasonable justification, for example a generalisation of
the famous Hurwicz-principle. Most decision rules for decision making based on
ppi’s are combinations of the Bernoulli principle and a heuristic for decision
making under ignorance.4

3 At least this holds for the probability oriented interpretation of theory of evidence
(see [12, 5]).

4 This point is not surprising since ppi’s are somewhat between risk (one probability
distribution) and ignorance (the set of all probability distributions, i.e., the proba-
bility simplex V).
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4 Lazy Decision Making

Using Smets’s terminology (see [13]), a ppi represents imprecise knowledge con-
cerning the uncertain state of nature. More exactly, probabilities are used to
model the uncertainty whereas a set (of probability distributions) is used to deal
with imprecision.

Consider the following (dynamic) approach: The agent starts with a decision
making problem under ignorance (which corresponds to the completely vacuous
ppi P = V). Step-by-step he reduces the size of the ppi and hence gives a more
precise description of his knowledge. Eventually, he would obtain a decision
making problem under risk (when there is only one probability distribution left in
the ppi). This problem under risk can be solved using the Bernoulli principle.

Lazy Decision Making (see [9, 10]) is based on this idea. The agent starts
with an imprecise description of his knowledge and makes this more precise
until a “good” alternative can be determined. The algorithm assists the agent
by supplying data on which information should be made more precise and on
how “good” a proposed alternative really is.

Next, we discuss the approach in more detail. In Lazy Decision Making,
only linear ppi’s are used.5 We assume that both the set of states S and the
set of alternatives A are finite and (wlog) S = {1, 2, . . . n}. Hence, we can
represent a probability distribution π : S → [0, 1] by means of a vector π =
(π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n))T ∈ R

n. A ppi P ⊆ V is said to be linear if there exist
m ∈ N,A ∈ R

n×m, b ∈ R
m such that P = {π |Aπ ≤ b}. We use A and b to

represent the linear ppi P . Note, that this representation consists of m contraints
(which are somewhat “hidden” using the matrix notation).

With any alternative a ∈ A we associate a vector

a = (u(a, 1), u(a, 2), . . . , u(a, n))T ∈ R
n

which represents the corresponding (state-dependant) utilities.6

During any iteration, the algorithm performs the following steps (which we
describe in more detail in a moment):

(1) Eliminate all dominated alternatives.
(2) Compute a suggestion based on a heuristic.
(3) Compute values to assist the user.
(4) If the user makes some refinement: Update ppi and goto (1).

At first, all dominated alternatives are (successively) eliminated.7 Next, a
suggestion a∗ ∈ A is computed using some heuristic (e.g., the MaxEinf -principle).
5 Note that this holds for most of the work done in the field of decision making based

on ppi’s. Linear ppi’s are easy to describe (by means of linear constraints) and have
a rich expressiveness. In particular, the above mentioned special cases (comparative
and interval probabilities, ...) are contained.

6 Note that, given a probability distribution π ∈ V, aTπ denotes the expected utility
of alternative a (represented by a).

7 In this context an alternative a1 ∈ A is said to be dominated by a2 ∈ A if a2
Tπ ≥

a1
Tπ holds for each π ∈ P . If a1 is dominated by a2, a1 can be eliminated since a2

is “at least as good” as a1.
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Probably the most important aspect about the algorithm is, how the agent is
being supported in tightening the “right” constraints.8 For this purpose, different
values are computed. Due to the restricted space, we describe the procedure for
only one value, the so-called relative regret value. Let φ : A → R be defined by

φ(a) := sup{aTπ − (a∗)Tπ |π ∈ P}
for all a ∈ A. The value φ(a) is an upper bound on the lost (expected) utility,
that could result from chosing a∗ instead of a. Let a− ∈ A be such that φ(a−) =
max{φ(a) | a ∈ A}. Consequently, φ(a−) bounds the potential “damage” that
could result from chosing a∗. Hence, if φ(a−) is “reasonable small”, the agent
can choose the suggested alternative a∗ without having to fear that he “wastes”
too much achievable (expected) utility.

The crucial point is that, given a− and a∗, φ(a−) can be rewritten as the
result of a linear optimisation problem, namely:

max(a− − a∗)Tπ subject to Aπ ≤ b.
In theory of (linear) optimisation, the concept of shadow prices is well-known.
Technically, shadow prices are the solution of the dual problem. For any con-
straint aTi π ≤ bi (which is part of Ap ≤ b) there exists a uniquely determined,
non-negative shadow price si with the following interpretation: If the constraint
is tightened by ε > 0 (i.e., if aTπ ≤ bi is replaced by aTi π ≤ bi− ε), the solution
of the optimization problem (its optimal value, i.e. φ(a−)) will decrease by siε.9

The shadow prices can be used for orientation purposes. A (comparatively)
high shadow price indicates, that a thightening of the corresponding constraint
has a significant effect on φ(a−).10 Since we assume that it is the agent’s objective
to minimize φ(a−), constraints with high shadow prices should be favoured (to
be tightened). However, since only the agent knows the real interpretation of
the constraints (where they “come from”, what they mean), it is up to him to
choose reasonable constraints which

(1) are easy to tighten (i.e., even if the constraint is tightened by some ε > 0, it
is still consistent with the agent’s knowledge),

(2) have a significant impact on φ(a−) (i.e., show a high shadow price).

The problem of finding the right constraint to tighten is deliberately left to the
agent.11

8 The tightening of an existing constraint, which we describe below in more detail, is
the most common user action for refining the ppi. However, it is also possible to add
new constraints.

9 There is some additional requirement (concerning the basis of the solution) which
we omit here.

10 Note that in real-world examples with a large amount of constraints, most shadow
prices will be zero which significantly reduces the number of constraints to check for
further tightening.

11 Though it would be possible to include measures to numerically grasp point (1), the
necessary effort seems to be inappropriate.
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Note that φ(a−) is just an example of a value that can be used for orientation
purposes, there are others that also do well. In our concrete implementation of
the framework we actually employ six values and hence the agent has six shadow
prices for any constraint that assist him in rating the relevance of the respective
constraint.

5 Outlook

In this paper we have introduced Lazy Decision Making and described its most
fundamental concepts.12 Due to the restricted space we had to exclude many
aspects that are actually fully developed.13

Since Lazy Decision Making is a direct extension to the classical approach, it
derives the profound justification of the underlying model. In particular, proba-
bilities are used to represent uncertainty and hence the important Bernoulli
theorem is directly applicable.

The main advantage of our approach is that it significantly helps in reducing
the necessary precision needed for making a reasonable decision. The agent does
not have to “guess” probabilities (and hence mapping the decision problem to
a decision making problem under risk). He can actually start with an imprecise
decription of his knowledge (i.e., a “large” ppi) and successively make this de-
scription more precise (i.e., reduce the size of the ppi by “moving its borders”).
When the agent chooses a suitable objective (in this paper we have only inves-
tigated the minimization of φ(a−)), he can be assisted in finding the relevant
constraints (that should be made more precise). Hence, our framework saves the
agent from making the wrong constraints more precise (which would have no
effect on the quality of the decision measured by means of the chosen objective).

We have implemented Lazy Decision Making as a decision support computer
program and tested it for some decision problems.14 It turned out, that in many
problems a good decision can be made after only few iterations (and, what is
more important, using a quite imprecise representation of the agent’s knowledge).

So far we have found six reasonable objectives that can be applied for ob-
taining shadow prices and hence ranking the constraints. However, there might
be more and – what seems to be even more important – it is by far not obvious
if the single values can be combined in a reasonable way which would make it
even simpler to find the right constraint to tighten.

12 Note that we have introduced Lazy Decision Making in other papers (cf. [9, 10]) but
that the original versions of our framework was based on Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence (see [12, 5]). It turned out that partial probability information are a much
more flexible basis for our approach, hence theory of evidence has been replaced by
theory of ppi’s.

13 The results in this paper are part of a PhD Thesis which will be submitted to the
University of Dortmund in 2001.

14 The framework has been implemented using JAVA for the program and XML for
representing the data (e.g., the decision problem). By now, it is not available on the
internet but it is planned to integrate a web interface in the near future.
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There are still some other open questions and aspects that might be gener-
alized. For example, it should be possible to use more general ppi’s than linear
ones. It seems promising to utilize polynomials to bound the ppi’s and to com-
pute the shadow prices using Lagrange-multiplicators.

The ultimate goal of our framework is to transfer the idea of lazyness to even
more components. For example, the granularity of the model could dynamically
change during the decision process. It seems promising, when the agent makes
the model more precise (e.g., split the set of alternatives or the set of states) not
until this enhanced precision it is really needed.
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Abstract. The aggregation operators based on the ordered weighted averaging 
are know as OWA operators. These OWA operators can provide for 
aggregation lying between the Max, Min operators and the logical or and and
operators. The purpose of this paper is to present a new OWA operator that is 
based on the majority process. This operator uses the cardinality of the 
aggregation elements to penalize or reward the weights values. 

1 Introduction 

The process of information aggregation appears in many applications related to the 
development of intelligent systems. Ones sees aggregation in neural networks, fuzzy 
logic controllers, vision systems, expert systems and multi-criteria decision aids. In 
[3] Yager introduced a new aggregation technique based on the ordered weighted 
averaging (OWA) operators. In [6] he described their use in modelling natural 
networks, in [3] their application to multi-criteria decision making was emphasized, 
[7] their use in data base systems was discussed. O’Hagan [2] has suggested their use 
in expert systems. Yager and Filev [5] have used these operators to develop flexible 
models for fuzzy logic controllers. These OWA operators can provide for 
aggregations lying between the logical or and and.

A problem that we had encountered in the aggregation process, is how to aggregate 
the elements that have cardinality greater than one. The most common operators used 
in the aggregation process [1, 8] produce reasonable results, but, at the same time, 
when the items to aggregate have cardinality greater than one, they may produce 
distributed problems. We consider these problems as a variation of the cake cutting 
problems, where we need to divide a cake in a way that all fellow guests were 
satisfied with their portions. 

For example, if we want to aggregate the following elements: {0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 
0.5, 0.4, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1}.The classical operators considers nine sets with cardinality one, 
nevertheless, the majority process considers four sets with cardinality 4, 1, 1 and 3, 
respectively. If we analyse this example the 55 percent of elements are over 0.4 and 
the 44 percent are the elements 0.7. Due to, the result should be higher than 0.5 and 
lower than 0.7, because we obtain a value that represent of majority and the same time 
the minority. Using the majority process we obtain this type of result (0.551), and we 
eliminate the distribution problems that other operator may produce. 
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The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we show  the ordered weighted 
averaging operators (OWA); in section 3, the dependent weights operators; and in 
section 4, we present the additive majority aggregation (AMA).

2 Ordered Weighted Averaging Operators 

In this section we review the basic concepts associated with the OWA operators [3]. 

Definition 1. An OWA operator of dimension n is a mapping

F R Rn: →
that has an associated n vector W

[ ]W w w wn

T
= 1 2, , ,

Such that: 

1. [ ]wi ∈ 0 1,

2. wi
i

n

=
=

1
1

Furthermore ( )F a a a w bn j j
j

n

1 2
1

, , , = ⋅
=

where bj is the jth largest of the ai.

Example 1. Assume 

W = [0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1]T

then  

F (0.7, 1, 0.3, 0.6) = (0.4) (1) + (0.3) (0.7) + (0.2) (0.6)  

+(0.1) (0.3) = 0.76 

A fundamental aspect of this operation is the re-ordering step, in particular an 
aggregate ai is not associated with a particular weight wi, but rather a weight is 
associated with a particular ordered position of aggregate. 

When we view the OWA weights as a column vector we shall find it convenient to 
refer to the weights with the low indices as weighs at the top and those with the higher 
indices with weights at the bottom 

It is noted that different OWA operators are distinguished by their weighting 
function. In [3] Yager pointed out three important special cases of OWA 
aggregations: 

1. F* . In this case 

W = W* = [1, 0, ..., 0]T
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2. F* . In this case 

W = W* = [0, 0, ..., 1]T

3. FAve. In this case 

W W
n n nave

T

= =
1 1 1

, , ,

It can easily be seen that 

1. F* (a1, a2, ..., an) = Max(ai)
2. F* (a1, a2, ..., an) = Min(ai)

3. ( )F a a a
n

aave n i
i

n

1 2
1

1
, , , = ⋅

=

A number of important properties can be associated with the OWA operators [3]. We 
shall now discuss some of these. 

Property 1. For any OWA operator F

F* (a1, a2, ..., an) ≤ F (a1, a2, ..., an) ≤ F*(a1, a2, ..., an)

Thus the upper and lower star OWA operator are boundaries. From the above it 
became clear that for any F

Min(ai) ≤ F (a1, a2, ..., an) ≤  Max(ai)

Property 2 (Commutative). The OWA operator can be seen to commutative. Let < a1,
a2, ..., an > be a bag aggregates and let < d1, d2, ..., dn > be a permutation of the ai. Then 
for any OWA operator 

F (a1, a2, ..., an) = F (d1, d2, ..., dn)

Property 3 (Monotonicity). A third characteristic associated with the operators is 
monotonicity. Assume ai and ci are collection of aggregates, i=1,...,n such that for 
each i, ci ≤  ai. Then 

F (c1, c2, ..., cn) ≤ F (a1, a2, ..., an)

Where F is some fixed weight OWA operator. 

Property 4 (Idempotency). Another characteristic associated with these operators is 
idempotency. If ai = a for all i=1,…, n, then for any OWA operator 

F (a, a, ..., a) = a

From the above we can see the OWA operators have the basic properties associated 
with an averaging operator [8]. 
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In [3], Yager defined two important measures associated with an OWA operator. 
The first measure, called the dispersion (or entropy) of an OWA vector W is defined 
as 

( ) ( )Disp W w wi i
i

n

= − ⋅
=

ln
1

We can see when using the OWA operator as an averaging operator Disp(W) measure 
the degree to which we use all the aggregates equally. 

A second measure introduced by Yager [3] which we shall call the orness measure 
is defined as 

( ) ( )( )orness W
n

n i wi
i

n

=
−

− ⋅
=

1

1 1

It can easy be shown [3] that 

1.  orness(W*) = 1 
2.  orness(W*) = 0 
3.  orness(WAve) = 0.5 

A measure of andness can be defined as: andness(W) = 1 – orness(W)

Generally it should be appreciated that an OWA operator with much of the weights 
near the top will be an “orlike” operator, orness(W) ≥ 0.5. At the other extreme when 
the weights are non-zero near the bottom the OWA operator will be “andlike”,
orness(W) ≤ 0.5.

3 Aggregate Dependent Weights 

In this section we shall consider OWA class operators where the weights depend on 
the aggregates.  

In the definition for the OWA operator we indicated that  

( )
=

⋅=
n

i
iin bwaaaF

1
21 ,,,

where bi is the ith largest of the ai. The weights were required to satisfy two 
conditions: 

1.- [ ]1,0∈iw

2.-
=

=
n

i
iw

1

1

In all for the proceeding we have assumed that the weights were fixed given 
constant values. In this section we shall generalize the concept of OWA aggregation 
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by allowing the weights to be a function of the aggregates of more precisely the 
ordered aggregates, the bi. It is still required that the weights satisfy conditions (1) and 
(2).

( )nii bbbfw ,,, 21=

In this case 

( ) ( )
=

⋅=
n

i
inin bbbbfaaaF

1
2121 ,,,,,,

In this case, where the weights depend on the aggregates, many, but not all, of the 
properties of the OWA operator still hold: 

1.- All aggregate dependent operators still lie between F* and F*.

2.- The operator is still idempotent  

( ) aaaaF =,,,

3.- The operator is still commutative, the indexing of the ai’s is not important. 

One property that is not necessarily retained is that of monotonicity. Assume 
A=(a1, a2, ... , an) and  

=
∧∧∧∧

naaaA ,,,' 21

are two collections aggregates such that 
∧

≥ ii aa for all i. If the weights are constant 

then  

( ) ≥
∧∧
AFAF

We shall subsequently see that this is not the case when the weights are aggregate 
dependent.  

We shall say that an OWA aggregation is near if the aggregated value is 
independent of the ordering. Let A = (a1, a2, ... , an) be our inputs ordered and B = (b1,
b2, ... , bn) be our inputs ordered and C = (c1, c2, ... , cn) = Perm (a1, a2, ... , an) be an 
permutation of the input. Formally we shall say that the OWA operator is near if  

( )
=

=
n

i
in aaaaF

1
21 ,,,

is the same for the any assignment C = B.
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One simple example of neat OWA operator when 
n

wi

1= . In this case 

( )
=

⋅=
n

i
in a

n
aaaF

1
21

1
,,,

If the weights wi’s, are fixed, this is the one possible neat OWA operator. However, 
as we shall see when we allow aggregate dependent weights we can get more neat 
operators. 

One important characteristic of neat OWA aggregators is that they don’t need to be 
ordered. This implies that the formulation for the neat OWA aggregators can be 
written using the arguments, the ai’s, with introducing the ordered inputs, the bi’s.

3.1 Families of Aggregate Dependent Weight 

A first family of aggregate dependent weight that we shall study are the so called 
BADD OWA operators introduced by Yager y Filev [36]. 

In the case of these operators we define  

=

=
n

j
j

i
i

b

b
w

1

α

α

It is easy to see that  

1.- [ ]1,0∈iw

2.-
=

=
n

i
iw

1

1

Thus these are an acceptable class of OWA weights. In this case we get 

( )

=

=

+

=
n

i
i

n

i
i

n

b

b

aaaF

1

1

1

21 ,,
α

α

It is easy to see that this is a neat OWA Operators and thus  
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( ) 0,,,,

1

1

1

21 ≥=

=

=

+

α
α

α
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i
i
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i
i

n

a

a

aaaF

Hence no ordering is necessary in this process.  

We see for the case when ∝ =0 we get 

( )
=

⋅=
n

i
in a

n
aaaF

1
21

1
,,,

which is the simple average, Fave. When ∝ = 1 we get 

( )

=

==
n

j
j

n

i
n

a

a

aaaF

1

1

2
2

21 ,,,

When ∝ → ∞ we have 

( ) [ ] ( )nin aaaFaMaxaaaF ,,,,,, 21
*

21 ==

It can be seen that for this class of operators wi ≥ wj for i > j, thus follows since bi ≥
bj for i < j. Thus these are buoyancy operators and as such are ‘orlike’ operators. 

Other class of  aggregate dependent weights. Here we let  

=

=
n

j j

i
i

b

b
w

1

1

1

α

α

These again can be shown to satisfy the conditions of OWA weights. In this case  
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Thus these are also neat. We see that if ∝ = 0 we get 

( )
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=

=

=

−

⋅===
n

i
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n

i
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n

i

n

i i
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nn
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Thus when ∝ = 0 we get Fave. If ∝ = 1 we get 

( )

==

= ==
n

i i

n

i i

n

i
n
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n
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aaaF

11

1
21 11

1
,,,

Which is the Harmonic mean. If we let ∝ → ∞ we then get 

( ) ∗== FaaaaF minn,,, 21

Another interesting case of aggregate dependent weights is where 

( )
( )
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In this case we get 
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Which again is a neat aggregation. When ∝ = 0 we get Fave.
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When ∝ = 1 we get 
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When ∝ → ∞ we get 

( ) i
ni

n aaaaF Min,,,
,...1

21
=

=

4 Additive Majority Aggregation 

The AMA operator is a modification of the arithmetic mean, as a arithmetic mean of 
arithmetic mean, such that, the final result is a weighted arithmetic mean. This 
operator is a neat OWA operator and theirs weights are calculated on functions of the 
cardinality  of the elements to aggregate. 

Definition 1. Let <a1,  a2,,..., an> and let ∈n21 δδδ ,...,, N, be the cardinality, where 

δi ≤δi+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n-1. The AMA operator is calculated as: 

( ) ( ) i

n

i
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n

i
iinAMA bbbbfbwaaaF ⋅⋅=⋅=

== 1
21

1
21 ,,,,,,

Such that: 

 1. [ ]wi ∈ 0 1,

 2. wi
i
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=
=

1
1

Furthermore ( )
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21 ,,,  where wi’s are calculated as: 
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Example: Let  < 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.6, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9 > be a bag aggregates then 
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2. [ ]1,0∈iλ

Proof. Trivial with the proof 1. 

We point out three important cases for this operator: 

1. if δi = 1 for all i=1,..,n: FMA(a1, a2, ..., an) = 
i

ia
n

1
= FAve.

2. if δn → ∞ : FMA(a1, a2, ..., an) = Max[bi] = F*(b1, b2, ..., bn).

3. if δ1 → ∞ : FMA(a1, a2, ..., an) = Min[bi] = F*(b1, b2, ..., bn). 

4.1 Properties 

Following, we present the principal properties for AMA operator. 

Property 1 (Commutative). The AMA operator can be seen to commutative. Let < a1,
a2, ..., an > be a bag aggregates and let < d1, d2, ..., dn > be a permutation of the ai. Then  

FAMA(a1, a2, ..., an) = FAMA(d1, d2, ..., dn)

Property 2 (Monotonicity). A third characteristic associated with the operators is 
monotonicity. Assume ai and ci are collection of aggregates, i=1,...,n such that for 
each i, ci ≤  ai. Then 

( ) ( )nAMAnAMA aaaFcccF ,,,,,, 2121 ≤

Property 3 (Idempotency). Another characteristic associated with these operators is 
idempotency. If ai = a for all i=1,…, n, then for any OWA operator 

( ) aaaaFAMA =,,,

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we show how the classic aggregation operators may produce the 
distribution problems when we want to aggregate a set of labels where some elements 
have cardinality greater than one.  

We propose a new neat OWA operators (AMA) to solve the distribution problems. 
This operator is based in the majority process. it is very useful as aggregation operator 
from a computation point of view, since they may be implemented as tables or simple 
procedures. Therefore it could be applied to Decision-Making or Optimization 
Problems with different types of information. 

Also, we define the procedure for calculating the weights in function of the 
cardinality of the elements. Further, we present some properties of the operator. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a fuzzy logic based controller applied to a 
magnetic levitation (MAGLEV) system. MAGLEV system is nonlinear and 
complex. It is difficult to obtain exact mathematical model. To improve control 
performance, an inner current control loop has been used. The proposed 
controllers for MAGLEV system is simulated by using MATLAB-SIMULINK 
and implemented on an experimental system using a TMS320C31 digital signal 
processor. 

1 Introduction 

Magnetic levitation systems are used in the low noise new railway systems low 
friction magnetic bearing of large rotating machines and space vehicles. A magnetic 
levitation system is complex and nonlinear. The mathematical model of MAGLEV 
system depends on various factors. Using this model, it is difficult to design a 
classical controller and their results do not yield satisfactory. In this case fuzzy 
controllers are preferable. Wang has been discussed classic controller design 
procedure for classroom demonstration and presented analog electronic 
implementation [1]. Many researchers applied feedback linearizing control to 
MAGLEV systems [2]. But this control technique does not guarantee robustness in 
the presence of modeling error and disturbances. Also sliding mode control technique 
and frequency domain H∞ control have been applied to MAGLEV systems [3]. H∞ 
control is an effective method in attenuating the disturbances. Fuzzy controller 
technique has been studied by various researchers [4,5,6]. This is more convenient for 
MAGLEV system and easiest to designing the controller.  

As known fuzzy controllers are considered as the best method for nonlinear time 
varying and for mathematical models. A magnetic levitation system is easily handled 
by human operators and best described quantitatively and makes it possible in many 
cases to design control systems that are more robust and energy saving. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of fuzzy controlled magnetic levitation system 

Realized system block diagram is shown in Fig 1. The task of the magnetic 
levitation system is kept in dynamic balance around its equilibrium position. For 
position feedback a photo resistor is used.  

 In this study, the magnetic levitation system firstly is simulated using 
MATLAB. A fuzzy PD controller has been designed using trial and error methods. In 
the fuzzy controller five membership functions are used in error and change of error. 
Development time of the fuzzy controller is shorter than the classical PD controller.  

2 Mathematical Model of MAGLEV System 

Magnetic repulsion and magnetic attraction are two kinds of magnetic levitation 
system. In this study, a magnetic attraction system was modeled. Magnetic repulsion 
system is move complex and requires super conducting material and additional 
equipment. 

In the magnetic levitation system the target is to keep at the ball a reference level 
ball. For this aim airgap flux density or height of the ball should be observed. For 
such a system design firstly a mathematical model must be written. An exact 
mathematical model is very complex. In this case some assumptions are made, 
magnetic circuit is linear (no saturation), eddy and hysteresis losses are neglected. 
Magnetic levitation system is expressed with the differential equations below: 
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m −=       (2) 
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dt

d
Rie +=        (3) 
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where m is ball mass as kg and g is gravity acceleration and f is attraction force. The 
coefficient a is determined by identification procedures, L is the inductance of the 
system and inductance depends on ball position and L coil inductance. Using 
linearization and Laplace transform, the system characteristic equation can be written 
as follows: 

BCx)s(GRCiLsCiRMsxLMsx)s(Q 0c00
2

0
3

0 +−−+=  (4) 

where Gc(s) is classic PD controller. Tuning of the PD controller parameters is 
difficult. Stability problem have big importance in this magnetic levitation system. 

The magnetic levitation system equations can be written as state space form: 
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     (5) 

In the conventional controller design process the system was linearized at 
operating point. A state feedback was used to stabilize around equilibrium point. A 
photo resistor was used as feedback element. The block diagram of MAGLEV system 
is given in Fig 2. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of controlled MAGLEV system 

A magnetic levitation system is an unstable system. The ball falls down or track 
touch. Then the coil gets closer than its designed distance; the current will increase, 
causing the coil to get even closer until finally the coil touches. When the ball gets 
further away from the track, the current will decrease and the coil will fall away from 
the track until the system is no longer operating. 

3 Proposed Controllers for MAGLEV System 

Fuzzy logic is a technology based on engineering experience and observations. In 
fuzzy logic, an exact mathematical model is not necessary, because linguistic 
variables are used in fuzzy logic to define system behavior rapidly. Fuzzy logic is a 
very recent technology relative to conventional controllers; its areas of application are 
increasing very quickly. Fuzzy PID, fuzzy PI, fuzzy PD and fuzzy mixed controllers 
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are fuzzy controller design approaches, but unlike conventional controllers the focus 
is not in the modeling [7]. Some of the problems, such as stability and performance, 
are encountered both in fuzzy controllers and conventional controllers. Unlike 
conventional control design, where mathematical models are used to solve these 
problems, fuzzy controller design involves IF-THEN rules defined by an expert to 
tackle these problems. 

There are two methods that are commonly used to design fuzzy controllers: trial 
and error method and the theoretical method. In trial and error, IF-THEN rules are 
defined by using expert knowledge and experience. Then, these rules are applied to 
the actual system. Unlike the theoretical approach where the parameters are adjusted 
to guarantee the desired performance, in the fuzzy method the IF-THEN rules are 
modified until the desired performance is achieved. In practice, both methods can be 
used to obtain better performance [7].  
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of fuzzy control architecture 

The fuzzy controller has four components as shown in Fig. 4. These are: 
Fuzzifier: The input values are scaled and grouped into fuzzy sets. In other words, 

the input values labeled and transformed into linguistic variables.  
Inference mechanism: The inference mechanism uses a database and a rule base. 

The database involves membership functions that are used by the inference 
mechanism to make fuzzy decisions. 

Rule Base: Rule base is a set of IF-THEN rules defined by an expert. The inference 
mechanism uses these rules. 

Defuzzifier: The linguistic variables manipulated by the inference mechanism are 
converted back to real values. 

In a fuzzy controller design, the knowledge and observations of an expert are more 
important than the underlying mathematical model. This expert knowledge and 
observation is used while the system is being designed. This kind of approach 
provides an opportunity to easily embed experience into a controller, which has been 
gained over a long time. However, it is not possible to obtain automation during 
controller design. 

In this paper, a fuzzy controller was used as Fig. 4. The membership functions of 
the fuzzy controller used were determined with trial and error method. Unlike 
conventional controllers, fuzzy controllers are less sensitive to sensor errors and small 
variations of the parameters.  
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As shown in Fig. 4, first the height of the ball obtained from MaglevModel was 
compared to reference height. Next, this difference and the derivative of the 
difference were given as inputs to the fuzzy logic controller. The output of fuzzy 
controller was compared to a reference voltage. Finally, this voltage was applied to 
MaglevModel. Each variable of the fuzzy controller was represented by using 5 
membership functions at the inputs and output, as shown in Fig. 5a-c. The ranges of 
the input and output variables were assumed to be [-20,20], [-2, 2] and [-2, 2], 
respectively. The fuzzy rule base for this fuzzy controller is as shown in Fig. 5d. 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the fuzzy controller for MAGLEV system 
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Fig. 5. Membership functions and rule table of fuzzy controller (a). Membership functions of  
input variable “error” (b). Membership functions of input variable “cerror” (c). Membership 
functions of output variable “action” (d). Rule table 

 
Thus, after choosing appropriate rules for the process of the system, flexible and 

robust solutions were obtained. The fuzzy rule base was generated on the basis of the 
numbers of the sensor positions in the area of the blocked or opened by the ball due to 
the levitation action. 

As known, PID controllers give very good response for a system in MAGLEV 
system. However, the parameter tuning of a PID controller is very difficult. In this 
study, a PD controller is used for a MAGLEV system. PD controller produces a 
voltage according to the height of ball. Used PD controller’s parameters were set to 
optimal values using experimental tuning procedure. In the classical realization a 
power switch that operate at the active switching region used.  

To increase the control performance of MAGLEV system can be added current 
controller. The bang-bang current controller gives output of the includes a PD 
controller or a fuzzy controller. Output of PD controller or fuzzy controller mentioned 
earlier is compare to coil current and a voltage is applied to MaglevModel.  
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the MAGLEV system that is used bang-bang current controller 

4 Simulation and Experimental Results 

Various simulations were carried out by using MATLAB/SIMULINK to assess the 
performance of proposed controllers for MAGLEV system. Used fuzzy controller is 
developed by the MATLAB Fuzzy Toolbox [8].  

In the simulations, the performance of the fuzzy controller, PD controller and 
bang-bang controller was compared. The responses of the PD controller are shown in 
Fig. 8. Simulation results for fuzzy controlled MAGLEV system are given in Fig. 9. 
As shown in these figures, the performance of the fuzzy-controlled MAGLEV system 
is better than that of the PD-controlled MAGLEV system. Finally, experimental 
results for MAGLEV system are given in Fig. 10.   

Fig. 6. Block diagram of MAGLEV system with PD controller 
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The MAGLEV system was implemented using dSPACE DS1102 board. This 
board uses TMS320C31 DSP processor. Fuzzy controller execution time is 80 µs. The 
MAGLEV system with fuzzy control is robust and energy saving.  

In Table-1 the parameters of the MAGLEV system used in the simulations and 
experiments are listed. 

 

Fig. 8. Simulation results of the proposed PD controller: a) Height of ball, b) Applied voltage 
to the winding 

 

Fig. 9. Simulation results of the proposed fuzzy controller: a) Height of ball, b) Applied 
voltage to the winding 

5 Conclusions 

A DSP implementation and simulation of fuzzy controlled magnetic levitation system 
is presented. Conventional PD controller and fuzzy controller performance are 
compared. To obtain a robust system in the current control, bang-bang controller has 
been used. The fuzzy controller has been designed using trial and error method. But it 
is easier according to PD controller. The PD controller performance depends on the 
operating parameters of magnetic levitation system. In the stability analysis we 
observed that in the system under fuzzy controller the error goes to near zero. 
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Fig. 10. Experimental result of MAGLEV system: a) Height of ball, b) Current of controller 

Table 1. Parameters of MAGLEV system 

Parameters Value 
Equilibrium point   x0 0.03 m 

Equilibrium current   I0 0.59 A 
Ball mass   M 0.0113 g 

Coil resistance   R 42 Ω 
Coil inductance   L 0.995 H 

G 9.81 
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Programming Work Simulator  
of the Ann-Based Integrated Protection System  

for the Reversible Hydro Generating Sets 

A. Halinka and M. Szewczyk 

Technical University of Silesia, Gliwice, Poland 

Abstract. This paper presents a programming work simulator worked out for 
verification of the new artificial neural networks – based approach to the 
decision making systems for the power protection automation purposes.

1 Introduction 

High technical requirements of today Electrical Power Systems (EPS) cause the rising 
importance in the whole control and management strategy of the EPS – especially in 
the generating nodes area – of objects characterizing high dynamics, large control 
range, short time periods from stand by to operation and functional flexibility (e.g. 
possibility of work in generating mode, motor mode, etc.). Such objects include for 
example hydro power plants equipped with reversible generating sets. But highly 
valued proprieties of the mentioned above objects achieve at the expense of theirs 
high structural and functional complexity in comparison to the traditional generating 
nodes. This provide to the necessity of integrated protection automation system  
(IPAS) determination dedicated to the complex power plants. In the paper 
programming work simulator of the ANN – based adaptive protection system for the 
reversible hydro generating sets is presented. 

2 General Conception of the Integrated Protection Automation 
System for the Reversible Hydro Generating Sets 

Possibility of work of the reversible hydro generating sets in some different operation
modes and changeable in the wide range frequency of the measurement input signals,
which are used by measurement and protection units, provide to the necessity of
integrated measurement and protection automation system determination for proper
protection in the events of disturbance. Using digital technique and artificial
intelligence properties give the possibility of the digital protection systems resolving,
dedicated to the complex EPS objects. Such systems have to be characterized by:

the possibility of proper identification of the current protected object
operation mode – structural criterion [1],
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the assurance of high accuracy and speed of the measuring and
protection algorithms in all possible working states especially during the
changing in wide range frequency of input measurement signals –
protection criterion,
adaptation of the measurement and protection functions parameters in
the protection system executive modules to the changing working
conditions (e.g. to the change of operation mode) – adaptive criterion,
fast analyze of information about the disturbances for preventive-
restitution automation – preventive-restitution criterion [2].

For the taken protected object structure (fig. 1) integrated protection automation 
system realizing mentioned above criteria was proposed. System is based on seven 
functional blocks which realizing – in the execution sense – directives taken by ANN 
– based decision modules.  

CB 1

TB

G/M

FC 2
FC

CB 3

IS1

CB 4

IS3IS2

CB 2

Tw

TR2

TR1

CB 5CB 6

FC 1

Z13R

Z11

Z14

ID3

FID-M2

GID
FID-M1

Z14R

Z12

FID-GNet

SA-I

Z11

ID1

FID-TB

Z13

ID2

FID-TR

U1

U2

U3

U4

Fig. 1. General integrated protection system structure dedicated to the reversible generating set 
where: 

ID1, ID2, ID3, GID – decision modules realizing identification criterion, 
SA-I – decision module; Z11, Z12, Z13, Z13R, Z14, Z14R – executive modules 
realizing adaptation and protection criterion, 
FID-M1, FID-M2, FID-TB, FID-TR, FID-GNet – decision modules realizing 
preventive-restitution criterion. 
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Basic decision modules of the identification system [1] realizing structural criterion
(ID1, ID2, ID3) take the information about the position of switches (from theirs
auxiliary contacts), about voltage level (in chosen measurement points) and
measurement signals frequency range. To improve the correctness of final decision
the global module (GID) is basing on provisionally processed information from the
basic ones. The main adaptive protection functions parameterization module (SA-I –
protection and adaptation criterion) is basing on the information from the
identification system and some additional signals from the external systems (about the
short circuit power level and possibility of generating node operation in the island).
The preventive-restitution criterion is realizing in modules FID-…which are mainly
basing on information from the executive protection modules about the picks up and
starts of the protection functions.

3 Learning Process of the ANN–Based Decision Modules  

As mentioned above all decision modules of the integrated protection automation 
system for the reversible hydro generating sets are based on ANN structures (fig. 2).  

First ANN realizing
functions of the ID1

identification module

Second ANN realizing
functions of the ID2

identification module

CB1open

CB1close

Is0 open

Is 0 close

U2

Is 1open

Is 1 close

Is 4 open

Is 4 close

CB4 open

CB4 close

Output 1 (2)

Is5open

Is 6open

Is 6 close

Output 1 (6)

CB5 open

CB5 close

CB6 open

CB6 close

U4

Output 1 (4)

Asynchronic start up (1)

Frequency start up (2)

Generator/Motor mode (3)

Stand by (4)

Error (5)

Ready to work (6)

Frequency start up I stage (1)

Frequency start up II stage (2)

Stand by (3)

Error (4)

Ready to work (5)

Fig. 2. Functional block scheme of the first (dedicated to the unit transformer) and second 
(dedicated to the frequency start up system) identification ANNs. Names of the main switches 
normally opened and closed auxiliary contacts (CBxopen,  CBxclose, Isxopen, Isxclose) and binary 
coded information about the voltage level in the particular measuring points  (Ux) correspond 
with elements on the fig 1. Output signal: „Output n (k)” means signal from output k of the 
identification module n.

For the assumed system structure multi layer perceptron artificial networks are 
proposed to realize functions of the particular decision modules. Levenberg-
Marquardt back error propagation algorithm was taken as the method to update 
weights and biases during the learning process. All networks have three – layer 
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structures. The input and hidden layers have nonlinear transfer functions (hyperbolic 
tangent sigmoid function) and the output layer has linear transfer function. The 
number of neurons in each layer depends on number of inputs and outputs of the 
given module. For all decision modules the knowledge bases were worked out 
(table 1). They include as many as possible cases of input and output signals 
combinations which carry correct input – output sequences during all expected 
protected object working conditions and cases in which some of input signals 
combinations aren’t completely correct (missing, broken or incompatible input 
signals) in which proper output signals combinations have to be activated according 
to the current working conditions (i.e. according to the current operating mode).  

Table 1. Exemplary fragment of the ANN knowledge base for the module ID1

Next learning and testing bases have to be marked off from the knowledge base. The 
learning bases have to include from the knowledge bases all cases of input and output 
signals combinations which carry correct input – output sequences and some cases 
with “erroneous information” while testing bases are the whole knowledge bases. In 
such situation the possibility of generalizing events of the neural networks can be 
achieved. This occurs when during the testing process ANN is able “to generate” 
correct input – output signal sequence even if such combination was not used during 
the learning process. The learning process ends when the ANN structure is able “to 
generate” all the input – output signals sequences combinations from the knowledge 
base. Exemplary results of the learning process for the two chosen ANN structures 
realizing functions of the identification module ID1 are shown on figure 3: 

a) first ANN structure: 8 neurons in the input layer, 6 in the hidden and 6 in the
output layer; network structure isn’t able to recognize all the events from the
knowledge base,

b) second ANN structure: 15 neurons in the input layer, 10 in the hidden and 6
in the output layer; network structure is able to recognize all the events from
the knowledge base,

SEE (sum squared error) is calculated from the expression:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CB1 open 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
CB1 close 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Is0 open 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
Is0 close 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Is1 open 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Is1 close 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Is4 open 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
Is4 close 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
CB4 open 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
CB4 close 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
U2 (>0.2Un) 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

Asynchronic start up 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Frequency start up 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Generator or Motor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stand by 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Error 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Ready to work 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inputs

Outputs
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where:
SSE – sum-squared error 

zk – expected signal level on output k
yk – level of output k in the given iteration 
n – number or ANN outputs 

Exemplary results of the testing process are shown on figure 4. 
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Fig. 3. Exemplary results of the learning process error (SEE) change in dependency of the 
number of input vectors repetitions 
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1 and 2 are “high”). Correct identification in both of cases (signal on output 3 above the
detection limit) 
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4 Programming Simulator of the ANN-Based Adaptive 
Protection System for the Reversible Generating Sets

For the complete verification of proper identification and adaptive protection system
functioning the application in the technical language Matlab was worked out. The
application has an ability to put on the individual inputs of the system modules
(fig. 5):

binary signals from the auxiliary contacts of switches in the closest object
environment,
binary coded signals about the voltage level in chosen measurement points
and the current measurement signals frequency range.

Switching sequence can be manual or automatic. In the manual mode (see fig. 6)
opening and closing of switches and selecting the information about voltage level and
frequency range can be done by the user. In any time we can see the position of
switches on the synoptic scheme (fig. 7). Pushing “Next identification” button cause
current operation mode identification according to the switches position, voltage level
and frequency range. On the main screen identification results of the particular
identification modules and global identification module can be seen. After successful
identification proper protection functions are activated in the adaptive protection
system executive modules (fig. 8).

Fig. 5. The main window of the integrated protection automation system programming work
simulator 
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In the automatic mode (fig. 9) user is able only to “switch” the protected object from
one to the another possible operation mode (i.e. from “stand by” to generating mode)
by the current operating mode main switch. Switching sequence in this mode is
predefined and is the same as it should be in the real object. Also the time of “next
identification signal” lunching is fixed. Manual opening and closing of switches and

Fig. 6. The main window of the integrated protection automation system programming work
simulator in manual mode after pushing “Next identification” button 

Fig. 7. Protected object synoptic scheme 
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changing the information about voltage level and frequency range is disabled. In any
time there is the possibility to stop or pause the automatic switching sequence. After
stopping or ending the simulation change to the manual mode is possible.

Fig. 9. The main window of the integrated protection automation system programming work
simulator in automatic switching sequence mode 

Fig. 8. Active and inactive protection functions in the executive adaptive protection system
modules after successful identification process  
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The application has also the ability of testing of the integrated adaptive system in the
events of disturbance occurring in the input signals such as wrong, missing or
incomplete information. So there is a chance to verify the main propriety of the neural
networks to the events generalization i.e. to proper identification of the input signals
combination to the correct output decision class even in case of missing of such
combination during the learning process. This propriety gives the possibility of taking
proper decisions in the cases when traditional decision systems (based on typical
binary logic or assisted by the expert systems) take the decision “the error occurs” or
even take no decision.

5 Conclusions 

High structural and functional complexity and changeable in the wide range 
frequency of the measurement signals (in some operating modes) cause that today 
protection systems are not capable of protecting the reversible generating sets in all 
theirs operation modes. The proposition is to apply the integrated protection 
automation system realizing described in the paper criteria. For the sake of a big 
number of processing in the system information and required high speed and 
correctness of taken decisions using the elements of the artificial intelligence in the 
form of neural networks as the structures realizing decision modules of the mentioned 
above system is recommended. Complete verification of all realized by the IPAS 
functions (and not only its individual modules/subsystems) require work out the 
programming application which enable the possibility of appropriate input signals 
combination simulation. Only there is the ability of presenting of the output decision 
signals which are mainly the results of the all subsystems cooperation. Initial 
simulation results confirm the proper realizing of assumed criteria and admit that 
choosing neural networks as the decision structures is right.  
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Abstract. In this paper, a method based on fuzzy logic for blending of
2D objects is presented. For this purpose, the curve modeling technique
based on control points is used for curve generation where the control
points are determined through fuzzy logic technique. As application, 2D
object blending operations are implemented.

1 Introduction

Solid modeling is very important subject in computer graphics The one of the
most popular problem in the solid modeling is to model objects no have certain
mathematical form. To overcome this problem, one of the applied methods is
to obtain the new objects by joining smooth surfaces or curves based on given
primary objects. This process is called as blending on computer graphics [1,2].
Blending can be defined as joining of objects without sharp edges or corners in
the intersection regions of the objects [3,4]. Another definition can be given as
follows; intersecting or non-intersecting objects can be joined with curves and
surfaces having smooth curves and surfaces [8]. The general blend surfaces was
worked by Rockwood [9], constant-radius blending techniques were studied by
Rossignac and Requicha [6], Choi and Ju [3], cyclide blends have been studied
in Schene [10], Dutta [7].

The first literature on fuzzy logic can be found in Zadeh [12]. Fuzzy logic
was used in different areas such as sound detection, pattern recognition, control
applications, image processing ... etc. The works about fuzzy curve and surface
logic can be found in [5] and fuzzy spline interpolation works was done by Saga
[11].

This study presents a method to blend of objects in 2D. At the beginning,
the curve is produced afterwards, generated curve is used for blending process.

The structure of the paper is as follows; Section two is concerned about a
method, which are developed to create curve in 2-D and fuzzy logic technique.
In section three, how to make blending process are mentioned and some sample
blended objects were given. Lastly, conclusion was offered.

2 The Curve Modelling Method
by Fuzzy Logic Technique

The curve modeling is one of the basic subject in computer graphics. There
are generally two curves in computer graphics: approximation and interpolation

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 968–975, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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curves. While a curve is produced, different methods are implemented. These
are; producing the curve via control points, creating the curve to be satisfied
C1 continuous at starting and ending points and generating curve by knowing
curvature radius [1]. In this study, the curve producing technique by control
points is improved. It is easier than other methods, because first and second
order derivation computations don’t need.

It is well – known that it is easy to construct the approximation or interpola-
tion curves where starting and ending points are determined. In this study, the
approximation curves are preferred for blending. The basis of work is that, in
case of knowing the start and end points, least three points, that are computed
by means of original points and their auxiliary points, are produced by fuzzy
logic technique and approximation curves are generated by using all of points.
Afterwards, blend surfaces are produced by means of curves and some blended
surfaces are given.

The control points have to be known, while the approximation and interpola-
tion curves are created by means of control points. In this study, where starting
and ending points are known, the curve is produced via other points, which are
calculated by these points. The basis of study is to compute the interval points
by fuzzy logic technique, where starting and ending points are known. While
that computation was being done, at least three points except start and end
points were used to create curve. The reason is that, local changes on the cre-
ated curve should be able to satisfy at least three points (Figure 1). Figure 1
depicts this effect. Let A(u, v) and B(u, v) be two points in 2-D. Infinite curves
can be created by these two points. If a controlled curve is wanted to be created,
then location of auxiliary points (second points) is important.

Fig. 1. A(u, v) and B(u, v) two points and infinite curves can be produced by the
means of these points.

So, some parameters will be needed to create a controlled curve as well.
Therefore, the shape of curve can be satisfied. It is required to use different
control points for creating curve 1 on Figure 1. Similarly, curve 2 and 3 require
different control points. To compute location of these points by fuzzy logic, we
use points called as auxiliary points. The reason of using auxiliary points is that,
the control mechanism that will satisfy local changing on the curve, is to obtain.
These points will determine shape of curve and set the basis of blending which
is given as application.
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2.1 Developed Method

Let A(u, v) and B(u, v) be two points in 2-D. Infinite curves can pass from
these two points. Let us define two other points to create curve that will satisfy
property to be requested and passing from these points. Let A′(u, v) and B′(u, v)
be two auxiliary points. Auxiliary points are points at distance k of original
A(u, v) and B(u, v) points. Let k be very small such as k � 1.

Fig. 2. Case of A(u, v), B(u, v), A′(u, v) and B′(u, v) points.

Having α and β determined, it is not enough to take only these angles to
be able to use fuzzy logic technique. The reason is that, if the distance among
points is not determined and only angle is evaluated then, undesired cases may
occur. So, the curves can not be produced. This case was graphically depicted
in figure 3.

Fig. 3. The angles α and β are same, but the produced curves are different.

If noticed, although angles are the same, the curves may have different shape.
Because curves require different control points. For that reason, when fuzzy logic
technique is applied to, angles α, β and the distance among points are used as
input parameters. These distances are d1 and d2. Figure 4 depicts are d1 and d2.
It is easy to compute distances d1 and d2.

If it is noticed to figure 5, the points M1(u, v), M2(u, v) and M3(u, v) are
points to be computed. While locations of these points are computed, lines n1,
n2 and n3 are used. Figure 5 shows the case of lines n1, n2 and n3. These lines are
located as perpendicular to the line connecting the points A(u, v) and B(u, v).
The distances m1, m2, m3 and t1, t2, and t3 are important. So, the location
of M1(u, v), M2(u, v) and M3(u, v) are very important. Simply, it is easy to
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Fig. 4. Distances d1 and d2.

Fig. 5. Case of lines n1, n2 and n3.

compute distances m1, m2, m3 and n1, n2, n3 by fuzzy logic technique. If these
distances and points C1, C2, C3 are determined then, computing exact points
M1(u, v), M2(u, v) and M3(u, v) can be computed in fuzzy inference machine.
Center of sums is used as inference machine. (Equation 1).

µ(ui) : membership functions.
ui : The value of membership functions.

u∗ =

l∑
i=l

ui ·
n∑
k=1

µ(ui)

l∑
i=1

n∑
k=1

µ(ui)
(1)

2.2 Rules for Fuzzy Logic and Construction
of Membership Functions

In this section, membership functions selected via parameters determined in
section 2.1 and produced rule sets by these functions are presented. It is known
that, the parameters that will be evaluated for fuzzy logic technique are angle α,
β, and distances d1, d2. However, there is a problem to select d1 and d2. Because
distances d1 and d2 can change in a very large interval. Instead of d1 and d2 we
can use division of d1 into d2. Let p be division of d1 into d2

p =
d1

d2
d1 > d2

p =
d2

d1
d1 < d2 (2)

So, both mathematical operations and the one of input parameters of fuzzy
logic are decreased. Noticed that, there is no case that value p is very big. Because
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Fig. 6. Membership functions used as input parameters.

Fig. 7. Membership functions used as output parameters.

distance among A(u, v) and A′(u, v) is very small and distance among B(u, v)
and B′(u, v) is very small, too. For that reason, distance d1 is almost equal to
distance d2, and so, it will be selected in interval [0–1.25] of p. Figure 6 shows
membership functions used as input parameters and Figure 7 shows membership
functions selected as output parameters.

3 Application: Blending in 2D

Applying the method presented in section 2 to blending process require to
know exactly some parameters and points A(u, v) and A′(u, v) and B(u, v) and
B′(u, v). The method can apply to blending process, after these points and pa-
rameters are known.

Let f(u, v) and g(u, v) be two surfaces in 2-D and let f ′(u, v) and g′(u, v) be
their offset surfaces. It is known that an offset surface is a translated surface at
distance d to the normal direction (Figure 9).

Fig. 9. Original surfaces; f(u, v) and g(u, v) their offset surfaces; f ′(u, v) and g′(u, v)
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Table 1. Fuzzy control rules Inputs Outputs

Inputs Outputs
α β p m1 m2 m3 t1 t2 t3
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2
1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 2
1 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 1
1 3 1 1 2 2 1 3 2
1 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 1
2 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 2
2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
2 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 3
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
2 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 3
2 3 2 2 1 2 3 1 2
3 1 1 3 2 3 3 1 2
3 1 2 2 1 3 2 3 1
3 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
3 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 2
3 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 1
3 3 2 1 3 1 1 2 1

Note 1. For α and β 1, 2 and 3 values show little, medium and large, respectively.
2. For p; the 1, 2 values show little and large, respectively.
3. m1, m2, m3 and t1, t2, and t3: the 1 2, 3 values show little, medium and large,

respectively.

Below steps was applied to computing points A(u, v), B(u, v) and A′(u, v)
and B′(u, v). At this point, it is not important whether surfaces intersect or not.

f(u, v)− g′(u, v) = 0
f ′(u, v)− g(u, v) = 0 (3)

If equation (3) is solved by using Newton-Raphson method, then intersection
curves, namely points A(u, v) and B(u, v), can be found. By the help of these
points, A(u, v) and B(u, v) can be computed. For this goal, offset surfaces are
translated to distance δ. Hence, the points A′(u, v) and B′(u, v), are obtained.
However, δ must be very little. Because δ gives only the information on shape
of original surface.

In this study, δ is selected in range 0.0001 < δ < 0.1 especially for δ = 0.02.
Figure 9 shows the computation steps.

After the points A(u, v) and A′(u, v) and B(u, v) and B′(u, v) are computed,
three points M1(u, v), M2(u, v) and M3(u, v) can be obtained by the help of
developed method in section 2. In order to compute these points, α, β, and p
parameters should be given as input parameter of fuzzy logic system. For this
purpose, distance d1 and d2 is computed. Parameter p and parameters α and β is
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Fig. 9. Computing of points A(u, v), A′(u, v), B(u, v) and B′(u, v).

calculated with respect to distances d1 and d2. Therefore, the input parameters
of fuzzy logic system are ready. The M1(u, v), M2(u, v) and M3(u, v) points are
computed by means of table 1, equation (2), namely inference machine, and
output parameters on the figure 7. Finally, 4th degree approximation curve can
be computed via equation (4).

P (u, v) = (1− u)4A(u, v) + 4(1− u)3uM1(u, v) + 6(1− u)2u2M2(u, v)
+4u3(1− u)M3(u, v) + u4B(u, v) (4)

Figure 10 illustrates the blended shapes in 2D.

Fig. 10. Some blended objects produced by means of developed method and their
blending points.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, a new technique to create an approximation curve was presented.
The basic of the developed method is to create an approximation curve by the
help of fuzzy logic technique. Produced curves were used for blending in 2-D. As
future work, the method will be tried to be applied on blending in 3-D.
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incremental discovery. The first step: Finding some corresponding relationship 
between the independent variables. For example, Rc, Rm, Rcm are respectively 
cyan, magenta and the mixed color of cyan and magenta. F'rom this sense, they 
have some relationship. They will be classified as the same group when we do 
processing later. One formula might have more one independent variables, it is 
possibly divided into many group in order to reorder the data. The second step: 
Calculating the corresponding data according to the values of independent vari- 
able and the old formula, and then judging if there is some relationship between 
independent variables. The relationship is defined by the meanings of those vari- 
ables in the domain. Normally the background knowledge is given directly. For 
example, (CM) stands for the mixed color of Cyan and Magenta, that is, Cyan 
+ Magenta, (CM) means C +M. We believe that there is a adding relationship 
between those three formulas. So we can guess there is an adding relationship 
between the independent variables, that is, R,, = R, + R,. If there exist one 
relationship, we record it down, and reorder the data with this relationship. In 
our example, we obtain the values of R,, = (R,  + R,), and form a new group 
data. The next thing we do is that judging if this group data is all zero or if 
this group data satisfies the error range allowed. If so, it means that the depen- 
dent variables just satisfied the relationship. In our example, R,, = R, + R,. 
The formula is put into the knowledge base. If it is not satisfied this condition, 
the group data is defined as new variables, and then to  judge if there exist a 
relationship between the new variables on the new layer with basic rules. 

If there exist no any relationship between the independent variables, we also 
discover with the basic rules in order to discover some possible knowledge. In 
some knowledge areas, this step may be omitted because it will spend more time. 

Finally, the relationships discovered are put in order. If there is knowledge, 
it will be put into the knowledge base. 

2.2.5 The Error Control 
When we do the discovery, most of cases, the data are not accorded with a law 
completely. Normally we need setting up a allowed error. If any data is in the 
error range, we believe it is correct. In the procedure of knowledge discovery, the 
calculating method of an error is determined according to the background of the 
different domains and the task of discovery. 

3 The Rules of The Incremental Knowledge Discovery 
Algorithm 

3.1 The Rules of The Main Algorithm 

There are nine rules in main algorithm. They are respectively initialising rule, 
discovery basic law rule, checking discovery result rule, searching, requesting new 
data rule, incremental discovery rule, non-incremental discovery rule, ending 
discovery rule and discovering in the new data rule. These rules are used for 
controlling the execution of the main algorithm. 

980 H. Zhang and J. Bi
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Abstract. In image analysis and pattern recognition fuzzy sets play the
role of a good model for segmentation and classifications tasks when the
regions and the classes cannot be strictly defined. Shape analysis is of
great importance for different applications of image processing, for in-
stance in the recognition of pathological objects on X-ray or microscopic
images. Pure mathematical notions like convexity and connectivity play
an essential role in shape analysis. In practical image processing, the no-
tions of convexity and connectivity as defined in any textbook in math-
ematics are rarely encountered, moreover it is not easy to define what
exactly a convex discrete arrangement of pixels mean. Also, in real vi-
sion systems, whether machine or human, imprecisions are inherent in
the spatial and intensity characterisation of the image, there are also
effects of noise in sensory transduction and of limits of sampling fre-
quency. Unlike computer systems, human beings are more flexible. In
general, they can easily say whether a pattern looks convex or not, or
they can specify easily the connected components on a grey-scale or a
colour image. Therefore the terms approximate convexity and approxi-
mate connectivity based on fuzzy set theory have been introduced.

1 Introduction

In many practical tasks we operate with imprecise or uncertain data, especially
when this data comes as an output from some measuring instrument. This prob-
lem appears in image processing because of the distortion effect, and often be-
cause of non-precise calibration of the camera. Therefore lots of work have been
done for the development of algorithms which give reliable results operating with
imprecise data.

In image analysis and pattern recognition, fuzzy sets have been found to
be a good model for segmentation and classifications tasks when the regions
and the classes cannot be strictly defined. Shape analysis is of great importance
for different applications of image processing, for instance in the recognition of
pathological objects on X-ray or microscopic images. Pure mathematical notions
like convexity and connectivity play an essential role in shape analysis. However,
images processed by a computer are discrete - they comprise a finite number of
elements. Usually these picture elements, called pixels, are arranged regularly

B. Reusch (Ed.): Fuzzy Days 2001, LNCS 2206, pp. 990–1000, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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in a rectangular grid, e.g. an image is represented as a collection of rectangular
pixels. Associated with each pixel, there is a non-negative grey level or brightness
value - without loss of generality we may consider that this value is between 0 and
1. So, in practical image processing, the notions of convexity and connectivity as
defined in any textbook in mathematics are rarely encountered, moreover it is not
easy to define what exactly a convex discrete arrangement of pixels mean. Also,
in real vision systems, whether machine or human, imprecisions are inherent
in the spatial and intensity characterisation of the image. At the low levels of
image representation, there are effects of noise in sensory transduction and of
limits of sampling frequency. At higher levels of image representation, there are
more general imprecisions related to the specifications of image quality. Unlike
computer systems, human beings are more flexible. In general, they can easily say
whether a pattern looks convex or not, or they can specify easily the connected
components on a grey-scale or a colour image. Therefore the terms approximate
convexity and approximate connectivity have been introduced. These definitions
are strongly based on fuzzy set theory.

The idea of approximate convexity is used in medical image analysis, since
as known from the medical experts benign tumors look ‘more convex’ than the
malignant ones. Also, approximate connectivity is used for unsupervised seg-
mentation of the tissues on a tomographic (X-ray, MR, Ultrasound) image.

As we see in this work, fuzzy logic makes possible to join the notions of
approximate convexity and connectivity, which is natural from the point of view
of the ‘crisp’ mathematics. As a result, fuzzy implications using variables as
‘low convex’, medium convex’, ‘highly convex’ and ‘low connected’, ‘medium
connected’, ‘highly connected’ are suggested. These results strongly rely on the
usage of fuzzy morphological operations, which are found to be a very good
alternative of the classical grey-scale morphological operations introduced by
Serra.

A new general definion of fuzzy (or approximate ) connectivity has been
proposed introducing a so-called degree of connectivity of a set, which is a real
number within 0 and 1. It works not only with the classical arc-wise crisp con-
nectivity, but with with any connectivity class in the crisp Euclidean space.

2 Mathematical Morphology – Background

Serra [12] and Heijmans [4] have shown that morphological operations can be
formulated on any complete lattice. A set L with a partial ordering “≤” is
called a complete lattice if every subset H ⊆ L has a supremum

∨H ∈ L (least
upper bound) and infimum (greatest lower bound)

∧H ∈ L.
An operator ϕ : L �→ M, where L and M are complete lattices, is called

dilation if it distributes over arbitrary suprema: ϕ(
∨
i∈I Xi) =

∨
i∈I ϕ(Xi) ,

and erosion if it distributes over arbitrary infima. Erosions and dilations are
increasing operations [4]. An operator ψ ∈ L∗ is called a closing if it is increasing,
idempotent (ψ2 = ψ) and extensive (ψ(X) ≥ X). An operator ψ ∈ L∗ is called an
opening if it is increasing, idempotent and anti-extensive (ψ(X) ≤ X) [4]. A pair
of operators (ε, δ), is called an adjunction, if for every two elements X,Y ∈ L it
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follows that δ(X) ≤ Y ⇐⇒ X ≤ ε(Y ). In [4] it is proved that if (ε, δ)
is an adjunction then ε is erosion and δ is dilation. If (ε, δ) is an adjunction,
then the composition εδ is a closing, and δε is an opening. As an example, let
us consider the lattice L with elements the subsets of a linear space E, i.e.
L = P(E). Here and henceforth, by P(X) we denote the power set of X, i.e.
the family of all subsets of the set X . Then every translation-invariant dilation
is represented by the standard Minkowski addition: δA(X) = A ⊕X = X ⊕ A,
and its adjoint erosion is given by Minkowski subtraction: εA(X) = X 
 A [4].
Then closing and opening of A by B are defined as A • B = (A ⊕ B) 
 B,
A ◦ B = (A 
 B) ⊕ B. These operations are referred to as classical or binary
morphological operations. Openings and closings are generally used as filters for
cleaning binary images.

3 Convexity and Connectivity of Binary Images

It is well known from convex analysis that a crisp compact set X in Rd is convex
if and only if X = 0.5X⊕0.5X . It means also that X contains the whole segment
when the set contains its endpoints. For more information see [7].

In mathematics, the notion of connectivity in Rd is formalized in the topo-
logical framework in two different ways. First, a set is called to be connected
when it cannot be partitioned as a union of two open, or two closed sets. In
practice, it is more suitable to work with the so - called arcwise connectivity. A
set X is said to be arcwise-connected when for every two distinct points a and
b from X there exists a continuous curve joining a and b and lying entirely in
X. Arcwise connectivity is more restrictive than the general one. It is not dif-
ficult to show that any arcwise-connected set in Rn is connected. The opposite
is not true in general, but for open sets in Rd the topological connectedness is
equivalent to arcwise connectedness. Following the the works of Serra [11,12,13]
and Haralick and Shapiro [3], an abstract connectivity framework, suited mainly
for analysis and processing of binary images has been developed. It is strongly
related with the mathematical morphology concepts [11]. The base concept is
the connectivity class:

Definition 3.1. Let E be an arbitrary set. A family C of the subsets of E is
called a connectivity class if the following properties hold:

1. ∅ ∈ C and {x} ∈ C for every x ∈ E ;
2. If Ei ∈ C for i ∈ I and

⋂
i∈I Ei = ∅ , then

⋃
i∈I Ei ∈ C.

3. If E ⊇ A ∈ C, then for every x ∈ E τx(A) ⊂ C.

The third axiom can be referred to as translation -invariance of the connectivity.
It hasn’t been imposed in the previous works [13,3,9] since it doesn’t give any
topological impact to the notion of connectivity. However it is essential from mor-
phological point of view since the translation-invariance is one of the main bases
of mathematical morphology. This condition can be replaced by more general
one, namely affine invariance of connectivity, or in the case of arbitrary complete
lattice by T -invariance with respect to a given abelian group of automorphisms T
[4]. In our work it is sufficient to work only with translation-invariant operators.
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Given a connectivity class in a universal set E we can define the maximal
connected component of a set A ⊆ E containing a particular point x:

γx(A) =
⋃
{C ∈ C |x ∈ C and C ⊆ A}

Then it can be proved easily (see [12] or [4] ) that :

– For every x ∈ E γx is an algebraic opening in E;
– γx({x}) = {x};
– either γx(A) = γy(A) or γx(A) ∩ γy(A) = ∅;
– x /∈ A implies that γx(A) = ∅;
–

⋃
x∈E γx(A) = A.

It is easy to demonstrate that X ∈ C if and only if for every two points x, y ∈ X
it follows that γx(X) = γy(X).

Theorem 3.2. If X and A are connected with respect to the connectivity class
C, then X ⊕A is connected with respect to C as well.

This theorem generalises the result of Theorem 9.59 from [4], where only
arcwise connectivity is considered. It follows directly from more general results
in [13] and [9].

Let S be a binary relation between the subsets of a universal set E, i.e.
S ⊆ P(E)× P(E).

Definition 3.3. We say that S is a separation is it satisfies the following con-
ditions [3] :

– S is symmetric, which means that (X,Y ) ∈ S if and only if (Y,X) ∈ S.
– S is exclusive, which means that (X,Y ) ∈ S implies X ∩ Y = ∅.
– S is hereditary, which means that (X,Y ) ∈ S implies (X ′, Y ′) ∈ S for each
X ′ ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊆ Y.

We have omitted the last axiom of Haralick and Shapiro as too restrictive for
our studies.

Following Ronse [9], we may consider two more axioms characterizing the
separation relation:

– If
⋂
i∈I Ai = ∅ and for each i ∈ I (Ai, E \ Ai) ∈ S, then

(⋂
i∈I Ai, E\⋃

i∈I Ai
) ∈ S.

– Given three nonvoid pairwise disjoint sets A, B and C from E, such that
(A,B) ∈ S and (A ∪ C,B) ∈ S, then we must have (A,B ∪ C) ∈ S.

Every connectivity class defines a separation relation and vice versa. If C is a
connectivity class, then we can define the separation relation S in the following
way: say that (X,Y ) ∈ S when γx(X ∪ Y )∩ γy(X ∪ Y ) = ∅. Then it is easy to
demonstrate that the conditions for S to be a separation relation are satisfied.
Then if S is a separation defined for the subsets of the universal set E, we can
define a connectivity class as C as any subset of P(E) with the properties:

1. ∅ ∈ C and {x} ∈ C for every x ∈ E ;
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2. A set ∅ = A ⊆ E belongs to C if for every its two subsets X and Y such
that X ∩ Y = ∅, X ∪ Y = A it follows that (X,Y ) /∈ S. Such a set will be called
indecomposable.

To show that C is a connectivity class we must demonstrate that given the
indecomposable sets Ai ⊆ E for i ∈ I and

⋂
i∈I Ai = ∅ , then the set

A =
⋃
i∈I Ai is indecomposable as well. The last is proved in [9].

If K is a connected structuring element then X ◦ K =
⋃
i Xi ⊕ K, where

Xi are the maximal connected components of X. Then if A is separated from B
and the structuring element K is connected it simply follows that (A∪B)◦K =
(A ◦ K) ∪ (B ◦ K). Then suppose that the random dropout noise N removes
points from the ideal image A to produce the observed image B. If the noise
N is separated from the complement of Ac, the complement of A, then A =
B • K. Therefore the connectivity relations give us the possibility of perfect
reconstruction of the original image.

For the epsilon geometry approach to convexity and connectivity see [8].

4 Fuzzy Morphological Operations

Consider the set E called the universal set. A fuzzy subset A of the universal
set E can be considered as a function µA : E �→ [0, 1], called the membership
function of A. µA(x) is called the degree of membership of the point x to the set
A. The ordinary subsets of E, sometimes called ‘crisp sets’, can be considered as
a particular case of a fuzzy set with membership function taking only the values
0 and 1. This definition leads to two possible interpretations:

– in image representation the value of the membership function µA(x) at a
point x may be interpreted as the grey level value associated with that point
of the image plane,

– in pattern recognition, the value 0 ≤ µA(x) ≤ 1 indicates the probability
that the point x is in the foreground of an image.

Let 0 < α ≤ 1. An α-cut of the set X (denoted by [X]α) is the set of points
x, for which µX(x) ≥ α.

The usual set-theoretical operations can be defined naturally on fuzzy sets:
Union and intersection of a collection of fuzzy sets is defined as supremum, resp.
infimum of their membership functions. Also, we say that A ⊆ B if µA(x) ≤
µB(x) for all x ∈ E. The complement of A is the set Ac with membership
function µAc(x) = 1− µA(x) for all x ∈ E.

If the universal set E is linear, like the n-dimensional Euclidean vector space
Rn or the space of integer vectors with length n, then any geometrical transfor-
mation, like scaling, translation etc., of a fuzzy set can be defined by transforming
its α−cuts. In our work we denote the α−cut of the fuzzy set X by [X]α.

Further we consider a simple way to generate adjoint fuzzy morphological
operations.

Say that the function c(x, y) : [0, 1] × [0, 1] �→ [0, 1] is conjunctor if c is
increasing in the both arguments, c(0, 1) = c(1, 0) = 0, and c(1, 1) = 1.
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Say that the function i(x, y) : [0, 1] × [0, 1] �→ [0, 1] is implicator if i is
increasing in y and decreasing in x, i(0, 0) = i(1, 1) = 1, and i(1, 0) = 0.

Following the framework of Heijmans, say that the conjucnctor - implication
pair is adjoint if c(b, y) ≤ x is true if and only if y ≤ i(b, x). Then for fixed b
function f(x) = i(b, x) is an erosion, and its adjoint dilation is g(y) = c(b, y).

Then having an adjoint conjunctor - implicator pair, as proposed by Heij-
mans, we can define an adjoint pair of fuzzy erosion and dilation:

µδA(B)(x) = sup
y
c(µB(x− y), µA(y)), (1)

µεA(B)(x) = inf
y
i(µB(y − x), µA(y)). (2)

Heijmans [5] has proposed a number of following conjunctor - implicator pairs
to construct morphological operations. Here we give examples of two of them:

c(b, y) = min(b, y),

i(b, x) =
{
x x < b,
1 x ≥ b .

These operations are known as operations of Gödel-Brouwer.

c(b, y) = max(0, b+ y − 1),
i(b, x) = min(1, x− b+ 1).

These operations are suggested by Lukasiewicz. Sometimes, for simplicity we
should write A(x) instead of µA(x). In our work we shall use the first conjunctor
- implicator pair. The respective dilation has the form

(δB(A))(x) = sup
b

min(µA(b), µB(x− b)),

and is used to study fuzzy convexity [6] . In this case we shall denote δA(B) =
δB(A) = A ⊕ B, because this operation can be obtained also directly from the
binary Minkowski addition using the transfer principle.

Definition 4.1. A function F : Rn �→ R is called upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.)
if for any t ∈ R such that t > F (x) there exists a neighborhood Br(x) such that
t > F (y) for every point y ∈ Br(x).

It is a well known result from mathematical analysis that if fi : Rd �→ [0, 1]
are u.s.c. functions for i ∈ I, then infi fi is also u.s.c. In image processing it is
common to use model based on fuzzy subsets of Rd which membership function
is upper semicontinuous with bounded support From the upper semicontinuity
it follows that the α-cuts for α ∈ (0, 1] are compact. The upper semicontinuity
condition does not affect the discretization process: Every pixel can be considered
as a part of the image, such that all of its points have the same brightness value
and therefore the neighbourhood Br(x) of the pixel centre x can be limited to
the pixel itself. Also, given two adjacent pixels, without loss of generality we
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may suppose that their common boundary segment belongs to the pixel with
greater intensity or brightness value. Therefore every real grey - tone image can
be regarded as a fuzzy set which membership function is u.s.c. function with
bounded support with values in [0, 1].

Let {Ai} be a given family of fuzzy subsets of Rd which membership functions
are u.s.c. with bounded support. Then from the reasons listed above, it follows
that the membership function of their intersection infi (µAi) is also u.s.c. with
bounded support, and for any α > 0,

⋂
i[Ai]α = [

⋂
iAi]α . It is proved in [6] that

if A and B are fuzzy sets which membership functions are upper semicontinuous
with bounded support then such is A⊕B, and [A⊕B]α = [A]α ⊕ [B]α.

One of the most popular approaches for defining fuzzy morphological oper-
ations is based on the so called inclusion indicators, specified by a number of
axioms in [14]. In the case of fuzzy subsets of a discrete space, which is the most
natural situation in image processing tasks, the indicator considered by Kosko
can be considered ( see also [1]):

IK(A,B) = 1−
∑
x∈S max(0, µA(x)− µB(x))∑

x∈S µA(x)
.

It does not satisfy all the axioms proposed by Sinha and Dougherty, thereby
making it problematic for the design of morphological operations. But, it has
been found to be useful in the construction of measures of approximate convexity
because it is easy to compute and is not sensitive to noise [6]. In the case of a
continuous universe U ⊂ Rd it takes the form

IK(A,B) = 1−
∫
U max(0, µA(x)− µB(x)) dx∫

U µA(x) dx
.

Therefore, when A and B are crisp compact sets in the Euclidean plane, it takes
the form

IK(A,B) = 1− σ(A \B)
σ(A)

,

where σ means the area.

5 Fuzzy Convexity

Definition 5.1. The convexity indicator of the fuzzy set A is defined as

C(A) = IK(0.5A⊕ 0.5A,A).

By definition, a fuzzy subset A of Rd is called convex if

µA(λx1 + (1− λ)x2) ≥ min(µA(x1), µA(x2))

for all x1, x2 ∈ Rd and every λ ∈ [0, 1]. There is a well known result saying that
a fuzzy set is convex if and only if its α−cuts for α ∈ (0, 1] are convex crisp sets
in Rd.
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A result proved in [7] says that if A is a fuzzy subset of Rd whose membership
function is upper semicontinuous with bounded support, then C(A) = 1. On the
contrary, if C(A) = 1 , then there exists a fuzzy set X whose support has
Lebesgue measure 0 such that A ∪ X is fuzzy convex. These properties show
that the proposed definition of an approximate convexity measure by means
of an inclusion indicator and fuzzy dilation is reasonable. In practical image
processing we usually deal with objects represented as finite collections of pixels.
Even for objects in binary images it is not easy to express formally the meaning
of convexity. The task is more difficult in the case of grey-scale images when the
objects do not have well defined boundaries. So, if A is a binary or grey-tone
image we say that A is convex of degree α if C(A) = α.

Experiments have shown that the suggested indicator indicator of convexity
C is not sensitive to noise. It can be applied also to binary images [7].

6 Fuzzy Connectivity

Definition 6.1. Following [10], let us say that the points x, y ∈ E are connected
in the fuzzy /set A if there exists a path Γ from x to y such that

inf
z∈Γ

µA(z) ≥ min[µA(x), µA(y)].

Then we may call the fuzzy set A α−path-connected if every two points x and y,
such that µA(x) ≥ 1−α and µA(y) ≥ 1−α, are connected in A. Let consider
further a fuzzy set whose membership function is u.s.c. with bounded support.
Consider we are given a connectivity class C in the universal set E (either Rd or
Zd). Then we may generalise the upper definition not only for path-connectivity
saying that a fuzzy set A is α−connected for any α ∈ [0, 1) if [A]β ⊂ C for every
positive β less than or equal to 1−α. For completeness we may call a set A to be
1-connected if its support is in the connectivity class, which means

⋃
α[A]α ⊂ C.

Applying directly Theorem 3.2 we show that if for a given α ∈ [0, 1] the fuzzy
sets X and A are α−connected, then X ⊕ A is also α−connected. So we define
the degree of connectivity of the fuzzy set A in the following way:

dc(A) = 1− inf{α |A is α− connected }.
It is straightforward to show that dc(A⊕B) ≤ min[dc(A), dc(B)].

This is a general way to define degree of connectivity, which can be used as a
feature in different pattern recognition tasks depending on the basic connectivity
class. On Fig.1 one can see an example of X-ray mammogram. The degree of
connectivity of the outer darker part is 0.33, the light internal region has de-
gree of connectivity 0.78. The degree of connectivity of the whole image is 0.24
disregarding the background. On the lower part of the image one can see two cal-
cifications (the small light spots at the bottom). Therefore for any small region
containing the calcifications, the degree of connectivity will be approximately
0.24. Any of the two calcifications themselves have high degree of connectivity
≈ 0.8. Therefore we can use the ratio between the degree of connectedness and
the variance between the maximal and the minimal grey levels of the region as
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Fig. 1. An example of a mammogram with cancerous calcifications
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Fig. 2. Graphs of the lingustic variables showing the degrees of convexity or connec-
tivity

a feature of the region. If the value of this feature is small one could suppose the
existence of abnormalities in the region.

7 Relations between Convexity and Connectivity,
and Further Research

A general definition of convexity and connectivity of fuzzy sets have been es-
tablished, suited for direct implementation to grey-scale images. Since we work
with adjoint fuzzy morphological operations, we have real opening and closing
filters (idempotent, increasing, [anti]-extensive), which gives us the opportunity
to apply fuzzy closing operation directly to the grey-scale image to remove sparse
noise. Such noise may appear with the old CCD cameras when some pixels are
dead, but also in the process of photocopying where some ink drops may damage
the copy. Also, this noise can be considered as the most severe case of random
noise. Therefore, if we demonstrate that a connectivity based filtering works well
to such dropout noise, it is most likely that it can apply to any random noise.
Since in the crisp case every convex set is connected, it is interesting to find a
numerical relation between the values of the degree of convexity and the degree
of connectivity of a given fuzzy set. On the second figure one can see graphs of
the fuzzy notions ‘fuzzy convex’ and ‘fuzzy connected’ (the x - axis repesents
the degree of convexity or connectivity) . When using normalized fuzzy sets, i.e.
there exists at least one point where the membership function takes vaue 1, then
our experiments in the case of arc-wise connectivity, as in the classical discrete
analogs (cross- neighbourhood and 3x3 - neighbourhood), show that:
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– If the convexity is high then the connectivity is high;
– If the connectivity is low then the convexity is low.

These fuzzy implications are very natural from the ‘crisp’ mathematical point
of view, since we know that if a set is convex it is connected as well. However, our
further research should be directed in testing other kind of fuzzy membership
functions (not only trapezoidal), quantizing the relations between the geometri-
cal and topological notions as convexity and connectivity.
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